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NOTE: THIS IS A DRAFT. I PLAN TO HAVE TWO MORE ITERATIONS FROM
BEGINNING TO END. AMONG THINGS THAT REMAIN TO BE DONE ARE: HAVING
A PROPER NAMING CONVENTION FOR THE PROGRAMS IN THE EXAMPLES,
CLEANING UP ENGLISH ERRORS, FILLING-IN MISSING SECTIONS, ETC.
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Preface
This book is about the language of logic programming with answer set semantics and its application
to knowledge representation, reasoning and declarative problem solving. This book will be useful
to researchers in logic programming, declarative programming, articial intelligence, knowledge
representation, and autonomous agents to knowledge engineers who would like to create and use
large knowledge bases to software practitioners who would like to use declarative programming for
fast prototyping, and for developing critical programs that must be correct with respect a formal
specication to programmers of autonomous agents who would like to build intelligent components
such as planners, schedulers, and diagnosis and repair systems and to students and teachers using
it as a text book in undergraduate and graduate classes.
The bulk of the book focuses on the research in logic programming since 1988, when the stable
model semantics was proposed by Gelfond and Lifschitz. The main dierences between this book
and earlier books1 on logic programming (besides the fact that it includes results since those earlier
books were written) are: (i) It uses answer set semantics and covers all programs. In contrast
the book by Lloyd covers only stratied programs, and the book by Lobo et al. and Alferes et
al. use well-founded semantics or its variant with respect to non-stratied programs. (ii) A big
part of this book is about declarative programming and knowledge representation methodology.
It presents several small and big example modules, and presents the theory that describes when
modules can be combined, when a module is consistent, how to incorporate an observation, etc.
To the best of our knowledge no book on logic programming discusses this. (iii) Because it uses
answer set semantics which allows multiple `models' of a theory, it is able to go beyond reasoning to
declarative problem solving. Thus it includes encoding of applications such as planning, diagnosis,
explanation generation, scheduling, combinatorial auctions, abductive reasoning, etc. Most of these
applications are related to encoding problems that are NP-complete or beyond. The well-founded
semantics used in the other books is less expressive and is mostly suitable for reasoning tasks. The
book does devote some attention to well-founded semantics. Since the well-founded semantics is
sound with respect to answer set semantics and is easier to compute, in this book it is treated as an
approximation to answer-set semantics. (iv) The book discusses the complexity and expressibility
issues and identies subsets belonging to dierent complexity and expressibility classes. (v) It
presents algorithms to compute answer sets. Some of the algorithms it discusses use heuristics
and other intelligent search ideas. (vi) Unlike the books by Lloyd and Lobo et al. most of the
programs discussed in the book can be run. It uses the smodels and the dlv interpreter for this
and is supplemented by a web site containing a large subset of the example programs as smodels
or dlv code.
This book can be used for an undergraduate (junior-senior level) one semester course and a one
semester graduate course. For the undergraduate course it is recommended to cover most of Chapter
1, Chapter 2, a very small part of Chapter 3, Chapter 4, parts of Chapter 5, parts of Chapter 7
and Chapter 8. For a follow-up graduate course it is recommended to cover the remaining material
(Chapter 3, most of Chapter 5, Chapter 6, parts of Chapter 7, and Chapter 9) together with a
quick overview of Chapters 1, 2, 4 and 8. For a stand alone graduate course that does not have
1
The earlier books that we are referring to are: the books by Lloyd published in 1982 (rst edition) and 1987
(second edition) titled `Foundations of logic programming', the monograph by Lobo, Minker and Rajasekar published
in 1992 titled `Foundations of disjunctive logic programming', and the monograph by Alferes and Pereira published
in 1996 titled `Reasoning with logic programming'.
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the undergraduate course as the pre-requisite it is recommended to cover Chapter 1-8, leaving out
a few sections in some of the chapters.
This book came about after almost a decade of interacting with and learning from my colleague
and teacher Michael Gelfond at the University of Texas at El Paso. Many ideas and perspectives
behind this book that unify the dierent sections and chapters are due to this interaction and
learning. Thomas Eiter helped the author in understanding several aspects of the complexity and
expressibility results. Interactions with Vladimir Lifschitz had a signicant inuence in the various
aspects of this book. The author would also like to acknowledge the help of his students (Nam
Tran, Tran Son, Le-Chi Tuan, Viet Hung Nguyen, Cenk Uyan, and Guray Alsac), the smodels
group (particularly, Niemela and Syrjanen), dlv group (particularly Eiter, Gottlob, Leone, and
Pefer), and his colleagues Lobo, Provetti and Galindo in writing this book. Finally, he would
like to acknowledge support from his start-up funds at the Arizona State University, NSF support
through grants IRI-9501577 and 0070463 and NASA support through grant NCC2-1232.
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About the book
Representing knowledge and reasoning with it are important components of an intelligent system,
and are two important facets of Articial Intelligence. In this the role of formal logic, in particular
the non-monotonic logics is well established. Another important expectation from intelligent systems is their ability to accept high level requests { as opposed to detailed step-by-step instructions,
and use their knowledge and reasoning ability to gure out the detailed steps that need to be taken.
To have this ability intelligent systems must have a declarative interface { whose input language
must be based on logic.
In this book Chitta Baral proposes to use the non-monotonic language of AnsProlog { logic programming with answer set semantics, for both knowledge representation and reasoning, and declarative
problem solving. He presents results obtained over the years in a rst ever compilation. This
compilation is not only unique to logic programming, but is unique to the eld of knowledge representation as a whole, as for no other language or logic a comparable body of results has been
accumulated. The book is targeted towards students, researchers and practitioners and its content includes: (a) theoretical results about AnsProlog such as, properties of AnsProlog sub-classes
including their complexity and expressibility, and building block results to both analyze and modularly build large AnsProlog programs (b) illustrations of correctness proofs of AnsProlog programs
(c) algorithms to compute answer sets (`models') of AnsProlog programs (d) demonstration of the
knowledge representation and reasoning ability of AnsProlog through benchmark examples such
as the frame problem, reasoning about actions, inheritance hierarchies, reasoning with priorities,
and reasoning with incomplete information (e) use of AnsProlog in problem solving activities such
as planning, diagnosis, constraint satisfaction problems, logic puzzles, and combinatorial auctions
and (f) descriptions of systems that implement AnsProlog and code of various examples in the
syntax of these systems.

About the author

Chitta Baral is an associate professor at the Arizona State University. He obtained his B.Tech(Hons)
degree from the Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur and his M.S and Ph.D degrees from the
University of Maryland at College Park. He has been working in the eld of knowledge representation and logic programming since 1988, and his research has been supported over the years by
National Science Foundation, NASA, and United Space Alliance. He received the NSF CAREER
award in 1995 and led successful teams to AAAI 96 and 97 robot contests. He has published
more than 65 articles in Logic Programming, Knowledge Representation, and Articial Intelligence
conferences and Journals.
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Brief description of the chapters
 Chapter 1: Declarative programming in AnsProlog: introduction and preliminaries

In Chapter 1 we motivate the importance of declarative languages and argue that intelligent
entities must be able to comprehend and process descriptions of `what', rather than being
told `how' all the time. We then make the case for AnsProlog (programming in logic with
answer set semantics) and compare it with other non-monotonic languages, and with the
Prolog programming language. We then present the syntax and semantics various sub-classes
of AnsProlog, and consider two views of AnsProlog programs: stand alone programs, and
functions. We present more than 30 examples illustrating the various denitions and results.

 Chapter 2: Simple modules for declarative programming with answer sets

In this chapter we present several small AnsProlog programs/modules corresponding to several
problem solving or knowledge representation modules. This chapter is like a tool box of
programs that can be combined for larger applications. In a sense it gives a quick glimpse of
the book, and can be thought of as introducing the usefulness and applicability of AnsProlog
through examples.

 Chapter 3: Principles and properties of declarative programming with answer
sets

In this chapter we present several fundamental results that are useful in analyzing and step-bystep building of AnsProlog programs, viewed both as stand-alone programs and as functions.
To analyze AnsProlog programs we dene and describe several properties such as categoricity
{ presence of unique answer sets, coherence { presence of at least one answer set, computability { answer set computation being recursive, lter-abducibility { abductive assimilation of
observations using ltering, language independence { independence between answer sets of a
program and the language, language tolerance { preservation of the meaning of a program
with respect to the original language when the language is enlarged, functional, compilable
to rst-order theory, amenable to removal of or, amenable to computation by Prolog, and
restricted monotonicity { exhibition of monotonicity with respect to a select set of literals.
We also dene several subclasses of AnsProlog programs such as stratied, locally stratied,
acyclic, tight, signed, head cycle free and several conditions on AnsProlog rules such as wellmoded and state results about which AnsProlog programs have what properties. We present
several results that relate answer sets of an AnsProlog program with its rules. We develop
the notion of splitting and show how the notions of stratication, local stratication, and
splitting can be used in step-by-step computation of answer sets.
For step by step building of AnsProlog programs we develop the notion of conservative extension { where a program preserves its original meaning after additional rules are added to it,
and present conditions for programs that exhibit this property. We present several operators
such as incremental extension, interpolation, domain completion, input opening and input
extension, and show how they can be used for systematically building larger programs from
smaller modules.

 Chapter 4: Declarative problem solving and reasoning in AnsProlog

In this chapter we formulate several knowledge representation and problem solving domains
using AnsProlog. Our focus in this chapter is on program development. We start with three
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well known problems from the literature of constraint satisfaction, and automated reasoning:
placing queens in a chess board, determining who owns the zebra, and nding tile covering in
a mutilated chess board. We present several encodings of these problems using AnsProlog and
analyze them. We then discuss a general methodology for representing constraint satisfaction
problems (CSPs) and show how to extend it to dynamic CSPs. We then present encodings
of several combinatorial graph problems such as k-colarability, Hamiltonian circuit, and Kclique. After discussing these problem solving examples, we present a general methodology
of reasoning with prioritized defaults, and show how reasoning with inheritance hierarchies is
a special case of this.

 Chapter 5: Reasoning about actions and planning in AnsProlog

In this chapter we consider reasoning about actions in a dynamic world and its application
to plan verication, simple planning, planning with various kinds of domain constraints,
observation assimilation and explanation, and diagnosis. We do a detailed and systematic
formulation - in AnsProlog { of the above issues starting from the simplest reasoning about
action scenarios and gradually increasing its expressiveness by adding features such as causal
constraints, and parallel execution of actions. We also prove properties of our AnsProlog
formulations using the results in Chapter 3.
Our motivation behind the choice of a detailed formulation of this domain is two fold. (i)
Reasoning about actions captures both major issues of this book: knowledge representation
and declarative problem solving. To reason about actions we need to formulate the frame
problem whose intuitive meaning is that objects in the worlds do not normally change their
properties. Formalizing this has been one of the benchmark problem of knowledge representation and reasoning formalisms. We show how AnsProlog is up to this task. Reasoning
about actions also form the ground work for planning with actions, an important problem
solving task. We present AnsProlog encodings of planning such that the answer sets each
encode a plan. (ii) Our second motivation is in regards to the demonstration of the usefulness
of the results in Chapter 3. We analyze and prove properties of our AnsProlog formulations
of reasoning about actions and planning by using the various results in Chapter 3, and thus
illustrate their usefulness. For this we also start with simple reasoning about action scenarios
and then in later sections we consider more expressive scenarios.

 Chapter 6: Complexity, expressibility and other properties of AnsProlog programs

In this chapter we consider some broader properties that help answer questions such as: (a)
how dicult it is to compute answer sets of various sub-classes of AnsProlog (b) how expressive are the various sub-classes of AnsProlog (c) how modular is AnsProlog and (d) what is
the relationship between AnsProlog and other non-monotonic formalisms.
The answers to these questions are important in many ways. For example, if we know the
complexity of a problem that we want to solve then the answer to (a) will tell us which
particular subset of AnsProlog will be most ecient, and the answer to (b) will tell us the
most restricted subset that we can use to represent that problem. To make this chapter
self complete we start with the basic notions of complexity and expressibility, and present
denitions of the polynomial, arithmetic and analytical hierarchy and their normal forms.
We later use them in showing the complexity and expressibility of AnsProlog subclasses.

 Chapter 7: Answer set computing algorithms
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In this chapter we present several answer set computing algorithms and compare them. The
particular algorithms we present are the wfs-bb algorithm that uses branch and bound after
computing the well-founded semantics, the assume-and-reduce algorithm of SLG, the Smodels
algorithm, and the dlv algorithm.

 Chapter 8: Query answering and answer set computing systems

In this chapter we explain how to program using the Smodels and dlv systems, discuss the
extensions that these systems have beyond AnsProlog, and present several programs in the
their syntax. We then describe when a Prolog interpreter can be used in answering queries to
AnsProlog programs and under what conditions the Prolog interpreter is sound and complete
with respect to AnsProlog. Finally, we briey mention some of the other systems that can
accept particular sub-classes of AnsProlog programs.

 Chapter 9: Further extensions of and alternatives to AnsProlog

In this chapter we discuss further extensions to AnsProlog, such as allowing not in the head
of rules, allowing epistemic operators, and doing abductive reasoning. We also discuss some
of the alternative characterizations of programs in AnsProlog syntax.

 Appendices

We have several appendices: some of them in the book, and others in a companion web site.
In the appendices in the book we present some background information, such as denition
of ordinals, lattices, xpoints, and denitions of Turing machine. In the web site we have
Smodels and dlv code of several programs discussed throughout the book and also a list of
pointers to resources such as home pages of active scientists and researchers in this eld, and
web pages of implemented systems.
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Chapter 1

Declarative programming in
AnsProlog : introduction and
preliminaries
Among other characteristics, an intelligent entity { whether an intelligent autonomous agent, or an
intelligent assistant { must have the ability to go beyond just following direct instructions while
in pursuit of a goal. This is necessary to be able to behave intelligently when the assumptions
surrounding the direct instructions are not valid, or there are no direct instructions at all. For
example even a seemingly direct instruction of `bring me coee' to an assistant requires the assistant
to gure out what to do if the coee pot is out of water, or if the coee machine is broken. The
assistant will denitely be referred to as lacking intelligence if he were to report to the boss that
there is no water in the coee pot and ask him what to do next. On the other hand, an assistant
will be considered intelligent if he can take a high level request of \make travel arrangements for
my trip to International AI conference 20XX" and gure out the lecture times of his boss, take into
account his airline, hotel and car rental preferences, take into account the budget limitations, etc.
and overcome hurdles such as the preferred ight being sold out and make satisfactory arrangements.
This example illustrates one benchmark of intelligence { the level of request an entity can handle.
At one end of the spectrum the request is a detailed algorithm that spells out how to satisfy the
request, which no matter how detailed it is may not be sucient in cases where the assumptions
inherent in the algorithm are violated. In the other end of the spectrum the request spells out
what needs to be done, and the entity has the knowledge { again in the what form rather than the
how form { and the knowledge processing ability to gure out the exact steps (that will satisfy
the request) and execute them, and in case of not having the necessary knowledge it either knows
where to obtain the necessary knowledge, or is able to gracefully get around it through its ability
to reason in presence of incomplete knowledge.
The languages for spelling out how are often referred to as procedural while the languages for spelling
out what are referred to as declarative . Thus our initial thesis that intelligent entities must be able to
comprehend and process descriptions of what leads to the necessity of inventing suitable declarative
languages and developing support structures around those languages to facilitate their use. We
consider the development of such languages to be fundamental to knowledge based intelligence,
perhaps similar to the role of the language of calculus in mathematics and physics. This book
is about such a declarative language { the language of AnsProlog. We now give a brief history
behind the quest for a suitable declarative language for knowledge representation, reasoning and
1
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declarative problem solving.
Classical logic which has been used as a specication language for procedural programming languages was an obvious initial choice to represent declarative knowledge. But it was quickly realized
that classical logic embodies the monotonicity property according to which the conclusion entailed
by a body of knowledge stubbornly remains valid no matter what additional knowledge is added.
This disallowed human like reasoning where conclusions are made with the available (often incomplete) knowledge and may be withdrawn in presence of additional knowledge. This led to the
development of the eld of non-monotonic logic, and several non-monotonic logics such as circumscription, default logic, auto-epistemic logic, and non-monotonic modal logics were proposed. The
AI journal special issue of 1980 (volume 13, number 1 and 2) contained initial articles on some of
these logics. In the last twenty years there have been several studies on these languages on issues
such as representation of small common-sense reasoning examples, alternative semantics of these
languages, and relationship between the languages. But the dearth of ecient implementations, use
in large applications { say of more than ten pages, and studies on building block support structures
has diminished their applicability for the time being. Perhaps the above is due to some fundamental
lacking, such as all of these languages which build on top of the classical logic syntax and allow
nesting are quite complex, and all except default logic lack structure, thus making it harder to use
them, analyze them and develop interpreters for them.
An alternative non-monotonic language paradigm with a dierent origin whose initial focus was
to consider a subset of classical logic (rather than extending it) is the programming language
PROLOG and the class of languages clubbed together as `logic programming'. PROLOG and logic
programming grew out of work on automated theorem proving and Robinson's resolution rule.
One important landmark in this was the realization by Kowalski and Colmerauer that logic can
be used as a programming language, and the term PROLOG was developed as an acronym to
PROgramming in LOGic. A subset of rst-order logic referred to as Horn clauses that allowed
faster and simpler inferencing through resolution was chosen as the starting point. The notion
of closed world assumption in databases was then imported to PROLOG and Logic programming
and the operator not was used to refer to negative information. The evolution of PROLOG was
guided by concerns to make it a full edged programming language with ecient implementations,
often at the cost of sacricing the declarativeness of logic. Nevertheless, research also continued
on logic programming languages with declarative semantics. In the late eighties and early nineties
the focus was on nding the right semantics for agreed upon syntactic subclasses. One of the two
most popular semantics proposed during that time is the answer set semantics, also referred to as
the stable model semantics.
This book is about the language of logic programming with respect to the answer set semantics.
We refer to this language as AnsProlog, as a short form of `Programming in logic with Answer
sets'1 . In the following section we compare AnsProlog with PROLOG and also with the other nonmonotonic languages, and present the case for AnsProlog as the most suitable declarative language
for knowledge representation, reasoning and declarative problem solving.

1.1 Motivation: Why AnsProlog?
We start with a short summary and then expand on it. The non-classical symbols , and not in
AnsProlog give a structure to AnsProlog programs and allow us to easily dene syntactic subclasses
1

In the literature it has been sometimes referred to as A-Prolog.
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and study their properties. It so happens that these various sub-classes have a range of complexity
and expressibility thus allowing us to choose the appropriate subclasses for particular applications.
Moreover, there exists a more tractable approximate characterization which can be used { at
the possible cost of completeness { when time is a concern. Unlike the other non-monotonic
logics, AnsProlog now has ecient implementations which have now been used to program large
applications. In addition, the expressibility studies show AnsProlog to be as expressible as some of
these logics, while syntactically it seems less intimidating as it does not allow arbitrary formulas.
Finally, the most important reason to study and use AnsProlog is that there is now already a body
of support structure around AnsProlog that includes the above mentioned implementations and
theoretical building block results that allow systematic construction of AnsProlog programs, and
assimilation of new information. We now expand on these points in greater detail.

1.1.1 AnsProlog vs Prolog
Although, Prolog grew out of programming with Horn clauses, a subset of rst-order logic several
non-declarative features were included in Prolog to make it programmer friendly. We propose
AnsProlog as a declarative alternative to Prolog. Following are the main dierences between
AnsProlog and Prolog.

 The ordering of literals in the body of a rule matters in Prolog as it processes them from left

to right. Similarly, the positioning of a rule in the program matters in Prolog as it processes
them from start to end. The ordering of rules and positioning of literals in the body of a
rule do not matter in AnsProlog. From the perspective of AnsProlog, a program is a set of
AnsProlog rules, and in each AnsProlog rule, the body is a set of literals.

 Query processing in Prolog is top-down from query to facts. In AnsProlog query-processing
methodology is not part of the semantics. Most sound and complete interpreters with respect
to AnsProlog do bottom-up query processing from facts to conclusions or queries.

 Because of the top-down query processing, and start to end, and left to right processing of

rules and literals in the body of a rule respectively, a Prolog program may get into an innite
loop for even simple programs without negation as failure.

 The cut operator in Prolog is extra-logical, although there have been some recent attempts
at characterizing them. This operator is not part of AnsProlog.

 There are certain problems, such as oundering and getting stuck in a loop, in the way

Prolog deals with negation as failure. In general, Prolog has trouble with programs that have
recursions through the negation as failure operator. AnsProlog does not have these problems,
and as its name indicates it uses the answer-set semantics to characterize negation as failure.

In this book, besides viewing AnsProlog as a declarative alternative to Prolog, we also view Prolog
as a top-down query answering system that is correct with respect to AnsProlog under certain conditions. In Section 8.3 we present these conditions and give examples that satisfy these conditions.

1.1.2 AnsProlog vs Logic programming

AnsProlog is a particular kind of logic programming. In AnsProlog we x the semantics to answer
set semantics, and only focus on that. On the other hand logic programming refers to a broader

4
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agenda where dierent semantics are considered as alternatives. We now compare AnsProlog with
the alternative semantics of programs with AnsProlog syntax.
Since the early days of logic programming there have been several proposals for semantics of programs with AnsProlog syntax. We discuss some of the popular ones in greater detail in Chapter 9.
Amongst them, the most popular ones are the stable model semantics and the well-founded semantics. The stable models are same as the answer sets of AnsProlog programs, the main focus of this
book. The well-founded semantics dier from the stable model semantics in that:

 Well-founded models are three-valued, while stable models are two valued.
 Each AnsProlog program has a unique well-founded model, while some AnsProlog programs
have multiple models and some do not have any.

For example, the program fp  not p:g has no stable models while it has the unique wellfounded model where p is assigned the truth value unknown.
The program fb  not a: a  not b: p  a: p  b:g has two stable models fp ag and fp bg
while its unique well-founded model assigns the truth value unknown to p, a and b.

 Computing the well-founded model or entailment with respect to it is more tractable than
computing the entailment with respect to stable models. On the other hand the later increases
the expressive power of the language.

As will be clear from many of the applications that will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 4.8, the
non-determinism that can be expressed through multiple stable models plays an important role.
In particular, they are important for enumerating choices that are used in planning and also in
formalizing aggregation. On the other hand, the absence of stable models of certain programs,
which was initially thought of as a drawback of the stable model semantics, is useful in formulating
integrity constraints whose violation forces elimination of models.

1.1.3 AnsProlog vs Default logic

AnsProlog can be considered as a particular subclass of default logic that leads to a more ecient
implementation. Recall that a default logic is a pair (W D), where W is a rst-order theory and
D is a collection of defaults of the type :1:::n , where ,  and  are well-founded formulas.
AnsProlog can be considered as a special case of a default theory where W = ,  is an atom, 
is a conjunction of atoms, and i 's are literals. Moreover, it has been shown that AnsProlog or
and default logic have the same expressibility. In summary, AnsProlog is syntactically simpler to
default logic and yet has the same expressibility, thus making it more usable.

1.1.4 AnsProlog vs Circumscription and classical logic

The connective `' and the negation as failure operator `not ' in AnsProlog add structure to an
AnsProlog program. The AnsProlog rule a  b: is dierent from the classical logic formula b  a,
and the connective `' divides the rule of an AnsProlog program into two parts: the head and the
body.
This structure allows us to dene several syntactic and semi-syntactic notions such as: splitting,
stratication, signing, etc. Using these notions we can dene several subclasses of AnsProlog
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programs, and study their properties such as: consistency, coherence, complexity, expressibility,
lter-abducibility and compilability to classical logic.
The subclasses and their specic properties have led to several building block results and realization
theorems that help in developing large AnsProlog program in a systematic manner. For example,
suppose we have a set of rules with the predicates p1  : : :  pn in them. Now if we add additional rules
to the program such that p1  : : :  pn only appear in the body of the new rules, then if the overall
program is consistent then the addition of the new rules does not change the meaning to the original
predicates p1  : : :  pn . Additional realization theorems deal with issues such as: When CWA about
certain predicates can be explicitly stated without changing the meaning of the modied program?
and How to modify an AnsProlog program which assumes CWA so that it reasons appropriately when
CWA is removed for certain predicates and we have incomplete information about these predicates?
The non-classical operator  encodes a form of directionality that makes it easy to encode causality,
which can not be expressed in classical logic in a straight forward way. AnsProlog is more expressive
than propositional and rst-order logic and can express transitive closure and aggregation that are
not expressible in them.

1.1.5 AnsProlog as a knowledge representation language

There has been extensive study about the suitability of AnsProlog as a knowledge representation
language. Some of the properties that have been studied are:

 When an AnsProlog program exhibits restricted monotonicity. I.e., it behaves monotonically

with respect to addition of literals about certain predicates. This is important when developing an AnsProlog program where we do not want future information to change the meaning
of a denition.
 When an AnsProlog program is language independent? When it is language tolerant? When
it is sort-ignorable i.e., when sorts can be ignored?
 When knew knowledge can be added through ltering?

In addition it has been shown that AnsProlog provides compact representation in certain knowledge
representation problems i.e., an equivalent representation in a tractable language would lead to
an exponential blow-up in space. Similarly, it has been shown that certain representations in
AnsProlog can not be modularly translated into propositional logic. On the other hand problems
such as constraint satisfaction problems, dynamic constraint satisfaction problem, etc. can be
modularly represented in AnsProlog. Similar to its relationship with default logic, subclasses of
other non-monotonic formalisms such as auto-epistemic logic have also been shown to be equivalent
to AnsProlog.
Finally, AnsProlog has a sound approximate characterization, called the well-founded semantics,
which has nice properties and which is computationally more tractable.

1.1.6 AnsProlog implementations: Both a speci cation and a programming
language
Since AnsProlog is fully declarative, representation (or programming) in AnsProlog can be considered both as a specication and a program. Thus AnsProlog representations eliminate the
ubiquitous gap between specication and programming.

6
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There are now some ecient implementations of AnsProlog, and many applications are built on top
of these implementations. Although there are also some implementations of other non-monotonic
logics such as default logic (DeReS at the University of Kentucky) and circumscription (at the
Linkoping University), these implementations are very slow and very few applications have been
developed based on these implementations.

1.1.7 Applications of AnsProlog

Following is a list of applications of AnsProlog to database query languages, knowledge representation, reasoning and planning.
 AnsProlog has a greater ability than Datalog in expressing database query features. In
particular, AnsProlog can be used to give a declarative characterization of the standard
aggregate operators, and recently it has been used to dene new aggregate operators, and
even data mining operators. It can be also used for querying in presence of dierent kinds of
incomplete information, including null values.
 AnsProlog has been used in planning and allows easy expression of dierent kinds of (procedural, temporal and hierarchical) domain control knowledge, ramication and qualication
constraints, conditional eects and other ADL constructs, and can be used for approximate
planning in presence of incompleteness. Extension of AnsProlog with disjunction in the head
can be used for conformant planning, and there are attempts to use AnsProlog for planning
with sensing and diagnostic reasoning. It has been also used for assimilating observation of
an agent and planning from the current situation by an agent in a dynamic world.
 AnsProlog has been used in product conguration, representing CSP and DCSP problems.
 AnsProlog has been used for scheduling, supply chain planning and in solving combinatorial
auctions.
 AnsProlog has been used in formalizing deadlock and reachability in Petri nets, in characterizing monitors, and in cryptography.
 AnsProlog has been used in verication of contingency plans for shuttles, and also has been
used in verifying correctness of circuits in presence of delays.
 AnsProlog has been used in benchmark knowledge representation problems such as reasoning
about actions, plan verication, and the frame problem there in, in reasoning with inheritance
hierarchies, and in reasoning with prioritized defaults. It has been used to formulate normative
statements, exceptions, weak exceptions, and limited reasoning about what is known and what
is not.
 AnsProlog is most appropriate for reasoning with incomplete information. It allows various
degrees of trade-o between computing eciency and completeness when reasoning with
incomplete information.

1.2 Answer-set theories and programs
In this section we dene the syntax of an AnsProlog program (and its extensions and subclasses),
and the various notations that will be used in dening the syntax and semantics of these programs
and in their analysis in the rest of the book.
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An answer-set theory consists of an alphabet, and a language L dened over that alphabet. The
alphabet of an answer-set theory consists of seven classes of symbols:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

variables,
object constants (also referred to as constants),
function symbols,
predicate symbols,
connectives,
punctuation symbols, and
the special symbol ?

where the connectives and punctuation symbols are xed to the set f: or   not  &g and f `(',
`)', `,', `.' g respectively while the other classes vary from alphabet to alphabet.
We now present an example to illustrate the role of the above classes of symbols. Consider a
world of blocks in a table. In this world, we may have object constants such as block1, block2,
: : : corresponding to the particular blocks and the object constant table referring to the table. We
may have a predicates on table, and on that can be sued to describe the various properties that
hold in a particular instance of the world. For example, on table(block1) means that block1 is on
the table. Similarly, on(block2 block3) may mean that block2 is on top of block3. An example of
a function symbol could be on top, where on top(block3) will refer to the block (if any) that is on
top of block3.
Unlike the earlier prevalent view of considering logic programs as a subset of rst order logic we
consider answer set theories to be dierent from rst-order theories, particularly with some dierent
connectives. Hence, to make a clear distinction between the connectives in a rst-order theory and
the connectives in an answer-set theory, we use dierent symbols than normally used in rst-order
theories: or instead of _, & instead of ^.
We use some informal notational conventions. In general, variables are arbitrary strings of English
letters and numbers that start with an upper-case letter, while constants, predicate symbols and
function symbols are strings that start with a lower-case letter. Sometimes { when dealing with
abstractions { we use the additional convention of using letters p q : : : for predicate symbols,
X Y Z : : : for variables, f g h : : : for function symbols, and a b c : : : for constants.
A term is inductively dened as follows:
1. A variable is a term.
2. A constant is a term.
3. If f is an n-ary function symbol and t1  : : :  tn are terms then f (t1  : : :  tn ) are terms.
A term is said to be ground, if no variable occurs in it. The Herbrand Universe of L, denoted by
HUL , is the set of all ground terms which can be formed with the functions and constants in L.
An atom is a formula p(t1  : : :  tn ), where p is a predicate symbol and each ti is a term. If each
of the ti s are ground then the atom is said to be ground. The Herbrand Base of a language L,
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denoted by HBL , is the set of all ground atoms that can be formed with predicates from L and
terms from HUL . A literal is either an atom or an atom preceded by the symbol :, and is referred
to as ground if the atom in it is ground. The former is referred to as a positive literal, while the
later is referred to as a negative literal. A naf-literal is either an atom or an atom preceded by the
symbol not . The former is referred to as a positive naf-literal, while the later is referred to as a
negative naf-literal. A gen-literal is either a literal or a literal preceded by the symbol not .

Example 1 Consider an alphabet with variables X and Y , object constants a b, function symbol
f of arity 1, and predicate symbols p of arity 1. Let L1 be the language dened by this alphabet.

f (X ) and f (f (Y )) are examples of terms, while f (a) is an example of a ground term. p(f (X )) and
p(Y ) are examples of atoms, while p(a)a and p(f (a)) are examples of ground atoms.
The Herbrand Universe of L1 is the set fa b f (a) f (b) f (f (a)) f (f (b)) f (f (f (a))) f (f (f (b))) : : : g.
The Herbrand Base of L1 is the set
fp(a) p(b) p(f (a)) p(f (b)) p(f (f (a))) p(f (f (b))) p(f (f (f (a)))) p(f (f (f (b)))) : : : g.

2

A rule is of the form:

L0 or : : : or Lk  Lk+1 & : : : & Lm & not Lm+1 & : : : & not Ln:
(1.2.1)
where Li 's are literals or when k = 0, L0 may be the symbol ?, and k 0, m k, and n m.

A rule is said to be ground if all the literals of the rule are ground. The parts on the left and
on the right of \" are called the head (or conclusion) and the body (or premise) of the rule,
respectively. A rule with an empty body is called a fact, and then if L0  : : :  Lk are ground literals
then we refer to it as a ground fact. When k = 0, and L0 = ?, we refer the rule as a constraint.
Often the connective & in the body of a rule is replaced by a comma. In that case the rule (1.2.1)
is written as:

L0 or : : : or Lk  Lk+1 : : :  Lm  not Lm+1  : : :  not Ln :

(1.2.2)
Also, the ? in the head of constraints are often eliminated and simply written as rules with empty
head, as in

 L1  : : :  Lm  not Lm+1 : : :  not Ln:

(1.2.3)

Denition 1 The answer-set language given by an alphabet consists of the set of all ground rules
constructed from the symbols of the alphabet.

2

It is easy to see that the language given by an alphabet is uniquely determined by its constants
O, function symbols F , and predicate symbols P . This triple  = (O F P ) is referred to as the
signature of the answer-set theory and often we describe a language by just giving its signature.

1.2.1 AnsProlog* Programs

An AnsProlog* program is a nite set of rules of the form (1.2.2). `AnsProlog' is a short form for
Answer set programming in logic, and the `*' denotes that we do not place any restrictions on the
rules.
With each AnsProlog* program , when its language is not otherwise specied, we associate the
language L( ) that is dened by the predicates, functions and constants occurring in . If no
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constant occurs in , we add some constants to L( ) for technical reasons. Unless stated otherwise,
we use the simplied notation HU and HB instead of HUL( ) and HBL( ) , respectively. When
the context is clear we may just use HU and HB , without the subscripts.
Example 2 Consider the following AnsProlog* program :
p(a).
p(b).
p(c).
p(f (X ))  p(X ):
L( ) is then the language dened by the predicate p, function f , and constants a b, and c.
HU is the set fa b c f (a) f (b) f (c) f (f (a)) f (f (b)) f (f (c)) f (f (f (a))) f (f (f (b))) f (f (f (c))) : : : g.
HB is the set fp(a) p(b) p(c) p(f (a)) p(f (b)) p(f (c)) p(f (f (a))) p(f (f (b))) p(f (f (c)))
p(f (f (f (a)))) p(f (f (f (b)))) p(f (f (f (c)))) : : :g.
2
Through out this book we consider several distinct subclasses of AnsProlog* programs. The important ones are:
 AnsProlog program: A set of rules where Li's are atoms and k = 0. This is the most popular
subclass, and to make it easier to write and refer, it does not have a superscript.
Such programs are syntactically2 referred to as general logic programs and normal logic programs in the literature. The program in Example 2 is an AnsProlog program.

Example 3 Following is an example of another AnsProlog program from which we can conclude that tweety ies while skippy is abnormal and it does not y.
fly(X )  bird(X ) not ab(X ).
ab(X )  penguin(X ).
bird(X )  penguin(X ).
bird(tweety) .
penguin(skippy) .

 AnsProlog;not program: A set of rules where Li's are atoms, k = 0, and m = n.

2

Such programs are referred to as denite programs and Horn logic programs in the literature.

Example 4 Following is an example of an AnsProlog;not program from which we can make

conclusions about the ancestor relationship between the constants a b c d and e, for the
particular parent relationship specied in the program:
anc(X Y )  par(X Y ).
anc(X Y )  par(X Z ) anc(Z Y ).
par(a b) .
par(b c) .
par(d e) .
The rst two rules of the above program can be used to dene the ancestor relationship over
an arbitrary set of parent atoms. This is an example of `transitive closure' and in general it
can not be specied using rst-order logic.
2

AnsProlog programs also denote a particular semantics, while several dierent semantics may be associated with
general logic programs.
2
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 AnsProlog: program: A set of rules where k = 0.

Such programs are syntactically referred to as extended logic programs in the literature.

Example 5 Following is an example of an AnsProlog: program from which we can conclude

that tweety ies while rocky does not.

fly(X )  bird(X ) not :fly(X ).
:fly(X )  penguin(X ).
bird(tweety) .
bird(rocky) .
penguin(rocky) .

2

 AnsProlog or program: A set of rules where Li 's are atoms.

Such programs are syntactically referred to as normal disjunctive logic programs in the literature. A subclass of it where m = n is syntactically referred to as disjunctive logic programs.

Example 6 Following is an example of an AnsProlog or program from which we can conclude that slinky is either a bird or a reptile but not both.

bird(X ) or reptile(X )  lays egg(X ).
lays egg(slinky) .

2

 In each of the above classes if we allow constraints (i.e., rules with ? in the head) then we have
AnsProlog? , AnsProlog;not? , AnsProlog:? , and AnsProlog or ? programs respectively.
 AnsProlog: or ? program: It is same as an AnsProlog* program.
 AnsDatalog program: An AnsProlog program, with the restriction that the underlying language does not have function symbols. The programs in Example 3 and Example 4 are also
AnsDatalog programs, while the program in Example 2 is not an AnsDatalog program.

 AnsDatalogX program, X 2 f `;not', `*', `:', ` or ', `: or ', `;not ?', `: ?', ` or  ?',
`: or  ?' g: An AnsPrologX program, with the restriction that the underlying language
does not have function symbols. The programs in Example 4, Example 5 and Example 6 are
examples of AnsDatalog;not , AnsDatalog: and AnsDatalog or programs, respectively.
 Propositional Y program, where Y is one of the above classes: A program from the class Y

with the added restriction that all the predicates are of arity 0, i.e., all atoms are propositional
ones. An example of a propositional AnsProlog program is the program fa  not b:b 
not a:g.

 AnsProlog*(n) program: An AnsProlog*(n) program is an AnsProlog* program that has at

most n literals in the body of its rules. We can make similar restrictions for other sub-classes
of AnsProlog*.
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AnsProlog terminology
answer sets (of AnsProlog programs)
AnsProlog;not
AnsProlog
AnsProlog:
AnsProlog or
AnsProlog;not or
AnsDatalog;not
AnsDatalog
AnsDatalog or

11

Earlier terminologies
stable models
denite programs, Horn logic programs
general logic programs, normal logic programs
(with stable model semantics)
extended logic programs (with answer set semantics)
normal disjunctive logic programs
(with stable model semantics)
disjunctive logic programs
Datalog
Datalognot (with stable model semantics)
Datalognot  or (with stable model semantics)

1.2.2 AnsProlog* notations

Following is a list of additional notations that will be used in the rest of this book, particularly, in
the rest of this chapter.

 Given a rule r of the form (1.2.2):
{ head(r) = fL0  : : :  Lk g,
{ pos(r) = fLk+1 : : :  Lm g,
{ neg(r) = fLm+1  : : :  Lng and
{ lit(r) = head(r) pos(r) neg(r).
 For any program , Head( ) = Sr2 head(r).
 Various notations for sets of atoms.
{ For a predicate p, atoms(p) will denote the subset of HB formed with predicate p.
{ For a set of predicates A, atoms(A) will denote the subset of HB formed with the

predicates in A.
{ For a list of predicates p1 : : :  pn , atoms(p1 : : :  pn) denotes the set of atoms formed
with predicates p1  : : :  pn .
{ For a signature , atoms()denote the set of atoms over .
{ Given a set of naf-literals A, atoms(A) denotes the set fa : a is an atom, and a 2 Ag
fa : a is an atom, and not a 2 Ag.

 Various notations for sets of literals.
{ For a program , lit( ) = Sr2 lit(r).
{ For a predicate p, Lit(p) denotes the collection of ground literals formed by the predicate
p.

{ For a language L, Lit(L) denotes the set of all literals in L.
{ For a program , Lit denotes the set of all literals in its associated language and when
the context is clear we may just use Lit.
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{ For a list of predicates p1 : : :  pn, lit(p1 : : :  pn) denotes the set of literals formed with
predicates p1  : : :  pn .
{ For a signature , lit() denote the set of literals over .

 Let r be a rule in a language L. The grounding of r in L, denoted by ground(r L), is the set

of all rules obtained from r by all possible substitution of elements of HUL for the variables
in r. For any logic program , we dene

ground(  L) =

 ground(r L)

r2

and write ground( ) for ground(  L( )).

Example 7 Consider the program
the following rules:

from Example 2. The program ground( ) consists of

p(a) .
p(b)  .
p(c)  .
p(f (a))  p(a).
p(f (b))  p(b).
p(f (c))  p(c).
p(f (f (a)))  p(f (a)).
p(f (f (b)))  p(f (b)).
p(f (f (c)))  p(f (c)).
..
.

2

 Signature 1 = fO1  F1  P1 g is said to be a sub-signature of signature 2 = fO2  F2  P2 g if
O1 O2 , F1 F2 and P1 P2 .

{ 1 + 2 denotes the signature fO1 O2  F1 F2  P1 P2 g.
{ The sets of all ground terms over signature  are denoted by terms().
{ Consistent sets of ground literals over signature  are called states of  and denoted by
states().

 For any literal l, the symbol "ldenotes the literal opposite in sign to l. i.e. for an atom a, if
l = :a then "l = a, and if l = a then "l = :a. Moreover, we say l and "l are complementary or
contrary literals.

Similarly for a literal l, not(l) denotes the gen-literal not l, while not(not l) denotes l.
 For a set of literals S , by S" we denote the set HB n S .
 For a set of literals S , by :S we denote the set f"l : l 2 S g.

 Two sets of literals S1 and S2 are said to disagree if S1 \ :S2 6= . Otherwise we say that
they agree.
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 Given a set of literals L and an AnsProlog* program , by L we mean the AnsProlog*
program
fl  : : l 2 Lg.
 Let be an AnsProlog program, A be a set of naf-literals, and B be a set of atoms. B is said
to agree with A, if fa : a is an atom, and a 2 Ag B and fa : a is an atom, and not a 2
Ag \ B = .
 A set S of literals is said to be complete w.r.t. a set of literals P if for any atom in P either

the atom or its negation is in S . When P = S or P is clear from the context, we may just
say S is complete.

 A set X of literals is said to be saturated if every literal in X has its complement in X .
 A set X of literals is said to be supported by an AnsProlog:? program , if every literal L
in X there is a rule in with L in its head and L1  : : :  Lm  not Lm+1  not Ln as its body
such that fL1 : : :  Lm g X and fLm+1  : : :  Ln g \ X = .
 A rule is said to be range restricted (or allowed) if every variable occurring in a rule of the
form 1.2.1 occurs in one of the literals Lk+1  : : :  Lm . In presence of built-in comparative
predicates such as equal, greater than, etc., the variables must occur in a non-built-in literal
among Lk+1 : : :  Lm . A program is range restricted (or allowed) if every rule in is range
restricted.
The programs in Examples 2{ 6 are all range restricted. The program consisting of the
following rules is not range restricted, as its rst rule has the variable X in the head which
does not appear in its body at all.

p(X )  q.
r(a) .
The program consisting of the following rules is also not range restricted, as its rst rule has
the variable Y , which appears in not r(X Y ) in the body, but does not appear in a positive
naf-literal in the body.

p(X )  q(X ) not r(X Y ).
r(a b) .
q(c) .

1.3 Semantics of AnsProlog* programs
In this section we dene the semantics of AnsProlog* programs. For that, we rst dene the
notion of answer sets for the various subclasses, and then dene query languages appropriate for
the various subclasses and dene the entailment between programs and queries. While dening
the answer sets we start with the most specic sub-class and gradually consider the more general
sub-classes.
The answer sets of an AnsProlog* program , is dened in terms of the answer sets of the ground
program ground( ). Hence, in the rest of the section we assume that we are only dealing with
ground programs.

14
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1.3.1 Answer sets of AnsProlog;not and AnsProlog;not? programs

AnsProlog;not programs form the simplest class of declarative logic programs, and its semantics
can be dened in several ways. We present two of them here, and refer to #Llo84, Llo87, LMR92] for
other characterizations. In particular, we present a model theoretic characterization and a xpoint
characterization.

Model theoretic characterization

A Herbrand interpretation of an AnsProlog? program is any subset I HB of its Herbrand
base. Answer sets are dened as particular Herbrand interpretations that satisfy certain properties
with respect to the program and are `minimal'. We say an interpretation I is minimal among the
set fI1  : : :  In g if there does not exist a j , 1  j  n such that Ij is a strict subset of I . We say an
interpretation I is least among the set fI1  : : :  In g if for all j , 1  j  n I Ij .
A Herbrand interpretation S of is said to satisfy the AnsProlog? rule L0  L1  : : :  Lm 
not Lm+1  : : :  not Ln: if
(i) L0 6= ?: fL1  : : :  Lm g S and fLm+1  : : :  Ln g \ S =  implies that L0 2 S .
(ii) L0 = ?: fL1  : : :  Lm g 6 S or fLm+1  : : :  Ln g \ S 6= .
A Herbrand model A of an AnsProlog? program is a Herbrand interpretation S of such that
it satises all rules in . We also refer to this as A is closed under .

Denition 2 An answer set of an AnsProlog;not? program is a Herbrand model of , which
is minimal among the Herbrand models of .

2

Example 8 Consider the following AnsProlog;not program:
p  a.
q  b.
a:
The set fa b p qg is a model of this program as it satises all rules of this program. The sets
fa p qg and fa pg are also models of this program. But the set fa b pg is not a model of this

program as it does not satisfy the second rule.
Since fa pg is a model of this program, the sets fa b p qg and fa p qg which are strict supersets
of fa pg are not minimal models of this program. None of the sets fag, fpg, and fg are models of
this program as each of them does not satisfy at least one of the rules of the program. Thus since
all the strict subsets of fa pg are not models of this program, fa pg is a minimal model and answer
set of the program.
2

Example 9 The program in Example 4 has an answer set S1:
fpar(a b) par(b c) par(d e) anc(a b) anc(b c) anc(a c) anc(d e)g, which is also its unique minimal Herbrand model. It is easy to see that S1 satises all rules of ground( ). Hence, it is a model
of . We now have to show that it is a minimal model. To show that S1 is a minimal model, we
will show that none of the strict subsets of S1 are models of ground( ). Suppose we were to remove
one of the par atoms of . In that case it will no longer be a model of ground( ). Now suppose
we were to remove anc(a b) from S1 . The resulting interpretation is not a model of ground( ) as
it does not satisfy one of the ground instance of the rst rule of . The same goes for anc(b c) and
anc(d e). Hence, we can not remove one of those three and still have a model. Now, if we remove
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anc(a c), it will no longer be a model as it will not satisfy one of the ground instance of the second
rule of . Hence, S1 is a minimal model and answer set of ground( ) and therefore of .
The set S2 = fpar(a b) par(b c) par(d e) anc(a b) anc(b c) anc(a c) anc(d e) par(d c) anc(d c)g
is a Herbrand model of ground( ), as it satises all rules in ground( ). S2 is not minimal among
the models of , as S1 a model of is a strict subset of S2 . Hence, S2 is also not an answer set of
.
The set fpar(a b) par(b c) par(d e) anc(a b) anc(b c) anc(a c) anc(d e) par(d c)g is not a Herbrand model of as it does not satisfy the rule:
anc(d c)  par(d c).
which is one of the ground instance of the rst rule of .
2
The notion of model { although useful { is a relic from the semantics of rst-order logic. So
alternatively, answer sets can be dened without using the notion of a model in the following way:

Denition 3 An answer set of an AnsProlog;not? program is a minimal subset (with respect
to subset ordering) S of HB that is closed under ground( ).

2

unique minimal Herbrand model.

2

Proposition 1 AnsProlog;not programs have unique answer sets.
2
The above is not true in general for AnsProlog;not? programs. For example, the program fp 
: ?  p:g does not have an answer set. We will denote the answer set of an AnsProlog;not?
program , if it exists, by M0 ( ). Otherwise, M0 ( ) is undened.
Proposition 2 The intersection of the Herbrand models of an AnsProlog;not program is its
Iterated xpoint characterization
From a computational viewpoint, a more useful characterization is an iterated xpoint characterization. To give such a characterization let us assume to be a set (nite or innite) of ground
rules. Let 2HB denote the set of all Herbrand interpretations of . We dene an operator
T 0 : 2HB ! 2HB as follows:

T 0 (I ) = fL0 2 HB j contains a rule L0  L1 : : :  Lm : such that fL1  : : :  Lm g I holds g:

(1.3.4)
The above operator is referred to as the immediate consequence operator. Intuitively, T 0 (I ) is the
set of atoms that can be derived from a single application of given the atoms in I .
We will now argue that T 0 is monotone, i.e., I I 0 ) T 0 (I ) T 0 (I 0 ). Suppose X is an arbitrary
element of T 0 (I ). Then there must be a rule X  L1  : : :  Lm : in such that fL1  : : :  Lm g I .
Since I I 0 , we have that fL1  : : :  Lm g I 0 . Hence, X must be in T 0 (I 0 ). Therefore, T 0 (I )
T 0 (I 0 ).
Now, let us denote the empty set by T 0 " 0. Let us also denote T 0 " (i+1) to be T 0 (T 0 " i). Clearly,
T 0 " 0 T 0 " 1 and by monotonicity of T 0 and transitivity of , we have T 0 " i T 0 " (i + 1).
In case of a nite Herbrand base it can be easily seen that repeated application of T 0 starting from
the empty set will take us to a xpoint of T 0 . We will now argue that this xpoint { let us refer to
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it as a { that is reached is the least xpoint of T 0 . Suppose it is not the case. Then there must be
a dierent xpoint b. Since b is the least xpoint and a is only a xpoint, b a. Since  b, by
using the monotonicity property of T 0 and by repeatedly applying T 0 to both sides we will obtain
a b. Thus a = b, contradicting our assumption that b is dierent from a. Hence, a must be the
least xpoint of T 0 .
In case of an innite Herbrand base, the case is similar and we refer to Appendix A for the exact
arguments. We can summarize the result from Appendix A as that the operator T 0 satises a
property called continuity, and the ordering over the elements in 2HB is a complete lattice,
both of which guarantee that iterative application of T 0 starting from the empty set will take us
to the least xpoint of T 0 . More formally, lfp(T 0 ) = T 0 " ! = least upper bound of the set
fT 0 "  :  < !g, where ! is the rst limit ordinal.
An AnsProlog;not program can now be characterized by its least xpoint. Recall that we
assumed to be a set (nite or innite) of ground rules. When this is not the case, and is
non-ground, we characterize by the least xpoint of the program ground( ). It can be shown
that lfp(T 0 ) is also the unique minimal Herbrand model of .

Proposition 3 For any AnsProlog;not program , lfp(T 0 ) = the unique minimal Herbrand
model of = the answer set of .
2
We now give two examples showing how the answer set of AnsProlog;not programs can be computed by the iterated xpoint method.
Example 10 Consider the following program from Example 8.
p  a.
q  b.

a:

By denition, T 0 " 0 = .
T 0 " 1 = T 0 (T 0 " 0) = fag.
T 0 " 2 = T 0 (T 0 " 1) = fa pg.
T 0 " 3 = T 0 (T 0 " 2) = fa pg = T 0 " 2.
Hence lfp(T 0 ) = fa pg, and therefore fa pg is the answer set of .
Example 11 Let us now consider the program from Example 4.
By denition, T 0 " 0 = .
T 0 " 1 = T 0 (T 0 " 0) = fpar(a b) par(b c) par(d e)g.
T 0 " 2 = T 0 (T 0 " 1) = fpar(a b) par(b c) par(d e) anc(a b) anc(b c) anc(d e)g.
T 0 " 3 = T 0 (T 0 " 2) = fpar(a b) par(b c) par(d e) anc(a b) anc(b c) anc(d e) anc(a c)g.
T 0 " 4 = T 0 (T 0 " 3) = T 0 " 3.
Hence lfp(T 0 ) = fpar(a b) par(b c) par(d e) anc(a b) anc(b c) anc(d e) anc(a c)g, is the answer set of .

Exercise 1 Given an AnsProlog;not program

1. Show that 2HB is a complete lattice with respect to the relation .
2. Show that T 0 is continuous.

2
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1.3.2 Answer sets of AnsProlog and AnsProlog? programs

AnsProlog programs are a superclass of AnsProlog;not programs in that they allow the operator
not in the body of the rules. In the literature of logic programming there are several dierent
semantics for programs having the same syntax has AnsProlog. In this book our focus is on one
particular semantics, the answer-set semantics. Before dening the answer sets we show why the
approach of minimal models and iterated xpoints used in dening answer sets AnsProlog;not
programs can not be directly used in dening answer sets of AnsProlog programs.
The answer is that AnsProlog programs may have multiple minimal models, and intuitively not
all of them may make sense. As per the iterated xpoint approach, the direct extension of the
operator T 0 is not monotone, and hence its repeated application starting from the empty set may
not lead to a xpoint. The following examples illustrate these two points.

Example 12 Consider the program consisting of the only rule:
a  not b:
This program has two minimal models fag and fbg. But the second one is not intuitive, as there
is no justication for why b should be true.

2

Example 13 Consider the program consisting of the following rules:
a  not b:
b  not a:

Let us now consider the obvious extension of the T 0 operator to AnsProlog programs. This extension, which we will refer to as T 1 is dened as follows:
T 1 (I ) = fL0 2 HB j contains a rule L0  L1  : : :  Lm  not Lm+1 : : :  not Ln:
such that fL1  : : :  Lm g I holds, and fLm+1  : : :  Ln g \ I = g:
Now, T 1 " 0 = .
T 1 " 1 = T 1 (T 1 " 0) = fa bg.
T 1 " 2 = T 1 (T 1 " 1) = .
T 1 " 3 = T 1 (T 1 " 2) = fa bg.
Thus the above sequence oscillates between  and fa bg, and never reaches a xpoint. Moreover,
while  fa bg, T 1 () 6 T 1 (fa bg). I.e., T 1 is not a monotone operator.
2
Answer sets of AnsProlog? programs are dened using a xpoint denition. Given a candidate
answer set S for an AnsProlog? program , we rst transform with respect to S and obtain
an AnsProlog;not? program denoted by S . S is dened as an answer set of , if S is the
answer set of the transformed AnsProlog;not? program S . This transformation is referred to as
the Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation, as it was originally dened by Gelfond and Lifschitz in their
paper on the stable model semantics. More formally,

Denition 4 Let

be a ground AnsProlog? program. For any set S of atoms, let S be a
program obtained from by deleting
(i) each rule that has a formula not L in its body with L 2 S , and
(ii) all formulas of the form not L in the bodies of the remaining rules.

18
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Clearly, S does not contain not , so it is an AnsProlog;not? program and its answer set is
already dened. If this answer set coincides with S , then we say that S is an answer set of . In
other words, an answer set of is characterized by the equation
S = M0 ( S ):
2
We now illustrate the above denition through several examples.

Example 14 Consider the following program :
p  a:
a  not b:
b  not a.
We will now show that S1 = fp ag and S2 = fbg are answer sets of .
S1 = fp  a: a  :g, and the answer set of S1 is S1 . Hence, S1 is an answer set of .
S2 = fp  a: b  :g, and the answer set of S2 is S2 . Hence, S2 is an answer set of .
To illustrate why, for example, S = fa bg is not an answer set of , let us compute S . S =
fp  a:g, and the answer set of S is , which is dierent from S . Hence, S is not an answer set
of .

2

Example 15 Consider the following program :
a  not b:
b  not c.
d:
We will now show that S1 = fd bg is an answer set of .
S1 = fb  : d  :g, and the answer set of S1 is S1 . Hence, S1 is an answer set of .
To illustrate why, for example, S = fa dg is not an answer set of , let us compute S . S =
fa  : b  : d  :g, and the answer set of S is fa b dg, which is dierent from S . Hence, S is
not an answer set of .

2

Example 16 Consider the following program :
p  p:
q:
The only answer set of this program is fqg, which is also the unique minimal model of this
AnsProlog;not program.
2
Example 17 Consider the following program :
p  not p d:
r .
d:
The above program does not have an answer set. Intuitively, since r and d must be any answer
set, the two possible choices for answer sets of this program are S1 = fr d pg and S2 = fr dg. The
program S1 = fr  : d g and it has the answer set fr dg, which is dierent from S1 . Hence,
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S1 is not an answer set of . Similarly, the program S2 = fp  d: r  : d g and it has the
answer set fr d pg, which is dierent from S2 . Hence, S2 is not an answer set of .

One of the early criticisms of the answer set semantics was about the characterization of the above
program. But now it is realized that the above characterization is useful in expressing constraints.
For example, consider the following program:

p  not p d:
r  not d.
d  not r:

The only answer set of this program is frg. The rst rule acts like a constraint which eliminates
any candidate answer set that has d true. Thus, even though the last two rules have two answer
sets frg and fdg, the second one is eliminated by the constraint like behavior of the rst rule.
An alternative approach is to replace the rst rule above by the two rules in fp  not p: p 
not dg. The resulting program is:

p  not p:
p  not d:
r  not d.
d  not r:

In the above program, any candidate answer set where d is false, forces p to be true by the second
rule, and this makes the rst rule ineective in eliminating that answer set. On the other hand,
any candidate answer set where d is true can no longer use the second rule to force p to be true,
and thus the rst rule is eective in eliminating that answer set. Thus in the above program the
program consisting of the last two rules has the answer sets frg and fdg. The rst one forces p to
be true by the second rule, and thus fr pg is an answer set of the program. The second one, on the
other hand, is eliminated by the rst rule, as the second rule does not come to its rescue. Thus the
above program has the only answer set fr pg. This program has some historical signicance as it
was used in #VG88] and later by others to argue that the answer set semantics is unintuitive. But
now that we understand the role of the rule p  not p: in constraint enforcement, the answer set
characterization of the above program is quite meaningful.
2

Example 18 Consider the following program :
p  not q r:
q  not p.

If the above program is presented to a PROLOG interpreter and query about p or q is asked, the
PROLOG interpreter will not be able to give an answer, and may get into an innite loop. But
intuitively, since there is no rule with r in its head, there is no way r can be proven to be true and
hence r can be assumed to be false. That means, there is no way p can be proven true, as the rst
rule is the only one using which p can be proven true, and that rule has r in its body. Thus, p can
be assumed to be false. That in turn means, we can infer q to be true using the second rule. The
answer set semantics, captures the above reasoning, and the above program has the unique answer
set fqg, which is the answer set of fqg = fq  :g.
2

Example 19 Consider , the ground version of the program from Example 3 given below:
fly(tweety)  bird(tweety) not ab(tweety).
ab(tweety)  penguin(tweety).
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bird(tweety)  penguin(tweety).
fly(skippy)  bird(skippy) not ab(skippy).
ab(skippy)  penguin(skippy).
bird(skippy)  penguin(skippy).
bird(tweety) .
penguin(skippy) .
We will show that the above program has S =
fbird(tweety) penguin(skippy) bird(skippy) ab(skippy) fly(tweety)g as an answer set.

The AnsProlog;not program S consists of the following rules:
fly(tweety)  bird(tweety).
ab(tweety)  penguin(tweety).
bird(tweety)  penguin(tweety).
ab(skippy)  penguin(skippy).
bird(skippy)  penguin(skippy).
bird(tweety) .
penguin(skippy) .
Since S is an AnsProlog;not program, we will compute its answer set using the iterated xpoint
approach.
T 0 S " 0 = .
T 0 S " 1 = T 0 S (T 0 S " 0) = fbird(tweety) penguin(skippy)g.
T 0 S " 2 = T 0 S (T 0 S " 1) = fbird(tweety) penguin(skippy) bird(skippy) ab(skippy) fly(tweety)g.
T 0 S " 3 = T 0 S (T 0 S " 2) = T 0 S " 2 = S .
Hence lfp(T 0 S ) = S , is the answer set of S . Thus, S is an answer set of .
2
Denition 4 denes when an interpretation is an answer set. Hence, using it we can only verify
if a particular interpretation is an answer set or not. To show that a particular answer set of a
program is the only answer set of that program we have to rule out the other interpretations. In
Chapter 3 we discuss certain conditions such as acyclicity, stratication, and local stratication,
which guarantee that an AnsProlog program has a unique answer set. The program in Example 19
is locally stratied and hence has a unique answer set.

Theorem 1.3.1 Answer sets of AnsProlog programs are also minimal Herbrand models
Proof:

2

Let be an AnsProlog program and A be an answer set of . To show A is a minimal model of
, we will rst show that A is a model of .
By denition of an answer set A is a model of A . It is easy to see that the body of any rule in
that was removed during the construction of A , evaluates to false with respect to A. Hence A
satises those rules. It is also clear that A satises any rule in that remained in A with possibly
some changes. Hence, A is a model of .
Now we will show that no subset of A is a model of . Suppose there is a strict subset A0 of A
which is a model of . That means A0 satises all rules in . Let us now consider any rule r0 in
A . If r0 is in then of course A0 satises r0 . Otherwise r0 must come from r in , where r has
negative literals of the form not p, where p 62 A. Since A0  A, p 62 A0 . Thus these negative literals
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evaluate to true both with respect A and A0 . Thus r is satised by A implies r0 is satised by A0 .
Therefore A0 is a model of A , which contradicts with A being the minimal model of A . Hence,
A must be a minimal model of .
2
The following proposition gives an alternative characterization of answer sets of AnsProlog that is
often useful.

Proposition 4 M is an answer set of an AnsProlog program i M is a model of and for all
M 0, M 0 is a model of

M

implies M

M 0.

2

Proof:

M is an answer set of i
M is the answer set of M i
M is the least model of M i
M is a model of M and for all M 0, M 0 is a model of M implies M M 0 i
M is a model of and for all M 0, M 0 is a model of M implies M M 0 .

2

1.3.3 Answer sets of AnsProlog: and AnsProlog:? programs
AnsProlog programs provide negative information implicitly, through closed-world reasoning they
do not leave the user with a choice on that matter. For example, consider the program from
Example 3. Suppose we were to observe that tweety is unable to y. We do not have a direct way
to add this information to . An indirect way would be to add either, penguin(tweety)  : or
ab(tweety)  : to .
Since an answer set of an AnsProlog program is a subset of the Herbrand base, an atom is either
true with respect to it (i.e., it belongs to the answer set) or false with respect to it (i.e., it does not
belongs to the answer set). Sometimes we may not want to commit either way. For example, we
may want to encode the information that \normally we can not make a true-false conclusion about
whether a wounded bird ies or not". We would be hard pressed to express this in AnsProlog.
For both examples above, what we need are rules that express when a bird normally ies and when
it does not, and rules that can block the application of either or both. If such rules were allowed
then in the rst case we would just add the direct fact that \tweety does not y". The question
then is how do we directly express \tweety does not y". We can not use the negation as failure
operator \not " as it means \false by default or by assumption". What we need is an explicit
negation, similar to the one used in classical logic. In presence of such a negation operator we
would be able to express \tweety does not y" by :fly(tweety) .
To further illustrate the intuitive dierence between the negation as failure operator not and the
explicit or classical negation operator :, let us try to represent the knowledge 3 that it is safe for a
school bus to cross a railway intersection if there is no train coming. In the absence of the classical
negation operator, we would write this as
cross  not train.
But this rule may be dangerous. Suppose because of fog the sensors can not gure out if there is
a train coming or not and hence the program does not have the fact train  : in it. The above
rule would then entail that it is safe to cross the road, and this may lead to disaster if there was
3

This example appears in GL91] and is attributed to McCarthy.
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actually a train coming. A safer alternative would be to use the classical negation operator : and
express the rule as:
cross  :train.
In that case, the conclusion of crossing the intersection will only be made, if the program can derive
:train, which in presence of a direct sensor means that the sensor has added the fact :train to
the program. In this case if there is fog, and the sensor adds neither train  : nor :train  :,
then the conclusion to cross will not be made.
These are some of the motivations behind the language AnsProlog: that extends AnsProlog with
the operator :. In addition, since an AnsProlog: program can include explicit negative information,
instead of the embedded `closed world assumption' in AnsProlog programs, they have the `open
world assumption'. Thus they remove the bias towards negative information present in AnsProlog
programs, and treat positive and negative information at par. Nevertheless, by using the negationas-failure operator `not ' a user can explicitly state { by a rule of the form :p  not p: { if
certain negative information is to be inferred through closed world reasoning. A user can also do
the opposite { by a rule of the form p  not :p:, and explicitly state that for certain predicates
positive information will be inferred through a form of closed world reasoning.
We now dene the answer sets of AnsProlog:? programs. For that we rst consider AnsProlog:;not?
programs.
A partial Herbrand interpretation of an AnsProlog:? program is any subset I Lit. A partial
Herbrand interpretation S of is said to satisfy the AnsProlog:? rule
L0  L1  : : :  Lm  not Lm+1  : : :  not Ln: if
(i) L0 6= ?: fL1  : : :  Lm S g and fLm+1  : : :  Ln g \ S =  implies that L0 2 S .
(ii) L0 = ? : fL1  : : :  Lm 6 S g or fLm+1  : : :  Ln g \ S 6= . A partial Herbrand model A of is a
partial Herbrand interpretation S of such that it satises all rules in , and if S contains a pair
of complementary literals, then S must be Lit . We also refer to this as A is closed under .

Denition 5 An answer set of an AnsProlog:;not? program is a partial Herbrand model of
, which is minimal among the partial Herbrand models of .

2

Alternatively, an answer set of an AnsProlog:;not? program can be dened as a minimal (in
the sense of set-theoretic inclusion) subset S of Lit such that S is closed under .
It can be shown that every AnsProlog:;not program has a unique answer set. (Such is not
the case for AnsProlog:;not? programs.) We denote this answer set, if it exists, by M:?( ).
Otherwise we say M:?( ) is undened. We now consider several simple AnsProlog:;not?
programs and their answer sets.

Example 20 The following table lists AnsProlog:;not programs in its left column and their
answer sets in its right column.
AnsProlog:;not programs Their answer sets

fp  q: :p  r: q  :g
fp  q: :p  r: r  :g
fp  q: :p  r:g
fp  q: :p  r: q  : r  :g

fq pg
fr :pg
fg
Lit
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The answer sets of the rst two programs are quite straight forward. Notice that the answer set of
the third program has neither p, nor :p. On the other hand the answer set of the fourth program
has p :p q :q r and :r. This is because our denition of answer sets says that if an answer set
contains a single pair of complementary literals, then it consists of all literals.
2
In the following example we compare the answer sets of two AnsProlog:;not programs and demonstrate that the notion of answer set is not \contrapositive" with respect to  and :.

Example 21 Consider the following two AnsProlog:;not programs:
:p  : p  :q:
and

:p  :

q  :p:

Let's call them 2 and 3 , respectively. Each of the programs has a single answer set, but these sets
are dierent. The answer set of 2 is f:pg the answer set of 3 is f:p qg. Thus, our semantics
is not \contrapositive" with respect to  and : it assigns dierent meanings to the rules p  :q:
and q  :p.
2
We now dene answer sets of AnsProlog: programs.

Denition 6 Let be an AnsProlog:? program without variables. For any set S of literals, let
S be the AnsProlog:;not? program obtained from by deleting
(i) each rule that has a formula not L in its body with L 2 S , and
(ii) all formulas of the form not L in the bodies of the remaining rules.

2

Clearly, S is an AnsProlog:;not program, and hence its answer set is already dened. If this
answer set coincides with S , then we say that S is an answer set of . In other words, the answer
sets of are characterized by the equation

S = M:?( S ):

(1.3.5)

Example 22 Consider the AnsProlog: program 1 consisting of just one rule:
:q  not p:
Intuitively, this rule means: \q is false if there is no evidence that p is true." The only answer set
of this program is f:qg.
2

Example 23 Consider the following ground version of the program from Example 5.
fly(tweety)  bird(tweety) not :fly(tweety).
:fly(tweety)  penguin(tweety).
fly(rocky)  bird(rocky) not :fly(rocky).
:fly(rocky)  penguin(rocky).
bird(tweety) .

24
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bird(rocky) .
penguin(rocky) .

The answer set of the above program is:
fbird(tweety) bird(rocky) penguin(rocky) fly(tweety) :fly(rocky)g.
The important aspect of the program is that if we found out that tweety does not y, we can
directly add :fly(tweety) to the program , and the resulting program will remain consistent, but
will now have the answer set fbird(tweety) bird(rocky) penguin(rocky) :fly(tweety) :fly(rocky)g.

2

The following proposition states that AnsProlog: programs can not have more than one answer
sets if one of them is Lit.

Proposition 5 An AnsProlog:? program has an inconsistent answer set i has the unique
answer set Lit.

2

The proof of the above proposition is based on the following lemma.

Lemma 1.3.2 An AnsProlog:? program can not have two answer sets such that one is a proper

subset of the other.

2

:? program has two answer sets A and and A0 such that A A0 .
Proof: Suppose
an AnsProlog
0
0
A
A
A
Then
. Since
and A are AnsProlog0:;not? programs (i.e., they do not have the
not operator and hence are monotonic) M:?( A ) M:?( A), which means A0 A. Hence,

A must be equal to A0 .

Example 24 Consider the following program :
a  not b:
b  not a:
q  a:
:q  a:

We will show that this program has the unique answer set fbg, and in particular neither fa q :qg,
not Lit are its answer sets.
fbg is the program fb  :g, whose answer set is fbg. Hence, b is an answer set of .
Now, faq:qg is the program fa  : q  a: :q  a:g. But, based on the denition of answer
sets, the answer set of faq:qg is Lit, not fa q:qg. Hence, fa q :qg is not an answer set of .
Similarly, Lit is the program fq  a: :q  a:g, whose answer set is . Hence, Lit is not an
answer set of .
2
Under rather general conditions, evaluating a query for an extended program can be reduced to
evaluating two queries for a program that does not contain classical negation. Let us now show that
AnsProlog: programs can be reduced to AnsProlog programs. We will need the following notation:
For any predicate p occurring in , let p0 be a new predicate of the same arity. The atom
p0(X1  : : :  Xn ) will be called the positive form of the negative literal :p(X1  : : :  Xn ). Every positive literal is, by denition, its own positive form. The positive form of a literal L will be denoted
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by L+ . + stands for the AnsProlog program obtained from by replacing each rule (1.2.2) (with
k = 0) by

L+0  L+1  : : :  L+m  not L+m+1  : : :  not L+n

For any set S Lit , S + stands for the set of the positive forms of the elements of S .

Proposition 6 GL90] Let S be a consistent subset of Lit . S is an answer set of if and only if
S + is an answer set of

+

2

.

Example 25 Consider the program from Example 24. The program

following rules:

+

will then consist of the

a  not b:
b  not a:
q  a:
q0  a:

It is easy to see that + has two answer sets S1+ = fa q q0 g and S2+ = fbg. Following Proposition 6
S2 = fbg is an answer set of . But S1 = fa q :qg does not satisfy the assumption in Proposition 6,
making it inapplicable.
2
The above proposition relates and
relates them when is inconsistent.

+

only when

Proposition 7 Lit is an answer set of if and only if
answer sets.

is consistent. The following proposition
++

=

+

f p p0: : p 2 HB g has no

2

Example 26 Consider the following program :
p  q:
:p  r:
q:
r:
As mentioned earlier in Example 20 it has the unique answer set Lit. Now let us consider
by the following rules:

+

given

p  q:
p0  r:
q:
r:

has the answer set fp p0  q rg. But
no answer sets.
+

 p p0:
 q q0 :
 r r0 :

++

consisting of the following additional constraints has

2
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1.3.4 Answer sets of AnsProlog or ? and AnsProlog: or ? programs

In this section, we will discuss a further extension of the language of AnsProlog:? programs by
the means necessary to represent disjunctive information about the world.
Our approach to expressing disjunctive information is based on the expansion of the language
of AnsProlog: programs by a new connective or called epistemic disjunction #GL91]. Notice
the use of the symbol or instead of classical _. The meaning of or is given by the semantics of
AnsProlog: or ? programs and diers from that of _. The meaning of a formula A _ B is \A is
true or B is true" while a rule A or B  is interpreted epistemically and means \A is believed to
be true or B is believed to be true." While for any atom A, A _ :A is always true, it is possible
that A or :A may not be true.
The denition of an answer set of a AnsProlog: or ? program #Prz91, GL91] is almost identical
to that of AnsProlog:? programs. Let us rst consider AnsProlog: or ;not? programs, which
do not have the not operator.
A partial Herbrand interpretation of an AnsProlog: or ? program is any subset I Lit. A
partial Herbrand interpretation S of is said to satisfy the AnsProlog: or ? rule L0 or : : : or Lk 
Lk+1  : : :  Lm  not Lm+1 : : :  not Ln: if
(i) k = 0 and L0 = ?: fLk+1  : : :  Lm g 6 S or fLm+1  : : :  Ln g \ S 6= 
(ii) otherwise: fLk+1  : : :  Lm g S and fLm+1  : : :  Ln g \ S =  implies that fL0  : : :  Lk g \ S 6= .
A partial Herbrand model A of is a partial Herbrand interpretation S of such that it satises
all rules in , and if S contains a pair of complementary literals, then S must be Lit . We also refer
to this as A is closed under .
Denition 7 An answer set of an AnsProlog: or ;not? program is a partial Herbrand model
of , which is minimal among the partial Herbrand models of .
2
Answer sets of AnsProlog or ;not program are dened similarly, except that instead of partial
Herbrand models, we consider the Herbrand models.
Alternatively, an answer set of an AnsProlog: or ;not? program can be dened as a smallest
(in a sense of set-theoretic inclusion) subset S of Lit such that S is closed under .
Unlike AnsProlog:;not? programs, an AnsProlog: or ;not? program may have more than one
answer sets. The following example illustrates such a program.
Example 27 The following AnsProlog: or ;not program

p(a) or :p(b) .

has two answer sets fp(a)g and f:p(b)g.

2

Although, the above program can be replaced by the AnsProlog program fp(a)  not :p(b): :p(b) 
not p(a):g in general the disjunction or can not be replaced by such transformations. The following two examples illustrate this.

Example 28 Consider the following program .
a or b .
a  b.
b  a.
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It has only one answer set S = fa bg. Now consider the program 0 obtained by transforming
by the earlier mentioned transformation. This program will have the following rules:
a  not b.
b  not a.
a  b.
b  a.
The set S is not an answer set of the transformed program 0 . In fact 0 does not have any answer
sets.
2

Example 29 Consider the following program .
p or p0 .
q or q0 .
not sat  p q.
not sat  p0 q0 .
q  not sat.
q0  not sat.
This program has two answer set S1 = fp q0 g and S2 = fp0  qg. This program has no answer sets

containing p, q, as that would force that answer set to also have not sat and q0 making it a strict
superset of S1 . Similarly, this program has no answer sets containing p0 , q0 , as that would force
that answer set to also have not sat and q making it a strict superset of S2 .
Now consider the program 0 obtained by adding the following rule to .
not sat  p0 q.
This program has two answer set S10 = fp q0 g and S20 = fp0  q0  q not satg.
Consider the program 00 obtained from 0 by replacing disjunctions through a transformation
mentioned earlier. The program 00 would then be:
p  not p0.
p0  not p.
q  not q0 .
q0  not q.
not sat  p q.
not sat  p0 q0 .
not sat  p0 q.
q  not sat.
q0  not sat.
While S10 is still an answer set of 00 , S20 is no longer an answer set of 00 .
2
We denote the set of answer sets of an AnsProlog: or ;not? program by M: or ?( ). (Similarly, we denote the set of answer sets of an AnsProlog or ;not? program by M or ?( ).) We
are now ready to dene the answer set of an arbitrary AnsProlog: or ? program.
A set S of literals is an answer set of an AnsProlog: or ? program if S 2 M: or ?( S ) where
S is as dened in Denition 6. Similarly, a set S of atoms is an answer set of an AnsProlog or ?
program if S 2 M or ?( S ) where S is as dened in Denition 6.
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Example 30 Consider the following AnsProlog or program .
p or p0 .
q or q0 .
not sat  p q.
not sat  p0 q0 .
q  not sat.
q0  not sat.
sat  not not sat.
This program has two answer set S1 = fp q0  satg and S2 = fp0  q satg. The reason S =
fp q q0  not satg is not an answer set of , is because S has an answer set fp q0 g which is a
strict subset of S . For similar reasons, the set fp0  q0  q not satg is not an answer set of .
2
Example 31 Consider the following AnsProlog? or program:
a or b .
a or c .
 a not b not c.
 not a b c.
It has no answer sets. The answer sets of the sub-program consisting of the rst two rules are fag
and fb cg and both violate the constraints represented by the third and fourth rules.

A wrong approach to analyze the above program would be to compute the models of the subprogram consisting of the rst two rules (which are fag fa cg fa bg fb cg and fa b cg), eliminating
the ones which violate the constraints (fag and fb cg), and selecting the minimal ones from the
rest. This will lead to the models fa bg and fa cg.
2
The following proposition gives an alternative characterization of answer sets of AnsProlog or
programs that is often useful.
Proposition 8 M is an answer set of an AnsProlog or program i M is a model of and there
does not exist M 0 such that M 0 is a model of M and M 0  M .
2

Proof:

M is an answer set of i
M is an answer set of M i
M is a minimal model of M i
M is a model of M and there does not exist M 0 such that M 0 is a model of M and M 0  M i
M is a model of and there does not exist M 0 such that M 0 is a model of M and M 0  M . 2

1.3.5 Query entailment

So far we have discussed the AnsProlog* languages for representing knowledge and dened the
answer sets of theories in these languages. Our ultimate goal is to be able to reason with and
derive conclusions from a given AnsProlog* theory. In other words we need to dene an entailment
relation j= between an AnsProlog* theory and a query. This means we also need a language to
express queries.
The requirements of a query language is somewhat dierent from the requirement of a knowledge
representation language. Normally the set of people who are expected to represent knowledge in
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a knowledge base is a very small subset of the people who are expected to use (or query) the
knowledge base. The former are often referred to as domain experts and the later are often referred
to as users. Thus the query language should be simpler than the knowledge representation language,
and should have constructs that are already familiar to an average user. With these in mind, we
dene queries as follows:
1. A ground atom is a query.
2. If q1 and q2 are queries, :q1 , q1 _ q2 , and q1 ^ q2 are queries.
3. Nothing else is a query.
We will now dene two dierent entailment relations between AnsProlog* theories and queries. We
need two dierent entailment relations because AnsProlog or programs (and AnsProlog programs)
can not represent negative information directly, while AnsProlog: or program can. Moreover an
answer set of an AnsProlog or program is a set of atoms while an answer set of an AnsProlog: or
program is a set of literals. So in the rst case conclusions about negative literals have to be done
indirectly, while in the second case they can be done directly. We rst dene when a query is
true and when it is false with respect to an answer set for both cases, and then dened the two
entailment relations: j= and j= .
1. For AnsProlog or ? programs: Let S be an answer set of such a program.

 A ground atom p is true with respect to S if p 2 S .
 A query :p is true with respect to S if p is not true with respect to S . (Note that if p
is an atom, this means p 62 S .)
 A query p _ q is true with respect to S if p is true with respect to S or q is true with

respect to S .
 A query p ^ q is true with respect to S if p is true with respect to S and q is true with
respect to S .
 A query p is said to be false with respect to S , if p is not true with respect to S .
Given an AnsProlog or program and a query q, we say j= q, if q is true in all answer
sets of . Thus, j= :q, also means that q is false in all answer sets of . If j= q then we
say that the answer to query q is yes, and if j= :q then we say that the answer to query
q is no. If q true with respect to some answer sets of S and false with respect to the others
then we say that the answer to query q is unknown.
2. For AnsProlog: or ? programs: Let S be an answer set of such a program.








A ground atom p is true in S if p is in S  and is false in S if :p is in S .
A query f ^ g is true in S i f is true in S and g is true in S .
A query f ^ g is false in S i f is false in S or g is false in S .
A query f _ g is true in S i f is true in S or g is true in S .
A query f _ g is false in S i f is false in S and g is false in S .
A query :f is true(false) in S i f is false (true) in S .
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A query q is said to be true with respect to an AnsProlog: or program and denoted by
j= q if it is true in all answer sets of  q is said to be false with respect to and denoted
by j= :q if it is false in all answer sets of . Otherwise it is said to be unknown with
respect to . By Cn( ) we denote the set of ground literals that are entailed by with
respect to the entailment relation j= .

Example 32 Consider the following program :
p(X )  q(X ):
q(a)  :
r(b)  :
The unique answer set of is fq(a) p(a) r(b)g. But since by looking at we can not be sure if it
is an AnsProlog program or an AnsProlog: program, we can consider both entailment relations j=
and j= with respect to .
We can reason j= p(a) and j= :p(b) but when we consider j= , we have j= p(a) but we do
not have j= :p(b).
2
Example 33 Consider the following AnsProlog: program :
p(X )  q(X ):
q(a)  :
:r(b)  :
The unique answer set of is fq(a) p(a) :r(b)g. Thus we can say j= p(a). But we can not say
j= :p(b).
2
The reader might wonder if it is worth sacricing the expressiveness by having such a simple query
language. Actually, we are not sacricing the expressiveness. An unusual user who needs added
expressiveness and who either knows or is willing to learn AnsProlog* can always represent a
sophisticated query which may not be easily expressible by the above simple query language, by
adding an appropriate set of AnsProlog* rules to the original program and asking a simple query to
the resulting program. The following examples express this technique, which we further elaborate
in Section 2.1.7.

Example 34 Suppose a user wants to nd out if the knowledge base entails that at least one object
in the Herbrand universe has the property p. This query can be asked by adding the following rules
to the original program and asking the query q with respect to the new program, where q does not
appear in the original program.
q  p(X ).
Suppose a user wants to nd out if the knowledge base entails that all objects in the Herbrand
universe have the property p. This query can be asked by adding the following rules to the original
program and asking the query q with respect to the new program, where q and not q do not appear
in the original program.
not q  not p(X ).
q  not not q.
Suppose a user wants to nd out if the knowledge base entails that all objects in the Herbrand
universe may have the property p with out resulting in contradiction. This query can be asked by
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adding the following rules to the original program and asking the query q with respect to the new
program, where q and not q do not appear in the original program.
not q  :p(X ).
2
q  not not q.
Proposition 6 suggests a simple way of evaluating queries in consistent AnsProlog: programs by
just using an AnsProlog interpreter. To obtain an answer for query p with respect to a consistent
AnsProlog: program we will need to run queries p and p0 on the AnsProlog program + . If + 's
answer to p is yes then 's answer to p will be yes if + 's answer to p0 is yes then 's answer to
p will be no Otherwise 's answer to p will be unknown.

1.3.6 Sound approximations : the well-founded semantics and Fitting's semantics

In Chapter 9 we will discuss several alternative semantics of programs with AnsProlog* syntax.
Among those, the well-founded semantics of AnsProlog programs is often considered as an alternative to the answer set semantics that we prefer. We view the well-founded semantics to be as
an approximation of the answer set semantics that has a lower time complexity. We now briey
expand on this.
In Section 1.3.2 we dene the answer set of an AnsProlog program as the set S of atoms that
satisfy the equation S = M0 ( S ). Let us represent the function M0 ( S ) as ; (S ). Now we can
say that answer sets of a program are the xpoint of ; .
In Section 9.6.4 we will show that the well-founded semantics of AnsProlog programs is given by
flfp(;2 ) gfp(;2 )g according to which, for an atom p we have j=wf p i p 2 lfp(;2 ) and
j=wf :p i p 62 gfp(;2 ). Since xpoints of ; are also xpoints of ;2 , we can easily show
that the well-founded semantics is an approximation of the answer set semantics for AnsProlog
programs. The following proposition formally states this.

Proposition 9 Let be an AnsProlog program and A be an atom.
(i) A 2 lfp(;2 ) implies j= A.
(ii) A 62 gfp(;2 ) implies 6j= A.

2

Example 35 Consider the following program .
p  a.
p  b.
a  not b.
b  not a.
The sets , and fp a bg are xpoints of ;2 and since the Herbrand base is fp:a:bg, we have
lfp(;2 ) =  and gfp(;2 ) = fp a bg. Thus according to the well founded semantics a, b and p, are

unknown with respect to this program. These conclusions are sound with respect to the answer set
semantics, according to which a, and b are unknown and p is true.
2

1.4 Database queries and AnsProlog* functions
Often we are not merely interested in the semantics of a stand alone AnsProlog* program, but
more interested in the semantics of the programs when additional facts (rules with empty body)
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are added to it. In this context AnsProlog* programs can also be thought of as functions. Viewing
an AnsProlog* program as a specication of a theory about the world does not contradict with
viewing it as a function it is then a function with no inputs.
In this section we discuss several dierent formulations of viewing AnsProlog* programs as functions. The formulations vary by how the domain and co-domain of the function is dened, and
whether the domain, co-domain, or both are extracted from the program, or given separately. Based
on these criteria we will elaborate on the following notions:
1. Datalog and i-functions:
In case of the `i-function' or inherent function corresponding to a Datalog or AnsProlog*
program, the domain and co-domain are extracted from the program. Normally, predicates
in the left hand side of non-fact rules are referred to as IDB (intensional database) or output
predicates, and the other predicates are referred to as the EDB (extensional database) or
input predicates.
2. l-functions:
An l-function or literal function is a three-tuple h  P  Vi, where is an AnsProlog* program,
P and V are sets of literals referred to as parameters and values, and the domain is extracted
from and P .
3. s-functions:
An s-function or signature function is a four-tuple h  i  o  Domi, where is an AnsProlog*
program, i is an input signature, o is an output signature, and Dom is the domain. Following #GG99] we also refer s-functions as lp-functions, meaning logic programming functions.
4. an AnsProlog* program being functional:
An AnsProlog* program is said to be functional from a set X to 2Y , if for any x 2 X , the
answer sets of
x agree on Y .

1.4.1 Queries and inherent functions

The queries in Section 1.3.5 are basically yes-no queries, where we want to nd out if a query is true
or false with respect to a knowledge base. Often, for example in databases, we need a more general
notion of queries. In these queries we look for tuples of objects that satisfy certain properties. For
example, we may need to query an employee database about the name, employee id, and salary of
employees who have a Masters degree. Another example, is to query a genealogy database about
listing all ancestors of John. While the rst query can be expressed by generalizing the query
language in Section 1.3.5 by allowing non-ground atoms and quantiers (thus having the query as
rst-order theory), the second query involving transitive closure can not be expressed using rstorder logic, but can be expressed by an AnsProlog* program where we have a new predicate of arity
same as the arity of the tuples of objects that we are looking for, and rules about that predicate.
For example, given a genealogy database, the query to list all ancestors of John can be expressed
by the following AnsProlog program :
anc of john(X )  parent(john X ).
anc of john(X )  anc of john(Y ) parent(Y X ).
If we just consider the above program by itself, it has  as its unique answer set. That is not the
right way to look at this program. The right way to look at the above program is to consider the
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above two rules together with a genealogy database consisting of facts of the form parent(a b).
Now all the anc of john atoms entailed by the resulting program will answer our query about
who the ancestors of John are. The answer will vary depending on the genealogy database that is
used. Thus the AnsProlog program (and the query it represents) can be thought of as a function
that maps parent atoms to anc of john atoms. To make this view of AnsProlog* programs more
precise, we rst recall some standard relational database notions.
A relation schema Ri has a name Ni and a nite list of attributes Li = hA1  : : :  Ali i, where li is the
arity of the relation schema Ri . It will sometimes be denoted as Ri (A1  : : :  Ali ). A database schema
#Ull88a] R is a nite set fR1  : : :  Rn g of relation schemata. U is an arbitrarily large but nite set
of objects that can be used in the relations and is referred to as the domain. Given a relation
schema Ri , a relation instance is a set of tuples of the form ha1  : : :  ali i, where fa1  : : :  ali g  U .
This tuple may also be denoted by the atom Ri (a1  : : :  ali ). A database instance W is a set of
relation instances. A query from a database schema R (called an input database schema) to a
database schema S (called the output database schema) is a partial mapping from instances of R
to (incomplete) instances of S .
In the context of AnsProlog* programs, relations in the previous paragraph correspond to a predicate, and relation instances correspond to ground facts. Given an AnsProlog* program, such as
above, it can be viewed as a query (or i-function or inherent function) with the output database
schema as the set of predicates that appear in the head of the rules of the program and the input
database schema as the remaining set of predicates in the program. Thus the program above is
a query from the input database schema fparentg to the output database schema fanc of johng.

1.4.2 Parameters, Values and literal functions

Traditionally, the intuitive meaning of a database instance W is based on the closed world assumption (CWA). I.e. if Ri (a1  : : :  ali ) 2 W then we say that Ri (a1  : : :  ali ) is true w.r.t. W , otherwise
we say that Ri (a1  : : :  ali ) is false w.r.t. W . In presence of incompleteness the notion of relation instance can be extended to incomplete relation instances which consist of positive literals (or
atoms) of the form Ri (a1  : : :  ali ) and negative literals of the form :Rj (a1  : : :  alj ). An incomplete
database instance is a set of incomplete relation instances. When dealing with incomplete database
instance CWA is no longer assumed. Given a relation schema Rk and an incomplete database
instance W , we say Rk (a1  : : :  alk ) is true w.r.t. W if Rk (a1  : : :  alk ) 2 W , we say Rk (a1  : : :  alk )
is false w.r.t. W if :Rk (a1  : : :  alk ) 2 W  otherwise we say Rk (a1  : : :  alk ) is unknown w.r.t.
W . We can now dene the notion of an extended query from a database schema R to a database
schema S as a partial mapping from incomplete instances of R to incomplete instances of S .
An AnsProlog: program can be viewed as an extended query (or i-function or inherent function)
with the output database schema as the set of predicates that appear in the head of the rules in
and the input database schema as the remaining set of predicates from .

Example 36 Consider an instance of a genealogy database of dinosaurs obtained from a particular

archaeological site. Its very likely that we will have an incomplete instance where we have facts
such as parent(a b) and also facts such as :parent(c d). In that case the following AnsProlog:
program expresses the extended query from the input database schema fparentg to the output
database schema fanc of johng.
maybe parent(Y X )  not :parent(Y X ).
maybe anc of john(X )  maybe parent(john X ).
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maybe anc of john(X )  maybe anc of john(Y ) maybe parent(Y X ).
anc of john(X )  parent(john X ).
anc of john(X )  anc of john(Y ) parent(Y X ).
:anc of john(X )  not maybe anc of john(X ).
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Often, instead of viewing an AnsProlog* program as an i-function where the input and output is
derived from the program, we may want to explicitly specify them. In addition we may want to
relax the criteria that the input and output be disjoint and that input and output be dened in
terms of predicates.
Thus an AnsProlog* program and two sets of literals P and V , dene an l-function (literal
function) whose domain consists of subsets of P with certain restrictions that depend on the
particular subclass of AnsProlog* program we are interested in, and co-domain consists of subsets
of V . Given a valid input X , (X ) is dened as the set fl : l 2 V and
X j= lg. Since it is
not required that P and V be disjoint they are referred to as parameter and values instead of
input and output. In Section 3.7 we use l-functions to represent queries and extended queries, and
dene the notion of expansion of queries and the corresponding interpolation of l-functions.

1.4.3 The signature functions

Recall that the language associated with an AnsProlog* program is determined by its signature
consisting of the constants, function symbols and predicate symbols. In signature functions (or sfunctions) the input and output is specied through signatures. Thus an s-function has four parts:
an AnsProlog* program, an input signature, an output signature and a domain. An s-function
diers from an l-function in two main aspects:

 The domain in s-functions is specied, instead of being derived as in l-functions.
 Unlike the parameters and values of l-functions which are sets of literals, input and output in
s-functions are specied through input and output signatures. In both cases, they are directly
specied, and are not derived from the AnsProlog* program.

The s-functions are used in formulating building block results whereby we can formally discuss
composition and other operations on AnsProlog* programs viewed as s-functions.

1.4.4 An AnsProlog* program being functional

In i-functions, l-functions and s-functions we consider the entailment relation of AnsProlog* programs and associate functions with them. A dierent perspective is to consider the various answer
sets and analyze the mapping between input (literals or predicates) and the output (literals or
predicates) in each of the answer sets. This leads to the following denition of when an AnsProlog*
program encodes a function.

Denition 8 An AnsProlog* program T is said to encode a function (or is functional) from a set

of literals, called input, to a set of literals called output if for any complete subset E of input such
that T E is consistent, all answer sets of T E agree on the literals from output.
2
The above denition of an AnsProlog* program being functional is used in Section 3.9 as one of
the suciency conditions for determining when an observation can be directly added to a program,
and when it needs to be assimilated through abduction or conditioning.
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1.5 Notes and references
Logic programming and the programming language PROLOG started o as programming with
Horn clauses, a subset of rst order logic formulas. The rst book on logic programming and PROLOG was by Kowalski #Kow79]. Lloyd's books #Llo84, Llo87] have various formal characterizations
of AnsProlog;not programs (called denite programs) and their equivalence results. A similar
book on AnsProlog;not  or (called disjunctive logic programs) is #LMR92] which is partly based
on Rajasekar's thesis. Minker's workshop and his edited book #Min88a] presents several papers on
characterizing various subclasses { such as stratication and local stratication { of AnsProlog programs. The stable model semantics of AnsProlog programs was rst proposed in #GL88] and then
extended to AnsProlog: programs in #GL90, GL91]. (The notion of answer sets was rst introduced
in #GL90].) They were further extended to AnsProlog: or programs and programs with epistemic
operators in #Gel91b, Gel91a, Gel94]. The survey paper #BG94] discussed and cataloged various
knowledge representation possibilities using the answer set semantics of AnsProlog* programs and
its extensions. The survey paper #AB94] focussed on semantics of negation in logic programs. Two
other more recent surveys on logic programming that have signicant material on the answer set
semantics are #Lif96] and #DEGV97]. The former has a good discussion on query answering methods
for AnsProlog programs, while the later has a good summary on the complexity and expressibility
of AnsProlog* languages.
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Chapter 2

Simple modules for declarative
programming with answer sets
In this chapter we present several small AnsProlog* programs corresponding to several declarative
problem solving modules or knowledge representation and reasoning aspects. Although in general
we may have intermingling of the declarative problem solving, and the knowledge representation
and reasoning aspects, they can be dierentiated as follows.
Normally a problem solving task is to nd solutions of a problem. A declarative way to do that
is to declaratively enumerate the possible solutions, and the tests such that the answer sets of the
resulting program correspond to the solutions of the problem. The declarative problem solving
modules that we consider in this chapter include modules that enforce simple constraints, modules
that enumerate interpretations with respect to a set of atoms, modules that uniquely choose from
a set of possibilities, modules that encode propositional satisability, modules that represent closed
rst-order queries, modules that check satisability of quantied boolean formulas with up to
two quantiers, modules that assign a linear ordering between a set of objects, modules that
can represent various aggregation of facts, such as minimization, maximization, count and average,
module that encode classical disjunction conclusions, modules that encode exclusive-or conclusions,
and modules that encode cardinality and weight constraints.
By knowledge representation and reasoning aspects we mean representing particular bench mark
aspects of non-monotonic and common-sense reasoning that we want to be encoded by AnsProlog*
programs. The knowledge representation and reasoning modules that we consider in this chapter
include, modules for representing normative statements, exceptions, weak exceptions, and direct
contradictions, modules for representing the frame problem, and reasoning with incomplete information, transformations necessary for removing closed world assumption, modules for representing
null values, and modules for reasoning about what is known to an agent and what is not known,
as opposed to what is true or false in the world.
Although we individually examine and analyze each of these modules in this Chapter, we do not
discuss general properties and principles of these modules. We explore the later in Chapter 3
and discuss how modules can be systematically analyzed to identify their properties, how modules
can be combined or put on top of others to develop larger and more involved programs, and how
answer sets of a program can be constructed by decomposing the program into smaller programs,
and composing the answer sets of the smaller programs.
37

38
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2.1 Declarative problem solving modules
2.1.1 Integrity Constraints

Integrity constraints are written as rules with an empty head. Intuitively, an integrity constraint
r written as  l1  : : :  lm  not lm+1  : : :  not ln , where li s are literals, forbids answer sets which
contain the literals l1  : : :  lm and do not contain the literals lm+1  : : :  ln . Sets of literals that are
forbidden by r are said to violate r.
Since many of the results through out the book are about AnsProlog* programs that do not allow
constraints, we show here how constraints can be alternatively represented using rules with nonempty heads by introducing a new atom, which we will refer to as inconsistent and adding the
following rule c1 (r) to the program.
inconsistent  not inconsistent l1 : : :  lm  not lm+1  : : :  not ln .

Proposition 10 Let be an AnsProlog* program that does not contain the atom inconsistent.
Let r1  : : :  rn be a set of integrity constraints that do not contain the atom inconsistent. A
is an answer set of that does not violate the constraints r1  : : :  rn i A is an answer set of
fc1 (r1 ) : : :  c1 (rn )g.
2

Proof: Exercise.
Example 37 Let be an AnsProlog program consisting of the rules:
a  not b.
b  not a.
It is easy to see that has two answer sets fag and fbg. Now suppose we would like to incorporate

the constraint r :
 a.
to prune any answer set where a is true. To achieve this we will add the following rule c1 (r).
p  not p a.
to .
It is easy to see that fc1 (r)g has only one answer set, fbg and the set fag which was an answer
set of is no longer an answer set of
fc1 (r)g.
2
An alternative way to encode the integrity constraint r is by adding the following { which we will
refer to as c2 (r) { to a program with the stipulation that p and q are not in the language of .
p  l1  : : :  lm  not lm+1  : : :  not ln.
q  not p.
q  not q.

Proposition 11 Let be an AnsProlog* program that does not contain the atoms p, and q. Let
r1 : : :  rn be a set of integrity constraints that do not contain the atoms p and q. A n fqg is an
answer set of that does not violate r1  : : :  rn i A is an answer set of
c2 (r1 ) : : : c2 (rn ). 2
Proof: Exercise.
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2.1.2 Finite enumeration

Suppose we have propositions p1  : : : pn and we would like to construct a program where for each
interpretation of the propositions we have an answer set, and each answer set encodes a particular
interpretation. An AnsProlog program that achieves this is as follows:
p1  not n p1 .

n p1  not p1 :
..
.

pn  not n pn.
n pn  not pn.

An AnsProlog: or program that achieves this is as follows:
p1 or :p1 .
..
.
pn or :pn  :
It should be noted that if we add the above programs to another program, then the resulting
program will not necessarily preserve the property that we started with. Nevertheless, the encodings
above are often useful in enumerating the interpretations and allowing other part of the resulting
program to prune out interpretations that do not satisfy certain properties.
For example, the pi s may denote action occurrences and we may want to enforce that at each time
point at least one action occur. This can be achieved by the following encoding.
p1 or :p1 .
..
.
pn or :pn .
none  :p1 :p2  : : :  :pn.
inconsistent  not inconsistent none.
In section 2.1.6 we show how enumeration is used in encoding propositional satisability in AnsProlog.

2.1.3 General enumeration but at least one

In the previous section we enumerated among a set of propositions. In presence of variables, and
predicate symbols, we may like to enumerate a set of terms that satisfy some particular criteria.
Let us assume that rules with possible(X ) encode when X is possible, and our goal is to enumerate
the various terms that are possible, with the added stipulation that in each answer set at least one
term should be chosen. The the following AnsProlog program achieves our purpose.
chosen(X )  possible(X ) not not chosen(X ).
not chosen(X )  possible(X ) not chosen(X ).
some  chosen(X ).
inconsistent  not inconsistent not some.
Example 38 The following AnsProlog: or program also achieves the purpose of general enumeration but at least one.
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chosen(X ) or :chosen(X )  possible(X ).
some  chosen(X ).
inconsistent  not inconsistent not some.

Let us consider the program obtained by adding the following set of facts to the above AnsProlog: or
program.
possible(a) .
possible(b) .
possible(c) .
The resulting program has the following answer sets:
fpossible(a) possible(b) possible(c) chosen(a) :chosen(b) :chosen(c) someg
fpossible(a) possible(b) possible(c) chosen(b) :chosen(c) :chosen(a) someg
fpossible(a) possible(b) possible(c) chosen(c) :chosen(a) :chosen(b) someg
fpossible(a) possible(b) possible(c) chosen(a) chosen(b) :chosen(c) someg
fpossible(a) possible(b) possible(c) chosen(a) chosen(c) :chosen(b) someg
fpossible(a) possible(b) possible(c) chosen(b) chosen(c) :chosen(a) someg
fpossible(a) possible(b) possible(c) chosen(a) chosen(b) chosen(c) someg
Note that neither fpossible(a) possible(b) possible(c) :chosen(a) :chosen(b) :chosen(c)g nor
fpossible(a) possible(b) possible(c) :chosen(a) :chosen(b) :chosen(c) inconsistentg are answer
sets of the above program.
2

2.1.4 Choice: general enumeration with exactly one

Let us continue with the assumption in the previous subsection that we have rules with possible(X )
in their head that encode when X is possible. Now we would like to write a program whose
answer sets are such that in each answer set only one of the possible X is chosen, and there
is at least one answer set for each X that is possible. As an example, consider that we have
P = fpossible(a)  : possible(b)  : possible(c)  :g. Then our goal is to have a program which
has answer sets with the following as subsets.
S1 = fchosen(a) :chosen(b) :chosen(c)g
S2 = f:chosen(a) chosen(b) :chosen(c)g
S3 = f:chosen(a) :chosen(b) chosen(c)g
An AnsProlog: program with such answer sets can be written as follows:
:chosen(X )  chosen(Y ) X 6= Y .
chosen(X )  possible(X ) not :chosen(X ).
It is easy to see that
P has three answer sets, corresponding to S1 , S2 and S3 , respectively.
Recall that by using the Proposition 6 we can replace the above AnsProlog: program by an AnsProlog program. Following is such an AnsProlog program
diff chosen than(X )  chosen(Y ) X 6= Y .
chosen(X )  possible(X ) not diff chosen than(X ).
The above constructs are widely used in applications such as: encoding the linear planning condition
that only one action occurs at each time point, and labeling each tuple of database with a unique
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number during aggregate computation. In the Smodels logic programming system the above can
be achieved by the following rules that uses cardinality constraints with variables.
1fchosen(X ) : possible(X )g1:

2.1.5 Constrained enumeration

The module in the previous section can be thought of as a specic case of the more general notion
of constrained enumeration where while enumerating we need to obey certain constraints. For
example let us consider placing objects in a rectangular board so that no two objects are in the
same row or in the same column, and at least one object is in each row and each column. Although,
the problem solving task may involve additional constraints, we can encode the above enumeration
by the following AnsProlog program:
not chosen(X Y )  chosen(X 0  Y ) X 0 6= X .
not chosen(X Y )  chosen(X Y 0 ) Y 0 6= Y .
chosen(X Y )  row(X ) column(Y ) not not chosen(X Y ).
We can also achieve the above enumeration using the general enumeration of Section 2.1.3 together
with additional constraints. For example, the following will achieve our goal.
chosen(X Y )  row(X ) column(Y ) not not chosen(X Y ).
not chosen(X Y )  row(X ) column(Y ) not chosen(X Y ).
filled row(X )  chosen(X Y ).
filled column(Y )  chosen(X Y ).
missing row  row(X ) not filled row(X ).
missing column  column(X ) not filled column(X ).
inconsistent  not inconsistent missing row.
inconsistent  not inconsistent missing column.
inconsistent  not inconsistent chosen(X Y ) chosen(X Z ) Y 6= Z .
inconsistent  not inconsistent chosen(X Y ) chosen(Z Y ) X 6= Z .
In the above program the rst two rules enumerate that for any pair of row X , and column Y either
it is chosen or it is not the next six rules enforce that at least one object is in each row and each
column and the last two rules enforce that no more than one object is in each row and no more
than one object is in each column.
As evident from the above two programs the constrained enumeration approach results in a smaller
program than using general enumeration together with constraints. Constrained enumeration is a
key component of declarative problem solving tasks. The particular constrained enumeration that
we discussed in this section is useful in tasks such as the Nqueens problem tournament scheduling problem, where rows could correspond to teams, and columns to dates and seat assignment
problems.

2.1.6 Propositional satis ability

Propositional logic was one of the rst languages used for declarative problem solving, and #KS92]
reported one of the early successes of doing the problem solving task of planning by mapping a
planning problem to a propositional theory, and extracting plans from the models of the propositional theory. In this subsection we show how we can map a propositional theory to an AnsProlog
program so that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the models of the propositional
theory and the answer sets of the AnsProlog program.
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Given a set S of propositional clauses (where each clause is a disjunction of literals), we construct
the AnsProlog program (S ), such that there is a one-to-one correspondence between models of S
and answer sets of (S ), as follows:

 For each proposition p in S we introduce a new atom n p and have the following two rules in
(S ).

p  not n p.
n p  not p.

 For each clause in S , we introduce a new atom c and include one rule for each literal l in S
in the following way:

{ If l is a positive atom then we have the rule c  l.
{ If l is a negation of an atom a then we have the rule c  n a.
Then we include the constraint  not c
Example 39 Let S = fp1 _ p2 _ p3 p1 _ :p3 :p2 _ :p4g. The AnsProlog program (S ) consists
of the following:
p1  not n p1 .
n p1  not p1 .
p2  not n p2 .
n p2  not p2 .
p3  not n p3 .
n p3  not p3 .
p4  not n p4 .

n p4  not p4
c1  p1.
c1  p2.
c1  p3.
 not c1
c2  p1.
c2  n p3 .
 not c2
c3  n p2 .
c3  n p4 .
 not c3

The models of S are ffp1  p2  p3 g fp1  p2 g fp1  p3  p4 g fp1  p3 g fp1  p4 g fp1 g fp2 gg and the answer
sets of (S ) are ffp1  p2  p3  n p4  c1  c2  c3 g fp1  p2  n p3  n p4  c1  c2  c3 g fp1  n p2  p3  p4  c1  c2  c3 g

fp1  n p2  p3 n p4 c1  c2  c3 g fp1  n p2 n p3 p4 c1  c2  c3 g fp1  n p2 n p3 n p4 c1  c2  c3 g
fn p1 p2  n p3 n p4 c1  c2  c3 gg.
2
Proposition 12 A set of propositional clauses S is satisable i (S ) has an answer set.
2
Exercise 2 Formulate and prove the one-to-one correspondence between models of S and answer
sets of (S ).

2
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2.1.7 Closed rst-order queries in AnsProlog and AnsProlog:

In Section 1.3.5 we discussed a simple query language for querying AnsProlog* programs and
hinted in Example 34 how some more complex queries can be expressed by AnsProlog* programs.
In this subsection we generalize Example 34 and give a methodology to express queries that can
be otherwise expressed as a closed rst-order theory.
Let be an AnsProlog program and F be a closed rst-order query, to compute if j= F , we
can systematically break down F to a set of AnsProlog rules c(F ) and ask if
c(F ) j= p F ,
where p F is the atom corresponding to the whole formula F . In the following we show how c(F )
is constructed bottom-up.
Let F1 and F2 be closed formulas and p F1 and p F2 be the atoms corresponding to F1 and F2
respectively. The following describes the rules we need to add when F is F1 ^ F2 , F1 _ F2 , :F1 ,
8X:F1 (X ), 8X:#in class(X ) ! F1 (X )], 9X:F1 (X ), and 9X:#in class(X ) ! F1 (X )] respectively.
1. And: The formula F1 ^ F2 is translated to the following rule:
2.

3.
4.
5.

p F  p F1  p F2 .
Or: The formula F1 _ F2 is translated to the following rules:
p F  p F1 .
p F  p F2 .
Not: The formula :F1 is translated to the following rule:
p F  not p F1 .
Existential quantier: The formula 9X:F1 (X ) is translated to the following rule:
p F  p F1 (X ).
Bounded existential quantier: The formula 9X:(in class(X ) ! F1 (X )) is translated to

the following rule:

p F  in class(X ) p F1 (X ).

6. Universal quantier: The formula 8X:F1 (X ) is translated to the following rules:

n p F  not p F1 (X ).
p F  not n p F .

7. Bounded universal quantier: The formula 8X:(in class(X ) ! F1 (X )) is translated to
the following rules:

n p F  in class(X ) not p F1 (X ).
p F  not n p F .
If instead of AnsProlog we use AnsProlog: then the encodings of F1 ^ F2 , F1 _ F2 , 9X:F1 (X ), and
9X:#in class(X ) ! F1 (X )] remain unchanged while the other formulas are encoded as below:
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 Not: The formula :F1 is translated to the following rule:
p F  :p F1 .
 Universal quantier: The formula 8X:F1 (X ) is translated to the following rules:
:p F  not p F1(X ).
p F  not :p F .
 Bounded universal quantier: The formula 8X:(in class(X ) ! F1 (X )) is translated to
the following rules:

:p F  in class(X ) not p F1 (X ).
p F  not :p F .
Example 40 Consider an admission process in a college where admission is refused to an applicant

if he has not taken any honors classes. The following encoding of this information is erroneous.
refuse admission(X )  applicant(X ) not taken honors class(X Y ).
Suppose we have an applicant John who has taken the honors class in Physics and has not taken
the honors class in Chemistry. Since he has taken some honors classes he should not be refused
admission. But the above rule will have one instantiation where Y will be instantiated to `chemistry' and X to `john', and due to that instantiation, it will entail refuse admission(john). An
alternative explanation of the inappropriateness of the above rule is that it encodes the classical
formula:
refuse admission(X )  9X 9Y:#applicant(X ) ^ :taken honors class(X Y )]
which is equivalent to
refuse admission(X )  9X:#applicant(X ) ^ 9Y:#:taken honors class(X Y )]]
which is equivalent to
refuse admission(X )  9X:#applicant(X ) ^ :8Y:#taken honors class(X Y )]].
This is dierent from the information that was supposed to be encoded, which expressed in classical
logic is:
refuse admission(X )  9X:#applicant(X ) ^ :9Y:#taken honors class(X Y )]].
A correct encoding of the above information in AnsProlog is as follows:
has taken a honors class(X )  taken honors class(X Y ).
2
refuse admission(X )  applicant(X ) not has taken a honors class(X ).

2.1.8 Checking satis ability of universal quanti ed boolean formulas (QBFs)

Quantied boolean formulas (QBFs) are propositional formulas with quantiers that range over
the propositions. For example, if F (p1  p2 ) is a positional formula then the satisability of the
QBF 9p1 8p2F (p1  p2 ) means that there exists a truth value of the proposition p1 , such that for
all truth values of p2 , the formula F (p1  p2 ) evaluates to true. The importance of QBFs come
from the fact that they are often used as canonical examples of various complexity classes in
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the polynomial hierarchy. We use them in Chapter 6 when showing the complexity of various
AnsProlog* classes. In this and the subsequent several subsections we give examples of how QBF
formulas are encoded in AnsProlog*. We start with encoding universal QBFs, which are of the
form 8q1  : : :  ql : F (q1  : : :  ql ), where fq1  : : :  ql g is a set of propositions, and F (q1  : : :  ql ) is a
propositional formula of the form 1 _ : : : _ n with each i being a conjunction of propositional
literals (a proposition, or a proposition preceded by :). We rst construct an AnsProlog: or
program which allows us to verify the satisability of the universal QBF 8q1 : : :  ql : F (q1  : : :  ql ).

Proposition 13 The QBF 8q1 : : :  ql : F (q1 : : :  ql ) is satisable i exist satisfied is true in all

answer sets of the following program.
q1 or :q1  :
..
.
ql or :ql  :
exist satisfied  1 .
..
.
exist satisfied  n.

2

Proof: Exercise.
The use of or in the above program is not essential. The following proposition gives us another
alternative.

Proposition 14 The QBF 8q1 : : :  ql : F (q1 : : :  ql ) is satisable i exist satisfied is true in all
answer sets of the following program.
q1  not :q1.
:q1  not q1.
..
.
ql  not :ql.
:ql  not ql.
exist satisfied  1 .
..
.
exist satisfied  n.
2
Proof: Exercise.
The use of : in the above two programs is also not essential. They can be replaced by replacing
each :p by p0 in all of the rules. Let i0 denote the transformation of i , where all negative
propositional literals of the form :p are replaced by a proposition of the form p0 . For example, if
i = p1 ^:p2 ^:p3 ^ p4 then i0 = p1 ^ p02 ^ p03 ^ p4. Besides replacing the :p by p0 in the enumeration
rules, we will need to replace i by i0 in the other rules. We use the above methodology in the
following alternative encoding of a universal QBF in AnsProlog or .
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Proposition 15 The QBF 8q1 : : :  ql: F (q1  : : :  ql ) is satisable i exist satisfied is true in the

unique answer set of the following program:
q1 or q10  :
..
.
ql or ql0  :
exist satisfied  10 .
..
.
exist satisfied  n0 .
q1  exist satisfied.
q10  exist satisfied.
..
.
ql  exist satisfied.
ql0  exist satisfied.

2

Proof: Exercise.
Exercise 3 Explain why if we replace the rules of the form
qi or qi0  :
by the rules

qi  not qi0 :
qi0  not qi :

in the above program the answer sets will not be the same. (Hint: Consider the QBF 8p q:(p _:p).
The program with or will have an answer set, but the other program will have no answer sets. )

2

2.1.9 Checking satis ability of existential QBFs

In this subsection we construct AnsProlog or programs which allows us to verify the satisability
of the existential QBFs of the form 9q1 : : :  ql : F (q1  : : :  ql ).

Proposition 16 The QBF 9q1 : : :  ql : ( 1 (q1 : : :  ql )_: : :_ n(q1 : : :  ql )) is satisable i exist satisfied
is true in at least one answer set of the following program.
q1 or q10 .
..
.
ql or ql0 .
exist satisfied  10 .
..
.
exist satisfied  n0 .

2
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Proof: Exercise.

In the above encoding, we can replace each of the rules qi or qi0 by the two AnsProlog rules, qi 
not q10 : and qi0  not q1. This is not the case in the following encoding. In this alternative
encoding, let i denote a disjunction of propositional literals and let ^i denote the negation of
i with literals of the form :p replaced by propositions of the form p0 . For example, if is the
disjunction p _ q _ :r, then ^ is the conjunction p0 ^ q0 ^ r.

Proposition 17 The QBF 9q1 : : :  ql : ( 1 (q1 : : :  ql ) ^ : : : ^ n(q1 : : :  ql )), where i's are disjunction of propositional literals, is satisable i not satisfied is false in all answer sets of the following
program:
q1 or q10 .
..
.
ql or ql0 .
not satisfied  ^1 .
..
.
not satisfied  ^n.
q1  not satisfied.
q10  not satisfied.
..
.
ql  not satisfied.
ql0  not satisfied.
2
Proof: Exercise.

2.1.10 Checking satis ability of Universal-existential QBFs

We now consider encoding the satisability of Universal-existential QBFs using AnsProlog or programs. The use of or in these encodings are essential and can not be eliminated away, and this
explains the added expressibility of AnsProlog or programs over AnsProlog programs.

Proposition 18 The QBF 8p1 : : : pk : 9q1 : : :  ql : ( 1 (p1  : : :  pk  q1  : : :  ql )^: : :^ n(p1  : : :  pk  q1 : : :  ql )),
where i 's are disjunction of propositional literals, is satisable i not satisfied is false in all answer
sets of the following program:
p1 or p01 .
..
.
pk or p0k .
q1 or q10 .
..
.
ql or ql0 .
not satisfied  ^1 .
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..
.

not satisfied  ^n.
q1  not satisfied.
q10  not satisfied.
..
.

ql  not satisfied.
ql0  not satisfied.

2

Proof: Exercise.
Exercise 4 Prove that the QBF 8p1 : : : pk : 9q1 : : :  ql : ( 1 (p1  : : :  pk  q1  : : :  ql )^: : :^ n(p1 : : :  pk  q1 : : :  ql )),
where i 's are disjunction of propositional literals, is satisable i sat is true in all answer sets of
the following program:
p1 or p01 .
..
.
pk or p0k .
q1 or q10 .
..
.
ql or ql0 .
not satisfied  ^1 .
..
.
not satisfied  ^n.
q1  not satisfied.
q10  not satisfied.
..
.
ql  not satisfied.
ql0  not satisfied.
sat  not not satisfied.

2

Example 41 Let F (p1  p2  q1 q2) be the formula (p1 _ p2 _ q1) ^ (q1 _ q2). Consider the QBF
8p1 p2: 9q1 q2:F (p1  p2 q1  q2). It is easy to see that this QBF is satisable as F (p1 p2  q1 q2 )
evaluates to true for the following interpretations:
fp1  p2 q1  q2g, fp1  p2 q1  :q2g, fp1 p2  :q1 q2g,
fp1  :p2 q1 q2 g, fp1 :p2 q1  :q2g, fp1  :p2 :q1 q2g,
f:p1 p2  q1 q2 g, f:p1 p2 q1  :q2g, f:p1 p2  :q1 q2g,
f:p1 :p2 q1  q2g, and f:p1 :p2 q1  :q2g .
Now let us consider the following program based on the construction in Proposition 18.
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p1 or p01 .
p2 or p02 .
q1 or q10 .
q2 or q20 .
not satisfied  p01  p02  q10 .
not satisfied  q10  q20 .
q1  not satisfied.
q10  not satisfied.
q2  not satisfied.
q20  not satisfied.
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We will now argue that the only answer sets of the above programs are as follows:
fp1  p2 q1  q2g, fp1  p2 q1  q20 g, fp1  p2 q10  q2g,
fp1  p02 q1  q2g, fp1  p02 q1  q20 g, fp1  p02 q10  q2g,
fp01  p2 q1  q2g, fp01  p2 q1  q20 g, fp01  p2 q10  q2g,
fp01  p02 q1  q2g, and fp01 p02  q1 q20 g .
It is easy to check that each of the above are closed under the above rules, and each of them is
minimal because removing any element from any of the above will not make it closed with respect
to one of the rst four rules of the program. Thus they are all answer sets of the above programs.
Now we have to argue why there are no other answer sets.
First, it is easy to show that we can not have an answer set with both p1 and p01 as a subset of it
will be always closed under the program rules. Similarly, we can not have an answer set with both
p2 and p02.
Now let us consider the possible answer sets that contain p1 and p2 . In the above list of answer
sets we do not have an answer set that contains fp1  p2  q10  q20 g. We will now argue that no answer
set can contain fp1  p2  q10  q20 g. By Proposition 22 (from Chapter 3) any answer set that contains
fp1  p2 q10  q20 g must also contain fnot satisfied q1 q10  q2 q20 g. But then there are proper subsets of
this set which are answer sets. Hence, no answer set can contain fp1  p2  q10  q20 g.
Now let us enumerate the 16 possible combinations of q1  q2  q10 and q20 and there interactions with
p1 and p2. The sixteen combinations and whether they are part of an answer set is are listed below
with explanations:
(i) fp1  p2 g
(No, not closed under 3rd and 4th rule of the program)
(ii) fp1  p2  q1 g
(No, not closed under 3rd and 4th rule of the program)
(iii) fp1  p2  q2 g
(No, not closed under 3rd and 4th rule of the program)
(iv) fp1  p2  q10 g
(No, not closed under 3rd and 4th rule of the program)
0
(v) fp1  p2  q2 g
(No, not closed under 3rd and 4th rule of the program)
(vi) fp1  p2  q1  q2 g
(Yes, is an answer set)
0
(vii) fp1  p2  q1  q1 g
(No, not closed under 3rd and 4th rule of the program)
(viii) fp1  p2  q1  q20 g
(Yes, is an answer set)
(ix) fp1  p2  q2  q10 g
(Yes, is an answer set)
0
(x) fp1  p2  q2  q2 g
(No, not closed under 3rd and 4th rule of the program)
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(xi) fp1  p2  q10  q20 g
(No, no answer set can contain fp1  p2  q10  q20 g)
(xii) fp1  p2  q1  q2  q10 g
(No, its proper subset is an answer set)
(xiii) fp1  p2  q1  q2  q20 g
(No, its proper subset is an answer set)
(xiv) fp1  p2  q1  q10  q20 g
(No, no answer set can contain fp1  p2  q10  q20 g)
(xv) fp1  p2  q2  q10  q20 g
(No, no answer set can contain fp1  p2  q10  q20 g)
0
0
(xvi) fp1  p2  q1  q2  q1  q2 g
(No, no answer set can contain fp1  p2  q10  q20 g)
Similarly, we can argue about the other combinations of p1  p2  p01 and p02 in terms of why there are
no answer sets other than the ones we listed in the beginning.
2

Example 42 Let F (p1  p2  q1 q2 ) be the formula (p1_p2)^(q1_q2). Consider the QBF 8p1 p2: 9q1 q2 :
F (p1  p2  q1  q2). It is easy to see that this QBF is not satisable as there is no assignment to q1
and q2 that will make F (p1  p2  q1  q2 ) satisable when p1 and p2 are both assigned false.

Now let us consider the following program based on the construction in Proposition 18.
p1 or p01 .
p2 or p02 .
q1 or q10 .
q2 or q20 .
not satisfied  p01  p02 .
not satisfied  q10  q20 .
q1  not satisfied.
q10  not satisfied.
q2  not satisfied.
q20  not satisfied.
The above logic program has S = fp01  p02  q1  q2  q10  q20  not satisfiedg as one of the answer sets. It
is easy to see that S is a model of the above program. We now argue why no subset of S is an
answer set of the program. We can not remove either p01 or p02 from S as it will no longer be a
model by virtue of the rst and the second rule. By virtue of the fth rule, we can not remove
not satisfied from S . Then by virtue of the last four rules we can not remove any of q1 , q2 , q10 and
q20 from S . Hence, S is an answer set of the above program.

2

2.1.11 Checking satis ability of Existential-universal QBFs

We now consider encoding the satisability of Existential-universal QBFs using AnsProlog or programs. The use of or in these encodings are also essential and can not be eliminated away. This
also explains the added expressibility of AnsProlog or programs over AnsProlog programs.

Proposition 19 The QBF 9p1 : : : pk : 8q1 : : :  ql : ( 1 (p1 : : :  pk  q1 : : :  ql )_: : :_ n(p1  : : :  pk  q1 : : :  ql ))

is satisable i exist satisfied is true in at least one answer set of the following program.
p1 or p01 .
..
.
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pk or p0k .
q1 or q10 .
..
.
ql or ql0 .

exist satisfied  10 .
..
.

exist satisfied  n0 .
q1  exist satisfied.
q10  exist satisfied.
..
.

qk  exist satisfied.
qk0  exist satisfied.

2

Proof: Exercise.
Example 43 Let F (p1 p2  q1 q2 ) be the formula (p1 ^ q1) _ (p2 ^ q2) _ (:q1 ^ :q2). Consider the
QBF 9p1 p2 : 8q1  q2 :F (p1  p2  q1  q2 ). It is easy to see that this QBF is satisable as F (p1  p2  q1  q2 )

evaluates to true for the following interpretations:
fp1  p2 q1  q2g, fp1  p2 q1  :q2g, fp1 p2  :q1 q2g, and fp1  p2 :q1 :q2g
Consider the following program:
p1 or p01 .
p2 or p02 .
q1 or q10 .
q2 or q20 .
exist satisfied  p1  q1 .
exist satisfied  p2  q2 .
exist satisfied  q10  q20 .
q1  exist satisfied.
q10  exist satisfied.
q2  exist satisfied.
q20  exist satisfied.
The above program has one of the answer sets as S = fp1  p2  q1  q2  q10  q20  exist satisfiedg.
We will now argue that the only other answer set of the above program are:
S1 = fp1  p02  q10  q2 g,
S2 = fp01  p2  q1  q20 g,
S3 = fp01  p02  q1  q2 g, S4 = fp01  p02  q1 q20 g and S5 = fp01  p02  q10  q2 g.
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First we will argue why no answer set of the above program can contain S6 = fp1  p02  q1  q2 g. Any
answer set S 0 that contains fp1  p02  q1  q2 g must also contain fexist satisfied q1  q2  q10  q20 g. But
then this set will be a proper super set of the answer set fp1  p02  q10  q2 g, and hence S 0 can not be
an answer set. We can similarly argue that no answer set of the above program can contain any of
the following sets.
S7 = fp1  p02  q1  q20 g, S8 = fp1  p02  q10  q20 g,
S9 = fp01  p2  q1  q2 g, S10 = fp01  p2  q10  q2 g, S11 = fp01  p2  q10  q20 g,
and S12 = fp01  p02  q10  q20 g.
Any other set containing any other combinations of p1  p01  p2  p02  q1  q10  q2 and q20 which is closed
under the rules of the program will be a super set of one of the sets S or S1 : : : S12 , and hence will
not be an answer set.
Thus it is interestingly to note that S is the only answer set of the above program that contains
exist satisfied.
2

Example 44 Let F (p1  p2  q1 q2 ) be the formula (p1^q1)_(p2^q2). Consider the QBF 9p1 p2: 8q1 q2 :
F (p1  p2  q1  q2). This QBF is not satisable as for each interpretation of p1 and p2 there is an interpretation of q1 and q2 where F (p1  p2  q1  q2 ) evaluates to false. Some of these interpretations
are as follows:

fp1  p2 :q1 :q2g, fp1  :p2 :q1 q2 g, f:p1 p2 q1  :q2g, and f:p1 :p2 q1 q2 g.
Consider the following program:
p1 or p01 .
p2 or p02 .
q1 or q10 .
q2 or q20 .
exist satisfied  p1  q1 .
exist satisfied  p2  q2 .
q1  exist satisfied.
q10  exist satisfied.
q2  exist satisfied.
q20  exist satisfied.
It is easy to show that the following are answer sets of the above program:
S1 = fp1  p2  q10  q20 g,
S2 = fp1  p02  q10  q2 g, S3 = fp1  p02  q10  q20 g,
S4 = fp01  p2  q1  q20 g, S5 = fp01  p2  q10  q20 g,
S6 = fp01  p02  q1  q2 g, S7 = fp01  p02  q1 q20 g, S8 = fp01  p02  q10  q2 g and S9 = fp01  p02  q10  q20 g.
It can now be argued (similar to the arguments in Example 41) that there are no other answer sets
of the above program.
2
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2.1.12 Smallest, largest, and next in a linear ordering
Suppose we are given a set of distinct objects and a linear ordering among the objects. We now
write an AnsProlog program which denes the smallest and the largest object (with respect to the
given ordering) in that set and also the next object (if any) for each of the objects in the set. The
rst two rules dene smallest, the next two rules dene largest, and the last four rules dene next.
not smallest(X )  object(X ) object(Y ) less than(Y X ).
smallest(X )  object(X ) not not smallest(X ).
not largest(X )  object(X ) object(Y ) less than(X Y ).
largest(X )  object(X ) not not largest(X ).
not next(X Y )  X = Y .
not next(X Y )  less than(Y X ).
not next(X Y )  object(X ) object(Y ) object(Z ) less than(X Z ) less than(Z Y ).
next(X Y )  object(X ) object(Y ) not not next(X Y ).

2.1.13 Establishing linear ordering among a set of objects

In the previous section we were given a linear ordering and we only needed to dene smallest,
largest andnext. Now suppose we are only given a set of objects and our goal is to establish a
linear ordering among them. Since we do not have reasons to prefer one linear ordering over the
other, the following program generates answer sets such that each answer set corresponds to a
particular linear ordering among the objects and each linear ordering is captured by exactly one
answer set.
The program is divided into two parts. The rst part enumerates a ordering prec between each
pairs of objects. The second part tests if prec is a linear ordering or not by trying to dene the
smallest, largest and next with respect to prec and checking if the largest element can be reached
from the smallest through the next operator. If it is then prec is a linear ordering otherwise if
either of the three conditions is not satised (no largest element, or no smallest element or not
reachable) it is not a linear ordering. Following is the program where we use the predicates first
and last instead of smallest and largest, and succ instead of less than.
1. Dening prec: The rst rules says that between any two objects one must precede the other.
The second makes prec a transitive relation.

prec(X Y )  not prec(Y X ) X 6= Y .
prec(X Z )  prec(X Y ) prec(Y Z ).
2. Dening succ: The following rules dene when an object is a successor of another object
based on the precedence ordering.

not succ(X Z )  prec(Z X ).
not succ(X Z )  prec(X Y ) prec(Y Z ).
not succ(X X ) .
succ(X Y )  not not succ(X Y ).
3. Dening first: The following rules dene when an object is rst with respect to the precedence
ordering.
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not first(X )  prec(Y X ).
first(X )  not not first(X ).
4. Dening last: The following rules dene when an object is last with respect to the precedence
ordering.

not last(X )  prec(X Y ).
last(X )  not not last(X ).
5. Dening reachability: The following rules dene which objects are reachable from the rst
object using the successor relationship.

reachable(X )  first(X ).
reachable(Y )  reachable(X ) succ(X Y ).
6. Dening linear orderings and eliminating models that do not have a linear ordering.
An ordering is tested to be linear by checking if the last element (as dened before) is reachable
from the rst element through the successor relationship.

linear  reachable(X ) last(X ).
inconsistent  not inconsistent not linear.

2.1.14 Representing Aggregates

In this subsection we show how aggregate computation can be done using AnsProlog. We demonstrate our program with respect to a small example. Consider the following database, where
sold(a 10 Jan1) means that 10 units of item a was sold on Jan 1.
sold(a 10 Jan1) .
sold(a 21 Jan5) .
sold(a 15 Jan16) .
sold(b 16 Jan4) .
sold(b 31 Jan21) .
sold(b 15 Jan26) .
sold(c 24 Jan8) .
We would like to answer queries such as: \List all items of which more than 50 units (total) were
sold, and the total quantity sold for each." Our goal is to develop an AnsProlog program for this.
For simplicity, we assume that the same item has not been sold for the same units.
1. The rst step is to assign numbers to each tuple of sold while grouping them based on their
item. In other words we would like the answer sets to contain the following facts (or similar
ones with a dierent numbering).

assigned(a 10 1) .
assigned(a 21 2) .
assigned(a 15 3) .
assigned(b 16 1) .
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assigned(b 31 2) .
assigned(b 15 3) .
assigned(c 24 1) .
The AnsProlog program with such answer sets has the following three groups of rules:
(a) The following three rules make sure that numbers are uniquely assigned to each pair of
item, and units.
assigned(X Y J )  sold(X Y D) not :assigned(X Y J ).
:assigned(X Y J )  assigned(X Y 0 J ) Y 6= Y 0.
:assigned(X Y J )  assigned(X Y J 0 ) J 6= J 0
(b) The following rules ensure that among the tuples corresponding to each item there is no
gap in the number assignment.
numbered(X J )  assigned(X Y J ).
 numbered(X J + 1) not numbered(X J ) J 1.
(c) The following rules ensure that for each item, there is a tuple that is assigned the number
1.
one is assigned(X )  assigned(X Y 1).
 sold(X Y D) not one is assigned(X ).
An alternative set of rules that can achieve the same purpose is as follows:
assign one(X Y 1)  sold(X Y D) not :assign one(X Y 1).
:assign one(X Y 1)  assign one(X Y 0 1) Y 6= Y 0.
assigned(X Y 1)  assign one(X Y 1).
2. Initializing and updating the aggregate operations. Depending on the aggregate operators the
initialize and update facts describe how to start the aggregate process when the rst tuple in
each grouping is encountered, and how the aggregate valued is updated when additional tuples
are encountered. We now write several such facts for a few dierent aggregate operators:
(a) Sum:

initialize(sum Y Y ) .
update(sum W Y W + Y ) .
Intuitively, initialize(sum Y Y ) means that for the aggregate sum, during the aggregation process when the tuple (  Y ) assigned the initial number (which is 1) is considered,
then Y is the value from which the aggregation starts. The aggregation starts from the

tuple assigned 1, and runs though the other tuples in the linear order of their assignment. The fact, update(sum W Y W + Y ) is used in that process and intuitively means
that while doing the aggregation sum, if the next tuple (based on the ordering of its
assignment) is (  Y ), and the current accumulated value is W , then after considering
this tuple the accumulated valued is to be updated to W + Y .
(b) Count:
initialize(count Y 1).
update(count W Y W + 1) .
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(c) Min:

initialize(min Y Y ) .
update(min W Y W )  W  Y .
update(min W Y Y )  Y  W .
Using the predicates initialize and update we can dene other aggregate operators of our
choice. Thus, AnsProlog allows us to express user-dened aggregates.
3. The following three rules describe how the initialize and update predicates are used in computing the aggregation. The rst rule uses initialize to account for the tuple that is assigned
the number 1, and the second rule encodes the aggregate computation when we already have
computed the aggregate up to the Jth tuple, and we encounter the J+1th tuple.

aggr(Aggr name 1 X Z )  assigned(X Y 1) initialize(aggr name Y Z ).
aggr(Aggr name J + 1 X Z )  J > 0 aggr(Aggr name J X W ) assigned(X Y J + 1)
update(Aggr name W Y Z ).
4. Computing new aggregate predicates: Once the aggregation is done, we can dene new predicates for the particular aggregation that we need. Following are some examples of the encoding
of such predicates.
(a) Total sold per item:

total sold per item(X Q)  aggr(sum J X Q)
not aggr(sum J + 1 X Y ).

(b) Number of transactions per item:

number of transactions per item(X Q)  aggr(count J X Q)
not aggr(count J + 1 X Y ).
Here we will need an additional rule if we want to display that for some items the number
of transactions is zero. One such rule could be:

number of transactions per item(X 0)  not has sold(X ).
has sold(X )  sold(X Y Z ).

(c) Minimum amount (other than zero) sold per item:

min sold per item(X Q)  aggr(min J X Q)
not aggr(min J + 1 X Y ).
Using the above program the answer sets we will obtain will contain the following:

total sold per item(a 46)
total sold per item(b 62)
total sold per item(c 24)
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2.1.15 Representing classical disjunction conclusions using AnsProlog
Suppose we would like to represent classical disjunction in the head of the rules. I.e, suppose we
would like to express rules of the following form which are not part of the AnsProlog* syntax.
a1 _ : : : _ al  al+1  : : :  am  not am+1  : : :  not an .
Here _ is the classical disjunction. Intuitively, the above rule means that in every answer set where
the right hand side is true we would like the left hand side to be true, and unlike when we use or ,
we do not minimize truth. i.e., the program:
a or b  p.
p .
will have three answer sets, fa pg, fb pg, and fa b pg.
This can be achieved by the following translation to AnsProlog.
1. f 0  f not f 0 .
2. f  a01  : : :  a0l  al+1  : : :  am  not am+1  : : :  not an :
3. For i = 1 : : : l we have
(a) ai  not a0i  al+1  : : :  am  not am+1  : : :  not an .
(b) a0i  not ai  al+1  : : :  am  not am+1  : : :  not an .

Example 45 Consider the following program with classical disjunction in its head.
a_bq
q  not r.
r  not q.

Our intention is that the AnsProlog program obtained by translating the above program should
have the answer sets fq ag fq bg fq a bg and frg.
The translated AnsProlog program is:
q  not r.
r  not q.
f 0  f not f 0.
f  q a0  b0 .
a  not a0 q.
a0  not a q.
b  not b0  q.
b0  not b q.
and it indeed has the desired answer sets.
2
One implication of the existence of the above encoding is that adding classical disjunction to the
head of the rules with out any minimization requirement does not increase the expressibility of the
language. In fact the same is also true if we allow exclusive-or in the head of rules. The following
subsection gives an AnsProlog encoding for such rules.
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2.1.16 Representing exclusive-or conclusions using AnsProlog
Suppose we would like to represent

a1  : : :  al  al+1 : : :  am  not am+1  : : :  not an.

where  is exclusive-or. Here we require that if the right hand side is true then exactly one atom
in the head should be true.
This can be achieved by the following translation to AnsProlog:
1. f 0  f not f 0 .
2. f  a01  : : :  a0l  al+1  : : :  am  not am+1  : : :  not an .
3. For i = 1 : : : l we have
(a)
(b)

ai  not a0i al+1  : : :  am  not am+1  : : :  not an.
a0i  not ai.

4. For each i j such that 1  i < j  l we have the rule:

f  al+1  : : :  am  not am+1 : : :  not an  ai aj .

2.1.17 Cardinality Constraints

Cardinality and weight constraints are introduced in the logic programming implementation Smodels as an extension of AnsProlog and are given a new semantics and the complexity of the new
language is analyzed to be the same as the complexity of AnsProlog. In this section and the next
we show how such constraints can be expressed in AnsProlog, without any extensions.
Consider the following cardinality constraint:
1  fcolored(V C ) : color(C )g  1  vertex(V ).
The intuitive meaning of the above cardinality constraint is that, for each vertex v, exactly one
instance of colored(v c) should be chosen such that color(c) holds.
The above constraint can be expressed through the following AnsProlog rules:
1. Enumerating the possibilities:

colored(V C )  vertex(V ) color(C ) not not colored(V C ).
not colored(V C )  vertex(V ) color(C ) not colored(V C ).
2. Rules that dene count color(V N ), where for any vertex v, count color(v n) is true in an
answer set A if there are n dierent facts of the form colored(v c) with distinct c's in A.
These aggregate rules are given in Section 2.1.14.

3. The constraint:

 vertex(V ) number(N ) count color(V N ) n 6= 1.
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Now consider the cardinality constraint
l1  fcolored(V C ) : color(C )g  l2  vertex(V ).
Intuitively, it means that for every vertex v, colored(v c) should be true for k distinct cs, where

l1  k  l2

To encode such a cardinality constraint we proceed as above except that we have the following
constraints instead on the one we had before.
1.  color(V ) number(N ) count color(V N ) n < l1 .
2.  color(V ) number(N ) count color(V N ) n > l2 .
Cardinality constraints in the body can be encoded by using the aggregate and then converting the
constraints in the previous section into rules. For example if we want dene a predicate three six(V )
on vertices which are assigned between 3 to 6 colors we have the following rule:
1. three six(V )  color(V ) number(N ) count color(V N ) 3  N  6.
together with rules that dene count color(V N ).

2.1.18 Weight Constraints

Cardinality constraints can be generalized to weight constraints. When cardinality constraints in
the head are generalized to weight constraints, instead of count, we can use other aggregates such
as `sum'. For example, consider the following weight constraint:
w  fl1 : w1 : : :  lm : wm not lm+1 : wm+1  : : :  not ln : wng  w0  p.
We can encode it in AnsProlog as follows:
1. We give a name to the above rule, say r.
2. We represent the weights of the literals as follows:

weight(r l1  w1 ) .
..
.

weight(r lm  wm ) .
weight(r lm0 +1  wm+1 ) .
..
.

weight(r ln0  wn) .
3. We enumerate the literals in the head of the rule by having the following: We use the predicate
holds so as to be able to compute the sum of the weights of the literals in the head of r, that
hold.

holds(R L)  holds(p) weight(R L X ) contrary(L L0 ) not holds(R L0 ).
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holds(R L)  holds(p) weight(R L0  X ) contrary(L L0 ) not holds(R L0 ).
In addition we have the denition of contrary.

contrary(li li0 ) .
contrary(li0  li) .
4. We dene sum holds(R Wt) which sums the weight of all literals in R that hold, following
the approach in Section 2.1.14.
5. To eliminate candidate answer sets whose aggregate weight do not satisfy the weight conditions in the head of r we have the following constraints:

 sum holds(r Wt) Wt < w.
 sum holds(r Wt) Wt > w0 .
6. Finally we dene which literals hold.

holds(L)  atom(L) holds(R L).

2.2 Knowledge representation and reasoning modules
In this section we show how we can use AnsProlog* programs to represent various knowledge
representation and reasoning modules. We start with the representation of normative statements,
and exceptions, weak exceptions and direct contradictions to those statements.

2.2.1 Normative statements, exceptions, weak exceptions and direct contradictions: the tweety ies story
Normative statements are statements of the form \normally elements belonging to a class c have
the property p." A good representation of normative statements should at least allow us to easily `incorporate' information about exceptional elements of c with respect to the property c. A
good hallmark of incorporation of such additional information is the property of elaboration tolerance. The measure of elaboration tolerance of a representation is determined by the classes of
new information that can be incorporated through local changes to the original representation. We
now discuss this issue with respect to one of the oldest examples in non-monotonic reasoning {
\Normally birds y. Penguins are exceptional birds that do not y."

1. We start with a representation in AnsProlog where the `Closed World Assumption' about
all predicates is part of the semantics. In this representation the AnsProlog program denes
when positive literals are true, and negative literals are assumed (by the CWA) to hold if the
corresponding positive literal are not forced to be true by the denitions.
A representation of the knowledge that \Normally birds Fly. Tweety is a bird" that is
elaboration tolerant to new knowledge of the kind \Penguins are exceptional birds that do
not y." is as follows:
The original representation is :
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flies(X )  bird(X ) not ab(X ).
bird(tweety) .
bird(sam) .
From the above we can conclude that tweety and sam y. Next when we are told that sam
is a penguin, and penguins are exceptional birds that do not y, we can incorporate this
additional knowledge by just adding the following to our original representation.

bird(X )  penguin(X ).
ab(X )  penguin(X ).
penguin(sam) .
From the resulting program we can conclude that tweety ies, but now we change our earlier
conclusion about sam and conclude that sam does not y.
Now suppose we get additional knowledge of another class of birds, the ostriches, that are
also exceptions. Again, this can be incorporated by simply adding the following rules:

bird(X )  ostritch(X ).
ab(X )  ostritch(X ).
2. Now suppose we want to represent the above information in AnsProlog: , where CWA is
not hard coded in the semantics. In that case we can write explicit CWA rules about each
predicate. The overall representation will then be as follows.

flies(X )  bird(X ) not ab(X ).
bird(X )  penguin(X ).
ab(X )  penguin(X ).
bird(tweety) .
penguin(sam) .
:bird(X )  not bird(X ).
:penguin(X )  not penguin(X ).
:ab(X )  not ab(X ).
:flies(X )  not flies(X ).
The main advantage of having explicit CWA rules is that if for a particular predicate we do
not want to have CWA, then we can simply remove the corresponding explicit CWA rule.
This can not be done in an AnsProlog representation.
3. Now let us consider a dierent kind of elaboration. We would like to add information about
john who is a wounded bird and wounded birds are subset of birds and are weakly exceptional
with respect to the property of ying. By this we mean that for wounded birds we can not
make a denite conclusion about whether they can y or not.
To represent the above elaboration the rst step is to remove the CWA rule about flies so
that we are not forced to conclude one way or other about the ying ability of wounded birds.
But we do need to make conclusions about the ying ability of penguins and non-birds. For
this we need to add explicit rules that state when certain objects do not y. The following
program does these to changes to our previous formulation.
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flies(X )  bird(X ) not ab(X ).
bird(X )  penguin(X ).
ab(X )  penguin(X ).
bird(tweety) .
penguin(sam) .
:bird(X )  not bird(X ).
:penguin(X )  not penguin(X ).
:ab(X )  not ab(X ).
:flies(X )  penguin(X ).
:flies(X )  :bird(X ).
Now we can incorporate the new knowledge about the wounded birds by adding the following
rules.

wounded bird(john) .
:wounded bird(X )  not wounded bird(X ).
bird(X )  wounded bird(X ).
ab(X )  wounded bird(X ).
It is easy to see that we still conclude tweety ies and sam does not y from the resulting
program, and about john our program does not entail john ies, and nor does it entail john

does not y.
4. In the previous three representations we had closed world assumption { whether explicit or
implicit { about birds and penguins, and had explicit CWA with respect to wounded bird in
the last representation. Now consider the case when our information about birds, penguins
and wounded birds is incomplete. By this we mean that we may know that tweety is a bird,
and know that swa ; 21 is not a bird (despite Southwest airlines claim that it is the state bird
of Texas), and for some other objects we may not know whether it is a bird or not. By having
CWA we will be forced to conclude that these other objects are not birds. Since we do not
want that we will remove the explicit CWA rule about birds, penguins and wounded birds.
The resulting program is as follows:

flies(X )  bird(X ) not ab(X ).
bird(X )  penguin(X ).
ab(X )  penguin(X ).
bird(tweety) .
penguin(sam) .
:flies(X )  penguin(X ).
:flies(X )  :bird(X ).
wounded bird(john) .
bird(X )  wounded bird(X ).
ab(X )  wounded bird(X ).
Now suppose we want to reason about the object et, which we know to be a bird. Since et
is not known to be a penguin or an wounded bird, the above program will not entail ab(et),
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and hence will entail flies(et). In the absence of CWA about penguins and wounded birds,
it is possible that et is a penguin, and in that case our conclusion would be wrong. To avoid
such possibly wrong conclusions, we can make some changes to our program so that it is
conservative in making conclusion about what ies and what does not. The main change
we make is in the rules that dene ab while before one of our rule was that penguins are
abnormal, now we change the rule to that any object that can possibly be a penguin (i.e.,
we do not know for sure that it is not a penguin) is abnormal. Similarly, we change the ab
rule about wounded birds to: any object that can possibly be an wounded bird (i.e., we do
not know for sure that it is not an wounded bird) is abnormal. In addition, since we remove
the explicit CWA rules about penguins and wounded birds, we must add rules that dene
when an object is not a penguin and when an object is not an wounded bird. The resulting
program with these changes is as follows, with the changed rules underlined.
flies(X )  bird(X ) not ab(X ).
bird(X )  penguin(X ).
ab(X )  not :penguin(X ).
bird(tweety) .
penguin(sam) .
:penguin(X )  :bird(X ).
:flies(X )  penguin(X ).
:flies(X )  :bird(X ).
wounded bird(john) .
:wounded bird(X )  :bird(X ).
bird(X )  wounded bird(X ).
ab(X )  not :wounded bird(X ).
5. Let us now consider the case where we may have explicit information about the non-ying
ability of certain birds. We would like our representation to gracefully allow such additions. The last program is not adequate to this task because if we were to add new facts
f:fly(tweety) :penguin(tweety) :wounded bird(tweety)g to it the resulting program will
not have a consistent answer set, while intuitively no such break down in reasoning is warranted.
Such a break down can be avoided by replacing the rule
flies(X )  bird(X ) not ab(X ).
by the rule:
flies(X )  bird(X ) not ab(X ) not :flies(X ).
In addition, for exceptions we only need to have the rule:
:flies(X )  exceptional bird(X ).
and no longer need a rule of the form:
ab(X )  not :exceptional bird(X ).
For weak exceptions we will need the rule:
ab(X )  not :weakly exceptional bird(X ).
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2.2.2 The frame problem and the Yale Turkey shoot

Another important benchmark in the history of knowledge representation and non-monotonic reasoning is the `frame problem'. the original frame problem is to be able to succinctly represent and
reason about what does not change in a world due to an action. The problem arises in avoiding
writing explicit axioms for each object that does not change its value due to a particular axiom.
To demonstrate how AnsProlog and its extensions represent the frame problem we consider the Yale
Turkey shoot from the literature. In this example, there are two actions: load and shoot. There
are also two uents { objects that may change their value due to an action: alive and loaded. In
our representation we follow the notation of situation calculus from the literature.
In situation calculus the initial situation is represented by a constant s0 , and the situation arising
after executing an action A in a situation S is denoted by res(A S ). The truth value of uents in
a situation is described using the predicate holds, where holds(F S ) means that the uent F holds
in the situation S .
1. With CWA about each situation:
In our rst representation we want to represent the information that initially the turkey is
alive and the gun is not loaded, and the eect of the actions load and shoot. Our goal is
that our representation should allow us to make conclusion about situations that may arise
(i.e., about hypothetical future worlds) if we perform a particular sequence of actions. Such
a reasoning mechanism can be used for verifying plans and planning.
Since loaded and alive are the only two uents, we have complete information about these
uents with respect to the initial situation, and our actions shoot and load are deterministic
in our rst representation using AnsProlog we will assume CWA and only focus on the truth,
with the intention that conclusions about falsity can be reasoned using CWA.
We start with representing what is known about the initial situation. This can be accomplished by the following rule:

holds(alive s0 ) .
Since we are using CWA, by not having any explicit information about the uent load in s0
we can conclude using CWA that :holds(loaded s0 ).
To represent that the uent loaded will be true after executing the action load in any arbitrary
situation S , we have the following rule, which we refer to as an eect rule.

holds(loaded res(load S )) .
To represent the frame axiom (which is a normative statement) saying that uents which are
true normally preserve their value after an action, we have the following rule, which we call
the frame rule or inertia rule.

holds(F res(A S ))  holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
The atom ab(F A S ) in the above rule encodes when a uent F is abnormal with respect
to an action A and S . The intention is to use it in encoding exceptions to the normative
statement. We now dene particular instances of when ab(F A S ) is true.
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One instance is when the action shoot is executed in a situation where loaded is true. In this
case the uent alive will not remain true after the action. Thus it gives rise to an exception
to the inertia rule. This exception is encoded by the following:

ab(alive shoot S )  holds(loaded S ):
Note that in the above formulation we do not have an eect rule for the action shoot. This
is because among the two uents loaded and alive, shoot does not aect the rst one, and
its eect on the second one is indirectly encoded by the exception to the inertia rule. This is
dierent from the encoding of the eect of the action load on the uent loaded using eect
rules. This dierence is due to our use of CWA to infer :holds(alive res(shoot S )) by not
being able to infer holds(alive res(shoot S )) thus the use of an exception instead of an eect
rule.
2. To allow incomplete information about the initial situation:
Let us now consider the case when we may have incomplete information about the initial
situation. In that case we would have to explicitly represent both what we know to be true
in the initial situation and what we know to be false in the initial situation. Thus we can no
longer use CWA, and use AnsProlog: as our representation language.
Let us consider the scenario when we know that the turkey is initially alive, but have no idea
whether the gun is loaded or not. In this case the initial situation can be represented by the
following rule:

holds(alive s0 ) .
Note that since we are using AnsProlog: we can no longer infer :holds(loaded s0 ) using
CWA. That is of course what we want. For the same reason we now need two explicit inertia
rules, one about the inertia of truth of uent and another about the inertia of falsity of uents.
These two rules are:

holds(F res(A S ))  holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
:holds(F res(A S ))  :holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
The eect rules due to the action load and shoot respectively are encoded by the following
rules:

holds(loaded res(load S )) .
:holds(alive res(shoot S ))  holds(loaded S ).
Since we have explicit eect rules for both truth and falsity we will also need exceptions for
the blocking of the opposite. In other words if A makes F true then we have to block the
inference of :holds(F res(A S )). (This was not necessary when we used the CWA in our
AnsProlog encoding.) The two exception rules corresponding to the above two eect rules
are as follows:

ab(loaded load S ) .
ab(alive shoot S )  not :holds(loaded S ).
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The use of not :holds(loaded S ) instead of the simpler holds(loaded S ) in the body of the
last rule is because of the possibility that we may have incompleteness about the situations.
In that case we want to reason conservatively. This can be explained in terms of our particular
scenario. Recall that we know that initially alive is true an we have no idea if loaded is true
or not. Now suppose we want to reason about the situation res(shoot s0 ). Since we have
holds(alive s0 ) we will conclude holds(alive res(shoot s0 )) using the rst inertia rule unless
it is blocked by deriving ab(alive shoot s0 ). If we had only holds(loaded S ) in the body of
the last exception rule, we will not be able to derive ab(alive shoot s0 ) and hence conclude
holds(alive res(shoot s0 )). Our conclusion would not be correct if in the real world loaded
is true in s0 . The use of not :holds(loaded S ) instead of the simpler holds(loaded S )
prevents us from making this possibly wrong conclusion. With the above formulation we
neither conclude holds(alive res(shoot s0 )), nor we conclude :holds(alive res(shoot s0 )),
as either would be wrong in one of the possible scenarios: the rst when loaded is true in s0 ,
and the second when loaded is false in s0 .
Finally, the above encoding also works ne when there is complete information about the
initial situation.
3. Allowing backward reasoning:
In the previous two formulations our goal was to hypothetically reason about future situations.
Now consider the case when in the beginning we do not know whether loaded is true in
s0 or not. Then we are given the oracle holds(alive res(shoot s0 )), and from this added
information we would like to conclude that loaded must be false in s0 .
One way to be able to do such reasoning is to enumerate the possible worlds in the initial
situation using AnsProlog: . In our example we can add the following two rules to our previous
formulation.

holds(alive s0 )  not :holds(alive s0 ).
:holds(alive s0 )  not holds(alive s0 ).
holds(loaded s0 )  not :holds(loaded s0 ).
:holds(loaded s0 )  not holds(loaded s0 ).
The above two rules lead to multiple answer sets each corresponding to one of the possible
world about the initial situation. Now we can prune out the worlds that do not lead to the
oracle by having the oracle as the following integrity constraint.

 not holds(alive res(shoot s0 )).
The above integrity constraint will eliminate the answer sets (of the rest of the program) that
do not entail the oracle holds(alive res(shoot s0 )). Since reducing the number of answer sets
means we can make more conclusions, the oracle leads us to additional conclusions. In our
particular scenario the integrity constraint will eliminate answer sets where holds(loaded s0 )
is true and in the remaining answer sets we will have :holds(loaded s0 ). Thus the additional
information provided by the oracle will lead us to the conclusion that :holds(loaded s0 ).
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2.2.3 Systematic removal of Close World Assumption: an example

Consider the following program that denes the transitive closure notion of ancestor given facts
about parents.
anc(X Y )  parent(X Y ).
anc(X Y )  parent(X Z ) anc(Z Y ).
The above program assumes complete information about parent and gives a complete denition of
ancestor. I.e., using the above program together with a set of facts about parent, we can completely
determine about any arbitrary pair (a b), whether anc(a b) is true or false.
Now consider the case that where the objects are fossils of dinosaurs dug at an archaeological
site, and for pairs of objects (a b) through tests we can sometimes determine par(a b), sometimes
determine :par(a b), and sometimes neither. This means our knowledge about par is not complete.
Now the question is how do we dene when anc is true and when it is false.
To dene when anc is true we keep the old rules.
anc(X Y )  parent(X Y ).
anc(X Y )  parent(X Z ) anc(Z Y ).
Next we dene a predicate m par(X Y ) which encodes when X may be a parent of Y . We do this
through the following rule.
m par(X Y )  not :par(X Y ).
Using m par we now dene m anc(X Y ) which encodes when X may be an ancestor of Y . We do
this through the following rule.
m anc(X Y )  m par(X Y ).
m anc(X Y )  m par(X Z ) m anc(Z Y ).
Now we use m anc to dene when :anc(X Y ) is true through the following rule.
:anc(X Y )  not m anc(X Y ).

2.2.4 Reasoning about what is known and what is not

Recall that an AnsProlog: program may have an answer set with respect to which we can neither
conclude an atom to be true, nor conclude it to be false. This happens if for atom f , and answer
set S , neither f not :f is in S . In this case we can say that the truth value of f is unknown in
the answer set S . We can write the following rule to make such a conclusion and reason with it
further.
unknown(f )  not f not :f .
The following program gpa encodes the eligibility condition of a particular fellowship and the
rule (4) below deals with the case when the reasoner is not sure whether a particular applicant is
eligible or not. In that case rule (4) forces the reason to conduct an interview for the applicant
whose eligibility is unknown.
(1) eligible(X )  highGPA(X ).
(2) eligible(X )  special(X ) fairGPA(X ).
(3) :eligible(X )  :special(X ) :highGPA(X ).
(4) interview(X )  not eligible(X ) not :eligible(X ).
(5) fairGPA(john) .
(6) :highGPA(john) .
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2.3 Notes and references
Many of the encoding techniques discussed in this chapter are folklore in logic programming. We
point out here some of the sources that we are aware of. The notion of `choice' was rst presented
by Sacca and Zaniolo in #SZ90]. The encodings of quantied boolean formulas with two quantiers
and also the encoding of the linear ordering are due to Eiter and Gottlob #EG93a, EGM94] where
they use such encodings to prove the complexity and expressibility of AnsProlog or programs. The
encoding for aggregates are based on work by Zaniolo and his colleagues #ZAO93, GSZ93, Sac93].
The use of the \p  not p:" construct to encode integrity constraints, the representation of
ex-or and classical disjunction in AnsProlog and the expression of rst-order queries are based
on the papers by Niemela, Simmons and Soininen #Nie99, NSS99, Sim99]. Most of the knowledge
representation and reasoning modules are from Gelfond's papers #GL90, GL91, Gel94] on AnsProlog
and AnsProlog: , and also appear in the survey paper #BG94]. The recent survey paper #MT99] also
has many small AnsProlog* modules. In Chapter 5 we consider many more examples and larger
AnsProlog* programs.

Chapter 3

Principles and properties of
declarative programming with answer
sets
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we present several fundamental results that are useful in analyzing and step-bystep building of AnsProlog* programs, viewed both as a stand-alone programs and as functions.
To analyze AnsProlog* programs we dene and describe several properties such as categoricity {
presence of unique answer sets, coherence { presence of at least one answer set, computability {
answer set computation being recursive, lter-abducibility { abductive assimilation of observations
using ltering, language independence { independence between answer sets of a program and the
language, language tolerance { preservation of the meaning of a program with respect to the original
language when the language is enlarged, functional, compilable to rst-order theory, amenable to
removal of or , amenable to computation by Prolog, and restricted monotonicity { exhibition of
monotonicity with respect to a select set of literals.
We also dene several subclasses of AnsProlog* programs such as stratied, locally stratied,
acyclic, tight, signed, head cycle free and several conditions on AnsProlog* rules such as wellmoded and state results about which AnsProlog* programs have what properties. We present
several results that relate answer sets of an AnsProlog* program with its rules. We develop the
notion of splitting and show how the notions of stratication, local stratication, and splitting can
be used in step-by-step computation of answer sets.
For step by step building of AnsProlog* programs we develop the notion of conservative extension {
where a program preserves its original meaning after additional rules are added to it, and present
conditions for programs that exhibit this property. We present several operators such as incremental
extension, interpolation, domain completion, input opening and input extension, and show how they
can be used for systematically building larger programs from smaller modules.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We rst dene some of the basic notions and
properties and then enumerate many of the sub-classes and their properties. We then consider the
more involved properties one-by-one and discuss conditions under which they hold.
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3.2 Basic notions and basic properties
3.2.1 Categorical and Coherence

Uniqueness of answer sets is an important property of a program. Programs which have a unique
answer-set are called categorical . Not all programs are categorical. There are programs with
multiple answer sets and with no answer sets at all. The latter will be called incoherent . Programs
with at least one answer set are called coherent . A program is said to be consistent if Cn( )
{ the set of literals entailed by { is consistent Otherwise is said to be inconsistent. Since
programs that are not coherent do not have any answer sets, they entail Lit hence those programs
are also inconsistent. Coherence, categoricity, and consistency are important properties of logic
programs. In Section 3.3 we consider several subclasses of AnsProlog* programs and categorize
them in terms of which ones exhibit the properties of coherence, categoricity, and consistency.

Example 46 The AnsProlog program fp  :p:g is incoherent as it does not have an answer set.
The AnsProlog program fa  not b: b  not a:g, although coherent has two answer sets fag and
fbg and hence is not categorical.
The AnsProlog: program = fp  not b: :p  not b:g is categorical and coherent as it has Lit
as its unique answer set but it is not consistent as Cn( ) { which contains both p and :p { is not
consistent.

2

3.2.2 Relating answer sets and the program rules

Suppose we are given an AnsProlog program and are told that an atom A belongs to one of its
answer set S . What can we infer about the relation between A and ? An intuitive answer is that
there must be at least one rule in with A in its head such that its body evaluates to true with
respect to S . We refer to such a rule as a support for the atom A, with respect to S in .
Similarly, given a rule r of an AnsProlog: or if we are told that its body evaluates to true with
respect to an answer set S of , what can we say about the head of r? An intuitive answer in
this case is that, one of the literals in the head must be in S . We now formalize these intuitions as
propositions. Theses propositions are very useful when trying to show that a given set of literals is
an answer set of a program .

Proposition 20 MS89] (a) Forced atom proposition : Let S be an answer set of an AnsProlog
program . For any ground instance { of a rule { of the type A0  A1  : : :  Am  not Am+1  : : :  not An
from , if fA1  : : :  Am g S and fAm+1  : : :  An g \ S =  then A0 2 S .
(b) Supporting rule proposition : If S is an answer-set of an AnsProlog program then S is
supported by . I.e., if A0 2 S , then there exists a ground instance { of a rule { of the type A0 
A1  : : :  Am  not Am+1  : : :  not An in such that fA1  : : :  Am g S and fAm+1  : : :  An g \ S = .
2

Proof: Exercise.

We now enlarge the notion of support for an atom to support for a whole set of atoms and introduce
the notion of well-supportedness and relate well-supported models with answer sets.

Denition 9 A Herbrand interpretation S is said to be well-supported in an AnsProlog program
i there exists a strict well-founded partial order  on S such that for any atom A 2 S , there
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exists a rule A  A1  : : :  Am  not Am+1  : : :  not An in ground( ), such that fA1  : : :  Am g S
and fAm+1  : : :  An g \ S =  and for 1  i  m, Ai  A.
2

Proposition 21 Fag90] For any AnsProlog program , the well-supported models of are exactly

2

the answer sets of .

We now consider AnsProlog: or programs and expand the forced atom proposition and supporting
rule proposition for such programs.
Proposition 22 (a) Forced disjunct proposition : Let S be an answer set of an AnsProlog: or
program . For any ground instance { of a rule { of the type (1.2.2) from , if fLk+1 : : : Lm g S
and fLm+1 : : : Ln g \ S =  then there exists an i, 0  i  k such that Li 2 S .
(b) Exclusive supporting rule proposition : If S is a consistent answer set of an AnsProlog: or
program and L 2 S then there exists a ground instance { of a rule { of the type (1.2.2) from
such that fLk+1 : : : Lm g S , and fLm+1 : : : Ln g \ S = , and fL0 : : : Lk g \ S = fLg.
2

Proof: Exercise.
Example 47 Consider the following AnsProlog: or program:
a or b 
b or c 
c or a 
The above program has three answer sets S1 = fa bg, S2 = fa cg, and S3 = fb cg. For the atom a

in answer set S1 , the third rule, but not the rst rule, of the above program satises the conditions
of the exclusive supporting rule proposition. For atom b in S1 , it is the second rule. Similarly, it is
easy to verify the exclusive supporting rule proposition for the atoms in the other answer sets. 2

3.2.3 Conservative extension

When programming in AnsProlog, often we would like to enhance a program with additional
rules. An important question is under what conditions the new program preserves the meaning
of the original program. Answers to this and similar questions is very important and useful in
systematically developing a large program. We now formally dene the notion of conservative
extension and present certain conditions under which it holds. We discuss additional aspects of
systematically developing large programs in Section 3.8.

Denition 10 Let and

0 be ground AnsProlog* programs such that

0 . We say that 0

is a conservative extension for if the following condition holds: A is a consistent answer set for
i there is a consistent answer set A0 for 0 such that A = A0 \ Lit(L ).
2
The following proposition directly follows from the above denition.

Proposition 23 If a program
Cn( 0) \ Lit(L ).

0 is a conservative extension of a program

We now present syntactic conditions on AnsProlog: programs
conservative extension of .

, then Cn( ) =

and D such that

2

D is a
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Theorem 3.2.1 GP91] Let L0 be a language and L1 be its extension by a set of new predicates.
Let and D be AnsProlog: programs in L0 and L1 respectively. If for any rule of the type
L0  L1 : : :  Lm  not Lm+1  : : :  not Ln from D, L0 2 L1 ; L0 and 8i i > 0 Li 2 L0 then if no

answer set of satises the premises of contrary rules (i.e. rules with contrary literals in the head)
from D then for all L 2 L0 , j= L i
D j= L
2
The syntactic conditions in the above theorem are very restrictive. The following proposition has
broader but semantic conditions and allows and D to be AnsProlog: or programs.
Theorem 3.2.2 GP96] Let D and be AnsProlog: or programs such that head(D) \ lit( ) = 
and for any consistent answer set A of the program D (A \ lit(D)) is consistent. Then D
is a conservative extension of the program .
2
Since semantic conditions are dicult to check, in the following proposition we present syntactic
conditions but restrict D to be an AnsProlog: program.
Proposition 24 LT94] If is an AnsProlog: or program, C is a consistent set of literals that
does not occur in , and D is an AnsProlog: program such that for every rule r 2 D, head(r) C ,
and neg(r) lit( ) then D
is a conservative extension of .
2

Example 48 Let be the following program:
p  not q:
q  not p:

and D be the following program.
r  not r q.
r  p.
The program has two answer sets fpg and fqg and 6j= p. On the other hand
D has a
single answer set fp rg and entails p. Hence,
D is not a conservative extension of . We now
show that none of the conditions of Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 and Proposition 24 are satised with
respect to this and D.
The rst rule of D has r in its body which belongs to the language L1 of D but is not in L0 , the
language of . Hence, the conditions of Theorem 3.2.1 are not satised.
Although fqg is an answer set of , the program D (fqg \ lit(D)) = D fqg is inconsistent as it
does not have any answer set. Hence, the conditions of Theorem 3.2.2 are not satised.
With respect to the conditions of Proposition 24 we have C = frg. But for the rst rule r1 of D,
we have neg(r1 ) = frg 6 lit( ). Hence, the conditions of Proposition 24 are not satised.
2

3.2.4 I/O Speci cation of a program

In this subsection we dene the notion of a mode (or I/O specication) of a predicate and use
it to dene the notion of well-moded programs and stable programs. The notion of well-moded
programs is useful in identifying for which programs the top-down query answering approach of
Prolog is correct, while the notion of stable programs is one of the conditions for language tolerance
in Theorem 3.6.3.
By a mode for an n-ary predicate symbol p in an AnsProlog we mean a function 'p from f1 : : :  ng
to the set f+ ;g. In an AnsProlog: or program the mode for p also includes a function ':p. If
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'p(i) = `+' the i is called an input position of p and if 'p(i) = `-' the i is called an output position
of p. We write 'p in the form p('p(1) : : :  'p (n)). Intuitively, queries formed by p will be expected
to have input positions occupied by ground terms. To simplify the notation, when writing an atom
as p(u v), we assume that u is the sequence of terms lling in the input positions of p and that v is
the sequence of terms lling in the output positions. By l(u v) we denote expressions of the form
p(u v) or not p(u v) var(s) denotes the set of all variables occurring in s. Assignment of modes
to the predicate symbols of a program is called input-output specication.

Denition 11 An AnsProlog rule p0 (t0 sm+1 )  l1 (s1 t1 ) : : :  Slm (sm tm ) is called well-moded
i;1 var(t ).
w.r.t. an input output specication if for i 2 #1 m + 1], var(si )
j
j =0

An AnsProlog program is called well-moded w.r.t. an input-output specication if all its rules are.

2

In other words, an AnsProlog rule is well-moded with respect to an input-output specication if

(i) every variable occurring in an input position of a body goal occurs either in an input position
of the head or in an output position of an earlier body goal

(ii) every variable occurring in an output position of the head occurs in an input position of the
head, or in an output position of a body goal.

Example 49 Consider the following program 1:
anc(X Y )  par(X Y ).
anc(X Y )  par(X Z ) anc(Z Y ).

with the input-output specication 'anc = (+ +) and 'par = (; ;).
We now verify that 1 is well-moded with respect to '. We rst check condition (i) above, and nd
that Z and Y in the second rule of 1 occur in an input position of the body goal anc(Z Y ). The
variable Y occurs in an input position in the head, and the variable Z occurs in an output position
of the earlier body goal par(X Z ). Thus condition (i) holds. Condition (ii) holds vacuously as no
variable occurs in an output position of the head of either rule of 1 .
Now let us consider the following program 2 which is obtained by 1 by switching the order of
the literals in the body of the second rule.
anc(X Y )  par(X Y ).
anc(X Y )  anc(X Z ) par(Z Y ).
We will show that 2 is not well-moded with respect to '. We check condition (i) above, and nd
that Z and Y in the second rule of 1 occur in an input position of the body goal anc(X Z ). The
variable X occurs in an input position in the head, but the variable Z neither occurs in an input
position in the head nor occurs in an output position of an earlier body goal, as there is no earlier
body goal. Thus condition (i) is violated.
From the answer set semantics point of view 1 and 2 are equivalent. The syntactic dierence
between them comes to the forefront when we view them as Prolog programs, in which case the
ordering of the literals in the body of rules matter and a Prolog interpreter dierentiates between
2
1 and 2 .
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We need the following notations to dene stable programs. For any term E , by FreeV ar(E ) we
designate the set of free variables that occur in E . Given a mode ', for any literal L, FreeV ar+(L)
and FreeV ar; (L) are the sets of free variables in the various terms in L, that are moded as + and
; respectively.
Denition 12 (Stable programs) Let be an AnsProlog: or program. A rule R 2 is stable
with respect to a mode ' if there exists an ordering L1  : : :  Lk of pos(R) such that at least one of
the following conditions is satised for every variable X that occurs in R.
1. 8L 2 head(R):X 2 FreeV ar+ (L). (i.e., X occurs in the input position of one of the literals
in the head.)
2. 9i 2 f1 : : :  kg such that X 2 FreeV ar; (Li ) and 8j 2 f1 : : :  ig:X 62 FreeV ar+ (Lj ). (i.e.,
X occurs in the output position of some positive subgoal Li in the body, and does not occur
in the input position of any positive subgoal in the body that comes before Li .
Program is stable with respect to ' if every rule in is stable with respect to ', and is stable
if for some ', is stable with respect to '.
2

Example 50 Consider the program

1 and input-output specication ' from Example 49. We
now argue that 1 is stable with respect to '.
Let us consider the rst rule. The variables X and Y occur in it. Both occur in the input position
of the literal anc(X Y ) in the head of the rst rule, thus satisfying condition (1). Hence, the rst
rule is stable with respect to '.
Now let us consider the second rule. The variables X , Y and Z occur in it. The variables X and
Y occur in the input position of the literal anc(X Y ) in the head of the rst rule, thus satisfying
condition (1). The variable Z does not occur in the head of the second rule, thus violating condition
(1). But it occurs in the output position of the literal par(X Z ) in the body of the second rule
and does not occur in the input position of any positive subgoal in the body that comes before
par(X Z ), as no literal comes before par(X Z ) in the body. Hence, Z satises condition (2). Since
the three variables X Y and Z occurring in the second rule satisfy at least one of the two conditions
we have that the second rule is stable with respect to '. Therefore, is a stable.
2

3.2.5 Compiling AnsProlog programs to classical logic: Clark's completion

In this section we present methods to compile AnsProlog programs to theories in classical logic. In
Section 3.3 we present conditions when the answer sets of AnsProlog programs have a 1-1 correspondence with the models of the compiled theory and thus can be obtained using classical model
generator systems. We rst present a simple compilation of propositional AnsProlog programs to
propositional theories.

Denition 13 Given a propositional AnsProlog program consisting of rules of the form:
Q  P1  : : :  Pn not R1  : : :  not Rm .

its completion Comp( ) is obtained in two steps:

 Step 1: Replace each rule of the above mentioned form with the rule
Q ( P1 ^ : : : ^ Pn ^ :R1 ^ : : : :Rm
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 Step 2: For each symbol Q, let Support(Q) denote the set of all clauses with Q in the head.
Suppose Support(Q) is the set:

Q ( Body1
..
.

Q ( Bodyk
Replace this set with the single formula,

Q , Body1 _ : : : _ Bodyk .
If Support(Q) =  then replace it by :Q.

Example 51 Consider the following program :
p  a.
p  b.
a  not b.
b  not a.
Comp( ) = fp , a _ b a , :b b , :ag, and its models are fa pg and fb pg.

2

2

The above denition of completion of propositional AnsProlog programs can also be used for
AnsProlog programs { such as programs without function symbols { whose grounding ground( )
is nite. In that case we compile ground( ). In presence of function symbols we need the following
more elaborate denition of Clark, which can also be used in the absence of function symbols.

Denition 14 Given an AnsProlog program consisting of rules of the form:
Q(Z1  : : :  Zn )  P1  : : :  Pn  not R1  : : :  not Rm .
with variables Y1  : : :  Yd , where fZ1  : : :  Zn ) fY1  : : :  Yd g,

its completion Comp( ) is obtained in three steps:

 Step 1: Replace each rule of the above mentioned form with the rule
Q(X1  : : :  Xn ) ( 9Y1  : : :  Yd ((X1 = Z1) ^ : : : ^ (Xn = Zn)) ^ P1 ^ : : : ^ Pn ^ :R1 ^ : : : :Rm.
 Step 2: For each predicate Q, let Support(Q) denote the set of all clauses with Q in the head.
Suppose Support(Q) is the set:

Q(X1  : : :  Xn ) ( Body1
..
.

Q(X1  : : :  Xn ) ( Bodyk
Replace this set with the single formula,

8X1  : : : Xn:(Q(X1  : : :  Xn) , Body1 _ : : : _ Bodyk ).
If Support(Q) =  then replace it by 8X1  : : : Xn ::Q(X1  : : :  Xn ).

2
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 Step 3: Add the following equality theory1 .
1. a =
6 b, for all pairs a b of distinct constants in the language.
2. 8:f (X1  : : :  Xn ) =
6 g(Y1  : : : Ym), for all pairs f g of distinct function symbols.
3. 8:f (X1  : : :  Xn ) =
6 a, for each constant a, and function symbol f .
4. 8:t#X ] =
6 X , for each term t#X ] containing X and dierent from X .
5. 8:((X1 =
6 Y1) _ : : : _ (Xn =6 Yn)) ) f (X1 : : :  Xn) =6 f (Y1 : : :  Yn), for each function

symbol f .
6. 8:(X = X ).
7. 8:((X1 = Y1 ) ^ : : : ^ (Xn = Yn)) ) f (X1  : : :  Xn ) = f (Y1  : : :  Yn ), for each function
symbol f .
8. 8:((X1 = Y1 ) ^ : : : ^ (Xn = Yn )) ) (p(X1  : : :  Xn ) ) p(Y1  : : :  Yn )), for each predicate
symbol p, including =.

Given an AnsProlog program , if its completion has an Herbrand model then we say that its
completion is consistent. If the Herbrand models of Comp( ) coincide with the answer sets of
then we say that is equivalent to its completion. We use these terminology in the summary table
in Section 3.3.8. We now illustrate the above denition using an example.

Example 52 Consider the following program , a slight modication of the program in Example 3.
fly(X )  bird(X ) not ab(X ).
ab(X )  penguin(X ).
ab(X )  ostritch(X ).
bird(X )  penguin(X ).
bird(X )  ostritch(X ).
bird(tweety) .
penguin(skippy) .

Comp( ) consists of the equality theory plus the following:
8X:fly(X ) , (bird(X ) ^ :ab(X ))
8X:ab(X ) , (penguin(X ) _ ostritch(X ))
8X:bird(X ) , (penguin(X ) _ ostritch(X ) _ X = tweety)
8X:penguin(X ) , (X = skippy)
8X::ostritch(X )

2

The following example shows that for some AnsProlog;not programs the models of their completion
are not necessarily the answer sets of those programs.

Example 53 Suppose that we are given a graph specied as follows:
edge(a b) 
edge(c d) 
edge(d c) 
Often in rst order logic with equality `=' is interpreted as the identity relation. In that case we need not
axiomatize `=' as a congruent relation and only need the axiom schemata 2, 4, and 7.
1
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and want to describe which vertices of the graph are reachable from a given vertex a. The following
rules seems to be a natural candidate for such description:
reachable(a) 
reachable(X )  edge(Y X ) reachable(Y )
We clearly expect vertices c and d not to be reachable and this is manifested by the unique answer set
S = fedge(a b) edge(c d) edge(d c) reachable(a) reachable(b)g of the AnsProlog;not program
1 consisting of the above ve rules.
Its Clark's completion Comp( 1 ) consists of the equality theory plus the following:
8X Y: edge(X Y )  ((X = a ^ Y = b) _ (X = c ^ Y = d) _ (X = d ^ Y = c))
8X: reachable(X )  (X = a _ 9 Y (reachable(Y ) ^ edge(Y X )))
It is easy to see that while S = fedge(a b) edge(c d) edge(d c) reachable(a) reachable(b)g is a
model of Comp( 1 ), S 0 = fedge(a b) edge(c d) edge(d c) reachable(a) reachable(b) reachable(c)
reachable(d)g is also a model of Comp( 1 ).
But S 0 is not an answer set of 1 . Thus while 1 j= :reachable(c) and 1 j= :reachable(d),
Comp( 1) 6j= :reachable(c) and Comp( 1) 6j= :reachable(d).
2
We have the following general result about completion of AnsProlog programs:
Proposition 25 GL88] Let be an AnsProlog program. If M is an answer set of P then M is
a minimal model of Comp(P ).
2

3.3 Some AnsProlog* subclasses and their basic properties
In this section we exploit the structure of AnsProlog* programs to dene several subclasses and
analyze their basic properties, in particular, coherence, categoricity, computability of answer set
computation, relationship with completion, and computability of determining if a program belongs
to that sub-class. We focus mostly on AnsProlog programs, as they have been analyzed in more
detail in the literature.

3.3.1 Strati cation of AnsProlog Programs

In the quest for characterizing the not operator of AnsProlog programs, and identifying a sub-class
for which the semantics was non-controversial, and computable through an iteration process, one
of the early notion was the notion of stratication. It was realized early that recursion through
the not operator was troublesome in Prolog and, in logic programming it often led to programs
without a unique 2-valued semantics. Thus stratication was dened as a notion which forced
stratied programs to not have recursion through negation. There are two equivalent denitions of
stratication. We start with the rst one.
Denition 15 A partition 0  : : :  k of the set of all predicate symbols of a AnsProlog program
is a stratication of , if for any rule of the type A0  A1  : : :  Am  not Am+1  : : :  not An , and
for any p 2 s, 0  s  k
if A0 2 atoms(p), then:
(a) for every 1  i  m there is q and j  s such that q 2 j and Ai 2 atoms(q)
(b) for every m + 1  i  n there is q and j < s such that q 2 j and Ai 2 atoms(q).
A program is called stratied if it has a stratication.
2
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In other words, 0  : : :  k is a stratication of if for all rules in , the predicates that appear only
positively in the body of a rule are in strata lower than or equal to the stratum of the predicate in
the head of the rule, and the predicates that appear under negation as failure are in strata lower
than the stratum of the predicate in the head of the rule.
This stratication of the predicates denes a stratication of the rules to strata 0  : : :  k where
a strata i contains rules whose heads are formed by predicates from i . i can be viewed as a
denition of relations from i . The above condition allows denitions which are mutually recursive
but prohibits the use of negation as failure for the yet undened predicates.

Example 54 An AnsProlog program consisting of rules
p(f (X ))  p(X ) not q(X )
p(a) 
q(X )  not r(X )
r(a) 
is stratied with a stratication frg fqg fpg.

2

Given a program , the dependency graph, D , of consists of the predicate names as the vertices
and < Pi  Pj  s > is a labeled edge in D i there is a rule r in with Pi in its head and Pj in
its body and the label s 2 f+ ;g denoting whether Pj appears in a positive or a negative literal
in the body of r. Note that an edge may be labeled both by + and ;. A cycle in the dependency
graph of a program is said to be a negative cycle if it contains at least one edge with a negative
label.

Proposition 26 ABW88] An AnsProlog program is stratied i its dependency graph D does
not contain any negative cycles.

2

As in the case of AnsProlog;not programs, answer sets of stratied AnsProlog program can be
computed in an iterated fashion. Recall that the operator used in the iterative characterization of
AnsProlog;not program in (1.3.4) was as follows:
T 0 (I ) = fL0 2 HB j contains a rule L0  L1  : : :  Lm such that fL1  : : :  Lm g I holds g:
We mentioned in Section 1.3.2 that this operator can be extended to AnsProlog programs in the
following way:
T (I ) = fL0 2 HB j contains a rule L0  L1  : : :  Lm  not Lm+1 : : :  not Ln such that
fL1  : : :  Lm g I holds and fLm+1  : : :  Lng \ I = g:
But unlike T 0 , the operator T is not monotone. Consider the program fa  not bg, and let
I = , and I 0 = fbg. It is easy to see that T (I ) = fag while T (I 0 ) = . Thus, even though I  I 0 ,
T (I ) 6 T (I 0 ). Since T is not monotone, the Knaster-Tarski theorem is no longer applicable and
the equation that the least Herbrand model is equal to T " ! is equal to the least xpoint of T
is no longer true.
Nevertheless, for a stratied AnsProlog program that can be stratied to strata 0  : : :  k , the
answer set A of can be obtained as follows:
For any program P we dene:
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TP " 0(I ) = I
TP " (n + 1)(SI ) = TP (TP " n(I )) TP " n(I )
TP " !(I ) = 1
n=0 n(I )

and then we dene
M0 = T 0 " !()
M1 = T 1 " !(M0 )
..
.
Mk = T k " !(Mk;1 )
A = Mk
The above construction leads to the following theorem describing an important property of stratied
programs.

Proposition 27 Any stratied AnsProlog program is categorical and A as dened above is its
unique answer set.

2

The following example illustrates the multi-strata iterated xpoint computation of the unique
answer set of AnsProlog programs.

Example 55 Consider the program consisting of the following rules:
a(1)  not b(1).
b(1)  not c(1).
d(1) .
Its predicates can be stratied to the strata: 0 = fc dg, 1 = fbg and 2 = fag. This leads to
the following strata of programs. 0 = fd(1)  :g, 1 = fb(1)  not c(1):g, and 2 = fa(1) 
not b(1):g. We now use the iteration method to compute the answer set of .
M0 = T 0 " !() is computed as follows:
T 0 " 0() = 
T 0 " 1() = T 0 (T 0 " 0()) T 0 " 0() = T 0 ()  = fd(1)g
T 0 " 2() = T 0 (T 0 " 1()) T 0 " 1() = T 0 (fd(1)g) fd(1)g = fd(1)g = T 0 " 1()
Hence, M0 = T 0 " !() = fd(1)g.
M1 = T 1 " !(M0 ) is computed as follows:
T 1 " 0(M0 ) = M0
T 1 " 1(M0 ) = T 1 (T 1 " 0(M0 )) T 1 " 0(M0 ) = T 1 (M0 ) M0 = fb(1)g fd(1)g = fb(1) d(1)g
T 1 " 2(M0 ) = T 1 (T 1 " 1(M0 )) T 1 " 1(M0 ) = T 1 (fb(1) d(1)g) fb(1) d(1)g = fb(1) d(1)g =
T 1 " 1(M0 )
Hence, M1 = T 1 " !(M0 ) = fb(1) d(1)g.
M2 = T 2 " !(M1 ) is computed as follows:
T 2 " 0(M1 ) = M1
T 2 " 1(M1 ) = T 2 (T 2 " 0(M1 )) T 2 " 0(M1 ) = T 2 (M1 ) M1 = fg fb(1) d(1)g = fb(1) d(1)g =
T 2 " 0(M1 )
Hence, A = M2 = T 2 " !(M1 ) = fb(1) d(1)g is the answer set of .
2
The following proposition uses the notion of stratication of AnsProlog programs to give suciency
conditions for the categoricity of AnsProlog: programs.
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Proposition 28 GL90] An AnsProlog: program is categorical if

(a) + is stratied, and
(b) The answer set of + does not contain atoms of the form p(t), p0 (t).

2

3.3.2 Strati cation of AnsProlog or programs

The denition of stratication can be extended to AnsProlog or programs in a straight forward way
by requiring that the dependency graph { whose denition is directly applicable to AnsProlog or
programs { does not contain any negative cycles. The following proposition guarantees existence
of answer sets for stratied AnsProlog or programs.
Proposition 29 Any stratied AnsProlog or program has an answer set.
2
Let us look at a few simple examples of AnsProlog or programs, and their answer sets.
Let 0 = fp(a) or p(b) g.
It is easy to see that fp(a)g and fp(b)g are the only answer sets of 0 since they are the only
minimal sets closed under its rule.
Let 1 = 0 fr(X )  not p(X )g.
Obviously, this program is stratied and hence by Proposition 29 has an answer set S . By part (a)
of the Proposition 22, S must either contain p(a) or contain p(b). Part (b) of the Proposition 22
guarantees that S does not contain both. Suppose S contains p(a). Then, by part (a), S contains
r(b), and by part (b), it contains nothing else, and hence, fp(a) r(b)g is an answer set of 1 .
Similarly, we can show that fp(b) r(a)g is an answer set of 1 and that there are no other answer
sets.

3.3.3 Call-consistency

Stratied AnsProlog programs have a unique answer set. In this subsection we introduce a subclass
of AnsProlog which contains many non-stratied programs but guarantees coherence { the existence
of at least one answer set.

Denition 16 An AnsProlog program is said to be call-consistent if its dependency graph does
not have a cycle with odd number of negative edges.

2

Call-consistent AnsProlog programs are a super set of stratied AnsProlog programs. An example
of a call-consistent program which is not stratied is as follows:
p(a)  q(a).
q(a)  p(a).
The following two propositions describe a property of call-consistent AnsProlog programs and a
property of a more restricted class of call-consistent AnsProlog programs.

Proposition 30 If is a call-consistent AnsProlog program then comp( ) has Herbrand models.
2

Proposition 31 Fag90] A call-consistent AnsProlog program whose dependency graph does not
have a cycle with only positive edges has at least one answer set.

2
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The notion of stratication partitions predicates to strata. The following more general notion of
local stratication partitions atoms to strata and leads to the result that locally stratied AnsProlog
programs preserve the categoricity property of stratied AnsProlog programs.
Denition 17 An AnsProlog program is locally stratied if there exists a mapping from HB
to the countable ordinal such that for every A0  A1  : : :  Am  not Am+1  : : :  not An in ground( ),
the following conditions hold for every 1  i  n:
 1  i  m: (A0 ) (Ai).
 m + 1  i  n: (A0 ) > (Ai ).
2
Note that the following program
p(X )  not p(f (X )).
q(a) .
is not locally stratied as there does not exist a mapping that satises the condition in Denition 17.
Unlike the denition of stratication in terms of the dependency graph, we can not dene local
stratication in terms of not having a loop with negative edges in a more general dependency graph
with atoms as nodes. (Such a denition would label the above program as locally stratied.) This is
because while the dependency graph has a nite number of nodes, a more general atom dependency
graph with atoms as nodes may have innite number of nodes. In a later section (Section 3.3.6)
we give an alternative denition of local stratication using the atom dependency graph.
On the other hand the following program
p(f (X ))  not p(X ).
q(a) .
is locally stratied and the mapping (q(a)) = 0, and (p(f n (a))) = n satises the condition in
Denition 17. Its unique answer set is fq(a) p(f (a)) p(f (f (f (a)))) : : : g.
Proposition 32 Locally stratied AnsProlog programs are categorical.
2
Proposition 33 The unique answer set of locally stratied AnsProlog programs, referred to as
the perfect model is its least Herbrand model with respect to the following ordering ( ) that
incorporates a mapping satisfying the conditions of Denition 17.
For an interpretation I  HB and an integer j , let I ##j ]] = fa : a 2 I such that (a) = ng.
I  I 0 if there exists an integer k such that, for all i  k, I ##i]] = I 0 ##i]] and I ##k]] I 0##k]]
2
Example 56 Consider the program consisting of the following rule:
a  not b.
It has three models I = fag, I 0 = fbg, and J = fa bg, out of which I = fag and I 0 = fbg are
minimal models. We will now show that it has a unique perfect model fag which is its answer set.
The above program is locally stratied and the mapping (b) = 1, (a) = 2 satises the conditions
of Denition 17. It is easy to see that I < J and I 0 < J . Now let us compare I and I 0 . We have
I ##1]] = fg, I ##2]] = fag, I 0 ##1]] = fbg, and I 0 ##2]] = fg. Since, I ##1]] I 0 ##1]] we have I  I 0. But
since, I 0 ##1]] 6 I ##1]] we have I 0 6 I . Hence, I < I 0 and I is the least among the three models.
Therefore I is the perfect model of the above program. The reader can easily verify that I is also
the unique answer set of this program.
2
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3.3.5 Acyclicity and tightness
All the subclasses of AnsProlog that we have considered so far do not guarantee that in the presence
of function symbols determining an answer set or determining entailment is Turing computable.
In this subsection we present such a subclass: acyclic AnsProlog programs, which is a sub-class
of locally stratied programs. Such programs not only have unique answer sets but their unique
answer set is computable by a Turing machine.

Denition 18 An AnsProlog program is acyclic if there exists a mapping from HB to the the
set of natural numbers such that for every A0  A1  : : :  Am  not Am+1  : : :  not An in ground( ),
and for every 1  i  n: (A0 ) > (Ai ).
2
Note that the program consisting of the single rule
p(X )  p(f (X )).
is not acyclic. It is locally stratied though. Similarly the program consisting of the single rule
p  p.
is also not acyclic but locally stratied. Another historical fact about properties of acyclic programs
is that when they were discovered, most alternative semantics proposed for programs with AnsProlog syntax agreed with each other respect to acyclic programs. From that perspective, while the
answer set of the non-acyclic program = fp  p:g is fg, and j= :p, some researchers argued
that p should have the truth value unknown with respect to . We further discuss some of the
alternative semantics of programs with AnsProlog syntax in Chapter 9.
Another important property about acyclic AnsProlog programs were that in conjunction with
additional conditions, it guaranteed that the top down derivation procedure referred to as SLDNF
#Cla78, Llo87] was sound and complete with respect to the answer set semantics. We now formally
state these and other results about acyclic AnsProlog programs.

Proposition 34 AB90] Let be an acyclic AnsProlog program. Then we have:

(i) has a unique Turing computable answer set
(ii) The unique answer set of is the unique Herbrand model of Comp( )
(iii) For all ground atoms A that do not ounder2 , j= A i there is an SLDNF derivation of
A from .
2
Although at rst glance, acyclic programs may seem to be too restrictive, many useful AnsProlog
programs such as the one in part (1) of Section 2.2.2 are acyclic. Moreover, in Chapter 5 we show
several AnsProlog programs to be acyclic and analyze them using Proposition 34.
Recently, in presence of several fast propositional solvers, one of the computation methods that have
been used to compute answer sets of function-free AnsProlog programs is through computing the
models of Comp( ). This has motivated identication of more general classes than acyclic programs
that guarantee a one-to-one correspondence between answer sets and models of the completion. We
now present two such generalizations.

Intuitively, we say A ounders with respect to  if while proving A from  using SLDNF-derivation a goal is
reached which contains only non-ground negative literals. For a precise denition see Llo87].
2
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Denition 19 (Tight programs) An AnsProlog program is said to be tight (or positive order

consistent), if there exists a function from HB to the the set of natural numbers such that
for every A0  A1  : : :  Am  not Am+1  : : :  not An in ground( ), and for every 1  i  m:
(A0 ) > (Ai ).
2

Proposition 35 Fag94] For any propositional AnsProlog program, if
answer set of

i X is a model of Comp( ).

is tight then X is an

2

Example 57 Consider the following program:
p(a)  not p(b).
p(b)  not p(a).
The above program is neither acyclic, not locally stratied. But it is tight. It has two answer sets
fp(a)g and fp(b)g, which are the two models of its completion consisting of the equality theory and
the formula 8X:p(X ) , (X = a ^ :p(b)) _ (X = b ^ :p(a)).
2
The notion of tight programs was further generalized in two respects, to AnsProlog: program and
with respect to a set of literal, by the following denition.

Denition 20 (Tightness on a set of literals) An AnsProlog:? program is said to be tight on

a set X of literals, if there exists a partial mapping with domain X from literals to the set of
natural numbers such that for every rule L0  L1  : : :  Lm  not Lm+1  : : :  not Ln in ground( ), if
L0  : : :  Lm 2 X , then for every 1  i  m: (L0 ) > (Li ).
2

In the above denition it should be noted that ? is not considered a literal. The following example
illustrate the dierence between the original notion of tightness and the notion of tightness with
respect to a set of literals.

Example 58 Consider the program consisting of the only rule
p  p.

This program is obviously not tight. But it is tight on the set of literals fg.

2

Proposition 36 BEL00] For any AnsProlog:? program and any consistent set X of literals
such that

is tight on X , X is an answer set of

i X is closed under and supported by .

Proposition 37 BEL00] For any propositional AnsProlog program and any set X of atoms such
that

is tight on X , X is an answer set of

i X is a model of Comp( ).

2

Example 59 Let us reconsider the program consisting of the only rule
p  p.
This program is tight on the set of literals S = fg, and is not tight on the set of literals S 0 = fpg.
The completion of this program is p , p and has the models S and S 0 . As suggested by Proposi-

tion 37 since is tight on S , S is an answer set of i S is a model of Comp( ). Since
tight on S 0 , S 0 being a model of Comp( ) has no consequences.

is not

2
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3.3.6 Atom dependency graph and order-consistency

One of the maximal subclass of AnsProlog programs that guarantee an answer set is the class of
order-consistent (or local call-consistent) programs. To dene this class of program we need to
introduce the following notions.

 The atom dependency graph AD of a program : The nodes are elements of HB . hAi  Aj  si







is a labeled edge in AD i there is a rule r in ground( ) with Ai in its head, and Aj in
its body, and the label s 2 f+ ;g, denoting whether Aj appears in a positive or a negative
literal in the body of r.
We say q depends evenly on p denoted by p + q if there is a path from p to q in AD with
an even number of negative edges.
We say q depends oddly on p denoted by p ; q if there is a path from p to q in AD with
an odd number of negative edges.
We say q depends on p denoted by p  q if p + q or p ; q.
We say q depends even-oddly on p denoted by p +; q if p + q and p ; q.
We say q depends positively on p denoted by p 0 q if there is a non-empty path from p to q
with all edges labeled as positive.
A binary relation (not necessarily a partial order) is well-founded if there is no innite decreasing chain x0 x1 : : :. (Note: well-founded implies acyclic but not vice-versa.)

We are now ready to dene order-consistency.

Denition 21 An AnsProlog program is said to be order consistent if the relation +; in AD
is well-founded.

2

The following two proposition dene useful properties of order-consistent AnsProlog programs.

Proposition 38 Sat90, CF90] If is an order-consistent AnsProlog program then comp( ) has
a Herbrand model.

2

Proposition 39 Fag90] An order-consistent AnsProlog program has an answer set.

2

A superclass of order-consistent programs which also has useful properties under certain restrictions
is the class of negative cycle free programs denes as follows.

Denition 22 An AnsProlog program is said to be negative cycle free if ; is irreexive in
AD .

2

The following two proposition dene useful properties of negative cycle-free AnsProlog programs
under certain restrictions.

Proposition 40 Sat90] If is a negative cycle free AnsProlog program and is either function free

or internal variable free (i.e., for any rule the variables in the premise appear in the conclusion)
then Comp( ) has a Herbrand model.
2
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Proposition 41 Fag90] If is a negative cycle free and tight AnsProlog program and is either

function free or internal variable free (i.e., for any rule the variables in the premise appear in the
conclusion) then has an answer set.
2
Similar to order consistency, we can dene the notion of predicate-order-consistency for AnsProlog
programs by dening the relation +; among predicates in the dependency graph D . This notion
is used in Section 3.6.3 as a condition for language tolerance.
Denition 23 An AnsProlog program is said to be predicate-order-consistent if the relation
+; in D is well-founded.
2
The various orderings dened in this section can be used to give alternative denitions for local
stratied programs and tight programs.
Proposition 42 An AnsProlog program is locally stratied i the relation of dependency
through at least one negative edge in AD is well-founded.
2

Proposition 43 An AnsProlog program is tight (or positive-order consistent) i 0 is well-founded.
2

Example 60 Consider the following AnsProlog program:
p(X )  p(s(X ))
p(X )  not p(s(X ))

The above program is negative cycle-free, but not order consistent, nor tight because of the rst
rule, nor locally stratied because of the second rule.
Since the above program is internal variable free, its completion has a model. In fact in the only
model of its completion p is true everywhere. However, this model is not well-supported, and hence
is not an answer set. Therefore this program does not have an answer set.
2

3.3.7 Signing

One of the early motivation behind studying signed programs was to nd conditions on programs
and predicates in them such that adding new facts about certain predicates only increased the set
of ground atoms that could be concluded from the program. This property is a special case of
the notion \restricted monotonicity". Besides that signed AnsProlog programs are coherent and
some of their answer sets are related to the well-founded semantics. In this subsection we briey
discuss the last two properties and consider the restricted monotonicity aspect in a later section
(Section 3.4).
Intuitively, a signed AnsProlog program is a program whose Herbrand base can be partitioned
to two sets such that for any rule the atom in the head and the atoms in the body that are not
preceded by not belong to the same partition and the atom in the head and the atoms in the body
that are preceded by not belong to the opposite partitions. More formally,
Denition 24 An AnsProlog program is said to be signed if there is a set S (called signing) of
ground atoms such that, for any ground instance of a rule of the type (1.2.2), either
fL0  L1 : : :  Lm g  S and fLm+1  : : :  Ln g \ S = 
or
fL0  L1 : : :  Lm g \ S =  and fLm+1  : : :  Lng  S:
2
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We now present a result which shows that how to obtain one (or possibly two) answer sets of a
signed AnsProlog program using lfp(;2 ) and gfp(;2 ) from Section 1.3.6 and since lfp(;2 ) and
gfp(;2 ) always exist, we have the corollary that signed AnsProlog programs are coherent.

Proposition 44 For an AnsProlog program with signing S , the following are among the answer
sets of :

1. lfp(;2 ) (gfp(;2 ) \ S")
2. lfp(;2 ) (gfp(;2 ) \ S )

2

Note that the above two may be the same, and the signed AnsProlog program may just have a
single answer set. On the other hand a signed AnsProlog program may have additional answer sets
beyond the ones described by the above theorem. For example, the following AnsProlog program
has fa dg as one of its answer sets, which is not dictated by the above theorem.
a  not b.
b  not a.
c  not b not d.
d  not c.
An additional connection between the answer set semantics of signed AnsProlog programs and the
well-founded semantics of these programs is as follows:

Proposition 45 Dun92] For a ground atom p, and a signed AnsProlog program , j= p i p is
true with respect to the well-founded semantics of .

2

3.3.8 The relation between the AnsProlog subclasses: a summary

In this section we have discussed several sub-classes of AnsProlog programs including stratied,
acyclic, call-consistent, locally stratied, tight, signed, order-consistent, and negative cycle-free.
We now give some examples that further illustrate the dierences and relationship between these
classes, show the relationship between the classes in a graph, and summarize the properties of these
classes in a table.

1. AnsProlog;not programs, also referred to as denite programs are a sub-class of signed
programs, as for any denite program , its Herbrand base is one of its signing.
2. The class of stratied programs is a subclass of the class of call-consistent program. Checking whether a program is stratied and checking whether it is call-consistent are decidable
problems. The program:

p(a)  not q(a)
q(a)  not p(a).
is call-consistent, but not stratied.
3. The class of acyclic programs is a subclass of the class of locally stratied programs, and also
a subclass of the class of tight programs. The class of tight programs and the class of locally
stratied programs are not related. The program:

p(a)  p(a).
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is locally stratied, but not acyclic and not tight. The program:

p(a)  not p(b).
p(b)  not p(a).
is tight, but not locally stratied and not acyclic. The program:

p(a)  not p(a).
is tight, but not locally stratied and not acyclic.
Properties
Subclasses
neg. cycle free
(Defn 22)
order-consistent
(Defn 21)
Call-consistent
(Defn 16)
locally stratied
(Defn 17)
Stratied
(Defn 15)
signed
(Defn 24)
tight
(Defn 19)
acyclic
(Defn 18)
denite
(AnsProlog;not )

Coherence
Categorical
(has ans set) (One ans set)
under cond.
not nec.
(Prop 41)
yes
not nec.
(Prop 39)
under cond.
not nec.
(Prop 31)
yes
yes
(Prop 32)
yes
yes
(Prop 27)
yes
not nec.
(Prop 44)
under cond.
not nec.
(Prop 41)
yes
yes
(Prop 34)
yes
yes

Computing
Relation with
answer-set
completion
non-recursive cons. under cond.
(Prop 40)
non-recursive
consistent
(Prop 38)
non-recursive
consistent
(Prop 30)
non-recursive
consistent

subclass
determination
non-recursive
non-recursive
recursive
non-recursive

non-recursive

consistent

recursive

non-recursive

consistent

non-recursive?

non-recursive

equivalent
(Prop 35)
equivalent
(Prop 34)
cons., subset

non-recursive

recursive
(Prop 34)
non-recursive

3.3.9 Head cycle free AnsProlog: or programs

non-recursive
recursive

So far in this section we mostly discussed sub-classes of AnsProlog programs. We now dene the
subclass of head cycle free AnsProlog: or programs which have some useful properties. To dene
that we rst dene the notion of a literal dependency graph. The literal dependency graph of an
AnsProlog: or program is a directed graph where each literal is a node and where there is an edge
from L to L0 i there is a rule in which L appears positive (i.e, not preceded by not ) in the body
and L0 appears in the head.
Denition 25 An AnsProlog: or program is said to be head cycle free i its literal dependency
graph does not contain directed cycles that go through two literals that belong to the head of the
same rule.
2

Example 61 Consider the following program from Example 29.
p or p0 .
q or q0 .
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Negative Cycle-free
6p(X )  p(s(X ))
p(X )  not p(s(X ))

Order
3 Consistent
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Figure 3.1: The ordering between AnsProlog subclasses
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not sat  p q.
not sat  p0 q0 .
q  not sat.
q0  not sat.

The above program is not head-cycle-free as its literal dependency graph has a cycle from not sat
to q to not sat.

3.4 Restricted monotonicity and signed AnsProlog* programs
Intuitively, a theory is monotonic { normally meaning monotonically non-decreasing { if by adding
new axioms to the theory we do not loose any of our original conclusions. In Chapter 1 we argued
that suitable languages for knowledge representation should not have the monotonicity property,
so that we can formulate bounded reasoning where reasoning is done with limited information and
conclusions may be revised in presence of additional information. Although blanket monotonicity
is not a desirable property, often we may want our theory to have a restricted kind of monotonicity.
For example, we may not want a denition of a particular concept in our theory to change in
presence of additional information. Thus we need a notion of `restricted monotonicity' and need to
study when AnsProlog* programs have such properties.

3.4.1 Restricted monotonicity

We start with a notion of restricted monotonicity for general declarative formalisms. We will later
tailor the denition to particular classes of AnsProlog* programs.

Denition 26 A declarative formalism is dened by a set S of symbolic expressions called sen-

tences, a set P of symbolic expressions called postulates, and a map Cn from sets of postulates to
sets of sentences.
A set of postulates is referred to as a theory and a sentence A is a consequence of a theory T if
A 2 Cn(T ).
2

Denition 27 Let hS P Cni be a declarative formalism and let a subset S0 of S be designated

as the set of assertions (inputs), and a set P0 of P as the set of parameters (outputs). A theory
T is said to satisfy the restricted monotonicity condition with respect to S0 and P0 if, for any sets
p q  P0 ,
p  q ) Cn(T p) \ S0  Cn(T q) \ S0
2

3.4.2 Signed AnsProlog: or programs and their properties.

Earlier in Section 3.3.7 we had introduced the notion of signed AnsProlog programs. In this
section we generalize the notion of signing to AnsProlog: or programs and study properties of
such programs, in particular the property of restricted monotonicity. We start with the generalized
notion of signing.

Denition 28 Let be an AnsProlog: or program, and S be a subset of Lit , such that no
literal in S \ Head( ) appears complemented in Head( ). We say that S is a signing for if each
rule r 2 satises the following two conditions:
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 head(r) pos(r) S and neg(r) S", or
head(r) pos(r) S" and neg(r) S ,

 if head(r) S , then head(r) is a singleton,
where S" = Lit n S . If a program has a signing then we say that it is signed.

2

Example 62 Consider the following program 1.
a  not b
b  not a
:a
Program 1 has a signing S = fbg. Note that neither fa :ag nor fag is a signing. So the denition
of signing for AnsProlog: or programs in general is asymmetric.

2

We now dene an ordering between rules and programs which we will later use in dening 1 to
show the restricted monotonicity property.

Denition 29 Given rules r and r0, we say that r is subsumed by r0, and we write r  r0, if the
following three conditions hold:
1. neg(r0 ) neg(r),
2. pos(r0 ) pos(r), and
3. every literal in head(r0 ) n head(r) appears complemented in pos(r).

2

Note that  is reexive and transitive but not anti-symmetric. When dealing with AnsProlog:
programs we replace the third condition in the above denition by head(r) = head(r0 ). In the
following we dene hS ( ), the reduction of a program with respect to a set S of literals.

Denition 30 Given programs and 0, we say is subsumed by 0, and we write  0, if
for each rule r in there is a rule r0 in 0 such that r  r0 .
2
Denition 31 Let be an AnsProlog: or program. If S is a signing for , then
 hS ( ) = fr 2
 hS( ) = fr 2

: head(r) S g,
: head(r) S"g.

2

For AnsProlog: programs with signing S , hS ( ) is alternatively denoted by S and hS ( ) is
alternatively denoted by S . We now present two restricted monotonicity results about signed
AnsProlog: programs.

Proposition 46 Tur93] For AnsProlog programs P and Q with common signing S ,
if PS  QS and QS  PS then P entails every ground atom in S that is entailed by Q, and Q
entails every ground atom in S" that is entailed by P .

2
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The above proposition implies the following two simple restricted monotonicity properties with S
and P as set of ground atoms, and Cn as the consequence relation between AnsProlog programs
and ground atoms that are entailed by it. (i) S0 , and P0 are equal to S". In this case the above
proposition implies that if we start with a program P and add facts about S" and obtain a new
program Q, then Q still entails every ground atom in S" that was entailed by P . (ii) S0 , and P0 are
equal to S . In this case the above proposition implies that if we start with a program Q and add
facts about S and obtain a new program P , then P still entails every ground atom in S that was
entailed by Q.

Proposition 47 Tur93] For AnsProlog: programs P and Q with common signing S ,
if PS  QS and QS  PS and literals(P ) \ S" literals(Q) \ S", then Q entails every ground literal
in S" that is entailed by P .

2
The above proposition implies the following simple restricted monotonicity property with S and P
as set of ground literals, and Cn as the consequence relation between AnsProlog: programs and
ground literals that are entailed { through j= { by it. S0 , and P0 are equal to S". In this case the
above proposition implies that if we start with a program P and add facts about S" and obtain a
new program Q, then Q still entails every ground literal in S" that was entailed by P .

We now discuss an application of the above Proposition. Let us consider a simpler form of the
Yale Turkey shoot problem from Section 2.2.2 where the only action we have is shoot. Then a
formulation to reason about hypothetical situations in presence of incomplete information about
the initial situation is given as follows:
r1: holds(alive s0 ) 
r2 : holds(F res(A S ))  holds(F S ) not ab(F A S )
r3 : :holds(F res(A S ))  :holds(F S ) not ab(F A S )
r4 : :holds(alive res(shoot S ))  holds(loaded S )
r5 : ab(alive shoot S )  not :holds(loaded S )
As in Section 2.2.2, let us consider the case when we are given the additional oracle:
r6 : holds(alive res(shoot s0 ).
Intuitively, we should now be able to conclude that the gun is not loaded in s0 . But =
fr1  r2  r3  r4 r5  r6 g does not entail :holds(loaded s0 ). In Section 2.2.2 we suggested using integrity constraints and enumeration with respect to the initial situation to be able to do such
backward reasoning. Another alternative would be to add the following explicit rules for backward
reasoning:
r7: holds(loaded S )  holds(alive S ) :holds(alive res(shoot S ))
r8 : :holds(loaded S )  holds(alive res(shoot S ))
r9 : :holds(F S )  :holds(F res(A S )) not ab(F A S )
r10 : holds(F S )  holds(F res(A S )) not ab(F A S )
It can now be shown that 0 =
fr7  r8  r9  r10 g entails :holds(loaded s0 ). Moreover, we can
use Proposition 47 to show that 0 makes all the conclusions about holds and :holds as made by
and possibly more. More formally,

Proposition 48 The program
by the program .

0 entails every

holds and :holds ground literals that is entailed
2

92

Proof:
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Let S = fa : a is an ab atom in our language g. It is easy to see that S is a common signing for
0 . Hence,   0 and 0  S . Since
and 0 . It is also easy to see that 0S = S and S
S
S
S
S
0
literals( ) = literals( ), it is clear that literals( ) \ S" literals( 0 ) \ S".
Thus using Proposition 47 we have that 0 entails every ground literal in S" that is entailed by the
program . Since the holds and :holds ground literals are part of S", our proposition holds. 2
Now let us explore results about the answer sets of signed AnsProlog: programs. Recall that
answer-sets of AnsProlog: programs are dened as sets of literals S , such that S = M: ( S ). Let
us denote M: ( S ) as ;: (S ).
Theorem 3.4.1 Tur94] Let be an AnsProlog: program with signing S . is consistent i
lfp(;: 2 ) (gfp(;: 2 ) \ S ) is a consistent answer set for .
2
Denition 32 We say that an AnsProlog: or program is head-consistent if Head( ) is a
consistent set.
2
Proposition 49 Tur94] Let be a head-consistent AnsProlog: program with signing S . The
following three conditions hold.
1. is a consistent program.
2. lfp(;: 2 ) (gfp(;: 2 ) \ S ) and lfp(;: 2 ) (gfp(;: 2 ) \ S") are consistent answer sets of .
3. Cn( ) = lfp(;: 2 ).
2
We will now dene the notion of a cover of an AnsProlog: or program and present a property of
programs that have at least one head-consistent cover.
Denition 33 Let be an AnsProlog: or program. An AnsProlog: program 0 is a cover of
if 0 can be obtained from by replacing each rule r 2 with a rule r0 such that head(r0 ) is a
singleton, head(r0 ) head(r), pos(r0 ) = pos(r), and neg(r0 ) = neg(r).
2
Proposition 50 Tur94] Every signed AnsProlog: or program with at least one head-consistent
cover is consistent.
2
We now present two properties of AnsProlog: or program which imply several specic restricted
monotonicity properties.
Theorem 3.4.2 Tur94] Let and 0 be AnsProlog: or programs in the same language, both
with signing S . If hS ( )  hS ( 0 ) and hS ( 0 )  hS ( ), then Cn( ) \ S" Cn( 0 ) \ S".
2
The above proposition implies the following simple restricted monotonicity property with S and
P as set of ground literals, and Cn as the consequence relation between AnsProlog: or programs
and ground literals that are entailed { through j= { by it. S0 , and P0 are equal to S". In this case
the above proposition implies that if we start with a program and add facts about S" and obtain
a new program 0 , then 0 still entails every ground literal in S" that was entailed by . We now
give a stronger result than Theorem 3.4.2 stated in terms of the answer sets of a program instead
of consequences of a program.
Theorem 3.4.3 Tur94] Let and 0 be AnsProlog: or programs in the same language, both
with signing S . If hS ( )  hS ( 0 ) and hS ( 0 )  hS ( ), then for every consistent answer set A0 for
program 0 , there is a consistent answer set A for such that A \ S" A0 \ S".
2
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3.5 Analyzing AnsProlog* programs using `splitting'
To be able to analyze large AnsProlog* programs we need a way to break down an AnsProlog*
program to smaller components in such a way that the analysis of the components can be carried
over to the whole program. In this section we introduce such a notion which is called `splitting',
and use it to not only analyze AnsProlog* programs but also to construct answer sets of the whole
program by computing answer sets of the smaller components. This provides us with an alternative
way to compute answer sets for many programs beyond the general tedious guess-and-test approach
that follow from the denition of answer sets, when we don't have a AnsProlog;not program or
a stratied AnsProlog program for which we have a constructive iterative xpoint approach to
compute answer sets.
The idea of splitting a program into sequences is a generalization of the idea of local stratication.
Similar to local stratication, the ground program and the literals in the language are divided into
strata such that the literals in the body of a rule in any stratum either belong to that stratum or
a lower stratum, and the literals in the head of a rule belong to that stratum. But unlike local
stratication there is no prohibition of recursion through negation. Thus while the program
p  a.
p  b.
a  not b.
b  not a.
is not locally stratied, it can be split into two strata, the top stratum consisting of the rst two
rules and the bottom stratum consisting of the other two rules. Unlike local stratication, splitting
does not guarantee us a unique answer set, but it will be useful in computing the answer sets of
the program by computing the answer sets layer by layer. For example, for the above program, we
can compute the answer sets of the bottom layer, which are fag and fbg, rst and then use each
of those answer sets to partially evaluate the top layer and compute the answer set of the partially
evaluated rules. Besides helping us in computing answer sets, we can use the notion of splitting
to generalize many of the subclasses of AnsProlog programs in Section 3.3, by requiring that each
stratum after partial evaluation with respect to an answer set of the subprogram consisting of all
strata below that, belong to that subclass. In the rest of this section we will formalize and illustrate
the above notions.

3.5.1 Splitting sets

We start with the notion of splitting sets that is used to split a program into two layers. Later we
will generalize this to splitting a program into a sequence.
Denition 34 (Splitting set) A splitting set for an AnsProlog: or program is any set U of
literals such that, for every rule r 2 , if head(r) \ U 6=  then lit(r)  U . If U is a splitting set
for , we also say that U splits . The set of rules r 2 such that lit(r)  U is called the bottom
of relative to the splitting set U and denoted by botU ( ). The subprogram n botU ( ) is called
the top of relative to U and denoted topU ( ).
2
Consider the following program
a  b not c.
b  c not a.
c .

1

:

94
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The set U = fcg splits 1 such that the last rule constitutes botU ( 1 ) and the rst two rules form
topU ( 1 ).
Once a program is split into top and bottom with respect to a splitting set, we can compute the
answer sets of the bottom part and for each of these answer sets, we can further simplify the top
part by partial evaluation before analyzing it further. We now present the formal denition of
partial evaluation and then dene how to compute the answers set of the original program using
the partial evaluation of the top part with respect to answer sets of the bottom part.
Denition 35 (Partial evaluation) The partial evaluation of a program with splitting set U
w.r.t. a set of literals X is the program evalU (  X ) dened as follows.
evalU (  X ) = fr0 j
 there exist a rule r in such that (pos(r) \ U )  X and (neg(r) \ U ) \ X = , and
 head(r0 ) = head(r) pos(r0) = pos(r) n U neg(r0 ) = neg(r) n U . g
2
For the program 1 mentioned above evalfcg (topfcg ( 1 ) fcg) = fb  not ag.
Denition 36 (Solution) Let U be a splitting set for a program . A solution to w.r.t. U is a
pair hX Y i of literals such that:
 X is an answer set for botU ( )
 Y is an answer set for evalU (topU ( ) X )
 X Y is consistent.
2
Continuing with 1 and U = fcg, the only answer set of botU ( 1 ) is fcg. Now the only answer set
of evalU (topU ( 1 ) fcg) is fbg. Hence, hfcg fbgi is the only solution to 1 w.r.t. fcg.
Theorem 3.5.1 (Splitting theorem) LT94] Let U be a splitting set for a program . A set A of
literals is a consistent answer set for if and only if A = X Y for some solution hX Y i to
w.r.t. U .
2
Continuing with 1 and U = fcg, we have that fc bg is the only answer set of 1 .
Example 63 Consider the following program 2:

:b 

a or b 
Let U = fa bg. We have botU ( 2 ) = fa or b g and topU ( 2 ) = f:b g. The two answer sets
of botU ( 2 ) are A1 = fag and A2 = fbg. Now the answer set of evalU (topU ( 2 ) A1 ) is f:bg, and
the answer set of evalU (topU ( 2 ) A2 ) is f:bg. Since fb :bg is inconsistent, the only solution to
2
2 with respect to U is hfag f:bgi.

Exercise 5 Consider the following program:
p  not q.
p  not p.
q  not r.
r  not q.
Using fq rg as a splitting set show that the only answer set of the above program is fr pg.

2
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Exercise 6 Consider the following program:
c  not b.
a  b.
a or b .

Compute the answer sets of the program by using fa bg as a splitting set. Explain why fa bg is
not an answer set of this program.
2

3.5.2 Application of splitting
In this subsection we illustrate a couple of applications of the notion of splitting to results about
conservative extension and about adding CWA rules to a program.

Conservative Extension
We rst show how the notion of splitting can be used to prove one of the conservative extension
proposition (Proposition 24). First let us recall the statement of Proposition 24.
Let be an AnsProlog: or program, and let C be a consistent set of literals that do not occur in
and whose complements also do not occur in . Let 0 be an AnsProlog: program such that for
every rule r 2 0 , head(r) C , and neg(r) lit( ). For any literal L 62 C , L is a consequence of
0 i L is a consequence of .
2

Proof of Proposition 24:

0 . It is easy to see that U = lit( ) splits
0 with as botU (
0)
Consider the program
0 ). Let A be any consistent answer set of . The program evalU ( 0  A) is
and and 0 as topU (
:

;
not
an AnsProlog
program. That and since the head of the rules of evalU ( 0  A) is from C and
since C is consistent, evalU ( 0  A) has a unique consistent answer set B which is a subset of C .
Since neither the literals in C nor its complement appear in , the answer set A of has neither
any literal from C nor any literal from the complement of C . Hence, A B is consistent, and hA B i
0 with respect to U . Thus, for every consistent answer set A of , there exists
is a solution to
0 with respect to U . Now if hA B i is a solution
a B C such that hA B i is a solution to
0 with respect to U then B must be a subset of C . It now follows from the splitting set
to
0 i it is a consequence of .
theorem that a literal L 62 C is a consequence of
2

Adding CWA rules
We now state a proposition about the relation between the answer sets of a program with the
answer sets of a second program that is obtained by adding CWA rules to the rst program.
be an AnsProlog: or program, and let C be a
consistent set of literals that do not occur in and let 0 be the program given by
fL 
"
not L j L 2 C g. If X is a consistent answer set for , then

Proposition 51 (Adding CWA rules) Let

X fL 2 C j L" 62 X g

(3.5.1)
is a consistent answer set for 0 . Moreover, every consistent answer set for 0 can be represented
in the form (3.5.1) for some consistent answer set X for .
2
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Proof:

Let U = lit( ). Since by denition U \ C = , U splits 0 with as its bottom. Let A be a
consistent answer set of . The program evalU ( 0 n  A) is the set fL  : : L" 62 Ag. The
only answer set of evalU ( 0 n  A) is then fL : L" 62 Ag. Since A and C are both consistent and
lit( ) \ C = , A C is consistent. Thus in general for any X , hX fL : L" 62 X gi is a solution
to 0 with respect to U if X is an answer set of . The proof then follows from the splitting set
theorem.
2

Example 64 Let 4 be the program
p(1) 
:q(2) 
Let C = f:p(1) :p(2) q(1) q(2)g. We can now obtain 04 as the program 4 f:p(1) 
not p(1) :p(2)  not p(2) q(1)  not :q(1) q(2)  not :q(2)g.
Using Proposition 51 we can easily compute the answer set of 0 as fp(1) :q(2) :p(2) q(1)g. 2

3.5.3 Splitting sequences

We now generalize the notion of splitting a program into top and bottom, to splitting it into a
sequence of smaller programs.
: or program is a monotone, continuous
Denition 37 A splitting sequence for an AnsProlog
S
sequence3 hU i< of splitting sets for such that < U = lit( ).
2

Example 65 Consider the following program
e(0) 
e(s(X ))  not e(X ).

4

that denes even numbers.

The following sequence of length ! is a splitting sequence for

4

:

hfe(0)g fe(0) e(s(0))g fe(0) e(s(0)) e(s(s(0)))g : : : i
As before, we dene solutions to a program
sets of .

(3.5.2)

2

with respect to U , and then relate it to the answer

Denition 38 Let U = hU i< be a splitting sequence for an AnsProlog: or program . A
solution to with respect to U is a sequence hX i< of sets of literals such that:
 X0 is an answer set for botU0 ( ),
 for any ordinal  such that  + 1 < , X+1 is an answer set of the program:
evalU (botU+1 ( ) n botU ( )

 for any limit ordinal  < , X = , and
3

See Appendix A for the denition.

 X )
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2

The only solution hX0  X1  : : :i to
following:

Xn =

4

w.r.t. the splitting sequence (3.5.2) can be given by the

( fp(Sn(0))g


if n is even
otherwise.

Theorem 3.5.2 (Splitting sequence theorem) Let U = hU i< be a splitting sequence
S for a

AnsProlog: or program . A set A of literals is a consistent answer set for i A = < X for
some solution hX i< to with respect to U .
2

Example 66 Consider the following program :
r1 : e  c b.
r2 : f  d.
r3 : c  not d.
r4 : d  not c not b.
r5 : a  not b.
r6 : b  not a.
This program has a splitting sequence U0 = fa bg, U1 = fa b c dg, and U2 = fa b c d e f g. It is
easy to see that botU0 ( ) = fr5  r6 g, botU1 ( ) = fr3  r4  r5  r6 g, and botU2 ( ) = fr1  r2  r3  r4  r5  r6 g.
The answer sets of botU0 ( ) are X0:0 = fag and X0:1 = fbg.
evalU0 (botU1 ( ) n botU0 ( ) X0:0 ) = evalU0 (fr3  r4 g fag) = fc  not d: d  not c:g.
It has two answer sets X1:0 = fcg and X1:1 = fdg.
evalU0 (botU1 ( ) n botU0 ( ) X0:1 ) = evalU0 (fr3  r4 g fbg) = fc  not d:g.
It has one answer set X1:2 = fcg.
evalU1 (botU2 ( ) n botU1 ( ) X0:0 X1:0 ) = evalU1 (fr1  r2 g fa cg) = fg.
It has one answer set X2:0 = fg.
evalU1 (botU2 ( ) n botU1 ( ) X0:0 X1:1 ) = evalU1 (fr1  r2 g fa dg) = ff  :g.
It has one answer set X2:1 = ff g.
evalU1 (botU2 ( ) n botU1 ( ) X0:1 X1:2 ) = evalU1 (fr1  r2 g fb cg) = fe  :g.
It has one answer set X2:2 = feg.
From the above analysis, has three solutions hX0:0  X1:0  X2:0 i, hX0:0  X1:1  X2:1 i, and hX0:1  X1:2  X2:2 i.
Thus, using Theorem 3.5.2 has three answer sets: fa cg, fa d f g, and fb c eg.
2

3.5.4 Applications of the Splitting sequence theorem

In this subsection we show that the notion of order consistency can be dened in terms of splitting
the program to components which are signed. This leads to a dierent proof of coherence of orderconsistent AnsProlog programs by using the proof of coherence of signed AnsProlog programs and
the properties of a splitting sequence. We now formally dene the notion of components.
Given a program and a set of literals X , rem(  X ) is the set of rules obtained by taking each
of the rules in and removing from its body any literal in X , regardless of whether it is preceded
by not or not. For any program and any splitting sequence U = hU i< for P , the programs:
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botU0 ( ),
rem(botU+1 ( ) n botU ( ) U ), for all  + 1 < 
are called the U -components of .
For example, the U -components of 4 are the programs fp(S n (0)) g for all n.

Exercise 7 Using the notion of components and splitting sequence prove that every stratied
2

AnsProlog program has a unique answer set.

Earlier the notion of order-consistency was only dened for AnsProlog programs. Here we extend
that denition to AnsProlog: or programs and relate order-consistent AnsProlog: programs with
signed AnsProlog: programs. We have the following notations rst:
For any atom A, let PA+ and PA; be the smallest sets that satisfy the following conditions:

 A 2 PA+,
 for every rule r: if head(r) PA+ then pos(r) PA+ and neg(r) PA;, and
 for every rule r: if head(r) PA; then pos(r) PA; and neg(r) PA+.
An AnsProlog: or program P is called order-consistent if there exists a level mapping f such that
f (B ) < f (A) whenever B 2 PA+ \ PA; .

Proposition 52 LT94] An AnsProlog: program is order-consistent i it has a splitting sequence

2

U such that all U -components of are signed.

Exercise 8 Generalize the notion of splitting sequences to splitting into a partial order of compo-

nents. Formulate and prove the theorem about computing the answer set in this case.
Discuss the advantage of this notion over the notion of splitting sequences.

2

3.6 Language independence and language tolerance
Recall from Section 1.2 that the answer-set language given by an alphabet is uniquely determined
by its constants, function symbols, and predicate symbols. The consequences of an AnsProlog*
program not only depend on the rules of the program, but because of presence of variables in those
rules, may also depend on the language. For example, consider the program consisting of the
following two rules:
p(a)  not q(X ).
q(a) .
Consider two dierent languages L1 and L2 of the above program, where both L1 and L2 have p
and q as the predicate symbols, both have no function symbols, and L1 has the constant a, while
L2 has the constants a and b. We can now give the grounding of with respect to L1 and L2 as
follows:

ground(  L1 ) =

( p(a)  not q(a):
q(a)  :
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8> p(a)  not q(a):
<
= > p(a)  not q(b):
: q(a)  :

It is easy to see that p(a) is not a consequence of ground(  L1 ), while it is a consequence of
ground(  L2 ). This illustrates that the consequences of an AnsProlog* program not only depend
on the rules of the program, but may also depend on the language.
This raises the following question. Can we identify suciency conditions when the consequences of
an AnsProlog* program only depends on the rules of the program, and not on the language? We
will call such programs as language independent .
We are also interested in a weaker notion which we will call language tolerant. Intuitively, in
language tolerant programs we allow the possibility that the conclusions may be dierent when
the languages are dierent, but require the condition that they have the same conclusions about
literals that are in the common language. For example, consider the program 0 consisting of the
only rule:
p(X ) .
It is clear that the above program is not language independent as the conclusions of this program
with respect to two dierent languages L3 and L4 , where the constants in L3 are a and c and in
L4 are a and b, are dierent. But both make the same conclusion about the atom p(a) which is in
both languages. In fact, we can generalize and show that the above program is language tolerant.
One of the main reasons we would like to develop the notions of language tolerance and language
independence is the fact that often in AnsProlog programs we envision the terms in the dierent
position of an atom to be of particular types. For example, in Situation calculus, in the atom
holds(F S ), we expect F to be a uent while S to be a situation. Now consider an AnsProlog*
program formulating certain aspect of situation calculus. If we do the grounding of this program
using the function ground(  L), then F and S in holds(F S ) can be grounded with any of the
ground terms inL. What we would like though is to ground F with uent terms and S with
situation terms. To achieve that we need to expand our notion of language by allowing sorts.
This leads to the question that under what restrictions (on the program) the conclusions of an
AnsProlog* program made in presence of a many sorted language is same as the conclusion made in
the absence of multiple sorts. The notions of language tolerance and language independence comes
in handy in answering this question. The usefulness of the above is that many query evaluation
procedures do not take sorts into account, while programmers often write programs with sorts in
mind. Before proceeding further we need a denition of a language with sorts.

3.6.1 Adding sorts to answer-set theories

To specify the language L of a sorted answer-set theory, in addition to variables, connective, punctuation symbols, and a signature L, we have a non-empty set IL , whose members are called sorts,
and a sort specication for each symbol of L and the variables. When the language is clear from
the context, we may drop the subscript writing  and I .
The sort specication assigns each variable, and constant to a sort in I . Each n-ary function symbol
is assigned an n + 1-tuple hs1  : : :  sn  sn+1 i, where for each i, 1  i  n + 1 si 2 I . Each n-ary
predicate symbol is assigned an n-tuple hs1  : : :  sn i, where for each i, 1  i  n si 2 I . In addition
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it is stipulated that there must be at least one constant symbol of each sort in I . The terms, atoms,
and literals are dened as before except that must respect the sort specications. In the rest of this
subsection the atoms and literals in an AnsProlog* program are either from a one-sorted language
(i.e., multiple sorts) or a many-sorted language.

Example 67 Consider the following program in a many-sorted language L.
p(X Y )  r(X ) not q(X Y ).
r(a)  :
q(a 0)  :
The language L has variables X , and Y and has the signature L = (fa 0 1 2g fg fp=2 r=1 q=2g).
The set of sorts IL is fletter numberg. The sort specications are as follows:
 sort(X ) = letter sort(Y ) = number
 sort(a) = letter sort(0) = sort(1) = sort(2) = number
 sort(p) = sort(q) = hletter numberi sort(r) = hletteri.
The ground program ground(  L) is
p(a 0)  r(a) not q(a 0).
p(a 1)  r(a) not q(a 1).
p(a 2)  r(a) not q(a 2).
r(a)  :
q(a 0)  :
The above program has the unique answer set fr(a) q(a 0) p(a 1) p(a 2)g.

2

We now dene a notion of when a language is permissible for a program.

Denition 39 Let L be an arbitrary (one-sorted or many-sorted) language, and let be an
AnsProlog* program. If every rule in is a rule in L, we say that L is permissible for .
2

3.6.2 Language Independence

Denition 40 An AnsProlog* program is language independent if, for two languages L1 and L2
that are permissible for , the ground programs ground(  L1 ) and ground(  L2 ) have the same
consistent answer sets.

2

Proposition 53 MT94b] Let be a language independent AnsProlog: or program, and let L1
and L2 be permissible languages for . Then Cn(ground(  L1 )) = Cn(ground(  L2 )).
2
Ground programs are trivially language independent. Following is a result about an additional
class of language independent programs whose grounding depends on the language, and hence does
not lead to the same grounding regardless of the language.

Theorem 3.6.1 MT94b] Every range-restricted AnsProlog: or program is language independent.

2
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Consider the program fp(a)  not q(X ): q(a)  :g in the beginning of this subsection. It is not
range-restricted as the variable in the rst rule does not appear in a positive literal in the body.
In the beginning of the subsection we argued why this program is not language independent. Now
consider the following range-restricted program :
p(X )  r(X ) not q(X ).
r(a)  :
Its grounding with respect to L1 and L2 is as follows:

ground(  L1 ) =
ground(  L2 )

( p(a)  r(a) not q(a):
r(a)  :

8> p(a)  r(a) not q(a):
<
= > p(a)  r(b) not q(b):
: r(a)  :

Both programs have the unique answer set fr(a) p(a)g.

3.6.3 Language Tolerance

Denition 41 An AnsProlog* program is language tolerant if, for any two languages L1 L2 that

are permissible for the following holds: If A1 is a consistent answer set for the ground program
ground(  L1 ), then there is a consistent answer set A2 for the ground program ground(  L2 ) such
that A1 \ Lit(L2 ) = A2 \ Lit(L1 ).
2
Proposition 54 MT94b] Let be a language tolerant AnsProlog: or program, and let L1 and L2
be permissible languages for . Then Cn(ground(  L1 )) \ Lit(L2 ) = Cn(ground(  L2 )) \ Lit(L1 ).

2

Example 68 Let us reconsider the program from Example 67. Let us have a dierent language
L0 that diers from L by having an additional constant b of sort letter and replacing the constant

1 by 4.
The ground program ground(  L0 ) is
p(a 0)  r(a) not q(a 0).
p(a 4)  r(a) not q(a 4).
p(a 2)  r(a) not q(a 2).
p(b 0)  r(b) not q(b 0).
p(b 4)  r(b) not q(b 4).
p(b 2)  r(b) not q(b 2).
r(a)  :
q(a 0)  :
The above program has the unique answer set S 0 = fr(a) q(a 0) p(a 4) p(a 2)g which although
dierent from the answer set S of ground(  L0 ), we have that S \ Lit(L) = S 0 \ Lit(L0 ) =
fr(a) q(a 0) p(a 2)g. Thus is not language independent. Our goal now is to show that it is
language tolerant.
2
Our next goal is to identify subclasses of AnsProlog* programs which are language tolerant. We
rst give a semantic condition. For that we need the following denition.
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0 is a part of a program

if 0 can be obtained from
by (i) selecting a subset of the rules in , and (ii) deleting zero or more subgoals from each selected
rule.
2
Theorem 3.6.2 MT94b] If an AnsProlog: or program is stable and, for every permissible
language L for , every part of ground(  L) has a consistent answer set, then is language
tolerant.
2
The second condition of the above theorem needs exhaustive computation of answer sets of every
part of . We now present a suciency condition that can be checked more easily.

Proposition 55 MT94b] If is a predicate-order-consistent AnsProlog program, then for every
permissible language L for , every part of ground(  L) has a consistent answer set.
2
The above suciency condition leads to the following theorem for language tolerance.

Theorem 3.6.3 MT94b] If an AnsProlog program is stable ad predicate-order-consistent, then
it is language tolerant.

2

Example 69 The program from Example 67 is stable with respect to the mode 'p = (; +),
'q = (; ;) and 'r = (;). It is also predicate-order-consistent. Hence, it is language tolerant. 2
Exercise 9 Show that the program fp(X )  :g is language tolerant.
2

3.6.4 When sorts can be ignored

One of the most important application of the notion of language tolerance is that it leads us to
conditions under which we can judiciously ignore the sorts.

Denition 43 let L and L0 be languages. We say that L0 is obtained from L by ignoring sorts if
L = L0 , L and L0 have the same variables and L0 does not have multiple sorts.
2
Proposition 56 MT94b] Let be a language tolerant AnsProlog: or program in a language
(possible with multiple sorts) L . If L is obtained from L by ignoring sorts, then ground(  L)
is a conservative extension of ground(  L ).
2
Example 70 Consider the program fro Example 67. Let us now consider the language L00
obtained from L by having the same variables and signature but without any sorts. That means
while grounding with respect to L00 , X and Y can take any value from fa 0 1 2g. Thus
ground(  L00 ) is the program:
p(a 0)  r(a) not q(a 0).
p(a 1)  r(a) not q(a 1).
p(a 2)  r(a) not q(a 2).
p(a a)  r(a) not q(a a).
p(0 0)  r(0) not q(0 0).
p(0 1)  r(0) not q(0 1).
p(0 2)  r(0) not q(0 2).
p(0 a)  r(0) not q(0 a).
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p(1 0)  r(1) not q(1 0).
p(1 1)  r(1) not q(1 1).
p(1 2)  r(1) not q(1 2).
p(1 a)  r(1) not q(1 a).
p(2 0)  r(2) not q(2 0).
p(2 1)  r(2) not q(2 1).
p(2 2)  r(2) not q(2 2).
p(2 a)  r(2) not q(2 a).
r(a)  :
q(a 0)  :

The above program has the answer set S 00 = fr(a) q(a 0) p(a 1) p(a 2) p(a a)g. The answer set
S 00 diers from the answer set S of ground(  L) by having the extra atom p(a a). But since
p(a a) 62 Lit(L), ground(  L00 ) and ground(  L) agree on Lit(L). Thus ground(  L00 ) is a
conservative extension of ground(  L).
Intuitively the above means that by ignoring the sort we preserves the conclusions that would have
been made if we considered sorts, and if we make any new conclusions then those literals are not
part of the sorted language { i.e., they violate the sort conditions.
2

3.7 Interpolating an AnsProlog program
So far in this chapter we have analyzed stand-alone AnsProlog* programs. As motivated in Section 1.4 often AnsProlog* programs are used to encode a function. This is particularly the case
when AnsProlog* programs are used to express database queries and views. To date, most research
in using AnsProlog* programs to express database queries has been with respect to AnsProlog
programs. Considering that, our goal in this section is to develop techniques to transform AnsProlog programs so that they behave `reasonably' when the CWA that is inherent in AnsProlog is
removed. Currently there are a large number of queries that are expressed by AnsProlog programs,
and at times there is a need to expand these queries so that they can accept incomplete inputs.
The techniques of this section will be very useful for the above task.
To formulate the notions of `reasonable behavior' in presence of incomplete input, expanding the
query so that it accepts incomplete input, and transforming an AnsProlog program so that it
interpolates the function represented by the original program, we will use many of the database
notions such as database, database instance, and query, which we introduced in Section 1.4.1 and
1.4.2. We now start with a motivating scenario.
Consider a domain U of individuals, Sam, John, Peter, Mary, and Alberto. Now consider a database
instance D consisting of the facts
par(sam john), par(john peter), and par(mary alberto)
where par(X Y ) means that Y is a parent of X .
Now if we would like to ask a query Q about the ancestor and non-ancestor pairs in D, we can
express it using the AnsProlog program 0 :

anc(X Y )  par(X Y )
anc(X Y )  par(X Z ) anc(Z Y )

)

0
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The above representation of the query assumes the Close World Assumption (CWA) #Rei78] about
the database instance D, which says that an atom f will be inferred to be false w.r.t. D if it is not
entailed by D. We also refer to D as a complete database. By CWA(D) we denote the set ff : f
is an atom in the language and f 62 Dg, and the meaning of a complete database D is expressed
by the set D :CWA(D), where for any set S of atoms :S denotes the set f:f : f 2 S g.
The query Q represented by the AnsProlog program 0 can be considered as a function from
instances of the relation par to instances of the relation anc. For example,
Q(fpar(sam john) par(john peter) par(mary alberto)g) =
fanc(sam john) anc(john peter) anc(sam peter) anc(mary alberto)g.
The function Q can be expressed by the AnsProlog program 0 in the following way:

Q(D) = fanc(X Y ) : 0 D j= anc(X Y )g
(3.7.3)
Now, let us consider the domain fa b c d eg, where a b c d and e denote remains of ve dierent

individuals found from an archaeological site. Using sophisticated tests scientists are able to determine that b is a parent of a and c is a parent of b, and neither e is parent of any of a, b, c and d
nor any of them is the parent of e. This information can be represented by the following set S of
literals:
S = fpar(a b) par(b c) :par(a e) :par(b e) :par(c e) :par(d e) :par(e a)
:par(e b) :par(e c) :par(e d) :par(a d)g.
The set S is not a database instance because it contains negative literals. Recall from Section 1.4.2
that sets of both positive and negative literals are referred to as incomplete database instances
or simply incomplete databases, in database terminology. Hence, S is an incomplete database
instance.
As before we are interested in ancestor and non-ancestor pairs. But this time with respect to the
incomplete database S . The function Q and our earlier concept of query are no longer appropriate
as they require database instances as input. To dene ancestor and non-ancestor pairs using the
information in S , we need to consider the notion of extended query { from Section 1.4.2 { which
allows input to be incomplete databases. In this we can not ignore the negative literals in S and
compute Q with respect to the database consisting of the positive literals in S . If we do that we will
be able to infer :anc(a d). This is not correct intuitively, because it is possible that with further
tests the scientist may determine par(c d), which will be consistent with the current determination
and which will force us to infer anc(a d).
Since we can not ignore the negative literals in S , and AnsProlog programs such as 0 D do not
allow rules with negative literals in their head we will use AnsProlog: programs to represent the
query that determines ancestor and non-ancestor pairs from S . Let us denote this query by Q0 .
The next question is how are Q and Q0 related?
While Q0 allows incomplete databases as inputs, Q only allows complete databases. But they
must coincide when the inputs are complete databases. Moreover, for any incomplete database X 0 ,
Q0 (X 0 ) must not disagree with Q(X ), for any complete database X that extends X 0 . The intuition
behind it is that if currently we have the incomplete database X 0 then our partial conclusion
about ancestors and non-ancestors should be such that in presence of additional information we
do not retract our earlier conclusion. Also, given an incomplete database X 0 , the extended query
Q0 should be such that Q0(X 0 ) contains all information about ancestors and non-ancestors that
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`critically depend' on X 0 . In other words for any X 0 , if for all complete database X that agree with
X 0 an ancestor pair is true in Q(X ), then that ancestor pair must be true in Q0 (X 0 ). Similarly,
about non-ancestor pairs. In general, given a query Q an extended query Q0 that satises the
above properties is referred to as its expansion. We formally dene expansion of a query by an
extended query and relate it to the above described properties in Denition 47 and Proposition 57
respectively.
Now that we have an intuitive idea about Q0 , the next question is how to express it using an
AnsProlog: program.
Let us start with the AnsProlog program that expresses the query Q. Since, we would like to allow
incomplete databases as inputs, let us consider as an extended logic program. But then we no
longer have the CWA about ancestor. The next step would be to consider the AnsProlog: program
obtained by adding explicit CWA about ancestors to the AnsProlog program representing Q.
The resultant AnsProlog: program is given as follows:
:anc(X Y )  not anc(X Y )
anc(X Y )  par(x Y )
anc(X Y )  par(X Z ) anc(Z Y )
But the resultant AnsProlog: program is not an adequate expression of Q0 . It only works when the
input database instance is complete and does not work for S , as it incorrectly infers :anc(a d).
In this section we adequately express this extended query through an AnsProlog: program and
argue that it expands the query expressed by . The more general question we answer in this section
is how to expand arbitrary queries, from complete databases that are expressed by AnsProlog
programs, so that they are applicable to incomplete databases. We use the term `expand' because
our goal is to expand the domain of the queries from complete databases only to databases that may
be incomplete. We also refer to the AnsProlog: program T that expands Q as the interpolation of
, or say T interpolates . The intuition behind the term `interpolation' is that T agrees with
on all inputs where is dened, and for inputs where is not dened T interpolates to a value
based on the mappings of on the neighboring (complete) inputs.
With this motivation we rst formulate the l-functions that are encoded by AnsProlog and AnsProlog:
programs.

3.7.1 The l-functions of AnsProlog and AnsProlog: programs

Recall { from Section 1.4.2 { that an AnsProlog* program and two sets of literals P (called
parameters) and V (called values) partially dene an l-function. We need the following notation
before presenting the complete denition of the l-function of our interest.

Denition 44 Let R and S be sets of ground literals over a language L of an AnsProlog: program
. R j S the S -consequences of and R, is dened as follows:
R j= sg
2
R j S = fs : s 2 S and
Using the above notation we now precisely dene an AnsProlog program that represents a query Q
to be a (partial) function from complete sets of literals from the parameter (of Q) to sets of literals
from the value (of Q). But, since both parameter and values may have literals, we will have to be
careful about the domain of the query specied by a general logic program.
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 The rst requirement is that the elements of the domain must be complete w.r.t. P . But, not

all complete sets of literals from the parameter will be in the domain.
 We will additionally require that each element X of the domain should be a valid input in
the sense that when added to the resulting AnsProlog program should not entail dierent
literals from the parameter than that is in X .

The following denition makes the above ideas precise.

Denition 45 Let X be an arbitrary set from 2P and let Y = atoms(X ) jV . We will say that X is
a valid input of (X 2 Dom( )) and Y is the value of at X (i.e. Y = (X )) if the following
hold:

1. X = atoms(X ) j P
2. X is complete w.r.t. P .

Denition 46 For any set X 2 2P , a superset X^ of X is said to be a -extension of X if
X^ 2 Dom( ). We denote the set of all -extension of X by S (X ). We omit from S (X ) when
it is clear from context.

Intuitively, given a set X 2 2P , S (X ) denotes the dierent ways X can be completed with
additional consistent information, and still be a valid input for .
We are now almost ready to precisely dene the interpolation of an AnsProlog program which we
will specify through an AnsProlog: program.
We view an AnsProlog: program T to be a function from 2P to 2V such that T (X ) = TX j V =
fs : s 2 V and T X j= sg. Since we are only interested in AnsProlog: programs that are
interpolations, we do not restrict the domain of T .

3.7.2 Interpolation of an AnsProlog program and its properties

Denition 47 (Interpolation) Let be an AnsProlog program representing a query Q, with
parameters P and values V . We say that an AnsProlog: program T interpolates , w.r.t P and V
if for every X 2 2P
T (X ) =

\

X^ 2S (X )

(X^ )

(3.7.4)

Moreover, we also say that the extended query represented by (the AnsProlog: program) T expands
the query represented by (the AnsProlog program) .
2
For convenience, we will just say that T interpolates without mentioning the query Q, the
parameters P and the values V , whenever they are clear from the context. But it should be noted
that T interpolates w.r.t. P and V does not necessarily mean that T will also be an interpolation
of for a dierent query with a dierent pair of parameter and value. The choice of Q, P and
V is an integral part of the program. The programmer designs the program with that choice in
mind. This is similar to the choices and assumptions a Prolog programmer makes about whether a
particular attribute of a predicate in the head of a rule will be ground or not when that predicate
is invoked.
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The following proposition breaks down the denition of interpolation to three dierent intuitive
properties: equivalence, monotonicity and maximal informativeness. The equivalence property
states that and T must be equivalent w.r.t. complete inputs. The monotonicity property states
that T which accepts incomplete inputs should be monotonic, i.e. in the presence of additional
consistent information it should not retract any of its earlier conclusions. The maximal informativeness property states that given an incomplete input X , the interpolation T should entail all
literals that are entailed by w.r.t. all the complete extensions of X that are in the domain of .
Intuitively, it means that if entails l regardless of what complete extension of X is given to
as an input then X has enough information to make a decision on l and hence the interpolation T
should entail l with X as the input.

Proposition 57 An AnsProlog: program T interpolates a general logic program i the following
conditions are satised:

1. (Equivalence) For every X 2 Dom( ), (X ) = T (X ).
2. (Monotonicity) T is monotonic, i.e. for every X1  X2 P , if X1 X2 then T (X1 ) T (X2 ).
3. (Maximal Informativeness) For every v 2 V and every X P , if for all X^ 2 S (X )
v 2 (X^ ) then v 2 T (X ).
2

Proof \=)"

Since every X 2 Dom( ) is complete S (X ) = X . Hence, condition 1 holds. It is obvious that
condition 3 holds. Condition 2 holds because X2 X1 ) S (X1 ) S (X2 )
\(=00
T
Condition 3 implies T (X )  X^ 2S (X ) (X^ ).
T^
^
We now only need to show that 8X P , T (X )
X 2S (X ) (X ).
(case
1) S (X ) = 
T
) X^ 2S(X ) (X^ ) = Lit(P )
) T (X ) TX^ 2S(X ) (X^ )
(case 2) S (X ) 6= 
Let s 2 T (X ). Since, for all X^ 2 S (X ), X X^ , by monotonicity (2.) we have s 2 T (X^ ). But
using equivalence (1.) we have s 2 (X^ ). Hence,
\ (X^ )
8X P  T (X )
X^ 2S (X )

In the following example we give an interpolation of a non-stratied AnsProlog program.

Example 71 Consider the following AnsProlog program 2:
9>
c(X )  p(X )
>=
c(X )  q(X )
p(X )  not q(X ) r(X ) >
>
q(X )  not p(X ) r(X )

2

Here P = Lit(r) and V = Lit(c). It is easy to see that for every X 2 2P , 2 X is call-consistent
#Kun89]. Using results from #LT94] it is easy to check that 2 is dened for any complete and
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consistent X , X P . (The program 2 X can then be split into three layers, the bottom layer
consisting of X , the next layer consisting of the rules with either p or q in the head and the top
layer consisting of the rules with c in the head. The answer sets of 2 X can then be computed
bottom-up starting from the bottom layer.)
Consider T2 obtained from 2 by adding to it the rule
:c(X )  :r(X ).
2

Proposition 58 BGK98] T2 is an interpolation of 2 .

2

So far in this section we have made precise the notion of interpolation (and query expansion) and
proved the interpolation results for two particular AnsProlog programs. But we still do not know
which program interpolates the program 0 that represents the ancestor query. Our goal now is to
come up with a precise algorithm that constructs interpolations of AnsProlog programs.

3.7.3 An algorithm for interpolating AnsProlog programs

In this subsection we present an algorithm which constructs an interpolation of a large class of
AnsProlog programs with some restrictions on its parameter and value. We now make these restrictions precise.
Let be an AnsProlog program in language L. We only consider the query Q with values V
consisting of all ground literals formed with predicates in the heads of the rules in (called IDB
predicates), and parameters P consisting of all other ground literals in Lit (called EDB predicates).
An AnsProlog program representing a query Q that satises the above property is called a natural
representation of Q.
Before we give the algorithm we demonstrate the intuition behind the algorithm by using the
ancestor query as an example.

Interpolation of the Transitive Closure Program
Recall the ancestor query represented as AnsProlog program was:

anc(X Y )  par(X Y )
anc(X Y )  par(X Z ) anc(Z Y )

)
0

where par is the EDB predicate and anc is the IDB predicate.
Our goal is to construct an interpolation of this program. We refer to our interpolation program
as A( 0 ).
The main idea behind our construction is to have a program which coincides with 0 on atoms of
the form anc(a b) and derives :anc(a b) when no consistent extension of the original EDB may
derive anc(a b). To achieve this we introduce a new predicate manc , where manc (c d) intuitively
means that \ c may bean ancestor of d". Our information about manc is complete hence :manc
coincides with not manc and hence we dene :anc using the rule:
:anc(X Y )  not manc(X Y ).
Next we modify the original rules to dene manc and use another new predicate mpar , where
mpar (c d) means that \c may be a parent of d". We now dene manc using the rules:
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manc(X Y )  mpar (X Y )
manc(X Y )  mpar (X Z ) manc (Z Y )
We now need to dene mpar . Intuitively, in presence of incomplete information about parents we
can say \e may be a parent of f if we do not know for sure that e is not a parent of f ." This can
be written as the rule:
mpar (X Y )  not :par(X Y )
Putting all the above rules together we have an interpolation of

mpar (X Y )  not :par(X Y )
manc (X Y )  mpar (X Y )
manc (X Y )  mpar (X Z ) manc (Z Y )
:anc(X Y )  not manc(X Y )
anc(X Y )  par(X Y )
anc(X Y )  par(X Z ) anc(Z Y )
where P and V are the same as for the program

0

0

denoted by A( 0 ).

9>
>>
>=
>> A(
>>

0

)

.

Theorem 3.7.1 BGK98] Interpolation] A( 0) interpolates
P = Lit(par) and V = Lit(anc).

0

with

2

Since we were using the ancestor query as an example, the above theorem is a special case of a more
general theorem (Theorem 3.7.2) to be stated later. Nevertheless, a separate proof of this theorem
is important as it will illustrate proof techniques that can be used for proving interpolation results
for more restricted class of AnsProlog programs such as, the class of Horn logic programs. Hence,
a separate proof of this theorem is given in the Appendix.

The Interpolation Algorithm
Now we apply the idea from the previous section to arbitrary AnsProlog programs. We expand the
language of such a program by introducing intermediate predicate mp for every predicate p in
. Intuitively mp(t") means that p(t") may be true.
To dene these predicates we consider two cases. Since negative information about EDB predicates
is explicitly given, this intuition is captured by the rule:

mq (t)  not :q(t)

(v1)

The denition of ma for an IDB predicate a can not rely on negative information about a. Instead
it uses the corresponding denition of a from . More precisely, A( ) contains the rule
ma (t)  mb1 (t) : : :  mbn (t) not c1(t) : : :  not cn(t)
(v2)
for every rule
a(t)  b1(t) : : :  bm (t) not c1 (t) : : :  not cn (t)
(v3)
in .
For any program , the program A( ) contains the rule
(v4)
a(t)  b1(t) : : :  bm (t) :c1 (t) : : :  :cn (t)
for every rule (v3) in . Rule (v4) is intended to be a monotonic and weakened version of rule (v2).
The intuition is that we no longer want to make hasty (revisable) conclusion using the negation as
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failure operator (not ) in the body. The negation as failure operator is therefore replaced by : in
(v4). On the other hand we would like ma (t) to be true if there is any possibility that a(t) is true.
Hence, in the body of (v2) we still have the negation as failure operator. Once the truth of a(t)
is established by A( ) through the rule (v4) it will never be retracted in presence of additional
consistent information about the EDB predicates.
The above denitions ensure that the interpolation does not entail mp (t") for an input X i it
does not entail p(t") for any consistent extension Y of X . Hence it is safe to infer :p(t) when the
interpolation does not entail mp (t"). This observation leads to the following denition of falsity of
IDB predicates
:p(t)  not mp(t).
(v5)
The above intuitions can be summarized into the following algorithm that constructs the interpolations of a large class of AnsProlog programs.

Algorithm 1 For any AnsProlog program the AnsProlog: program A( ) contains the following

rules:
1. If q is an EDB in the program , A( ) contains the rule:
mq (t)  not :q(t).
2. For any rule a(t")  b1 (t") : : :  bm (t") not c1 (t") : : :  not cn (t") in , A( ) contains the rules:
(a) ma (t")  mb1 (t") : : :  mbm (t") not c1 (t") : : :  not cn (t"),
(b) a(t")  b1 (t") : : :  bm (t") :c1 (t") : : :  :cn (t").
3. If p is an IDB in the program , A( ) contains the rule:
:p(t)  not mp(t).
4. Nothing else is in A( ).
2

Example 72 (Transitive Closure) Consider

anc(X Y )  par(X Y )
anc(X Y )  par(X Z ) anc(Z Y )

0

from the previous subsection:

Then the transformation A( ) based on the above algorithm is exactly the AnsProlog: program
A( 0 ) obtained in Section 3.7.3.
2

3.7.4 Properties of the transformation A

In this subsection we formalize several properties of the transformation A. We show that for a
large class of AnsProlog programs it constructs an interpolation and for all AnsProlog programs
the transformed program satises weaker versions of interpolation.

Theorem 3.7.2 BGK98] Properties of A( ) for a signed program ] For any signed AnsProlog
program that is a natural representation of a query Q, A( ) is an interpolation of .
2
The following example shows an unsigned but stratied AnsProlog program for which Algorithm
1 does not construct an interpolation.

Example 73 Consider the program 6 :
pq
p  not q

)
6

Here V = fp :pg P = fq :qg. It is easy to see that for any X

P p 2 (X ).
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Program A( 6 ) consists of the following rules:

mq  not :q 9
>>
>>=
mp  mq
mp  not q
>> A( 6) = T
pq
>>
p  :q
:p  not mp
Consider X =  and the AnsProlog: program T X = T . It is easy to see that T + is a stratied
program, therefore T has only one answer set A. Evidently, A = fmp mq g and p 62 A. Therefore

A( )(X ) 6=

\

X^ 2S (X )

(X^ )

2

The following theorem states that the transformation A preserves categoricity for signed AnsProlog
programs.

Theorem 3.7.3 BGK98] Categoricity] Let be a signed AnsProlog program with signing R, a
natural representation of a query Q, and X P . Program atoms(X ) is categorical if and only
if program A( ) X is categorical.
2
We now introduce some weaker notions of interpolation which will be satised by a larger class
than the class of signed AnsProlog programs.

Denition 48 (Weak and Sound Interpolation) Let be a AnsProlog program, with parameter P and value V . We say an AnsProlog: program T is a weak interpolation of w.r.t. P and V
if the following three conditions are satised.

1. (Monotonicity) For every X1  X2 P , if X1 X2 then T (X1 )
2. (Equivalence) For every X 2 Dom( ), (X ) = T (X ).
3. For any X P
\ (X^ )
T (X )

T (X2 ).

X^ 2S (X )

If only the rst and the third conditions are satised then we say T to be a sound interpolation of
w.r.t. P and V .
2
From the third condition above it is clear that if T is a sound interpolation of then it satises
the weak equivalence property dened as:
For every X 2 Dom( ), T (X )
(X ).
We now state two more results about the properties of the transformation A( ).

Theorem 3.7.4 BGK98] Properties of A( ) for a stratied general program ]Let be a stratied AnsProlog program and a natural representation of a query Q, then A( ) is a weak interpolation
of .
2
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Theorem 3.7.5 BGK98] Properties of A( ) for an arbitrary AnsProlog program ] Let be an
AnsProlog program and a natural representation of a query Q, then A( ) is a sound interpolation
of .
2
In summary, the transformation A constructs interpolations for signed AnsProlog programs, weak
interpolations for stratied AnsProlog programs and sound interpolations for all programs. Moreover, the transformation preserves categoricity for signed programs and preserves stratication (i.e.
If is stratied then A( )+ is stratied) for stratied programs.

3.8 Building and rening programs from components: functional
specications and Realization theorems
In Section 3.2.3 we presented results about when a program enhanced with additional rules
preserves the meaning of the original program. These results are part of a larger theme that will
allow us to modularly build larger and/or rened programs from smaller components. In this section
we continue with this theme. We follow Section 1.4.3 in viewing programs (together with a domain
and an input and an output signature) as s-functions { which we also refer to as lp-functions, and
dene operators to compose and rene these functions and present results that state when such
composition and renement can be realized when using AnsProlog* programs.

3.8.1 Functional Speci cations and lp-functions

To validate lp-functions with respect to an independent specication, we rst introduce the notion
of a functional specication.
A four-tuple f = ff i (f ) o (f ) dom(f )g where
1. i (f ) and o (f ) are signatures
2. dom(f ) states(i(f ))
3. f is a function which maps dom(f ) into states(o (f ))
is called an f-specication (or functional specication) with input signature i (f ), output signature o (f ) and domain dom(f ). States over i (f ) and o (f ) are called input and output states
respectively.
We now formally dene lp-functions.
A four-tuple  = f i () o () dom()g where
1.  is an AnsProlog: program (with some signature ())
2. i () o () are sub-signatures of () called input and output signatures of  respectively
3. dom() states(i ())
is called an lp-function if for any X 2 dom() program  X is consistent, i.e., has a consistent
answer set. For any X 2 dom(),
(X ) = fl : l 2 lit(o ())  X j= lg:
We say that an lp-function  represents an f-specication f if  and f have the same input and
output signatures and domains and for any X 2 dom(f ), f (X ) = (X ).
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3.8.2 The compositional and re nement operators
In this section we discuss four operators on functional specications that will allow us to compose
and rene them. The four operators are incremental extension, interpolation, input opening and
input extension. Among these the rst one is a binary compositional operator that denes a
particular composition of functional specications. The rest three are unary renement operators
that rene a functional specication. All three of them focus on the input domain of the function.
The interpolation operator renes a functional specication so that its domain is unchanged but
for certain elements in the domain the function follows the notion of interpolation in Section 3.7.
The input opening operator is a further renement of the interpolation operator where besides
interpolation, the enhanced function also reasons about the input itself and expands them to
the maximum extent possible. The input extension operator renes a functional specication for
particular enlargement of its domain. We now formally dene these operators.

 Incremental extension

Specications f and g s.t. o (f ) = i (g) and lit(i (g)) \ lit(o (g)) =  can be combined
into a new f-specication g  f by a specication constructor  called incremental extension.
Function g  f with domain dom(f ), i (g  f ) = i (f ), o (g  f ) = o (f ) + o (g) is called the
incremental extension of f by g if for any X 2 dom(g  f ), g  f (X ) = f (X ) g(f (X )).

An example of incremental extension is as follows. Let f be a functional specication whose
input signature consists of disjoint predicates corresponding to subclasses of birds such as
eagles, canaries, pigeons, penguins, etc., and output signature consists of the predicate y.
Let g be a functional specication with input signature consisting of the predicate y and the
output signature consisting of the predicate cage needs top. The incremental extension of f
by g can then be used to make inference about whether a particular bird's cage needs a top
or not.

 Interpolation and domain completion
Let D be a collection of states over some signature . A set X 2 states() is called Dconsistent if there is X^ 2 D s.t. X X^  X^ is called a D-cover of X . The set of all D-covers
of X is denoted by c(D X ).

Denition 49 (Interpolation) Let f be a closed domain f-specication with domain D. F-

specication f~ with the same signatures as f and the domain D~ is called the interpolation of
f if
\ f (X^ )
f~(X ) =
(3.8.5)
X^ 2c(DX )

This is a slight generalization of the notion of interpolation of Section 3.7 where we only
considered interpolations of functions dened by AnsProlog programs.
An example of interpolation is when we have a functional specication f that maps complete
initial states to the value of uents in the future states, and to be able to reason in presence
of incomplete initial states we need an interpolation of the functional specication f .
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Denition 50 A set X 2 states() is called maximally informative w.r.t. a set D
states() if X is D-consistent and

X=

\
X^ 2c(DX )

X^

(3.8.6)

By D~ we denote the set of states of  maximally informative w.r.t. D.

2

Denition 51 (Domain Completion)

Let D be a collection of complete states over signature . The domain completion of D is a
function hD which maps D-consistent states of  into their maximally informative supersets.

2

Our particular interest in domain completion is when dealing with the interpolation f~ of a
closed domain f-specication f with domain D. In that case we refer to the domain completion
of D as the function f~D .

 Input Opening
The set of all D-consistent states of  is called the interior of D and is denoted by D . An
f-specication f dened on a collection of complete states of i (f ) is called closed domain
specication.

Denition 52 (Input Opening) Let f be a closed domain specication with domain D. An
f-specication f is called the input opening of f if

i (f ) = i(f )

o(f ) = i(f ) + o (f )

dom(f ) = D
f (X ) =

\
X^ 2c(DX )

f (X^ )

(3.8.7)
(3.8.8)

\
X^ 2c(DX )

X^

(3.8.9)

The following proposition follows immediately from the denitions.

Proposition 59 For any closed domain f-specication f with domain D
f = f~  f~D

(3.8.10)

 Input extension

Denition 53 Let f be a functional specication with disjoint sets of input and output

predicates. A f-specication f  with input signature i (f ) + o (f ) and output signature
o (f ) is called input extension of f if
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1. f  is dened on elements of dom(f ) possibly expanded by consistent sets of literals from
o(f ),
2. for every X 2 dom(f ), f  (X ) = f (X ),
3. for any Y 2 dom(f  ) and any l 2 lit(o (f )),
(i) if l 2 Y then l 2 f  (Y )
(ii) if l 62 Y and l 62 Y then l 2 f  (Y ) i l 2 f (Y \ lit(i (f )))
2
An example of a situation where input extension is necessary is when we have a functional
specication f that maps possibly incomplete initial states to the value of uents in the future
states. Now suppose we would like to enhance our representation such that we can also have
oracles about the value of uents in the future states as input. In this case we will need the
input extension of f .
Now that we have dened several operators on f-specications, we now proceed to realize these
operators when dealing with lp-functions. We start with a realization theorem for incremental
extension which states how to build and when we can build an lp-function representing g  f
from lp-functions that represent f and g. Similarly, the realization theorems for the other unary
operators (say, o) state how to build and when we can build an lp-function representing o(f ) from
an lp-function that represent f .

3.8.3 Realization theorem for incremental extension

Denition 54 An lp-function f i () o () dom()g is said to be output-functional if for any
X 2 dom() and any answer sets A1 and A2 of  X we have A1 \ lit(o ) = A2 \ lit(o ).
2
Denition 55 We say that lp-functions fF  i (F ) o (F ) dom(F )g and fG i (G) o (G) dom(G )g
are upward compatible if
 o(F ) = i(G),
 head(G ) \ (lit(F ) lit(i(F )) lit(o(F ))) = 
 (lit(G ) lit(i (G)) lit(o (G))) \ (lit(F ) lit(i(F )) lit(o(F ))) lit(o (F )) 2
Theorem 3.8.1 Let f and g be functional specications represented by output functional lpfunctions F and G , and let g  f be the incremental extension of f by g. If F is upward compatible
with G , then the lp-function G F = hG F  i (F ) o (F ) o (G ) dom(F )i represents g  f .

2

3.8.4 Realization theorem for interpolation

To give a realization theorem for the interpolation we need the following auxiliary notions.
Let D be a collection of complete states over a signature . Function f dened on the interior of
D is called separable if
\ f (X^ ) f (X )
X^ 2c(DX )

or, equivalently, if for any X 2 dom(f ) and any output literal l s.t. l 62 f (X ) there is X^ 2 c(D X )
s.t. l 62 f (X^ ).
The following lemma and examples help to better understand this notion.
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Lemma 3.8.2 Let D be the set of complete states over some signature i and let  be an lpfunction dened on D = states(i ), s.t.

1. The sets of input and output predicates of  are disjoint and input literals do not belong to
the heads of 
2. for any l 2 i , l 62 lit() or l 62 lit(). (By lit() we mean the collection of all literals which
occur in the rules of the ground instantiation of .)
Then  is separable.

2

The following example shows that the last condition is essential.

Example 74 Let D = ffp(a)g f:p(a)gg and consider a function f1 dened on D by the program
q(a)  p(a)
q(a)  :p(a)
T
Let X = . Obviously, f1 (X ) =  while X^ 2c(DX ) f1 (X^ ) = fq(a)g and hence f1 is not separable.
Example 75 In some cases to establish separability of an lp-function  it is useful to represent

 as the union of its independent components and to reduce the question of separability of  to
separability of these components. Let  be an lp-function with input signature i and output
signature o . We assume that the input literals of  do not belong to the heads of rules of .
We say that  is decomposable into independent components 0  : : :  n if  = 0 : : : n and
lit(k ) \ lit(l ) lit(i ) for any k 6= l. It is easy to check that, for any 0  k  n, four-tuple
fk  i o  dom()g is an lp-function, and that if all these functions are separable then so is . This
observation can be used for instance to establish separability of function f2 dened on the interior
of the set D from the previous example by the program
q1(a)  p(a)
q2(a)  :p(a)
(The output signature of f2 consists of a, q1 and q2 ).
2
Now we are ready to formulate our realization theorem for interpolation.

Theorem 3.8.3 (Realization Theorem for Interpolation) Let f be a closed domain specication

with domain D represented by an lp-function  and let ~ be the program obtained from  by
replacing some occurrences of input literals l in pos() by not l. Then f~  i (f ) o (f ) dom(f~)g is
an lp-function and if ~ is separable and monotonic then ~ represents f~.
2

3.8.5 Representing domain completion and realization of input opening

Let C be a collection of constraints of the form  ) where )  lit(). A constraint is called binary
if ) consists of two literals. We say that a domain D is dened by C if D consists of complete sets
from states() satisfying C .
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Theorem 3.8.4 Let C be a set of binary constraints and D be the closed domain dened by C .
Let ~D be a program obtained from C by replacing each rule  l1  l2 by the rules :l1  l2 and
:l2  l1.
If for every l 2 lit() there is a set Z 2 D not containing l then the lp-function f~D    D g
2

represents domain completion of D.

By virtue of Proposition 59 we can realize input opening by composing { through incremental
extension { interpolation with domain completion.

3.8.6 Realization theorem for input extension

Denition 56 Let  be an lp-function. The result of replacing every rule
l0  l1  : : :  lm  not lm+1  : : :  not ln
of  with l0 2 lit( (f )) by the rule
l0  l1  : : :  lm  not lm+1  : : :  not ln  not l0
is called the guarded version of  and is denoted by ^ .

2

Theorem 3.8.5 (GP96]) (Realization Theorem for Input Extension)

Let f be a specication represented by lp-function  with signature . If the set U = lit() n lit( )
is a splitting set of  dividing  into two components 2 = topU () and 1 = botU () then the
lp-function  = 1 ^2 represents the input extension f  of f .
2

3.9 Filter-Abducible AnsProlog: or programs


Our concern in this section is to explore when an AnsProlog: or program can incorporate abductive
reasoning. Such reasoning is necessary to assimilate observations to a given theory and is a richer
notion than the notion of input extension in Section 3.8.2 and 3.8.6 where we discuss the renement
of an lp-function so that the rened function allows input { without being inconsistent { that were
only part of the output of the original lp-function.
Consider the following AnsProlog program 1 :

pa
pb

Suppose we would like to assimilate our observation that p is true with respect to the knowledge
encoded in 1 . Then our intuitive conclusion would be that a _ b must be true. A reasoning
mechanism that leads to such conclusions is called abductive reasoning and this particular example,
we can not make the intended conclusion by just adding p to the program 1 . Nor can we make the
intended conclusion by adding the constraint  not p to 1 . The later is referred to as ltering
program 1 with the observation p.
Let us now consider the following program 01 that includes 1 .

pa
pb
a  not :a
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:a  not a
b  not :b
:b  not b

In this case, we can make the intended conclusion (a _ b) by adding the constraint  not p to 01 .
Our goal in this section is to develop conditions when the intended abductive conclusions due to
observations can be made by ltering a program with the observations. We refer to such programs
as lter-abducible. We start with formalizing the notion of abduction in AnsProlog: or programs.

3.9.1 Basic de nitions: simple abduction and ltering

When formulating abduction in AnsProlog: or programs we designate a complete subset Abd Abd)
of Lit as abducible literals. The set of atoms in Abd are denoted by Abda . Similarly, we designate
a complete subset Obsl Obsl ) of Lit as observable literals. The set of atoms in Obsl are denoted by
Obsa and the set of formulas made up of literals in Obsl and classical connectives will be denoted
by the set Obs . We will often refer to Obs as the set of observables, and a subset Q of Obs as an
observation. Q may be represented by a set of formulas Qf Qf ) with variables, where the variables
serve as schema variables and are substituted with ground terms in the language to obtain Q.

Denition 57 (Explanation) Let be an AnsProlog: or program and Q be an observation. A
complete set of abducibles E (from Abd) is said to be an explanation of Q w.r.t. if
E j= Q
and

E is consistent (i.e., it has a consistent answer-set).

2

We would now like to dene abductive entailment (j=abd ) with respect to the pair h  Qi, which
we refer to as an abductive theory. Reasoning using this abductive entailment relation will be our
formulation of abductive reasoning.

Denition 58 Abductive Entailment] (i) M is an answer set of hT Qi if there exists an explanation
E of Q w.r.t. T such that M is an answer set of T E .
(ii) For any formula f , h  Qi j=abd f if f is true in all answer sets of h  Qi.

2

Proposition 60 Abductive theories are monotonic with respect to addition of observations. 2
Proof: Suppose we have Q1 Q2. Then any explanation of Q2 with respect to T is an explanation
of Q1 with respect to T . Thus answer sets of h  Q2 i are answer sets of h  Q1 i and hence, j=abd
2

is monotonic with respect to Q.

Denition 59 Let be an AnsProlog: or program and Q be an observation. By Filter(  Q),
we refer to the subset of answer sets of

which entail Q.

2

Proposition 61 Entailment with respect to Filter(  Q) is monotonic with respect to Q.

2

Proof: Follows directly from the denition of Filter(  Q).

2

3.9.2 Abductive Reasoning through ltering: semantic conditions

We now present semantic conditions on AnsProlog: or programs, abducibles and observables such
that abductive reasoning can be done through ltering. We now formally dene such triplets.
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Denition 60 (Filter-abducible) An AnsProlog: or program , a set Abd, and a set Obs are
said to be lter-abducible if for all possible observations Q 2 Obs Filter(  Q) is the set of answer
sets of h  Qi.
2
Before we dene conditions for lter-abducibility, we work out the lter-abducibility of the program
0
1 and 1 in the beginning of this section.

Example 76 Consider the AnsProlog: program #GL91] 1 :
pa
pb
Let Abd = fa b :a :bg, and Obsa = fpg.
Let Q = fpg. it is easy to see that the answer sets of h 1  Qi are ffp a :bg fp b :ag fp a bgg,
while Filter( 1  Q) = .

Now consider 01 to be the following AnsProlog: program, where we have added four new rules to
1.

pa
pb
a  not :a
:a  not a
b  not :b
:b  not b

It is easy to see that the set of answer sets of h 01  Qi is ffp a :bg, fp b :ag, fp a bgg which is
same as Filter( 01  Q).
Note that the set of answer sets of 01 Q is ffp a :bg, fp b :ag, fp a bg, fp :b :agg and is
dierent from Filter( 01  Q).
2
Now let us compare 1 and 01 and analyze the dierences. Syntactically, the dierence between
them is the last four rules of 01 . These four rules guarantee that 01 has at least one answer set
corresponding to each potential explanation (i.e., interpretation of the abducibles). Since unlike
during abductive reasoning, during ltering there is no scope to try each potential explanation
so as not to miss any explanation, the answer sets of the theory should enumerate the potential
explanations. This is missing in 1 and therefore 1 is not lter-abducible with respect to the
above mentioned Abd and Obs. On the other hand, 01 satises this criteria and it is lter-abducible
with respect to the same Abd and Obs. In the following paragraphs, we precisely state the above
mentioned property as condition B. We now discuss additional conditions that may be important.
For ltering to be equivalent to abductive reasoning, each one of the answer sets obtained by ltering
a theory with an observation Q should contain an explanation of the observation. In that case
the abducibles in those answer sets consist of an explanation. For that to happen, the theory must
be such that the abducibles uniquely determine the observables. If we want to avoid making any
restrictions on the observables then the theory must be such that the abducibles uniquely determine
the answer set. These two conditions are precisely stated below as Condition A0 and Condition A,
respectively.
We now formally state the above mentioned conditions.

Condition A

If M is an answer set of theory

then M is the unique answer set of the theory

(M \ Abd).
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Intuitively, Condition A means that the answer sets of a theory can be characterized by just the
abducible literals in that answer set. It requires that if M is a answer set of a theory then M
should be the only answer set of the theory
(M \ Abd). This is a strong condition, as in many
cases (M \ Abd) may have multiple answer sets. To take into account such cases, we can weaken
condition A, by the following condition. But we will need to use Obs as part of our condition.

Condition A0

If M is an answer set of theory then:
(i) M is an answer set of
(M \ Abd)
(ii) all answer sets of
(M \ Abd) are also answer sets of  and
(iii) all answer sets of
(M \ Abd) agree on Obs where two answer sets M1 and M2 of a theory
are said to agree on Obs if for all Q 2 Obs, we have M1 j= Obs i M2 j= Obs.

Condition B

For any complete subset E of Abd if
E is consistent then there exists an answer set M of
such that M \ Abd = E
Intuitively, Condition B means that the theory has answer sets corresponding to each possible
interpretation of the abducibles. I.e., the answer sets of the theory enumerate the possible
explanations.

Lemma 3.9.1 Let be a theory satisfying Conditions A and B. Let E be any complete subset of
Abd. If M is an answer set of E , then M \ Abd = E .
2
Proof:
Let E be any complete subset of Abd.
From Condition B we have that there exists an answer set M 0 of such that M 0 \ Abd = E .
But From Condition A, we have that M 0 is the unique answer set of
E.
Thus if M is an answer set of
E , then M = M 0 and thus M \ Abd = E .

2

Theorem 3.9.2 If , Obs and Abd satisfy conditions A0 and B then they are lter-abducible i.e.,
they satisfy the following:
\for all observations Q 2 Obs, Filter(  Q) is the set of answer sets of h  Qi."

Proof:

2

(a) We rst show that if , Obs and Abd satisfy conditions A0 and B then all elements of Filter(  Q)
are answer sets of h  Qi.
Let M be an element of Filter(  Q)
) M is an answer set of and M entails Q.
From A0 we have
(M \ Abd) is consistent and all answer sets of
(M \ Abd) are also answer
sets of and agree on the observables.
Let E = M \ Abd.
We then have
E j= Q and E is consistent.
) There exists an explanation E of Q w.r.t. such that M is an answer set of E .
) M is an answer set of h  Qi.
(b) We will now show that if , Obs and Abd satisfy conditions A0 and B then all answer sets of
h  Qi are in Filter(  Q).
Let M be an answer set of h  Qi.
) There exists an explanation E of Q w.r.t. such that M is an answer set of E .
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) There exists a complete set of abducibles E such that
M is an answer set of
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E j= Q and

E is consistent and

E.
From Condition B we have that there exists an answer set M 0 of such that M 0 \ Abd = E . But
from Condition A0 all answer sets of
E are also answer sets of and agree on Q.
Thus M is an answer set of . Since M is also an answer set of
E and
E j= Q, we have
M entails Q.
Thus M 2 Filter(  Q).
2

Lemma 3.9.3 If , Obs and Abd satisfy condition A then they also satises Condition A0 .
Proof: Straight forward.

2

Corollary 1 If an AnsProlog: or program , and abducibles Abd satisfy conditions A and B then
for any set of Obsl in the language of , the theory , Abd and Obs are lter-abducible.

2

Proof: Follows directly from Lemma 3.9.3 and Theorem 3.9.2.

The main signicance of the above corollary is that by requiring the more restrictive condition A
we have more exibility with the observables.
We now give an example where we can verify lter-abducibility by verifying the above mentioned
conditions.
Example 77 The following AnsProlog: or program 02
q or r  a

pa
pb
a or :a 
b or :b 

with abducibles fa b :a :bg and Obsa = fpg satises Conditions A0 and B.
This can be veried as follows. The program 02 has six answer sets, which are:
fa b p qg fa b p rg fa :b p qg fa :b p rg f:a b pg, and f:a :bg. Let us refer to them as M1 ,
M2 , M3 , M4 , M5 and M6 respectively. Consider the answer set M1 . Let us verify that it satises
Condition A0 . It is easy to see that M1 is an answer set of 02 (M1 \ Abd) = 02 fa bg, and all
answer sets of 02 fa bg are answer sets of 02 and they agree on Obs. We can similarly verify that
the other answer sets of 02 satisfy the conditions of A0 . (Note that if we include q or r in Obsa ,
condition A0 will no longer be satised.)
In this example there are four complete subsets of Abd. These are: fa bg fa :bg f:a bg f:a :bg.
Consider E = fa bg. Since 02 E is consistent, we need to verify that there exists an answer set
M of 02 such that M \ Abd = E . M1 is such an answer set of 02 . We can similarly verify that
the other complete subsets of Abd satisfy condition B .
2

3.9.3 Suciency conditions for Filter abducibility of AnsProlog: or Programs

In this subsection we will we will give some suciency conditions that guarantee that conditions A0 and B holds in previous subsection hold. That will guarantee the lter-abducibility of
AnsProlog: or programs. The conditions involve the notion of splitting from Section 3.5 and the
notion of an AnsProlog: or program being functional from Section 1.4.4.
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Proposition 62 An AnsProlog: or program is lter-abducible with respect to abducibles Abd
and observables Obs if
(i) is functional from Abd to Obsl ,
(ii) for all l :l 2 Abd, l or :l  is in , and
(iii) Abd is a splitting set for .

2

Proof:

We prove this by showing that the conditions (i) { (ii) above imply the conditions A0 and B which
in turn guarantee lter abducibility of a theory.
(a) Showing A0 (i)
We now show that the conditions (i) { (ii) implies A0 (i).
When is inconsistent this result trivially holds. Let us consider the case when is consistent.
Let M be a consistent answer set of
) M is an answer set of M .
) M is an answer set of M (M \ Abd).
) M is an answer set of (T (M \ Abd))M .
) M is an answer set of (M \ Abd).
) Condition A0 (i) holds.
(b) Showing A0 (ii)
Let M be an answer set of . It is clear that M \ Abd is a complete set of abducible literals and
is an answer set of botAbd (T ). Thus by Lemma 3.5.1, all answer set of
(M \ Abd) are answer
sets of . Thus condition A0 (ii) holds.
(c) Showing A0 (iii)
Since is functional from Abd to Obs and M \ Abd is a complete set of abducible literals, it is
clear that condition A0 (iii) holds.
(d) Showing B
Let E be any arbitrary complete subset of Abd. From condition (ii) of the proposition, E is an
answer set of botAbd (T ). Hence by Lemma 3.5.1, there exists an answer set M of , such that
M \ Abd = E . Thus condition B is satised.
2
0
In Section 3.9.2 we show that the conditions A and B are sucient for lter-abducibility. We now
show that they are also necessary.

3.9.4 Necessary conditions for lter-abducibility

Theorem 3.9.4 Let be a theory, and Obs and Abd be observables and abducibles such that, for
all Q 2 Obs, Filter(  Q) is equivalent to the set of answer sets of h  Qi. Then , Obs and Abd
satisfy the conditions B , A0 (i) A0 (ii) and A0 (iii).

Proof:

2

(i) Suppose , Obs and Abd do not satisfy condition B . That means there exists an E Abd, such
that
E is consistent, but there does not exist an answer set M of such that M \ Abd = E .
Since
E is consistent it has at least one answer set. Let M  be an answer set of
E . Let
Q be the conjunction of the literals in M  \ Obsl . Obviously M  is an answer set of h  Qi. Since
M  is an answer set of
E , M  \ Abd = E . But then from our initial assumption, M  can not
be an answer set of . Hence M  is not in Filter(  Q). This contradicts the assumption in the
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lemma that Filter(  Q) is equivalent to the set of answer sets of h  Qi. Hence must satisfy
condition B.
(ii) Suppose , Obs and Abd do not satisfy condition A0 (i). That means there is an answer set
M of which is not an answer set of T (M \ Abd). Let Q = M \ Abd. Obviously, M is in
Filter(  Q). We will now show that M is not an answer set of h  Qi. Suppose M is an answer
set of h  Qi. That means there is an E Abd, such that M is an answer set of E and M j= Q.
But then M \ Abd = E , and this contradicts our initial assumption that M is not an answer set of
T (M \ Abd). Hence M is not an answer set of h  Qi. But this contradicts the assumption in
the lemma that Filter(  Q) is equivalent to the set of answer sets of h  Qi. Hence must satisfy
condition A0 (i).
(iii) Suppose , Obs and Abd do not satisfy condition A0 (ii). That means there is an answer set
M of such that all answer sets of T (M \ Abd) are not answer sets of . Let Q = M \ Abd.
Let M 0 be an answer set of T (M \ Abd) which is not an answer set of . Obviously, M 0 is an
answer set of h  Qi. But it is not an element of Filter(  Q). This contradicts the assumption in
the lemma that Filter(  Q) is equivalent to the set of answer sets of h  Qi. Hence must satisfy
condition A0 (ii).
(iv) Suppose , Obs and Abd do not satisfy condition A0 (iii). That means there is an answer set
M of such that all answer sets of T (M \ Abd) do not agree on the observables. This means
Obsl n Abd 6= . Let Q = (M \ Obsl ) (M \ Abd). Obviously, M is in Filter(  Q). We will now
show that M is not an answer set of h  Qi. Suppose M is an answer set of hT Qi. That means
there is a complete subset E of Abd, such that M is an answer set of E and E j= Q. Since
E is a complete subset of Abd, E = M \ Abd. Since all answer sets of T (M \ Abd) do not agree
on observables
E 6j= Q. This contradicts our assumption and hence M is not an answer set
of h  Qi. But then, we have a contradiction to the assumption in the lemma that Filter(  Q) is
equivalent to the set of answer sets of h  Qi. Hence must satisfy condition A0 (iii).
2
We would like to mention that the known ways to satisfy condition B in logic programs are to have
rules of the form l or :l (or have two rules of the form l  not :l :l  not l) for all abducible
atoms l in logic programs. The former was rst used in #Ino91] to relate semantics of abductive
logic programs { based on the generalized stable models #KM90], and extended logic programs.
Hence the necessity of condition B for lter-abducibility makes it necessary (to the best of our
knowledge) to have such rules in lter-abducible logic programs.

3.9.5 Weak abductive reasoning vs ltering

Several instances of ltering used in the literature that dene an intuitively meaningful entailment
relation do not satisfy the conditions described earlier in this paper. In particular, when actions
have non-deterministic eects (as in #Tur97]) ltering may still make intuitive sense, but our current
denition of abductive reasoning is too strong to match the entailment dened through ltering.
The following example illustrates our point.
Consider the AnsProlog: or program:
a or b  p
p or :p
where Abd = fp :pg, and Obsa = fa bg. Suppose we observe a. Using ltering we would be able
to conclude { in this case, intuitively explain our observation by { p. (I.e., p will be true all answer
sets of Filter(  fag).) But the current denition of abductive reasoning is too strong to explain
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this observation by p. (Note that the above theory will violate our condition A0 (iii).) This rigidity
of abductive reasoning has been noticed earlier and several suggestions for weaker versions have
been made for example in #Gel90, Rei87, Sha97]. In this section we dene a weaker notion of
abductive reasoning and show that it is equivalent to ltering under less restrictive conditions than
given in the earlier sections in particular, we no longer need condition A0 (iii). As a result we can
also weaken the suciency conditions in Propositions 62. We now formally dene weak abductive
entailment and state theorems and propositions similar to the ones in the previous sections.

Denition 61 (Weak abductive Entailment) Let be an AnsProlog: or program, and Q be
an observation.
(i) M is a w-answer set (or weak-answer set) of h  Qi if there exists a complete subset E of
abducibles such that M is an answer set of
E and M j= Q.
(ii) For any formula f , h  Qi j=wabd f if f is true in all w-answer sets of hT Qi.
2

Denition 62 (Weak-lter-abducible) An AnsProlog: or program , a set Abd, and a set
Obs are said to be weak-lter-abducible if for all possible observations Q 2 Obs Filter(  Q) is the
set of w-answer sets of hT Qi.
2
Theorem 3.9.5 (Suciency) Let be an AnsProlog: or program, and Obs and Abd be observ-

ables. If , Obs and Abd satisfy conditions A0 (i), A0 (ii) and B then they are weak-lter-abducible.

2

Theorem 3.9.6 (Necessity) Let be an AnsProlog: or program, and Obs and Abd be observables and abducibles such that, for all Q 2 Obs, Filter(  Q) is equivalent to the set of weak-answer
sets of h  Qi. Then , Obs and Abd satisfy the conditions B , A0 (i) andA0 (ii).
2
Proposition 63 An AnsProlog: or program is weak-lter-abducible with respect to abducibles

Abd and observables Obs if
(i) for all l :l 2 Abd, l or :l  is in , and
(ii) Abd is a splitting set for .

2

Exercise 10 Formulate a broader theory of abductive reasoning in AnsProlog: or programs by

expanding the notion of explanations, to allow incomplete subset of the abducibles. Such a notion
of abductive reasoning in default theories is dened in #EGL97].
Hint: To do abductive reasoning using ltering in this case, the theory should be again such
that its answer sets enumerate the various possible explanations. Suppose Abd = fp :pg. Now
that we intend to allow explanations to be incomplete subset of the abducibles, the set of possible
explanations will ffpg f:pg fgg. Since answer sets are minimal sets, there does not exist a logic
program whose answer sets will be these three possible explanations. The minimality condition
will eliminate the rst two, in presence of the third. One way to overcome this would be to use a
special uent u p (meaning uncommitted about p) to represent the third explanation. Then we can
have AnsProlog: or programming rules of the form:

p or :p or u p 

2
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3.10 Equivalence of programs and semantics preserving transformations
In this section we explore the notions of when two AnsProlog* program are equivalent. There are
several notions of equivalence, starting from the simple notion that they have the same answer sets
to the more rigorous notion that they encode the same function. Having such notions of equivalence
is very useful. We can use that to transform a program to an equivalent program that eliminates
certain syntactic features, so that they are suitable for a more restricted interpreter. In this respect
we discuss conditions when transformations that eliminate the not operator, rules with empty
head, and disjunctions ( or ) respectively, result in an equivalent program.

3.10.1 Fold/Unfold transformations

Among the earliest transformations are notion of folding and unfolding. The following example
illustrates both of these transformations.
Consider a program containing the following three rules and no other rules with p and q in its
head.
r1 : p  q r.
r2 : q  s.
r3 : q  t.
The rst rule r1 can be unfolded with respect to the other two rules r2 and r3 and we will have the
following two rules:
r4 : p  s r.
r5 : p  t r.
which can replace the rule r1 in without aecting the meaning of the program.
Similarly, consider a program 0 containing of r2 { r5 . In that case we can replace r4 and r5 in 0
by the single rule r1 without aecting the meaning of 0 . Replacing r4 and r5 by r1 in the presence
of r2 corresponds to folding.
To formalize the above intuitive notions of folding and unfolding with respect to rules with variables,
we need the notion of substitutions, uniers, and most general uniers.

Substitutions and Uniers
A substitution is a nite mapping from variables to terms, and is written as
= fX1 =t1  : : :  Xn =tn g
The notation implies that X1  : : :  Xn are distinct, and we assume that for i = 1 : : : n, Xi is dierent
from ti . Substitutions operate on terms, a sequence of gen-literals or a rule as a whole. Substitutions
can be composed. Given substitutions = fX1 =t1  : : :  Xn =tn g and  = fY1 =s1  : : :  Ym =sm g their
composition  is dened by removing from the set = fX1 =t1  : : :  Xn =tn  Y1 =s1  : : :  Ym =sm g
those pairs Xi =ti , where Xi  ti  as well as those pairs Yi =si for which Yi 2 fX1  : : :  Xn g.
For example if = fX=3 Y=f (X a)g and  = fX=4 Y=5 Z=ag then  = fX=3 Y=f (4 a) Z=ag.
A substitution is said to be more general than a substitution , if for some substitution  we have
 = .
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We say is an unier for two atoms A and B if A  B . A unier of two atoms A and B is said
to be the most general unier (or mgu) of A and B if it is more general than any other unier of A
and B . Robinson in #Rob65] showed that if two atoms are uniable then they have a most general
unier. The notion of uniers and mgu is directly extendable to gen-literals, terms and rules.

Folding and Unfolding
Denition 63 (Initial program) An initial program

0

is an AnsProlog: program satisfying the

following condition:
0 can be partitioned to two programs new and old such that the set of predicates in the head
of the rules of new { referred to as the new predicates, neither appear in the body of the rules in
new nor appear in old . The set of predicates in the head of the rules of old are referred to as
the old predicates
2

Denition 64 (Unfolding) Let i be an AnsProlog: program and C be a rule in i of the form:
H  A L:, where A is a literal, and L is a sequence of gen-literals. Suppose that C1 : : :  Ck are
all the rules in i such that Cj is of the form Aj  Kj , where Kj is a sequence of gen-literals, and
Aj is uniable with A, by an mgu j for each j (1  j  k). Then i+1 = ( i n fC g) fH j 
Kj j  L j : 1  j  kg, is a program obtained by unfolding , whose selected atom is A. C is
called the unfolded rule and C1  : : :  Ck are called the unfolding rules.

2

We now discuss two dierent notions of folding: TSS-folding is due to Tamaki, Seki and Satoh and
is dened in #TS84, Sek91, Sek93] and MGS-folding is due to Maher, Gardner and Shepherdson
and is dened #GS91, Mah87, Mah90, Mah93b].

Denition 65 (TSS-Folding) Let i be an AnsProlog: program, C be a rule in new (not necessarily in i ) of the form A  K L:, where K and L are sequences of gen-literals, and D be a rule
of the form B  K 0 , where K 0 is a sequence of gen-literal. Suppose there exists a substitution
satisfying the following conditions:

1. K 0 = K .
2. Let X1  : : :  Xj  : : :  Xm be variables that appear only in the body K 0 of D but not in B .
Then, each Xj is a variable in C such that it appears in none of A L and B . Furthermore,
Xj 6= Xj 0 if j 6= j 0 .
3. D is the only clause in i whose head is uniable with B .
4. Either the predicate of A is an old predicate, or C is the result of applying unfolding at least
once to a clause in 0 .
Then i+1 = ( i n C ) fA  B  L:g is called a TSS-folding of i  C is called the folded rule and
D is called the folding rule.
2

Denition 66 (MGS-Folding) Let i be an AnsProlog: program, C be a rule in i of the form
A  K L:, where K and L are sequences of gen-literals, and D be a rule of the form B  K 0 ,

where K 0 is a sequence of gen-literal. Suppose there exists a substitution satisfying the following
conditions:
1. K 0 = K .
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2. Let X1  : : :  Xj  : : :  Xm be variables that appear only in the body K 0 of D but not in B .
Then, each Xj is a variable in C such that it appears in none of A L and B . Furthermore,
Xj 6= Xj 0 if j 6= j 0 .
3. D is the only clause in i whose head is uniable with B .
4. C is dierent from D.
Then i+1 = ( i n C ) fA  B  L:g is called a MGS-folding of i  C is called the folded rule and
D is called the folding rule.
2

Denition 67 Let

be an initial AnsProlog: program and i+1 (i 0) be obtained from i by
applying either unfolding, TSS-folding, or MGS-folding. Then the sequence of programs 0  : : :  N
is called a transformation sequence starting from 0 .
2
0

Proposition 64 AD95] The answer sets of any program
from an initial AnsProlog: program

0

i in a transformation sequence starting
are the same as the answer sets of 0 .
2

3.10.2 Replacing disjunctions in the head of rules
In this section we discuss two conditions which allow us to replace disjunctions in the head of rules
by constraints, and AnsProlog: rules respectively. The motivation behind replacing disjunctions
is that some interpreters either only allow AnsProlog: programs or are optimized for such programs. Moreover, as we will show in Chapter 6, in general AnsProlog: or programs have a higher
expressibility and complexity than AnsProlog: programs. Thus an interpreter for AnsProlog: or
programs may not be ecient for AnsProlog: programs, and therefore if eciency is a concern we
should eliminate the disjunctions if possible. Also, even when eciency is not a concern, it is useful
to nd out while using disjunctions, whether the disjunction is mandatory { i.e., the problem needs
the higher expressibility, or whether it is for convenience and ease of representation.
We now present the two transformations. Given a rule r of the form (1.2.2)

 constraint(r) denotes the constraint:
 not L0 : : :  not Lk  Lk+1 : : :  Lm not Lm+1  : : :  not Ln:
 and disj to normal(r) denote the following k + 1 rules:
Li  not L0 : : : not Li;1  not Li+1 : : :  not Lk  Lk+1 : : :  Lm  not Lm+1  : : :  not Ln:
where 0  i  k.
We now present the result about when AnsProlog: or rules in a program can be replaced by
AnsProlog: rules, while keeping the answer sets unchanged.

Theorem 3.10.1 BED92] Let be an AnsProlog: or program. Let 0 be the program obtained

by replacing each rule r in with disjunctions in its head by the set of rules disj to normal(r). If
is head cycle free then and 0 have the same consistent answer sets.
2
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Example 78 Consider the following AnsProlog: or program .
a or b or c .
It has three answer sets, fag fbg and fcg. It is easy to check that is a head-cycle-free program.

Let us consider the AnsProlog: obtained by replacing each rule r in by the set disj to normal(r).
We then obtain the following program.
a  not b not c.
b  not c not a.
c  not a not b.
It is easy to check that it also has only three answer sets, the same as the answer sets of . 2

Also recall that the program from Example 61 is not head-cycle-free and thus the above theorem
is not applicable to it. This conforms with our discussion in Example 29 where we show that if
we replace the rules r from with disjunctions in their head by the set of rules disj to normal(r)
then we do not have a program with the same answer sets as before.
We now present the result about when an AnsProlog: or rule can be replaced by a constraint
while keeping the answer sets unchanged.

Theorem 3.10.2 LT95] Let and 0 be AnsProlog: or programs, and let ; be a saturated set
0 . If every answer set for is complete
of literals such that Lit n ; is a signing for the program
in ; and if the head of every rule in 0 is a subset of ;, then programs
have the same consistent answer sets.

0 and

constraint( 0)
2

3.10.3 From AnsProlog to AnsProlog or ;not and constraints

Any AnsProlog program P can be transformed to an AnsProlog or ;not program P 0 and a set of
constraints C such that the answer sets of P can be obtained by ltering the minimal models of P 0
by the constraints ICP . The transformation is given as follows:
1. The AnsProlog or ;not program P 0 consists of the following:
(a) Replace each rule of the form A0  A1  : : :  Am  not Am+1  : : :  not An in P by the
following rule:
A0 or A0m+1 or A0n  A1  : : :  Am .
where if Ai = p(X" ) then A0i is obtained by replacing p by a new predicate symbol p0 of
the same arity as p.
(b) For each predicate symbol p in P , the rule
p0 (X" )  p(X" ).
is in P 0 .
2. The constraints ICP consist of the following rules for each symbol p in P , the rule
 p0(X" ) not p(X" ).
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Theorem 3.10.3 FLMS93] Let P be an AnsProlog program and P 0 and ICP be as obtained
above.
(i) M is an answer set of P i M 0 = M fp0 (t") : p(t") 2 M g is an answer set of P 0 ICP .
(ii) M is an answer set of P i M 0 = M fp0 (t") : p(t") 2 M g is a minimal model of P 0 and M 0
satises C .
2
The following example illustrates the above.

Example 79 Consider the following AnsProlog program P :
a  not b.

The program P 0 consists of
a or b0 .
a0  a.
b0  b.
and ICP consists of
 a0  not a.
 b0 not b.
There are two answer sets of P 0 : fa a0 g and fb0 g out of which the second one violates ICP , while
the rst one does not.
Indeed fag is the answer set of P .
2
Part (ii) of the above theorem is useful in computing answer sets of AnsProlog programs when
there are methods available to compute minimal models of programs without not . In the following
subsection we describe one such method.

3.10.4 AnsProlog and mixed integer programming

It is well known that models of propositional theories can be obtained by transforming the propositional theory to a set of integer linear constraints involving binary variables and solving these
constraints. The transformation is quite straightforward and given as follows:
For each proposition p, we have a binary variable Xp that can only take values 1 or 0. Without
loss of generality, we assume that our propositional theory is of the form
(l11 _ : : : l1i1 ) ^ : : : ^ (lm1 _ : : : lmim )
where ljk 's are propositional literals. For a negative literal l = :p, by Xl we denote (1 ; Xp ) and
for a positive literal l = p, by Xl we denote Xp .
The above propositional theory is then transformed to the following set of integer linear constraints:

Xl11 + : : : + Xl1i1
..
.

Xlm1 + : : : + Xlmim

1

1
The models of the propositional theory then correspond to the solution of the above constraints
together with the restriction that each variable can only take the value 0 or 1. The later can be
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expressed as 0  Xp  1, for all propositions p. Given a propositional theory P , we refer to the
above constraints as ilp(P ).
Now if we have the following minimization criteria
min 'p is a proposition Xp
then the solution of the resulting integer linear program (ILP) will correspond to the cardinality
minimal models (i.e., minimal models based on the ordering M1  M2 i jM1 j  jM2 j) of the
propositional theory.
The minimal models of a propositional theory can then be obtained by using an iterative procedure
which computes one of the cardinality minimal models and updates the theory so as to eliminate
that model in the next iteration. The algorithm is formally described as follows:

Algorithm 2 Computing minimal models
(1) min model set =  and Constarints = .

(2) Solve the ILP
min 'p is a proposition Xp
subject to ilp(P ) Constraints.
(3) If no (optimal) solution can be found, halt and return min model set as the set of minimal
models of P .
(4) Otherwise, let M be the model corresponding to the optimal solution found in Step (2). Add
M to min model set.
(5) Add the constraint 'A2M XA  (k ; 1) to Constarints, where k is the cardinality of M . Go to
Step (2).
2

Example 80 Consider the propositional theory P given as (a _ b) ^ (a _ c). The constraints ilp(P )

then consists of the following:
0  Xa  1
0  Xb  1
0  Xc  1
Xa + Xb 1
Xa + Xc 1
Initially Constraints = . Solving the ILP
min Xa + Xb + Xc
subject to ilp(P ) Constraints will give us the solution Xa = 1 and Xb = Xc = 0. The corresponding model M is fag. After adding M to min model set in Step (4) of the above algorithm
in step (5) we will add Xa  0 to Constraints. Now solving the ILP
min Xa + Xb + Xc
subject to ilp(P ) Constraints will give us the solution Xa = 0 and Xb = Xc = 1.
The corresponding model M 0 is fb cg. After adding M 0 to min model set in Step (4) of the above
algorithm in step (5) we will add Xb + Xc  1 to Constraints. Now solving the ILP
min Xa + Xb + Xc
subject to ilp(P ) Constraints will not give us any solution.
2
The above method for computing minimal models of propositional theories can be used for computing minimal models of ground AnsProlog or programs. Using part (ii) of Theorem 3.10.3 we
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can then compute answer sets of AnsProlog programs by transforming them to an AnsProlog or
program and a set of constraints computing the minimal models of the AnsProlog or program and
checking if the minimal models violate the constraints. Alternative ways to compute answer sets
of AnsProlog programs is to compute the minimal models of the program or its completion using
the above mentioned technique and verifying if they are answer sets.
For AnsProlog;not programs instead of solving the ILP, we can consider real values of the variables
and will still obtain the unique answer set. More formally,

Theorem 3.10.4 Let P be an AnsProlog;not program. Then:

(i) There is exactly one integer solution of ilp(P ) that minimizes 'p is a proposition Xp . And this
solution corresponds to the unique minimal model of P .
(ii) Suppose the ILP constraints are relaxed such that the variables range over all real values in #0,1]
instead of the integers 0, 1. Then there is exactly one solution to this problem, which is identical
to the initial integer solution.
2
Since it is well known that solving linear programming problems over real numbers is signicantly
easier than solving them over integers, the above theorem is signicant.

3.10.5 Strongly equivalent AnsProlog* programs and the logic of here-andthere
The simple notion of equivalence that we discussed so far is not adequate if we were to treat
AnsProlog* programs as functions. For example the two programs fp(X )  q(X ): r(X )  s(X ):g
and fr(X )  s(X ):g have the same answer sets, but denitely do not encode the same information.
That is because, the meaning of the two programs together with a new fact q(a) would be dierent.
Similarly, the programs fp(X )  q(X ): q(a)  : r(b)  :g and fp(a)  : q(a)  : r(b)  :g also
have the same answer sets, but rarely will we consider replacing one with the other. The only time
the simpler notion of equivalence is useful is when we are computing answer sets of the programs. If
we were to treat programs as representing knowledge, or as encoding functions, we need a stronger
notion of equivalence. Such a notion is dened below.

Denition 68 Two AnsProlog* programs
,

1

and

2

1 and
have the same answer sets.

2

are said to be strongly equivalent if for every

2

One of the reason behind the dierence between the notions of equivalence and strong equivalence
of AnsProlog* programs is due to the non-monotonicity of AnsProlog*. In a monotonic language if
T1 and T2 have the same `models' then for any T , T1 T and T2 T will have the same models. This
implies that the strong equivalence of AnsProlog* programs can be inferred by transforming these
programs to theories in a suitable monotonic logic and showing the equivalence of those theories.
In the rest of this sub-section we will pursue this with respect to propositional AnsProlog*. In
this quest we rule out the possibility of using classical proposition logic with the straight forward
transformation of replacing not by : and  by ( as being the suitable approach. This is because
the two programs fa  not b:g and fb  not ag are transformed to equivalent propositional
theories and yet the program themselves are not even equivalent.
A logic that serves our purpose is the \logic of here-and-there" (HT ), a stronger subsystem of
classical propositional logic. We now describe this logic.
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In HT formulas are built from propositional atoms and the 0-place connective ?, using the binary
connectives ^, _ and !. The symbol > is written as a short-hand for ? ! ?, and :F for F ! ?.
A theory in HT is a set of such formulas. A theory in HT can also be considered as a theory in
classical propositional logic where the satisfaction relation between an interpretation I { thought
of as a set of atoms, and a formula F can be dened as follows:







If p is an atom, then I j= p if p 2 I ,

I 6j= ?,
I j= F ^ G if I j= F and I j= G,
I j= F _ G if I j= F or I j= G, and
I j= F ! G if I 6j= F or I j= G.

In HT interpretations, referred to as HT-interpretations, HT-interpretations are a pair (I H  I T )
of sets of atoms such that I H I T . Intuitively, H and T correspond to two worlds: here and there,
and I H and I T correspond to the interpretation in the worlds H and T respectively. The satisability relation between HT-interpretation and formulas are dened in terms of the satisability
relation between triplets (I H  I T  w) { where w 2 fH T g is one of the two worlds, and formulas.
We now dene this relation.







For any atom F , and w 2 fH T g, (I H  I T  w) j= F if F 2 I w ,
(I H  I T  w) 6j= ?,
(I H  I T  w) j= F ^ G if (I H  I T  w) j= F and (I H  I T  w) j= G,
(I H  I T  w) j= F _ G if (I H  I T  w) j= F or (I H  I T  w) j= G,
(I H  I T  H ) j= F ! G if

{ (I H  I T  H ) 6j= F or (I H  I T  H ) j= G, and
{ (I H  I T  T ) 6j= F or (I H  I T  T ) j= G, and
 (I H  I T  T ) j= F ! G if (I H  I T  T ) 6j= F or (I H  I T  T ) j= G.
An HT-interpretation (I H  I T ) is said to satisfy a formula F if (I H  I T  H ) satises F . An HTmodel of a theory ; is an HT-interpretation that satises every formula in ;. A formula F is a
consequence of a set ; of formulas in logic HT , denoted by ; j=HT F , if every HT-model of ;
satises F . Two theories are said to be HT-equivalent (or equivalent in the logic of here-and-there)
if they have the same HT-models.
Note that for a theory ;, M is a model of ; i (M M ) is an HT-model of ;. Hence, every
consequence of ; in the logic of here-and-there is a consequence of ; in the sense of classical
propositional logic. The converse is not true though.
We now present a deduction system for the logic of HT using the symbol `HT , where ; `HT F
means that can be deduced from ; in the deduction system of HT  when ; is the empty set then
it is written as `HT F .
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(As) If F 2 ; then ; `HT F .
(EFQ) If ; `HT ? then ; `HT F .
(:-I) If ; H `HT ? then ; `HT :H .
(:-E) If ; `HT F and ; `HT :F then ; `HT ?.
(^-I) If ;1 `HT F and ;2 `HT :G then ;1  ;2 `HT F ^ G.
(^-E) If ; `HT F ^ G then ; `HT F  if ; `HT F ^ G then ; `HT G.
(_-I) If ; `HT F then ; `HT F _ G if ; `HT G then ; `HT F _ G.
(_-E) If ;1 `HT F _ G ;2  F `HT H  and ;3  G `HT H then ;1  ;2  ;3 `HT H .
(!-I) If ; H `HT F then ; `HT (H ! F ).
(!-E) If ;1 `HT (H ! F ) and ;2 `HT H then ;1  ;2 `HT F .
(HTA) `HT F _ (F ! G) _ :G.

Theorem 3.10.5 ; j=HT F i ; `HT F .

2

Note that the deduction system of classical propositional logic consists of all the above deduction
rules { with the notation `HT replaced by `, except that (HTA) is replaced by ` F _ :F , the law
of excluded middle and a natural system of intutionistic logic is obtained by removing (HTA) from
the deduction system for HT . Moreover, in both HT and intutionistic logic F and ::F are not
equivalent, while they are equivalent is classical propositional logic. We now list some consequences
and equivalences that can be derived in the deduction system for HT and that are useful for our
purpose of showing strong equivalence of AnsProlog or programs.

Proposition 65 (i) `HT :H _ ::H .
(ii) :(F _ G) and :F ^ :G are HT-equivalent.
(iii) :(F ^ G) and :F _ :G are HT-equivalent.
(iv) :F _ G and ::F ! G are HT-equivalent.

2

Proof:

To show the HT-equivalences of two theories T and T 0 we can use `HT and show that for all
formulas F in T , T 0 `HT F , and for all formulas G in T 0 , T `HT G. The rest of the proof is left as
an exercise.
2
Note that the classical version of (ii) and (iii) are the well known De Morgan's laws.

Theorem 3.10.6 LPV00] Two propositional AnsProlog or programs are strongly equivalent i
the theory obtained by replacing or by _, not by : and Head  Body by Body ! Head are
equivalent in the logic of here-and-there.

2
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We now use the above theorem to show strong equivalence of some AnsProlog or programs.
Consider the program consisting of the following rules:
p or q .
?  p q.
and the program 0 consisting of the following rules:
p  not q.
q  not p.
?  p q.
The HT-theory obtained from and 0 are fp _ q :(p ^ q)g and f:p ! q :q ! p :(p ^ q)g,
respectively, which can be re-written using Proposition 65 as T = fp _ q :p _:qg and T 0 = f:p !
q :q ! p :p _ :qg. We now argue that these two theories are HT-equivalent.
To show T and T 0 are HT-equivalent. We show that (i) For all formulas F in T , T 0 `HT F , and
(ii) ) For all formulas G in T 0 , T `HT G.

 (i) There are two formulas in T . T 0 `HT :p _ :q because of (As). We will now show that
T 0 `HT p _ q.

{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

(a) T 0 `HT :p _ :q
(b) f:pg `HT :p
(c) T 0 `HT :p ! q
(d) T 0  :p `HT q
(e) T 0  :p `HT p _ q
(f) f:qg `HT :q
(g) T 0 `HT :q ! p
(h) T 0  :q `HT p
(i) T 0  :q `HT p _ q
(j) T 0 `HT p _ q

Using (As).
Using (As).
Using (As).
Using (b), (c) and !-E.
Using (d) and _-I.
Using (As).
Using (As).
Using (f), (g) and !-E.
Using (h) and _-I.
Using (a), (e), (i), and _-E, by having ;1 = ;2 = ;3 = T 0 .

 (ii) There are three formulas in T 0. T `HT :p _ :q because of (As). We will now show that
T `HT :p ! q.

{
{
{
{
{

(k) T `HT p _ q
Using (As).
(l) :p p `HT q
Using (EFQ) and :-E.
(m) T q `HT q
Using (As).
(n) T :p `HT q. Using (k), (l), (m), and _-E, by having ;1 = ;3 = T , and ;2 = f:pg.
(o) T `HT :p ! q.
From (n) and !-I.

T `HT :q ! p, can be shown in a similar way.
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3.11 Notes and references
Among the early results about coherence and categoricity of AnsProlog programs was the result
about stratied and locally stratied programs. Stratication was dened and its properties were
studied in #CH85, ABW88]. The notion of stratication was extended to local stratication in
#Prz88b, Prz88a, Prz89b] and further extended to weak stratication in #PP90]. Acyclic programs
were originally introduced by Cavedon #Cav89] and were called locally hierarchical programs. Its
properties was extensively studied explored in #AB90, AB91], the properties of well-moded programs
were explored in #AP91, AP94]. Existence of answer sets and various sub-classes of AnsProlog programs and their properties were further studied in #Fag90, CF90, Dun92, Sat90]. The notion of
call-consistency was dened in #Kun89, Sat87]. The papers #Fag90, Fag94] present a nice summary
of these results. Fages in #Fag94] used the term `positive-order-consistency' which was later referred to as `tight' in #Lif96] and the notion was further extended in #BEL00]. The notion of stable
programs was originally dened in #Str93], and extended by McCain and Turner in #MT94b] where
they discuss language independence and language tolerance. The ideas of language independence
and language tolerance had their origin in the earlier deductive database research on domain independent databases #TS88]. Head-cycle-free programs and their properties were studied in #BED92].
One of the main properties studied in that paper was about when disjunctions can be eliminated.
Another result on eliminating disjunctions was presented in #LT95].
Marek and Subrahmanian's result #MS89] relating answer sets and AnsProlog program rules was
one of the most widely used result to analyze AnsProlog programs. Its extension to AnsProlog: or
programs is reported in #BG94]. Restricted monotonicity was rst studied in #Lif93b]. The notion
of signing was introduced in #Kun89] and its properties were studied in #Dun92, Tur93, Tur94].
The notion of splitting was introduced in #LT94]. A similar notion was independently developed in
#EGM97].
The notion of conservative extension was rst studied in #GP91] and further generalized in #GP96].
The notion of interpolation of AnsProlog programs was presented in #BGK93, BGK98]. Conservative extension and interpolation were both generalized as operations on functional specications
and results about realizing functional specications using AnsProlog* programs were presented in
#GG97, GG99].
The notion of lter-abducibility and assimilation of observations was explored in #Bar00]. An
alternative analysis of relation between disjunction and abduction is presented in #LT95].
Various fold/Unfold transformations were described in #GS91, Mah87, Mah90, Mah93b, Sek91,
Sek93, TS84]. Their properties with respect to AnsProlog: programs were compiled and extended in
#AD95]. The paper #Mah88] discusses several dierent kinds of equivalences between logic programs.
The paper #FLMS93] presents the transformation from AnsProlog programs to AnsProlog or ;not
programs and constraints. The use of integer linear programming and mixed integer programming
in computing answer sets of AnsProlog programs is discussed in #BNNS94]. Conditions for strong
equivalence of AnsProlog* programs were presented in #LPV00].
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Chapter 4

Declarative problem solving and
reasoning in AnsProlog*
In this chapter we formulate several knowledge representation and problem solving domains using
AnsProlog*. Our focus in this chapter is on program development. We start with three well known
problems from the literature of constraint satisfaction, and automated reasoning: placing queens
in a chess board, determining who owns the zebra, and nding tile covering in a mutilated chess
board. We show several encodings of these problems using AnsProlog*. We then discuss a general
methodology for representing constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) and show how to extend it
to dynamic CSPs. We then present encodings of several combinatorial graph problems such as
k-colarability, Hamiltonian circuit, and K-clique. After discussing these problem solving examples,
we present a general methodology of reasoning with prioritized defaults, and show how reasoning
with inheritance hierarchies is a special case of this.

4.1 Three well known problem solving tasks
A well known methodology for declarative problem solving is the generate and test methodology
where by possible solutions to the problem are generated and non-solutions are eliminated by
testing. This is similar to the common way of showing a problem is in the class NP, where it is
shown that after the non-deterministic choice the testing can be done in polynomial time. The
`generate' part in an AnsProlog* formulation of a problem solving task is achieved by enumerating
the possibilities, and the `test' part is achieved by having constraints that eliminate the possibilities
that violate the test conditions. Thus the answer sets of the resulting program correspond to
solutions of the given problem. We refer to the AnsProlog* implementation of generate and test as
the enumerate and eliminate approach.
Given a problem solving task its AnsProlog* formulation primarily depends on how the possibilities
are enumerated. I.e., what variables are used and what values these variables can take. Often
explicit or implicit knowledge about the domain can be used to reduce the size of the possibility
space (or state space). Also, often some of the test conditions can be pushed inside the generate
phase. One needs to be very careful in this though, as some times the pushing of the test conditions
may be done wrong although at rst glance it may appear to be right. We give such an example for
the n-queens problem in Section 4.1.1. In representing the constraints, one also needs to be careful
in whether to represent the constraint as a fact or as a rule with empty. For example, consider the
following program , where the possibility space is fa pg and fb qg.
137
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p  a.
q  b.
a  not b.
b  not a.
Now, suppose our constraint is `p must be true'. I.e, we would like to eliminate the possibilities
where p is not true. If we try to do this by adding the fact p  : to , then the resulting program
will have the answer sets fa pg, and fb q pg, which is not what we want. What we want is to
eliminate fb qg from the possibility space and have fa pg as the answer. The right way to achieve
this is to add  not p to .

4.1.1 N-queens

In the n-queens problem we have an n ! n board and we have to place n queens such that no two
queens attack each other. I.e., there are no more than 1 queen in each row and column and no two
queens are along the same diagonal line.
Following the enumerate and eliminate approach we rst need to enumerate the placing of n queens
in the n ! n board and then eliminate those possibilities or congurations where two queens may
attack each other. We now present several dierent encodings of this. These encodings dier in
their formulation of the `enumerate' and `eliminate' parts. In some the `enumerate' part it self
consists of a weaker enumeration and elimination in others part of the `eliminate' conditions are
pushed into the `enumerate' part.
1. Placing queens one by one with possibility space based on the squares: In this formulation
we name the queens from 1 : : : n and use the predicate at(I X Y ) to mean that queen I is in
location (X Y ). The `enumerate' part in this formulation consists of a weaker enumeration
of the possibility space which species that each location may or may not have queen I , and
then has elimination constraints to force each queen to be in exactly one location, and no two
queens in the same location. The `elimination' part is the usual one. The formulation is as
follows:
(a) Declarations: We have the following domain specications.

queen(1)  :
row(1)  :
col(1)  :

:::
:::
:::

queen(n)  :
row(n) .
col(n) .

(b) Enumeration: The enumeration rules create the possibility space such that the n dierent
queens are placed in the n ! n board in dierent locations. The rules with their intuitive
meaning are as follows:
i. For each locations (X Y ) and each queen I , either I is in location (X Y ) or not.
at(I X Y )  queen(I ) row(X ) col(Y ) not not at(I X Y ).
not at(I X Y )  queen(I ) row(X ) col(Y ) not at(I X Y ).
ii. For each queen I it is placed in at most one location.
 queen(I ) row(X ) col(Y ) row(U ) col(Z ) at(I X Y ) at(I U Z ) Y 6= Z .
 queen(I ) row(X ) col(Y ) row(Z ) col(V ) at(I X Y ) at(I Z V ) X 6= Z .
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iii. For each queen I it is placed in at most one location.
placed(I )  queen(I ) row(X ) col(Y ) at(I X Y ).
 queen(I ) not placed(I ).
iv. No two queens are placed in the same location.
 queen(I ) row(X ) col(Y ) queen(J ) at(I X Y ) at(J X Y ) I 6= J .
(c) Elimination:
i. No two distinct queens in the same row.
 queen(I ) row(X ) col(Y ) col(V ) queen(J ) at(I X Y ) at(J X V ) I 6= J .
ii. No two distinct queens in the same column.
 queen(I ) row(X ) col(Y ) row(U ) queen(J ) at(I X Y ) at(J U Y ) I 6= J .
iii. No two distinct queens attack each other diagonally.
 row(X ) col(Y ) row(U ) col(V ) queen(I ) queen(J ) at(I X Y ) at(J U V )
I 6= J abs(X ; U ) = abs(Y ; V ).
Note that the rule 1 (b) (iv) is subsumed by both 1(c)(i) and 1(c)(ii). In other words,
in presence of 1(c)(i) or 1(c)(ii) we do not need 1 (b) (iv). It is needed in 1 (b) if our
only goal is enumeration.

Exercise 11 Explain why replacing the second rule of 1 (b) (iii) by the following rule makes
the program incorrect.
placed(I )  queen(I ).

2

2. Placing queens one by one in unique locations: We no present a formulation where while
enumerating the possibility space care is taken such that queens are placed in unique locations
(a) Declarations: As in the previous formulation.
(b) Enumeration:
i. The combined eect of 1 (b) (i) -(iii) is achieved by the following rules which ensure
that each queen is uniquely placed. the rst two rules dene other at(I X Y ) which
intuitively means that the queen I has been placed in a location other than (X Y ).
The third rule enforces the condition that if queen I has not been placed in a location
dierent from (X Y ), then it must be placed in (X Y ).
other at(I X Y )  queen(I ) row(X ) col(Y ) row(U ) col(Z ) at(I U Z ) Y 6= Z .
other at(I X Y )  queen(I ) row(X ) col(Y ) row(Z ) col(V ) at(I Z V ) X 6= Z .
at(I X Y )  queen(I ) row(X ) col(Y ) not other at(I X Y ):
ii. The following rule is same as in 1 (b) (iv) and it forces two distinct queens to be
placed in dierent locations.
 queen(I ) row(X ) col(Y ) queen(J ) at(I X Y ) at(J X Y ) I 6= J .
(c) Elimination: As in the previous formulation.
3. Placing queens one by one in unique locations so that they don't attack each other horizontally or vertically: In this formulation we push two of the elimination constraints into
the enumeration phase. Thus while enumerating the possibility space we ensure that no two
queens are in the same row or same column.
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(a) Declarations: As in the previous formulation.
(b) Enumeration:
i. As in 2 (b) (i)
other at(I X Y )  queen(I ) row(X ) col(Y ) row(U ) col(Z ) at(I U Z ) Y 6= Z .
other at(I X Y )  queen(I ) row(X ) col(Y ) row(Z ) col(V ) at(I Z V ) X 6= Z .
at(I X Y )  queen(I ) row(X ) col(Y ) not other at(I X Y ):
ii. The rst two constraints in 2 (c) { same as 1 (c) (i) and 1 (c) (ii) { are replaced by
the following. We also no longer need 2 (b) (ii) which is subsumed by the following.
other at(I X Y )  queen(I ) row(X ) col(Y ) col(V ) queen(J ) at(J X V ) I 6= J .
other at(I X Y )  queen(I ) row(X ) col(Y ) row(U ) queen(J ) at(J U Y ) I 6= J .
(c) Elimination: We now need only one elimination rule, the same one as 1 (c) (iii).
 row(X ) col(Y ) row(U ) col(V ) queen(I ) queen(J ) at(I X Y ) at(J U V ) I 6= J
abs(X ; U ) = abs(Y ; V ).
4. Placing queens with possibility space based on the squares: In the last three formulations we
named the queens and placed them one by one. We can get both computational eciency
and a smaller encoding by not naming the queens. For example, when queens are numbered
the 4-queens problem has 48 solutions while if we do not distinguish the queens, it has only
2 solutions. In the following we simplify the formulation in (1) by not distinguishing the
queens. We use the predicate in(X Y ) to mean that a queen is placed in location (X Y ).
(a) Declarations: The simpler domain specication is as follows:
row(1)  :
:::
row(n) .
col(1)  :
:::
col(n) .
(b) Enumeration: The enumeration now has two parts. Since we do not distinguish between
the queens we no longer need 1(b) (ii)-(iv).
i. Following is the simplication of 1 (b) (i) which species that each square either has
a queen or does not.
not in(X Y )  row(X ) col(Y ) not in(X Y ).
in(X Y )  row(X ) col(Y ) not not in(X Y ).
ii. To make sure that we placed all the n queens, instead of counting, we use the
knowledge that for the queens to not attack each other they must be in dierent
rows, and hence to place all the n queens we must have a queen in each row. We
specify this using the following:
has queen(X )  row(X ) col(Y ) in(X Y ):
 row(X ) not has queen(X ):
Note that we did not need rules similar to the above in 1 (b) as there we numbered
the queens and by ensuring that each queen at at least one location, we made sure
that all the queens were placed.
(c) Elimination: The elimination rules below are simplied versions of 1 (c).
i. Two queens can not be placed in the same column.
 row(X ) col(Y ) col(Y Y ) Y 6= Y Y in(X Y ) in(X Y Y ):
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ii. Two queens can not be placed in the same row.
 row(X ) col(Y ) row(XX ) X 6= XX in(X Y ) in(XX Y ):
iii. Two queens can not be placed so that they attack each other diagonally.
 row(X ) col(Y ) row(XX ) col(Y Y ) X 6= XX Y 6= Y Y in(X Y ) in(XX Y Y )
abs(X ; XX ) = abs(Y ; Y Y ):

Exercise 12 Explain why we can not replace the rules in 4 (b) (ii) by the following:
 row(X ) col(Y ) not in(X Y ).

2

5. Placing queens so that they don't attack each other horizontally or vertically: Similar to the
formulation in (3) we now push the constraints that no two queens are in the same row or
same column into the enumeration phase.
(a) Declarations: As in the previous formulation:
(b) Enumeration: We now push the constraints in 4 c (i) and (ii) into the enumeration
phase, and generate possibilities of queen placement such that no two queens are in the
same column or row, and at least one is in each row and column. We do this by using
an auxiliary predicate not in(X Y ) which intuitively means that a queen should not be
placed in location (X Y ).
i. A queen should not be placed in (X Y ) if there is queen placed in the same row.
not in(X Y )  row(X ) col(Y ) col(Y Y ) Y 6= Y Y in(X Y Y )
ii. A queen should not be placed in (X Y ) if there is queen placed in the same column.
not in(X Y )  row(X ) col(Y ) row(XX ) X 6= XX in(XX Y )
iii. A queen must be placed in (X Y ) if it is not otherwise prevented.
in(X Y )  row(X ) col(Y ) not not in(X Y )
(c) Elimination: We now need only one elimination constraint, the same one as in 4 (c) (iii)
which prevents placements where queens can attack each other diagonally.
 row(X ) col(Y ) row(XX ) col(Y Y ) X 6= XX Y 6= Y Y in(X Y ) in(XX Y Y )
abs(X ; XX ) = abs(Y ; Y Y ):
6. A non-solution: Let us continue the process of pushing the elimination phase into the enumeration phase one more step by removing 5 (c) and adding the following rule:

not in(X Y )  row(X ) col(Y ) row(XX ) col(Y Y ) X 6= XX Y 6= Y Y in(X Y ) in(XX Y Y )
abs(X ; XX ) = abs(Y ; Y Y ).
This will result in the following overall formulation.

row(1)  :
col(1)  :

:::
:::

row(n) .
col(n) .

not in(X Y )  row(X ) col(Y ) col(Y Y ) Y 6= Y Y in(X Y Y ).
not in(X Y )  row(X ) col(Y ) row(XX ) X 6= XX in(XX Y ).
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not in(X Y )  row(X ) col(Y ) row(XX ) col(Y Y ) X 6= XX Y 6= Y Y in(X Y ) in(XX Y Y )
abs(X ; XX ) = abs(Y ; Y Y ).
in(X Y )  dim(X ) dim(Y ) not not in(X Y ).
Unfortunately the above formulation is not correct in the sense that it has answer sets where
not all the n queens are placed. For example, if n = 4, then one of the answer sets encode the
following placement: fin(1 1) in(3 2) in(2 4)g, where only three queens are placed, instead
of four.
Further reasoning reveals that the above encoding places queens into a valid conguration,
where a valid conguration is a conguration of queens that do not attack each other and to
which additional queens can not be added without that queen attacking one or more of the
already placed queens. The conguration fin(1 1) in(3 2) in(2 4)g is valid in that sense, as
we can not add a new queen to it in such a way that it does not attack the already placed
ones. Hence, we need to be careful in pushing elimination constraints into the enumeration
phase.

Exercise 13 Add additional rules to the formulation in (6) to make it work.

2

4.1.2 Tile Covering of boards with missing squares

Consider covering slightly broken n ! n checker boards with tiles of size 1 by 2. We need to nd a
covering of the board,if exists, using 1 ! 2 tiles so that all the good squares are covered. Otherwise
we need to report that no covering exists. A particular case is a 6 ! 6 board. We need to show that
if the board is missing square (1,6) and (1,5) then there is a covering and if the board is missing
square (1,6) and (6,1) then there is no covering.
1. A formulation using two squares to denote a tile: In this formulation we use the predicate
rttop(X Y ) meaning that Y is an adjacent square to X , either on the right of X or on the
top of X . The enumeration phase involves selecting pairs (X Y ) to cover with a tile so that
rttop(X Y ) is true. In the elimination phase we make sure that two dierent tiles do not
cover the same square, and all squares are covered.
(a) We have the following domain specication.
row(1) .
:::
row(6) .
col(1) .
:::
col(6) .
(b) We use the predicate sq to dene when a square is not missing, and the predicate missing
to denote that the square is missing in the board.
sq(X Y )  row(X ) col(Y ) not missing(X Y ):
(c) The two particular instances in a 6 ! 6 board is expressed by specifying the missing
squares as given below:
i. missing(1 6) .
missing(6 1)  .
ii. missing(1 6) .
missing(1 5)  .
(d) The following two rules dene when two squares are adjacent with the second square to
the right or top of the rst one.
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rt top(X Y XX Y )  sq(X Y ) sq(XX Y ) XX = X + 1:
rt top(X Y X Y Y )  sq(X Y ) sq(X Y Y ) Y Y = Y + 1:
(e) Enumeration: Given two right-top adjacent squares the following rules either select it to
be covered by a tile or leave it out as a pair. (Each individual square in that pair may
be selected together with another square for being covered by a tile.)
sel rt top(X Y XX Y Y )  rt top(X Y XX Y Y ) not n sel rt top(X Y XX Y Y ):
n sel rt top(X Y XX Y Y )  rt top(X Y XX Y Y ) not sel rt top(X Y XX Y Y ):
(f) Generalizing sel rt top to sel: To simplify the elimination rules we dene the predicate
sel which holds for a pair of adjacent squares if the right-top representation of the two
squares is selected.
sel(X Y XX Y Y )  sq(X Y ) sq(XX Y Y ) sel rt top(X Y XX Y Y ):
sel(X Y XX Y Y )  sq(X Y ) sq(XX Y Y ) sel rt top(XX Y Y X Y ):
(g) Elimination of selections that conict: We eliminate possibilities where a square (X Y )
is covered by two dierent tiles. We represent (U V ) is dierent from (W Z ) by encoding
it as U 6= W or V 6= Z .
 sel(X Y U V ) sel(X Y W Z ) sq(X Y ) sq(U V ) sq(W Z ) U 6= W:
 sel(X Y U V ) sel(X Y W Z ) sq(X Y ) sq(U V ) sq(W Z ) V 6= Z:
(h) Finally, we elimination selections where some square is left uncovered.
covered(X Y )  sq(X Y ) sq(XX Y Y ) sel(X Y XX Y Y ):
 sq(X Y ) notcovered(X Y ):
The above formulation is not very ecient when it is run through the Smodels system. We
believe the reason is that the ground version of the above program is quite large. For example,
the constraints in part (g) have 6 variables and each of them can take n values thus a naive
grounding of it results in 6n ground rules. We found that for n = 8, the above program did
not return an answer within 2 minutes when we ran it in a WinTel 400 MHz laptop with 64
MB of RAM. (The lparse grounding took 30 second, the smodels reading took another 60 sec,
and there was no answer for the next 60 seconds.)
2. An ecient formulation with tiles represented by a single co-ordinate: To decrease the size
of the grounding we present a formulation where tiles are represented only by their left or
bottom co-ordinate. To distinguish between horizontal and vertical covering we now have two
{ instead of the one in the previous formulation { predicates.
(a)-(c) are as before.
(d) Selecting horizontal coverings: For each square (X Y ) the following two rules enumerate
the possibilities that either there is a horizontal tile with its left end at (X Y ) or not.
sel rt(X Y )  sq(X Y ) sq(X + 1 Y ) not n sel rt(X Y ):
n sel rt(X Y )  sq(X Y ) sq(X + 1 Y ) not sel rt(X Y ):
(e) Selecting vertical coverings: For each square (X Y ) the following two rules enumerate
the possibilities that either there is a vertical tile with its bottom end at (X Y ) or not.
sel top(X Y )  sq(X Y ) sq(X Y + 1) not n sel top(X Y ):
n sel top(X Y )  sq(X Y ) sq(X Y + 1) not sel top(X Y ):
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(f) Elimination of coverings that conict: The following rules eliminate the possibilities
where a square (X Y ) is covered by two dierent tiles.
 sq(X Y ) sel rt(X Y ) sel rt(X + 1 Y ):
 sq(X Y ) sel top(X Y ) sel top(X Y + 1):
 sq(X Y ) sel rt(X Y ) sel top(X Y ):
 sq(X Y ) sel rt(X Y ) sel top(X + 1 Y ):
 sq(X Y ) sel rt(X Y ) sel top(X Y ; 1):
 sq(X Y ) sel rt(X Y ) sel top(X + 1 Y ; 1):
(g) Elimination of selections that do not cover some square: The following rule eliminates
possibilities where some square (X Y ) is left uncovered. A square (X Y ) can be covered
in four dierent ways: a horizontal tile with its left end in (X ; 1 Y ) or in (X Y ) and
a vertical tile with its bottom end in (X Y ; 1) or in (X Y ). In neither of these four
cases hold then we reason that (X Y ) is left uncovered.
 sq(X Y ) not sel rt(X Y ) not sel rt(X ; 1 Y )
not sel top(X Y ) not sel top(X Y ; 1):
The above formulation leads to a small number of groundings, when compared with respect to
the previous formulation. To be specic, it leads to 12 ! n2 ground rules beyond the domain
representation. For n = 8, when we ran it through the Smodels system in a WinTel 400 MHz
laptop with 64 MB of RAM, it took 0.87 seconds

4.1.3 Who let the Zebra out?

In this well known problem, there are ve houses each of a dierent color (red, green, ivory, blue,
and yellow) and inhabited by a person of a dierent nationality (Japanese, Englishman, Norwegian,
Ukrainian, and Spaniard), with a dierent pet (horse, snails, zebra, fox, and dog), drink (water,
coee, tea, milk, and orange juice) and brand of cigarettes (Lucky strike, Winston, Chesterelds,
Kools, and Parliaments).
It is given that
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The Englishman lives in the red house.
The Spaniard owns the dog.
The Norwegian lives in the rst house on the left.
Kools are smoked in the yellow house.
The man who smokes Chesterelds lives in the house next to the man with the fox.
The Norwegian lives next to the blue house.
The Winston smoker owns snails.
The Lucky Strike smoker drinks orange juice.
The Ukrainian drinks tea.
The Japanese smokes Parliaments.
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Kools are smoked in the house next to the house where the horse is kept.
Coee is drunk in the green house.
The green house is immediately to the right (your right) of the ivory house.
Milk is drunk in the middle house.

A zebra is found wandering in the streets and the animal shelter wants to nd out who let the zebra
out. I.e., which house the zebra belongs to. The solution of this problem is given by the following
table:
number cigarette brand country color pet drink
1
Kools
Norway yellow fox water
2
Chesterelds Ukraine blue horse tea
3
Winston
UK
red snails milk
4
Lucky-strike
Spain ivory dog
oj
5
Parliaments
Japan green zebra coee
Our goal is to come up with an AnsProlog encoding of the above problem solving task. We rule
out an encoding based on a predicate together(U V W X Y Z ) meaning that the house number
U is together with the cigarette brand V , country W , color X , pet Y , and drink Z . The reason behind ruling such an encoding is to limit the number of variables in rules, and the use of
together(U V W X Y Z ) leads to some rules { where we want to say that no to together atoms
can have one of the parameter same and another parameter dierent { with at least seven variables.
Such a rule instantiates to 57 = 78125 instances. We now present two dierent encodings for this
problem where instead of using together we use the house number as an anchor and associate the
other features with the house number.
1. An encoding with house number as anchor and separate predicates for each association: In the
following encoding we use house number as the anchor, and have binary predicates has color,
has drink, has animal, has country, and has smoke where the rst parameter is the house
number and the second parameters are color, drink, pet, country, and smoke respectively.
(a) We have the following domain specication:
house(1) .
:::
house(5) .
right(X X + 1)  house(X ) house(X + 1).
left(X + 1 X )  house(X ) house(X + 1).
next(X Y )  right(X Y ).
next(X Y )  left(X Y ):
color(red) .
color(green) .
color(blue) .
color(ivory) .
color(yellow) .
country(norway) .
country(japan) .
country(uk) .
country(spain) .
country(ukraine) .
smoke(kools) .
smoke(parliaments) .
smoke(lucky strike) .
smoke(chesterfield) .
smoke(winston) .
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drink(coffee) .
drink(milk) .
animal(dog) .
animal(fox) .

drink(tea) .
drink(water) .
animal(snails) .
animal(zebra) .

DRAFT
drink(oj ) .
animal(horse) .

(b) The enumerations: We now enumerate the predicates has color, has drink, has animal,
has country, and has smoke. For the predicate has color, we make sure that every
house has a unique color assigned to it, and every color corresponds to a unique house.
This is achieved by the following three rules:
other color(H C )  house(H ) color(C ) color(CC ) has color(H CC ) C 6= CC .
other color(H C )  house(H ) color(C ) house(HH ) has color(HH C ) H 6= HH:
has color(H C )  house(H ) color(C ) not other color(H C ):
The enumeration rules for the predicates has drink, has animal, has country, and
has smoke are similar to that of the enumeration rules for has color and is given below:
other drink(H C )  house(H ) drink(C ) drink(CC ) has drink(H CC ) C 6= CC .
other drink(H C )  house(H ) drink(C ) house(HH ) has drink(HH C ) H 6= HH .
has drink(H C )  house(H ) drink(C ) not other drink(H C ):
other animal(H C )  house(H ) animal(C ) animal(CC )
has animal(H CC ) C 6= CC .
other animal(H C )  house(H ) animal(C ) house(HH )
has animal(HH C ) H 6= HH .
has animal(H C )  house(H ) animal(C ) not other animal(H C ).
other country(H C )  house(H ) country(C ) country(CC )
has country(H CC ) C 6= CC .
other country(H C )  house(H ) country(C ) house(HH )
has country(HH C ) H 6= HH .
has country(H C )  house(H ) country(C ) not other country(H C ).
other smoke(H C )  house(H ) smoke(C ) smoke(CC ) has smoke(H CC ) C 6= CC .
other smoke(H C )  house(H ) smoke(C ) house(HH ) has smoke(HH C ) H 6= HH .
has smoke(H C )  house(H ) smoke(C ) not other smoke(H C ):
(c) The elimination constraints: The fourteen given facts (or observations) are each encoded
by the following 14 rules. If the fact i is satised then it forces si to be true.
s1  house(H ) has country(H uk) has color(H red):
s2  house(H ) has animal(H dog) has country(H spain).
s3  has country(1 norway).
s4  house(H ) has smoke(H kools) has color(H yellow).
s5  house(H ) house(HH ) has smoke(H chesterfield) has animal(HH fox) next(H HH ):
s6  house(H ) house(HH ) has color(H blue) has country(HH norway) next(H HH ).
s7  house(H ) has smoke(H winston) has animal(H snails).
s8  house(H ) has smoke(H lucky strike) has drink(H oj ).
s9  house(H ) has country(H ukraine) has drink(H tea).
s10  house(H ) has smoke(H parliaments) has country(H japan).
s11  house(H ) house(HH ) has smoke(H kools) has animal(HH horse) next(H HH ).
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s12  house(H ) has color(H green) has drink(H coffee).
s13  house(H ) house(HH ) has color(HH ivory) has color(H green) right(HH H ).
s14  has drink(3 milk).
The following rule encodes that satisfied is true i all the 14 constraints are individually
satised.

satisfied  s1  s2  s3  s4  s5  s6  s7 s8  s9  s10  s11  s12 s13  s14 .
The following rule eliminates possibilities were satsified is not true. I.e., when one of
the 14 conditions does not hold.
 not satisfied.

The above encoding nds the unique solution. We now present another encoding which instead
of using the ve association predicates: has color, has drink, has animal, has country, and
has smoke uses only a single association predicate.
2. An encoding with house number as anchor and a single association predicate: In the following encoding we use a single association predicate, and use two new predicates object and
same type to distinguish the association of a house number with objects of dierent types.
The main advantage of using a single association predicate is that it makes it easier to express
the observations as we do not have to remember the particular association predicate for the
object being described.
(a) Besides the domain specication in 1 (a) we have the following additional rules.
object(X )  color(X ).
object(X )  drink(X ).
object(X )  animal(X ).
object(X )  country(X ).
object(X )  smoke(X ).
same type(X Y )  color(X ) color(Y ).
same type(X Y )  drink(X ) drink(Y ).
same type(X Y )  animal(X ) animal(Y ).
same type(X Y )  country(X ) country(Y ).
same type(X Y )  smoke(X ) smoke(Y ).
(b) We have a single association predicate has(X Y ) which intuitively means that house
number X is associated with object Y . The following three enumeration rules ensure
that each house number is associated with a unique object of a particular type, and each
object of a particular type is associated with only a particular house number.
other has(X Y )  house(X ) object(Y ) house(Z ) Z 6= X has(Z Y ).
other has(X Y )  house(X ) object(Y ) object(Z ) Z 6= Y same type(Y Z ) has(X Z ).
has(X Y )  house(X ) object(Y ) not other has(X Y ).
(c) The elimination constraints: The fourteen given facts (or observations) are each encoded
by the following 14 rules. If the fact i is satised then it forces si to be true. The following
rules are simplied versions of the rules in 1 (c). The simplication is that we no longer
have to use dierent association predicates for objects of dierent types.
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s1  house(H ) has(H uk) has(H red).
s2  house(H ) has(H dog) has(H spain).
s3  has(1 norway).
s4  house(H ) has(H kools) has(H yellow).
s5  house(H ) house(HH ) has(H chesterfield) has(HH fox) next(H HH ).
s6  house(H ) house(HH ) has(H blue) has(HH norway) next(H HH ).
s7  house(H ) has(H winston) has(H snails).
s8  house(H ) has(H luckys trike) has(H oj ).
s9  house(H ) has(H ukraine) has(H tea).
s10  house(H ) has(H parliaments) has(H japan).
s11  house(H ) house(HH ) has(H kools) has(HH horse) next(H HH ).
s12  house(H ) has(H green) has(H coffee).
s13  house(H ) house(HH ) has(H green) has(HH ivory) right(HH H ).
s14  has(3 milk).
The following rules are same as in 1 (c).

satisfied  s1  s2  s3  s4  s5  s6  s7 s8  s9  s10  s11  s12 s13  s14 .
 not satisfied.

4.2 Constraint Satisfaction Problems
Many problem solving tasks can be cast as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) and the solution
of the CSP then leads to the solution of the original problem. In this section we formally dene
a CSP, and show how to encode a CSP in AnsProlog show that there is a one to one correspondence between the solutions to the CSP and the answer sets of the AnsProlog encoding. We then
demonstrate this technique with respect to two problem solving tasks. We now formally dene a
CSP.
A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) consists of

 a set of variables 
 a set of possible values for each variable, called the domain of the variable
 and a set of two kinds of constraints: a set of allowed combinations of variables and values,
and disallowed combinations of variables and values.

A solution to a CSP is an assignment to the variables (among the possible values) such that the
constraints are satised.
We now give an encoding of a CSP problem P using AnsProlog such that there is a 1-1 correspondence between solutions of the CSP and answer sets of the encoded AnsProlog program (P ).
1. For each domain value c in the CSP we include the constant C in the language of (P ).
2. For each domain d in the CSP the program (P ) has a unary predicate d and the following
set of facts

d(c1 ) 
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.

d(cn ) 
where c1  : : :  cn are the possible values of domain d.
3. For each variable v with the domain d in the CSP the program (P ) has the unary predicates
v and other v and the rules:

v(X )  d(X ) not other v(X )
other v(X )  d(X ) d(Y ) v(Y ) X 6= Y
4. For each constraint co giving a set of allowed value combinations for a set of variables v1  : : :  vj
(P ) has the fact
constraint(co) 
and for each allowed value combination v1 = c1  : : :  vj = cj (P ) has the rule

sat(co)  v1 (c1 ) : : :  vj (cj )
and nally (P ) has the rule:

 constraint(C ) not sat(C )
5. For each constraint that disallows combinations v1 = c1  : : :  vj = cj the program (P ) has
the rule:

 v1 (c1 ) : : :  vj (cj )
Although many problem solving tasks can be formulated as CSPs, often the CSP encoding is
more cumbersome and results in a larger encoding than if we were to encode the problem directly
in AnsProlog. This happens because often the constraints can be more succinctly expressed by
exploiting the relationship between the variables. This relationship is not encoded in a CSP and
hence the number of constraints becomes larger. We illustrate this with respect to the n-queens
example.

4.2.1 N-queens as a CSP instance

The n-queens problem can be cast as a CSP instance as follows:

 We have n variables which we denote by r#1] : : :  r#n].
 Each of these variables can take a value between 1 and n. Intuitively, r#i] = j means that in
the ith row the queen is placed in the j th column.

 The constraints are (a) No two rows can have a queen in the same column, I.e. for X 6= Y ,
the value of r#X ] must be dierent from r#Y ] and (b) There should not be two queens that
attack each other diagonally. I.e., if r#X ] = Y and r#XX ] = Y Y and X 6= XX and Y 6= Y Y
then abs(X ; XX ) 6= abs(Y ; Y Y ).
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To conform with the CSP notation we either need a preprocessor or need multiple explicit
rules to express the above constraints. For example, the constraint (a) is expressible through
the following n (2n;1) explicit constraints:

r#1] = r#2], r#1] = r#3], : : :, r#1] = r#n], r#2] = r#3], : : :, r#2] = r#n], : : :, r#n ; 1] = r#n] are not
allowed.

In contrast a direct representation in AnsProlog allows us to treat the X in r#X ] as a variable,
and thus we can represent the constraints much more succinctly. For example, we can view the
predicate in(X Y ) in the encoding (4) of Section 4.1.1 to mean that in row X , the queen is in
column Y . Since in(X Y ) is a relation that encodes a function we need the following:
 in(X Y ) in(X Y Y ) Y 6= Y Y .
Now we can write the constraints simply as:
 in(X Y ) in(XX Y ) X 6= XX .
 in(X Y ) in(XX Y Y ) abs(X ; XX ) = abs(Y ; Y Y ).

4.2.2 Schur as a CSP instance

In this problem we are required to assign a set N = f1 2 : : :  ng of integers into b boxes such that
for any x y 2 N : (a) x and 2x are in dierent boxes and (b) if x and y are in the same box, then
x + y is in a dierent box. We can cast this problem as a CSP in the following way:

 We have n variables denoted by assign#1] : : :  assign#n].
 Each of these variables can take a value between 1 : : : b.
 To represent the constraint \x and 2x are in dierent boxes" we need the following explicit
disallowed combinations in the CSP notation:

assign#1] = assign#2], assign#2] = assign#4], assign#3] = assign#6], : : :, assign#b n2 c] =
assign#2 ! b n2 c] are not allowed combinations.
Similarly, to represent the other constraint \if x and y are in the same box, then x + y is in
a dierent box" we need multiple explicit disallowed combinations in CSP notation.

We now present an AnsProlog? encoding of the above problem that exploits the relationship between the variables. In the following program in(X B ) means that the integer X is assigned to
box B .
1. The domain specications:

num(1)  :
box(1)  :

:::
:::

num(n) .
box(b)  :

2. Assigning integers to boxes:

not in(X B )  num(X ) box(B ) box(BB ) B 6= BB in(X BB ):
in(X B )  num(X ) box(B ) not not in(X B ):
3. Constraints:
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(a) The rst constraint: x and 2x are in dierent boxes.

 num(X ) box(B ) in(X B ) in(X + X B ):

(b) The second constraint: if x and y are in the same box, then x + y is in a dierent box.

 num(X ) num(Y ) box(B ) in(X B ) in(Y B ) in(X + Y B ):
Although in the above two examples, the direct encoding in AnsProlog? was more succinct than
representing it in a CSP and then translating it to an AnsProlog program, there are many problems
with good CSP representations and they are good candidates for using the translation method.

4.3 Dynamic Constraint Satisfaction Problem
A dynamic constraint satisfaction problem (DCSP) is an extension of a CSP and consists of:
1. a set V = fv1  : : :  vn g of variables
2. a set D = fD1  : : :  Dn g of domains of the variables, each domain consisting of a nite set of
values that the corresponding variable can take
3. a set VI

V of initial variables

4. a set of compatibility constraints each of which species the set of allowed combinations of
values for a set of variable v1  : : :  vj  and
5. a set of activity constraints that prescribes conditions when a variable must have an assigned
value (i.e., be active) and when it must not be active. An activity constraint that activates
a variable v is of the form if c then v, where c is of the form of a compatibility constraint.
Similarly, an activity constraint that deactivates a variable v is of the form if c then not v.
The former is referred to as a require activity constraint and the later is referred to as a notrequire activity constraint.
Unlike a CSP, all the variables in a DCSP need not be active, but the set of initial variables must
be active in every solution. A solution to a DCSP problem is an assignment A of values to variables
such that it
1. satises the compatibility constraints (i.e., for all compatibility constraint c either some variable in c is inactive or A satises c)
2. satises the activity constraints (i.e., for all activity constraint of the form if c then v, if
A satises c then v is active in A)
3. contains assignments for the initial variables and
4. is subset minimal.
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4.3.1 Encoding DCSP in AnsProlog

In this section we only give an encoding of DCSP in AnsProlog , where  denotes the ex-or
operator. The resulting AnsProlog program can be translated to an AnsProlog program using
the translation described in Section 2.1.16. The mapping of a DCSP to an AnsProlog program is
as follows:
1. The language:
(a) a new distinct atom for each variable vi to encode its activity,
(b) a new distinct atom sat(ci ) for each compatibility constraint ci , and
(c) a new distinct atom vi (valij ) for each variable vi and value valij in the domain of vi .
2. The rules:
(a) Each initially active variable is mapped to a fact

vi 

(b) Each variable vi and its domain fvali1  : : :  valin g is mapped to the following rule:
vi (vali1 )  : : :  vi (valin )  vi
(c) A compatibility constraint on variables v1  : : :  vn is represented using a set of rules of
the form:
sat(ci )  v1 (val1j ) v2 (val2k ) : : :  vn (valnl )
for each allowed value combination val1j  val2k  : : :  valnl .
In addition we have the following rule that forces each answer set to satisfy the compatibility constraints.
 v1  : : :  vn not sat(ci)
(d) A require activity constraint of the form if c then v is represented by a set of rules of
the form
v  v1 (val1j ) : : :  vn(valnk )
for each allowed combination (as per c) val1j  : : :  valn:k of the variables v1  : : : vn .
(e) A not-require activity constraint of the form if c then not v is represented by a set
of rules of the form
 v v1 (val1j ) : : :  vn(valnk )
for each allowed combination (as per c) val1j  : : :  valn:k of the variables v1  : : : vn .

Example 81 SN99] Consider a DCSP with two variable, package and sunroof , whose domains
are fluxury deluxe standardg and fsr1  sr2 g, respectively, a set of initial variables fpackageg
and a require activity constraint if package has value luxury then sunroof . Mapping it to
AnsProlog results in the following program:

package 
package(luxury)  package(deluxe)  package(standard)  package
sunroof (sr1)  sunroof (sr2)  sunroof
sunroof  package(luxury)

2
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4.4 Combinatorial Graph Problems
In this section we consider several combinatorial NP-Complete graph problems and encode them
in AnsProlog.

4.4.1 K-Colorability

The rst problem that we consider is the k-colarability problem. Given a positive integer k, and
a graph G, we say G is k-colorable if each vertex can be assigned one of the k colors so that no
two vertex connected by an edge are assigned the same color. The decision problem is to nd if a
graph is k-colorable. We encode this problem by the following AnsProlog program:
1. vertices: Each vertex v of the graph is denoted by the fact

vertex(v).
2. edges: Each edge u v of the graph is denoted by the fact

edge(u v).
3. colors: Each of the k colors are denoted by facts

col(c1 ):

:::

col(ck ):

4. Assigning colors to vertices: The following two rules assign a color to each vertex.
another color(V C )  vertex(V ) col(C ) col(D) color of (V D) C 6= D

color of (V C )  vertex(V ) col(C ) not another color(V C )
5. Constraint: The following constraint eliminate the color assignments that violate the rule \no
two vertices connected by an edge have the same color".
 col(C ) vertex(U ) vertex(V ) edge(U V ) color of (U C ) color of (V C )
The answer sets of the above program have a 1-1 correspondence with valid color assignments.

4.4.2 Hamiltonian Circuit

A Hamiltonian circuit is a path in a graph that visits each vertex of the graph exactly once and
returns to the starting vertex. The decision problem is to nd if a graph has a Hamiltonian circuit.
We encode this problem by the following AnsProlog program:
1. vertices: Each vertex v of the graph is denoted by the fact

vertex(v).
2. edges: Each edge u v of the graph is denoted by the fact

edge(u v).
3. An initial node: We arbitrarily pick one of the node u as the initial node and label it as
reachable.

reachable(u).
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4. For each node u of the graph we pick exactly one outgoing edge from that node and label it
as chosen.

other(U V )  vertex(U ) vertex(V ) vertex(W ) V 6= W chosen(U W ).
chosen(U V )  vertex(U ) vertex(V ) edge(U V ) not other(U V ).
5. Using the following constraint we enforce that there is only one incoming edge to each vertex.

 chosen(U W ) chosen(V W ) U 6= V .
6. We dene the vertices that are reachable from our initial vertex and enforce that all vertices
be reachable.

reachable(V )  reachable(U ) chosen(U V ).
 vertex(U ) not reachable(U ).
Each answer sets of the above program encodes a Hamiltonian circuit of the graph and for each
Hamiltonian circuit of the graph there is at least one answer set that encodes it.

4.4.3 K-Clique

Given a number k and a graph G, we say G has a clique of size k, if there is a set of k dierent
vertices in G such that each pair of vertices from this set is connected through an edge. The
decision problem is to nd if a graph has a clique of size k. We encode this problem by the
following AnsProlog program:
1. vertices: Each vertex v of the graph is denoted by the fact

vertex(v).
2. edges: Each edge u v of the graph is denoted by the fact

edge(u v).
3. label: We dene k + 1 labels (0 l1  : : :  lk ) with the intention to label each vertex using one of
the labels with the restriction that each vertex has a unique label and each non-zero label is
assigned to only one vertex. The k vertices with the k non-zero labels will be our candidate
for constituting the clique.

label(0).
label(l1 ):

:::

label(lk ):

4. The following two rules make sure that each vertex is assigned a unique label.

label of (V L)  vertex(V ) label(L) not other label(V L)
other label(V L)  vertex(V ) label(LL) label(L) label of (V LL) L 6= LL
5. To enforce that no two vertices have the same non-zero label we have the following constraint.

 label of (V L) label of (V V L) V 6= V V L 6= 0
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6. The following enforce that each non-zero label is assigned to some vertex.

assigned(L)  label of (V L)

 label(L) L 6= 0 not assigned(L)
7. We now test if the chosen k vertices { the ones with non-zero labels { form a clique. If two
of the chosen vertices do not have an edge between them, then the set of chosen vertices do
not form a clique.

 label of (V L) label of (V V LL) L 6= 0 LL 6= 0 V 6= V V not edge(V V V )
Each answer sets of the above program encodes a clique of size k of the graph and for each clique
of size k of the graph there is at least one answer set that encodes it.

4.4.4 Vertex Cover
Given a positive integer k and a graph G, we say G has a vertex cover of size k, if there is a set
of k dierent vertices in the graph such that at least one end point of each edge is among these
vertices. The decision problem is to nd if a graph has a vertex cover of size k. This problem is
encoded in AnsProlog by using the rules 1-6 of Section 4.4.3 and the following, which tests if the
chosen vertices form a vertex cover.
 edge(V V V ) label of (V L) label of (V V LL) L = 0 LL = 0.
If there is an edge such that both its vertices are not chosen (i.e., are labeled as 0), then the chosen
vertices do not form a vertex cover.

4.4.5 Feedback vertex set
Given a positive integer k and a graph G we say that G has a Feedback vertex cover of size k, if
there is a set S of k dierent vertices in G such that every cycle of G contains a vertex in S . The
decision problem is to nd if G has a Feedback vertex set of size k. This problem is encoded in
AnsProlog by using the rules 1-6 of Section 4.4.3 and the following additional rules.
1. Dening edges of a new graph (obtained from the original graph) where we eliminate the
edges that come into vertices that have a non-zero label.

new edge(X Y )  edge(X Y ) label of (Y ) = 0.
2. Dening the transitive closure of the new graph.

trans(X Y )  new edge(X Y ).
trans(X Y )  new edge(X Z ) trans(Z Y ).
3. Checking if the new graph has a cycle or not.

 trans(X X ).
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4.4.6 Kernel

Given a directed graph G = (V A) does there exists a subset V 0 V such that no two vertices are
joined by an arc in A and such that for every vertex v 2 V ; V 0 there is a vertex u 2 V 0 , for which
(u v) 2 A.
1. vertices: Each vertex v of the graph is denoted by the fact

vertex(v).
2. edges: Each edge u v of the graph is denoted by the fact

edge(u v).
3. Choosing a subset of the vertices.

chosen(X )  not not chosen(X ).
not chosen(X )  not chosen(X ).
4. No two chosen vertices are joined by an edge.

 chosen(X ) chosen(Y ) X 6= Y edge(X Y ).
5. For all non-chosen vertices there is an edge connecting them to a chosen vertex.

supported(X )  not chosen(X ) edge(X Y ) chosen(Y ).
 not chosen(X ) not supported(X ).
Each answer set of the above program encodes a kernel of the graph and for each kernel of the
graph there is at least one answer set that encodes it.

4.4.7 Exercise
Represent the following combinatorial graph problems in AnsProlog.
1. Independent Set
Given a graph G = (V E ) and a positive integer k  jV j, does there exists a subset V 0
such that jV 0 j k and such that no two vertices in V 0 are joined by an edge in E ?

V

2. Maximal Matching
Given a graph G = (V E ) and a positive integer k  jE j, does there exists a subset E 0 E
with jE 0 j  k such that no two edges in E 0 share a common endpoint and every edge in E ; E 0
shares a common endpoint with some edge in E 0 .
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4.5 Prioritized defaults and inheritance hierarchies
In Section 2.2.1 we considered AnsProlog* representation of normative statements of the form
\normally elements belonging to class c have the property p" and exceptions to such statements.
Often we may need more than that, such as we may have contradictory normative statements and
we may have some rules specifying when one of them should be preferred over the others. We
may also have sub-class information and need to encode inheritance together with ways to avoid
contradictory inheritances. The early approach to such formalizations was based on directly translating such statements to AnsProlog* rules. One of the limitations to this approach was to include
preferences between possibly contradictory normative statements the language of AnsProlog* had
to be extended to allow specication of such preferences. In the absence of that the preferences
had to be hard-coded to the rules violating the elaboration tolerance principles. In this section we
discuss a recent approach where normative statements, exceptions, preferences, etc. are represented
as facts, and there are general purpose rules that take this facts and reason with them. (This is
similar to our planning modules where we separate the domain dependent part and the domain
independent part.) The facts encode a particular domain, while the general purpose rules encode
particular kind of reasoning, such as cautious and brave reasoning.

4.5.1 The language of prioritized defaults

The language consists of four kinds of facts.
1. rule(r l0  #l1  : : :  lm ])
2. default(d l0  #l1  : : :  lm ])
3. conflict(d1  d2 )
4. prefer(d1  d2 )
where li 's are literals, d and di 's are default names, and r is a rule name.
Intuitively, (1) means that if l1  : : :  lm (the body) are true then l0 (the head) must be also true,
and r is the label (or name) of this rule. Similarly, (2) means that normally if l1  : : :  lm are true
then l0 should be true, and d is the label (or name) of this default. The facts (3) and (4) mean d1
and d2 are in conict, and d1 is to be preferred over d2 , respectively.
A description D of a prioritized default theory is a set facts of type (1) and (2). Literals made up
of the predicates conflict and prefer in (3) and (4) can appear in facts of the type (1) and (2). If
we simply want to say conflict(d1  d2 ) we may say it by having the following rule of type (1):
rule(con(d1  d2 ) conflict(d1  d2 ) #]).
Similarly, the fact prefer(d1  d2 ) is expressed by the following rule of type (1):
rule(pref (d1  d2 ) prefer(d1  d2 ) #]).

4.5.2 The axioms for reasoning with prioritized defaults

Given a description D of a prioritized default theory we have additional domain independent
axioms that allow us to reason with D. In these axioms we have two distinct predicates holds
and holds by default which dene when a literal holds for sure and when it holds by default,
respectively. The later is a weaker conclusion than the former and may be superseded under
certain conditions.
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1. Axioms for non-defeasible inference: The following rules dene when a literal and a set of
literals holds. Sets are implemented using the list construct. Intuitively, a set of literals holds
if each of them holds, and a particular literal l holds if there is a rule with l in its head such
that each literal in the body of the rule holds.
(a) holds list(#]).
(b) holds list(#H jT ])  holds(H ) holds list(T ).
(c) holds(L)  rule(R L Body) holds list(Body).
2. Axioms for defeasible inference: The following rules dene when a literal and a set of literals
holds by default. A literal that holds is also assumed to hold by default. Besides that, a set
of literals holds by default if each of them holds by default, and a particular literal l holds by
default if there is a default with l in its head such that each literal in the body of the rule
holds by default, and the rule is not defeated and the complementary of l does not hold by
default.
(a) holds by default(L)  holds(L).
(b) holds by default(L)  rule(R L Body) holds list by default(Body).
(c) holds by default(L)  default(D L Body) holds list by default(Body),
not defeated(D) not holds by default(neg(L)).
(d) holds list by default(#]).
(e) holds list by default(#H jT ])  holds by default(H ) holds list by default(T ).
The third rule above will lead to multiple answer sets if there is a chance that both l and its
complement may hold by default. In one set of answer sets l will hold by default while in the
other set of answer sets the complement of l will hold by default.
3. Asymmetry of the preference relation: The following rules make sure that we do not have
contradictory preferences. If we do then the following rules will make our theory inconsistent.
(a) :holds(prefer(D1  D2 ))  holds(prefer(D2  D2 ) D1 6= D2
(b) :holds by default(prefer(D1  D2 ))  holds by default(prefer(D2  D1 )) D1 6= D2
4. Dening conict between defaults: The following rules dene when conicts between two
defaults hold.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

holds(conflict(d d0 ))  default(d l0  B ) default(d0  l00  B 0 ) contrary(l0  l00 ) d 6= d0
holds(conflict(d d0 ))  prefer(d d0 ) prefer(d0 d) d 6= d0
:holds(conflict(d d)) 
holds(conflict(d d0 ))  holds(conflict(D0  d))

5. Axioms that defeat defaults: We are now ready to dene the notion of when a default is
defeated. Dierent denitions of this notion lead to dierent kinds of reasoning.
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(a) The Brave approach: In the brave approach if we have two conicting defaults one will
be considered defeated if the other is preferred over the former and the other is not itself
defeated. Thus if we have two conicting defaults such that neither is preferred over the
other, then neither will be defeated, and we can apply both defaults. The rule 2(c) may
then lead to two sets of answer sets each reecting the application of one of the defaults.
i. defeated(D)  default(D L Body) holds(neg(L)).
ii. defeated(D)  default(D L Body) default(D0  L0  Body0 ),
holds(conflict(D0  D)) holds by default(prefer(D0 D)),
holds list by default(Body0) not defeated(D0 ).
(b) The cautious approach: In the cautious approach if we have two conicting defaults such
that neither is preferred over the other, then both will be defeated. Thus we can not use
2(c) with respect to either of the defaults.
i. defeated(D)  default(D L Body) default(D0  L0  Body0 ) holds(conflict(D0  D))
not holds by default(prefer(D0 D))
not holds by default(prefer(D D0))
holds list by default(Body) holds list by default(Body0 ):
6. Uniqueness of names for defaults and rules: The following constraints make sure that rules
and defaults have unique names.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

 rule(R F B ) default(R F 0  B 0).
 rule(R F B ) rule(R0  F 0 B 0 ) F 6= F 0.
 rule(R F B ) rule(R0  F 0 B 0 ) B =6 B 0.
 default(R F B ) default(R0  F 0 B 0 ) F 6= F 0.
 default(R F B ) default(R0  F 0 B 0 ) B =6 B 0.

7. Auxiliary rules: We need the following self-explanatory additional rules.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

contrary(l neg(l)).
contrary(neg(l) l).
:holds(L)  holds(neg(L))
:holds by default(L)  holds by default(neg(L))

indep:brave and the set of
We will refer to the set of rules consisting of rules 1-4, 5(a), 6 and 7 as pd
indep:cautious.
rules 1-4, 5(b), 6 and 7 as pd

Example 82 (Legal reasoning Bre94, GS97a]) Consider the following legal rules and facts about
a particular case.

1. Uniform commercial code (UCC): A security interest in goods may be perfected by taking
possession of the collateral.
2. Ship mortgage act (SMA): A security interest in a ship may only be perfected by ling a
nancial statement.
3. Principle of Lex Posterior: A newer law has preference over an older law.
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4. Principle of Lex Posterior gives precedence to laws supported by the higher authority. Federal
laws have a higher authority than state laws.
5. A nancial statement has not been led.
6. John has possession of the ship johns ship.
7. UCC is more recent than SMA.
8. SMA is a federal law.
9. UCC is a state law.
From the above we would like to nd out if John's security interest in johns ship is perfected.
dep of prioritized
The legal rules and the fact of the case can be represented by the following set pd:
1
default facts.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

default(d1  perfected #possession]).
default(d2  :perfected #:filed]).
default(d3 (D1  D2 ) prefer(D1  D2 ) #more recent(D1  D2 )]).
default(d4 (D1  D2 ) prefer(D1  D2 ) #federal(D1 ) state(D2 )]).
:filed.
possession.
more recent(d1  d2 )
federal(d2 ).
state(d1 ).

indep:brave dep has two answer sets one containing holds by default(perfected)
The program pd
pd:1
and another containing :holds by default(perfected).
indep:brave dep , then the
But if we add the fact rule(r prefer(d4(D1  D2 ) d3(D2  D1 )) #]) to pd
pd:1
2
resulting program has only one answer set that contains :holds by default(perfected).

4.5.3 Modeling inheritance hierarchies using prioritized defaults

In this section we show how general principles about reasoning with inheritance hierarchies can be
expressed using prioritized defaults. An inheritance hierarchy contains information about subclass
relationship between classes, membership information about classes, and when elements of a class
normally have or normally do not have a particular property. An example of a particular inheritance
dep is as follows:
hierarchy pd:ih
1
1. subclass(a b)
2. subclass(c b)
3. is in(x1  a)
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4. is in(x2  c)
5. default(d1 (X ) has prop(X p) #is in(X b)])
6. default(d2 (X ) :has prop(X p) #is in(X c)])
To reason with inheritance hierarchies we have have three basic rules: (i) transitivity about the
subclass relationship, (ii) inheritance due to the subclass relationship, and (iii) the preference
principle based on specicity which says that the default property of a more specic class should
be preferred over the default property of a less specic class. These three rules can be expressed
by the following rules in the prioritized default language.
1. rule(trans(C0  C2 ) subclass(C0  C2 ) #subclass(C0  C1 ) subclass(C1  C2 ).
2. rule(inh(X C1 ) is in(X C1 ) #subclass(C0  C1 ) is in(X C0 )]).
3. rule(pref (D1 (X ) D2 (X )) prefer(D1 (X ) D2 (X ))
#default(D1 (X )  #is in(X A)]) default(D2 (X )  #is in(X B )]) subclass(A B )]).
In addition we may have the following two defaults which play the role of closed world assumption
(CWA) with respect to the predicates is in and subclass. These defaults can be expressed by the
following defaults from the prioritized default language.
1. default(d3 (X ) :is in(X ) #]).
2. default(d4  :subclass(A B ) #]).
We refer to the last 5 rules as the domain independent formulation to reason with inheritance
dep
hierarchies, and denote it by pd:ih:indep
. The indep in the subscript refers to this independence.
The dep in the superscript refers to the fact that inheritance hierarchies are a particular case of
dep
dep
indep:brave has a
prioritized defaults. It is easy to check that the program pd:ih:indep
pd:ih
pd
1
unique answer set containing holds by default(has(x1  p)) and holds by default(has(x2  p)).

4.5.4 Exercise

1. Consider extended defaults of the form default(d l0  #l1  : : :  lm ] #lm+1  : : :  ln ]) whose intuitive
meaning is that normally if l1  : : :  lm are true and there is no reason to believe lm+1  : : :  ln ,
then l0 can be assumed to be true by default.
Dene AnsProlog* rules for defeated and holds by default to reason with such extended
defaults.
2. Consider weak exceptions to default which are of the form exception(d l0  #l1  : : :  lm ] #lm+1  : : :  ln ])
and which intuitively mean that default d is not applicable to an object about which l1  : : :  lm
are true and there is no reason to believe lm+1  : : :  ln to be true.
Dene AnsProlog* rules for defeated to reason with prioritized defaults in presence of such
weak exceptions.
3. Dene conditions that guarantee consistency of descriptions in the language of prioritized
defaults and the above mentioned extensions. Prove your claims. **
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4.6 Implementing description logic features
4.7 Querying Databases

4.7.1 User de ned aggregates and Data mining operators
4.7.2 Null values in databases

4.8 Case Studies
4.8.1
4.8.2
4.8.3
4.8.4
4.8.5

Circuit delay
Cryptography and Encryption
Characterizing monitors in policy systems
Product Con guration
Deadlock and Reachability in Petri nets
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Representing constraint satisfaction problems is studied in #Nie99] and extended to dynamic constraint satisfaction problems in #SGN99]. Product conguration problems are studied in #SN99,
NS98]. Reasoning about prioritized defaults is studied in #GS97a]. Representing null values in
AnsProlog* is studied in #GT93]. Representation of graph problems in non-monotonic languages is
rst done in #CMMT95]. Deadlock and reachability in Petri nets is studied in #Hel99]. Representation of aggregates is studied in #WZ00b, WZ00c, WZ98].

Chapter 5

Reasoning about actions and planning
in AnsProlog*
In Chapter 4 we formulated several knowledge representation and problem solving domains using
AnsProlog* and focused on the program development aspect. In this chapter we consider reasoning
about actions in a dynamic world and its application to plan verication, simple planning, planning
with various kinds of domain constraints, observation assimilation and explanation, and diagnosis.
We do a detailed and systematic formulation - in AnsProlog* { of the above issues starting from
the simplest reasoning about action scenarios and gradually increasing its expressiveness by adding
features such as causal constraints, and parallel execution of actions. We also prove properties of
our AnsProlog* formulations using the results in Chapter 3.
Our motivation behind the choice of a detailed formulation of this domain is two fold. (i) Reasoning
about actions captures both major issues of this book: knowledge representation and declarative
problem solving. To reason about actions we need to formulate the frame problem whose intuitive
meaning is that objects in the worlds do not normally change their properties. Formalizing this
has been one of the benchmark problem of knowledge representation and reasoning formalisms.
We show how AnsProlog* is up to this task. Reasoning about actions also form the ground work
for planning with actions, an important problem solving task. We present AnsProlog encodings of
planning such that the answer sets each encode a plan. (ii) Our second motivation is in regards to
the demonstration of the usefulness of the results in Chapter 3. We analyze and prove properties of
our AnsProlog* formulations of reasoning about actions and planning by using the various results
in Chapter 3, and thus illustrate their usefulness. For this we also start with simple reasoning
about action scenarios and then in later sections we consider more expressive scenarios.

5.1 Reasoning in the action description language A
To systematically reason about actions, we follow the dual characterization approach where there
are two separate formalizations, one in a high level English-like language with its own intuitive
semantics, and the other in a logical language which in this book is AnsProlog* so that the the
second one can be validated with respect to the rst one.
We choose the language A, proposed by Gelfond and Lifschitz in #GL92], as the starting point
of our high level language. This language has a simple English like syntax to express eect of
actions on a world and the initial state of the world, and an automata based semantics to reason
about eect of a sequence of actions on the world. Historically, A is remarkable for its simplicity
163
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and has been later extended in several directions to incorporate additional features of dynamic
worlds and to facilitate elaboration tolerance. We now present the language A. Our presentation
of A will be slightly dierent from #GL92] and would follow the current practices of presenting
action languages through three distinct sub-languages: domain description language, observation
language, and query language.

5.1.1 The language A

The alphabet of the language A consists of two non-empty disjoint sets of symbols F, and A. They
are called the set of uents, and the set of actions. Intuitively, a uent expresses the property of
an object in a world, and forms part of the description of states of the world. A uent literal is a
uent or a uent preceded by :. A state  is a collection of uents. We say a uent f holds in a
state  if f 2 . We say a uent literal :f holds in  if f 62 .
For example, in the blocks world domain where there are many blocks in a table, some of the
uents are: ontable(a), meaning that block a is on the table on(a b), meaning that block a is
on block b clear(a), meaning that the top of block a is clear handempty, meaning that the
hand is empty. These uents are also uent literals, and some other examples of uent literals
are: :on(a b), meaning that block a is not on top of block b :clear(b), meaning that the top
of block b is not clear. An example of state where we have only two blocks a and b is  =
fontable(b) on(a b) clear(a) handemptyg. Besides the uent literals that are in , we also have
that :ontable(a) :on(b a) and :clear(b) hold in . Examples of actions in this domain are:
pickup(a), which picks up block a from the table putdown(b), which puts down block b on the
table stack(a b), which stacks block a on top of block b and unstack(a b), which unstacks block
a from the top of block b. Actions, when successfully executed change the state of the world.
For example, the action unstack(a b) when performed in the state  results in the state 0 =
fontable(b) clear(b)g.
Situations are representations of history of action execution. In the initial situation no action
has been executed and it is represented by the empty list # ]. The situation #an  : : :  a1 ] corresponds to the history where action a1 is executed in the initial situation, followed by a2 , and
so on until an . There is a simple relation between situations and states. In each situation s
certain uents are true and certain others are false, and this `state of the world' is the state corresponding to s. In the above example if the situation # ] correspond to the state , then the
situation #unstack(a b)] correspond to the state 0 . Since the state of the world could be same
for dierent histories, dierent situations may correspond to the same state. Thus the situations
# ], #stack(a b) unstack(a b)], #stack(a b) unstack(a b) stack(a b) unstack(a b)], : : : correspond
to , and the situations #unstack(a b)], #unstack(a b) stack(a b) unstack(a b)], : : : correspond to
0 .
We now present the three sub-languages of A.
1. Domain description language: The domain description language is used to succinctly express the transition between states due to actions. A straight forward representation of this
transition would be a 3-dimensional table of the size mn2 where m is the number of actions
and n is the number of states. Since the number of states can be of the order of 2jFj , such a
representation is is often shunned. Besides the space concerns, another concern is the issue
of elaboration tolerance: how easy it is to update the representation in case we have elaborations, such as a few more uents or a few more actions. The domain description sub-language
of A is concerned with both issues.
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A domain description D consists of eect propositions of the following form:

a causes f if p1  : : :  pn :q1  : : :  :qr
(5.1.1)
where a is an action, f is a uent literal, and p1  : : :  pn  q1  : : :  qr are uents. Intuitively, the
above eect proposition means that if the uent literals p1  : : :  pn  :q1  : : :  :qr hold in the
state corresponding to a situation s then in the state corresponding to the situation reached
by executing a in s (denoted by #ajs]) the uent literal f must hold. If both n and r are equal
to 0 in (5.1.1) then we simply write:

a causes f

(5.1.2)

Moreover, we often condense a set of eect propositions fa causes f1  : : :  a causes fm g by

a causes f1  : : :  fm

(5.1.3)

We also allow a, f and pi 's in (5.1.1) to have schema variables. Such an eect proposition
with schema variables is a short-hand for the set of ground eect propositions obtained by
substituting the variables with objects in the domain.

Example 83 Consider the blocks world domain. Let us assume that we have three blocks

a, b, and c and a table. The eect of the action pickup(X ) can be expressed by the following
eect propositions with schema variables:

pickup(X ) causes :ontable(X ) :handempty :clear(X ) holding(X )
For this domain with three blocks a, b, and c, the above is a short-hand for the following
three eect propositions with out any schema variables.

pickup(a) causes :ontable(a) :handempty :clear(a) holding(a)
pickup(b) causes :ontable(b) :handempty :clear(b) holding(b)
pickup(c) causes :ontable(c) :handempty :clear(c) holding(c)

2

As mentioned earlier, the role of eect propositions is to dene a transition function from
states and actions to states. Given a domain description D, such a transition function *
should satisfy the following property. For all actions a, uents g, and states :

 if D includes an eect proposition of the form (5.1.1) where f is the uent g and
p1  : : :  pn :q1 : : :  :qr hold in  then g 2 *(a )
 if D includes an eect proposition of the form (5.1.1) where f is a negative uent literal
:g and p1 : : :  pn :q1  : : :  :qr hold in  then g 62 *(a )
 if D does not include such eect propositions, then g 2 *(a ) i g 2 .
For a given domain description D, there is at most one transition function that satises the
above properties. If such a transition function exists, then we say D is consistent, and refer
to its transition function by *D .
An example of an inconsistent domain description D1 consists of the following.
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a causes f
a causes :f .
In the rest of this section, we only consider consistent domain descriptions.
2. Observation language: A set of observations O consists of value propositions of the following
form:

f after a1 : : :  am

(5.1.4)

where f is a uent literal and a1  : : :  am are actions. Intuitively, the above value proposition means that if a1  : : :  am would be executed in the initial situation then in the state
corresponding to the situation #am  : : :  a1 ], f would hold.
When a1  : : :  am is an empty sequence, we write the above as follows:

initially f

(5.1.5)

In this case the intuitive meaning is that f holds in the state corresponding to the initial
situation. Here also we condense a set of value propositions of the form
f initially f1 : : :  initially fk g by

initially f1 : : :  fk

(5.1.6)

Given a consistent domain description D the set of observations O are used to determine the
state corresponding to the initial situations, refereed to as the initial state and denoted by
0 . While D determines a unique transition function, an O may not always lead to a unique
initial state.
We say 0 is an initial state corresponding a consistent domain description D and a set of
observations O, if for all observations of the form (5.1.4) in O, the uent literal f holds in
the state *(am  *(am;1  : : : (a1  0 ) : : :)). (We will denote this state by #am  : : :  a1 ]0 .) We
then say that (0  *D ) satises O.
Given a consistent domain description D and a set of observations O, we refer to the pair
(*D  0 ), where *D is the transition function of D and 0 is an initial state corresponding
to D and O, as a model of D O. We say D O is consistent if it has a model and say it is
complete if it has a unique model.

Example 84 Consider the Yale turkey shooting domain where we have the uents alive,

loaded and actions load and shoot. The eect of the actions can be expressed by the following
domain description D:
load causes loaded
shoot causes :alive if loaded
Suppose we have the set of observations O = f initially aliveg. There are two initial states
corresponding to D and O: 0 = faliveg and 00 = falive loadedg.
2
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3. Query language: Queries also consist of value propositions of the form (5.1.4).
We say a consistent domain description D in presence of a set of observations O entails a
query Q of the form (5.1.4) if for all initial states 0 corresponding to D and O, the uent
literal f holds in the state #am  : : :  a1 ]0 . We denote this as D j=O Q.

Example 85 Consider D and O from Example 84. An example of a query Q in this domain
is :alive after shoot. Since there are two initial states, 0 and 00 , corresponding to D and
O, and while :alive holds in #shoot]00 , it does not hold in #shoot]0 . Hence, D 6j=O Q.
On the other hand D j=O :alive after load shoot and also if O0 = f initially alive
initially loadedg, then D j=O0 Q.
2
We can use the above formulation to do several dierent kinds of reasoning about actions such as
predicting the future from information about the initial state, assimilating observations to deduce
about the initial state, a combination of both, and planning.

 Temporal projection: In temporal projection, the observations are only of the form (5.1.5)

and the only interest is to make conclusions about the (hypothetical) future. There are two
particular cases of temporal projection: when the observations give us a complete picture of
the initial state, and when they do not. The former is referred to as the initial state being
complete, and is formally dened below.

A set of observations O is said to be initial state complete, if O only consists of propositions
of the form (5.1.5) and for all uents f , either initially f is in O, or initially :f is in O,
but not both. For example, the set of observations O0 in Example 85 is initial state complete.
In the later case we say an initial state complete set of observations O^ extends O if O O^ .
For example, the set of observations O0 in Example 85 extends the set of observations O
in Example 84. Moreover, the entailment in Examples 84 and 85 are examples of temporal
projection.
 Reasoning about the initial situation: In reasoning about the initial situation, the observations can be about any situation, but the queries are only about the initial state. The
following example illustrates this.

Example 86 Let O1 = f initially alive :alive after shootg and D be the domain description from Example 84. In this case there is exactly one initial state, falive loadedg,
corresponding to D and O1 and we have D j=O1 initially loaded. Hence, from the observations O1 we can reason backwards and conclude that the gun was initially loaded.

2

 Observation assimilation: This generalizes temporal projection and reasoning about the

initial situation. In this case both the observations and the queries can be about any situation.

Example 87 Let O2 = f initially alive loaded after shootg and D be the domain description from Example 84. In this case there is also exactly one initial state, falive loadedg,
corresponding to D and O2 and we have D j=O2 :alive after shoot. Hence, assimilating the
observations O2 we can conclude that if shooting happens in the initial situation then after
that the turkey will not be alive.
2
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 Planning: In case of planning we are given a domain description D , a set of observations
about the initial state O, and a collection of uent literals G = fg1  : : :  gl g, which we will
refer to as a goal. We are required to nd a sequence of actions a1  : : :  an such that for all
1  i  l, D j=O gi after a1  : : :  an . We then say that a1  : : :  an is a plan for goal G (or
that achieves goal G) with respect to D and O.

If D O have multiple models each with a dierent initial state then if we are able to nd
a sequence of actions a1  : : :  an such that for all 1  i  l, D j=O gi after a1  : : :  an , the
sequence a1  : : :  an is referred to as a conformant plan.

Example 88 Recall that O = f initially aliveg and O0 = f initially alive initially loadedg
in Examples 84 and 85. Let D be the domain description from Example 84. Now suppose
G = f:aliveg. In that case shoot is a plan for G with respect to D and O0  shoot is not a
plan for G with respect to D and O and load shoot is a plan for G with respect to D and
O.
2

We now present several simple results relating models of domain descriptions and observations.
These results will be later used in analyzing the correctness of AnsProlog* encodings of the various
kinds of reasoning about actions.

Lemma 5.1.1 Let D be a consistent domain description and O be an initial state complete set
of observations such that D O is consistent. D O has a unique model (0  *D ), where 0 = ff :
initially f 2 Og.
2
Lemma 5.1.2 Let D be a consistent domain description and O be a set of observations about the
initial state such that D O is consistent. (0  *D ) is a model of D O i ff : initially f 2 Og
0 and 0 \ ff : initially :f 2 Og = .
2
Corollary 2 Let D be a consistent domain description and O be a set of observations about the

initial state such that D O is consistent. (0  *D ) is a model of D O i there exist an extension O^
of O such that (0  *D ) is the unique model of D O^ .
2

Corollary 3 Let D be a consistent domain description and O be a set of observations about the

initial state such that D O is consistent. For any uent f and sequence of actions a1  : : :  an ,
D j=O (:)f after a1  : : :  an i 8O^ such that O^ extends O, D j=O^ (:)f after a1  : : :  an .
2

Lemma 5.1.3 Let D be a consistent domain description and O be a set of observations. M =
(0  *D ) is a model of D O i M is the model of D OM , where OM = f initially f : f 2
0 g f initially :f : f 62 0 g.
2
In the next several sections (Section 5.1.2 { 5.1.6) we give AnsProlog* formulations that (partially)
compute the entailment relation j=O , given a domain description D and a set of observations O.
The programs that we present (1 (D O) { 6 (D O)) are all sorted programs as introduced in
Section 3.6.1, which means that variables in these programs are grounded based on their sorts. We
have three sorts: situations, uents and actions, and variables of these sorts are denoted by S S 0 : : :
F F 0  : : : and A A0  : : :, respectively. The sort of the arguments of the function symbols and
predicates in the programs 1 (D O) { 6 (D O) are clear from the context. In these formulations
we use the notation #an  : : :  a1 ] to denote the situation res(an : : : res(a1  s0 ) : : :). The following
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table gives a summary of which AnsProlog* sub-class the programs 1 (D O) { 6 (D O) belong to
and what kind of reasoning about actions they do.
Programs
Class
Applicability
1
AnsProlog
temporal projection from a complete initial state
2
AnsProlog:
temporal projection from a complete initial state
:
3
AnsProlog
temporal projection from (possibly incomplete) initial state
4
AnsProlog:
temporal projection, backward reasoning
:
5
AnsProlog
temporal projection, assimilation of observations
6
AnsProlog: or
temporal projection, assimilation of observations

5.1.2 Temporal projection and its acyclicity in an AnsProlog formulation: 1

In this section we give an AnsProlog formulation of temporal projection. In particular, given a
domain description D and a set of observations O which is initial state complete, we construct an
AnsProlog program 1 (D O) and show the correspondence between query entailment from D O
and entailment in 1 (D O). The AnsProlog program 1 (D O) consists of three parts 1ef , 1obs ,
and 1in as dened below.
1. Translating eect propositions: The eect propositions in D are translated as follows and are
collectively referred to as 1ef .
For every eect proposition of the form (5.1.1) if f is a uent then 1ef contains the following
rule:

holds(f res(a S ))  holds(p1  S ) : : :  holds(pn  S ) not holds(q1  S ) : : :  not holds(qr  S ).
else, if f is the negative uent literal :g then 1ef contains the following rule:

ab(g a S )  holds(p1  S ) : : :  holds(pn  S ) not holds(q1  S ) : : :  not holds(qr  S ).
2. Translating observations: The value propositions in O are translated as follows and are collectively referred to as 1obs .
For every value proposition of the form (5.1.5) if f is a uent then 1obs contains the following
rule:

holds(f s0 ) .
Note that if f is a negative uent literal, we do not add any rule corresponding to it to 1obs .
3. Inertia rules: Besides the above we have the following inertia rule referred to by 1in .

holds(F res(A S ))  holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).

Example 89 Consider D from Example 84, and let O3 = f initially alive initially :loadedg.

The program 1 (D O3 ), which is same as the program in part (1) of Section 2.2.2, consists of the
following:
holds(loaded res(load S )) .
ab(alive shoot S )  holds(loaded S ).
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holds(alive s0 )  :
holds(F res(A S ))  holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
It is easy to see that 1 (D O3 ) j= holds(alive #load]), 1 (D O3 ) j= holds(loaded #load]), and
1 (D O3 ) j= :holds(alive #shoot load]). (Note that 1(D O3 ) 6j= :holds(alive #shoot load]).) 2
We now analyze 1 (D O) and relate entailments with respect to 1 (D O) with queries entailed by
D O.

Proposition 66 Let D be a consistent domain description and O be an initial state complete set
of observations. Then 1 (D O) is acyclic.

2

Proof:

To show 1 (D O) to be acyclic we need to give a level mapping j j, to atoms in the language of
1 (D O) so that the acyclicity condition holds. To facilitate that we rst give a level mapping to
terms.
We assign js0 j = 1, and for any actions a and situation s, jres(a s)j = jsj + 1. For any uent f ,
action a, and situation s, we assign jholds(f s)j = 2 !jsj and jab(f a s)j = 2 !jsj + 1. It is easy to
see that this level assignment satises the acyclicity condition for the AnsProlog program 1 (D O).

2

Corollary 4 Let D be a consistent domain description and O be an initial state complete set of
observations. Then 1 (D O) has the following properties.

1. It has a unique answer set. (Let us call it M .)
2. A 2 M i Comp(1(D O)) j= A.
3. For all variable-free atoms A, A 2 M i there exists an SLDNF-refutation of 1 (D O)  A.

2

Lemma 5.1.4 Let D be a consistent domain description and O be an initial state complete set of

observations such that D O is consistent. Let (0  *D ) be the unique model of D O and M be the
answer set of 1 (D O). Let f be a uent.
f 2 *D (an  : : :  *D (a1  0 ) : : :) i holds(f #an : : :  a1 ]) 2 M .
2

Proof: We prove this by induction on the length of the action sequence.

Base Case: n = 0.
=) f 2 0 implies that initially f 2 D which implies that holds(f s0 )  : 2 1 (D O). This
implies holds(f s0 ) 2 M .
(= holds(f s0 ) 2 M implies that holds(f s0)  : 2 1(D O), as no other rule in 1(D O) has
holds(f s0 ) in its head. This implies that initially f 2 D which implies that f 2 0 .
Inductive case: Assuming the lemma hold for all i < n, let us show that it holds for i = n. Let us
denote *D (ai  : : :  *D (a1  0 ) : : :) by i .
(=)) f 2 n implies two cases:
(i) f 2 n;1 and there does not exist an eect proposition of the form a causes :f if  p1  : : :  pk 
:q1 : : :  :qr such that p1 : : :  pk  :q1 : : :  :qr hold in n;1.
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(ii) there exists an eect proposition of the form a causes f if p1  : : :  pk  :q1  : : :  :qr such that
p1  : : :  pk  :q1  : : :  :qr hold in n;1.
Case (i) : By induction hypothesis, f 2 n;1 implies holds(f #an;1  : : :  a1 ]) 2 M . We will now
argue that the second part of (i) implies that ab(f an  #an;1  : : :  a1 ]) 62 M . Lets assume the contrary. I.e., ab(f an  #an;1  : : :  a1 ]) 2 M . Then by part (b) of Proposition 20 there must be a rule
in 1 (D O) whose head is ab(f an  #an;1  : : :  a1 ]) and whose body evaluates to true with respect
to M . That means there must be an an eect proposition of the form a causes :f if  p1  : : :  pk 
:q1 : : :  :qr such that fholds(p1  #an;1  : : :  a1 ]) : : :  holds(pk  #an;1  : : :  a1 ])g M and
fholds(q1  #an;1  : : :  a1]) : : :  holds(qr  #an;1  : : :  a1 ])g \ M = . By induction hypothesis, this
means there exists an eect proposition of the form a causes :f if  p1  : : :  pk  :q1  : : :  :qr
such that p1  : : :  pk  :q1  : : :  :qr hold in n;1 . This contradicts the second part of (i). Hence our
assumption that ab(f an  #an;1  : : :  a1 ]) 2 M must be wrong. Therefore, ab(f an  #an;1  : : :  a1 ]) 62
M . Now using this, the earlier conclusion that holds(f #an;1  : : :  a1 ]) 2 M , the inertia rule of the
program 1 (D O) and part (a) of Proposition 20 we can conclude that holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]) 2 M .
Case (ii) : Using the induction hypothesis, the rst rule of of the program 1ef and part (a) of
Proposition 20 we can conclude that holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]) 2 M .
((=) From holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]) 2 M , using part (b) of Proposition 20 there are two possibilities:
(a) holds(f #an;1  : : :  a1 ]) 2 M and ab(f an  #an;1  : : :  a1 ]) 62 M .
(b) there exists an eect proposition of the form a causes f if p1  : : :  pk  :q1  : : :  :qr such that
fholds(p1  #an;1  : : :  a1 ]) : : :  holds(pk  #an;1  : : :  a1])g M and
fholds(q1  #an;1  : : :  a1]) : : :  holds(qr  #an;1  : : :  a1 ])g \ M = .
(case a): By induction hypothesis, holds(f #an;1  : : :  a1 ]) 2 M implies that f 2 n;1 . We will
now argue that ab(f an  #an;1  : : :  a1 ]) 62 M implies that there does not exist an eect proposition of the form a causes :f if  p1  : : :  pk  :q1  : : :  :qr such that p1  : : :  pk  :q1  : : :  :qr
hold in n;1 . Suppose to the contrary. In that case using induction hypothesis we will have
fholds(p1  #an;1  : : :  a1 ]) : : :  holds(pk  #an;1  : : :  a1])g M and
fholds(q1  #an;1  : : :  a1]) : : :  holds(qr  #an;1  : : :  a1 ])g \ M = . Now using part (a) of Proposition 20 we will be forced to conclude ab(f an  #an;1  : : :  a1 ]) 2 M , which results in a contradiction. Hence, there does not exist an eect proposition of the form a causes :f if  p1  : : :  pk 
:q1 : : :  :qr such that p1 : : :  pk  :q1 : : :  :qr hold in n;1. This together with the fact that
f 2 n;1 implies that f 2 n .
(case b): By using the induction hypothesis we can conclude that there exists an eect proposition
of the form a causes f if p1  : : :  pk  :q1  : : :  :qr such that p1  : : :  pk  :q1  : : :  :qr hold in n;1 .
This implies that f 2 n.
(end of proof)
2

Proposition 67 Let D be a consistent domain description and O be an initial state complete set
of observations such that D O is consistent. Let f be a uent.
(i) D j=O f after a1  : : :  an i 1 (D O) j= holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]).
(ii) D j=O :f after a1  : : :  an i 1 (D O) 6j= holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]).

2

Proof: Follows from Proposition 66, and Lemmas 5.1.1 and 5.1.4.

2
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5.1.3 Temporal projection in an AnsProlog: formulation: 2

In this section we give an AnsProlog: formulation of temporal projection in presence of a complete
initial state which can be also used with additional rules to do temporal projection when the initial
state is incomplete. Given a domain description D and a set of observations O which is initial state
complete, we construct an AnsProlog: program 2 (D O) consisting of three parts 2ef , 2obs , and
2in as dened below.
1. Translating eect propositions: The eect propositions in D are translated as follows and are
collectively referred to as 2ef .
For every eect proposition of the form (5.1.1) if f is a uent then 2ef contains the following
rules:

holds(f res(a S ))  holds(p1  S ) : : :  holds(pn  S ) :holds(q1 S ) : : :  :holds(qr  S ).
ab(f a S )  holds(p1 S ) : : :  holds(pn S ) :holds(q1  S ) : : :  :holds(qr  S ).
else, if f is the negative uent literal :g then 2ef contains the following rules:

:holds(g res(a S ))  holds(p1  S ) : : :  holds(pn  S ) :holds(q1 S ) : : :  :holds(qr  S ).
ab(g a S )  holds(p1  S ) : : :  holds(pn  S ) :holds(q1 S ) : : :  :holds(qr  S ).
2. Translating observations: The value propositions in O are translated as follows and are collectively referred to as 2obs .
For every value proposition of the form (5.1.5) if f is a uent then 2obs contains the following
rule:

holds(f s0 ) .
else, if f is the negative uent literal :g then 2obs contains the following rule:

:holds(g s0 ) .
3. Inertia rules: Besides the above we have the following inertia rules referred to as 2in .

holds(F res(A S ))  holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).

:holds(F res(A S ))  :holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
Example 90 Consider D from Example 84, and O3 = f initially alive initially :loadedg
from Example 89. The program 2 (D O3 ) consists of the following:
holds(loaded res(load S )) .
ab(loaded load S ) .
:holds(alive res(shoot S ))  holds(loaded S ).
ab(alive shoot S )  holds(loaded S ).
holds(alive s0 )  :
:holds(loaded s0 )  :
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holds(F res(A S ))  holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
:holds(F res(A S ))  :holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
It is easy to see that 2 (D O3 ) j= holds(alive #load]), 2 (D O3 ) j= holds(loaded #load]), and
2 (D O3 ) j= :holds(alive #shoot load]).
(Recall from Example 89 that 1 (D O3 ) 6j= :holds(alive #shoot load]).)
2
We now analyze 2 (D O) and relate entailments with respect to 2 (D O) with queries entailed by
D O.
Lemma 5.1.5 Let D be a consistent domain description and O be an initial state complete set of
observations. Then 2 (D O)+ is acyclic.
2

Proof:

To show 2 (D O)+ to be acyclic we need to give a level mapping j j, to atoms in the language of
2 (D O)+ so that the acyclicity condition holds. To facilitate that we rst give a level mapping to
terms.
We assign js0 j = 1, and for any actions a and situation s, jres(a s)j = jsj+1. For any uent f , action
a, and situation s, we assign jholds(f s)j = 2!jsj, jholds0 (f s)j = 2!jsj and jab(f a s)j = 2!jsj+1.
It is easy to see that this level assignment satises the acyclicity condition for the AnsProlog
program 2 (D O)+ .
2
Lemma 5.1.6 Let D be a consistent domain description and O be an initial state complete set of
observations. Let M be the answer set of 2 (D O)+ .
For any uent f , and sequence of actions a1  : : :  an , at least one, but not both of holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ])
and holds0 (f #an  : : :  a1 ]) belong to M .
2
Proof: (sketch)
This can be proved by induction on n. The base case (n = 0) holds because of the translation 2 and
the assumption that O is an initial state complete set of observations. Assuming that the conclusion
of the lemma holds for all i < n, we will argue that it holds for n. To show that at least one of
holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]) and holds0(f #an  : : :  a1 ]) belongs to M we can use the induction hypothesis
and consider the two cases: (i) holds(f #an;1  : : :  a1 ]) 2 M  (ii) holds0 (f #an;1  : : :  a1 ]) 2 M and
argue that in either case our desired conclusion holds. The argument is that if we are unable to use
the inertia rules, then ab(f an  #an;1  : : :  a1 ]) 62 M , and that means there must be an eect axiom
which either causes f or causes :f and whose preconditions hold in the situation #an;1  : : :  a1 ].
Next we need to show that only one of holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]) and holds0 (f #an  : : :  a1 ]) belong to
M . By the induction hypothesis we can show that they do not both hold because of two inertia
rules. Because of the consistency of D, they can not both hold because of two eect axioms.
Finally, they can not both hold because of one eect axioms and one inertia rule as the presence
of ab(f an  #an;1  : : :  a1 ]) will block the inertia rule.
2
Proposition 68 Let D be a consistent domain description and O be an initial state complete
set of observations such that D O is consistent. Then 2 (D O) has a unique answer set which is
consistent.
2
Proof: Follows from Lemma 5.1.6 and Proposition 6. If M is the answer set of 2 (D O)+, then
the answer set of 2 (D O) is the following:
M n fholds0 (f s) : holds0 (f s) 2 M g f:holds(f s) : holds0 (f s) 2 M g
2
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Lemma 5.1.7 Let D be a consistent domain description and O be an initial state complete set of

observations such that D O is consistent. Let (0  *D ) be the unique model of D O and M be the
answer set of 2 (D O). Let f be a uent.
f 2 *D (an  : : :  *D (a1  0 ) : : :) i holds(f #an : : :  a1 ]) 2 M .
2

Proof (sketch): Can be shown using induction on n. The proof is similar to the proof of

Lemma 5.1.4.

Proposition 69 Let D be a consistent domain description and O be an initial state complete set
of observations such that D O is consistent. Let f be a uent.
(i) D j=O f after a1  : : :  an i 2 (D O) j= holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]).
(ii) D j=O :f after a1  : : :  an i 2 (D O) j= :holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]).

2

Proof: Follows from Lemma 5.1.7, Proposition 68, and Lemma 5.1.1.

5.1.4 Temporal projection in AnsProlog: in presence of incompleteness: 3

We now present a modication of 2 (D O) from the previous section so that it can reason correctly
when the initial state is incomplete. To show what goes wrong if we reason with 2 (D O), when
O is not initial state complete, consider the following example.

Example 91 Let D consist of the following two propositions:
a causes f if p
a causes f if :p
and O = f initially :f g.

The program 2 (D O) consists of the following:
holds(f res(a S ))  holds(p S ).
ab(f a S )  holds(p S ).
holds(f res(a S ))  :holds(p S ).
ab(f a S )  :holds(p S ).
:holds(f s0)  :
holds(F res(A S ))  holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
:holds(F res(A S ))  :holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
It is easy to see that 2 (D O) j= :holds(f #a]), while D j=O f after a. Thus 2 (D O) makes a
wrong conclusion.
2

Example 92 Consider D from Example 84, and O4 = f initially aliveg. The program 2(D O4 )
consists of the following:
holds(loaded res(load S )) .
ab(loaded load S ) .
:holds(alive res(shoot S ))  holds(loaded S ).
ab(alive shoot S )  holds(loaded S ).
holds(alive s0 )  :
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holds(F res(A S ))  holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
:holds(F res(A S ))  :holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
It is easy to see that 2 (D O4 ) j= holds(alive #shoot]), while D 6j=O4 alive after shoot.
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2

In both of the above examples the fault lies in not being able to block the inertia rules. The new
program 3 (D O) consists of 2obs and 2in from the previous section and 3ef as dened below,
where we modify the denition of ab so that it can block the inertia in cases such as the above
examples.
1. Translating eect propositions: The eect propositions in D are translated as follows and are
collectively referred to as 3ef .
For every eect proposition of the form (5.1.1) if f is a uent then 3ef contains the following
rules:

holds(f res(a S ))  holds(p1  S ) : : :  holds(pn  S ) :holds(q1 S ) : : :  :holds(qr  S ).
ab(f a S )  not :holds(p1 S ) : : :  not :holds(pn S ) not holds(q1  S ) : : :  not holds(qr  S ).
else, if f is the negative uent literal :g then 3ef contains the following rules:

:holds(g res(a S ))  holds(p1  S ) : : :  holds(pn  S ) :holds(q1 S ) : : :  :holds(qr  S ).
ab(g a S )  not :holds(p1  S ) : : :  not :holds(pn  S ) not holds(q1  S ) : : :  not holds(qr  S ).
Example 93 Let D and O be as in Example 91. The program 3(D O) consists of the following:
holds(f res(a S ))  holds(p S ).
ab(f a S )  not :holds(p S ).
holds(f res(a S ))  :holds(p S ).
ab(f a S )  not holds(p S ).
:holds(f s0)  :
holds(F res(A S ))  holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
:holds(F res(A S ))  :holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
It is easy to see that 3 (D O) 6j= holds(f #a]), and also 3 (D O) 6j= :holds(f #a]) even though
D j=O f after a.
Thus 3 (D O) does not make a wrong conclusion as 2 (D O) in Example 91. On the other hand
it is not able to completely capture j=O . Hence, although it is sound it is not complete with respect
to j=O .
2

Example 94 Consider D from Example 84, and O4 = f initially aliveg. The program 3(D O4 ),
which is same as the program in part (2) of Section 2.2.2, consists of the following:
holds(loaded res(load S )) .
ab(loaded load S ) .
:holds(alive res(shoot S ))  holds(loaded S ).
ab(alive shoot S )  not :holds(loaded S ).
holds(alive s0 )  :
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holds(F res(A S ))  holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
:holds(F res(A S ))  :holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
Now 3 (D O4 ) j= ab(alive shoot s0 ) and 3 (D O4 ) 6j= holds(alive #shoot]) which agrees with
D 6j=O4 alive after shoot.
2
We now analyze 3 (D O) and relate entailments with respect to 3 (D O) with queries entailed by
D O.
Proposition 70 Let D be a consistent domain description and O be an initial state complete set
of observations such that D O is consistent. Let f be a uent.
(i) D j=O f after a1  : : :  an i 3 (D O) j= holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]).
(ii) D j=O :f after a1  : : :  an i 3 (D O) j= :holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]).
2

Proof: (Sketch)

Similar to the proof of Proposition 69 and uses lemmas similar to the lemmas in Section 5.1.3.
Lemma 5.1.8 Let D be a consistent domain description and O be a (possibly incomplete) set of
observations about the initial state such that D O is consistent. Then,
if 3 (D O) j= (:)holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ) then for all extensions O^ of O, 3 (D O^ ) j= (:)holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ).

2

Proof: Given D O satisfying the conditions of the statement of the lemma, let O^ , be an arbitrary

extension of O. Let us now consider the two programs 3 (D O^ ) and 3 (D O). It is easy to see
that both of them have the signing S , where S is the set of all ground atoms about the predicate
ab. Then, S" is the set of all ground literals about the predicate holds. Next, since 3 (D O^ ) has
some extra ground atoms about the predicate holds than 3 (D O), it follows that 3 (D O)S 
3 (D O^ )S. Furthermore, 3 (D O^ )S = 3 (D O)S , which implies, 3 (D O^ )S  3 (D O)S . Thus
by Proposition 47, 3 (D O^ ) entails every ground literal in S" that is entailed by 3 (D O). The
statement of the lemma follows from this.
2
Proposition 71 Let D be a consistent domain description, and O be a (possibly incomplete) set
of observations about the initial state such that D O is consistent. Let f be a uent.
(i) If 3 (D O) j= holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]) then D j=O f after a1  : : :  an .
(ii) If 3 (D O) j= :holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]) then D j=O :f after a1  : : :  an .
2
Proof: Follows from Lemma 5.1.8, Proposition 70, and Corollary 3.
2
We now give an example which shows that 3 (D O) is not complete in the sense that D j=O
(:)f after a1  : : :  an but 3 (D O) 6j= (:)holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]).

5.1.5 Sound reasoning with non-initial observations in AnsProlog:: 3 and 4

In all of the previous formulations we had assumed that observations were only about the initial
state. We now lift that assumption and present the rst two of four sound formulations that can
reason with general observations. The rst two formulations are weaker than the other two but
computationally superior.
Given a domain description D and a set of observations O 3 (D O) is same as in the previous
section except that non-initial observations of the form (:)f after a1  : : :  an are represented as
(:)holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]).
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Example 95 Consider D from Example 84, and O1 = f initially alive :alive after shootg

from Example 86. The program 3 (D O1 ) consists of the following:
holds(loaded res(load S )) .
ab(loaded load S ) .
:holds(alive res(shoot S ))  holds(loaded S ).
ab(alive shoot S )  not :holds(loaded S ).
holds(alive s0 )  :
:holds(alive res(shoot s0 )) .
holds(F res(A S ))  holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
:holds(F res(A S ))  :holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
Now although, D j=O1 initially loaded, 3 (D O1 ) 6j= holds(loaded s0 ). Hence, 3 (D O1 ) is not
complete with respect to D and O1 . As we will formally prove later, it is sound though.
2

Example 96 Consider D from Example 84, and O2 = f initially alive loaded after shootg

from Example 87. The program 3 (D O2 ) consists of the following:
holds(loaded res(load S )) .
ab(loaded load S ) .
:holds(alive res(shoot S ))  holds(loaded S ).
ab(alive shoot S )  not :holds(loaded S ).
holds(alive s0 )  :
holds(loaded res(shoot s0 )) .
holds(F res(A S ))  holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
:holds(F res(A S ))  :holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
Now although, D j=O2 initially loaded, and D j=O2 :alive after shoot, we have
3 (D O2 ) 6j= holds(loaded s0 ), and 3(D O2 ) 6j= :holds(alive res(shoot s0 )). Hence, 3(D O2 )
is not complete with respect to D and O2 . As we will formally prove later, it is sound though. 2
We now present another formulation 4 (D O) that is sound with respect to D and O and show that
it extends 3 (D O). The program 4 (D O) consists of ve parts 3ef , and 2in from the previous
sections and 4obs , 4;in , and 4back , as dened below.
1. Backward reasoning rules: The backward reasoning rules are rules that can reason from
observations about non-initial situations and make conclusions about their past up to the
initial situation. They are collectively denoted by 4back and consist of the following rules.
For every eect proposition of the form (5.1.1), if f is a uent then 4back contains the following
rules:
(a) For each i, 1  i  n
holds(pi  S )  holds(f res(a S )) :holds(f S ).
:holds(pi S )  :holds(f res(a S )) holds(p1  S ) : : :  holds(pi;1  S )
holds(pi+1  S ) : : :  holds(pn  S ),:holds(q1  S ) : : :  :holds(qr  S ).
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(b) For each j , 1  j  r
:holds(qj  S )  holds(f res(a S )) :holds(f S ).
holds(qj  S )  :holds(f res(a S )) :holds(q1  S ) : : :  :holds(qj ;1  S )
:holds(qj+1 S ) : : :  :holds(qr  S ) holds(p1  S ) : : :  holds(pn  S ).
For every eect proposition of the form (5.1.1), if f is the negative uent literal :g then 4back
contains the following rules:
(a) For each i, 1  i  n
holds(pi  S )  :holds(g res(a S )) holds(g S ).
:holds(pi S )  holds(g res(a S )) holds(p1  S ) : : :  holds(pi;1  S )
holds(pi+1  S ) : : :  holds(pn S ):holds(q1  S ) : : :  :holds(qr  S ).
(b) For each j , 1  j  r
:holds(qj  S )  :holds(g res(a S )) holds(g S ).
holds(qj  S )  holds(g res(a S )) :holds(q1  S ) : : :  :holds(qj ;1  S )
:holds(qj+1 S ) : : :  :holds(qr  S ) holds(p1  S ) : : :  holds(pn  S ).
2. Backward inertia: The backward inertia rules are similar to the original inertia rules, except
that they are in the backward direction. They are collectively denoted by 4;in and consist
of the following:

holds(F S )  holds(F res(A S )) not ab(F A S ).
:holds(F S )  :holds(F res(A S )) not ab(F A S ).
3. Translating observations: The value propositions in O of the form are translated as follows
and are collectively referred to as 4obs .
For every value proposition of the form (5.1.4) if f is a uent then 4obs contains the following
rule:

holds(f #am  : : :  a1 ]) .
else, if f is the negative uent literal :g then 4obs contains the following rule:
:holds(g #am  : : :  a1 ]) .
Example 97 Consider D from Example 95, and O1 = f initially alive :alive after shootg
from Example 95. The program 4 (D O1 ) consists of 3 (D O1 ) from Example 95 and the following

rules. (Recall that we analyzed this program earlier in Section 3.4.2 to demonstrate the impact of
the notion of signing on restricted monotonicity.)
holds(loaded S )  holds(alive S ) :holds(alive res(shoot S )).
:holds(loaded S )  holds(alive res(shoot S )).
holds(F S )  holds(F res(A S )) not ab(F A S ).
:holds(F S )  :holds(F res(A S )) not ab(F A S ).
Now although 3 (D O1 ) 6j= holds(loaded s0 ), 4 (D O1 ) j= holds(loaded s0 ), which agrees with
D j=O1 initially loaded.
2
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Example 98 Consider D from Example 96, and O2 = f initially alive loaded after shootg

from Example 96. The program 4 (D O2 ) consists of 3 (D O2 ) from Example 96 and the following
rules.
holds(loaded S )  holds(alive S ) :holds(alive res(shoot S )).
:holds(loaded S )  holds(alive res(shoot S )).
holds(F S )  holds(F res(A S )) not ab(F A S ).
:holds(F S )  :holds(F res(A S )) not ab(F A S ).
Now although, 3 (D O2 ) 6j= holds(loaded s0 ), and 3 (D O2 ) 6j= :holds(alive res(shoot s0 )) we
have 4 (D O2 ) j= holds(loaded s0 ), and 4 (D O2 ) j= :holds(alive res(shoot s0 )).
2
We now show the soundness of entailments of 3 (D O) and 4 (D O) with respect queries entailed
by D O. We also relate the entailments of 3 (D O) with that of 4 (D O).

Proposition 72 Let D be a consistent domain description, and O be a set of observations such
that D O is consistent. Let f be a uent.
(i) If 3 (D O) j= holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]) then D j=O f after a1  : : :  an .
(ii) If 3 (D O) j= :holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]) then D j=O :f after a1  : : :  an .

2

Proposition 73 Let D be a consistent domain description and O be a set of observations such

that D O is consistent. Let f be a uent.
(i) If 3 (D O) j= holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]) then 4 (D O) j= holds(f #am  : : :  a1 ]).
(ii) If 3 (D O) j= :holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]) then 4 (D O) j= :holds(f #am  : : :  a1 ]).

2

Proof:

Let D O satisfy the conditions of the statement of the lemma. Consider the two programs 4 (D O)
and 3 (D O). It is easy to see that both of them have the signing S , where S is the set of all
ground atoms about the predicate ab. Then, S" is the set of all ground literals about the predicate
holds. Next, since 4 (D O) has some extra ground rules with holds in their head than 3 (D O),
it follows that 3 (D O)S  4 (D O^ )S . Furthermore, 4 (D O)S = 3 (D O)S , which implies,
4 (D O)S  3 (D O)S . Thus by Proposition 47, 4 (D O) entails every ground literal in S" that is
entailed by 3 (D O). The statement of the lemma follows from this.
2
The program 4 (D O) is not always sound with respect to the queries entailed by D O. For
example, for the domain description D = fa causes f if p a causes f if :pg, and for the
observation O = ff after ag, 4 (D O) entails both holds(p s0 ) and :holds(p s0 ) and hence is
inconsistent. For this reason the soundness of 4 (D O) with respect to the queries entailed by D O
is conditional. The following proposition states this.

Proposition 74 Let D be a consistent domain description such that for every action we only have

one eect axiom, and O be a set of observations such that D O is consistent. Let f be a uent.
(i) If 4 (D O) j= holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]) then D j=O f after a1  : : :  an .
(ii) If 4 (D O) j= :holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]) then D j=O :f after a1  : : :  an .
2
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5.1.6 Assimilating observations using enumeration and constraints: 5 and 6

The incompleteness of 3 (D O) pointed out in Example 93 also plagues 4 (D O). We now present
two formulations 5 (D O) and 6 (D O) which overcome this limitation and can reason in presence
of general observations and incomplete knowledge about the initial state. They are sound and
complete with respect to the entailment relation of D O. 5 (D O) is an AnsProlog:? program
consisting of 2ef , and 2in from Sections 5.1.3 and 5obs , and 5en as described below. 6 (D O) is
an AnsProlog: or ? program consisting of 2ef , and 2in from Sections 5.1.3 and 5obs , and 6en as
described below. The role of 5en in 5 (D O) is to enumerate the various possible values a uent
can have in the initial state. The role of 6en in 6 (D O) is similar.

 Enumeration in 5(D O): The enumeration rules in 5(D O) collectively denoted by 5en
consists of the following rules:

holds(F s0 )  not :holds(F s0 ).

:holds(F s0 )  not holds(F s0 ).

 Enumeration in 6(D O): The enumeration rules in 6(D O) collectively denoted by 6en
consists of the following rule:

holds(F s0 ) or :holds(F s0 ).

 Observations as constraints: The value propositions in O are translated as follows and are
collectively referred to as 5obs .

For an observation of the form (5.1.4) if f is a uent then 5obs contains the following rule:

 not holds(f #am  : : :  a1 ]).
else if f is the uent literal :g, then 5obs contains the following rule:
 not :holds(g #am  : : :  a1 ]).
Example 99 Let D and O be as in Example 91. The program 5(D O) consists of the following:
holds(f s0 )  not :holds(f s0 ).
:holds(f s0)  not holds(f s0).
holds(p s0 )  not :holds(p s0).
:holds(p s0)  not holds(p s0 ).
 not :holds(f s0):
holds(f res(a S ))  holds(p S ).
ab(f a S )  holds(p S ).
holds(f res(a S ))  :holds(p S ).
ab(f a S )  :holds(p S ).
holds(F res(A S ))  holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
:holds(F res(A S ))  :holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
5 (D O) has two answer sets f:holds(f s0 ) holds(p s0 ) ab(f a s0 ) holds(f #a]) holds(p #a])
ab(f a #a]) holds(f #a a]) holds(p #a a]) ab(f a #a a]) : : : g and f:holds(f s0 ) :holds(p s0 )
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ab(f a s0 ) holds(f #a]) :holds(p #a]) ab(f a #a]) holds(f #a a]) :holds(p #a a]) ab(f a #a a]) : : : g.
Thus, 5 (D O) j= holds(f #a]), which agrees with D j=O f after a.
(Recall that 3 (D O) 6j= holds(f #a]).)
The program 5 (D O) is exactly same as 4 (D O) except that the rst two rules of 5 (D O) are
replaced by the following two rules:
holds(f s0 ) or :holds(f s0 ) .
holds(p s0 ) or :holds(p s0 ) .
The programs 5 (D O) and 5 (D O) have the same answer sets and thus 6 (D O) j= holds(f #a]).

2

Lemma 5.1.9 Let D be a consistent domain description, and O be a set of observations such that

D O is consistent. Let (0  *D ) be a model of D O and M be a consistent answer set of 5 (D O)
such that 0 = ff : holds(f s0 ) 2 M g. Let f be a uent and a1  : : :  an be a sequence of actions.
(i) f 2 *D (an  : : :  *D (a1  0 ) : : :) i holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]) 2 M .
(ii) f 62 *D (an  : : :  *D (a1  0 ) : : :) i :holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]) 2 M
2
Proof: Can be shown by induction on n.
Lemma 5.1.10 Let D be a consistent domain description, and O be a set of observations such
that D O is consistent. For every model M = (0  *D ) of D O there exists a consistent answer set
A of 5(D O) such that 0 = ff : holds(f s0) 2 Ag.
2
Proof: Using Lemma 5.1.3 we have that M is a model of D OM , where OM = f initially f :
f 2 0 g f initially :f : f 62 0 g. Consider 5(D OM ).
Let U = fholds(f s0 ) : f is a uent g f:holds(f s0 ) : f is a uent g. It is easy to
see that U splits 5 (D OM ) such that botU (5 (D OM )) = 5en (D OM ) and topU (5 (D OM )) =
2ef (D OM ) 2in (D OM ) 5obs (D OM ). It is easy to see that A0 = fholds(f s0 ) : f 2
0 g f:holds(f s0 ) : f 62 0 g is an answer set of botU (5 (D OM )). From Theorem 3.5.1, an answer set of topU (5 (D OM )) A0 is an answer set of 5 (D OM ). Notice that topU (5 (D OM )) A0
is same as 2 (D OM ) 5obs (D OM ), and 5obs (D OM ) is a set of constraints. Thus answer sets
of topU (5 (D OM )) A0 and answer sets of 2 (D OM ) that satisfy the constraints 5obs (D OM )
coincide. Since A0 2 (D OM ), all answer sets of 2 (D OM ) satisfy the constraints 5obs (D OM ).
Thus answer sets of topU (5 (D OM )) A0 and answer sets of 2 (D OM ) coincide. Since from
Proposition 68 the program 2 (D OM ) has a unique consistent answer set, topU (5 (D OM )) A0
has a unique consistent answer set. Let us refer to this answer set as A. We will show that A is a
consistent answer set A of 5 (D O).
It is clear that A0 is an answer set of botU (5 (D O)). We will now argue that A is an answer set
of topU (5 (D O)) A0 , and hence by Theorem 3.5.1 is an answer set of 5 (D O).
It is easy to see that the answer sets of topU (5 (D O)) A0 and topU (5 (D OM )) A0 5obs(D O)

coincide, as the only dierence between them is that the later contains the additional constraints
5obs(D OM ), which are satised by the answer sets of both programs because of the presence of
A0 .
By denition, A is the answer set of topU (5 (D OM )) A0 . Using Lemma 5.1.9 with respect to
D OM , and the fact that M , the model of D OM is is a model of D O, it is easy to see that A
satises the constraints 5obs (D O). Hence, A is the answer set of topU (5 (D OM )) A0 5obs(D O),
and therefore the answer set of topU (5 (D O)) A0 . Thus A is an answer set of 5 (D O).
2
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Lemma 5.1.11 Let D be a consistent domain description, and O be a set of observations such that

D O is consistent. For every consistent answer set A of 5(D O) there exists a model M = (0  *D )
of D O such that 0 = ff : holds(f s0 ) 2 Ag.
2

Proof: (sketch)

Consider D OA , where, OA = f initially f : holds(f s0 ) 2 Ag f initially :f : :holds(f s0 ) 2
Ag. Let M be the model of D OA . We then show that A is an answer set of 5 (D OA ). Using
Lemma 5.1.9 with respect to D OA , M and A we show that M satises O, and hence conclude
that M is a model of 5 (D O).
2

Proposition 75 Let D be a consistent domain description, and O be a set of observations such
that D O is consistent. Let f be a uent.
(i) 5 (D O) j= holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]) i D j=O f after a1  : : :  an .
(ii) 5 (D O) j= :holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]) i D j=O :f after a1  : : :  an .

2

Proof: Follows from Lemmas 5.1.9, 5.1.10, and 5.1.11.
2
Proposition 76 Let D be a consistent domain description, and O be a set of observations such
that D O is consistent. Let f be a uent.
(i) 6 (D O) j= holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]) i D j=O f after a1  : : :  an .
(ii) 6 (D O) j= :holds(f #an  : : :  a1 ]) i D j=O :f after a1  : : :  an .

2

Proof: Similar to the proof of Proposition 75 using lemmas similar to the ones used there.

2

Note that the equivalence of 5 (D O) and 6 (D O) in terms of both having the same answer sets
follows from the fact that 6 (D O) is head cycle free. This can be easily veried by observing
that the only literals that appear as disjuncts in the head of rules are of the form holds(F s0 ), and
these literals do not appear in the head of any other rule. So there can not be a cycle involving
these literals in the literal dependency graph of 6 (D O). Now since, by applying disj to normal
to the rule in 6en we obtain 5en , using Theorem 3.10.1 we have that 5 (D O) and 6 (D O) have
the same answer sets.

5.1.7 Ignoring sorts through language tolerance

Recall that the programs 1 (D O) { 6 (D O) in the previous sections are with respect to a sorted
theory. We would now use the formulation of `language tolerance' from Section 3.6.3 to show that
the AnsProlog programs 2+ (D O) { 5+ (D O) are language tolerant, and thus if we were to ignore
the sorts of these programs we will still make the same conclusions that we would have made if we
respected the sorts. To show language tolerance, we will use the conditions in Theorem 3.6.3 which
is applicable only to AnsProlog programs. Thus we consider the programs 1 (D O), and 2+ (D O) {
5+ (D O). The AnsProlog program, 1(D O) is not predicate-order-consistent as holds +; holds
is true in its dependency graph. Thus we can not use Theorem 3.6.3 to show that 1 (D O)
is language tolerant. It is easy to see that the AnsProlog programs 2+ (D O) { 5+ (D O) are
predicate-order-consistent as the relation +; in the dependency graph of those programs is empty.
The second condition in Theorem 3.6.3 for showing language tolerance is that the AnsProlog
program be stable. We will now argue that the AnsProlog programs 1 (D O), and 2+ (D O)
{ 5+ (D O) are all stable with respect to the following mode m:
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holds(; +)
holds0 (; +)
ab(+ + +)
Consider 1 (D O). Both rules in 1ef are stable because S , the only variable that occurs in it,
occurs in the input position { marked by + { in the literal in the head. The rules in 1obs are stable
as they do not have variables. The rule in 1in has three variables: F A and S . The variables A and
S occur in the input position in the literal in the head. The variable F in the output position of the
positive subgoal holds(F S ) in the body, and since there is no other subgoal before it in the body,
it satises the second condition of Denition 12. Hence, 1 (D O) is a stable program with respect
to m. Similarly, we can show that 2+ (D O) { 4+ (D O) are stable with respect to the mode m.
But the program 5+ (D O) is not stable with respect to m. This is because the rules 5en are not
stable with respect to m. The following changes will make it stable.
1. Introduce a predicate fluent, and for all the uents f1  : : :  fn , add the following rules to the
program.

fluent(f1 ) 
..
.

fluent(fn) 
2. Replace 5en by the following rules
holds(F s0 )  fluent(F ) not :holds(F s0)
:holds(F s0 )  fluent(F ) not holds(F s0 )
3. Enhance m by adding the following I/O specication for fluent(;). Let us refer to this
enhanced mode by m0 .
We refer to the modied program by 5:1 . It is easy to see that 5+:1 is stable with respect to m0
and is also predicate-order-consistent and hence language tolerant.
The following table summarizes our result about the language tolerance of the various programs.
The `?' in the table denotes that we do not know if 1 (D O) and 5+:1 (D O) are stable or not. We
only know that they do not satisfy a particular set of suciency condition { being predicate-orderconsistent and stable { for language tolerance.
program

predicate-order-consistent stable language tolerant
no
yes
?
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
?
yes
yes
yes
In Section 8.3.3 we further study the properties of 1 (D O), 2+ (D O) and 3+ (D O) and show
the correctness of the Prolog interpreter and its LDNF-resolution with respect to these AnsProlog
programs.

1(D O)
2+ (D O)
3+ (D O)
4+ (D O)
5+ (D O)
5+:1(D O)
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5.1.8 Filter-abducibility of 5 and 6

In Section 3.9 we present conditions on AnsProlog: or programs so that abductive reasoning with
respect to such programs and particular kind of observations can be done through ltering. We
now show how this is relevant with respect to the program 6 (D O). Recall that 6 (D O) consists
of four parts: 2ef , 2in , 5obs and 6en . Since the rules 2ef , 2in , and 6en only depend on D, and
5obs only depends on O, let us refer to them as 6(D), and 6 (O) respectively. Let us also denote
4obs by Obs(O). Recall that if f after a1  : : :  am is in O, then its translation in Obs(O) will be
holds(f #a1  : : :  am ])  while its translation in 6 (O) will be  not holds(f #a1  : : :  am ]). In the
following program we show the connection between the abductive program h6 (D) Obs(O)i, and
the ltering of 6 (D) with Obs(O).
Proposition 77 Let D be a consistent domain description, Abd be the set of ground literals about
holds in the situation s0 and Obs be the set of ground atoms about holds. The AnsProlog: or
program 6 (D) is lter-abducible with respect to Abd and Obs.
2
Proof: (sketch) We use the suciency conditions in Proposition 62. The suciency condition (i)
can be shown to hold by the direct application of Proposition 68 and Lemma 5.1.6. It is straight
forward to show that the other two conditions hold.
2
Since ltering 6 (D) with Obs(O) means adding 6 (O) to 6 (D) { as ltering in logic programs is
done through adding constraints, the above proposition shows that the program 6 (D O) which is
the union of 6 (O) and 6 (D) is equivalent to the abductive program h6 (D) Obs(O)i. In other
words 6 (D) is a `good' program which allows easy assimilation of observations by just using them
as ltering constraints. Although we can not use the suciency conditions in Proposition 62 for
showing lter-abducibility of 5 , a proposition similar to it can be proven and it can be shown that
5 is also lter-abducible.

5.1.9 An alternative formulation of temporal projection in AnsProlog: 2:nar

The formulation of temporal projection in the programs 1 { 6 in the previous sections closely follows the Situation Calculus, where each situation is identied by a sequence of actions from the initial situation. These formulations are most appropriate for verifying the correctness of simple plans
consisting of actions sequences, by checking if the program entails holds(goal action sequence).
To do planning { where we are required to nd a sequence of actions that lead to a situation
where the goal conditions holds { with these formulations we either need interpreters that can
do answer extraction, and then use such an interpreter to instantiate the variable Plan in the
query holds(goal Plan), or use a generate and test paradigm where possible action sequences are
generated and tested to nd out if they form a plan.
An alternative approach to formulate temporal projection is to use a linear time line, record action
occurrences in this time line, and reason about uents at dierent time points. Such an approach is
used in event calculus, and in reasoning with narratives. Planning with such a formulation can be
done by enumerating dierent action occurrences in dierent answer sets and eliminating the ones
where the goal is not true in the nal time point. The action occurrences in each of the resulting
answer sets will correspond to plans. This approach, which is referred to as `Answer-set planning'
in recent literature, is similar to the planning with satisability approach where propositional logic
is used instead.
In this section we give such an alternative AnsProlog formulation of temporal projection in presence
of a complete initial state. In a subsequent section we will discuss how it can be easily modied to
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do planning. Our formulation in this section is based on the program 2 from Section 5.1.3. Besides
the change in the approach, we make one additional change in the notation by introducing new
predicates such as not holds to avoid using : in our program. This is done to make the program
acceptable to interpreters such as `smodels'.
Given a domain description D and a set of observations O which is initial state complete, we
in
construct an AnsProlog program 2:nar (D O) consisting of three parts 2ef:nar , 2obs
:nar , and 2:nar as
dened below.
1. Translating eect propositions: The eect propositions in D are translated as follows and are
collectively referred to as 2ef:nar .
For every eect proposition of the form (5.1.1) if f is a uent then 2ef:nar contains the following
rules:

holds(f T + 1)  occurs(a T ) holds(p1  T ) : : :  holds(pn  T )
not holds(q1  T ) : : :  not holds(qr  T ).
ab(f a T )  occurs(a T ) holds(p1  T ) : : :  holds(pn T )
not holds(q1 T ) : : :  not holds(qr  T ).
else, if f is the negative uent literal :g then 2ef contains the following rules:

not holds(g T + 1)  occurs(a T ) holds(p1  T ) : : :  holds(pn  T )
not holds(q1 T ) : : :  not holds(qr  T ).
ab(g a T )  occurs(a T ) holds(p1  T ) : : :  holds(pn  T )
not holds(q1 T ) : : :  not holds(qr  T ).
2. Translating observations: The value propositions in O are translated as follows and are collectively referred to as 2obs
:nar .
For every value proposition of the form (5.1.5) if f is a uent then 2obs
:nar contains the following
rule:

holds(f 1) .
else, if f is the negative uent literal :g then 2obs contains the following rule:

not holds(g 1) .
3. Inertia rules: Besides the above we have the following inertia rules referred to as 2in:nar .

holds(F T + 1)  occurs(A T ) holds(F T ) not ab(F A T ).
not holds(F T + 1)  occurs(A T ) not holds(F T ) not ab(F A T ).

Lemma 5.1.12 Let D be a consistent domain description and O be an initial state complete set
of observations. Then 2:nar (D O) foccurs(a1  1) : : :  occurs(an  n)g is acyclic.
2
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Lemma 5.1.13 Let D be a consistent domain description and O be an initial state complete set
of observations. Let M be the answer set of 2:nar (D O) foccurs(a1  1) : : :  occurs(an  n)g.
For any uent f , and i  l, at least one, but not both of holds(f i) and not holds(f i) belong to
M.

2

Lemma 5.1.14 Let D be a consistent domain description and O be an initial state complete set
of observations such that D O is consistent. Let (0  *D ) be the unique model of D O and M be
the answer set of 2:nar (D O) foccurs(a1  1) : : :  occurs(an  n)g. Let f be a uent.
(i) f 2 *D (an  : : :  *D (a1  0 ) : : :) i holds(f n + 1) 2 M .
2
(ii) f 62 *D (an  : : :  *D (a1  0 ) : : :) i not holds(f n + 1) 2 M .
The proof of the above three lemmas is similar to the proof of the Lemmas 5.1.5, 5.1.6, and 5.1.7
respectively.

Proposition 78 Let D be a consistent domain description and O be an initial state complete set

of observations such that D O is consistent. Let f be a uent.
(i) D j=O f after a1  : : :  an i 2:nar (D O) foccurs(a1  1) : : :  occurs(an  n)g j= holds(f n + 1).
(ii) D j=O :f after a1  : : :  an i 2:nar (D O) foccurs(a1  1) : : :  occurs(an  n)g j= not holds(f n+
1).
2
Proof: (sketch) Follows from the Lemmas 5.1.1 and 5.1.14.

2

Exercise 14 Consider 2:nar0 which is obtained from 2:nar by removing the rules with ab in their

head,and replacing the rules in 2in:nar by the following two rules.
holds(F T + 1)  occurs(A T ) holds(F T ) not not holds(F T + 1).
not holds(F T + 1)  occurs(A T ) not holds(F T ) not holds(F T + 1).
Show one-to-one correspondence between the answer sets of 2:nar and 2:nar0 when we only consider
the holds and not holds facts.
2

5.1.10 Modifying 2:nar for answer set planning: 2:planning
We now show how the program 2:nar from the previous section which reasons about uent values
at dierent time points, given a set of consecutive action occurrences starting from time point 1, can
be enhanced to perform planning. The basic idea is that we decide on a plan length l, enumerate
action occurrences up to time points corresponding to that length, and encode goals has constraints
about the time point l +1, such that possible answer sets that encode action occurrence that do not
satisfy the goal at time point l + 1 are eliminated. Thus each of the answer sets { which survived
the constraints { encode a plan. We now describe this modication to 2:nar .
Given a domain description D, a set of observations O which is initial state complete, a plan length
l, and a goal h, we construct the following AnsProlog program 2:planning (D O h l) consisting of
goal
in
choice
ve parts: 2ef:nar , 2obs
:nar , 2:nar , are from the previous section, and 2:planning , and 2:planning are
described below.
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1. Choice rules: We have the following choice rules that make sure that one and only one action
occurs at each time point up to l. They are collectively referred to as 2choice
:planning

not occurs(A T )  occurs(B T ) A 6= B
occurs(A T )  T  l not not occurs(A T )

2. Goal: Finally we have the following constraint, for our goal h. We refer to it as 2goal
:planning .

 not holds(h l + 1)
Proposition 79 Let D be a consistent domain description, O be an initial state complete set of

observations such that D O is consistent, l be the length of the plan that we are looking for, and
h be a uent which is the goal.
(i) If there is a sequence of actions a1  : : :  al such that D j=O h after a1  : : :  al then there exists
a consistent answer of 2:planning (D O h l) containing foccurs(a1  1) : : :  occurs(al  l)g as the only
facts about occurs.
(ii) If there exists a consistent answer of 2:planning (D O h l) containing foccurs(a1  1) : : :  occurs(al  l)g
as the facts about occurs then D j=O h after a1  : : :  al .
2

Proof (sketch): Follows from splitting he program to three layers, with the bottom layer consisting

goal
of 2choice
:planning , the middle layer consisting of 2:nar (D O) and the top layer consisting of 2:planning .
It is easy to see that foccurs(a1  1) : : :  occurs(al  l)g is the set of occur atoms in an answer set of
choice
2choice
:planning , and uniquely identies that answer set. (I.e., no two dierent answer sets of 2:planning
can have the same set of occur.) Now we can use Proposition 78 to show the correspondence between
D j=O h after a1  : : :  al and 2:nar (D O) foccurs(a1  1) : : :  occurs(an  l)g j= holds(h l + 1),
and use that correspondence to complete our proof.
2
One of the draw backs of the above formulation is that we need to give the exact plan length. One
way to overcome this limitation is to have a `no-op' action that has no eect on the world, and
then have l as an upper bound. In a later section we discuss an alternative approach where l can
be an upper bound and we do not need the `no-op' action.

5.2 Reasoning about Actions and plan verication in richer domains

In the previous section we considered the simple action description language A and showed how
reasoning about actions in A can be formulated in AnsProlog*. In the process we applied many
results and notions from Chapter 3, thus demonstrating their usefulness. That was the reason why
we used the simple language A. In this section we consider extensions of A and their formulation
in AnsProlog* and state the correspondences.

5.2.1 Allowing executability conditions

Our rst extension to A, which we will refer to as Aex, allows executability conditions in the domain
description part. An executability condition is of the following form:

executable a if p1 : : :  pn :q1 : : :  :qr

(5.2.7)
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where a is an action and, p1  : : :  pn  q1  : : :  qr are uents. Intuitively, the above executability
condition means that if the uent literals p1  : : :  pn  :q1  : : :  :qr hold in the state  of a situation
s, then the action a is executable in s.
A domain description of Aex consists of a set of eect propositions and executability conditions.
The transition function *D dened by a domain description in Aex has one more condition than it
had originally when dened for domain descriptions in A. This condition is as follows:
Given a domain description D in Aex, for any action a, and any state , *D (a ) is said to be
defined if there is an executability condition of the form (5.2.7) such that p1  : : :  pn :q1  : : :  :qr
hold in . Otherwise, it is said to be undened. When *D (a ) is dened, the value of *D (a )
is same as the value of *D0 (a ) in A, where D0 consists of only the eect propositions of D.
To dene models and the corresponding entailment relation, the only additional requirement is
that we declare that no uent literal holds in an undened state and if *D (a ) is undened then
D (a0  *D (a )) is undened.
Given a domain description D, and a set of observations O, and a model M = (0  *D ) of D O,
we say a sequence of actions a1  : : :  an is executable in M i *D (an  : : : D (a1  0 ) : : :) is dened.
We say a1  : : :  an is executable in D O, i it is executable in all models of D O.

Example 100 Consider the following domain description D in Aex.
drive to airport causes at airport
executable drive to airport if has car
rent a car causes has car
Let 1 = fg and 2 = fhas carg. We have *D (drive to airport 1 ) as undened, while
*D (drive to airport 2 ) = fhas car at airportg.
2
To compute the entailment relation j=O using AnsProlog* we now describe the changes that need
to be made to the various programs in the previous section.

1. 1:exec(D O): To allow executability conditions 1 (D O) is modied as follows.

 We add the following rules which we will collectively refer to as 1ex:exec.

For each executability condition of the form (5.2.7) 1ex:exec contains the following rule:
executable(a S )  holds(p1  S ) : : :  holds(pn  S )not holds(q1  S ) : : :  not holds(qr  S ):
 To the body of each of the rules in 1ef and 1in, we add the literals executable(a S ), and
executable(A S ), respectively.
 The rules in 1obs remain unchanged.
2. 2:exec(D O): To allow executability conditions 2 (D O) is modied as follows.

 We add the following rules which we will collectively refer to as 2ex:exec.

For each executability condition of the form (5.2.7) 2ex:exec contains the following rule:
executable(a S )  holds(p1  S ) : : :  holds(pn  S ):holds(q1  S ) : : :  :holds(qr  S ):
 To the body of each of the rules in 2ef and 2in, we add the literals executable(a S ), and
executable(A S ), respectively.
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 The rules in 2obs remain unchanged.
3. 3:exec(D O): To allow executability conditions 3 (D O) is modied as follows.

 We add 2ex:exec.
 To the body of each of the rules in 3ef and 2in, we add the literals executable(a S ), and
executable(A S ), respectively.
 The rules in 2obs remain unchanged.

4. 4:exec(D O): To allow executability conditions 4 (D O) is modied as follows.

 We add the following rules which we will collectively refer to as 4ex:exec.
reachable(s0 )  :

For each executability condition of the form (5.2.7) 4ex:exec contains the following rule:
reachable(res(a S ))  reachable(S ) holds(p1  S ) : : :  holds(pn  S )
:holds(q1 S ) : : :  :holds(qr  S ):
 To the body of each of the rules in 3ef and 2in, we add the literals reachable(res(a S )),
and reachable(res(A S )), respectively.
 To the body of each of the rules in 4obs we add the literal reachable(#am  : : :  a1 ]).
 The rules in 4;in and 4back remain unchanged.
5. 5:exec(D O): To allow executability conditions 5 (D O) is modied as follows.

 We add 2ex:exec.
 To the body of each of the rules in 2ef and 2in, we add the literals executable(a S ), and
executable(A S ), respectively.
 The rules in 5en and 5obs remain unchanged.

6. 6:exec(D O): To allow executability conditions 6 (D O) is modied as follows.

 We add 2ex:exec.
 To the body of each of the rules in 2ef and 2in, we add the literals executable(a S ), and
executable(A S ), respectively.
 The rules in 6en and 5obs remain unchanged.

7. 2:n:exec(D O): To allow executability conditions 2:nar (D O) is modied as follows.

 We add the following rules which we will collectively refer to as 2ex:n:exec.

For each executability condition of the form (5.2.7) 2ex:n:exec contains the following rule:
executable(a T )  holds(p1  T ) : : :  holds(pn  T )
not holds(q1  T ) : : :  not holds(qr  T ):
ef
 The rules in 2:nar , 2in:nar , and 2obs:nar remain unchanged.
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 We add the following rule which we will refer to as 2constr
:n:exec.
 occurs(A T ) not executable(A T ):
8. 2:p:exec(D O h l): To allow executability conditions 2:planning (D O h l) is modied as follows.

 We add the rules in 2ex:n:exec.
goal
 The rules in 2ef:nar , 2in:nar , 2obs:nar , 2choice
:planning , and 2:planning remain unchanged.
 We add the rule 2constr
:n:exec.
As in the previous sections we can now state the correspondences between the entailment relation
j=O and the AnsProlog* programs. For brevity we state only one of them. Before that we would
like to point out that the programs 2:p:exec(D O h l) and 2:n:exec(D O) dier from the other
programs above in an important way. To incorporate the notions of executability 2:p:exec(D O h l)
and 2:n:exec(D O) are obtained by only adding new rules { without making any surgery on the
original rules { to 2:planning (D O h l) and 2:nar (D O) respectively. This is not the case for the
other programs, where some of the original rules are modied.

Proposition 80 Let D be a consistent domain description in Aex, O be an initial state complete

set of observations such that D O is consistent, l be the length of the plan that we are looking for,
and h be a uent which is the goal.
(i) If there is a sequence of actions a1  : : :  al such that D j=O h after a1  : : :  al then there exists
a consistent answer of 2:p:exec(D O h l) containing foccurs(a1  1) : : :  occurs(al  l)g as the only
facts about occurs.
(ii) If there exists a consistent answer of 2:p:exec(D O h l) containing foccurs(a1  1) : : :  occurs(al  l)g
as the facts about occurs then D j=O h after a1  : : :  al .
2

Exercise 15 Executability conditions of the form discussed in this section have the implicit as-

sumption that normally actions are not executable in a state and the exceptions are listed as
executability conditions. This assumption is also used in the STRIPS language.
But in some domains the opposite is true. I.e., normally actions are executable and the few
exceptions can be expressed as statements of the form:
impossible a if p1 : : :  pn :q1 : : :  :qr .
Dene the semantics of an extension of A that allows such impossibility statements and list what
changes need to be made to the various AnsProlog* formulations of the prior sections so as to
reason and plan in this extended language.
2

5.2.2 Allowing static causal propositions

In the language A and Aex the transition between states due to actions is specied through eect
axioms and executability conditions. The eect axioms explicitly state the transition while the
executability conditions explicitly state the executability of an action in a state. It was recognized
that often we can express knowledge about the states directly in terms of what are possible or valid
states and this knowledge can be used to indirectly infer eects of actions, executability of actions,
or both and thus result in a more succinct and elaboration tolerant representation.
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An example of such a constraint is: \a person can be at one place at one time". This can be
expressed in classical logic as at(X ) ^ at(Y ) ) X = Y . In the absence of such a constraint the
eect propositions of an action move to(Y ) can be expressed as:
move to(Y ) causes at(Y ).
move to(Y ) causes :at(X ) X 6= Y .
But in the presence of the constraint, we just need the rst eect axiom, and :at(X ) can be
indirectly derived from the constraint. At rst glance this does not seem to be much of a reduction,
as instead of two eect propositions we have one eect proposition and one constraint. But now if we
consider a set of actions similar to move to(Y ) such as: drive to(Y ), fly to(Y ), take a train to(Y ),
take a bus to(Y ) we realize that for each of them we only need one eect proposition and over all
we need one constraint. This supports our assertion about the advantage of using constraints. The
indirect eect of an action due to constraints is referred to as ramication due to the occurrence of
that action.
Constraints can also indirectly force certain actions to be not executable in certain states. For
example, consider the constraint that married to(X ) ^ married to(Y ) ) X = Y , which encodes
the constraint: \a person can not be married to two dierent persons." The eect of the action
marry(Y ) can be expressed by the following eect proposition:
marry(Y ) causes married to(Y )
In presence of a the constraint about the impossibility of being married to two persons, we do not
need an explicit executability condition saying that the action marry(Y ) is executable only when
the person is not married to any one else. This condition is indirectly enforced by the constraint,
as otherwise there will be a violation of the constraint. Formalization of this indirect qualication
of the executability of an action due to a constraint is referred to as the qualication problem.
An important point to note about the two constraints at(X )^at(Y ) ) X = Y and married to(X )^
married to(Y ) ) X = Y is that they are syntactically similar yet they have dierent purpose. The
rst results in ramications while the second results in a qualication. This means the processing
of these constraints by themselves can not be automatic and for any automatic processing they
will need additional annotation. This demonstrates the inability of classical logic for adequately
expressing constraints. It is argued in the literature that a causal logic was more appropriate. In
a A like syntax the above two constraints will be dierently expressed as follows:
at(X ) causes :at(Y ) if X 6= Y , and
married to(X ) ^ married to(Y ) ^ X 6= Y causes false.
We now formally dene the syntax and semantics of a causal logic that we will use to express which
states are valid and that may result in ramications, qualications, or both.
A static causal proposition is of the form

p1  : : :  pn  :q1  : : : :qr causes f
(5.2.8)
where p1  : : :  pn  q1  : : : qr are uents and f is either uent literal, or a special symbol false.
We say a state  satises a static causal proposition of the form (5.2.8) if: (i) f is a literal and
p1  : : :  pn  :q1 : : : :qr hold in  implies that f holds in  or (ii) f is false and at least one of
p1  : : :  pn  :q1 : : : :qr does not hold in . For a state , by open() we denote the set of uent
literals  f:f : f is a uent and f 62 g. We say a set s of uent literals and the symbol false
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satises a static causal proposition of the form (5.2.8) if fp1  : : :  pn  :q1  : : : :qr g s implies that
f 2 s.
Let s be a set of uent literals and the symbol false and Z be a set of static causal propositions.
By CnZ (s) we denote the smallest set of uent literals and the symbol false that contains s and
satises all propositions in Z . This set can be obtained by starting with s and repeatedly going
over the static causal propositions in Z and adding the right hand side if the literals in the left
hand side are already there, and repeating this until a xpoint is reached.
Given a domain description D consisting of eect propositions, and static causal propositions, for an
action a, and a state , we dene ea () as the set ff : there exists an eect proposition of the form
(5:1:1) such that p1  : : :  pn  :q1  : : : :qr hold in g.
We say a state 0 2 *D (a ) if open(0 ) = CnZ (ea () (open() \ open(0 ))).

Example 101 Consider the following domain description D of eect propositions and static causal
propositions:

a causes c
c :f causes g
c :g causes f
Let 0 = fg. We will now illustrate that 1 = fc f g and 2 = fc gg are in *D (a 0 ), while
3 = fc f gg is not in *D (a 0 ).
Let us refer to the set of static causal propositions in D as Z . Now, open(0 ) = f:c :f :gg,
open(1 ) = fc f :gg, open(2 ) = fc :f gg, and open(3) = fc f gg.
CnZ (ea (0 ) (open(0 ) \ open(1 ))) = CnZ (fcg (f:c :f :gg \ fc f :gg) = CnZ (fcg f:gg)
= CnZ (fc :gg = fc f :gg = open(1 ). Hence, 1 2 *D (a 0 ).
CnZ (ea (0 ) (open(0 ) \ open(2 ))) = CnZ (fcg (f:c :f :gg \ fc :f gg) = CnZ (fcg f:f g)
= CnZ (fc :f g = fc :f gg = open(2 ). Hence, 2 2 *D (a 0 ).
CnZ (ea (0 ) (open(0) \ open(3 ))) = CnZ (fcg (f:c :f :gg \ fc f gg) = CnZ (fcg fg) =
CnZ (fc g = fcg 6= open(3 ). Hence, 3 62 *D (a 0 ).
2
The above example shows that in presence of static causal propositions, eects of actions could
be non-deterministic. The following example illustrates that static causal propositions are not
contrapositive. I.e., the static causal proposition f causes g is not equivalent to :g causes :f
and the direct eect of :g does not indirectly cause :f .

Example 102 Consider the following domain description D:
shoot causes :alive
make walk causes walking
:alive causes :walking

Let us refer to the set of static causal constraints in D as Z , and let 0 = falive walkingg, 1 = fg,
2 = fwalkingg.
Let us consider the eect of the action shoot in the state 0 . eshoot (0 ) = f:aliveg. CnZ (eshoot (0 )
(open(0 )\open(1 ))) = CnZ (f:aliveg (falive walkingg\f:alive :walkingg) = CnZ (f:aliveg
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fg) = CnZ (f:aliveg) = f:alive :walkingg = open(1). Hence, 1 2 *D (shoot 0 ). We can sim-

ilarly show that no other states belong to *D (shoot 0 ) and hence the set *D (shoot 0 ) is a
singleton set implying that the eect of shoot in the state 0 is deterministic.
Now let us consider the eect of the action make walk in the state 1 . emake walk (1 ) = fwalkingg.
CnZ (emake walk (1) (open(1 )\open(2 ))) = CnZ (fwalkingg (f:alive :walkingg\f:alive walkingg)
= CnZ (fwalkingg f:aliveg) = CnZ (f:alive walkingg) = f:alive walking :walkingg 6= open(2 ).
Hence, 2 62 *D (shoot 0 ). We can similarly show that no other state belongs to *D (make walk 0 )
and hence the set *D (shoot 0 ) is an empty set implying that make walk is not executable in the
state 0 . This means that the static causal proposition :alive causes :walking is neither equivalent nor it encodes its contrapositive walking causes alive. If it were, then the indirect eect
of make walk would be that the turkey becomes alive, which of course is not intuitive. We get
the intuitive conclusion that if some one tries to make a dead turkey walk he will fail in his attempt. Thus the static causal proposition results in a qualication when reasoning about the action
make walk in the state 1 .
2
Exercise 16 Consider the move to and marry domains represented using static causal propositions and compute the transition due to the actions move to(b) and marry(b) on the states fat(a)g
and fmarried to(a)g respectively.
2
Given a domain description D consisting of eect propositions, executability conditions, and static
causal propositions, and a set of observations O about the initial situation we say 0 is an initial
state corresponding to D and O if (i) for all the observations of the form initially f in O, f holds
in 0 , and (ii) 0 satises the static causal propositions in D. We say 0  a1  1  a2  2 : : : an  n is a
valid trajectory of D and O, if (a) 0 is an initial state corresponding to D and O, (b) for 1  i  n,
ai is executable in i;1 , and (c) for 1  i  n, i 2 *D (ai  i;1 ).
We now present an AnsProlog? program 7:n:causal (D O) whose answer sets correspond to the valid
trajectories of D and O. The program 7:n:causal (D O) consists of the components 7en:n:causal (D O),
7ef:n:causal (D O), 7st:n:causal (D O), 7obs:n:causal (D O), 7in:n:causal(D O), 7ex:n:causal (D O), 7constr
:n:causal (D O),
choice
and 7:n:causal as described below.
1. Enumeration in 7:n:causal (D O): The enumeration rules in 7:n:causal (D O) collectively denoted by 7en:n:causal consists of the following rules:
holds(F s0 )  not not holds(F s0 ).
not holds(F s0 )  not holds(F s0 ).
2. Translating eect propositions: The eect propositions in D are translated as follows and are
collectively referred to as 7ef:n:causal .
For every eect proposition of the form (5.1.1) if f is a uent then 7ef:n:causal contains the
following rules:
holds(f T + 1)  occurs(a T ) holds(p1  T ) : : :  holds(pn  T )
not holds(q1  T ) : : :  not holds(qr  T ).
else, if f is the negative uent literal :g then 7ef:n:causal contains the following rules:
not holds(g T + 1)  occurs(a T ) holds(p1  T ) : : :  holds(pn  T )
not holds(q1 T ) : : :  not holds(qr  T ).
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3. Translating static causal propositions: The static causal propositions in D are translated as
follows and are collectively referred to as 7st:n:causal .
For every static causal proposition of the form (5.2.8) if f is a uent then 7st:n:causal contains
the following rule:

holds(f T )  holds(p1  T ) : : :  holds(pn  T ) not holds(q1  T ) : : :  not holds(qr  T ).
else, if f is the negative uent literal :g then 7st:n:causal contains the following rule:

not holds(g T )  holds(p1 T ) : : :  holds(pn T ) not holds(q1  T ) : : :  not holds(qr  T ).
else, if f is symbol false then 7st:n:causal contains the following rule:

 holds(p1  T ) : : :  holds(pn  T ) not holds(q1  T ) : : :  not holds(qr  T ).
4. Translating observations: The value propositions in O are translated as follows and are collectively referred to as 7obs
:n:causal .
For every value proposition of the form (5.1.5) if f is a uent then 7obs
:n:causal contains the
following rule:

 not holds(f 1).
else, if f is the negative uent literal :g then 7obs
:n:causal contains the following rule:

 not not holds(g 1).

5. Inertia rules: Besides the above we have the following inertia rules referred to as 7in:n:causal .

holds(F T + 1)  occurs(A T ) holds(F T ) not not holds(F T + 1).
not holds(F T + 1)  occurs(A T ) not holds(F T ) not holds(F T + 1).
6. We add the following rules which we will collectively refer to as 7ex:n:causal .
For each executability condition of the form (5.2.7) 7ex:n:causal contains the following rule:

executable(a T )  holds(p1  T ) : : :  holds(pn T )
not holds(q1  T ) : : :  not holds(qr  T ):
7. We add the following rules which we will refer to as 7constr
:n:causal .

 holds(F 1) not holds(F 1).
 occurs(A T ) not executable(A T ):
 occurs(A T ) holds(F T + 1) not holds(F T + 1).

8. Choice rules: We have the following choice rules that make sure that one and only one action
occurs at each time point up to l. They are collectively referred to as 7choice
:n:causal .

not occurs(A T )  occurs(B T ) A 6= B .
occurs(A T )  not not occurs(A T ).
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We now formally relate valid trajectories of D and O and answer sets of 7:n:causal (D O).

Proposition 81 Let D be a domain description of eect propositions, executability conditions,

and static causal propositions. Let O be a set of observations about the initial state.
(i) 0  a1  1  : : :  an  n is a valid trajectory of D and O implies that there exists an answer set
A of 7:n:causal (D O) containing foccurs(a1  1) : : :  occurs(an  n)g as the only facts about occurs
during the time points 1 to n and for 0  i  n, i = ff : holds(f i + 1) 2 Ag and i \ ff :
not holds(f i + 1) 2 Ag = .
(ii) Let A be an answer set of 7:n:causal (D O) with foccurs(a1  1) : : :  occurs(an  n)g as the set of
facts about occurs during the time points 1 to n then 0  a1  1  : : :  an  n is a valid trajectory of
D and O, where for 0  i  n, i = ff : holds(f i + 1) 2 Ag.
2

5.2.3 Reasoning about parallel execution of actions

So far in this chapter we have reasoned about only sequential occurrences of actions and planned
with them. In a more realistic scenario actions may be executed in parallel. Reasoning about such
executions is the goal of this sub-section. When actions that do not interfere, which is often the
case, are executed in parallel their eect can be computed as the cumulative eects of the individual
actions. In some cases though they may interfere with each other and the eect may be dierent
from their cumulative eect. An example of the later are the actions left lift and right lift with
respect to a large bowl of soup. Individually each of these two action will cause the bowl of soup to
spill, while when done in parallel the eect is dierent, instead of the soup getting spilled the bowl
gets lifted. A straight forward approach of formalizing eects of parallel execution of actions would
be to have eect propositions for each possible parallel execution of actions. But that would lead to
explicitly representing the eect of 2n action combinations, when our domain has n actions. This
can be avoided by the use of normative statements and exceptions. The normative statement would
be: Normally parallel execution of a set of actions inherits the individual eect of the actions in
the set. We can then have exceptions to such inheritance, which encode the cases when inheritance
should not be used, including when two actions interfere with each other, or complement each other
resulting in a dierent eect.
To formulate the reasoning about such parallel actions in an A like language we minimally extend
A and allow the actions in the eect propositions of the form (5.1.1) and observations of the form
(5.1.4) to be compound actions, which we represent by a set of basic actions. We refer to this
extension of A as Ac.

Example 103 Consider the domain of lifting a bowl of soup. We can express the eect of the
actions as follows:

fleft liftg causes spilled
fright liftg causes spilled
fleft lift right liftg causes lifted
2
As in the case of A the role of the eect propositions is to dene a transition function from states

and actions { which now are compound actions represented by a set of basic actions, to states. We
now dene a transition function for domain descriptions in Ac which diers from the transition
functions of domain descriptions in A, in that when we have eect propositions a causes f if p
and a causes :f if p, we now treat it to mean a is not executable in a state where p is true,
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rather than interpreting it as the domain being inconsistent. This isolates the `badness' of having
the eect propositions a causes f if p and a causes :f if p in a domain description.
We say that a uent literal f is an immediate eect of an action a in a state , if there exists an
eect proposition of the form (5.1.1) such that p1  : : :  pn  :q1  : : :  :qr hold in . For a state  and
an action a, the set of positive (and negative resp.) uent literals that are immediate eects of a on
 is denoted by direct+ (a ) (and direct; (a ) resp.). We say that a uent literal f is an inherited
eect of an action a in a state , if there exists b  a such that f is an immediate eect of b and
there is no c, b  c a such that the complement of f is an immediate eect of c. For a state  and
an action a, the set of positive (and negative resp.) uent literals that are inherited eects of a on
 is denoted by inherited+ (a ) (and inherited; (a ) resp.). We say that a uent literal f is an
eect of an action a in a state , if f is either an immediate eect or an inherited eect of a in .
We then dene E + (a ) as the set uents that are eects of a in , and E ; (a ) as the set uents
f such that :f is an eect of a in . In other words, E +(a ) = direct+ (a ) inherited+ (a )
and E ; (a ) = direct; (a ) inherited; (a ). *(a ) is said to be undened if E + (a ) and
E ; (a ) intersect otherwise *(a ) is dened as the set  E +(a ) n E ; (a ). Note that unlike
domain descriptions in A, a domain description D in Ac always has a transition function, and we
denote it by *D .
We say 0 is an initial state corresponding a domain description D and a set of observations O, if
for all observations of the form (5.1.4) in O, #am  : : :  a1 ]0 is dened and the uent literal f holds in
it. We then say that (0  *D ) satises O. Given a domain description D and a set of observations
O, we refer to the pair (*D  0 ), where *D is the transition function of D and 0 is an initial state
corresponding to D and O, as a model of D O. We say D O is consistent if it has a model and is
complete if it has a unique model.

Example 104 Let D1 be the domain description ffliftg causes lifted fopeng causes openedg,
and O = f initially :lifted initially :openedg. The only model of D1 and O is given by (0  *),
where 0 =  and * is dened as follows:
*(open ) =  fopenedg
*(lift ) =  fliftedg
*(fopen liftg ) =  fopened liftedg
D1 j=O opened after fopen liftg and D1 j=O lifted after fopen liftg.
2
Example 105 Consider a domain containing three unit actions paint, close and open, and two

uents, opened and painted. The eects of these actions are described by the following domain
description D3 :

fcloseg causes :opened
fopeng causes opened
fpaintg causes painted.

Let O be the empty set. The transition function * of D3 is dened as follows:
*( ) = 
*(fpaintg ) =  fpaintedg
*(fcloseg ) =  n fopenedg
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*(fopeng ) =  fopenedg
*(fpaint closeg ) =  fpaintedg n fopenedg
*(fpaint openg ) =  fpaintedg fopenedg
*(fclose openg ) and *(fclose open paintg ) are undened.
D3 and O have four models, which are of the form ( *) where  fopened paintedg.
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We now present an AnsProlog:?, formulation that computes the entailment relation j=O , given
a domain description D and a set of observations O. The program we present is also a sorted
program like the ones in Section 5.1.1 the only small dierence being in the sort action, which
now refers to compound actions that represent parallel execution of a set of basic actions. We refer
to the AnsProlog:? of this section as 5:compound(D O) implying that it is similar to 5 (D O)
from Section 5.1.1 and it allows compound actions. The program 5:compound (D O) consists of
ef:indep
obs
in
inh
en
aux
5ef:dep
:compound , 5:compound , 5:compound, 5:compound, 5:compound , 5:compound , and 5:compound as dened
below.
1. Translating eect propositions: The eect propositions in D are translated as follows and are
collectively referred to as 5ef:dep
:compound.
For every eect proposition of the form (5.1.1) if f is a uent then 5ef:dep
:compound contains the
following rule:

causes(a f S )  holds(p1  S ) : : :  holds(pn S ) :holds(q1  S ) : : :  :holds(qr  S ).
else, if f is the negative uent literal :g then 5ef:dep
:compound contains the following rule:

causes(a neg(g) S )  holds(p1  S ) : : :  holds(pn  S ) :holds(q1  S ) : : :  :holds(qr  S ).
2. Observations as constraints: The value propositions in O are translated as follows and are
collectively referred to as 5obs
:compound.
For an observation of the form (5.1.4) if f is a uent then 5obs
:compound contains the following
rule:

 not holds(f #am  : : :  a1 ]).
else if f is the uent literal :g, then 5obs
:compound contains the following rule:
 not :holds(g #am  : : :  a1 ]).
3. Domain independent eect rules: The domain independent eect rules in 5:compound(D O)
collectively denoted by 5ef:indep
:compound contains the following rules:

holds(F res(A S ))  causes(A F S ) not undefined(A S ).
:holds(F res(A S ))  causes(A neg(F ) S ) not undefined(A S ).
undefined(A S )  causes(A F S ) causes(A neg(F ) S ).
undefined(A res(B S ))  undefined(B S )
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4. Inertia rules: The inertia rules in 5:compound (D O) collectively denoted by 5in:compound consists
of the following:

holds(F res(A S ))  holds(F S ) not causes(A neg(F ) S ) singleton(A) not undefined(A S ).
:holds(F res(A S ))  :holds(F S ) not causes(A F S ) singleton(A) not undefined(A S ).
5. Inheritance axioms: The inheritance rules in 5:compound (D O) collectively denoted by 5inh
:compound
consists of the following rules:

holds(F res(A S ))  subset(B A) holds(F res(B S )) not noninh(F A S ) not undefined(A S ).
:holds(F res(A S ))  subset(B A) :holds(F res(B S )) not noninh(neg(F ) A S )
not undefined(A S ).
cancels(X Y F S )  subset(X Z ) subseteq(Z Y ) cause(Z neg(F ) S ).
cancels(X Y neg(F ) S )  subset(X Z ) subseteq(Z Y ) cause(Z F S ).
noninh(F A S )  subseteq(U A) causes(U neg(F ) S ) not cancels(U A neg(F ) S ).
noninh(neg(F ) A S )  subseteq(U A) causes(U F S ) not cancels(U A F S ).
undefined(A S )  noninh(F A S ) noninh(neg(F ) A S ).
6. Enumeration about the initial situation in 5:compound(D O): The enumeration rules in
5:compound (D O) collectively denoted by 5en:compound consists of the following rules:
holds(F s0 )  not :holds(F s0 ).
:holds(F s0 )  not holds(F s0 ).
7. Auxiliary rules: The auxiliary rules in 5:compound(D O) collectively denoted by 5aux
:compound
consists of the following rules:
:subseteq(U V )  in(X U ) not in(X V ).
subseteq(U V )  not :subseteq(U V ).
eq(X X ) .
:singleton(X )  in(Y X ) in(Z X ) not eq(Y Z ).
singleton(X )  not :singleton(X ).
subset(X Y )  subseteq(X Y ) not subseteq(Y X ).

We now analyze 5:compound(D O) and relate entailments with respect to 5:compound (D O) with
queries entailed by D O.

Lemma 5.2.1 Let D be a domain description and O be a set of observations. A set A is a consistent
answer set of 5:compound(D O) i A is the consistent answer set of 5:compound(D O) fholds(f s0 ) :
holds(f s0 ) 2 Ag f:holds(f s0 ) : :holds(f s0 ) 2 Ag.
2
Lemma 5.2.2 Let D be a domain description, and O be a set of observations. M = (0  *)
is a model of D O i M is the model of (D OM ), where OM = O f initially f : f 2
0 g f initially :f : f 62 0 g.
2
In the following we denote the situation #a1  : : :  an ] by sn , and the state #am  : : :  a1 ]0 by m .

Lemma 5.2.3 Models of D vs Answer sets of D

Let D be a domain description and O be a set of observations. Let M = (0  *) be a model of D O
and A be a consistent answer set of 5:compound (D O) such that 0 = ff : holds(f s0 ) 2 Ag.
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1. If a1  : : :  an is executable in M then
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

f 2 direct+ (an  n;1 ) i causes(an f sn;1 ) 2 A.
f 2 direct;(an  n;1 ) i causes(an neg(f ) sn;1 ) 2 A.
f 2 inherited+ (an  n;1 ) i noninh(neg(f ) an  sn;1 ) 2 A.
f 2 inherited; (an  n;1 ) i noninh(f an sn;1) 2 A.
undefined(an  sn;1 ) 62 A.
f 2 n , holds(f sn) 2 A
f 62 n , :holds(f sn) 2 A.

2. If a1  : : :  an is not executable in M then
holds(f sn) 62 A and :holds(f sn) 62 A and undefined(an  sn;1 ) 2 A.

2

Lemma 5.2.4 Let D be a domain description and O be a set of observations such that D O

is consistent. For every model M = (0  *) of D O, there exists a consistent answer set A of
5:compound (D O) such that 0 = ff : holds(f s0 ) 2 Ag.
2

Lemma 5.2.5 Let D be a domain description and O be a set of observations such that D O is
consistent. For every consistent answer set A of 5:compound(D O) there exists a model M = (0  *)
of D O such that 0 = ff : holds(f s0 ) 2 Ag.
2

Theorem 5.2.6 Soundness and Completeness of 5:compound.

Let D be a domain description, O be a set of observations, f be a uent, and a1  : : :  an be a
sequence of actions that is executable in all models of D O. Then
(i) 5:compound (D O) j= holds(f #a1  : : :  an ]) i D j= f after a1  : : :  an .
(ii) 5:compound(D O) j= :holds(f #a1  : : :  an ]) i D j= :f after a1  : : :  an .
2

Proof (sketch): Directly from Lemma 5.2.3, Lemma 5.2.4 and Lemma 5.2.5.

5.3 Answer set planning examples in extensions of A and STRIPS
In Sections 5.1.10 and 5.2.1 we discussed how to formulate planning using AnsProlog and in Section 5.1.9 we briey mentioned the notion of `Answer-set planning'. In this section we use the
answer set planning methodology for planning with the Blocks world example. We now further
motivate answer set planning and our use of it in this section.
In answer set planning, each plan corresponds to an answer set of the program. In this program a
linear time line is used and the initial situation corresponds to the time point 1. Action occurrences
at dierent time points are enumerated using the notion of `choice' and possible answer sets (and
the actions occurrences encoded in them) that do not lead to the holding of the goal at a required
time point { dened by a given plan length { are eliminated using constraints. Thus the answer
sets each encode a plan that achieves the goal at the required time point. As before, given what
holds in a time point, reasoning about what holds in the next time point is formulated using eect
rules and inertia rules.
Recently, there has been a lot of focus on answer set planning. Some of the main reasons behind
this are:
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 We now have the interpreters dlv and smodels which can generate one or more answer sets

of an AnsProlog program. These interpreters are dierent from the query answering type of
interpreters such as Prolog. The former is suitable for answer set planning, while the later is
more appropriate for planning using variable instantiation.

 Answer set planning is similar to the satisability based planning, while planning in Prolog

using variable instantiation is based on the principles of theorem proving. Theorem proving
approach to planning was tried and abandoned because of its failure to plan in large domains.
On the other hand satisability based planning has enjoyed tremendous success in recent
years.

In this section we start with blocks world planning in STRIPS using the PDDL syntax that has been
the standard in recent planning contests. We encode the blocks world example in AnsProlog and
run it using smodels. The program that we present is an improvement over the program 2:p:exec
from Section 5.2.1. The improvements are in allowing the user to give an upper bound of the plan
length rather than the exact plan length, and disallowing further action occurrences in an answer
set once the plan is found. Besides this we make additional modications to reduce the number of
predicates, and to make it easier to match with the PDDL syntax.
We then incorporate domain specic temporal constraints into the program so as to make the
planning more ecient, and thus demonstrate the ease with each such constraints can be encoded
in AnsProlog.
Finally, we consider richer action language features such as dened uents, causal qualication and
ramication constraints, and conditional eects, and show how they can be formulated in answer
set planning. We also show that by allowing these features the programs become shorter and the
execution time to nd plans also reduces. We would like to point out here that it is not yet known
how to incorporate causal constraints and the use of an upper bound of the plan length (instead of
the plan length) in propositional logic formulations used in satisability based planning.

5.3.1 A blocks world example in PDDL
In this section we introduce PDDL by giving the specication of the blocks world domain in it. We
rst give the domain description part.
(define (domain BLOCKS)
(:requirements :strips :typing)
(:types block)
(:predicates (on ?x - block ?y - block)
(ontable ?x - block)
(clear ?x - block)
(handempty)
(holding ?x - block)
)
(:action pick-up
:parameters (?x - block)
:precondition (and (clear ?x) (ontable ?x) (handempty))
:effect
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(and (not (ontable ?x))
(not (clear ?x))
(not (handempty))
(holding ?x)))

(:action put-down
:parameters (?x - block)
:precondition (holding ?x)
:effect
(and (not (holding ?x))
(clear ?x)
(handempty)
(ontable ?x)))
(:action stack
:parameters (?x - block ?y - block)
:precondition (and (holding ?x) (clear ?y))
:effect
(and (not (holding ?x))
(not (clear ?y))
(clear ?x)
(handempty)
(on ?x ?y)))
(:action unstack
:parameters (?x - block ?y - block)
:precondition (and (on ?x ?y) (clear ?x) (handempty))
:effect
(and (holding ?x)
(clear ?y)
(not (clear ?x))
(not (handempty))
(not (on ?x ?y)))))

The above PDDL description can be encoded in A as follows:
1. Sort: block(X ). In the rest of the descriptions X and Y range over the sort block.
2. uents: on(X ) ontable(X ) clear(X ) handempty holding(X ).
3. Executability Conditions:

executable pick up(X ) if clear(X ) ontable(X ) handempty.
executable put down(X ) if holding(X ).
executable stack(X Y ) if holding(X ) clear(Y ).
executable unstack(X Y ) if on(X Y ) clear(X ) handempty.
4. Eect propositions:
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pick up(X ) causes :ontable(X ) :clear(X ) :handempty holding(X ).
put down(X ) causes :holding(X ) clear(X ) handempty ontable(X ).
stack(X Y ) causes :holding(X ) :clear(Y ) clear(X ) handempty on(X Y ).
unstack(X Y ) causes holding(X ) clear(Y ) :clear(X ) :handempty :on(X Y ).
We denote the above by Dbw . We now give the initial conditions and the goals in PDDL.
(define (problem BLOCKS-4-0)
(:domain BLOCKS)
(:objects D B A C - block)
(:INIT (CLEAR C) (CLEAR A) (ONTABLE C)
(ONTABLE B) (ON A B) (HANDEMPTY))
(:goal (AND (ON A C) (ON C B) )) )

In the language of A the sort block has the extent fa b c dg and the initial conditions are described
as:
initially clear(c)
initially clear(a)
initially ontable(c)
initially ontable(b)
initially on(a b)

initially handempty

We denote such a set of initial conditions by O, and this particular set by Obw:1 . In STRIPS/PDDL
the assumption is that only uents that are true are specied and all other uents are false. For
our convenience by Comp(O) we denote the set O f initially :f : f is a uent, and f 62 Og.
The goal is the set of literals fon(a c) on(c b)g. We denote such sets by G, and this particular one
by Gbw:1.

5.3.2 Simple blocks world in AnsProlog: strips1(Dbw  Obw  Gbw )
In this sub-section we show how to encode the simple blocks world planning problem described in
STRIPS using PDDL Section 5.3.1. We divide our encoding to two parts: the domain dependent
part and the domain independent part. The former is a direct translation of the domain description
(whether in A or in PDDL). The later is independent of the domain and may be used for planning
with other domains.
dep (D  O  G ): This consists of ve parts, dening the
1. The Domain dependent part strips
bw bw bw
1
domain, the initial state, the goal conditions, the executability conditions, and the dynamic
causal laws.
dep:dom (D ): This part denes the objects in the world, the uents and
(a) The domain strips
bw
1
the actions.
block(a).
block(b).
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block(c).
block(d).
fluent(on(X Y ))  block(X ) block(Y ).
fluent(ontable(X ))  block(X ):
fluent(clear(X ))  block(X ):
fluent(holding(X ))  block(X ):
fluent(handempty):
action(pick up(X ))  block(X ):
action(put down(X ))  block(X ):
action(stack(X Y ))  block(X ) block(Y ):
action(unstack(X Y ))  block(X ) block(Y ):
dep:exec(D ): This part states the executability condi(b) The executability conditions strips
bw
1

tions. Note that the simple form that is used here is only appropriate for STRIPS
domains where the executability condition of an action is a conjunction of uents. (In
Section 5.3.4 and 5.3.5 we consider blocks world encodings that use more general executability conditions such as the one given in Section 5.2.1.) Here, exec(a f ) means that
f is among the executability conditions of a, and intuitively, a is executable in a state
if all its executability conditions hold in that state. The later part will be encoded as a
domain independent rule.
exec(pick up(X ) clear(X ))).
exec(pick up(X ) ontable(X )).
exec(pick up(X ) handempty).
exec(put down(X ) holding(X )).
exec(stack(X Y ) holding(X )).
exec(stack(X Y ) clear(Y )).
exec(unstack(X Y ) clear(X )).
exec(unstack(X Y ) on(X Y )).
exec(unstack(X Y ) handempty).
dep:dyn (D ): This part states the eects of the actions.
(c) The dynamic causal laws: strips
bw
1
Note that the simple form that is used here is only appropriate for STRIPS domains
where the eects are not conditional. Blocks world planning using encodings that have
conditional eects { as in A and ADL { will be discussed in Section 5.3.5.
causes(pick up(X ) neg(ontable(X ))).
causes(pick up(X ) neg(clear(X ))).
causes(pick up(X ) holding(X )).
causes(pick up(X ) neg(handempty)).
causes(put down(X ) ontable(X )).
causes(put down(X ) clear(X )).
causes(put down(X ) neg(holding(X ))).
causes(put down(X ) handempty).
causes(stack(X Y ) neg(holding(X ))).
causes(stack(X Y ) neg(clear(Y ))).
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causes(stack(X Y ) clear(X )).
causes(stack(X Y ) handempty).
causes(stack(X Y ) on(X Y )).
causes(unstack(X Y ) holding(X )).
causes(unstack(X Y ) clear(Y )).
causes(unstack(X Y ) neg(clear(X ))).
causes(unstack(X Y ) neg(handempty)).
causes(unstack(X Y ) neg(on(X Y ))):
dep:init (O ): This part denes the initial state by explicitly listing
(d) The initial state strips
bw:1
1
which uents are true in the initial state. It is assumed that the uents not explicitly
listed to be true are false in the initial state. Thus the knowledge about the initial state
is assumed to be complete.
initially(handempty).
initially(clear(a)).
initially(clear(c)).
initially(ontable(c)).
initially(ontable(b)).
initially(on(a b)).
dep:goal (G ): This part lists the uent literals that must hold in
(e) The goal conditions strips
bw:1
1
a goal state.
finally(on(a c)).
finally(on(c b)).

indep : As mentioned before and is evident from the label, this
2. The domain independent part strips
1
part is independent of the content of particular domain. It does depend on the assumption
that the domain dependent part is a STRIPS problem.

(a) Dening time: In answer set planning, we need to give either the exact bound or at
least an upper bound of the plan lengths that we want to consider. This is what makes
indep depends on a constant referred to as length
each answer set nite. The encoding strips
1
which is the upper bound of the length of plans that we intend to consider. Using this
length we dene a predicate time which species the times points of our interest.
time(1):
:::
time(length):
(b) Dening goal(T ): The following rules dene when all the goal conditions are satised.
not goal(T )  time(T ) finally(X ) not holds(X T )
goal(T )  time(T ) not not goal(T )
(c) Eliminating possible answer sets which do not have a plan of the given length: The
following constraint eliminates possible answer sets where the goal is not satised in the
last time point of interest.
 not goal(length):
(d) Dening contrary: The following facts dene when a uent literal is the negation of the
other.
contrary(F neg(F )).
contrary(neg(F ) F ).
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(e) Dening executability: The following two rules use the executability conditions to dene
when an action A is executable in a time T . Note that we are only interested in times
before the time point denoted by length, as no actions are supposed to occur after that.
not executable(A T )  exec(A F ) not holds(F T ).
executable(A T )  T < length not not executable(A T ).
(f) Fluent values at time-point 1:
holds(F 1)  initially(F ).
(g) Eect axiom: The following rule describes the change in uent values due to the execution of an action.
holds(F T + 1)  T < length executable(A T ) occurs(A T ) causes(A F ).
(h) Inertia: The following rule describes which uents do not change there values after an
action is executed. In the literature, this is referred to as the frame axiom.
holds(F T + 1)  contrary(F G) T < length holds(F T ) not holds(G T + 1).
(i) Occurrences of actions: The following rules enumerate action occurrences. They encode
that in each answer set at each time point only one of the executable actions occurred.
Also, for each action that is executable in an answer set at a time point, there is an
answer set where this action occurs at that time point.
occurs(A T )  action(A) time(T ) not goal(T ) not not occurs(A T ).
not occurs(A T )  action(A) action(AA) time(T ) occurs(AA T ) A 6= AA.
 action(A) time(T ) occurs(A T ) not executable(A T ).

Proposition 82 Let Dbw be the consistent domain description obtained from the STRIPS/PDDL
blocks world specication in Section 5.3.1. Let Obw be a set of observations about the initial state
obtained from a STRIPS/PDDL blocks world specication of the initial state, Gbw = fg1  : : :  gm g
be the set of literals that are obtained from a STRIPS/PDDL blocks world specication of the goal,
and length be a number denoting the upper bound of plan lengths that we are interested in. For
any n < length,
8k:1  k  m (Dbw j=Comp(Obw ) gk after a1  : : :  an) and
8j < n (9l:1  l  m Dbw 6j=Comp(Obw ) gl after a1 : : :  aj ) i
strips1(Dbw  Obw  Gbw ) has an answer set A with foccurs(a1  1) : : :  occurs(an  n)g as the set of
facts about occurs in it.
2

Note that unlike the choice rules in 2:planning from Section 5.1.10 we can not split strips1 (Dbw  Obw  Gbw )
with 2 the rst two rules of 2 (i) at the bottom. This makes the proof of the above proposition
harder.

Exercise 17 Replace 2(i) in strips1(Dbw  Obw  Gbw ) so that the later can be split with the rules
dening occurs and not occurs in the bottom part.

5.3.3 Simple blocks World with domain constraints

2

Planning in the blocks world domain in the general case is known to be NP-complete. One way
for ecient blocks world planning is to use domain dependent knowledge about the blocks world
to cut down on the search for the right action in each step. A particular set of such knowledge is
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based on dening the notion of good and bad towers and put temporal constraints on the plans so
that good towers are not destroyed, bad towers are not further built up, and blocks are not held if
they have to be nally on top of another block and the later block is not on top of a good tower
yet.
A good tower is dened as a tower whose top block is not required to be held in the goal state and
the tower below it is not a bad tower. The tower below a block (X ) is said to be a bad tower if
one of the following holds. (i) X is on the table and it is supposed to be on top of another block
in the goal state (ii) X is on top of block Y , and X is supposed to be on the table or supposed be
held in the goal state (iii) X is on top of block Y , and Y is supposed to have nothing on top in
the nal state (iv) X is on top of block Y , and X is supposed to be on top of some other block in
the nal state (v) X is on top of block Y , and some other block is supposed to be on top of Y in
the nal state (vi) X is on top of block Y , and there is a bad tower below Y .
We now rst present the above knowledge about good towers and bad towers using AnsProlog rules
and then represent the temporal domain constraints as integrity constraints with the intention that
it will speed up the process of nding an answer set by eliminating non-answer sets earlier in
the process of determining that it does not lead to a plan. We refer to the resulting program as
strips:cons1(Dbw  Obw  Gbw ).
1. Dening bad tower below

holds(bad tower below(X ) T )  holds(ontable(X ) T ) finally(on(X Y )).
holds(bad tower below(X ) T )  holds(on(X Y ) T ) finally(ontable(X )).
holds(bad tower below(X ) T )  holds(on(X Y ) T ) finally(holding(Y )).
holds(bad tower below(X ) T )  holds(on(X Y ) T ) finally(clear(Y )).
holds(bad tower below(X ) T )  holds(on(X Y ) T ) finally(on(X Z )) Z 6= Y .
holds(bad tower below(X ) T )  holds(on(X Y ) T ) finally(on(Z Y )) Z 6= X .
holds(bad tower below(X ) T )  holds(on(X Y ) T ) holds(bad tower below(Y ) T ).
2. Dening goodtower

holds(goodtower(X ) T )  holds(clear(X ) T ) not finally(holding(X ))
not holds(bad tower below(X ) T ).
3. Dening badtower
holds(badtower(X ) T )  holds(clear(X ) T ) not holds(goodtower(X ) T ).
4. The temporal constraints.

 holds(goodtower(X ) T ) holds(on(Y X ) T + 1) not holds(goodtower(Y ) T + 1).
 holds(badtower(X ) T ) holds(on(Y X ) T + 1).
 holds(ontable(X T )) finally(on(X Y )) not holds(goodtower(Y ) T )
holds(holding(X ) T + 1):

Proposition 83 Let Dbw be the consistent domain description obtained from the STRIPS/PDDL
blocks world specication in Section 5.3.1. Let Obw be a set of observations about the initial state
obtained from a STRIPS/PDDL blocks world specication of the initial state, Gbw = fg1  : : :  gm g
be the set of literals that are obtained from a STRIPS/PDDL blocks world specication of the goal,
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and length be a number denoting the upper bound of plan lengths that we are interested in. For
any n < length,
8k:1  k  m (Dbw j=Comp(Obw ) gk after a1  : : :  an) and
8j < n (9l:1  l  m Dbw 6j=Comp(Obw ) gl after a1 : : :  aj ) i
strips:cons:1(Dbw  Obw  Gbw ) has an answer set A with foccurs(a1  1) : : :  occurs(an  n)g as the set
of facts about occurs in it.
2
The temporal conditions in (4) above can be replaced by the following direct constraints on action
occurrences. This further cuts down on the planning time.
 holds(goodtower(X ) T ) occurs(stack(Y X ) T ) not holds(goodtower(Y ) T + 1).
 holds(badtower(X ) T ) occurs(stack(Y X ) T ).
 holds(ontable(X T )) finally(on(X Y )) not holds(goodtower(Y ) T ) occurs(pick up(X ) T ).

5.3.4 Adding de ned uents, quali cation and rami cation to STRIPS

In this section we consider representing the Blocks World planning problem in a richer language
that allows dened uents, qualication and ramication constraints. We separate the uents to
two categories: basic uents, and dened uents. Intuitively, the dened uents are completely
dened in terms of the basic uents and thus if our formulation includes those denition, then
when expressing the eect of actions we only need to express the eect on the basic uents. The
qualication and ramication constraints (also referred to as static causal laws) state causal relationship between the basic uents and by having them we can further simplify the eect axioms
and executability conditions.
In the blocks world domain of Section 5.3.1 the uents on(X ), ontable(X ) and holding(X ) can be
considered as basic uents, while the uents clear(X ) and handempty can be thought of as dened
uents. The intuition is that we can dene the later in terms of the former. For example, clear(X )
is true in a state i there does not exist any block Y such that on(Y X ) in that state. Similarly,
handempty is true in a state i there does not exists a block Y such that holding(Y ) is true in
that state.
We refer to this richer language as ADL1, meaning `action description language 1'. In this richer
language the Blocks world domain Dbw1 can be described as follows:
1. Sort: block(X )
2. Basic uents: on(X ) ontable(X ) holding(X ).
3. Dened uents: clear(X ) handempty.
4. Denition of dened uents.

 clear(X ) i 6 9Y : on(Y X )
 handempty i 6 9Y : holding(Y )
5. Executability Conditions:

executable pick up(X ) if clear(X ) ontable(X ) handempty
executable put down(X ) if holding(X )
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executable stack(X Y ) if holding(X ) ontable(Y )
executable stack(X Y ) if holding(X ) on(Y Z )
executable unstack(X Y ) if clear(X ) on(X Y ) handempty
The dierence between the the above conditions and the executability conditions of Section 5.3.1 are the third and fourth conditions above, where the condition clear(Y ) is removed,
and ontable(Y ) _ on(Y Z ) is added. clear(Y ) is removed to demonstrate the usefulness of
qualication constraints. The rule is split to two and we add the conditions ontable(Y ) and
on(Y Z ) so as to prevent the block X from being stacked on a non-existing block.
6. Eect propositions:

pick up(X ) causes holding(X )
put down(X ) causes ontable(X )
stack(X Y ) causes on(X Y )
unstack(X Y ) causes holding(X )
7. Causal ramication constraints:

on(X Y ) causes :holding(X )
holding(X ) causes :on(X Y )
ontable(X ) causes :holding(X )
holding(X ) causes :ontable(X )
8. Causal qualication constraint:

on(X Y ) on(Z Y ) X 6= Z causes false
The representation of a set of initial conditions (Obw1 ) and a goal (Gbw1) is similar to that of Obw:1
and Gbw:1, resp. from Section 5.3.1.
We now describe how we can use AnsProlog to encode planning in an ADL1 domain. Given a
domain Dbw1 , a set of initial conditions Obw1 and a goal Gbw1, our AnsProlog encoding will be
referred to as adl1 (Dbw1  Obw1  Gbw1 ) and as in Section 5.3.2 our encoding will consist of two parts,
the domain dependent part and the domain independent part.
dep (D  O  G ):
1. The domain dependent part adl
bw1 bw1 bw1
1
dep:dom (D ): This part denes the objects in the world, the basic
(a) The domain: adl
bw1
1
uents, the dened uents and actions. The denition for blocks and actions are as in
dep:dom (D ) of Section 5.3.2. We use the predicate fluent to denote the basic uents,
strips
bw
and the predicate defined fluent to denote dened uents.

fluent(on(X Y )).
fluent(ontable(X )).
fluent(holding(X )).
defined fluen(clear(X )).
defined fluent(handempty).
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dep:exec(D ): The executability conditions in D
(b) The executability conditions adl
bw1
bw1 are
1
more general than in Dbw in the sense that in Dbw1 the action stack(X Y ) has two
executability conditions while in Dbw each action has only one executability condition.
In the following encoding instead of representing executability conditions as facts and
then having domain independent rules to dene when an action is executable, we directly
translate the executability conditions to rules.
executable(pick up(X ) T )  T < length holds(clear(X ) T ) holds(ontable(X ) T )
holds(handempty T ).
executable(put down(X ) T )  T < length holds(holding(X ) T ).
executable(stack(X Y ) T )  T < length holds(holding(X ) T ) holds(ontable(Y ) T ).
executable(stack(X Y ) T )  T < length holds(holding(X ) T ) holds(on(Y Z ) T ).
executable(unstack(X Y ) T )  T < length holds(clear(X ) T ) holds(on(X Y ) T )
holds(handempty T ).
dep:dyn
(c) The dynamic causal laws adl1 (Dbw1 ): The use of dened uents and causal ramication constraints drastically cuts down on the number of dynamic causal laws. Instead
of 18 of them, we now have only 4 of them.
causes(pick up(X ) holding(X )).
causes(put down(X ) ontable(X )).
causes(stack(X Y ) on(X Y )).
causes(unstack(X Y ) holding(X )).
dep:def (D ): The following rules dene the dened uents in terms of
(d) Dened uents adl
bw1
1
the basic uents.
holds(neg(clear(X )) T )  holds(holding(X ) T ):
holds(neg(clear(X )) T )  holds(on(Y X ) T ):
holds(clear(X ) T )  holds(ontable(X ) T ) not holds(neg(clear(X )) T ):
holds(clear(X ) T )  holds(on(X Y ) T ) not holds(neg(clear(X )) T ):
holds(neg(handempty) T )  holds(holding(X ) T ):
holds(handempty T )  not holds(neg(handempty) T ):
dep:qual (D )
(e) Qualication constraints adl
bw1
1
 holds(on(X Y ) T ) holds(on(Z Y ) T ) neq(X Z ):
dep:ram (D )
(f) Static ramication constraints adl
bw1
1
static causes(on(X Y ) neg(holding(X ))):
static causes(holding(X ) neg(on(X Y ))):
static causes(ontable(X ) neg(holding(X ))):
static causes(holding(X ) neg(ontable(X ))):
dep:init (O ): The initial state can be dened as in dep:init (O ) of
(g) The initial state adl
bw1
bw
strips
1
Section 5.3.2, or we may simplify it by only stating the truth about the basic uents.
dep:goal (G ): The goal state is denes exactly as in dep:init(G )) of
(h) The goal state adl
bw1
bw
strips
1
Section 5.3.2.
indep.
2. The domain independent part adl
1

(a) Dening time: Same as in 2 (a) of Section 5.3.2.
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Dening goal(T ): Same as in 2 (b) of Section 5.3.2.
Dening plan existence: Same as in 2 (c) of Section 5.3.2.
Dening contrary: Same as in 2 (d) of Section 5.3.2.
Fluent values at time point 1: Same as in 2 (f) of Section 5.3.2.
Dening literal: The following two rules dene the predicate literal in terms of the
predicate fluent. Thus literal(F ) denotes that F is a literal made up of basic uent.
literal(G)  fluent(G):
literal(neg(G))  fluent(G):
Eect axioms: Unlike in 2(g) of Section 5.3.2 the eect axioms only dene the eect of
actions on literals made up of basic uents.
holds(F T + 1)  literal(F ) T < length executable(A T ) occurs(A T ) causes(A F ):
Inertia: Unlike in 2(h) of Section 5.3.2 the inertia axioms are also dened only with
respect to literals made up of basic uents.
holds(F T + 1)  literal(F ) contrary(F G) T < length holds(F T )
not holds(G T + 1):
Eect axiom for static causal laws:
holds(F T )  T < length holds(G T ) static causes(G F ):
Occurrences of actions: Same as in 2 (i) of Section 5.3.2.

Proposition 84 Let Dbw1 be the consistent domain description in Section 5.3.4. Let Obw1 be a
set of observations about the initial state, Gbw1 = fg1  : : :  gm g be a set of literals specifying the

goal, and length be a number denoting the upper bound of plan lengths that we are interested in.
For any n < length,
8k:1  k  m (Dbw1 j=Comp(Obw1 ) gk after a1  : : :  an ) and
8j < n (9l:1  l  m Dbw1 6j=Comp(Obw1 ) gl after a1 : : :  aj ) i
adl1 (Dbw1  Obw1  Gbw1 ) has an answer set A with foccurs(a1  1) : : :  occurs(an  n)g as the set of
facts about occurs in it.
2

5.3.5 Allowing Conditional Eects

In this section we consider another dimension in enriching STRIPS. We allow conditional eects
and refer to this language as ADL2. In the ADL2 representation of the blocks world problem
instead of having four dierent actions we only need a single action puton(X Y ). Intuitively, in
the action puton(X Y ), X is a block and Y can be either a block or the table, and puton(X Y )
means that we put the block X on top of Y . The executability conditions and eects of this action
can be described by the following domain description Dbw2 .
executable puton(X Y ) if clear(X ) clear(Y ) X 6= Y 6= table
executable puton(X table) if clear(X ) X 6= table
puton(X Y ) causes on(X Y ) if X 6= Y X 6= table):
puton(X Y ) causes :on(X Z ) if on(X Z ) X 6= Y 6= Z .
puton(X Y ) causes clear(Z ) if on(X Z ) X 6= Y 6= Z X 6= table Z 6= table.
puton(X Y ) causes :clear(Y ) if X 6= Y 6= table
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In the above description we have to take special care as Y in puton(X Y ) can be either a block
or the table, and we need to distinguish between clear(X ) when X is a block and clear(table).
In particular, we need to encode that putting a block on the table neither aects nor depends on
clear(table).
As before we can use AnsProlog to encode planning in ADL2. Given a domain Dbw2 , a set of initial
conditions Obw2 and a goal Gbw2 , our AnsProlog encoding will be referred to as adl2 (Dbw2  Obw2  Gbw2 )
and as in Section 5.3.2 our encoding will consist of two parts, the domain dependent part and the
domain independent part.
dep (D  O  G ):
1. Domain dependent part adl
bw2 bw2 bw2
2
(a) The domain, initial state and goal conditions are expressed as in 1(a), 1(d) and 1(e) of
Section 5.3.2, respectively.
dep:exec(D ):
(b) The executability conditions adl
bw2
2
exec(puton(X Y ) #clear(X ) clear(Y )])  neq(X Y ) neq(X table) neq(Y table):
exec(puton(X Y ) #clear(X )])  neq(X Y ) eq(Y table):
dep:dyn(D ):
(c) The dynamic causal laws adl
bw2
2
causes(puton(X Y ) on(X Y ) #])  neq(X Y ) neq(X table):
causes(puton(X Y ) neg(on(X Z )) #on(X Z )])  neq(X Y ) neq(X Z ) neq(Z Y ):
causes(puton(X Y ) clear(Z ) #on(X Z )])  neq(X Y ) neq(X Z ) neq(Z Y ) neq(Z table)
neq(X table):
causes(puton(X Y ) neg(clear(Y )) #])  neq(X Y ) neq(Y table) neq(X table):
indep:
2. Domain independent part adl
2
The denition of time, the denition of goal(T ), the constraint that eliminates non-plans, the
denition of contrary, the rule dening uent values at time point 1, the inertia rule, and the
rules that enumerate action occurrences are exactly the same as in 2(a), 2(b), 2(c), 2(d), 2(f),
2(h) and 2(i), of Section 5.3.2 respectively. The only changes are to 2(e) and 2(g) that dene
executability and eect of actions. In addition we need to dene when a set of uent literals
hold at a time point.

(a) Dening when a set of uent holds at a time point:
not holds set(S T )  literal(L) in(L S ) notholds(L T ):
holds set(S T )  notnot holds set(S T ):
(b) Dening executability:
executable(A T )  T < length exec(A S ) holds set(S T ):
(c) Eect of actions:
holds(F T +1)  T < length action(A) executable(A T ) occurs(A T ) causes(A F S )
holds set(S T ):
One of the plans generated by this AnsProlog program with length = 5 is as follows:
occurs(puton(c table) 1)
occurs(puton(b c) 2)
occurs(puton(a b) 3)
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Proposition 85 Let Dbw2 be the consistent domain description in Section 5.3.5. Let Obw2 be a
set of observations about the initial state, Gbw2 = fg1  : : :  gm g be a set of literals specifying of the

goal, and length be a number denoting the upper bound of plan lengths that we are interested in.
For any n < length,
8k:1  k  m (Dbw2 j=Comp(Obw2 ) gk after a1  : : :  an ) and
8j < n (9l:1  l  m Dbw2 6j=Comp(Obw2 ) gl after a1 : : :  aj ) i
adl2 (Dbw2  Obw2 Gbw2 ) has an answer set A with foccurs(a1  1) : : :  occurs(an  n)g as the set of
facts about occurs in it.
2

5.3.6 Navigating a downtown with one-way streets

In the section we consider another domain in a language similar to STRIPS, the only dierence
being that instead of describing when actions are executable, in this language conditions are given
when actions are not executable. We refer to this language as STRIPS2. The domain we consider
is the domain of navigating a downtown area with one-way streets in a vehicle. The only action in
this domain is move(V L1 L2) and the the uents are at(V L) and edge(L1 L2). Given the domain
(Dnav ), the initial position of a vehicle and the one-way description (Onav ), and the nal location of
the vehicle (Gnav ), we would like to nd a plan to get to the nal location from the initial location
obeying the one-way descriptions. Here, we directly give the encoding strips2 (Dnav  Onav  Gnav ).
dep (D  O  G )
1. The domain dependent part: strips
nav nav nav
2
dep:dom (D ):
(a) The domain strips
nav
2
vehicle(v)
location(l1 ): : : : location(l12 ):
fluent(at(V L))  vehicle(V ) location(L).
action(move(V L1 L2))  vehicle(V ) location(L1) location(L2).
dep:exec(D ):
(b) When actions are not executable strips
nav
2
impossible if (move(V L1 L2) neg(at(V L1))).
impossible if (move(V L1 L2) neg(edge(L1 L2))).
It should be noted that unlike 1(c) of Section 5.3.2, here we express when an action is
impossible to execute instead of saying when they are executable.
dep:dyn (D ):
(c) The eect of actions strips
nav
2
causes(move(V L1 L2) at(V L2)).
causes(move(V L1 L2) neg(at(V L1))).
dep:init (O ):
(d) The initial street description: and the initial position of the vehicle strips
nav
2
initially(edge(l1  l2 )).
initially(edge(l2  l3 )).
initially(edge(l3  l4 )).
initially(edge(l4  l8 )).
initially(edge(l8  l7 )).
initially(edge(l7  l6 )).
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initially(edge(l6  l5 )).
initially(edge(l5  l1 )).
initially(edge(l2  l6 )).
initially(edge(l7  l3 )).
initially(edge(l1  l9 )).
initially(edge(l9  l10 )).
initially(edge(l10  l11 )).
initially(edge(l11  l12 )).
initially(edge(l12  l2 )).
initially(edge(l12  l9 )).
initially(at(v l3 )).
dep:goal (G ):
(e) The goal state strips
nav
2
finally(at(v l2 )).
indep :
2. The domain independent part strips
2

(a) The rules in 2(a)-2(d) and 2(g)-2(i) of Section 5.3.2 belong to the domain independent
part.
(b) Instead of 2(e) of Section 5.3.2 we need new rules that dene executability in terms of
the impossible if conditions given in the domain dependent part. These rules are:
not executable(A T )  impossible if (A B ) holds(B T )
executable(A T )  not not executable(A T )
(c) In lieu of 2(f) Section 5.3.2 we have two rules dening both what holds and what does
not hold in time point 1. Thus the following substitutes 2(f) of Section 5.3.2.
holds(F 1)  initially(F )
holds(neg(F ) 1)  not holds(F 1)
One of the plan generated by this AnsProlog program with length = 9 is as follows:
occurs(move(v l3  l4 ) 1).
occurs(move(v l4  l8 ) 2).
occurs(move(v l8  l7 ) 3).
occurs(move(v l7  l6 ) 4).
occurs(move(v l6  l5 ) 5).
occurs(move(v l5  l1 ) 6).
occurs(move(v l1  l2 ) 7).

5.3.7 Downtown navigation: planning while driving

Consider the case that an agent uses the planner in the previous section and makes a plan. It now
executes part of the plan, and hears in the radio that an accident occurred between point l1 and l2
and that section of the street is blocked. The agent now has to make a new plan from where it is
to its destination. To be able to encode observations and make plans from the current situation we
need to add the following to our program in the previous section.
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1. The domain dependent part
(a) The observations
happened(move(v l3  l4 ) 1).
happened(move(v l4  l8 ) 2).
happened(acc(l1  l2 ) 3).
(b) Exogenous actions
causes(acc(X Y ) neg(edge(X Y )))
2. The domain independent part
(a) Relating happened and occurs
occurs(A T )  happened(A T ).
With these additions one of the plan generated by this AnsProlog program with length = 13 is as
follows:
occurs(move(v l8  l7 ) 4).
occurs(move(v l7  l6 ) 5).
occurs(move(v l6  l5 ) 6).
occurs(move(v l5  l1 ) 7).
occurs(move(v l1  l9 ) 8).
occurs(move(v l9  l10 ) 9).
occurs(move(v l10  l11 ) 10).
occurs(move(v l11  l12 ) 11).
occurs(move(v l12  l2 ) 12).
Although it does not matter in the particular example described above, we should separate the set
of actions to agent actions and exogenous actions, and in the planning module require that while
planning we only use agent actions. This can be achieved by replacing the rst and third rule
about occurs in 2(i) of Section 5.3.2 by the following two rules.
1. occurs(A T )  time(T ) happened(A T ).
2. occurs(A T )  agent action(A) time(T ) executable(A T ) not goal(T ) not not occurs(A T )

5.4 Approximate planning when initial state is incomplete
The planning encodings in Section 5.3 assume that the initial state is complete. When we remove
this assumption those encodings are no longer appropriate. In fact since planning in this case
belongs to a complexity class that is not expressible in AnsProlog, in general we can not have a
sound and complete AnsProlog encoding that will give us all the plans. The best we can do is to
have encodings that nd at least some of the plans. We present such an encoding here and show that
the encoding is sound in the sense that the set of occurs fact in any answer set of this encoding does
indeed give us a plan. There may not be answer sets corresponding to some plans though. In that
sense it is not complete. We consider the language from Section 5.3.5 and remove the completeness
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assumption about the initial state, and allow uents to be unknown in the goal state. We refer to
this language as ADL3. Given a domain description D, a set of initial state observations O, and a
set of 3-valued (f neg(f ), and unk(f )) uent literals G, our encoding adl3 (D O G) consist of the
following:
dep (D O G):
1. Domain dependent part adl
3

(a) The domain is expressed similar to 1(a) of Section 5.3.5.
(b) The executability conditions and dynamic causal laws are similar to 1(b) and 1(c) of
Section 5.3.5.
dep:init (O): There is no longer the assumption that the initial state is
(c) The initial state adl
3
complete. Hence, the initial state is a set of atoms of the form initially(l), where l is a
uent literal.
dep:goal (G): In addition to specifying that certain uents should be true,
(d) The goal state adl
3
and certain others should be false in the nal state, we may say that truth value of
certain uents be unknown in the nal state. In that case we say:
finally(unk(f )):
indep(D O G):
2. Domain independent part adl
3

The denition of time, the denition of goal(T ), the constraint that eliminates non-plans,
the denition of contrary, the rule dening uent values at time point 1, and the rules that
enumerate action occurrences are exactly the same as in 2(a), 2(b), 2(c), 2(d), 2(f), and 2(i)
of Section 5.3.2 respectively.
The denition of when a set of uents hold at a time point, the denition of executability, and
the eect axiom are exactly the same as in 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c) of Section 5.3.5 respectively.
The inertia rule is dierent, and we have additional rules for blocking inertia, rules that dene
when a set of uent literals may hold at a time point, and rules that dene when a uent is
unknown at a time point. These rules are given below:
(a) Dening abnormality:
ab(F T + 1)  T < length action(A) executable(A T ) occurs(A T ) causes(A F S )
m holds set(S T ):
(b) Inertia:
holds(F T + 1)  contrary(F G) T < length holds(F T ) not ab(G T + 1):
The inertia and abnormality rules above are similar to the encoding in Section 5.1.4.
The purpose is to be conservative in using the inertia rules. Thus, if we have an eect
proposition a causes :f if p1  : : : pn, and if there is a possibility that p1  : : : pn may
hold in time T , f is inferred to be abnormal in time T+1. This blocks the inference of
f being true in time T+1 due to inertia.
(c) Dening when a set of uents may hold:
m not holds set(S T )  in(L S ) contrary(L LL) holds(LL T ):
m holds set(S T )  not m not holds set(S T ):
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(d) Dening when a uent value is unknown:
holds(unk(F ) T )  not holds(F T ) contrary(F G) not holds(G T ):

Proposition 86 Let D be a consistent domain description obtained from an ADL3 specication,
Let O be a set of observations about the initial state, and G = fg1  : : :  gm g be a set of uent
literals, and length be a number denoting the upper bound of plan lengths that we are interested
in. For any n < length,
adl3 (D O G) has an answer set A with foccurs(a1  1) : : :  occurs(an  n)g as the set of facts about
occurs in it implies 8k:1  k  m (D j=O gk after a1  : : :  an).
2

5.5 Planning with procedural constraints
In Section 5.3.3 we discussed the use of temporal constraints in planning in the blocks world domain.
In this section we discuss planning in presence of procedural constraints. An example of a simple
procedural constraint is a1  a2  (a3 ja4 ja5 ) :f . Intuitively, it means that the plan must have a1 as
the rst action, a2 as the second action, one of a3 , a4 and a5 as the third action, and :f must
be true after the third action. Such procedural constraints allow a domain expert to state a (nondeterministic) plan which is almost like a program in a procedural language except that it may
have a few non-deterministic choices. The later are to be explored by the interpreter so as to make
the plan executable and make sure the uent formulas in the procedural constraint are true at the
appropriate moment. Our procedural constraints will have the following forms, where a is an action
is a formula, and p, and pi 's are procedural constraints.

a

 p1 : : :  pm
 (p1 j : : : jpn)

(denoted using list notation)
(denoted using set notation)

In AnsProlog encodings we encode such a procedural constraint by giving it a name say p
and have the following facts:

choice st(p).
in(p1  p):
 if (  p1  p2 )
 while(  p)
 choice arg(  p)

:::

in(pn  p):

Formulas are bounded classical formulas with each bound variable associated with a sort. They
are dened as follows:

 a literal is a formula.
 negation of a formula is a formula.
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 a nite conjunction of formulas is a formula.
 a nite disjunction of formulas is a formula.
 If X1  : : :  Xn are variables that can have values from the sorts s1 : : :  sn, and f1(X1  : : :  Xn )
is a formula then 8X1  : : :  Xn :f1 (X1  : : :  Xn ) is a formula.
In AnsProlog encodings we encode such a formula by giving it a name say f and have the
following rule:

forall(f f1(X1  : : :  Xn))  in(X1  s1 ) : : :  in(Xn  sn)

 If X1  : : :  Xn are variables that can have values from the sorts S1 : : :  Sn, and F1 (X1  : : :  Xn )
is a formula then 9X1  : : :  Xn :F1 (X1  : : :  Xn ) is a formula.
In AnsProlog encodings we encode such a formula by giving it a name say f and have the
following rule:

exists(f f1 (X1  : : :  Xn ))  in(X1  s1 ) : : :  in(Xn  sn )
Before we present an AnsProlog encoding that generates plans by exploiting procedural constraints
we rst give some examples.

Example 106 Consider the following domain description D:
a causes p(f ) if :p(g)
b causes :p(g)
c causes :p(f )
d causes p(f ) p(g) p(h)
e1 causes p(g)
e2 causes p(h)
e3 causes p(f )
executable a b c d e1  e2  e3

Let the initial state specication O consist of the following:
initially :p(f )
initially p(g)
initially :p(h)
Consider the following ve procedural constraints
1. p1 : b (ajcjd) p(f )
2. p2 : b (ajcjd) 8X:#X 2 ff g hg]p(X )
3. p3 : b (ajcjd) 9X:#X 2 ff g hg]p(X )
4. p4 : b (ajcjd) 8X:#X 2 ff g hg]:p(X )
5. p5 : while(9X:#X 2 ff g hg]:p(X ) (ajbjcje1 je2 ))
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The plans generated by the planning constraint p1 are b a and b d. The sequence b c is not a plan
because it does not make p(f ) true, thus violating the plan constraint that p(f ) must be true at
the end. On the other hand b e3 is not a plan because e3 does not agree with the plan constraint
which requires that the second actions must be one of a c and d.
Similar, the plan generated by p2 is b d the plans generated by p3 are b a and b d and the plan
generated by p4 is b c.
The planning constraint p5 can be simply considered as a planner for the goal 9X:#X 2 ff g hg]:p(X )
using only the actions a b c e1 , and e2 . Thus planning constraint can express classical planning.
There are four plans (of length less than 5) that are generated by p5 . They are: (i) e2  b a e1 , (ii)
b e2  a e1 , (iii) b a e2  e1 , and (iv) b a e1  e2 . The eect of actions are such that to achieve this
goal any minimal plan must have b before a and a before e1 . Thus, e2 can t in four dierent slots
resulting in four dierent plans.
2
We now present an AnsProlog encoding of planning with procedural constraints and compare it
with earlier encodings.
1. The domain dependent part illustrating a particular domain: It consists of ve parts: the
domain, the executability conditions, the dynamic causal laws, the description of the initial
state, and the procedural constraints. Among them, the domain, the description of the initial
state, the executability conditions and the dynamic causal laws are similar to the ones in the
domain dependent part of Section 5.3.5. The only dierence is that instead of goal conditions
here we have the more general procedural constraints. We now encode the domain dependent
part of planning with respect to the procedural constraints in Example 106.
(a) The domain:
fluent(p(f )):
fluent(p(g)):
fluent(p(h)):
action(a):
action(b):
action(c):
action(d):
action(e1):
action(e2):
(b) The executability conditions:
exec(a #]):
exec(b #]):
exec(c #]):
exec(d #]):
exec(e1 #]):
exec(e2 #]):
(c) The dynamic causal laws:
causes(a p(f ) #neg(p(g))]):
causes(b neg(p(g)) #]):
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causes(d p(f ) #]):
causes(d p(g) #]):
causes(d p(h) #]):
causes(e1 p(g) #]):
causes(e2 p(h) #]):
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(d) Description of the initial state:
initially(neg(p(f ))):
initially(p(g)):
initially(neg(p(h))):
(e) Five particular procedural constraints: In the following we dene ve dierent procedural
constraints. In each case they are identied through the predicate main cons.
i. Representing b (ajcjd) p(f )
main cons(#b choice p(f )])
choice st(choice):
in(a choice):
in(c choice):
in(d choice):
ii. Representing b (ajcjd) 8X:#X 2 ff g hg]p(X )
main cons(#b choice rest3])
choice st(choice):
in(a choice):
in(c choice):
in(d choice):
forall(rest3 p(X ))  in(X ff g hg):
iii. Representing b (ajcjd) 9X:#X 2 ff g hg]p(X )
main cons(#b choice rest4])
choice st(choice):
in(a choice):
in(c choice):
in(d choice):
exists(rest4 p(X ))  in(X ff g hg):
iv. Representing b (ajcjd) 8X:#X 2 ff g hg]:p(X )
main cons(#b choice rest5])
choice st(choice):
in(a choice):
in(c choice):
in(d choice):
forall(rest5 neg(p(X )))  in(X ff g hg):
v. Representing while(9X:#X 2 ff g hg]:p(X ) ch2)
main cons(while(rest6 ch2))
exists(rest6 neg(p(X )))  in(X ff g hg):
choice st(ch2):
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in(a ch2):
in(b ch2):
in(c ch2):
in(e1 ch2):
in(e2 ch2):
2. Domain independent part: We now present the domain independent part of AnsProlog encodings that can plan using procedural constraints, and make comparison with the domain
independent part of the previous encodings.
(a) Dening time: This is exactly the same as 2(a) of Section 5.3.2.
time(1):
:::
time(length):
(b) Dening if and when the procedural constraints are satised:
Unlike the goal conditions in Section 5.3.2, the notion of satisability of a procedural
constraint is not about a particular time point but about a time interval. Thus the rst
rule below says that the goal is reached at time point T if the main procedural constraint
X is satised between 1 and T . The second rule says that if the goal is already reached by
time T then it is also reached by time T +1. We did not need such a rule in Section 5.3.2
as there the goal was about reaching a state where the goal conditions were satised and
once such a state was reached, action executions were blocked and the goal remained
satised in subsequent time points.
goal(T )  time(T ) main cons(X ) satisfied(X 1 T ):
goal(T + 1)  time(T ) T < length goal(T ):
(c) Eliminating possible answer sets that do not satisfy the goal: This is exactly the same
as 2(c) of Section 5.3.2.
 not goal(length):
(d) Auxiliary rules:
literal(G)  fluent(G):
literal(neg(G))  fluent(G):
contrary(F neg(F ))  fluent(F ):
contrary(neg(F ) F )  fluent(F ):
def literal(G)  def fluent(G):
def literal(neg(G))  def fluent(G):
contrary(F neg(F ))  def fluent(F ):
contrary(neg(F ) F )  def fluent(F ):
leq(T T ) 
leq(Tb Te)  Tb < Te:
(e) Dening executability: This is similar to the rule 2(b) of Section 5.3.5.
executable(A T )  action(A) set(S ) T < length exec(A S ) holds set(S T ):
(f) Fluent values at time point 1: This is similar to the rule 2(f) of Section 5.3.2.
holds(F 1)  literal(F ) initially(F ):
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(g) Eect axiom: This is similar to the rule 2(c) of Section 5.3.5.

holds(F T +1)  literal(F ) set(S ) T < length action(A) executable(A T ) occurs(A T )
causes(A F S ) holds set(S T ):

(h) Static causal laws: This is similar to the rule 2(i) of Section 5.3.4.

holds(F T )  literal(F ) literal(G) T < length holds(G T ) static causes(G F ):

(i) Inertia: This is exactly same as the rule 2(h) of Section 5.3.2.

holds(F T + 1)  literal(F ) literal(G) contrary(F G) T < length holds(F T )
not holds(G T + 1):

(j) Enumeration of action occurrences: This is similar to the rule 2(i) of Section 5.3.2.

occurs(A T )  action(A) executable(A T ) not goal(T ) not not occurs(A T ):
not occurs(A T )  action(A) action(AA) occurs(AA T ) neq(A AA):

(k) Dening satisfaction of procedural constraints: The following rules dene when a procedural constraint can be satised during the interval Tb and Te. For example, the
intuitive meaning of the rst rule is that the procedural constraint with the rst part
as P1 and the rest as P2 is satised during the interval Tb and Te, if there exists Te1,
Tb  Te1  Te such that P1 is satised in the interval Tb and Te1, and P2 is satised
in the interval Te1 and Te. Similarly, the second rule says that a procedural constraint
consisting of only action A is satised during the interval Tb and Tb + 1 is A occurs at
time Tb. The intuitive meaning of the other rules are similar.

satisfied(#P 1jP 2] Tb Te)  leq(Tb Te) leq(Tb Te1) leq(Te1 Te)
satisfied(P 1 Tb Te1) satisfied(P 2 Te1 Te):
satisfied(A Tb Tb + 1)  action(A) occurs(A Tb):
satisfied(#] Tb Tb) 
satisfied(N Tb Te)  leq(Tb Te) choice st(N ) in(P 1 N ) satisfied(P 1 Tb Te):
satisfied(F Tb Tb)  formula(F ) holds formula(F Tb):
satisfied(F Tb Tb)  literal(F ) holds(F Tb):
satisfied(if (F P 1 P 2) Tb Te)  leq(Tb Te) holds formula(F Tb) satisfied(P 1 Tb Te):
satisfied(if (F P 1 P 2) Tb Te)  leq(Tb Te) not holds formula(F Tb) satisfied(P 2 Tb Te):
satisfied(while(F P ) Tb Te)  leq(Tb Te) holds formula(F Tb) leq(Tb Te1)
leq(Te1 Te) satisfied(P Tb Te1) satisfied(while(F P ) Te1 Te):
satisfied(while(F P ) Tb Tb)  not holds formula(F Tb):
satisfied(choice arg(F P ) Tb Te)  leq(Tb Te) holds(F Tb) satisfied(P Tb Te):

(l) Dening when a formula holds: The rules for satisability of the `if' and `while' procedural constraints need us to dene when a formula holds at a time point. We do
that using the following rules. Among these rules the non-obvious ones are the rules for
formulas with a quantication. Let us consider formulas with an existential quantier.
In that case the existential formula F leads to a collection of ground facts of the form
exists(F F 1). The variable instantiations are done in the domain dependent part 1(e)
through rules with exists(F ) in the head. Thus formula F is said to hold in time T , if
there exist an F 1 such that exist(F F 1) is true and F 1 holds in T . Similarly a universally quantied formula F is said to hold in time T , if for all F 1 such that forall(F F 1)
is true and F 1 holds in T .
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holds formula(F T )  disj (F ) in(F 1 F ) holds formula(F 1 T ):
not holds conj formula(F T )  time(T ) conj (F ) in(F 1 F ) not holds formula(F 1 T ):
holds formula(F T )  conj (F ) not not holds conj formula(F ):
holds formula(F T )  negation(F F 1) not holds formula(F 1 T ):
holds formula(F T )  literal(F ) holds(F T ):
holds formula(F T )  exists(F F 1) holds formula(F 1 T ):
not holds forall formula(F T )  forall(F F 1) not holds formula(F 1 T ):
holds formula(F T )  forall(F F 1) not not holds forall formula(F T ):
forumla(F )  disj (F ):
forumla(F )  conj (F ):
formula(F )  literal(F ):
formula(F )  negation(F F 1):
formula(F 1)  negation(F F 1):
formula(F )  exists(F F 1):
formula(F 1)  exists(F F 1):
formula(F )  forall(F F 1):
formula(F 1)  forall(F F 1):

(m) Dening when a set of uents hold: This is exactly same as the rule 2(a) of Section 5.3.5.
not holds set(S T )  set(S ) in(L S ) not holds(L T ):
holds set(S T )  set(S ) not not holds set(S T ):

As expected, the above encoding with length = 5 give us answer sets that encode the corresponding
plans from Example 106.

5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10

Scheduling and planning with action duration
Explaining observations through action occurrences
Action based diagnosis
Reasoning about sensing actions
Case study: Planning and plan correctness in a Space shuttle
reaction control system

The reaction control system (RCS) of a space shuttle has the primary responsibility for maneuvering
the shuttle while it is in space. It consists of fuel and oxidizer tanks, valves and other plumbing
necessary for the transmission of the propellant to the maneuvering jets of the shuttle and electronic
circuits for controlling the valves and fuel lines, and also to prepare the jets to receive ring
commands. The RCS is computer controlled during take-o and landing and the astronauts have
the primary control during the rest of the ight. Normally the astronauts follow pre-scripted plans.
But in presence of failures, the astronauts often have to fall back on the ground ight controllers,
as the possible set of failures is to large to have scripts for all of them.
The United space alliance, a major NASA contractor, together with faculty and students from
Texas Tech University and the University of Texas at El Paso, built an AnsProlog system to verify
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plans and to generate plans for the RCS. Work on its deployment is scheduled to start in December
2000. We will refer to this system as the RCS-AnsProlog system.
The RCS-AnsProlog systems has 3 modeling modules: (i) Plumbing module PM , that models the
plumbing system of RCS, (ii) Valve control module V CM that models the valves and the impact of
their opening and closing, and (iii) Circuit theory module CTM that models the electrical circuit
and a planning module PM . We now describe each of these modules in greater detail.
The plumbing module PM has a description of the structure of the plumbing systems as a directed
graph whose nodes represent tanks, jets and pipe junctions and whose arcs are labeled by valves.
Possible faults that may change the graph are leaky valves, damaged jets, and stuck valves. The
PM encodes the condition of uid ow from one node to another node of the graph, which is that
there exists a path without leaks from the source to the destination, with all open valves along
the path. More generally, the PM encodes a function from the given graph and the state of the
valves and faulty components to the pressures through the nodes in the graph, readiness of jets
for ring and executability of maneuvers that can be performed. Following is a simplied instance
of an AnsProlog rule in the TM , which encodes the condition that a node N 1 is pressurized by a
tank Tk at time T , if N 1 is not leaking, and is connected by an open valve to a node N 2 which is
pressurized by Tk.
holds(pressurized by(N 1 Tk) T )  not holds(leaking(N 1 T ) link(N 2 N 1 V alve)
holds(state of (V alve open) T ) holds(pressurized by(N 1 Tk) T ).
The valve control module V CM is divided into two parts: the basic V CM and the extended V CM .
The basic V CM assumes all electrical circuits connecting switches and computer commands to the
valves to be working properly, and does not include them in the representation. The extended V CM
includes information about the electrical circuits and is normally used when circuits malfunction.
We now describe both parts in greater detail.
The basic V CM encodes a function from initial positions and faults of switches and valves, and the
history of the actions and events that have taken place to position of valves at the current moment.
The output of this function is used as an input to the plumbing module. The V CM encoding is
similar to the encoding of eects of action and inertia rules as described earlier in this chapter.
Following are examples of two rules from the basic V CM module:
holds(state of (Sw S ) T + 1)  occurs(flip(Sw S ) T ) not holds(state of (Sw stuck) T ).
holds(state of (V S ) T )  controls(Sw V ) holds(state of (Sw S ) T ) not holds(ab input(V ) T )
S 6= no con not holds(state of (Sw stuck) T ) not holds(bad circuitry(Sw V ) T ).
The rst rule encodes that a switch Sw is in the state S at time T + 1, if it is not stuck at time
T , and the action of ipping it to state S occurs at time T . The second rule encodes that under
normal conditions { i.e., the circuit connecting Sw and the valve V it controls is working properly,
switch Sw is not stuck, and V does not have an abnormal input { if switch Sw that controls valve
V is in some state S which is dierent from no con then V is also in the same state. Here, a switch
can be in one of three positions: open, closed, or no con. When it is in the state no con, it has no
control over the state of the valve.
The extended V CM is similar to the basic V CM except that it allows additional information about
electrical circuits, power and control buses, and the wiring connections among all the components
of the system in its input. Part of this input information comes from the CTM which we will
discuss later. The output is the same as in the basic V CM . Following is an example of a rule from
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the extended V CM which encodes the condition that the value of the output wire Wo of a switch
Sw is same as the value of its input wire Wi if the switch is in a state that connects Wi and Wo.
holds(value(Wo  V al) T )  holds(value(Wi  V al) T ) holds(state of (Sw S ) T ) connects(S Sw  Wi  Wo ).
The circuit theory module CTM models the electrical circuits of the RCS, which are formed by the
digital gates and other electrical components, connected by wires. The CTM describes the normal
and faulty behavior of electrical circuits with possible propagation delays and 3-valued logic. It
encodes a function from the description of a circuit, values of signals present on its input wires and
the set of faults aecting its gates to the values on the output wires. Following is an example of
a rule from the CTM which encodes the condition that the value of a wire W is X if W is the
output of a gate G with delay D , whose input are W 1 and W 2, and W 1 is stuck at X , W 2 has
the value 1, and W is not stuck.
holds(value(W V al) T +D)  delay(G D) input(W 2 G) input(W 1 G) output(W G) W 1 6= W 2
holds(value(W 2 1) T ) holds(value(W 1 V al) T ) holds(stuck(W 1) T ) not holds(stuck(W ) T ).
The planning module of RCS-AnsProlog is based on the answer set planning paradigm discussed
earlier in this chapter where action occurrences encoding possible plans are enumerated, and enumerations that do not lead to the goal are eliminated resulting in a answer sets each of which encode
a plan. In addition the planning module of RCS-AnsProlog encodes several domain independent
and domain dependent heuristics that narrows the search. An example of a domain independent
heuristics is: \Under normal conditions do not perform two dierent actions with the same eects."
In RCS a valve V can be put into state S either by ipping the switch Sw that controls V or by
issuing a command CC to the computer that can move V to state S . The following AnsProlog?
rule encodes the above mentioned heuristics information.
 occurs(flip(Sw S ) T ) controls(Sw V ) occurs(CC T ) commands(CC V S )
not holds(bad circuit(V ) T ).
An example of a domain dependent heuristics is the notion that for a normally functioning valve
connecting node N 1 to N 2, the valve should not be opened if N 1 is not pressurized. This is
indirectly encoded as follows:
 link(N 1 N 2 V ) holds(state of (V open) T ) not holds(pressurized by(N 1 Tk) T )
not holds(has leak(V ) T ) not holds(stuck(V ) T ).

5.11 Notes and references

The simple action description language A was proposed and a sound formulation of it in AnsProlog:
was presented in #GL92, GL93]. The relationship between the AnsProlog: formulation and partial
order planning was studied in #Bar97b]. The language A was extended to AC to allow compound actions and sound and complete formulations of it in AnsProlog* was given in #BG93, BG97, BGW99].
It was extended to L in another dimension to allow interleaving of execution and planning in
#BGP97]. Encoding of static causal information and reasoning about them during action execution was was done in #Bar95, MT95, Tur97]. The representation in #Bar95] was inspired by the
notion of revision programming #MT94a] and its encoding in AnsProlog #Bar94, Bar97a, PT95].
Reasoning about defeasible eects of actions was presented in #BL97]. Approximate reasoning
about actions in presence of incompleteness and sensing actions was formulated in #BS97]. The papers #LW92, LMT93] presented implementations of reasoning about actions using AnsProlog. The
volume #Lif97]had several papers on reasoning about actions and logic programming. Transition
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systems are represented in logic programming in #LT99]. Reasoning about complex plans consisting
of hierarchical and procedural constructs is studied in #BS99].
The generate and test approach to planning was rst presented in #SZ95] and then taken up in
#DNK97]. Recently it has been taken up with new vigor in #Lif99a, Lif99b, EL99]. In #TB01]
the impact of knowledge representation aspects on answer set planning is studied and in #SBM01]
answer set planning is extended to allow procedural constraints. Reasoning about actions in a
dynamic domain in a generate and test setting is studied in #BG00].
The case study of the RCS-AnsProlog system is based on the reported work in #BW99, Wat99,
BGN+ 01].
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Chapter 6

Complexity, expressibility and other
properties of AnsProlog* programs
Earlier in Chapter 3 we discussed several results and properties of AnsProlog* programs that
help in analyzing and step-by-step building of these programs. In this chapter we consider some
broader properties that help answer questions such as: (a) how dicult it is to compute answer sets
of various sub-classes of AnsProlog* (b) how expressive are the various sub-classes AnsProlog*
(c) does the use of AnsProlog* lead to compact representation or can it be compiled to a more
tractable representation and (d) what is the relationship between AnsProlog* and other knowledge
representation formalisms.
The answers to these questions are important in many ways. For example, if we know the complexity of a problem that we want to solve then the answer to (a) will tell us which particular
subset of AnsProlog* will be most ecient, and the answer to (b) will tell us the most restricted
subset that we can use to represent that problem. With respect to (c) we will discuss results that
show that for AnsProlog* leads to a compact representation. This claries the misconception that
since many AnsProlog* classes belong to a higher complexity class, they are not very useful. For
specications where AnsProlog* leads to (exponentially) compact representation the fact that they
are computationally harder is cancelled out and they become preferable as compact representation
means that the programmer has to write less. So the burden is shifted from the programmer to
the computer, which is often desirable.
To make this chapter self complete we start with the basic notions of complexity and expressibility,
and present denitions of the polynomial, arithmetic and analytical hierarchy and their normal
forms. We later use them in showing the complexity and expressibility of AnsProlog* subclasses.

6.1 Complexity and Expressibility
Intuitively, the notion of complexity of an AnsProlog* sub-class characterizes how hard it is to
compute an entailment with respect to programs in that sub-class and the notion of expressibility
characterizes what all can be expressed in that sub-class. Since AnsProlog* programs can also be
viewed as a function, there are three dierent complexity measures associated with AnsProlog*
sub-classes: data complexity, program complexity and combined complexity. In the rst two
cases, the AnsProlog* program is considered to consist of two parts, a set of facts, and a set of
rules referred to as the program. In case of data complexity the program part is xed and the
facts are varied and the complexity measure is with respect to the size of the facts, while in case of
227
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program complexity the facts are xed and the program is varied and the complexity measure is
with respect to the size of the program. In case of combined complexity the complexity measure is
with respect to both the program and the facts. The following example illustrates the dierence.

Example 107 Consider consisting of a set of ground facts and a rule with a non-empty body:
p(a1 ) .
:::
p(ak ) .
q(X1  : : :  Xl )  p(X1 ) : : :  p(Xl ).

It is easy to see that ground( ) consists of k + kl = k + 2lg2 (k) l rules the size of the ground facts
in is c1 ! k, for some positive constant c1  and the size of the rules with non-empty body in is
c2 ! l, for some positive constant c2 .
Now if we consider the facts part to be constant then the size of ground( ) is of the order of
O(2lg2 (k) n ) where n is the size of the rule with non-empty body, and k is a constant. Similarly,
if we consider the rule with non-empty body part to be constant then the size of ground( ) is of
the order of O(ml ) where m is the size of the facts, and l is a constant. Thus, if we keep the facts
xed then the size of ground( ) is exponential in terms of the size of rest of and if we keep the
rule with non-empty body part xed then the size of ground( ) is polynomial in terms of the size
of the facts in .
2
We now formally dene data complexity and program complexity of AnsProlog* sub-classes. Although in our denition below L is a considered to be a sub-class of AnsProlog*, the denition holds
if we generalize L to be any language like AnsProlog* which has two parts and has an entailment
relation.

Denition 69 Let L be a sub-class of AnsProlog*, be a program in L, Din be a set of ground
facts in L, and A be a literal.
The data complexity of L is the complexity of checking Din
j= A, in terms of the length of the
input hDin  Ai, given a xed in L.
The program complexity of L is the complexity of checking Din
j= A, in terms of the length of
the input h  Ai, given a xed Din in L.
The combined complexity of L is the complexity of checking Din j= A, in terms of the length of
the input h  Din  Ai.
2

One of our goals in this chapter is to associate complexity classes with the various AnsProlog* subclasses. In this we are interested in both membership in the complexity classes, and completeness
with respect to these complexity classes. Thus we extend the notion of data complexity and program
complexity to notions of an AnsProlog* sub-class being data-complete or program-complete with
respect to a complexity class C . In this we rst start with the denitions for data-completeness.
In general, our focus in this chapter will be more on data complexity than on program complexity
for two reasons: (a) Often the size of data is much larger than the size of the program. (ii) For the
applications that we focus on throughout the book the more appropriate measure is data complexity.
For example, suppose we want to measure the complexity of our AnsProlog* encodings of planning
problems. There the variable part is the description of the domain which can be encoded by facts.
Similarly, for the graph domains, the complexity of the graph problems correspond to the data
complexity of their AnsProlog* encodings as when the graph is changed, the facts in the program
change, and the rules remain the same.
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Denition 70 Given an AnsProlog* program the recognition problem associated with it is to
determine if
I j= A, when given some facts I and a literal A. Alternatively, the recognition
problem of is to determine membership in the set fhI Ai j
I j= Ag.
2
Denition 71 An AnsProlog* program is said to be in complexity class C if the recognition

problem associated with is in C .
2
It should be noted that in the above denitions, our focus is on data complexity, as we are keeping
the program xed and varying the facts.
Denition 72 (Data-complete) An AnsProlog* sub-class L is data-complete for complexity class
C (or equivalently, the data complexity class of L is C-complete) if
(i) (membership): each program in L is in C , and
(ii) (hardness): there exists a program in L for which the associated recognition problem is complete
with respect to the class C .
2
We now dene the notion of program-completeness in a slightly dierent manner.
Denition 73 (Program-complete) An AnsProlog* sub-class L is program-complete for complexity class C (or equivalently, the program complexity class of L is C-complete) if
(i) (membership): the program complexity of L is C , and
(ii) (hardness): there is a complete problem P in class C , which can expressed by a program in L,
over a xed set of facts.
2
For example, if we can use the above denition to show that AnsDatalog;not is program-complete
for EXPTIME, by showing that (i) the program complexity of AnsDatalog;not is EXPTIME and
(ii) if a deterministic Turing machine (DTM) M halts in less than N = 2nk transitions on a given
input I , where jI j = n, then we can construct a AnsDatalog;not program (I ) with a xed set of
ground facts F such that (I ) j= accept i M accepts the input I .
We now dene the notion of expressibility and explain how it diers from the notion of complexity.
Denition 74 (Expressibility) An AnsProlog* sub-class L is said to capture the complexity class
C if
(i) each program in L is also in C , and
(ii) every problem of complexity C can be expressed in L.
2
Although the notions of being data-complete for complexity class C and capturing the class C are
close, they are not equivalent. We elaborate on this now.
 L is data-complete in C does not imply that L captures C .
This is because, even though there may exist queries in L for which the associated recognition
problem is complete with respect to the class C , there may be problems in the class C which
can not be expressed in L.
An example of this is the query classes fixpoint and while which are data-complete for
PTIME and PSPACE respectively, but yet neither can express the simple query:
even(R) = true if jRj is even, and false otherwise.
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 L captures C does not imply that L is data-complete in C .
This is because even though L captures C there may not exist a problem that is C-complete.
For example, as mentioned in #DEGV99] second-order logic over nite structures captures
the polynomial hierarchy PH, for which no complete problem is known, and the existence of
a complete problem of PH would imply that it collapses at some nite level, which is widely
believed to be false.
To further explain the dierence let us discuss the familiar denition of NP-completeness. The
denition of NP-completeness is that a problem X is NP-complete if (i) it belongs to NP, and (ii)
all problems in NP can be reduced feasibly (polynomially) to an instance of X . This denition
is close to the denition of expressibility where we use the phrase can be expressed instead of the
phrase can be reduced feasibly. Now let us consider how we normally prove that a problem X is
NP-complete. We show it belongs to NP and then take a known NP-complete problem Y and give a
polynomial time reduction of Y to X . This approach is close to the denition of data completeness
above. Why is then the two notions of expressibility and complexity are dierent? One of the
reasons is that data complexity of L being NP-complete does not imply L captures NP. This is
because when we are dealing with query languages, there is no guarantee that the query language
of our focus can express the polynomial reducibility that is used in the denition and proof strategy
of NP-completeness.
We now dene several important complexity classes: the polynomial hierarchy, exponential classes,
arithmetic hierarchy, and analytical hierarchy.

6.1.1 The Polynomial Hierarchy

A decision problem is a problem of deciding whether a given input w satises a certain property
Q. I.e., in set-theoretic terms, whether it belongs to the corresponding set S = fw j Q(w)g).

Denition 75 The basic complexity classes
 A decision problem is said to belong to the class P if there is a polynomial-time algorithm in






a deterministic machine for solving this problem.
A decision problem is said to belong to the class NP if there is a polynomial-time algorithm
in a non-deterministic machine for solving this problem.
A decision problem is said to belong to the class coNP if the complement of the problem is
in NP.
A decision problem is said to belong to the class PSPACE if there is a polynomial-space
algorithm in a deterministic machine for solving this problem.
For any deterministic or non-deterministic complexity class C , the class C A is dened to be
the class of all languages decided by machines of the same sort and time bound as in C ,
except that the machine now has an oracle A.
The Polynomial hierarchy is dened as follows:

{ '0P = 0 P = P
{ 'i+1P = NPi P
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In this book we will use the following alternative characterization of the polynomial hierarchy in our
proofs. In these characterizations we will use the notions: polynomially decidable and polynomially
balanced which we dene now. A k+1-ary relation P on strings is called polynomially decidable
if there is a DTM deciding the language fu1  : : :  uk  w j (u1  : : :  uk   w) 2 P g. We say P is
polynomially balanced if (u1  : : :  uk  w) 2 P implies that the size of ui 's is bounded by a polynomial
in the size of w.

Proposition 87 Alternative characterization of the polynomial hierarchy
 A problem belongs to the class NP i the formula w 2 S (equivalently, Q(w)) can be represented as 9uP (u w), where P (u w) is polynomially decidable and polynomially balanced.
The class NP is also denoted by '1 P to indicate that formulas from this class can be dened
by adding 1 existential quantier (hence ' and 1) to a polynomial (hence P) predicate .
 A problem belongs to the class coNP i the formula w 2 S (equivalently, Q(w)) can be represented as 8uP (u w), where P (u w) is polynomially decidable and polynomially balanced.
The class coNP is also denoted by 1 P to indicate that formulas from this class can be

dened by adding 1 universal quantier (hence and 1) to a polynomial predicate.
 For every positive integer k, a problem belongs to the class 'k P i the formula w 2 S (equivalently, Q(w)) can be represented as 9u1 8u2 : : : P (u1  u2  : : :  uk  w), where P (u1  : : :  uk  w)
is polynomially decidable and polynomially balanced.
 Similarly, for every positive integer k, a problem belongs to the class k P i the formula
w 2 S (equivalently, Q(w)) can be represented as 8u1 9u2 : : : P (u1  u2  : : :  uk  w), where
P (u1  : : :  uk  w) is polynomially decidable and polynomially balanced.
 A problem belongs to the class PSPACE i the formula w 2 S (equivalently, Q(w)) can be
represented as 8u1 9u2 : : : P (u1  u2  : : :  uk  w), where the number of quantiers k is bounded
by a polynomial of the length of the input, and P (u1  : : :  uk  w) is polynomially decidable
and polynomially balanced.
2

In this chapter we often use the above alternative characterizations of the polynomial hierarchy to
show the membership of particular problems in classes in the polynomial hierarchy. The following
example illustrates this approach.

Example 108 It is well known that the problem of satisability of a propositional formula is in
NP, the problem of unsatisability of a propositional formula is in coNP. We will now use the

above proposition in showing these.
(i) Let w be a propositional formula, and Q(w) be true i w is satisable. To show that the
problem of satisability of a propositional formula is in NP we need to come up with a polynomially
decidable and polynomially balanced property P (u w) such that w is satisable i 9uP (u w) is
true.
Let u be assignment of true or false to the propositions, and P (u w) be the evaluation of the formula
w using the assignments in u. Obviously, P (u w) is polynomially decidable and polynomially
balanced. Moreover, w is satisable i 9uP (u w) is true. Hence, the problem of satisability of a
propositional formula is in NP.
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(ii) Let w be a propositional formula, and Q0 (w) be true i w is unsatisable. To show that
the problem of unsatisability of a propositional formula is in coNP we need to come up with a
polynomially decidable and polynomially balanced property P 0 (u w) such that w is unsatisable
i 8uP 0(u w) is true.
Let u be assignment of true or false to the propositions, and P 0 (u w) be the complement of the
evaluation of the formula w using the assignments in u. Obviously, P 0 (u w) is polynomially decidable and polynomially balanced. Moreover, w is unsatisable i 8uP 0 (u w) is true. Hence, the
problem of unsatisability of a propositional formula is in coNP.
2

Denition 76 A problem is called complete in a class C of the polynomial hierarchy if, any other
problem from this class can be reduced to it by a polynomial-time1 reduction.

2

Proposition 87 also leads us to several basic problems that are complete with respect to the various
classes in the polynomial hierarchy. We enumerate them in the following proposition and use them
later in the chapter when showing that particular AnsProlog* sub-classes are data-complete with
respect to complexity classes in the polynomial hierarchy.

Proposition 88 Given a boolean expression , with boolean variables partitioned into sets X1  : : : Xi ,
let E QSATi denote the satisability of the formula 9X1  8X2  : : : QXi , where Q is 9 if i is odd
and 8 otherwise. and let F QSATi denote the satisability of the formula 8X1  9X2  : : : QXi ,
where Q is 9 if i is even and 8 otherwise.
(i) For all i 1 E QSATi is 'i P complete.
(ii) For all i 1 F QSATi is i P complete.
2
It should be noted that it is still not known whether we can solve any problem from the class NP
in polynomial time (i.e., in precise terms, whether NP=P). However, it is widely believed that we
cannot, i.e., NP=
6 P. It is also believed that to solve a NP-complete or a coNP-complete problem,
n
we need O(2 ) time, and that solving a complete problem from one of the second-level classes '2 P
or 2 P requires more computation time than solving NP-complete problems and solving complete
problems from the class PSPACE takes even longer.

6.1.2 Polynomial and exponential Classes

We now dene some complexity classes which are beyond the polynomial hierarchy, but are recursive. To dene that let us rst dene the following:
TIME (f (n)) = fL j L is decided by some DTM in time O(f (n))g,
NTIME (f (n)) = fL j L is decided by some NDTM in time O(f (n))g,
SPACE (f (n)) = fL j L is decided by some DTM within space O(f (n))g,
NSPACE (f (n)) = fL j L is decided by some NDTM within space O(f (n))g.
Using the above notations we can now formally dene the classes P, NP, EXPTIME, NEXPTIME,
and PSPACE as follows:
d
P = Sd>
0 TIME (n )
S
NP = d>0 NTIME
(nd )
S
EXPTIME = d>0 TIME (2nd )
1

Alternatively, many authors use O(log n) space reduction.
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nd
NEXPTIME =
d>0 NTIME (2 )
S
PSPACE = d>0 SPACE (nd)
The notion of EXPTIME-complete and NEXPTIME-complete is based on Denition 76.

6.1.3 Arithmetical and Analytical hierarchy
The arithmetical and analytical hierarchy are similar to the polynomial hierarchy. The starting
point in the arithmetical hierarchy is the class of recursive problems { dened in Section 11.1 {
instead of the class P in the polynomial hierarchy. The arithmetical hierarchy is denoted by '0i
and 0i , where i is non-negative integer, while the analytical hierarchy is denoted by '1i and 1i .
We rst dene the arithmetical hierarchy.
1. A k-ary relation R is said to be recursive if the language LR = fx0  : : :  xk;1 : (x0  : : :  xk;1 ) 2
Rg is recursive.
2. We say a decision problem belongs to the class '00 i it is recursive.
3. We say a decision problem belongs to the class '01 i it is recursively enumerable.
4. '0n+1 denotes the class of all languages L for which there is a (n+2)-ary recursive relation R
such that L = fy : 9x0 8x1 : : : Qnxn R(x0  : : :  xn  yg where Qk is 8 if k is odd, and 9, if k is
even. Alternatively, '0n+1 denotes the relations over the natural numbers that are denable
in arithmetic by means of a rst-order formula *(Y) = 9X0 8X1 : : : Qk Xn (X0  : : :  Xn  Y)
with free variables Y, Qk is as before, and  is quantier free.
5. 0n+1 = co'0n+1 , that is, 0n+1 is the set of all complements of languages in '0n+1 . It can
be easily shown that 0n+1 denotes the class of all languages L for which there is a (n+2)ary recursive relation R such that L = fy : 8x0 9x1 : : : Qn xn R(x0  : : :  xn  yg where Qk is
9 if k is odd, and 8, if k is even. Alternatively, 0n+1 denotes the relations over the natural numbers that are denable in arithmetic by means of a rst-order formula *(Y) =
8X09X1 : : : Qk Xn(X0  : : :  Xn Y) with free variables Y, and  is quantier free.
Note that the dierence between the classes 'n+1 P and n+1 P from the polynomial hierarchy and
the classes '0n+1 and 0n+1 from the arithmetical hierarchy is that the relation  has to be decidable
(i.e., we can determine if a tuple belongs to that relation or not) in polynomial time in the rst
case, while it must be recursive in the second case. We now dene the analytical hierarchy.
1. The class '11 belongs to the analytical hierarchy (in a relational form) and contains those
relations which are denable by a second order formula *(X) = 9P (P X), where P is a
tuple of predicate variables and is a rst order formula with free variables X.
2. The class 11 belongs to the analytical hierarchy (in a relational form) and contains those
relations which are denable by a second order formula *(X) = 8P (P X), where P is a
tuple of predicate variables and is a rst order formula with free variables X.
3. '1n+1 denotes the set of relations which are denable by a second-order formula *(Y) =
9P0 8P1 : : : Qk Pn(P0  : : :  Pn  Y), where Pis are tuples of predicate variables and  is a
rst order formula with free variables Y.
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4. 1n+1 denotes the set of relations which are denable by a second-order formula *(Y) =
8P0 9P1 : : : Qk Pn(P0  : : :  Pn  Y), where Pis are tuples of predicate variables and  is a
rst order formula with free variables Y.
Note that the dierence between the classes '0n+1 and 0n+1 from the arithmetical hierarchy and
the classes '1n+1 and 1n+1 from the analytical hierarchy is that * is a rst-order formula in the rst
case, while it is a second-order formula in the second case and the quantication is over variables
in the rst case and is over predicates in the second case.

Denition 77 A problem L1 is called complete in a class C of the arithmetical or analytical
hierarchy if, any other problem L2 from this class can be reduced to it (L1 ) by Turing reduction.
By Turing reduction of L2 to L1 we mean that L2 can be decided by a deterministic Turing machine
with oracle L1 .
2

6.1.4 Technique for proving expressibility: general forms

To show that an AnsProlog* sub-class L captures the complexity class C , we need to show (i) that
every program in L is in C , and (ii) every query of complexity C can be expressed in L. To show
the rst condition we consider arbitrary programs from L and show that entailment with respect
to them can be computed as per C . To show the second condition, we will often use general (or
normal) forms of complexity classes. A general form of a complexity class C , is a form in which all
problems in class C can be expressed. All complexity classes may not have a general form. But
when a complexity class has one, to show (ii) we only need to consider arbitrary expressions in
a general form of C , and show how to express it in L. In the following proposition we list a few
general forms that we will use in our proofs.

Proposition 89 General form of some complexity classes
Consider a signature  = (O F P ), where O is nite, and F =  meaning that there are no function
symbols. By a nite database over  = (O F P ) we mean a nite subset of the Herbrand Base
over .

1. #Fag74] A collection S of nite databases over the signature  = (O  P ) is in 'k P i there
exists a '1k () sentence + such that for any nite database w over , w 2 S i w satises +.

2. #Fag74, KP88] A collection S of nite databases over the signature  is in NP i it is denable by an existential second order formula over , i.e., i there is a formula of the form
9U1 : : : Um 8x"9y"( 1 ("x y") _ : : : _ k ("x y")), where i("x y")'s are conjunctions of literals involving
the predicates in  and fU1  : : :  Um g such that for any nite database w over 
w 2 S i w satises 9U1  : : : Um 8x"9y"( 1 ("x y") _ : : : _ k ("x y")).
3. #EGM94] Assume that succ, first and last are predicates that do not occur in P . By an enumeration literal (or literal in an enumerated theory) we mean literals in (O  fsucc first lastg)
with the following conditions:

 succ describes an enumeration of all elements in O, where (x y) 2 succ means that y is
the successor of x,
 and the unary relation first and last contain the rst and last element in the enumeration respectively.
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A collection S of nite databases over the signature  = (O  P ) is in '2 P i there is a
formula of the form 9U1  : : : Um 8V1  : : :  Vn 9x"( 1 ("x) _ : : : _ k ("x)), where i("x) are conjunction
of enumeration literals or literals involving predicates in P fU1  : : :  Um  V1  : : :  Vn g such
that for any nite database w over , w 2 S i w satises 9U1  : : : Um 8V1  : : :  Vn 9x"( 1 ("x) _
: : : _ k ("x)).
2
Once we have proved that a certain language L captures a complexity class C by showing that (i)
every program in a language L is in class C and (ii) the general form of a complexity class C is
expressible in a language L, to show that L is C -complete only additional result we need to show is
that there exists a C -complete problem. This is because, this C -complete problem, by denition,
belongs to class C . Hence, it can be expressed in the general form, which we would have already
shown to be expressible in L. Hence, we have a C -complete problem expressible in L. This together
with (i) proves that L is C -complete.

6.2 Complexity of AnsDatalog* sub-classes
In this section we consider several sub-classes of AnsDatalog* { AnsProlog* programs with no function symbols { and explore their data and program complexity classes. We start with propositional
AnsDatalog programs.

6.2.1 Complexity of propositional AnsDatalog;not

In case of propositional programs our main interest lies in the combined complexity. We now state
and prove the combined complexity of AnsDatalog;not programs.

Theorem 6.2.1 Given a propositional AnsDatalog;not program and a literal A the complexity
of deciding j= A is P-complete.
2
Proof:
(membership): The answer set of a propositional AnsDatalog;not program can be obtained by

the iterated xpoint approach. Each iteration step can be done in polynomial time. The total
number of iterations is bound by the number of rules plus one. Hence, j= A can be determined
in polynomial time.
(hardness): Let L be a language in P. Thus L is decidable in p(n) steps by a DTM M for some
polynomial p. We now present a feasible transformation of each instance I of L into a propositional
AnsDatalog;not program (M I p(jI j)) such that (M I p(jI j)) j= accept i M with input I
reaches an accepting step within N = p(jI j) steps.
1. We rst dene the various propositions that we will use and their intuitive meaning.
(a) states #t] for 0  t  N : at time point t the state of the Turing machine is s.
(b) cursor#n t] for 0  t  N and 0  n  N : at time point t the cursor is at the cell
number n (counted from the left).
(c) symbol #n t] for 0  t  N and 0  n  N : at time point t,  is the symbol in cell
number n (counted from the left) of the tape.
(d) accept: the DTM M has reached state yes.
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2. We now present the part of (M I p(jI j)) that describes the initial state, the initial cursor
position, the input, and the transition dictated by the transition function  of M .
(a) states0 #0] . : at time point 0 the state of the Turing machine is s0 .
(b) cursor#0 0] . : at time point 0 the cursor is at the left most end of the tape.
(c) If the input is I = 1 : : : jI j, then we have the following:

symbol1 #1 0] .
:::
symboljIj #jI j 0] .
(d) symbol> #0 0] . and symbolt #jI j +1 0] .: beginning of the tape, and end of the input.
(e) For each (s ) = (s0   p), we have the following rules:
symbol #n t + 1]  symbol #n t] states #t] cursor n t].
states0 #t + 1]  symbol#n t] states#t] cursor#n t].
cursor#X t + 1]  symbol#n t] states #t] cursor#n t].
where, X is n + 1 if p is !, X is n ; 1 if p is , and X is n if p is ;.
3. We also need inertia rules for the propositions symbol #n t] to describe which cell numbers
keep their previous symbols after a transition. For 0  t < N , n 6= n0 , and n n0  N , we
have the rules:

symbol#n t + 1]  symbol#n t] cursor n0 t].
4. Finally, we need a rule to derive accept, when an accepting state is reached.

accept  stateyes#t], for 0  t  N .
The above program has O(N 2 ) rules which is polynomial in the size of jI j. Hence, it can be
constructed in polynomial time. Moreover, if we compute the answer set of the above program
using the iterated xpoint approach the computation mimics the transitions in the DTM, and the
answer set contains accept i an accepting conguration is reached by the DTM M with input I
in at most N computation steps.
2

Exercise 18 Find the exact correspondence between the iterated xpoint computation and the
DTM conguration in the above proof.

2

The proof of the above theorem can also be directly used to show that entailment with respect
to propositional AnsDatalog;not (3) programs is P-Complete. This is because all the rules in
(M I p(jI j)) have at most 3 literals in their body.

6.2.2 Complexity of AnsDatalog;not

We start with the data complexity of AnsDatalog;not programs.

Theorem 6.2.2 AnsDatalog;not programs are data-complete for P.

2
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Proof:

(membership): Following the computations in Example 107 it is clear that the Herbrand Base of a
program is polynomial in size of the input ground facts. Now, given a set of ground facts I and a
literal A, we can determine if I j= A { where is an AnsDatalog;not program by { computing
the answer set of
I . We can obtain this answer set by the iterated xpoint approach, and the
maximum number of iterations that we may need is bounded by the size of the Herbrand Base, as
in each iteration we must add at least one new atom for the iteration to continue. Each iteration
takes polynomial amount of time. Thus determining if
I j= A can be done in time polynomial
in the size of I .
(hardness): To show the hardness we use the result that entailment with respect to propositional
AnsDatalog;not (3) programs is P-Complete. Let us consider an arbitrary propositional
AnsDatalog;not (3) program . We will represent this program as facts Din ( ) as follows:
For each rule A0  A1  : : :  Ai , 0  i  3, we have the fact Ri (A0  A1  : : :  Ai ) .
Let us now consider the following AnsDatalog;not program meta :
T (X0 )  R0 (X0 ).
T (X0 )  T (X1) R1 (X0  X1 ).
T (X0 )  T (X1) T (X2 ) R2 (X0  X1  X2 ).
T (X0 )  T (X1) T (X2 ) T (X3 ) R3 (X0  X1  X2  X3 ).
It is easy to see that j= A i Din ( ) meta j= A. Since the size of is of the same order as the
size of Din ( ) and we keep meta xed, the data complexity of AnsDatalog;not { to which meta
belongs { is same as the complexity of entailment in propositional AnsDatalog;not (3). Hence,
AnsDatalog;not is data-complete in P.
2

Exercise 19 It is well known that AnsDatalog;not can not express the query which given a set

of ground facts, determines if the number of facts are even or not. This obviously can be done in
polynomial time. Explain why this does not contradict with our theorem above.
2
We now state and prove the program complexity of AnsDatalog;not programs.

Theorem 6.2.3 AnsDatalog;not programs are program-complete for EXPTIME.
Proof:

2

(membership): Recall from Example 107 that given a program , and a set of ground facts D, the
size of ground( ) is exponential with respect to the size of . For an AnsDatalog;not program
, ground( ) is a propositional program and from Theorem 6.2.1 entailment with respect to
ground( ) D will be polynomial in the size of ground( ) D. Since we x D, and the size of
ground( ) is exponential with respect to the size of , program complexity of AnsDatalog;not
programs is in EXPTIME.
(hardness): Let L be a language in EXPTIME. Thus L is decidable in 2nk steps by a DTM M
for some positive integer k. We now present a feasible transformation of each instance I of L into
an AnsDatalog;not program (M I ) with a xed input database D, such that (M I ) j= accept
i M with input I reaches an accepting step within N = 2jI jk steps. The xed input database that
we use is the empty database with the universe U = f0 1g.
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The AnsDatalog;not program (M I ) is similar to the program in the hardness part of the proof
of Theorem 6.2.1. But instead of the propositional symbols states #t], cursor#n t], and symbol #n t]
used there, we now have predicates state(s t), cursor(n t), and symbol( n t). The main diculty
now is to be able to dene a predicate succ(t t0 ) for t0 = t + 1 without using function symbols.
To achieve this we represent n and t as tuples of arity m = jI jk , where each element of the tuple
can take the value 0 or 1. Thus we can represent numbers from 0 to 2m ; 1. Now we need to
dene a successor relationship between such binary representation of numbers. We achieve this
by introducing predicates succi , for i = 1 : : : m, which denes the successor relationship between
i-bit numbers. We also have predicates firsti and lasti to dene the smallest and largest i bit
number. We now recursively dene succi , firsti and lasti and dened a predicate lessm between
m-bit numbers. (In the following variables written in bold face represent m distinct variables, and
constants written in bold face represent that number written in binary as m 0-1 constants.)
1. The base case:

succ1 (0 1) .
first1(0) .
last1 (1) .
2. Dening firsti and lasti :
firsti+1(0 X)  firsti(X).
lasti+1 (1 X)  lasti (X).
3. Dening succi :
succi+1 (Z X Z Y)  succi (X Y).
succi+1 (Z X Z 0  Y)  succ1 (Z Z 0 ) lasti (X) firsti (Y).
4. Dening lessm :
lessm (X Y)  succm(X Y).
lessm (X Y)  lessm (X Z) succm (Z Y).
We now present the part of (M I ) that describes the initial state, the initial cursor position, the
input, and the transition dictated by the transition function  of M .
1. state(s0  0) . : at time point 0 the state of the Turing machine is s0 .
2. cursor(0 0) . : at time point 0 the cursor is at the left most end of the tape.
3. If the input is I = 1 : : : r , then we have the following:

symbol(1 1 0) .
:::
symbol(r  r 0) .
4. symbol(> 0 0) . and symbol(t r + 1 0) .: beginning of the tape, and end of the input.
5. The transition function  is specied as atoms of the form:
trans(s  s0   p) .
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6. We have the following rules that dene the transition.

symbol(B N T0)  symbol(A N T) state(S T) cursor(N T) succm (T T0 ) trans(S A  B ).
stateS0 (T0)  symbol(A N T) state(S T) cursor(N T) succm (T T0 ) trans(S A S 0   ).
cursor(N0 T0 )  symbol(A N T) state(S T) cursor(N T) succm (T T0) succm (N N0 )
trans(S A   !).
cursor(N0 T0 )  symbol(A N T) state(S T) cursor(N T) succm (T T0) succm (N0  N)
trans(S A   ).
cursor(N T0)  symbol(A N T) state(S T) cursor(N T) succm (T T0 ) trans(S A   ;).
We also need the following inertia rules to describe which cell numbers keep their previous symbols
after a transition.
symbol(A N T0 )  symbol(A N T) cursor(N0  T) lessm (N N0 ).
symbol(A N T0 )  symbol(A N T) cursor(N0  T) lessm (N0  N).
Finally, we need a rule to derive accept, when an accepting state is reached.
accept  state(yes T).
The above program can be constructed in constant (hence, polynomial) time. Moreover, if we
compute the answer set of the above program using the iterated xpoint approach the computation
mimics the transitions in the DTM, and the answer set contains accept i an accepting conguration
is reached by the DTM M with input I in at most N computation steps.
2

6.2.3 Complexity of AnsDatalog

Theorem 6.2.4 For any AnsDatalog program , and an input set of facts D determining if D
has an answer set is NP-complete. I.e., determining if the set of answer sets of
D, denoted by
SM ( D) is =
6  is NP-complete.
2
Proof:
(membership) : Determining if SM ( D) =
6  can be expressed as 9M:P1 (M D), where P1 (M D)

is true if the least model of ground( D)M is equal to M . Since the size of the Herbrand base of
D is polynomial in the size of D, the size of M - a subset of the Herbrand Base, is polynomial
the in size of D. Moreover, the size of ground( D) is also polynomial in the size of D. Hence,
computing ground( D)M is polynomial in the size of D and obtaining the least model through
the iterated xpoint approach of the AnsDatalog;not program ground( D)M is also polynomial
time. Hence, P1 is polynomially decidable, and polynomially balanced. Therefore, determining if
SM ( D) 6=  is in NP.
An informal way of showing the above is to say that after guessing an M , we can verify if M is an
answer set or not in polynomial time.
(hardness): We show this by considering the well-known NP-complete problem 3-Sat. Let fa1  : : :  an g
be a set of propositions. Given any instance of 3-Sat consisting of propositions from fa1  : : :  an g
we construct an AnsDatalog program 1 D, { D dependent on , and xed, such that is
satisable i 1 D has an answer set.
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Let be of the form (l11 _ l12 _ l13 ) ^ : : : ^ (lm1 _ lm2 _ lm3 ), where lij 's are literals made of the
propositions a1  : : :  an .
D consists of the facts:
conj (l11  l12  l13 ) .
:::
conj (lm1  l12  lm3 ) .
The xed program 1 consists of the following:
1. It has rules of the following form { where h(a) means a holds, or a is true, and n h(a) means
a does not hold, or a is false { to enumerate truth of propositions in the language:

h(ai )  not n h(ai ).
n h(ai )  not h(ai ).
for i = 1 : : : n.
2. It has the following rules which makes q true if one of the conjunct is false:

q  conj (X Y Z ) n h(X ) n h(Y ) n h(Z ).
3. Finally we have the following rule which rules out any answer set where q may be true, thus
making sure that if an assignment to the propositions does not make true then no answer
set exist corresponding to that assignment.

p  not p q
Now is satisable implies there exists an assignment A of truth values to the ai 's that makes
true implies fh(ai ) : A assigns ai trueg fn h(aj ) : A assigns aj falseg is an answer set of 1 D.
is not satisable implies there does not exists an assignment A of truth values to the ai 's that
makes true implies there are no answer sets of 1 . This is because if there was an answer set S
of , in that answer set q would be true, which will then { because of the p  not p construction
{ not be an answer set.
2

Theorem 6.2.5 AnsDatalog is data-complete for coNP.
2
Proof:
(membership) D j= A can be written as 8M:P2 (M D A), where P2 (M D A) is true if the least
model of ( D)M is equal to M implies M j= A. Computing ground( D)M is polynomial
time (in the size of D) and obtaining the least model through the iterated xpoint approach
of the AnsDatalog;not program ground( D)M is also polynomial time (in the size of D).
Determining if M j= A is polynomial time (in the size of D and A). Hence, membership in P2 is
polynomially decidable. Since M is polynomial in the size of D, P2 is also polynomially balanced.
Thus determining if
D j= A is in 1 P , which is same as co-NP.
An equivalent way of showing the above is to show that the complement of the above problem is in
NP. We can do that informally by guessing an M , and showing that M is an answer set of
D
and M 6j= A. The later two can be done in polynomial time. Thus the complement of the above
problem is in NP. Hence, determining if
D j= A is in co-NP.
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(hardness): Showing Complexity of
D j= A is co-NP Complete, for AnsDatalog programs .
We show this by considering the well-known co-NP Complete problem Unsatisability. Let fa1  : : :  an g
be a set of propositions. Given any instance of 3-Sat consisting of propositions from fa1  : : :  an g
we construct an AnsDatalog program 2 D { where D is dependent on and 2 is xed, such
that is unsatisable i 2 D j= unsat.
Let be of the form (l11 _ l12 _ l13 ) ^ : : : ^ (lm1 _ lm2 _ lm3 ), where lij 's are literals made of the
propositions a1  : : :  an .
D consists of the facts:
conj (l11  l12  l13 ) .
:::
conj (lm1  l12  lm3 ) .
The xed program 2 consists of the following:

1. It has rules of the following form { where h(a) means a holds, or a is true, and n h(a) means
a does not hold, or a is false { to enumerate truth of propositions in the language:

h(ai )  not n h(ai ).
n h(ai )  not h(ai ).
for i = 1 : : : n.
2. It has the following rules which makes unsat true if one of the conjunct is false:

unsat  conj (X Y Z ) n h(X ) n h(Y ) n h(Z ).

Theorem 6.2.6 AnsDatalog is program-complete for co-NEXPTIME.
Proof: (sketch)

2
2

(membership): For an AnsDatalog program the size of ground( ) is exponential with respect
to the size of . Given an atom A, we will argue that determining if 6j= A is in NEXPTIME.
This means we need to nd an answer set of where A is not true. To nd an answer set we need
to guess and check. Since the checking part involves computing answer set of an AnsDatalog;not
program, from Theorem 6.2.3 checking is exponential time. Hence, determining if 6j= A is in
NEXPTIME, and therefore determining if j= A is in co-NEXPTIME.
(hardness): The proof of hardness is similar to the proof of the hardness part in Theorem 6.2.3,
except that we now need to simulate a non-deterministic Turing machine (NDTM). In an NDTM
 is a relation instead of a function. Thus in part (5) of the hardness proof of Theorem 6.2.3 we
may have multiple facts of the form trans(s  s1  1  p1 ) : : : trans(s  sk  k  pk ). Thus the rules
in part (6) of the hardness proof of Theorem 6.2.3 are no longer adequate. What we need to do
is to simulate the multiple branches of computation that an NDTM can take. This is done by
introducing a predicate occurs as follows and replacing trans in the bodies of the rules in part (6)
of the hardness proof of Theorem 6.2.3 by occurs.
other occurs(S A S1  B1  P1  T )  occurs(S A S2  B2  P2  T ) S1 6= S2 .
other occurs(S A S1  B1  P1  T )  occurs(S A S2  B2  P2  T ) B1 6= B2 .
other occurs(S A S1  B1  P1  T )  occurs(S A S2  B2  P2  T ) P1 6= P2 .
occurs(S A S1  B1  P1  T )  symbol(A N T ) state(S T ) cursor(N T ) trans(S A S1  B1 P1 )
not other occurs(S A S1  B1 P1  T ).
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The above rules ensure that at each time T there is exactly one answer set mimicking a possible
transition. Thus the various computation paths have a 1-1 correspondence with the various answer
sets.
Finally we replace the rule with accept in the head in the hardness proof of Theorem 6.2.3 by the
following rules:
reject  state(no T ).
Now reject is true in one of the answer sets of the above program i the NDTM rejects the input.
Thus, rejection will be in NEXPTIME and hence acceptance will be in co-NEXPTIME.
2.

Theorem 6.2.7 Stratied AnsDatalog is data-complete for P.
Proof (sketch):

2

Theorem 6.2.8 Stratied AnsDatalog is program-complete for EXPTIME.
Proof (sketch):

2

(membership): There are polynomial (in the size of the facts) number of strata. Iteration in each
strata is polynomial time. So the unique answer set can be obtained in polynomial time.
(hardness): Same as the proof of the hardness part of Theorem 6.2.2.
2

(membership): There could be an exponential (in the size of the program) number of strata in the
grounding of the program. Iteration in each strata is polynomial time. So the unique answer set
can be obtained in exponential time.
(hardness): Same as the proof of the hardness part of Theorem 6.2.3.
2
The above results also hold for the well-founded semantics of AnsDatalog where instead of static
stratas we have stratas that are determined dynamically.

Theorem 6.2.9 AnsDatalog with respect to well-founded semantics is data-complete for P. 2
Theorem 6.2.10 AnsDatalog with respect to well-founded semantics is program-complete for EXPTIME.

6.2.4 Complexity of AnsDatalog or ;not

2

Unlike AnsDatalog;not programs, AnsDatalog or ;not programs may have multiple answer sets.
The multiplicity of the answer sets is due to the or connective that is now allowed in the head of
rules. Moreover, as discussed in Example 29 a disjunctive fact of the form a or b . in a program
can not be in general replaced by the two AnsDatalog rules in fa  not b: b  not ag. In this
section we formally show that entailment of negative literals with respect to AnsDatalog or ;not
programs is more complex than with respect to AnsDatalog programs. This is due to the extra
minimality condition in the denition of answer sets of AnsDatalog or ;not programs. Interestingly, this does not aect the complexity of entailment with respect to positive literals, as an
AnsDatalog or ;not program entails a positive literal A i all its answer sets entail A i all its
models entail A. The last `i' does not hold when A is a negative literal. We now formally state
and prove the complexity results about entailment with respect to AnsDatalog or ;not programs.
In this we only consider the data complexity.
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Theorem 6.2.11 Given an AnsDatalog or ;not program , a set of facts D and a positive literal
A, determining D j= A is coNP-complete with respect to the size of D.
2
Proof:

(membership):
D j= A can be written as 8M:P3 (M D A), where P3 (M D A) is true if M is a
model of D implies M j= A. Checking if M is a model of ground( ) D and determining if M j=
A is polynomial in the size of D. Hence, membership in P3 is polynomially decidable. Moreover, M
is polynomial in the size of D, and hence P3 is polynomially balanced. Thus determining if j= A
is in 1 P , which is same as co-NP.
An equivalent way of showing the above is to show that the complement of the above problem is
in NP. For that we have to guess an M , show that M is a model of
D and M 6j= A. The later
two can be done in polynomial time. Thus the complement of the above problem is in NP. Hence,
determining if
D j= A is in co-NP.
(hardness): We show this by considering the well-known co-NP Complete problem unsatisability.
Let fa1  : : :  an g be a set of propositions. Given any instance of 3-Sat consisting of propositions
from fa1  : : :  an g we construct an AnsDatalog or ;not program 3 D { where D is dependent
on and 3 is xed, such that is unsatisable i 3 D j= unsat.
Let be of the form (l11 _ l12 _ l13 ) ^ : : : ^ (lm1 _ lm2 _ lm3 ), where lij 's are literals made of the
propositions a1  : : :  an .
D consists of the facts:
conj (l11  l12  l13 ) .
:::
conj (lm1  l12  lm3 ) .
The xed program 3 consists of the following:

1. It has rules of the following form { where h(a) means a holds, or a is true, and n h(a) means
a does not hold, or a is false { to enumerate truth of propositions in the language:

h(ai ) or n h(ai ) .
for i = 1 : : : n.
2. It has the following rules which makes unsat true if one of the conjunct is false:

unsat  conj (X Y Z ) n h(X ) n h(Y ) n h(Z ).

2

Theorem 6.2.12 Given an AnsDatalog or ;not program , a set of facts D and a negative literal
:A, determining D j= :A is 2 P-complete with respect to the size of D.
2
Proof:

(membership):
D j= :A can be written as 8M 9M 0P4 (M M 0  D A), where P4 (M M 0  D A) is
true if M is a model of D implies M 0 is a model of D and M 0 M and M 0 6j= A. Checking
if M and M 0 are models of
D and determining if M 0 6j= A takes time polynomial in the size
of D. Hence, P4 is polynomially decidable. Moreover, since M and M 0 are polynomial in the size
of D, P4 is polynomially balanced. Thus determining if
D j= :A is in 2 P , which is same as
NP
co-NP .
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(hardness): We show this by considering the 2 P -complete problem, satisability of quantied
boolean formulas  of the form 8x1  : : : xn 9y1  : : :  ym , where is a propositional formula made
up of the propositions x1  : : :  xn  y1  : : :  ym . Given a formula  of the above form we construct an
AnsDatalog or ;not program 4 D { where D is dependent on  and 4 is xed, such that  is
satisable i 4 D j= :unsat.
Let be of the form (l11 _ : : : _ l1k1 ) ^ : : : ^ (lm1 _ : : : _ lmkm ), where lij 's are literals made of the
propositions x1  : : :  xn  y1  : : :  ym .
D consists of the following facts:

1. conj (l11  l12  l13 ) .
2. forall(x1 ) .
3. exists(y1 ) .
The xed program

4

:::
:::
:::

conj (lm1  l12  lm3 ) .
forall(xn) .
exists(ym ) .

consists of the following:

1. It has rules of the following form to enumerate truth of propositions.

h(X ) or n h(X )  forall(X ).
h(X ) or n h(X )  exists(X ).
2. It has the following rule which makes unsat true if one of the conjunct is false:

unsat  conj (X Y Z ) n h(X ) n h(Y ) n h(Z ).
3. Rules of the form:

h(X )  exists(X ) unsat.
n h(X )  exists(X ) unsat.

2

Exercise 20 Let be an AnsDatalog or ;not program. Show that j= :A i for all models M
of there exists a model M 0 M of such that M 0 6j= A.

2

6.2.5 Complexity of AnsDatalog or

Theorem 6.2.13 AnsDatalog or is data-complete for 2P.
Proof:

2

(membership) : Let be an AnsDatalog or program and A be an atom. j= A can be written as
8M: M is an answer set of M implies M j= A
 8M: # M is a model of M and : (9M 0 M 0  M and M 0 is a model of M )] implies M j= A.
 8M: # : (M is a model of M ) or (9M 0  M 0  M and M 0 is a model of M ) or (M j= A).
 8M: # : ((M is a model of M ) and :(M j= A)) or (9M 0 M 0  M and M 0 is a model of M ) ]
 8M: #(M is a model of M ) and (M 6j= A)] implies (9M 0 M 0  M and M 0 is a model of M ).
 8M: 9M 0 (M is an a model of M and M 6j= A) implies (M 0  M and M 0 is a model of M ).
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Thus
D j= A can be written as 8M 9M 0 P5 (M M 0  D A), where P5 (M M 0  D A) is true if (M
is a model of M D and M 6j= A) implies (M 0  M and M 0 is a model of M D). It is easy
to see that given M M 0 and A, whether P5 (M M 0  D A) holds or not can be determined in time
polynomial in the size of D. Hence, P5 is polynomially decidable. Moreover, since M and M 0 are
polynomial in the size of D, P5 is polynomially balanced. Hence for AnsDatalog or programs D
determining if j= A is in 2 P . In exactly the same way we can show that for AnsDatalog or
programs
D determining if D j= :A is in 2P .
(hardness) : The hardness proof is same as the proof of hardness for Theorem 6.2.12.
2
Theorem 6.2.14 AnsDatalog or is program-complete for co-NEXPTIMENP .
2
The proof of the above theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.2.6. The additional NP in
the exponent of co-NEXPTIMENP is due to the additional minimality necessary in AnsDatalog or
programs, and necessitates an NP oracle together with the NDTM when showing the hardness part.
We now summarize the various complexity results for the dierent AnsDatalog* sub-classes.

6.2.6 Summary of the complexity results of AnsDatalog* sub-classes

AnsDatalog* Class
complexity type
complexity class
;
not
AnsDatalog
Data complexity
P-complete
;
not
AnsDatalog
Program Complexity
EXPTIME-complete
Stratied AnsDatalog
Data Complexity
P-complete
Stratied AnsDatalog
Program complexity
EXPTIME-complete
AnsDatalog (under WFS)
Data Complexity
P-complete
AnsDatalog (under WFS)
Program Complexity
EXPTIME-complete
AnsDatalog (answer set existence) Complexity of SM ( ) 6= 
NP-complete
AnsDatalog
Data Complexity
Co-NP Complete
AnsDatalog
Program Complexity
Co-NEXPTIME Complete
AnsDatalog:
Existence of answer set
NP-complete
:
AnsDatalog
Data complexity
coNP-complete
AnsDatalog or ;not
Deciding j=GCWA A
Co-NP Complete
AnsDatalog or ;not
Deciding j=GCWA :A
2 P-complete
AnsDatalog or
Data complexity
2 P-complete
or
AnsDatalog
Program complexity
Co-NEXPTIMENP -complete

6.3 Expressibility of AnsDatalog* sub-classes
In this section our interest is in the expressibility of AnsDatalog* sub-classes. In this we are
interested in two kinds of results: When a particular sub-class (completely) captures a complexity
class or can only express a strict subset of it and how a AnsDatalog* sub-class relates to other query
languages such as First-order logic (FOL), xpoint logic (FPL), relational algebra, and relational
calculus. FPL is an extension of rst-order logic by a least xpoint operator.
There are two mismatches between Turing machines and some of the AnsDatalog* sub-classes.
These mismatches are: (i) the input in a Turing machine automatically encodes a linear order
among the constituent of the input, while such an order between the constants in the AnsDatalog*
program is not automatically given and (ii) a Turing machine can check what is in its input and
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what is not, while certain sub-classes of AnsDatalog* do not have a way to nd out if some atom
is false.
The issue in (i) can be overcome in AnsDatalog* sub-classes that can encode non-determinism.
Then the program can have multiple answer sets each encoding a particular ordering. An example
of such an encoding is given in Section 2.1.12, and we need the use of either `not ' or ` or ' for
encoding non-determinism. In the absence of non-determinism the only other option is to assume
the presence of an ordering. The issue in (ii) can be overcome either by using `not ' or some weaker
negation.
Because of the above although AnsDatalog;not { known in the literature as Datalog { is datacomplete in P it can not capture P and only captures a strict subset of P. In particular, it cannot
express the query about whether the universe of the input database has an even number of elements.
The book #AHV95] and the survey articles #DEGV97, DEGV99] discuss this and similar results in
further detail. When Datalog is augmented with the assumption that the input predicates may
appear negated in rule bodies then it still only captures a strict subset of P. This extension of
Datalog is referred to as Datalog+ . It is known that Datalog+ is equivalent in expressiveness to
FPL+ 9), a fragment of FPL where negation is restricted to the input relations and only existential
quantiers are allowed. On the other hand Datalog+ together with the assumption that the input
database is ordered captures P.
In the following table we summarize several of the expressibility results. Among these results we
present the proof of the expressibility results about AnsDatalog and AnsDatalog or . In those
results by brave semantics we mean that j= L i there exists an answer set A of such that
A j= L. Also, by AnsDatalog or ;not6= we refer to the extension of AnsDatalog or ;not with the
6= predicate. The other results in the table, some with proofs, are discussed in greater detail in
#AHV95, DEGV97, DEGV99].
AnsDatalog* sub-class
relation
complexity class
(or a non-AnsProlog* class)
Datalog+
6=
P
+
Datalog (on ordered databases)
captures
P
+
Datalog
equal
FPL+(9)
Stratied AnsDatalog
6=
FPL
Non-recursive range restr AnsDatalog
equal
relational algebra
Non-recursive range restr AnsDatalog
equal
relational calculus
Non-recursive range restr AnsDatalog
equal FOL (without function symbols)
AnsDatalog (under WFS)
equal
FPL
Stratied AnsDatalog (on ordered databases) captures
P
AnsDatalog under WFS (on ordered databases) captures
P
AnsDatalog under brave semantics
captures
NP
AnsDatalog
captures
Co-NP
AnsDatalog or ;not6= (under brave semantics) captures
'2 P
or

;
not

=
6
AnsDatalog
captures
2P
AnsDatalog or (under brave semantics)
captures
'2 P
AnsDatalog or
captures
2P

6.3.1 Expressibility of AnsDatalog

Theorem 6.3.1 AnsDatalog under the brave semantics captures NP.

2
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Proof:
 (membership): Same as the membership part of the proof of Theorem 6.2.5.
 (expresses all NP relations): To show every problem of complexity class NP can be expressed
in AnsDatalog we show that the general form of a problem in the complexity class NP as shown
in part (2) of Proposition 89 can be expressed in AnsDatalog. Thus, we construct an AnsDatalog
program such that a nite database w satises 9U1  : : : Um 8x"9y"( 1 ("x y") _ : : : _ k ("x y")) i w
has an answer set containing yes.
1. For enumeration of the predicates U1  : : :  Um , we have the rules:

Uj (w"j )  not Uj0 (w"j ).
Uj0 (w"j )  not Uj (w"j ).
for j = 1 : : : m
2. For a given x", we dene p("x) to hold when 9y"( 1 ("x y") _ : : : _ k ("x y")) holds by the following
rules:

p("x)  i("x y").
for i = 1 : : : k.
3. To make q true if for some x", p("x) does not hold we have the rule:

q  not p("x).
4. To eliminate answer sets where q may be true we have:

inconsistent  q not inconsistent.
5. Finally to include yes in the answer sets which survive the elimination above we have:

yes .

Corollary 5 AnsDatalog captures co-NP.

6.3.2 Expressibility of AnsDatalog or

Theorem 6.3.2 AnsDatalog or under the brave semantics captures '2P.

2
2
2

Proof:
 (membership): Same as the membership part of the proof in Theorem 6.2.13.
 (expresses all '2P relations): Following part (3) of Proposition 89 we construct an AnsDatalog or
program such that a nite database w satises the formula 9U1  : : : Um 8V1  : : :  Vn 9x"( 1 ("x) _ : : : _
w has an answer
k ("x)) (where i ("x)s are of the form described in part (3) of Proposition 89) i
set containing sat. This will prove that any problem in '2 P can be expressed in AnsDatalog or
under the brave answer set semantics.
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1. For enumeration of the predicates U1  : : :  Um , we have the rules:

Uj (w"j ) or Uj0 (w"j ) .
for j = 1 : : : m
2. For enumeration of the predicates V1  : : :  Vn , we have the rules:

Vj (s"j ) or Vj0(s"j ) .
for j = 1 : : : n
3. Denition of linear ordering: Since i ("x)s may include enumeration literals made up of predicates succ, first and last, we need to dene these predicates. The following rules achieve
that. They are similar to the rules in Section 2.1.12, except that use not in only one place,
and use or .

prec(X Y ) or prec(Y X )  not eq(X Y ).
eq(X X ) .
prec(X Z )  prec(X Y ) prec(Y Z ).
not succ(X Z )  prec(Z X ).
not succ(X Z )  prec(X Y ) prec(Y Z ).
not succ(X X ) .
succ(X Y ) or not succ(X Y ) .
not first(X )  prec(Y X ).
first(X ) or not first(X ) .
not last(X )  prec(X Y ).
last(X ) or not last(X ) .
reachable(X )  first(X ).
reachable(Y )  reachable(X ) succ(X Y ).
linear  last(X ) reachable(X ).
4. Denition of satisability

sat  i("x) linear.
for i = 1 : : : k.
5. To eliminate potential answer sets where for particular instances of Ui 's not all interpretations
of the Vj 's lead to sat, we add the following rules:

Vj (s"j )  sat.
Vj0(s"j )  sat.

2

Corollary 6 AnsDatalog or captures 2 P.
2
Theorem 6.3.3 AnsDatalog or ;not6= under the brave semantics captures '2P.
2
Proof: Almost same as the proof of Theorem 6.3.2. The only change is that we need to replace
the rst two rules in the program constructed in the item (3) of the second part of the proof by
the following rule:
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prec(X Y ) or prec(Y X )  X 6= Y .

With this change the program constructed in the second part of the proof is an AnsDatalog or ;not6=
program.
Corollary 7 AnsDatalog or ;not6= captures 2 P.
2

6.4 Complexity and expressibility of AnsProlog* sub-classes
In this section we consider the complexity and expressibility of AnsProlog* sub-classes when we
allow function symbols. In this case, even for AnsProlog;not programs we may need innite
iterations of the iterative xpoint operator to get to the answer set. Thus the set of answer sets of
AnsProlog;not programs is recursively enumerable. In general, when we allow function symbols
the complexity and expressibility classes of AnsProlog* sub-classes are no longer in the polynomial
hierarchy rather they are in the arithmetic and analytical hierarchy.

6.4.1 Complexity of AnsProlog* sub-classes
We start with the complexity of AnsProlog;not.

Theorem 6.4.1 AnsProlog;not is r.e. complete.
2
Proof As before, to show AnsProlog;not is r.e. complete we will show that (a) membership:
answer set of a AnsProlog;not program is an r.e. set and (b)hardness: The r.e. complete problem
of Turing acceptability can be expressed in AnsProlog;not .
 (membership): Recall that AnsProlog;not programs have unique answer sets that can be determined by iterative application of an operator until the least xpoint is reached. Each application
of the operator is computable, but the xpoint may not be reached after a nite number of application of the operator, although it is reached eventually. Thus in general the answer set of a
AnsProlog;not program is an r.e. set, but for some programs it may not be recursive, as the
xpoint may not be reached after a nite number of applications of the operator.
 (hardness): In the appendix we dene a Turning machine M and when it accepts an input I .
We now present a translation of an arbitrary Turing machine M and an arbitrary input I to an
AnsProlog;not program (M I ) and argue that M (I ) = `yes0 i (M I ) j= accept.
1. We rst dene the various predicates that we will use and their intuitive meaning.
(a) state(s t) : at time point t the state of the Turing machine is s.
(b) cursor(n t) : at time point t the cursor is at the cell number n (counted from the left).
(c) symbol( n t): at time point t,  is the symbol in cell number n (counted from the left)
of the tape.
(d) trans(s  s0   p): if s is the current state of the Turing machine, and  is the symbol
pointed to by the cursor, then the new state should be s0 ,  should be over-written by
 , and the cursor should move as dictated by p.
2. We now present the part of (M I ) that describes the initial state, the initial cursor position,
the input, and the transition function  of M .
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(a) state(s0  0)  : at time point 0 the state of the Turing machine is s0 .
(b) cursor(0 0)  : at time point 0 the cursor is at the left most end of the tape.
(c) symbol(1  1 0) .
:::
symbol(k  k 0) .
if the input I = 1 : : : k .
symbol(> 0 0) .
symbol(t k + 1 0) .
(d) trans(s  s0   p): as specied by . Note that there are restriction on this such as
(S >) = (S 0  > !).
3. We now describe the remaining rules of (M I ) that describe how the states, the symbols in
the tape and the position of the cursor changes.
(a) State change:
state(S T + 1)  state(S 0  T ) cursor(N T ) symbol(A N T ) trans(S 0  A S  ):
(b) Cursor location change:
cursor(N T + 1)  state(S 0  T ) cursor(N T ) symbol(A N T ) trans(S 0  A S  ;).
cursor(N ; 1 T + 1)  state(S 0  T ) cursor(N T ) symbol(A N T )
trans(S 0  A S  ).
cursor(N + 1 T + 1)  state(S 0  T ) cursor(N T ) symbol(A N T )
trans(S 0  A S  !).
(c) Which symbols change and which do not:
symbol(B N T +1)  state(S 0 T ) cursor(N T ) symbol(A N T ) trans(S 0  A S B ).
symbol(A N T + 1)  cursor(N 0 T ) symbol(A N T ) less than(N N 0 ).
symbol(A N T + 1)  cursor(N 0 T ) symbol(A N T ) less than(N 0  N ).
(d) Auxiliary predicates. (Note that we can not dene eq and then neq as the negation of
eq, as we do not have not in our language.)
less than(N N + 1).
less than(X Y )  less than(X Z ) less than(Z Y )
accept  state(yes T ).
The change in the states, tape symbols and position of the cursor as dened by the above rules mimic
the corresponding changes in the Turing machines. Hence, M (I ) = `yes0 i (M I ) j= accept. 2
We now consider the complexity of AnsProlog programs.

Theorem 6.4.2 AnsProlog is 11 complete.
2
Proof: (sketch) We show AnsProlog is 11 complete by rst showing that entailment in AnsProlog

is in 11 .
 (membership): We show how an AnsProlog program can be transformed to a formula *
of the form 8P (P X), such that * (a) is true i j= R(a). The transformation is based on
characterizing j= R(a) in SOL as 8S S 0 :S is a model of implies (S j= R(a) or (S 0 is a model
of S implies S S 0 )).
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Without loss of generality let us assume that has two sets of predicates, EDBs and IDBs with
the restriction that EDBs do not appear in the head of rules. Let P be the set of IDB predicates
in . Let us denote by (S) the universal rst-order formula obtained from , by treating 
as classical reverse implication, by replacing each Pi from P by a new predicate variable Si of the
same arity, and then doing the conjunction of all the clauses obtained. Let us denote by  (S S0 )
the universal rst-order formula obtained from , by treating  as classical reverse implication,
by replacing each Pi from P by a new predicate variable Si0 of the same arity, for every naf-literal
not Pi(t), adding the literal :Si(t) to the body and then doing the conjunction of all the clauses
obtained. The desired formula * (x) is
8S S0: (S) ) (R(x) _ ( (S S0 ) ) S  S0)).
V
where (S  S0 ) stands for i (8xi :(Si (xi ) ) Si0 (xi ))).
(Note that the intuitive meaning of the formulas (S) and  (S S0 ) are that S is a model of
and S0 is a model of S respectively. More precisely, S0 is a model of S i S S0 with the
transformation is a model of  (S S0 ). The Example 109 below illustrates this further.)
It is easy to see that * (x) is a 11 formula, * (a) is true i j= R(a).
This completes the proof of membership. The following example illustrates the transformation in
the above proof.

Example 109 Consider the following AnsProlog program :
p1 (a)  not p2 (a).
p2 (a)  not p1 (a).
p1 (b)  not p2 (b).
p2 (b)  not p1 (b).
Let S = fp1 (a) p1 (b) p2 (b)g and S 0 = fp1 (a)g. It is easy to see that S 0 is a model of S .
The formula  (S S0 ) is the conjunction of the following four:
s01 (a) ( :s02 (a) :s2 (a)
s02 (a) ( :s01 (a) :s1 (a)
s01 (b) ( :s02 (b) :s2 (b)
s02 (b) ( :s01 (b) :s1 (b)
It can be now easily shown that the transformation of S S 0 which is fs1 (a) s1 (b) s2 (b) s01 (a)g is
a model of  (S S0 ).
2
 Next we need to show that a

complete problem is expressible in AnsProlog. We show this
by rst pointing out that the XYZ problem is 11 complete #]. Next we point to our proof of
Theorem 6.4.6 where we will show that the general form of 11 problems is expressible in AnsProlog.
Hence, the 11 complete problem XYZ is expressible in AnsProlog. This completes our proof. 2
1
1

Theorem 6.4.3 AnsProlog under well-founded semantics is
Theorem 6.4.4 AnsProlog or is

1
1

complete.

1
1

complete.

2
2
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Proof: (sketch) We show AnsProlog or is

log is in

1
1

.

1
1
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complete by rst showing that entailment in AnsPro-

 (membership): We show that an AnsProlog or program can be transformed to a formula *
of the form 8P (P X), such that * (a) is true i j= R(a). The transformation is based on
characterizing j= R(a) in SOL as 8S: 9S 0 (S is a model of ) implies (S j= R(a) or (S 0  S and
S 0 is a model of

S )).

Thus * (x) is given by the following formula that uses the formulas
earlier.

(S) and  (S S0 ) dened

8S9S0: (S) ) #R(x) _ ( (S S0 ) ^ (S0 < S))]
V
V
where (S0 < S) stands for i (8xi :(Si0 (xi ) ) Si (xi ))) ^ i 9yi :(Si (yi ) ^ :Si0 (yi )).
Although, * (a) is true i A j= R(a) holds, * (x) is not of the form 8P (P X), and hence not

a 11 formula. Fortunately, it is a 12 (bool) formula, which is dened as a collection of 12 formulas
whose rst-order parts are boolean combinations of existential formulas. Eiter and Gottlob in
#EG97] show that such formulas have equivalent 11 formulas. Hence there exist a 11 formula +
such that +(a) i
A j= R(a). This completes our proof.
 Next we need to show that a 11 complete problem is expressible in AnsProlog or . Since AnsProlog
is a sub-class of AnsProlog or , the above follows from the earlier result that a 11 complete problem
is expressible in AnsProlog.
2
We now discuss some decidable sub-classes of AnsProlog* that allow function symbols. In #Sha84]
Shapiro uses alternating Turing machines to show that AnsProlog;not programs which satisfy
certain restrictions are PSPACE-complete.

Theorem 6.4.5 Sha84]AnsProlog;not is PSPACE-complete if each rule is restricted as follows:
the body contains only one atom, the size of the head is greater than or equal to that of the body,
and the number of occurrences of any variable in the body is less than or equal to the number of
its occurrences in the head.
2
Dantsin and Voronkov #DV97] and Vorobyov and Voronkov #VV98] studied the complexity of nonrecursive AnsProlog. In #VV98] complexity of non-recursive AnsProlog is classied based on the
number of constants in the signature (k), number of unary functions (l), number of function symbols
(m) of arity 2, presence of negation and range-restriction. We reproduce a summary of the
classication from #DEGV99].
Signature

( 2 0 0)

(  1 0)

no negation PSPACE PSPACE
with negation PSPACE PSPACE
no negation PSPACE PSPACE
with negation PSPACE PSPACE

(  2 0)
(   1)
not range-restricted
NEXPTIME
NEXPTIME
TA(2O(n=logn)  O(n=logn)) NONELEMENTARY(n)
range-restricted
PSPACE
NEXPTIME
PSPACE
TA(2n=logn  n=logn)
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6.4.2 Summary of complexity results

AnsProlog* Class
complexity type
Complexity Class
(With Functions)
AnsProlog;not
complexity
r.e. Complete
AnsProlog;not (without recursion)
complexity
NEXPTIME-complete
AnsProlog;not (with restrictions2)
complexity
PSPACE-complete
Stratied AnsProlog (n levels of stratication)
complexity
'0n+1 -complete
Non-recursive AnsProlog
Data complexity
P
1 -complete
AnsProlog (under WFS)
complexity
1
1 Complete
AnsProlog
complexity
1
0 Complete
AnsProlog or ;not
under GCWA
2
1 -complete
AnsProlog or
complexity
1

6.4.3 Expressibility of AnsProlog* sub-classes

In this section we present the expressibility of AnsProlog* sub-classes when they have function
symbols.

Theorem 6.4.6 AnsProlog captures 11.
2
Proof: To show AnsProlog captures 11 complete, we have to show (i) (membership): any relation

expressed using AnsProlog is in the class 11  and (ii) (captures 11 ): a general 11 relation can be
expressed in AnsProlog.
 (membership): Shown in the proof of Theorem 6.4.2.
 (expresses all 11 relations): We present a transformation of general 11 relation * of the form
8P (P X) { where P is a tuple of predicate variables and is a rst order formula with free
variables X, to an AnsProlog program (*) and show that *(a) is true i (*) j= R(a). In
this we will use the result from #vBK83] that states that using second order skolemization a * is
equivalent
to a formula of the form 8P9y8z: (x y z). Using this result, assuming that is of the
V
form 1j m (lj 1 (x y z) _ : : : _ ljkj (x y z)), and assuming that P = P1  : : : Pn , we construct the
program (*) as follows: (Note that when writing AnsProlog programs we use the convention that
variables are in capital letters.)
1. For enumerating the predicate Pi s, we have the following rules for 1  i  n.
Pi (X" )  not Pi0(X" )
Pi0 (X" )  not Pi (X" )
The above will guarantee that we will have dierent answer sets each expressing a particular
interpretation of the Pi s.
2. For j = 1 : : : m, we have the following:
0 (X Y Z ):
sj (X Y Z )  lj0 1(X Y Z ) lj0 2 (X Y Z ) : : :  ljk
j

unsat(X Y )  sj (X Y Z ).
3. R(X )  not unsat(X Y ).
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Now *(a) is true i
8P9y8z: (a y z) is true i
for all possible interpretations of P1  : : :  Pn , 9y8z: (a y z) is true i
for all possible interpretations of P1  : : :  Pn , 9y:(9z: (a y z)) is true i
for some Y , unsat(a Y ) is false in all answer sets of (*) i
R(a) is true in all answer sets of (*) i
(*) j= R(a).
Theorem 6.4.7 AnsProlog or captures 11.

2
2

Proof:
 (membership): Shown in the proof of Theorem 6.4.4.
 (expresses all 11 relations): Since AnsProlog programs are also AnsProlog or programs, and in
the last theorem we proved that AnsProlog expresses all
expresses all 11 relations.

1
1

relations, we have that AnsProlog or

Theorem 6.4.8 AnsProlog (under well-founded semantics) captures 11 .

2
2

The following table summarizes the expressive power of AnsProlog* sub-classes.
AnsProlog* Class
AnsProlog (under WFS)
AnsProlog
AnsProlog or

relation Complexity Class
1
captures
1
1
captures
1
1
captures
1

6.5 Compact representation and compilability of AnsProlog
In this section our focus is on the compactness properties of AnsProlog* as a knowledge representation language. In particular, knowing that entailment in AnsProlog is co-NP complete, we would
like to know if there is a way to represent the same information in some other way with at most
polynomial increase in size so that inferences can be made in polynomial time with respect this new
representation. We will show that the answer to this question is negative, subject to the widely
held belief that '2 P 6= 2 P. This implies that for an alternative polynomial time inferencing it is
very likely that there would be an exponential blow-up in the representation.
In the following we use the formulation from #CDS96, CDS94] to formalize the notion of compact
representation and compilability. A problem P with xed part F and varying part V will be
denoted as #P F V ]. Intuitively, a problem #P F V ] is compilable, if for each instance f of the
xed part F there is a data structured Df of size polynomial in jf j such that Df can be used to
solve the problem P in polynomial time. More formally,

Denition 78 CDS96] A problem #P F V ] is compilable if there exists two polynomials p1 p2
and an algorithm ASK such that for each instance f of F there is a data structure Df such that:

1. jDf j  p1 (jf j)
2. for each instance v of V the call ASK (Df  v) returns yes i hf vi is a \yes" instance of P 
and
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3. ASK (Df  v) requires time  p2 (jvj + jDf j).

2

Example 110 Consider the problem #T j=prop q T q], where T is a propositional theory, j=prop
is propositional entailment and q is a literal. Determining T j=prop q is co-NP complete. But the
problem #T j=prop q T q] is compilable, as we can compile it to a set of literals entailed by T . This
set is polynomial in size of the theory T (which includes representation of the alphabet of T ), and
whether a literal belongs to this set can be determined in polynomial time. The same reasoning
would apply to any knowledge representation language with an entailment relation j= if the space
of possible queries is polynomial in the size of T .

Now consider the case where q is a conjunction of literals. In that case the space of possible queries
is exponential in the size of T . But even then #T j=prop q T q] is compilable, as we can compile it to
a set S of literals entailed by T and to answer any query which is a conjunction of literals we just
have to check if each of the literals in the query is in S . This of course can be done in polynomial
time.
The above reasoning no longer applies if q can be an arbitrary propositional formula. In #CDS96] it
is shown that if #T j=prop q T q], where q is an arbitrary propositional formula, is compilable then
'2 P 6= 2 P, which is believed to be false.
2
We now list similar results about AnsProlog.

Theorem 6.5.1 The problem # j= q  q], where is an AnsProlog program, and q is conjunction
2

of literals, is compilable.

Proof (sketch): As in Example 110 we can compile the above problem # j= q  q] to a set S of

literals entailed by . S is obviously polynomial in the size of and to answer any query which is
a conjunction of literals we just have to check if each of the literals in the query is in S . This of
course can be done in polynomial time.
2

Theorem 6.5.2 Unless '2P 6= 2 P, the problem # j= q  q], where is an AnsProlog program,

and q is either a disjunction of positive literals or a disjunction of negative literals, is not compilable.

2

Theorem 6.5.3 The problem # j=brave q  q], where
disjunction of positive literals, is compilable.

is an AnsProlog program, and q is

2

Proof (sketch): We can compile the above problem # j= q  q] to a set S of literals which is
the union of all the answer sets of . S is obviously polynomial in the size of and to answer any
query which is a disjunction of positive literals we just have to check if one of the literals in the
query is in S . This of course can be done in polynomial time.
2

Theorem 6.5.4 Unless '2P 6=

P, the problem # j=brave q  q], where

is an AnsProlog
program, and q is either a conjunction of positive literals or a disjunction of negative literals, is not
compilable.
2
2
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6.6 Relationship with other knowledge representation formalisms
In this section we relate AnsProlog* sub-classes with various other knowledge representation formalisms that have been proposed. In particular we consider classical logic formalisms, several
non-monotonic formalisms and description logics. There are two directions in relating AnsProlog*
with other formalisms: (i) Translating a program from a particular AnsProlog* sub-class to another
formalism and showing the correspondence between answer sets of the original program and the
`models' of the translation. (ii) Translating a theory in another formalism to an AnsProlog* program and showing the correspondence between the `models' of the original theory and the answer
sets of the translation.
In both cases the expressibility results about languages shed light on the existence of such translations. For example, it was shown in #CEG97] that entailment in propositional default logic captures
the class 2 P. Since AnsDatalog or also captures 2 P, it means that any propositional default theory can be translated to an AnsDatalog or program and vice-versa with a direct correspondence
between their entailments. Similarly the result that AnsProlog captures the class 11 implies that
the circumscriptive formalisms that are within 11 can be translated to an AnsProlog program and
vice-versa with a direct correspondence between their entailments.
The important question about the translations is whether they are `modular' or not. In Section 6.6.1
we formally dene the notion of modular translation and show that there is no modular translations
from AnsProlog to any monotonic logic, such as propositional and rst order logic.
Because most of the other formalisms are syntactically more complex than AnsProlog* most of the
results { in the literature { relating AnsProlog* with other non-monotonic formalisms are of the
type (i). Our focus in this section will also be on these type of results.
We now briey discuss the implications of such results. These results will tell a practioneer of another logic how to interpret AnsProlog* rules without having to master the semantics of AnsProlog*.
Thus they lead to alternative intuitions about AnsProlog* constructs and also suggest how notions
of minimization, default reasoning and knowledge modalities are expressed in AnsProlog*. In the
past they have also led to transporting of notions from AnsProlog* to the other logics. For example,
the idea of stratication was transported to auto-epistemic logic in #Gel87], the idea of splitting
was transported to default logic in #Tur96], default logic was extended with the AnsProlog* connective ` or ' in #GLPT91], and well-founded semantics for default logic and auto-epistemic logic
were developed in #BS93].

6.6.1 Inexistence of modular translations from AnsProlog* to monotonic logics
We now formally dene the notion of a modular translation from one language to another and show
that there is no modular translation from propositional AnsProlog to propositional logic.

Denition 79 A mapping T (:) from the language L1 to L2 is said to be rule-modular if for any
theory (or program) in L1 , for each set (possibly empty) of atomic facts F , the \models" of
and T ( ) F coincide.

F
2

Proposition 90 There is no rule-modular mapping from propositional AnsProlog to propositional
logic.

Proof: Consider the AnsProlog program

2

= fp  not pg. Suppose there exists a modular
mapping T from AnsProlog to propositional logic. Since does not have an answer set T ( ) is
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unsatisable. But
fpg has the answer set fpg while because of monotonicity of propositional
logic, T ( ) fpg must remain unsatisable. Thus T can not be a modular mapping from AnsProlog
to propositional logic. 2
The above proof also suces { with very little modication { to show that there can not be any
modular translation from AnsProlog to any monotonic logic.

6.6.2 Classical logic and AnsProlog*

In Section 2.1.6 we showed how propositional theories can be mapped to AnsProlog so that there
is a one-to-one correspondence between the models of a propositional theory and the answer sets of
the corresponding AnsProlog program. In Section 2.1.7 we discussed how to express the entailment
of closed rst-order queries from AnsProlog* programs. In this section our goal is slightly dierent.
We would like to discuss translation of classical theories { rst-order and beyond, to AnsProlog*
theories and vice-versa so that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the models of a classical
theory and the answer sets of the corresponding AnsProlog* program.
In this quest the translations presented in the expressibility and complexity results (in particular,
in Theorems 6.4.2, 6.4.4, 6.4.6, and 6.4.7) are adequate if we only consider Herbrand models.

Example 111 Consider the rst-order theory T given by 9X:p(X ).

This can be translated to the following AnsProlog program with a one-to-one correspondence
between the Herbrand models of T and the answer sets of .
p(X )  not n p(X ).
n p(X )  not p(X ).
good model  p(X ).
 not good model.
2
Since the semantics of AnsProlog* is based on the Herbrand universe and answer sets of AnsProlog
programs are Herbrand Interpretations there is often a mismatch between classical theories and
AnsProlog* programs if we do not restrict ourselves to Herbrand models. The following example
illustrates this.

Example 112 Consider the rst-order theory T1 given by ontable(a) ^ ontable(b) and the AnsProlog* program 1 obtained by translating T1 using the method suggested in the proof of Theorem 6.4.6 given as follows:
ontable(X )  not n ontable(X ).
n ontable(X )  not ontable(X ).
good model  ontable(a) ontable(b).
 not good model.
Let us consider the query Q given by 8X:ontable(X ). Since entailment in AnsProlog* is dened
with respect to Herbrand models only we have3 1 j= 8X:ontable(X ). But since the entailment
with respect to rst-order theories is not limited to Herbrand models we have T1 6j= 8X:ontable(X ).
For that reason while using resolution with respect to T1 and Q, the clauses obtained from T1 f:Qg
is the set fontable(a) ontable(b) :ontable(c)g { where c is a skolem constant, which does not lead
to a contradiction.
2
3

This is no longer true if we have other object constants besides a and b in the language of 1 .
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Since in some cases it may be preferable to allow non-Herbrand models, one way to get around
it while using AnsProlog* is to judiciously introduce skolem constants, perhaps derived by transforming the query into a clausal form as done during resolution.
Exercise 21 Explain why the transformations from AnsProlog and AnsProlog or to classical theories given in Theorems 6.4.2 and 6.4.4 are not rule-modular.
2

Exercise 22 Dene a new entailment relation j=nh from AnsProlog* programs, where entailment

is not restricted to Herbrand models.
Hint: Dene j=nh Q, by rst transforming :Q using the standard techniques in classical logic, to
a clausal form possibly including Skolem constants. Use this transformed formula and the standard
AnsProlog* entailment relation `j=' to dene `j=nh '.
2
Before moving onto to the next section we would like to point out that the method suggested in
the proof of Theorem 6.4.6 is one of the better ways to encode classical logic theories in AnsProlog*. Intuitively this method consists of enumerating each predicates in the language and then
representing the classical theory as a constraint so as to eliminate any enumeration that does not
satisfy the given classical theory. The answer sets of the resulting program all satisfy the classical
theory, and there is an answer set corresponding to each Herbrand model of the classical theory as
they are not eliminated by the constraints.

6.6.3 Circumscription and Strati ed AnsProlog

Circumscription was proposed as a non-monotonic reasoning methodology by McCarthy #McC80].
True to its literal meaning, the idea behind circumscription is to circumscribe one or more predicates
in a rst-order theory. For example, if a rst order theory T consists of the formula ontable(a) ^
ontable(b), then circumscribing the predicate ontable in T would limit the extent of ontable so that
it is true only for those constants for which it needs to be true. In this case the circumscription of
ontable in T , denoted by Circ(T  ontable), is equivalent to the formula 8X:ontable(X ) () (X =
a) _ (X = b). In general, circumscription of a predicate p in a theory A containing p, denoted by
Circ(A p), is given by the second order sentence A(p) ^ :9P (A(P ) ^ P < p), where P < p means
that the extent of P is a strict subset of the extent of p. This can be expressed in classical logic as
(8X:P (X )  p(X )) ^ :(8X:P (X )  p(X )).
The basic denition of circumscription, as in Circ(A p), minimizes the extent of p with the stipulation that the the interpretation of other predicates, constants, and functions, remain unchanged.
Often we are willing to vary the interpretation of some of the other predicates, constants, and
functions, in order to make the extent of p smaller. In that case we have the more general notion
Circ(A p z1  : : :  zn ), where we minimize p while varying z1  : : :  zn . Circ(A p z1  : : :  zn) is then
given by the second order sentence A(p z1  : : :  zn ) ^ :9P Z1  : : :  Zn (A(P Z1  : : :  Zn ) ^ P < p).
A model theoretic characterization of Circ(A p z1  : : :  zn ) is given by dening an ordering pz
between structures, where a structure M is determined by its universe jM j and by the interpretations M ##c]] of all function and predicate constants c in the language. M1 pz M2 is then said to
hold if (i) jM1 j = jM2 j, (ii) M1 ##c]] = M2 ##c]] for every constant c which is dierent from p and not
in z , and (iii) M1 ##p]] M2 ##p]].

Proposition 91 Lif85b] A structure M is a model of Circ(A p z) i M is minimal relative to
pz .
2
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The next generalization of circumscription is to minimize a set of predicates in a theory. We may
then have priorities between these predicates. In the absence of priorities the second order denition
of Circ(A p z1  : : :  zn ) remains same except that p now represents a tuple of predicates p1  : : :  pm .
In that case p < P , where P is a tuple of predicates P1  : : :  Pm , is dened as p  P ^ :(p = P )
where p  P stands for p1  P1 ^ : : : ^ pm  Pm and p = P stands for p1 = P1 ^ : : : ^ pm = Pm . The
notation Circ(A p1  : : :  pm  z1  : : :  zn ) then denotes the parallel circumscription of p1  : : :  pm in
theory A while varying z1  : : :  zn . If n = 0, we simply write it as Circ(A p1  : : :  pm ).

Theorem 6.6.1 Let be an AnsProlog;not program and A be the rst order theory obtained
from by replacing  by the classical connective (. M is an answer set of i M is a Herbrand

model of Circ(A  p1  : : :  pm ) where p1  : : :  pm are all the predicates in .

2

The above theorem follows directly from Denition 2. It illustrates that as in circumscription, the
basic characterization of AnsProlog;not programs is based on minimality, whereby minimal (with
respect to subset ordering) Herbrand models are selected. Selecting minimal models correspond
to parallel circumscription of all the predicates. In case of AnsProlog programs, because of the
not operator, simply selecting minimal models is not enough. This was illustrated in Example 12. But for stratied AnsProlog programs, a more restricted notion of minimality, referred to
as perfect models in Section 3.3.4 is adequate. This notion of minimality corresponds to a form of
circumscription referred to as prioritized circumscription.
In prioritized circumscription, there is a priority between the predicates that are to be circumscribed. Let us assume that the tuple of predicates p can be partitioned into smaller parts p1  : : :  pk .
Our goal is to circumscribe p, but with the predicates in p1 being circumscribed at a higher priority
than the the predicates in p2 and so on. This is denoted by Circ(A p1 > : : : > pk  z1  : : :  zn ), and
its denition given by A(p z1  : : :  zn ) ^:9P Z1 : : :  Zn (A(P Z1  : : :  Zn ) ^ P  p) is almost similar
as before, except the meaning of . If q is a tuple of predicates of the same kind as p, and q is
partitioned into smaller parts q1  : : :  qk , then p  q denotes:

^k (i^; pj = qj  pi  qi)
1

i=1 j =1

and p  q denotes p  q ^:(p = q). We can now relate answer sets of stratied AnsProlog programs
with prioritized circumscription of the transformation of the AnsProlog program into a rst-order
theory, where the priorities are based on the stratication. More formally,

Theorem 6.6.2 Let be a stratied AnsProlog program with the stratication 1 : : :  k . Let
A be the rst order theory obtained from by replacing not by : and  by (. M is an answer
set of

i M is a Herbrand model of Circ(A  1 > : : : > k ).

2

There are relatively fewer results that related programs beyond stratied AnsProlog with circumscription. In #Prz89c] Przymusinski considers AnsProlog programs in general and relates the
well-founded semantics with a 3-valued notion of circumscription.
In the above results we discussed transforming AnsProlog programs to a circumscriptive formalism.
In regards to the opposite, it must be note that the second order formulation of circumscription
in general does not fall within the general form of the 11 complexity class. In particular, it was
shown in #Sch87] that all )12 sets of natural numbers are denable by means of circumscription.
Hence, circumscription can not be in general expressed in AnsProlog*. Nevertheless, several special
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cases have been identied in the literature #Lif94] where the circumscribed theory is equivalent to
a rst-order formalism. Those theories can then be expressed in AnsProlog*. Similarly, when the
theory to be circumscribed is of the form A in the Theorems 6.6.1 and 6.6.2, then of course the
results in Theorems 6.6.1 and 6.6.2 give the relation between such a circumscriptive theory and
the corresponding AnsProlog program. It remains open to identify additional special cases where
a circumscribed theory is equivalent to an AnsProlog program obtained by translating the former.

6.6.4 Autoepistemic Logic and AnsProlog*

Autoepistemic logic was proposed by Moore in #Moo85] to express non-monotonic reasoning through
introspection. Although syntactically a theory in auto-epistemic logic is also a theory in (modal)
nonmonotonic logics proposed by McDermott and Doyle in #MD80, McD82], Moore's autoepistemic
logic avoids several pitfalls of the logics in #MD80, McD82]. Nevertheless, the ideas of McDermott
and Doyle #MD80, McD82] were revived later and it was shown that the non-monotonic version of
certain modal logics also avoid the pitfall of the original logics proposed in #MD80, McD82]. This
is detailed in the book #MT89]. In this section we focus on the relation between autoepistemic logic
and AnsProlog* as this relationship is well-studied compared to the other non-monotonic modal
logics.
To motivate autoepistemic logic and dierentiate it from nonmonotonic logics based on default
reasoning Moore's wrote in #Moo85]:
Consider my reason for believing that I do not have an older brother. It is surely not that
one of my parents casually remarked, \You know, you don't have any older brothers",
nor have I pieced it together by carefully sifting other evidence. I simply believe that if
I did have an older brother I would know about it therefore, since I don't know of any
older brothers, I must not have any.

The language LB of an auto-epistemic logic is dened { over a set of propositions S , as the least
set U of strings such that:
1.
2.
3.
4.

S  U,
if ' 2 U then :' 2 U ,
if '1  '2 2 U then ('1 _ '2 ) 2 U , ('1 ^ '2 ) 2 U , and
if ' 2 U then B' 2 U .

Elements of LB are called formulas, and formulas of the form B' are referred to as modal atoms.
Intuitively, a modal atom B' means that the agent believes '. Syntactically, an autoepistemic
theory is a set of formulas constructed using propositions (in S ) and modal atoms of LB and
propositional connectives : _ ^ , and . Thus an autoepistemic theory is like a propositional
theory except that the `propositions' in the autoepistemic theory can be either elements of S or
modal atoms.
To dene the meaning of autoepistemic theories we rst dene autoepistemic interpretations. An
autoepistemic interpretation is similar to an interpretation of a propositional theory and maps each
proposition and modal atom to either true or false. As in case of propositional logic, an autoepistemic model M of an autoepistemic theory T must make T true. But there are two additional
requirements that capture the notion that the reasoner has perfect introspection capability.
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1. If a formula ' evaluates to true with respect to M then B' must be mapped to true in M .
2. If a formula ' evaluates to false with respect to M then B' must be mapped to false in
M.
But as shown by the following example this is still not sucient to capture the intuitions regarding
non-monotonicity.

Example 113 Consider the following autoepistemic theory which is suppose to capture the state-

ment that if a is a bird and we do not believe that a does not y then a ies.
bird(a) ^ :B :flies(a)  flies(a)
The above theory has an auto-epistemic model where bird(a) is mapped to true and flies(a) is
mapped to false, which prevents us to make a conclusion solely on the basis of auto-epistemic
models that a ies.
2
To overcome the above lacking, autoepistemic theories (T ) are characterized using the notion of
expansions (E ) which are a set of formulas such that (i) T E , (ii) E incorporates perfect
introspection, and (iii) all elements of E can be derived using T and the beliefs and non-beliefs
with respect to E . Condition (iii) is the one that was missing in the earlier notion of autoepistemic
models. We now formally dene the notion of expansions.

Denition 80 For any sets T and E of autoepistemic formulas, E is said to be an expansion of
T i E = Cn(T fB : 2 E g f:B :  62 E g), where Cn is the propositional consequence

2

operator.

A formula F is said to be autoepistemically entailed by T if F belongs to all expansions of T .

Example 114 Let us reconsider the following autoepistemic theory T from Example 113.
bird(a) ^ :B :flies(a)  flies(a)
The above theory can not have an expansion E containing bird(a) and :flies(a) as there is no
way to derive :flies(a) from T and fB : 2 E g f:B :  62 E g). On the other hand there is

an expansion E 0 containing bird(a) and flies(a). In fact it can be shown that T autoepistemically
entails flies(a).
2
We now relate answer sets of AnsProlog programs and expansions of autoepistemic theories obtained
by a particular transformation.

Theorem 6.6.3 Let be an AnsProlog program. Let T1( ) be an autoepistemic theory obtained
by translating each rule in

of the form

L0  L1  : : :  Lm  not Lm+1  : : :  not Ln
to the autoepistemic formula

L1 ^ : : : ^ Lm ^ :BLm+1 ^ : : : ^ :BLn  L0
M is an answer set of i there is an expansion E of T1( ) such that M = E \ HB .

2
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The above theorem suggests that the negation as failure operator in AnsProlog programs can be
understood as an epistemic operator. In fact historically the denition of stable models in #GL88]
was inspired by this transformation, which was earlier proposed in #Gel87] to show that the perfect
models of stratied logic programs can be characterized in terms of expansions of the corresponding
autoepistemic theory.
Theorem 6.6.4 Lif93a, Che93] Let be an AnsProlog or program. Let T2( ) be an autoepistemic theory obtained by translating each rule in of the form
L0 or : : : or Lk  Lk+1 : : :  Lm  not Lm+1  : : :  not Ln .
to an autoepistemic formula of the form
(Lk+1 ^ B Lk+1) ^ : : : ^ (Lm ^ B Lm ) ^ :B Lm+1 ^ : : : ^ :B Ln  (L0 ^ B L0 ) _ : : : _ (B Lk ^ Lk ).
M is an answer set of i there exists an expansion E of T2 ( ) such that M = E \ HB .
2
In the quest for a direct relationship between auto-epistemic logic and Reiter's default theory,
Marek and Truszczynski propose a more restricted notion of expansion, which they call iterative
expansion. We now dene iterative expansions of autoepistemic theories and relate them to answer
sets.

Denition 81 For a set of formula S , let D(S ) = Cn(S fB' : ' 2 S g.
Given a set E , and A of formulas,
D0E (A) = Cn(A f:B' : ' 62 E g.
DnE+1(A) =S D(DnE (A)).
DE (A) = 0n! DnE (A).
E is an iterative expansion of A i E = DE (A).

2

Theorem 6.6.5 Let be an AnsProlog program. Let T3( ) be an autoepistemic theory obtained
by translating each rule in

of the form

L0  L1  : : :  Lm  not Lm+1  : : :  not Ln
to the autoepistemic formula

BL1 ^ : : : ^ BLm ^ :BBLm+1 ^ : : : ^ :BBLn  L0
M is an answer set of i there is an iterative expansion E of T3 ( ) such that M = E \ HB . 2

6.6.5 Default logic and AnsProlog*

The most widely studied default logic was proposed by Reiter in #Rei80]. A few other default logics
were proposed by Lukaszewicz #Luk84] and Brewka #Bre91]. In this section our focus will be on
Reiter's default logic, which we will simply refer to as default logic, and will relate it to AnsProlog*.
Reiter's default logic is similar to AnsProlog* in its use of variables as schema variables. Thus in
this section we will focus on the default theories where the variables4 have been already instantiated,
resulting in a propositional default logic.
A default theory consists of two parts: a propositional theory, and a set of non-standard inference
rules referred to as defaults. The non-monotonicity of default logic is due to the role defaults play.
A predicate default logic is proposed in Lif90]. But its relationship with AnsProlog* is not well-studied. Hence
we do not discuss it here.
4
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The normative statement \normally birds y" can be expressed as the default \if X is a bird and
it is consistent to assume that X ies then conclude that X ies". Thus if we know tweety to be
a bird and have no other information about tweety, then this default would lead us to make the
conclusion that tweety ies. On the other hand, if additional information about tweety being a
penguin, and penguins inability to y is added to our knowledge base then it is no longer consistent
to assume that tweety ies, hence the above default can no longer be used to conclude that tweety
ies. This demonstrates the non-monotonicity of reasoning with defaults.
Syntactically, given a propositional language L a default d is an expression of the form
p(d) : j (d)
(6.6.1)
c(d)
where p(d) and c(d) are propositional formulas in L and j (d) is a set of propositional formulas in
L. The notation p(d) is called the prerequisite of d, j (d) is called the justication of d and c(d) is
called the consequent or conclusion of d.
The normative statement \normally birds y" can then be expressed as the set of defaults given
by the schema
bird(X ) : fly(X )
fly(X )
A default theory is a pair (D W ) where D is a set of defaults, and W is a set of propositional
formulas in L. The semantics of default theories are dened in terms of sets of formulas called
extensions. Extensions of a default theory (D W ) are dened as xpoints of a function ;(DW )
between sets of propositional formulas. The function ;(DW ) associated with the default theory
(D W ) is dened as follows:
Given a set E of propositional formulas ;(DW ) (E ) is the smallest set of sentences such that
(i) W ;(DW ) (E ),
(ii) for any default of the form (6.6.1) from D, if p(d) 2 ;(DW ) (E ) and :j (d) \ E =  then
c(d) 2 ;(DW )(E ), where :j (d) = f: j  2 j (d)g and
(iii) ;(DW ) (E ) is deductively closed.
A set of propositional formulas E is said to be an extension of a default theory (D W ) if ;(DW ) (E ) =
E . We now relate answer sets of AnsProlog* programs with the extensions of several translations
of these programs to default theories.

Theorem 6.6.6 Let be an AnsProlog: program. Let (D1 ( ) ) be a default theory obtained
by translating each rule in

of the form

L0  L1  : : :  Lm  not Lm+1  : : :  not Ln
to the default

L1 ^ : : : ^ Lm : L" m+1  : : :  L" n
L0
"
where L denotes the literal complementary to L.
(i) A set M of literals is an answer set of i Cn(M ) is an extension of (D1 ( ) ).
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(ii) A set of formulas E is an extension of (D1 ( ) ) i E = Cn(E \ Lit ) and E \ Lit is an
answer set of .
(iii) If E1 and E2 are two extensions of (D1 ( ) ) and E1 \ Lit = E2 \ Lit , then E1 = E2 . 2
Thus every AnsProlog: program can be identied with a particular default theory, and hence
AnsProlog: programs can be considered as a special case of a default theory. On the other hand
default theories all whose defaults have justications and consequents as literals, preconditions as
conjunction of literals, and the W part as empty can be thought of as AnsProlog: programs. We
now present some additional translations from AnsProlog programs to default theories and relate
them.
Theorem 6.6.7 Let be an AnsProlog program. Let (D2 ( ) ) be a default theory obtained by
translating each rule in of the form

L0  L1  : : :  Lm not Lm+1  : : :  not Ln
to the default

: :Lm+1  : : :  :Ln
L1 ^ : : : ^ Lm ) L0

A set M of atoms is an answer set of i there is an extension E of (D2 ( ) ) such that M =
E \ HB .
2
Theorem 6.6.8 Let be an AnsProlog program. Let (D3 ( ) W3 ( )) be a default theory obtained by translating each rule in of the form
L0  L1  : : :  Lm  not Lm+1  : : :  not Ln ,
to the default
L1 ^ : : : ^ Lm : :Lm+1  : : :  :Ln

L0

when m 6= n, and to the formula L1 ^ : : : ^ Lm ) L0 in W3 ( ), when m = n.
(i) A set M of atoms is an answer set of i there is an extension E of (D3 ( ) W3 ( )) such that
M = E \ HB .
(ii) A set of formulas E is an extension of (D3 ( ) W3 ( )) i E = Cn(W3 ( ) (E \ HB )) and
E \ HB is an answer set of .
(iii) If E1 and E2 are extensions of (D3 ( ) W3 ( )) and (E1 \ HB ) = (E2 \ HB ), then E1 = E2 .

2

Somewhat surprisingly, the above results are not easily generalized to AnsProlog or . One of the
problems in nding a natural translation from AnsProlog or programs to default theories is related
to the inability to use defaults with empty justications in reasoning by cases: the default theory
(D W ) = (f qp:  rp: g fq _ rg) does not have an extension containing p and therefore, does not entail
p. It is easy to see that its AnsProlog or counterpart entails p.
Two proposals have been made to overcome this. As pointed out in #Tur95], modifying (D W ) by
adding f ::qq:  qq:  ::rr:  rr: g to D will result in the intuitive conclusion of p.
In #GLPT91] a disjunctive default theory is proposed where disjunctions similar to the one in
AnsProlog or is added to default theory. In that formulation (D W ) would be instead written as
(f qp:  rp:  q:jr g ) and this theory would entail p.
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6.6.6 Truth Maintenance Systems and AnsProlog*
In this section we will briey discuss the relationship between AnsProlog programs and nonmonotonic truth maintenance systems (TMSs) #Doy79]. Systems of this sort, originally described by
procedural (and sometimes rather complicated) means, commonly serve as inference engines of AI
reasoning systems. We will follow a comparatively simple description of TMSs from #Elk90]. We
will need the following terminology: a justication is a set of directed propositional clauses of the
form  ^   c where c is an atom,  is a conjunction of atoms and  is a conjunction of negated
atoms. By an interpretation we will mean a set of atoms. The justication  ^   c supports the
atom c w.r.t. an interpretation M if  ^  is true in M . A model M of a set of justications
is grounded if it can be written M = fc1  : : :  cn g such that each cj has at least one justication
 ^   cj that supports it whose positive antecedents  are a subset of fc1  : : :  cj ;1 g. The task
of a nonmonotonic TMS is to nd a grounded model of a set of justications .
The form of justications suggests the obvious analogy with rules of AnsProlog programs where
negated literals :A from  are replaced by not A. For a nonmonotonic TMS let us denote
the corresponding AnsProlog program by  . The following theorem establishes the relationship
between TMSs and AnsProlog programs:

Theorem 6.6.9 Elk90] M is a grounded model of a collection of justications i it is an answer
set of the program  .

Similar results were obtained in #WB93], #GM90], #PC89], #RM89], and #FH89]. (The last two papers
use autoepistemic logic instead of AnsProlog* programs). They led to a better understanding of
the semantics of nonmonotonic truth maintenance systems, to their use in computing answer sets
#Esh90] and autoepistemic expansions #JK91], for doing abductive reasoning #IS91], #RP91], and
to the development of variants of TMSs based on other semantics of logic programs. A good
description of one such system, based on the well-founded semantics, together with the proof of its
tractability can be found in #Wit91].

6.6.7 Description logics and AnsProlog*
6.6.8 Answer set entailment as a non-monotonic entailment relation
In #KLM90] Kraus, Lehman and Magidor propose several intuitive properties that they suggest
should be satised by non-monotonic entailment relations. Dix #Dix95a, Dix95b] compares several
semantics of logic programming with respect to these properties, which he refers to as structural
properties. In this section we list how the semantics of AnsProlog and the well-founded semantics
fare with respect to these structural properties.
Kraus, Lehman and Magidor considered an entailment relation \ j" " between single propositional
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formulae (  and  ) and dened the following structural properties.

Right Weakening
j=  ! 
and
 j" 
Reexivity
And
 j" 
and
 j" 
Or
 j" 
and
 j" 
Left Logical Equivalence j=  $ 
and
 j" 
Cautious Monotony
 j" 
and
 j" 
Cut
 j" 
and  ^  j" 
Rationality
not  j" : and
 j" 
Negation Rationality
 j" 
implies  ^  j" 
Disjunctive Rationality  _  j"  implies  j" 

imply
imply
imply
imply
imply
imply
imply
or
or

 j" 
 j" 
 j"  ^ 
 _  j" 
 j" 
 ^  j" 
 j" 
 ^  j" 
 ^ : j" 
 j" 

The above properties were dened for single formulas, but could be easily extended to a relation
between nite sets of formulae using the connective ^. For innite sets of formulas, Makinson
#Mak94] uses a closure-operation Cn to dene several of the above mentioned properties and another
property called Cumulativity which is dened as follows:
Cumulativity: * + Cn(*) implies Cn(*) = Cn(+).
The following lemma relates Cn and j" when dealing with nite sets.

Lemma 6.6.10 Relating Cn and j" for nite sets

If And holds Cumulativity is equivalent to Cautious monotony and Cut.

2

The above structural properties are not directly applicable to our AnsProlog* as its entailment
relation is between AnsProlog* programs and queries. To make it consistent with the notations of
j" , we adapt j" to AnsProlog* and dene an entailment relation.

Denition 82 Let be an AnsProlog or AnsProlog or program. Let U = fu1  : : :  ung be a set
of positive literals and X = fx1  : : :  xm g be a set of literals. We dene:
(u1 ^ : : : ^ un ) j" (x1 ^ : : : ^ xm )
i
fu1  : : :  un g j= x1 ^ : : : ^ xm
2
This adaptation of j" to j" results in one major dierence between j" to j" . While j"
was a relation between propositional formulas, j" is a relation between conjunction of atoms
and conjunction of literals. Because of this AnsProlog programs trivially satisfy the properties:
Right weakening, Reexivity, And, and Left logical equivalence. The only properties that remains
to be considered are Cumulativity (i.e., Cautious monotony and Cut, since And is satised) and
Rationality, which is considered as a strengthened form of Cautious monotony.

Theorem 6.6.11 For stratied AnsProlog programs, answer set semantics is Cumulative and Rational.

2

Theorem 6.6.12 For AnsProlog programs answer-set semantics satises Cut but not Cautious
monotony. Hence it is not Cumulative.

2
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Example 115 Consider the following program 2 :
a  not b
b  not a
p  not p
pa
The above program has the unique answer set fp ag. But the program 1 fpg has two answer
sets fp ag and fp bg, and thus a is not entailed by 1 fpg.
2
Theorem 6.6.13 For AnsProlog programs, well-founded semantics is cumulative and rational. 2
In the context of proof theory for their logical system P in #KLM90], Kraus, Lehman and Magidor
describe another property dened below which they call Loop.

0 j" 1  1 j" 2  : : :  k;1 j" k  k j" 0
0 j" k

(Loop)

The following example shows that well-founded semantics does not satisfy Loop.

Example 116 Consider the following program :
a1  a0  not a2  not a3 .
a2  a1  not a3  not a0 .
a3  a2  not a0  not a1 .
a0  a3  not a2  not a1 .
WFS ( fa0 g) = f:a2  :a3  a1 g
WFS ( fa1 g) = f:a0  :a3  a2 g
WFS ( fa2 g) = f:a1  :a0  a3 g
WFS ( fa3 g) = f:a2  :a1  a0 g

2

Finally, the following theorem is due to Schlipf.

Theorem 6.6.14 Sch92] For an AnsProlog program if a is true in the well-founded semantics
of then the answers sets of and
fag coincide.
2

6.7 Notes and references
The complexity and expressibility results in this chapter are based on the excellent survey article
#DEGV99, DEGV97] which surveys the complexity and expressibility results of various dierent
logic programming semantics. The book #Pap94] is a very good resource on complexity classes and
the book #AHV95] has several illuminating chapters on expressibility of database query languages.
The P-completeness result about propositional AnsDatalog;not (Theorem 6.2.1) is implicit in
#JL77, Var82, Imm86]. Moreover it is shown in #DG84, IM87] that using appropriate data structures,
the answer set of a propositional AnsDatalog;not program can be obtained in linear time with
respect to the size of the program. The P-data-completeness of AnsDatalog;not (Theorem 6.2.2)
and EXPTIME-program-completeness (Theorem 6.2.3) is also implicit in #Var82, Imm86]. The
complexity of existence of answer sets of AnsDatalog programs (Theorem 6.2.4) was shown in
#MT91, BF91]. The coNP-data-completeness and coNEXPTIME-program-completeness of AnsDatalog (Theorem 6.2.5 and 6.2.6) was shown in #MT91, Sch95b, KP88, KP91]. The program and data
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complexity result about Stratied AnsDatalog (Theorem 6.2.7 and 6.2.8) is implicit in #ABW88].
Similar results about the well-founded semantics of AnsDatalog (Theorem 6.2.9 and 6.2.10) are
implicit in #VGRS91]. The results about complexity of entailment in AnsDatalog or ;not programs (Theorem 6.2.11 and 6.2.12) are from #EG93a, EG93b, EG93c, EGM94]. The results
about complexity of entailment in AnsDatalog or programs (Theorem 6.2.13 and 6.2.14) are from
#Got94, EG95, EGM94, EGM97].
The results about the general form of complexity classes in #Fag74, KP88, EGM94] form the basis
of proving expressibility results of various subclasses of AnsProlog*. Expressibility of AnsDatalog
(Theorem 6.3.1) is from #Sch95b]. Expressibility of locally stratied programs was rst presented
in #BMS95]. Expressibility of AnsDatalog or (Theorem 6.3.2 ) is from #EGM94, EGM97]. Related
expressibility results are presented in #GS97b, KV95, Sch90, Sac97].
The r.e.-completeness of AnsProlog;not (Theorem 6.4.1) is from #AN78, Tar77]. The 11 -completeness
of AnsProlog (Theorem 6.4.2) is from #Sch95b, MNR94], and the same for the well-founded semantics is from #Sch95b]. The 11 -completeness of AnsProlog or (Theorem 6.4.4) is from #EG97].
The expressibility results for AnsProlog and AnsProlog or (Theorems 6.4.6 and 6.4.7) are from
#Sch95b, EG97]. Additional complexity and decidability results are presented in #Sch95a].
Section 6.5 on compactness and compilability are based on #CDS96, CDS94].
The result about the lack of a modular translation from AnsProlog to propositional logic is from
#Nie99]. The issue of capturing non-Herbrand models in AnsProlog* was rst Raised by Przymusinski in a technical report in 1987 and was later elaborated on by Ross in the appendix of #Ros89a].
Ross proposed a solution to this. Reiter in a personal conversations also raised these issues. We
discuss this issue further in Section 9.5.
Even though some anity between logic programs and nonmonotonic logics was recognized rather
early #Rei82, Lif85a], the intensive work in this direction started in 1987 after the discovery of
model theoretic semantics for stratied logic programs #Apt89]. Almost immediately after this
notion was introduced, stratied logic programs were mapped into the three major nonmonotonic
formalisms investigated at that time: circumscription #Lif88, Prz88a], autoepistemic logic #Gel87]
and default theories #BF91, MT89]. Research in this area was stimulated by the workshop on
Foundations of Deductive Databases and Logic Programming #Min88b] and by the workshops on
Logic Programming and Nonmonotonic Reasoning #NMS91, PN93]. A 1993 special issue of Journal
of Logic Programming devoted to \logic programming and nonmonotonic reasoning" includes an
overview on the relations between logic programming and nonmonotonic reasoning #Min93] and an
article on performing nonmonotonic reasoning with logic programming #PAA93]. Results relating
logic programs with dierent semantics to various modications of original nonmonotonic theories
can be found in #PAA92a, Prz89c] among others.
The article #Lif94] is an excellent survey on circumscription and presents many results on special
instances where a circumscribed theory can be equivalently expressed in rst-order logic. The
papers #GPP89, GL89] present additional relationships between circumscription and AnsProlog*.
The book #MT93] gives a comprehensive exposition of default logic and auto-epistemic logic and
has its Chapter 12 discusses relation between these two logics, other nonmonotonic modal logics
and AnsProlog*. Many of our results relating default logic, auto-epistemic logic and AnsProlog*
are from #MS89]. The lack of a modular translation from propositional default logic to AnsProlog*
{ even though they express the same complexity class { was rst pointed out by Gottlob in an
invited talk in KR 96. Gottlob elaborated on this in a recent mail as follows: Since there is
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a modular translation from AnsProlog to autoepistemic logic and it was shown in #Got95] that
there does not exist a modular translation from default logic to autoepistemic logic, hence there
can not be a modular translation from propositional default logic to AnsProlog*. The complexity
and expressibility of default logics is discussed in #CEG94, CEG97]. The survey article #CS92]
and Chapter 13 of #MT93] has a compilation of complexity results about various non-monotonic
formalisms.
Among the impact of logic programming on the development of nonmonotonic logic were identication of special classes of theories such as stratied autoepistemic theories and their variants,
with comparatively good computational and other properties, and development of new versions of
basic formalisms, such as \default theories" #LY91, PP92], disjunctive defaults #GLPT91], reexive autoepistemic logic #Sch91], introspective circumscription #Lif89], and MBNF #Lif91, LS90], to
mention only a few.
Dix studied the structural properties of various logic programming semantics in a series of papers
#Dix91, Dix92b, Dix92a, Dix95a, Dix95b]. Our discussion in Section 6.6.8 is based on the papers
#Dix95a, Dix95b].
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Chapter 7

Answer set computing algorithms
In this chapter we discuss four algorithms for computing answer sets of ground AnsProlog* programs. The rst three algorithms compute answer sets of ground AnsProlog programs while the
fourth algorithm computes answer sets of ground AnsProlog or programs. In Chapter 8 we will
discuss several implemented systems that compute answer sets and use algorithms from this chapter.
Recall that for ground AnsProlog and AnsProlog or programs answer sets are nite sets of atoms
and are subsets of HB . In other words answer sets are particular (Herbrand) interpretations of
which satisfy additional properties. Intuitively, for an answer set A of all atoms in A are viewed
as true with respect to A, and all atoms not in A are viewed as false with respect to A. Most
answer set computing algorithms { including the algorithms in this chapter { search in the space
of partial interpretations, where in a partial interpretation some atoms have the truth value true,
some others have the truth value false and the remaining are considered to be neither true nor
false. In the rst three algorithms in this chapter the partial interpretations are 3-valued and are
referred to as 3-valued interpretations , while in the fourth algorithm the partial interpretation that
is used is 4-valued. In 3-valued interpretations the atoms which are neither true not false have
the truth value unknown.
The common feature of the algorithms in this chapter are that given a partial interpretation they
rst try to extend them using some form or derivative of Propositions 20 and 22 from Chapter 3.
If that fails they then arbitrarily select a naf-literal or use a heuristics to decide on a naf-literal
to add to the current partial interpretation and then extend the resulting partial interpretation.
These attempts to extend continues until an answer set is obtained or a contradiction is obtained.
We now give some formal denitions and notations that we will use in the rest of the chapter. A
3-valued interpretation I is often represented as a pair hTI  FI i, with TI \ FI = , where TI is the
set of atoms that have the truth value true and FI is the set of atoms that have the truth value
false. The atoms that are neither in TI nor in FI are said to have the truth value unknown.
Sometimes a 3-valued interpretation is represented as a set S of naf-literals such that S does not
contain both a and not a for any atom a. The two representations have a 1-1 correspondence. A
3-valued interpretation represented as a set S of naf-literals can be represented as the pair hTS  FS i,
where TS = fa : a 2 HB \ S g and FS = fa : not a 2 S and a 2 HB g. Similarly, a 3-valued
interpretation I represented as a pair hTI  FI i, can be represented by the set of naf-literals given by
TI fnot a : a 2 FI g. A 3-valued interpretation hTI  FI i is said to be 2-valued if TI FI = HB .
In that case we say that the 3-valued interpretation hTI  FI i is equivalent to the interpretation TI ,
and we often replace one by the other. A 3-valued interpretation hTI  FI i is said to extend (or
expand) another 3-valued interpretation hTI0  FI0 i if TI0 TI and FI0 FI . In that case we also say
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that hTI0  FI0 i agrees with hTI  FI i.
Example 117 Let HB = fa b c d e f g. Let I be a 3-valued interpretation given by hfa bg fc dgi.
I can be alternatively represented as fa b not c not dg.
Similarly a 3-valued interpretation represented as S = fa b e not c not dg can be alternatively
represented as hfa b eg fc dgi.
The 3-valued interpretation hfa b eg fc dgi extends I but the 3-valued interpretation hfb eg fc dgi
does not.
The 3-valued interpretation S 0 = fa b e not c not d not f g is equivalent to the interpretation
fa b eg.
I and S agree with S 0 . We can also say that I and S agree with the interpretation fa b eg. But
S does not agree with I .
2

7.1 Branch and bound with WFS: wfs-bb
The wfs-bb algorithm computes answer sets in two distinct phases. It rst computes the wellfounded semantics of the ground program. It exploits the fact that the well-founded semantics is
sound with respect to answer set semantics. This means that the 3-valued interpretation corresponding to the well-founded semantics of a program agrees with any answer set of the program.
After computing the well-founded semantics it extends the corresponding 3-valued interpretation
to answer sets by using branch and bound strategy together with recursive calls to the module that
computes the well-founded semantics.

7.1.1 Computing the well-founded semantics

A comparatively straightforward way to compute the well-founded semantics of an AnsProlog
program is to use the characterization in Section 1.3.6, where it is mentioned that the well-founded
semantics of AnsProlog programs is given by flfp(;2 ) gfp(;2 )g. It is easy to show that ; is
an anti-monotonic operator, and hence ;2 is a monotonic operator. Thus the lfp(;2 ) can be
computed by iteratively applying ;2 starting from the empty set and gfp(;2 ) = ; (lfp(;2 )).
The wfs-bb algorithm computes the well-founded semantics by improving on the above algorithm
in two ways.

Improvement 1

It rst computes a 3-valued interpretation through an iterative procedure based on an operator
dened due to Fitting. The original operator of Fitting takes a program P and a three-valued
interpretation I = hI +  I ; i and extends I . In each iteration it adds atoms p to I + if there is a rule
in P whose head is p and whose body evaluates to true with respect to I , and adds atoms q to
I ; if for all rules in P whose head is q and their body evaluates to false with respect to I . The
interpretation obtained by one iteration is denoted by one step(P I ). Starting with an I where all
atoms have the truth value unknown the one step operator is iteratively applied until a xpoint is
reached.
This operator is monotonic and continuous with respect to I and the ordering  dened as hT F i 
hT 0 F 0 i i T T 0 and F F 0 . Hence if we start from I0 = h i and repeatedly apply one step
P
(keeping P ) constant we reach the least xpoint. Let us refer to this as IFitting
. (Often if P is clear
from context we will just write IFitting .)
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P
Proposition 92 Let P be a AnsDatalog program. IFitting
agrees with the well-founded semantics

of P .

2

P
The following example illustrates the direct computation of IFitting
, for a program P .

Example 118 Consider the following program P :
r 1 : a .
r2 : b  a.
r3 : d  not e.
r4 : e  not d c.
r5 : f  g a.
r6 : g  f d.
r7 : h  not h f .
r8 : i  not j b.
r9 : j  not i not c.
ra : k  not l i.
rb : l  not k j .

P
Let us now compute IFitting
.
Initially I0 = h i.
I1 = one step(P I0 ) = hfag fcgi, as the body of r1 is true with respect to I0 and there is no rule
in P with c in its head.
I2 = one step(P I1 ) = hfa bg fc egi, as the body of r2 is true with respect to I1 and r4 is the only
rule in P with e in its head and the body of r4 is false with respect to I1 ,since c is false in I1 .
I3 = one step(P I2 ) = hfa b dg fc egi, as the body of r3 is true with respect to I2 .
P
IFitting
= I4 = I3 .
2
P
The wfs-bb algorithm modies the above steps to more eciently compute IFitting
. In the modied
approach, after each iteration of one step the program P undergoes a transformation so as to
simplify it. The simplied program denoted by modified(P I ) is obtained from P by the following
steps:

1. All rules in P whose head consists of an atom that has a truth value of true or false in I or
whose body evaluates to false with respect to I are removed.
2. From the remaining rules, naf-literals in the body that evaluates to true with respect I are
removed.
Note that none of the atoms that have truth value true or false in I appear in the rules in
modified(P I ).
The modied approach can now be described by the following iteration leading to a xpoint.
I0 has all atoms as unknown.
P0 = P .
Ij +1 = one step(Pj  Ij )
Pj +1 = modified(Pj  Ij ).
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The simplied program that is obtained at the end of the xpoint computation will be referred to
as Pmodified .
P
The following example illustrates the computation of IFitting
using the modied approach.
Example 119 Consider the program P from Example 118.
P
Let us now compute IFitting
using the modied algorithm.
Initially I0 = h i, and P0 = P .
I1 = one step(P0  I0 ) = hfag fcgi, as the body of r1 is true with respect to I0 and there is no rule
in P with c in its head.
P1 = modified(P0  I0 ) = P0 = P .
I2 = one step(P1  I1 ) = hfa bg fc egi, as the body of r2 is true with respect to I1 and r4 is the
only rule in P with e in its head and the body of r4 is false with respect to I1 ,since c is false in I1 .
P2 = modified(P1  I1 ) = fr20  r3  r50  r6  r7  r8  r90  ra  rb g as given below. The rule r1 is not in P2 as
the head of r1 is a, and a is true in I1 . The rule r4 is not in P2 as the body of r4 has c, and c is
false in I1.
r20 : b .
r3 : d  not e.
r50 : f  g.
r6 : g  f d.
r7 : h  not h f .
r8 : i  not j b.
r90 : j  not i.
ra : k  not l i.
rb : l  not k j .
I3 = one step(P2  I2 ) = hfa b dg fc egi, as the body of r3 is true with respect to I2 .
P3 = modified(P2  I2 ) is as given below.
r30 : d .
r50 : f  g.
r6 : g  f d.
r7 : h  not h f .
r80 : i  not j .
r90 : j  not i.
ra : k  not l i.
rb : l  not k j .
P
IFitting
= I4 = I3 , and Pmodified = P4 = modified(P3  I3 ) is as given below.
0
r5 : f  g.
r60 : g  f .
r7 : h  not h f .
r80 : i  not j .
r90 : j  not i.
ra : k  not l i.
rb : l  not k j .
2
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Improvement 2

The well-founded semantics of P can be directly obtained by computing the well-founded semantics
P
of Pmodified and adding IFitting
to it.

P
Proposition 94 Let P be an AnsDatalog program. Let Pmodified and IFitting
be as dened earlier.

P
The well-founded semantics of P is equal to the union of IFitting
and the well-founded semantics of
Pmodified .
2
The wfs-bb algorithm further optimizes in computing the well-founded semantics of Pmodified . Let
us refer to Pmodified by . Recall that the well-founded semantics of can be computed by starting
from  and repeatedly applying ;2 to it until a xpoint is reached. This xpoint is the lfp(;2 ) and
applying ; to lfp(;2 ) gives us the gfp(;2 ). The well-founded semantics is then a characterization
where all atoms in lfp(;2 ) are true and all atoms not it gfp(;2 ) are false. In other words we
have the following two sequences:
;0 () ;2 () : : : ;2i () : : : lfp(;2 )
and
HB n ;1 () HB n ;3 () : : : HB n ;2i+1 () : : : HB n gfp(;2 )
the rst giving us the set of atoms that are true in the well-founded semantics and the second
giving is the set of atoms that are false in the well-founded semantics.
Example 120 Let us consider = Pmodified from Example 119 and compute its well-founded
semantics using the above method.
f  g.
g  f.
h  not h f .
i  not j .
j  not i.
k  not l i.
l  not k j .
The Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation of with respect to  is the following program which we will
denote by 1 :
f  g.
g  f.
h  f.
i .
j .
k  i.
l  j.
The answer set of the above program is fi j k lg. Hence, ; () = fi j k lg. Let us denote this
by I1 . Now let us compute ;2 (). To compute this we rst need to compute the Gelfond-Lifschitz
transformation of with respect to I1 . After the transformation we obtain the following program
which we will denote by 2 :
f  g.
g  f.
h  f.
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The answer set of the above program is . Hence, ;2 () = . Thus the least xpoint of ;2 is  and
the greatest xpoint of ;2 is fi j k lg. Hence, the well-founded semantics of is h ff g hgi. 2
The slightly modied approach used in the wfs-bb algorithm to compute the well-founded semantics
of Pmodified modies the program each time the ; operator is applied. The modication done is
dierent in the odd and even iteration of the program. We refer to this modied method as the
pruning oscillation method.
Initially, we have I0 =  0 =  T0 =  and F0 = . This corresponds to ;0 () of the rst
sequence above.
Similarly, HB n ;1 () from the second sequence corresponds to I1 = ; 0 (I0 ) T1 =  and
F1 = HB n I1 . We need to dene 1 such that ; 1 (I1 ) together with T0 will give us ;2 ()
Such a 1 is obtained by modifying 0 with respect to I1 . We refer to this modication as
modify; ( 0  I1 ), where we modify 0 with the assumption that all atoms not in I1 are false.
In general modify; (  I ) is obtained from by removing all rules in whose head does not belong
to I , or whose body contains an atom p, such that p does not belong to I . In addition naf-literals
of the form not q in the body of the remaining rules are removed if q does not belong to I .
Similarly, modify+(  I ) x is obtained from by removing all rules in whose head belongs to
I , or whose body contains an naf-literal not p, such that p belongs to I . In addition atoms of the
form q in the body of the remaining rules are removed if q belongs to I .
We now dene the rest of the sequence.
For even j , j 0, Ij +2 = ; j+1 (Ij +1 ) j +2 = modify+ ( j +1  Ij +2 ) Tj +2 = Tj Ij +2 and
Fj +2 = Fj .
For odd j , j 1, Ij +2 = ; j+1 (Ij +1 ) j +2 = modify; ( j +1  Ij +2 ) Tj +2 = Tj  and Fj +2 =
Fj (HB j+1 n Ij+2).
Let T wfs = Tn where n is the smallest integer such that Tn = Tn+2 . Let F wfs = Fn+1 . Let us
denote n+1 by Psimplified . We now have the following proposition.

Proposition 95 Let T wfs and F wfs as dened above. T wfs = lfp(;2 ) and F wfs = gfp(;2 ). 2
The well-founded semantics of = Pmodified as computed by hT wfs F wfs i together with Ifitting
gives us the well-founded semantics of our original program P . We refer to it as Twfs(P ) and
Fwfs (P ). To nd the answer sets of P we only need to nd the answer sets of Psimplified and add
the well-founded semantics of P to it. More formally,
Proposition 96 Let P be a ground AnsProlog program, and Psimplified, Twfs(P ) and Fwfs(P )
are as dened above. M is an answer set of P i there is an answer set M 0 of Psimplified such that
M = M 0 Twfs(P ).
2
In the following example we illustrate the computation of Psimplified , T wfs, F wfs, Twfs (P ) and
Fwfs (P ), where = Pmodified .

Example 121 Let us recompute the well-founded semantics of = Pmodified from Example 119
following the pruning oscillation method and contrast it with the computation in Example 120.
Recall that 0 = is as follows, I0 = , T0 = , and F0 = .
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f  g.
g  f.
h  not h f .
i  not j .
j  not i.
k  not l i.
l  not k j .
Now I1 = ; 0 (I0 ),

1

follows:

277

= modify; ( 0  I1 ), T1 = , and F1 = HB n I1 . We compute them as

 The Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation I00 is the following program:
f  g.
g  f.
h  f.
i .
j .
k  i.
l  j.
Its unique answer set is fi j k lg. Hence I1 = fi j k lg.
 1 = modify;( 0  I1 ) is the following program:
i  not j .
j  not i.
k  not l i.
l  not k j .
 T1 = .
 F1 = HB n I1 = ff g hg.
Now I2 = ; 1 (I1 ),

2

= modify+ ( 1  I2 ), T2 = T0 I2 , and F2 = F0 . We compute them as follows:

 The Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation I11 is the empty program.
Its unique answer set is fg. Hence I2 = fg.
 2 = modify+( 1  I2 ) is the following program:
i  not j .
j  not i.
k  not l i.
l  not k j .
which is same as 1 .
 T2 = T0 I2 =  = T0.
 F2 = F0 = .
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Since T2 = T0 we have T wfs = T0 , and F wfs = F1 and Psimplified = 1 . Thus the well-founded
semantics of Pmodified is h ff g hgi.
Though we do not need to, for illustration purpose we compute I3  3  T3  and F3 and show that
indeed they are equivalent to I1  1  T1  and F1 respectively. Recall that, I3 = ; 2 (I2 ), 3 =
modify; ( 2  I3 ), T3 = T1 , and F3 = F1 (HB n I3 ). We compute them as follows:

 The Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation I22 is the following program:
i .
j .
k  i.
l  j.
Its unique answer set is fi j k lg. Hence I3 = fi j k lg.
 3 = modify;( 2  I3 ) is the following program:
i  not j .
j  not i.
k  not l i.
l  not k j .
which is same as

1

.

 T3 = T1 = .
 F3 = F1 (HB n I3 ) = F1 .
Recall that our goal is to compute the well-founded semantics of P denoted by hTwfs (P ) Fwfs (P )i
P
from Examples 118 and 119, which is obtained by adding hT wfs  F wfsi to Ifitting
. From ExamP
ple 119 we have Ifitting = hfa b dg fc egi. Hence, the well-founded semantics of P , denote by
hTwfs(P ) Fwfs (P )i is hfa b dg fc e f g hgi.
2

7.1.2 The branch and bound algorithm

The answer sets of Psimplified is obtained by a straight forward branch and bound strategy where
branching is done in terms of which atom to select next. After an atom is selected two branches
arise, one where the selected atom is assumed to be true and the other where it is assumed to
be false. We now present the branch and bound algorithm, whose input is a ground AnsProlog
program P .
In this algorithm L is a list of triples, where in each triple the rst element is a program, the second
element is the set of atoms assigned the truth value true and the third element is the set of atoms
assigned the truth value false. The term Ans sets denotes the set of answer sets. Initially it is
assigned the empty set and its value is returned at the end of the algorithm. In the algorithm
by wfs() we denote the well-founded semantics of the fragment  computed with respect to
the Herbrand Base of the initial program P . Finally, given a program and a naf-literal l, by
reduced(  L) we denote the program obtained from by removing any rule with the complement
of L in its body and removing L from the bodies of the remaining rules.
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Algorithm 3 procedure bb(P )
(01) L := #(P  )]
(02) Ans sets := 
(03) while L =
6  do

(04) select the rst node Q = ( T F ) from L
(05) remove Q from L
(06) if there is no T0 2 Ans sets such that T0 T then
(07)
Select an atom A from HBP n fT F g
(08)
Q; := (;  T ; F ; ) where
(09)
; := reduced( not A).
(10)
T ; := T the set of atoms true in wfs(;), and
(11)
F ; := F fAg the set of atoms false in wfs(;).
(12)
if T ; is not a superset of any T0 2 Ans sets then
(13)
if Q; is consistent (i.e., T ; \ F ; = ) then
(14)
if T ; F ; = HBP then
(15)
Ans sets := Ans sets T ;
(16)
else append Q; to the end of list L
(17)
endif
(18)
endif
(19)
endif
(20)
Q+ := (+  T +  F + ) where
(21)
+ := reduced( A).
(22)
T + := T fAg the set of atoms true in wfs(+ ), and
(23)
F + := F the set of atoms false in wfs(+).
(24)
if T + is not a superset of any T0 2 Ans sets then
(25)
if Q+ (i.e., T + \ F + = ) is consistent then
(26)
if T + F + = HBP then
(27)
Ans sets := Ans sets T +
(28)
else append Q+ to the end of list L
(29)
endif
(30)
endif
(31)
endif
(32) endif
(33) endwhile
(34) return Ans sets.
The above algorithm outputs the set of answer sets of programs P 0 if P 0 = Psimplified for some
ground AnsProlog program P . The algorithm does not work for arbitrary ground AnsProlog
programs.

Proposition 97 Let P be a ground AnsProlog program, and P 0 = Psimplified be the program

obtained from P as described in this section. The set Ans sets returned by bb(P 0 ) is the set of all
the answer sets of P 0 .
2
Thus following Propositions 96 and 97 the answer sets of arbitrary ground AnsProlog programs are
obtained by rst computing Twfs (P ) and Psimplified , then computing the answer sets of Psimplified
and then adding Twfs(P ) to each of them.
In the following example we give a brief illustration of the working of the above algorithm:
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Example 122 Let us apply bb(P 0) where P 0 = Psimplified from Example 121 given by
i  not j .
j  not i.
k  not l i.
l  not k j .
When bb(P 0 ) is called in steps (01) and (02) L is initialized to #(P 0   )] and Ans sets is initialized
to . In steps (04) and (05) the node (P 0   ) is selected and removed from L. Suppose in step

(07) the atom i is selected.
In that case ; is the following program
i  not j .
j .
l  not k j .
The well-founded semantics of ; is hfj lg fi kgi. Hence T ; = fj lg and F ; = fi kg. Since
the conditions in step (12), (13) and (14) are satised, we have Ans sets = ffj lgg due to the
assignment in step (15).
In step (21) + is computed, which is the following program
i  not j .
k  not l.
l  not k j .
The well-founded semantics of + is hfi kg fj lgi. Hence T + = fi kg and F + = fj lg. Since the
conditions in step (24), (25) and (126) are satised, we have Ans sets = ffj lg fi kgg due to the
assignment in step (27).
Since neither steps (17) and (27) are used L remains empty and the while loop from (3)-(33)
terminates. In step (34) bb(P 0 ) returns the answer sets ffj lg fi kgg.
Recall that the answer sets of P are obtained by adding Twfs (P ) to each answer sets of P 0 =
Psimplified. Hence, the answer sets of P are:
ffj lg fa b dg fi kg fa b dgg = ffa b d j lg fa b d i kgg .
2

7.1.3 Heuristic for selecting atoms in wfs-bb

The wfs-bb algorithm is modication of the branch and bound algorithm in the previous section.
In wfs-bb the atoms selection step (07) of bb( ) is done using a heuristic function. We now describe
that function.
The heuristic function is based on partitioning the set of atoms into several levels, and choosing
an atom for branching from the lowest level. To partition the set of atoms a relation depends on
between atoms is dened. An atom a is said to directly depend on an atom b if there is a rule with
a in the head and either b or not b in the body, or if b = a. An atom a is said to depend on an
atom b if it directly depends on b, or if there is an atom c such that a directly depends on c and
c depends on b. Using the depends on relation, we dene equivalent classes, where the equivalent
class of an atom a, denoted by jjajj is the set of atoms b such that b depends on a and a depends
on b. Next we dene a partial ordering  between these equivalence classes as: jjajj  jjbjj i there
exist an atom p in jjajj and an atom q in jjbjj such that q depends on p. The equivalence classes are
partitioned into layers E0  E1  : : : as follows: E0 is the set of all  minimal equivalence classes and,
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for i 0, Ei+1 is the Sset of all  minimal members of the set of equivalence classes obtained after
removing the ones in j i Ej . Finally, the level of an atom a is given by the i, such that jjajj 2 Ei .
The following example illustrates this.

Example 123 Let us consider = Psimplified from Example 121 given by
i  not j .
j  not i.
k  not l i.
l  not k j .

With respect to the above program , i depends on j , j depends on i, k depends on l and i, and l
depends on k and j . Based on this dependency relation we have the following equivalence classes.
jjijj = jjj jj = fi j g, and
jjkjj = jjljj = fk lg.
Between these two equivalence classes we have fi j g  fk lg. Thus we can partition the set of
equivalence classes to layers E0 and E1 , where E0 = ffi j gg and E1 = ffk lgg. Based on this
layering the levels of i and j are 0 and the levels of k and l are 1.
Hence in the selection step (07) the heuristics described in this section will lead us to choose either
i or j in the rst iteration of the while loop.
2

7.2 The assume-and-reduce algorithm of SLG
The assume-and-reduce algorithm (of the SLG system) to compute answer sets of ground AnsProlog
programs exploits the observation that to nd an answer set one only needs to guess the truth values
of the naf-literals that appear in the program. Unlike the wfs-bb algorithm it does not compute
the well-founded semantics on its way to compute the answer sets. But it does use concepts very
similar to the notions reduced(P L) and one step, and the notion of modified from the previous
section to simplify programs based on the truth value of the known atoms, and to infer the truth
value of additional atoms.

7.2.1 The main observation
The earlier mentioned observation is formalized as follows:

Lemma 7.2.1 Let P be a ground AnsProlog program, I be a 2-valued interpretation, and N (P )
be the set of ground atoms a, such that not a appears in a body of a rule in P . Then I is

an answer set of P i there is a 3-valued interpretation J that agrees with I such that N (P ) =
fa : a is an atom and has a truth value of either true or false in J g and I is the unique minimal
model of of the program P J obtained from P and J by
(i) removing from P any rule that has a literal not B in its body with B true in J , and
(ii) removing all literals of the type not B in the bodies of the remaining rules if B is false in J .

2

The following example illustrates the application of the above lemma.
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Example 124 Consider the following program P from Example 118:
r 1 : a .
r2 : b  a.
r3 : d  not e.
r4 : e  not d c.
r5 : f  g a.
r6 : g  f d.
r7 : h  not h f .
r8 : i  not j b.
r9 : j  not i not c.
ra : k  not l i.
rb : l  not k j .
N (P ) = fe d c h i j k lg.
Recall that the answer sets of P are I1 = fa b d i kg and I2 = fa b d j lg.
Let J1 = hfd i kg fe c h j lgi be a 3-valued interpretation where all the atoms in N (P ) are

assigned a truth value of true or false. The program P J1 is as follows:
r 1 : a .
r2 : b  a.
r30 : d .
r5 : f  g a.
r6 : g  f d.
r70 : h  f .
r80 : i  b.
ra0 : k  i.

The unique minimal model of P J1 is fa b d i kg which is equal to I1 as dictated by the above
lemma. We can similarly verify that I2 is an answer set of P by having J2 = hfd j lg fe c h i kgi.

2

7.2.2 The SLG reduction: reduceslg

The assume-and-reduce algorithm uses a slightly dierent reduction than the reduced(P L) from
the previous section in simplifying a program after making an assumption about an atom. We refer
to this reduction as reducedslg and dene is as follows:

Denition 83 Given a ground AnsProlog program P and a naf-literal L, the program reducedslg (P L)
is dened as the program obtained from P by deleting every rule in P , whose body contains the
complement of L, and removing every occurrence of L in P , if L is a negative naf-literal.
2

Example 125 CW96] Consider the following program P :
p  p.
r  not p.

Let us now compute reducedslg (P p). In that case we remove the second rule from P but do not
remove p from the body of the rst rule. Thus reducedslg (P p) = fp  p:g.
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On the other hand when we compute reducedslg (P not p) we remove the rst rule and also remove
not p from the body of the second rule. Hence, reducedslg (P not p) = fr  :g.
2
Although the purpose of reduced in the previous section and the purpose of reducedslg are similar,
the dierence in them is due to the fact that reduced is applied to programs for which certain
simplications have been already done, while reducedslg is applied to arbitrary ground AnsProlog
programs. The following lemma formalizes the impact of reducedslg .

Lemma 7.2.2 Let P be a ground AnsProlog program, I be a 2-valued interpretation,and A be
a ground atom. Then I is an answer set of P i either A is true in I and I is an answer set of
reducedslg (P A), or A is false in I and I is an answer set of reducedslg (P not A).
2

Example 126 Consider the program P from Example 125. Its answer set is I = frg.
The atom p is false in I . We will now show that I is an answer set of reducedslg (P not p).
This is obvious as we recall that reducedslg (P not p) = fr  :g.

2

7.2.3 The SLG modi cation

P
In the previous section we iterated one step and modified to compute Ifitting
and Pmodified for a
given program P . A similar computation is used by the assume-and-reduce algorithm. We now
dene this computation:
Let P be an AnsProlog program and U be the set of atoms that appear in P . By one stepslg (P U )
we denote a 3-valued interpretation I , such that all atoms from U that appear as rules with empty
body in P are assigned true in I and all atoms a in U , for which there is not a single rule in P
with a in its head, are assigned false in I .
Let us considered the following sequence,where modified is as dened in Section 7.1.1.
P0 = P  U0 = U
I1 = one stepslg (P0  U0 ), P1 = modified(P0  I1 ), U1 = the set of atoms in P1 .
For j 1, Ij +1 = one stepslg (Pj  Uj ), Pj +1 = modified(Pj  Ij +1 ), Uj +1 = the set of atoms in Pj +1 .
which stops when for some k, Ik does noSassignment, and thus, Pk = Pk;1 . We then say that P is
SLG-modied to the interpretation I 0 = 1rk Ir , and the program P 0 = Pk .

Example 127 Consider the program P from Example 118 and 119 and let us compute the inter-

pretation and program by doing SLG-modication on P .
Initially P0 = P , and U0 = fa b c d e f g h i j k lg.
I1 = one stepslg (P0  U0 ) = hfag fcgi, as the body of r1 is empty and there is no rule in P with c
in its head.
P1 = modified(P0  I1 ) = fr20  r3  r50  r6  r7  r8  r90  ra  rb g as given below. The rule r1 is not in P1 as
the head of r1 is a, and a is true in I1 . The rule r4 is not in P1 as the body of r4 has c, and c is
false in I1.
r20 : b .
r3 : d  not e.
r50 : f  g.
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r6 : g  f d.
r7 : h  not h f .
r8 : i  not j b.
r90 : j  not i.
ra : k  not l i.
rb : l  not k j .
U1 = fb d e f g h i j k lg.
I2 = one stepslg (P1  I1 ) = h bg fegi, as the body of r2 is empty and there is the no rule with e in

its head.
P2 = modified(P1  I2 ) as given below:
r30 : d .
r50 : f  g.
r6 : g  f d.
r7 : h  not h f .
r80 : i  not j .
r90 : j  not i.
ra : k  not l i.
rb : l  not k j .
U2 = fd f g h i j k lg.
I3 = one stepslg (P2  I2) = hfdg fgi, as the body of r30 is empty.
P3 = modified(P2  I3 ) is as given below.
r50 : f  g.
r60 : g  f .
r7 : h  not h f .
r80 : i  not j .
r90 : j  not i.
ra : k  not l i.
rb : l  not k j .
U3 = ff g h i j k lg.
I4 = one stepslg (P3  I3) = hfg fgi. Hence, P4 = P3 and U4 = U3.
Thus P is SLG-modied to I1 I2 I3 = hfa b dg fc egi and P3 .

2

The following lemma states the properties of SLG-modication.

Lemma 7.2.3 Let P be an AnsProlog program that is SLG-modied to the interpretation I 0 and
P 0 . Then every answer set I of P is equal to I 0 J , for some answer set J of P 0 and vice versa. 2

7.2.4 The assume-and-reduce non-deterministic algorithm

We now present the assume-and-reduce non-deterministic algorithm, which takes an AnsProlog
program P as input and outputs an answer set of P , or reports failure. The non-deterministic
algorithm can be easily converted to a backtracking algorithm which will result in the enumeration
of all the answer sets.
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Algorithm 4 procedure assume-and-reduce(P )

(01) Let P be SLG-modied to an interpretation I 0 and a program P 0 .
(02) derived := I 0  program := P 0 .
(03) assigned :=  assume set = N (program)
(04) while assume set 6=  do
(05) Delete an arbitrary element A, from assume set
(06) if A 62 derived and not A 62 derived then
(07)
choice(A L) /* choice point: L can be either A or not A.
(08)
assumed := assumed fLg
(09)
Let reducedslg (program L) be SLG-modied to an interpretation I 
(09)
and a program P  
(10)
derived := derived I   program := P  
(11)
if derived assumed is inconsistent then
(12)
fail (and backtrack)
(13)
endif
(13) endif
(14) endwhile
(15) if A 2 assumed and A 62 derived for some atom A then
(16) fail (and backtrack)
(17) else
(18) return the set of positive naf-literals in assumed derived as an answer set of P 
(19) endif

Theorem 7.2.4 Let P be a ground AnsProlog program. If P has at least one answer sets then
assume-and-reduce(P) will return an answer set of P

2

7.2.5 From assume-and-reduce to SLG

SLG is a sound (but not complete in general) query evaluating system that answer queries with
respect to non-ground programs. It uses some of the ideas from the assume-and-reduce algorithm
and two backward propagation rules described below:
1. If a ground atom A is assumed to be true and the program P contains exactly one clause of
the form A  L1  : : :  Lm , then every Li (1  i  n) is assumed to be true.
2. If a ground atom A is assumed to be false, then for every rule in P of the form A  L with
only one naf-literal in its body, L is assumed to be false.
Variants of the above backward propagation techniques are integrated into the next two answer set
computation algorithms.

7.3 The smodels algorithm
The main function of the smodels algorithm is smodels which takes as input a ground AnsProlog
program P and a set of naf-literals A and either returns true if there is an answer set of that
agrees with A, or if no such answer set exists then it returns false. The smodels function calls three
important functions: expand, lookahead and heuristics. Before describing the smodels function
we rst describe these three functions and functions called by these functions.
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7.3.1 The function expand(P A)

Given a ground AnsProlog program P and a set of naf-literals A, the goal of the function expand(P A)
is to extend A as much as possible and as eciently as possible so that all answer sets of P that
agree with A also agree with expand(P A). It is dened in terms of two other functions named
Atleast(P A) and Atmost(P A). The function Atleast(P A) uses Fitting's operator and two additional backward propagation rules to extend A. The function Atmost(P A) gives an upper bound
{ referred to as the upper-closure { on the set of atoms that can be true in any answer set that
extends A. Thus A can be extended with not a if a is not in Atmost(P A). We now give an
algorithms for expand(P A), Atleast(P A), and Atmost(P A), and describe their properties.
function expand(P A)

repeat

A0 := A
A := Atleast(P A)
A := A fnot x j x 2 Atoms(P ) and x 62 Atmost(P A)g
until A = A0
return A.
The function Atleast(P A) is dened as the least xpoint of the operator FAP dened as follows:
FAP (X ) = A X
fa 2 Atoms(P ) j there is a rule r in P with a in its head
and whose body is true with respect to X g
fnot a j a 2 Atoms(P ) and for all rules r in P with a in its head,
their body is false with respect to X g
fx j there exists an a 2 B such that there is only one rule r in P with a in its head
and whose body has x as a naf-literal, and the body is not false with respect to X:g
fnot(x) j there exists not a 2 B such that there is a rule r in P with a in its head
and whose body is true with respect to X fxgg.

Note that the rst two set constitute Fitting's operator and the other two are similar to the
backward propagation rules of Section 7.2.5. The operator FAP (X ) is monotonic and continuous
and hence its least xpoint can be computed by the standard iteration method starting from the
empty set. In fact it can be computed in linear time in the size of P . We discuss this later in
Section 7.3.5.
It should be noted that when A is the empty set, then during the xpoint computation of FAP the
backward propagation rules are not much relevant. This leads to the following proposition.
P
Proposition 98 Let P be a ground AnsProlog program. Atleast(P ) is equal to IFitting
.

2

But when A is not the empty set and includes naf-literals that are assumed (or chosen) during the
computation of the answer sets then the backward propagation rules can be exploited to extend A
sooner and with fewer new assumptions. The following example illustrates this.

Example 128 Consider the following program P :
r1 : a  not b.
r2 : b  not a c.
r3 : b  not d.
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r4 : c  not d.
r5 : d  not c.

P
The well-founded semantics and IFitting
are both  for this program. Thus both the wfs-bb and
assume-and-reduce algorithms will get to the choice point where a naf-literal is assumed and further
reasoning is done with respect to that assumption.
Suppose a is assumed and we have A1 = fag. In both wfs-bb and assume-and-reduce since only
forward reasoning is done, A1 can not be extended further without making new assumptions. We
will now argue that the backward propagation steps in the computation of Atleast(P fag) is able
to make additional conclusions.
We compute the least xpoint of FAP1 as follows:
FAP1 " 0 = FAP1 () = A1 = fag.
FAP1 " 1 = FAP1 (FAP1 " 0) = fag fnot bg.
In the last computation there is only one rule r1 with a in its head, and its body is not false with
respect to fag and contains the naf-literal not b. Hence fnot bgwas added.
FAP1 " 2 = FAP1 (FAP1 " 1) = FAP1 " 1 and we have the least xpoint.
Thus Atleast(P fag) = fa not bg. The above illustrates the usefulness of one of the back propagation rules. We now illustrate the usefulness of the other back propagation rule.
Let us now assume not a instead of a and have A2 = fnot ag. As before, since in both wfsbb and assume-and-reduce since only forward reasoning is done, A2 can not be extended further
without making new assumptions. We will now argue that the backward propagation steps in the
computation of Atleast(P fnot ag) is able to make additional conclusions.
We compute the least xpoint of FAP2 as follows:
FAP2 " 0 = FAP2 () = A2 = fnot ag.
FAP2 " 1 = FAP2 (FAP2 " 0) = fnot ag fbg.
In the last computation there is rule r1 with a in its head, and its body is true with respect to
fag fnot bg. Hence not(not b) = b was added.
FAP2 " 2 = FAP2 (FAP2 " 1) = FAP2 " 1 and we have the least xpoint.
Thus Atleast(P fnot ag) = fnot a bg.
2

The following proposition shows that the extension done by Atleast(P A) does not lose any answer
sets.

Proposition 99 Let P be a ground AnsProlog program and A be a set of naf-literals. If S is an
answer set of P such that S agrees with A then S agrees with Atleast(P A).

2

Given a 3-valued interpretation A = hA+  A; i and a ground AnsProlog program P , the function
Atmost(P A) is dened as the least xpoint of the operator GPA dened as follows:
GPA (X ) = fa 2 atoms(P ) j there is a rule a  b1  : : :  bm  not c1  : : :  not cn such that
fb1 : : :  bm g X n A; and fc1 : : : cng \ A+ = g n A;.
The operator GPA (X ) is monotonic and continuous and hence its least xpoint can be computed
by the standard iteration method starting from the empty set. In fact it can also be computed in
linear time. We discuss this later in Section 7.3.5. We now give an example that illustrates the
computation of Atmost(P A).
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Example 129 Consider the following program P :
r1 : p  p.
r2 : q  not p.
r3 : r  p.
Let A = . We compute the least xpoint of GPA as follows:
GPA " 0 = GPA () = fqg.

The presence of q is explained by the fact that the q is in the head of r2 and fpg \ A+ = . On the
other hand both p and r are absent because considering rules r1 and r3 respectively fpg 6 .
GPA " 1 = GPA (GPA " 0) = GPA " 0 = fqg and we have the least xpoint.
2
The following proposition characterizes the property of Atmost(P A).

Proposition 100 Let P be a ground AnsProlog program and A be a set of naf-literals. If A is
2

2-valued then Atmost(P A) is same as ;P (A).

Proposition 101 Let P be a ground AnsProlog program and A be a set of naf-literals. If S is an
answer set of P such that S agrees with A then S

Atmost(P A).

2

We will now illustrate the computation of expand.

Example 130 Consider the P from Example 129 and let us compute expand(P A) where A = .

In the rst iteration of the computation of expand(P A) we have the following:
A is assigned the value Atleast(P A) = .
Atmost(P A) = fqg.
Thus A gets the value  fnot p not rg = fnot p not rg.
In the second iteration of the computation of expand(P A) we have the following:
A is assigned the value Atleast(P A) = fq not p not rg.
Atmost(P A) = fq not p not rg.
Thus A keeps the value fq not p not rg.
The next iteration has the value of A unchanged and thus we obtain expand(P A) = fq not p not rg,
which is also the well-founded semantics of P .
2
We now formally state the properties of the function expand(  A). The rst property states that
expand(  A) does not eliminate any answer set that agreed with A. The second property states
that if A = expand(  A) is a set of naf-literals that contain all the atoms of the program, then
either A is inconsistent or A is an answer set. The third property states that expand(  ) computes
the well-founded semantics of .

Proposition 102 Let be a ground AnsProlog program and A be a set of naf-literals. Then, the
following hold:

1. A expand(  A) and
2. Every answer set of that agrees with A also agrees with expand(  A).

2

Proposition 103 Let be a ground AnsProlog program and A be a set of naf-literals such that
A = expand(  A). Then, the following hold:
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1. if atoms(A) = atoms( ) and there is no answer set that agrees with A, then A is inconsistent,
and
2. if A is inconsistent, then there is no answer set of

that agrees with A.

2

Proposition 104 Let be a ground AnsProlog program. The value of expand(  ) is equal to
the well-founded semantics of .

2

7.3.2 The function lookahead(P A)

As we will see later the smodels function may call the expand function a large number of times.
For that reason expand is dened such that it can be computed eciently. The smodels function
has another function called lookahead which it less frequently and which also \expands" a set
of naf-literals. Although the function lookahead is less ecient than expand, it leads to early
elimination of 3-valued interpretations that do not have any extension which are answer sets. Thus
the smodels function balances the more eciently implementable but less aggressive in expanding
function expand, with the less eciently implementable but more aggressive in expanding function
lookahead by calling the former more frequently and the later much less frequently.
The basic idea behind the function lookahead is that to extend A with respect to P , beyond
computing expand(P A), we can computed expand(P A fxg) for some naf-literal x and if we
nd that expand(P A fxg) is inconsistent then we can extend A by adding not(x). This idea is
supported by the following formal result.

Lemma 7.3.1 Let be a ground AnsProlog program and A be a set of naf-literals. Let y be an
naf-literal such that expand(P A fyg) is inconsistent. Then, every answer set of that agrees
with A also agrees with expand(P A fnot(y)g).
2
We now describe the function lookahead.

Algorithm 5 function lookahead(P, A)
repeat
A0 := A
A := lookahead once(P A)
until A = A0
return A.

function lookahead once(P, A)
B := Atoms(P ) n Atoms(A)
B := B not(B )
while B 6=  do

Select a literal x from B
A0 := expand(P A fxg)
B := B n A0
if A0 is inconsistent then
return expand(P A fnot(x)g)

endif
endwhile
return A.
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The following example illustrates the computation of lookahead and its usefulness.

Example 131 Consider the following program P :
p  not p.
The well-founded semantics of P is h i, and expand(P ) will also give us the same value. Now
let us compute lookahead(P ).
When lookahead once(P ) is called, we have B as fp not pg. Let us rst select p from B and
compute expand(P fpg). Since atleast(P fpg) = fp not pg we have expand(P fpg) = fp not pg
which is inconsistent. Thus lookahead once(P ) returns expand(P fnot pg) which is fp not pg.
Another call to lookahead once does not change this and hence we have lookahead(P ) = fp not pg.
The same would have happened if not p was selected instead.
The importance and usefulness of lookahead is that it spots inconsistencies like the one above
early in its computation, thus avoiding exploration of large branches each ultimately ending in
inconsistencies.
2
The function lookahead also satises the main property of expansions in that it does not lose any
answer sets. More formally,

Proposition 105 Let be a ground AnsProlog program and A be a set of naf-literals. Then, the
following hold:

1. A lookahead(  A) and
2. Every answer set of that agrees with A also agrees with lookahead(  A).

2

7.3.3 The function heuristic(P A)

In our eort to extend A after we have called expand and lookahead the next step is to assume the
truth of one of the remaining literals. The smodels algorithm uses a function called heuristic(P A)
to make this assumption or choice. The basic idea behind the heuristic is to choose an atom which
will lead to a bigger expansion. Since once an atom x is chosen their may be two paths, one where
x is assumed to be true and another where x is assumed to be false, the function heuristic(P A)
takes into account the size of both expand(P A fxg) and expand(P A fnot xg) .
Thus the function heuristic(P A) rst selects an atom x from atoms(P ) n atoms(A) such that it
has the maximum value of min(jexpand(P A fxg) n Aj jexpand(P A fnot xg) n Aj). If there
are more than one such x, then it selects the one with the greater max(jexpand(P A fxg) n
Aj jexpand(P A fnot xg) n Aj). Once x is selected, heuristic(P A) returns x if jexpand(P A
fxg) n Aj jexpand(P A fnot xg) n Aj), otherwise it returns not x.

7.3.4 The main function: smodels(P A)

We are now ready to describe the main function smodels(P A) in terms of expand, lookahead and
heuristic.

Algorithm 6 function smodels(P A)
(01) A := expand(P A)
(02) A := lookahead(P A)
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(03) if A is inconsistent then return false
(04) elseif atoms(A) = atoms(P )
(05) then return true
(06) else
(07)
x := heuristic(P A)
(08)
if smodels(P A fxg) then return true
(09)
else return smodels(P A fnot(x)g)
(10)
endif
(11) endelse
(12) endif
It should be noted that if the above function returns true, then the set of atoms in the then value
of A is an answer set of P . Normally the initial call to the above function is made by having A = .
To compute more than one answer set, instead of returning true in step (5), the algorithm can
print the answer set atoms(A), and return false to force the searching of additional answer sets.
We now present the a lemma that justies steps (08) and (09) of the algorithm.

Lemma 7.3.2 Let

be an AnsProlog program, S be an answer set of and A be a set of
naf-literals. If S agrees with A but not with A fxg, for some naf-literal x, then S agrees with
A fnot(x)g.
2
Following theorem states the correctness of the smodels function. It can be proved using the above
lemma and the properties of the functions expand, and lookahead.

Theorem 7.3.3 Let be a ground AnsProlog program and A be a set of naf-literals. Then, there

is an answer set of

agreeing with A i smodels(  A) returns true.

7.3.5 Strategies and tricks for ecient implementation

2

In #Sim00] a detailed ecient implementation the smodels function is described. In this section we
very briey mention some of the strategies and tricks discussed there.
During the computation of Atleast and Atmost a variant of the Dowling-Galier algorithm is used
for linear time computation. Recall that during the computation of Atleast(P A) an atom x is
added to A if there exist a rule in P whose body holds with respect to A. This is eciently
implemented by using a counter for each rule in P . Initially the counter corresponding to a rule r,
referred to as r:literal, has the value equal to the number of naf-literals in the body of r that are
not true with respect to A. Every time a new naf-literal is added to A the counter corresponding to
any rule whose body contains this literal is decremented by one. When the counter corresponding
to a rule has the value 0, the head of that rule is added to A. Similarly, corresponding to each rule
r, there is an inactivity counter r:inactive, whose value is the number of naf-literals in the body of
r that are false with respect to A. When r:inactive > 0 it means that the body of r is false with
respect to A, and we say r is inactive otherwise r is said to be active. For each atom a, we have
a counter a:headof whose value indicates the number of active rules with head a. The naf-literal
not a is added to A when the value of a:headof becomes 0. The other two sets in the denition of
FAP are similarly accounted for by the following:
(a) When a:headof becomes one, and a 2 A, then every naf-literal in the body of the only active
rule with a in its head is added to A.
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(b) For an active rule r with a in its head, if not a 2 A, and r:literal becomes 1, then for the only
naf-literal x in the body of r which is not in A, not(x) is added to A.
Similar techniques are used in computing atmost in linear time. The computation of atmost is
further expedited by recognizing that it is fragments (of programs) of the kind in Example 131 or
in the more general case of the kind below where atmost is useful.
p1  p2.
p2  p3.
..
.
pn;1  pn.
pn  p1 .
This observation is formalized and exploited by identifying strongly connected components of the
atom-dependency-graph of a program sans its negative naf-literals and localizing the computation
of atmost with respect to the strongly connected components before moving on to the rest of the
graph.
Another optimization step is to reduce the branching due to lines (07)-(09) of Algorithm 6 by taking
advantage of the observations in Section 7.2.1. In that case the function heuristics only considers
a selected subset of atoms in a program P , not the whole set Atoms(P ).

7.4 The dlv algorithm
The dlv algorithm is similar to the smodels algorithm of Section 7.3 with the main dierences
being that it is targeted towards AnsProlog? or programs (while smodels algorithm is only for
AnsProlog programs). Thus the expand function of dlv has to be able to reason about disjunctions
and empty heads in the head of the rules. Another distinguishing feature of dlv is that it uses a
new truth value mbt (or simply M ), meaning must be true, to do backward propagation using
constraints. For example, if an AnsProlog? or program contains the constraint ` not p', then
p must be true in any answer set of . In that case, dlv will initially assign the truth value M to
p. The truth value of M of p can be thought of as that p has been `observed' to be true, and we
need to nd `explanations' for that observation. The dlv algorithm also uses backward propagation
similar to the kind described in Section 7.2.5 to make additional conclusions. For example, if dlv
has assigned p the truth value of M and there is only one rule `p  q r' with p in its head in our
program, then it assigns q and r with the truth value M .
To be able to reason with this extra truth value M we use some dierent notations in the rest of
this subsection. An interpretation I , which we will refer to as a dlv-interpretation, is a mapping
from HB to fT M U F g. Thus, p has the truth value of M in an interpretation I is represented
as I (p) = M . The truth value of naf-literals, and heads and bodies of rules with respect to
an interpretation I , is expressed using the function valI . To dene valI we use the following:
not T = F , not M = F , not U = U , and not F = T  and T > M > U > F . Now,
for an atom p, valI (not p) = not I (p) valI (q1 & : : : &qn ) = min1in fvalI (qi )g, where qi s are
naf-literals and valI (p1 or : : : or pm ) = max1im fvalI (pi )g, where pi s are atoms. For a rule
r of the form `p1 or : : : or pm  q1& : : : &qn', by valI (head(r)) and valI (body(r)) we refer to
valI (p1 or : : : or pm) and valI (q1 & : : : &qn) respectively and by valI (head(r) n fpig) we refer to
valI (p1 or : : : pi;1 or pi+1 or pm ). If r is a constraint (i.e., has an empty head) then valI (head(r))
is dened as F .
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For a dlv-interpretation I , by I T (resp. I M ) we denote the set of atoms that have the truth value
T (resp. M ) in the interpretation I . Also, by I $ x : r we mean the dlv-interpretation obtained by
assigning x the truth value r and making no other changes to I .
We have three additional denitions. For an atom p, support(p) (with respect to an interpretation
I ) is the set of rules in the ground program such that valI (head(r)nfpg) < M and valI (body(r) > F .
Intuitively, support(p) consists of the set of rules in the ground program that may eventually force p
to become true. We say a rule r is satised (with respect to an interpretation I ) if valI (head(r))
valI (body(r)). Intuitively, a rule r is not satised (with respect to an interpretation I ) if its body
may become true and its head may become false eventually. Given dlv-interpretations I and I 0 ,
we say I 0 extends I if for all atoms p, I (p)  I 0 (p), where U  F , U  M , U  T , and M  T .
Intuitively, X  Y means that Y is more concrete in knowledge terms than X and I 0 extends I
means that I 0 represents more concrete knowledge than I .
The following examples illustrates the above denitions.
Example 132 Consider an AnsProlog? or program consisting of the following rules:
r1 : a or b  c d not e.
r2 :  d e.
Let I be a dlv-interpretation given as: I (a) = M , I (b) = F , I (c) = M , I (d) = M , and I (e) = F .
valI (head(r1 )) = maxfM F g = M , valI (body(r1 )) = minfM M T g = M , valI (head(r2 )) = F ,
valI (body(r2 )) = minfM F g = F .
With respect to I , we have support(a) = fr1 g, as valI (head(r1 ) n fag) = valI (b) = F < M , and
valI (body(r1 )) = M > F . But support(b) = fg.
The rule r1 is satised with respect to I as valI (head(r1 )) = M valI (body(r1 )) = M . The rule
r2 is also satised with respect to I as valI (head(r2 )) = F valI (body(r2 )) = F .
Now consider I 0 given as: I (a) = T , I (b) = F , I (c) = M , I (d) = M , and I (e) = F . I 0 extends I ,
as I (a) = M  I 0 (a) = T , and I and I 0 have the identical mapping for the other atoms.
2
As mentioned earlier, the dlv algorithm is similar to the smodels algorithm. Its main function dlv
takes a ground AnsProlog? or program and a dlv-interpretation I and prints all the answer sets
of that extend I . During its execution it calls three other functions: expanddlv , heuristicsdlv ,
and isAnswerSet. We rst describe these functions and then given the main dlv function.

7.4.1 The function expanddlv (P I )

The function expanddlv (P I ) is similar to the Atleast function of Smodels and takes into account
rules with disjunctions and empty heads that are not accounted for in the Atleast function of
Smodels. It expands the dlv-interpretation I by adding deterministic consequences of I with respect
to P . It can assign F M or T to any atom that was previously assigned to U , and can assign T
or F to atoms that were previously assigned M . In the last case { when an atom assigned M is
re-assigned as F { we say an inconsistency is detected.
The expanddlv (P I ) function iteratively extends I using the following rules. Each iteration is a
monotonic operator, and is repeated until a xpoint is reached. Each iteration step does the
following:
1. Each rule in P is considered one by one and I is expanded using the following:
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(a) If the head of a rule is false and its body is either true or mbt, then the function exits
by returning I = Lit, which means that there is a contradiction.
(b) If there is a rule r such that valI (body(r)) is either M or T , and every atom in the head
of r is false except for one atom p, then valI (p) is assigned the value valI (body(r)).
(c) If there is a rule r such that valI (head(r)) is F , and every naf-literal in the body except
one (l) is either T or M , then valI (l) is made false by either assigning l the value false,
when l is an atom, or when l is an naf-literal not a, then assigning a the value M .
2. Each atom is considered one by one and its support is analyzed and I is expanded based on
that using the following guidelines.
(a) If an atom p with truth value T or M has no support(i.e., support(p) = ) then the
function exits by returning I = Lit, which means that there is a contradiction.
(b) If an atom p with truth value U has no support(i.e., support(p) = ) then I (p) is assigned
the value F .
(c) If an atom p with truth value T or M has exactly one supporting rule (i.e., support(p) =
frg) then,
i. if an atom q, dierent from p is in head(r), then q is assigned the value F .
ii. if an atom a is in body(r) then a is assigned the value M  and
iii. if an naf-literal not a is in body(r) then a is assigned the value F .
We now briey relate the above steps with the steps in the expand function of Section 7.3.1 and
the back propagation steps of Section 7.2.5. The step 1 (a) is new to this algorithm. The step 1
(b) is similar to the rst constituent of FAP of the Atleast(P A) function of Section 7.3.1. The step
1 (c) is a generalization of the second idea in Section 7.2.5 and is similar to the fourth constituent
of FAP . The step 2 (a) is new to this algorithm. The step 2 (b) is similar to the second constituent
of FAP . The step 2 (c) is similar to the third constituent of FAP and generalizes it to account for
disjunctions in the head of rules. The following proposition characterizes expanddlv .
Proposition 106 Let P be a ground AnsProlog? or program and I be a dlv-interpretation.
1. If expanddlv (P I ) = Lit then no answer set of P extends I .
2. Otherwise, expanddlv (P I ) extends I and every answer set S of P that extends I also extends
expanddlv (P I ).
2

7.4.2 The function heuristicdlv (P I )

The function heuristicdlv (P I ) is dierent from the function heuristic used in the smodels algorithm. It uses a notion of possibly-true (PT) naf-literals and analyzes the impact of expanddlv if
I was to be updated by making one of the PT naf-literals true. Based on this analysis it denes
an ordering on PT naf-literals. It then selects one of the PT naf-literals which is maximal with
respect to .
We now dene PT naf-literals, and the ordering .
PT naf-literals: A positive PT literal is an atom p with truth value U or M such that there exists
a ground rule r with p 2 head(r), the head is not true with respect to I and the body is true with
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respect to I . A negative PT literal is a naf-literal not q with truth value U such that there exists
a ground rule r with not q in the body, the head is not true with respect to I , all the atoms in the
body are true with respect to I , and no negative naf-literal in the body is false with respect to I . A
PT naf-literal is either a positive PT literal or a negative PT literal. The set of all PT naf-literals
of a program P with respect to I is denoted by PTP (I ).
Ordering between PT naf-literals based on their impact: The impact of a PT naf-literal p
is comparatively dened based on analyzing the set of literals that become M or lose their truth
value of M , when p is assumed to be true.
An atom p with truth value M (called an mbt atom) is said to be of level n if jsupport(p)j = n. For
a PT naf-literal p, mbt;(p) is the overall number of mbt atoms which become true (using expanddlv )
by assuming p to be true mbt+ (p) is the overall number of undefined atoms which become M (using
expanddlv ) by assuming p to be true mbt;i (p) is the number of mbt atoms of level i which become
true (using expanddlv ) by assuming p to be true mbt+i (p) is the number of undefined atoms of
level i which become M (using expanddlv ) by assuming p to be true )mbt (p) = mbt; (p) ; mbt+(p)
)mbt2 (p) = mbt;2 (p) ; mbt+2 (p) and )mbt3 (p) = mbt;3 (p) ; mbt+3 (p).
Given two PT naf-literals a and b:

 If (mbt;(a) = 0 ^ mbt;(b) > 0) _ (mbt;(a) > 0 ^ mbt;(b) = 0) then

a > b if mbt;(a) > mbt; (b)
 Otherwise a > b if
(i) )mbt (a) > )mbt (b) or
(ii) )mbt2 (a) > )mbt2 (b) and )mbt (a) = )mbt (b) or
(iii) )mbt3 (a) > )mbt3 (b) and )mbt2 (a) = )mbt2 (b) and )mbt (a) = )mbt (b).
 If a 6> b ^ b 6> a then a = b.

One of the intuition behind the above ordering is that the mbt atoms can be thought of as constraints
that need to be satised. Thus lesser number of mbt atoms are preferable to more number of mbt
atoms as the former suggests that to nd an answer set lesser number of constraints need be
satised. Another intuition is to prefer some elimination of mbt atoms over no elimination.

Example 133 FLP99] Consider the ground version of the following program which we will refer

to as P .
node(a) .
node(b) .
node(c) .
node(d) .
node(e) .
arc(a b) .
arc(a c) .
arc(a d) .
arc(a e) .
arc(b c) .
arc(c d) .
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arc(d b) .
arc(d e) .
start(a) .
r1 : inpath(X Y ) or outpath(X Y )  arc(X Y ).
r2 : reached(X )  start(X ).
r3 : reached(X )  reached(Y ) inpath(Y X ).
r4 :  inpath(X Y ) inpath(X Y 1) Y 6= Y 1.
r5 :  inpath(X Y ) inpath(X 1 Y ) X 6= X 1.
r6 :  node(X ) not reached(X ).
Let I0 be the dlv-interpretation which assigns the truth value U to all atoms. The call expanddlv (P I0 )
returns a dlv-interpretation with the node, arc and start facts assigned T , reached(a) assigned T
(because of a ground instance of r2 ) and reached(b), reached(c), reached(d), and reached(e) assigned to M (because of ground instances of r6 ). Let us refer to this resulting dlv-interpretation as
I1 and consider the computation of heuristicdlv (P I1 ).
One of the PT-literals is inpath(a b). Let us assume it to be true and illustrate the computation
of mbt;(inpath(a b)), and mbt+ (inpath(a b)).
Using r3 we can derive reached(b) to be T . Using r4 and r5 we can derive inpath(a c), inpath(a d),
inpath(a e), inpath(d b) to be F . For further analysis let us consider the following ground instantiations of r2 and r3 :
reached(a)  start(a).
reached(b)  reached(a) inpath(a b).
reached(b)  reached(d) inpath(d b).
(*)
reached(c)  reached(a) inpath(a c).
(*)
reached(c)  reached(b) inpath(b c).
reached(d)  reached(a) inpath(a d).
(*)
reached(d)  reached(c) inpath(c d).
reached(e)  reached(a) inpath(a e).
(*)
reached(e)  reached(d) inpath(d e).
Among the above rules, the bodies of ones marked by (*) evaluate to false. Hence for reached(c),
reached(d) and reached(e) there is only one supporting rule. Thus using step 2 (c) (ii) of expanddlv
we assign M to inpath(b c), inpath(c d), and inpath(d e).
Now for each of inpath(b c), inpath(c d), and inpath(d e) occur in the head of exactly one rule
(the corresponding instantiation of r1 ) and the body of these rules are true. Thus using 2 (c) (i)
expanddlv of we assign F to outpath(b c), outpath(c d), and outpath(d e) as false and then using
1 (b) of expanddlv we assign T to inpath(b c), inpath(c d), and inpath(d e).
In the subsequent iteration reached(c), reached(d) and reached(e) are assigned T .
In summary, the change from I1 to expanddlv (I1 $ inpath(a b) : T ) are as follows:
reached(b), reached(c), reached(d) and reached(e) : From M to T .
inpath(a c) inpath(a d) inpath(a e) and inpath(d b): From U to F .
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inpath(b c) inpath(c d) and inpath(d e): From U to M and then to T .
outpath(b c) outpath(c d) and outpath(d e): From U to to F .
Thus mbt; (inpath(a b)) = 7 and mbt+(inpath(a b)) = 3 .
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2

7.4.3 The function isAnswerSet(P S )

It should be noted that a proposition similar to Proposition 103 does not hold for expanddlv . Hence,
if expanddlv results in a dlv-interpretation I that is 2-valued (i.e., none of the atoms are mapped
to U or M ) it is not guaranteed that I would be an answer set. Thus the need for the function
isAnswerSet(P S ).
The function isAnswerSet(P S ), where S is a set of atoms, and P is an AnsProlog? or program
returns the value true if S is an answer set of P  otherwise it returns the value false. This
verication can be done by constructing the AnsProlog? or ;not program P S and checking if S
is a minimal model of P S .

7.4.4 The main dlv function

We now present the main dlv algorithm that uses expanddlv (P I ) and heuristicdlv (P I ) and prints
the answer sets of an AnsProlog? or program.
Intuitively, the function dlv(P I ) takes a ground program AnsProlog or program P and an interpretation I , and rst computes the function expanddlv (P I ). If it returns Lit meaning a contradiction
then the function dlv returns false. Otherwise it checks if expanddlv (P I ) encodes an answer set of
P . If that is the case the answer set is printed, and the function dlv returns false so as to facilitate
the generation of the other answer sets. If I 0 = expanddlv (P I ) does not encode an answer set of P
then heuristicdlv (P I 0 ) is used to pick a naf-literal x and dlv is called with two dierent updates
of I 0 , one where the truth value of x is T , and another where it is F , so as to print answers sets (if
any) that can be reached from both interpretations.

Algorithm 7 function dlv(P I )

(01) I := expanddlv (P I ).
(02) if I = Lit then return false.
(03) elseif PTP (I ) = 
(04) then if I M =  and isAnswerSet(P I T ) then print(I T ), return(false).
(05) else
(06)
x := heuristicdlv (P I ).
(07)
if x is an atom then
(08)
if dlv(P I $ x : T ) then return true.
(09)
else return dlv(P I $ x : F ).
(10)
end if
(11)
elseif x is an naf literal not p then
(12)
if dlv(P I $ p : M ) then return true.
(13)
else return dlv(P I $ p : F ).
(14)
end if
(15)
end if
(16) end if
(17) end if
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The function dlv(P I ) is initially called with an I where all atoms are assigned the truth value U ,
and a P which is a ground AnsProlog or program. It always returns the value false, but prints
all the answer set (if any) of P . More formally,
Theorem 7.4.1 Let be a ground AnsProlog? or program and I be a dlv-interpretation. The
function dlv(  I ) prints all and only the answer sets of that extend I .
2

7.4.5 Comparing dlv with Smodels

The dlv algorithm is applicable to the larger class AnsProlog? or than the class of AnsProlog
programs that is targeted by the smodels algorithm. This leads to one of the main dierence
between expanddlv and expand. In addition, while expand uses the upper-closure idea expanddlv
does not. Thus, while expand will infer p to be false given a program consisting of the only rule
p  p, expanddlv will not. The heuristics used by the two algorithms are quite dierent, and dlv
does not have a lookahead similar to the one used by smodels.

7.5 Notes and references
The wfs-bb algorithm is from #SNV95]. The assume-and-reduce algorithm is from #CW96]. The
smodels algorithm is used in the smodels system described in #NS97]. The algorithm is described
in great detail in #Sim00] which also includes a lot of implementation details. The dlv algorithm is
used in the dlv system described in #CEF+ 97, EFG+ 00]. The algorithm is described in #FLP99].

7.5.1 Other query answering approaches

In this chapter we have described algorithms to compute answer sets of ground AnsProlog* programs. There are several issues that are not addressed in this chapter. We now briey mention
them.
When dealing with AnsProlog* programs that may have function symbols the answer sets may not
have a nite cardinality and hence we need a way to nitely express such answer sets. Such an
attempt was made in #GMN+ 96].
An alternative approach, which is also useful when we are only interested in computing entailment
and not in computing one or all the answer sets is to develop derivation methods that compute
the entailment. Several such methods have been proposed which are sound for restricted cases
and complete for even more restricted cases. Some of these are the SLDNF resolution method
#AD94, Str93] used in Prolog, the SLD and SLDNF calculus proposed in #Lif95, Lif96], and the
integration of assume-and-reduce and SLG resolution in #CW96].
Magic set techniques #BR87] have been used in answering queries with respect to stratied AnsDatalog programs by a bottom-up approach similar to computing answer sets, but at the same time
using query binding patterns in precompiling the program so as the make the bottom-up computation faster. To the best of our knowledge it has not been extended beyond stratied AnsDatalog
programs.
Finally in recent years several very ecient propositional model generators #MMZ+ 01, Zha97,
MSS99] have been developed. For AnsProlog* subclasses that can be compiled to equivalent propositional theories, this suggests an alternative way to compute answer sets. Since model generation
of propositional theories can be translated to solving a corresponding integer linear programming
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problem, a further alternative is to use integer linear programming solvers such as CPLEX. Such
an attempt is made in #BNNS94] and we discussed it earlier in Section 3.10.4.
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Chapter 8

Query answering and answer set
computing systems
In this chapter we discuss three query answering and answer set computing systems: smodels, dlv
and Prolog. Both smodels and dlv are answer set computing systems and allow an input language
with features and constructs not in AnsProlog*. While the smodels system extends AnsProlog?
and AnsProlog?: , the dlv system extends AnsProlog? or and AnsProlog? or :. We describe
the syntax and semantics of the input language of smodels and dlv and present several programs
in their syntax. This chapter can be thought of as a quick introduction to programming in smodels
and dlv, and not a full-edged manual. Both smodels and dlv are evolving systems and the reader
is recommended to visit their corresponding websites for their latest features.
Besides smodels and dlv we also give a brief introduction to the Prolog interpreter and its approach
to answering queries with respect to AnsProlog programs. We present conditions for AnsProlog
programs and queries for which the Prolog interpreter is sound and complete. We illustrate these
conditions through several examples.

8.1 Smodels
The Smodels system is meant for computing the answer sets of AnsProlog? and AnsProlog?:
programs1 and allows certain extensions to them. We refer to the extended language allowed by
the Smodels system as AnsPrologsm . The Smodels system consists of two main modules: lparse
and smodels. The lparse module takes an AnsPrologsm program and grounds the variables in
to produce, ground( ), a grounded version of and outputs a representation of ground( )
that is readable by the smodels module. The smodels module then computes the answer sets of
ground( ). The Smodels system expects that the user input to be in the language expected by the
lparse module, and not in the format expected by the smodels module. Thus the input language of
lparse is a Prolog like programming language while the input language of smodels is like a machine
language.
To make sure ground( ) is of nite length and to achieve fast grounding by processing each rule
only once the lparse program requires that its input satisfy the property of being strongly range
restricted, according to which in every rule in the input, any variable that appears in the rule
must also appear in a positive domain literal in the body. A domain literal is made up of domain
1

The Smodels system has primitive functionality with respect to AnsProlog or and we do not discuss it here.
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predicates which are either dened through facts or through other domain predicates without any
recursion through not . We give a formal denition of domain predicates in Section 8.1.2.
The rest of this section is structured as follows. In Section 8.1.1 we present the syntax and semantics
of ground AnsPrologsm and other ground statements. In Section 8.1.2 we describe how AnsPrologsm
programs and other statements are grounded. In Section 8.1.3 we briey present some of the other
constructs in the input language of lparse and smodels modules. In Section 8.1.4 we present
command line options for the lparse and smodels modules. In the remaining sections we present
several small AnsPrologsm programs showcasing the features of the Smodels system.

8.1.1 The ground subset of the input language of lparse

We rst start with ground AnsPrologsm programs and describe their semantics. We will then
allow variables and describe the semantics of the resulting programs by explaining the grounding
procedure.
A ground program in the input language of lparse consists of a set of ground AnsPrologsm rules,
a set of compute statements and a list of optimize statements. Ground AnsPrologsm rules are
more general than ground AnsProlog rules in that they allow more than atoms and naf-literals
in their head and body respectively. They allow two kinds of constraints cardinality and weight
constraints.

 Ground cardinality constraint: A ground cardinality constraint C is of the form
L fa1  : : :  an  not b1  : : :  not bmg U

(8.1.1)

where ai s andbj s are atoms and L and U are integers. Both L and U are allowed to be
missing and in that case their value is understood as ;1 and 1 respectively. Given a
set of atoms S , by the value of C w.r.t. S (denoted by val(C,S)) we refer to the number
jS \ fa1  : : :  angj + (m ; jS \ fb1  : : :  bm gj). We say C holds in S if L  val(C S )  U . We
refer L and U as lower(C ) and upper(C ) respectively.

 Ground weight constraint: A weight constraint C is of the form
L #a1 = wa1  : : :  an = wan  not b1 = wb1  : : :  not bm = wbm ] U

(8.1.2)

where ai s and bj s are atoms and w0 s, L and U are integers2 . The weight wai denotes the
weight of ai being true in a set and the weight wbj denotes the weight of not b being true
in a set. If the weight of a naf-literal is 1 then its explicit specication may be omitted. As
before, both L and U are allowed to be missing and in that case their value is understood
as ;1 and 1 respectively. Given a set of atoms S , by the value of C w.r.t. S (denoted by
val(C,S)) we refer to the number

X

ai 2S1in

wai +

X

bj 62S1j m

wbj :

The restriction to integers is limited to the current implementation of the Smodels system. From the semantical
point of view real numbers are acceptable.
2
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We say C holds in S if L  val(C S )  U . We refer L and U as lower(C ) and upper(C )
respectively.

Exercise 23 Let S1 = fa b c dg, and S2 = fb c e f g. Consider the following ground cardinality
and weight constraints.
C1 = 1 fa b not dg 3.
C2 = 2 fa e not dg 4.
C3 = 1 fc not d eg 1.
C4 = 2 #a = 2 b = 3 not d = 2] 8.
C5 = 6 #a = 3 d = 2 not e = 1] 10.
C6 = 1 #a b not d] 3.
Which of the above Ci s hold with respect to S1 and which of the Ci s hold with respect to S2 ? 2

For a ground constraint C (of either kind), by atoms(C ) we denote the set fa1  : : :  an g.
A ground AnsPrologsm rule is of the form:
C0 :- C1 : : :  Ck .
where C0 is either a ground atom, or a ground weight constraint or a ground cardinality constraint,
and Ci (1  i  k) is either a ground literal, a ground weight constraint or a ground cardinality
constraint. If k = 0 then the above rule is written simply as:
C0 .
Consider the following ground AnsPrologsm rule
1 fa b cg 2 :- p.
Intuitively, the meaning of the above rule is that if p is true in any answer set of a program
containing this rule then at least 1 and at most 2 among the set fa b cg must be true in that
answer set. In general, the truth of a cardinality constraint C with respect to a set of atoms S is
dened by counting the number of naf-literals in C that evaluate to true with respect to S . If this
number is (inclusively) in between the lower and upper bound of C , then we say that C holds in S .

Example 134 Consider the following ground AnsPrologsm program.
1 fa b cg 2 :- p.
p.

While fa pg, and fa b pg are among the answer sets of this program fa b c pg is not an answer
set. Notice that unlike in AnsProlog here we can have answer sets which are proper subsets of
other answer sets.
2
We now give the semantics of ground AnsPrologsm programs which have only non-negative weights
and whose rules do not have any naf-literals. The former restriction is for simplifying the denitions,
and because negative weights can be eliminated through some transformations without changing
the meaning of the program. Similarly, a positive literal a can be replaced 1 fag 1 and a negative
literal not a can be replaced 1 fnot ag 1, without changing the meaning of the program.
The semantics is dened in a style similar to the denition of answer sets for AnsProlog programs
by rst dening the notion of reduct and then using the notion of deductive closure of a simpler
class of programs. First we dene reducts of constraints. Let S be a set of atoms, and C be a
ground constraint. The reduct of C with respect to S denoted by C S is dened as follows:
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 When C is a ground cardinality constraint of the form (8.1.1), C S is the constraint
L0 fa1  : : :  an g
where L0 = L ; (m ; jS \ fb1  : : :  bm gj)
 When C is a ground weight constraint of the form (8.1.2), C S is the constraint
L0 #a1 = wa1  : : :  an = wan ]
where L0 = L ;

X
bj 62S1j m

wbj

Denition 84 Let be a set of ground AnsPrologsm rules and S be a set of ground atoms. The
reduct S of

with respect to S is the set given by:
fp  C1S  : : :  CkS : : C0 :- C1 : : :  Ck : 2 , p 2 atoms(C0) \ S , and for each of the Ci, 1  i  k,
val(Ci  S )  upper(Ci ). g
2

Example 135 Consider a ground AnsPrologsm consisting of the following rule:
1 fa b cg 2 :- 1 fa c not dg 2 3 fb = 2 c = 1 not e = 2g 6.
Let S = fa bg.
The reduct S consists of the following rules:
a :- 0 fa cg 1 fb = 2 c = 1g.
b :- 0 fa cg 1 fb = 2 c = 1g.

2

Notice that the constraints in the rules of the reduct do not have negative naf-literals and have
only lower bounds, and the head of the rules are only atoms. Such rules are monotonic in the sense
that if the body of the rule is satised by a set of atoms S , then it is satised by any superset of S .
The deductive closure of such a program is dened as the unique smallest set of atoms S such that
if for any of the rules all the constraints in the body hold with respect to S then the atom in the
head also holds w.r.t. S . This deductive closure can be obtained by an iterative procedure that
starts from the empty set of atoms and iteratively adds heads of rules to this set whose bodies are
satised by the set until no unsatised rules are left. Using the notion of deductive closure we now
dene answer sets of ground AnsPrologsm programs.

Denition 85 A set of ground atoms S is an answer set of a set of ground AnsPrologsm rules

i the following two condition holds,
(i) For each rule in if each of the Ci s in the body hold w.r.t. S , then the head also holds w.r.t.
S , and
(ii) S is equal to the deductive closure of S .
2
The denition of reduct in Denition 84 does not pay attention to the lower and upper bound in
the head of the rules. This is taken care of by condition (i) of the Denition 85. The following
examples illustrates this.
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Example 136 Consider a ground AnsPrologsm program consisting of the following rule:
1 fa bg 1.
Let S1 = fag, S2 = fbg, and S3 = fa bg.

The reduct of with respect to S1 consists of the only rule:
a.
whose deductive closure is fag = S1 . Since S1 also satises the condition 1 of Denition 85, S1 is
an answer set of . Similarly, it can be shown that S2 is an answer set of .
Now let us consider S3 . The reduct of with respect to S3 consists of the following two rules:
a.
b.
whose deductive closure is fa bg = S3 . So although S3 is equal to the deductive closure of S3
(thus satisfying condition 2 of Denition 85), it is not an answer set of as it does not satisfy
condition 1 of Denition 85.
2

Exercise 24 Extend the denition of answer sets to ground AnsPrologsm programs whose rules

allow constraints with negative weights and give a transformation tr which eliminates negative
weights, such that for any ground AnsPrologsm program , the answer sets of  and tr() coincide.
(Hint: See page 9 of #NS97].)
2
Recall that besides AnsPrologsm rules an input to lparse may also contain compute and optimize
statements. The ground version of these statements are of the following forms.

 Compute statement:
compute number fa1  a2  : : :  an  not b1  not b2  : : :  not bm g.
A compute statement is a lter (with a role similar to integrity constraint but with a dierent
interpretation of the set of literals) on the answer sets. It eliminates all answer sets that is
missing one of the ai s or includes one of the bj s. In its presence the total number of answer
sets that are generated is dictated by number. If number = 0 or all then all answer sets are
generated. If number is absent then by default a single answer set is generated.

 Optimize statements: They are of the following four kinds.
maximize fa1  : : :  an  not b1  : : :  not bm g:

(8.1.3)

minimize fa1  : : :  an  not b1  : : :  not bm g:

(8.1.4)

maximize #a1 = wa1  : : :  an = wan  not b1 = wb1  : : :  not bm = wbm ]:

(8.1.5)

minimize #a1 = wa1  : : :  an = wan  not b1 = wb1  : : :  not bm = wbm ]:

(8.1.6)
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If the program contains a single weight optimization statements, then it returns the answer
sets that has the optimum (minimum or maximum as the case may be) value of #a1 =
wa1  : : :  an = wan  not b1 = wb1  : : :  not bm = wbm ]. With respect to an arbitrary set of
atoms S this value is

X

ai 2S1in

wai +

X

bj 62S1j m

wbj :

If the program contains a list of optimizations statements, then the optimality is determined
by a lexicographic ordering where the rst optimization statement is most signicant and the
last optimization statement is the least signicant.
Note that any maximize statement of the form (8.1.5) can be converted to a minimize statement of the following form:
minimize #not a1 = wa1  : : :  not an = wan  b1 = wb1  : : :  bm = wbm ].

Example 137 Consider a ground AnsPrologsm program consisting of the following rule:
1 fa b c dg 4.
This program will have 15 answer sets, each of the non-empty subset of fa b c dg.

Now suppose we have the following statement:
minimize fa b c dg.
In that case only four answer sets, each of cardinality 1 will be returned.
Now if in addition we also have the following statement:
maximize #a = 2 b = 1 c = 2 d = 1g.
Then the two answer sets that will be returned are fag and fcg.

2

8.1.2 Variables and conditional literals and their grounding

For programming convenience and to enable writing of smaller programs the input language of
lparse allows variables and conditional literals which are of the form:
p(X1  : : :  Xn ) : p1 (Xi1 ) : : : : : pm(Xim )
where fi1  : : :  im g f1 : : :  ng. The predicate p is referred to as the enumerated predicate and pi s
are referred to as conditions of p. . It should be noted that in a conditional literal a condition of
the enumerating predicate could be the predicate itself. In other word p(X ) : p(X ) is a syntactically
correct conditional literal.
To make the grounding procedure { where variables and conditional literals are eliminated { ecient, lparse puts certain restrictions on the variables and the conditional literals.

Grounding of AnsPrologsm programs without constraints

Let us rst consider the subset of AnsPrologsm programs where we only have atoms and naf-literals
in the rules and no constraints. Intuitively, the main restriction in this case is that any variable
that appears in a rule must appear in another atom in the rule whose predicate is a `domain' or
`sort' predicate. This `domain' or `sort' predicate describes the range of values the variable can
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take. Thus during grounding variables are replaced only by the values that their corresponding
sort predicate denes. To make grounding ecient the Smodels systems requires that the `domain'
predicates be dened such that their extent can be computed eciently.
Formally, a predicate `p' of an AnsPrologsm program is a domain predicate i in the predicate
dependency graph of every path starting from `p' is free of cycles that pass through a negative
edge. Following Section 3.3.1 this means that the sub-program of that consists of rules with p
or any predicate that can be reached from p { in the predicate dependency graph { in its head is
stratied.
An AnsPrologsm rule is strongly range restricted if for every variable that appears in that rule,
it also appears in a positive domain literal in the body of the rule. An AnsPrologsm program is
strongly range restricted if all its rules are strongly range restricted.
The grounding of the rules are done by rst computing the extent of the domain predicates and
then grounding the rest of the rules by using the computed extent of the domain predicates. Since
the denition of domain predicates do not involve recursion through not , their extent can be
eciently computed using the iteration method to compute answer sets of stratied programs.

Grounding of AnsPrologsm programs

In addition to variables, lparse allows the additional construct of `conditional literals' to help
in compactly writing constraints. For example, given that the extent of a domain predicate col
is fc1  c2  : : :  ck g, the sequence color(v c1 ) : : :  color(v ck ) can be succinctly represented by the
conditional literal color(v C ) : col(C ). For this conditional literal col is the condition of the
enumerated predicate color. With variables these literals allow great compactness in writing rules.
We now formally dene weight and cardinality constraints that allow variable and conditional
literals.
Cardinality and weight constraints are either in the form of ground cardinality and weight constraints or of the following forms:

L fCond Litg U

(8.1.7)

L #Cond Lit] U

(8.1.8)

respectively, where L and U are either integers or variables, and Cond Lit is a conditional literal.
For weight constraints of the form (8.1.8) the weights of naf-literals that may be generated in the
grounding process may be explicitly give using weight denitions. The syntax of weight denitions
is given in the next section.
Continuing with our example, consider the fact that we have a graph with n vertices v1  : : :  vn
and we would like to test k-colorability of this graph. To express this as an AnsPrologsm program
we would rst like to enumerate all possible colorings. With conditional literals and variables the
enumeration part can be expressed by the single rule:
1 fcolor(X C ) : col(C )g 1 :- vertex(X )
and the facts
fcol(c1 ) : : :  col(ck ) vertex(v1 ) : : :  vertex(vn )g.
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The grounding of the above rule would produce the following n ground rules whose heads will have
k atoms.
1 fcolor(v1  c1 ) : : :  color(v1  ck )g 1 :- vertex(v1 )
..
.
1 fcolor(vn  c1 ) : : :  color(vn  ck )g 1 :- vertex(vn )
The lparse module requires that its input rules with conditional literals be domain restricted in the
sense that each variable in the rules appears in a domain predicate or in the condition part of some
conditional literal in the rule. Grounding of such AnsPrologsm rules are then done as follows:
1. The variables an AnsPrologsm rule are rst divided into two categories: local and global.
Those variables that appear only in a particular conditional literal, and nowhere else in the
rule are labeled to be local with respect to that literal and all other variables in the rule are
labeled as global. The grounding of the rules is now done in two steps.
2. First, all global variables are eliminated by substituting them with ground terms as dictated
by domain predicates corresponding to that variable.
3. Second, conditional literals in constraints are eliminated by replacing a conditional literal say
of the form l(c1  : : :  cn  X ) : d(X ) by l(c1  : : :  cn  d1 ) : : :  l(c1  : : :  cn  dk ), where the extent
of d is fd1  : : :  dk g. (This is generalized to multiple conditions in the obvious way.)

8.1.3 Other constructs of the lparse language

The input language of lparse allows many additional constructs which facilitates programming using
the Smodels system. We list some of them below and explain how they are processed.

 Range:
A range is of the form

start .. end
where start and end are constant valued expressions.
It can be use for compact representation in certain cases. For example, instead of writing

p(5).
p(6).
p(7).
p(8)
we may simply write p(5::8).
Similarly, instead of writing

a :- p(3) p(4) p(5).
we may simply write

a :- p(3::5).
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 Multiple arguments:
These are a list of arguments separated by semicolons and can be used for compact representation. For example,

p(5::8).
can also be written as

p(5 6 7 8).
Similarly, instead of writing

a :- p(3) p(4) p(5).
we may write

a :- p(3 4 5).

 Declarations

{ Function declaration:

function f
This statement declares that f will be used as a numeric function throughout the program.
{ Constant declaration:
const ident = expr.
This statement declares that the identier ident is a numeric constant with value expr,
which may be any constant valued mathematical expression.
{ Weight denition: There are two kind of weight denitions.
weight literal = expr.
weight literal1 = literal2 .
The rst declares that the default weight of the literal literal is given by a mathematical
expression expr, which may include variables that appear in literal. The second declares
the weight of literal1 to be same as the weight of literal2 which may be dened in another
part of the program. If the weight of a literal is dened more than once, only the latest
one is used.
Now suppose we have a predicate value(Item V ) that uniquely denes the Value of an
Item. We can use the declaration
weight value(Item V ) = 2 & V
so as to assign weights to value atoms based on the value of the particular item. This
will allow to use value of items in weight constraints or optimization statements.
{ Hide declaration:
hide p(X1  : : :  Xn ).
This statement tells the smodels program to not display atoms of the n-ary predicate p
when displaying the answer sets.
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Alternatively, when the set of predicates to hide is large, then the statements
hide. show p(X1  : : :  Xn ).
will only show the atoms of the predicate p when displaying the answer sets.

 Functions
The lparse module has 18 dierent built-in functions: plus minus times div mod lt gt
le ge eq neq assign abs and or xor not, and weight. Among these only the comparison
functions and the weight function allow symbolic constants. The weight function takes a
naf-literal as its only argument and returns its weight.
The lparse module also allows user-dened C or C++ functions. But in comparison to the
role of functions in classical logic or in Prolog it has a very restricted view and usage. It
distinguishes between numerical functions and symbolic functions. While numerical functions
are used to compute something, symbolic functions are used to dene new terms.
Numerical functions can occur either in a term or as a literal and in either case they are eliminated in the grounding phase. The role of symbolic functions are severely limited. Basically,
if f is a symbolic function, then f (a) basically denes a new constant that gets the name
f (a). Thus symbolic functions are not used to build lists. But we can have simple uses such
as:

holds(neg(F ) T ) :- uent(F), time(T), not holds(F T ).
where, neg(f ) is a term dened using the symbolic function neg.
 Comments:

% a comment

The symbol % indicates that any text following it and until the end of the line is a comment.
 Declaration identier:
# a declaration
Since the 1.0.3 version of lparse the symbol # is allowed (and recommended) before declarations.

8.1.4 Invoking lparse and smodels

Given a program acceptable to lparse written in the le file:sm, an answer set of it are obtained
by the following command:
lparse file:sm j smodels
When the above command is given in the command line prompt, if file:sm has an answer set then
one of its answer set is displayed in the terminal. To display 5 answer sets, we need to type:
lparse file:sm j smodels 5
in the command line. Replacing 5 by 0 results in the display of all the answer sets. To store the
answer sets in a le we can use the standard UNIX output notation and need to type:
lparse file:sm j smodels 5 > output file
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We now give some of the options available with lparse and smodels and their meaning. The reader
is advised to follow the lparse manual for the updated and extended information on the options.
The general usage using those options is as follows:
lparse list of lparse options file1 : : : filen j smodels list of smodels options
1. Important lparse options
(a) ;g file
Reads previously grounded file to memory before grounding the program.
(b) ;v
Prints the lparse version information.
(c) ;;true-negation#0j1]
Enables the classical negation extension.
(d) ;t
Prints the ground program in a human readable form.
2. Important smodels options
(a) ;nolookahead
Commands not to use look ahead during answer set computation.
(b) ;backjump
Commands not to backtrack chronologically.
(c) ;sloppy heuristic
Commands not to compute the full heuristic after look ahead.
(d) ;randomize
Does a randomized but complete search.
(e) ;w
Displays the well-founded model.
(f) ;tries number
Tries to nd a model stochastically a number of times.
(g) ;seed number
Uses number as seed for random parts of the computation.
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8.1.5 Programming in Smodels: Graph colorability
Following is a program that can determine if a given graph is colorable by a given set of colors.
The graph is described by the facts with respect to predicates vertex and edge and the given set of
colors are expressed using the predicate col. In the following AnsPrologsm program the only rule
with a cardinality constraint in its head assigns a unique color to each vertex. The same can be
achieved through the following set of AnsProlog rules:
other color(X Y )  vertex(X ) color(X Z ) Y 6= Z .
color(X Y )  vertex(X ) col(Y ) not other color(X Y ).
But the AnsPrologsm rule is more succinct and intuitive and also leads to better timings.
vertex(1..4).
edge(1,2).
edge(1,3).
edge(2,3).
edge(1,4).
edge(2,4).
% edge(3,4).
col(abc).
1 { color(X,C) : col(C) } 1 :- vertex(X).
:- edge(X,Y), col(C), color(X,C), color(Y,C).
:- edge(Y,X), col(C), color(X,C), color(Y,C).
hide col(X).
hide vertex(Y).
hide edge(X,Y).

When we run the above program we get six answer sets, and in each of them the color assigned
to nodes 3 and 4 are the same. But if we remove the % before edge(3,4). and run the resulting
program then we do not get any answer set as the resulting graph is not colorable using three
colors.

8.1.6 Programming with smodels: Round robin tournament scheduling
Consider scheduling a tournament with 10 teams that play in a round-robin schedule, where each
team plays the other team exactly once. This obviously takes 9 weeks. We have ve stadiums where
these games are played and each team plays every week. Besides obvious restrictions, such as only
two teams can play at a time in a stadium, we have the restriction that no team plays more than
twice in the same eld over the course of the 9 weeks. The following is an AnsPrologsm program
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that nds schedules for such a tournament. We use comments to give the intuitive meaning of some
of the rules.
team(1..10).
week(1..9).
field(1..5).
%schedule(X,Y,Z) means that Z is a team that plays in field X in week Y.
1 { schedule(X,Y,Z) : field(X) } 1 :- week(Y), team(Z).
% The schedule should be such that for a given week, a team is scheduled
% in only one field.
2 { schedule(X,Y,Z) : team(Z) } 2 :- week(Y), field(X).
%The schedule should be such that for a given week, and a given
%fields exactly two teams are scheduled. In other words, 3
%different teams can not be scheduled on the same field on the same
%week, and at least 2 teams are scheduled on the same field on the
%same week.
1 { schedule(X,Y,Z) : week(Y) } 2 :- field(X), team(Z).
%The schedule should be such that no team plays more than twice in
%the same field over the course of the season and every team plays
%at least once in each field.
hide week(X).
hide team(X).
hide field(X).

8.1.7 Programming with smodels: Mini-ACC tournament scheduling

ACC is the Atlantic Coast Conference, a group of nine universities in the east coast of United states
that play various inter-collegiate games among themselves and share the revenue. The basketball
teams of these universities are quite famous and they use a specic set of guidelines to schedule their
basketball games. Based on these guidelines a operation research based solution package has been
developed #Hen00] and used. In this section we give an Smodels solution for a simplied version of
the problem. Although couple of my students have come up with a reasonable solution that calls
Smodels multiple times and follows some of the ideas from #Hen00], we have not been able to come
up with a direct formulation in Smodels that can come up with a schedule in 24 hours. We now
describe the simplied version, which we will refer to as the mini-ACC tournament scheduling.
There are ve teams: duke, fsu, umd, unc, uva duke and unc are considered rivals and also umd
and uva. They play 10 dates over ve weeks. In each week there is a week day game and a weekend
game. Besides the obvious restrictions such as a team can not play itself, we have the following
restrictions.
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Two teams play exactly twice over the season. Over the season a team may plays another team
at home exactly once. No team may have more than two home matches in a row. No team can
play away in both of the last two dates. No team may have more than 3 away matches or byes in
a row. In the weekends, each team plays 2 at home, 2 away and one bye. In the last date, every
team except fsu, plays against its rival, unless it plays against fsu or has a bye. No team plays in
two consecutive days away against duke and unc. The following is an AnsPrologsm program whose
answer sets encode schedules agreeing with the above restrictions and a few additional specic
restrictions about particular teams.
date(1..10).
team(dukefsuumduncuva).
rival(duke,unc).
rival(umd,uva).
rival(X,Y) :-

team(X), team(Y), rival(Y,X).

weekday(X) :- date(X), not weekend(X).
weekend(X) :- date(X), not weekday(X).
weekday(X+1) :- date(X), weekend(X).
weekend(X+1) :- date(X), weekday(X).
%sch(X,Y,D) means that Teams X and Y are scheduled to plays on date
%D at the home court of X.
plays(X,Y,D)
plays(X,Y,D)
plays(X,D)

::-

:-

team(X), team(Y), date(D), sch(X,Y,D).
team(X), team(Y), date(D), sch(Y,X,D).

team(X), team(Y), date(D), plays(X,Y,D).

plays_at_home(X,D)
plays_away(X,D)
has_bye(X,D)

:-

:-

:-

team(X), team(Y), date(D), sch(X,Y,D).

team(X), team(Y), date(D), sch(Y,X,D).
team(X), date(D), not plays(X,D).

0 { sch(X,Y,D) : team(Y) } 1

:-

date(D),
team(X).

%The schedule should be such that for a particular date a team may
%only play at most one more team at home.
:- team(X), team(Y), team(Z), date(D), not eq(Z,Y), plays(X,Y,D),
plays(X,Z,D).
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%The schedule should be such that for a particular date a team can
%not play more than one other team.
:- team(X), team(Y), date(D), sch(X,Y,D), sch(Y,X,D).
%The schedule should be such that for a particular date a team
%cannot play both at home and away.
:- team(X), team(Y), date(D), sch(X,Y,D), eq(X,Y).
%The schedule should be such that a team can not play itself.
1 { sch(X,Y,D) : date(D) } 1 :-

team(X), team(Y), not eq(X,Y).

%The schedule should be such that over the season a team plays
%another team at home exactly once and thus two teams play exactly
%twice over the season.
:- team(X), plays_away(X,9), plays_away(X,10).
%No team plays away in both of the last two dates.
:- team(X), date(T), date(T+1), date(T+2), plays_at_home(X,T),
plays_at_home(X,T+1), plays_at_home(X,T+2).
%No team may have more than two home matches in a row.
away_or_bye(X,D)
away_or_bye(X,D)

::-

team(X), date(D), plays_away(X,D).
team(X), date(D), has_bye(X,D).

:- team(X), date(T), date(T+1), date(T+2), date(T+3), away_or_bye(X,T),
away_or_bye(X,T+1), away_or_bye(X,T+2), away_or_bye(X,T+3).
%No team may have more than 3 away matches or byes in a row.
plays_at_home_weekend(X,D) :- team(X), date(D), weekend(D),
plays_at_home(X,D).
plays_away_weekend(X,D) :- team(X), date(D), weekend(D),
plays_away(X,D).
has_bye_weekend(X,D) :-

cond1(X) :-

team(X), date(D), weekend(D),
has_bye(X,D).

2 {plays_at_home_weekend(X,D) : date(D)} 2, team(X).

:- team(X), not cond1(X).
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cond2(X) :-

2 {plays_away_weekend(X,D) : date(D)} 2, team(X).

:- team(X), not cond2(X).
cond3(X) :-

1 {has_bye_weekend(X,D) : date(D)} 1, team(X).

:- team(X), not cond3(X).
%The above set of rules enforce the condition that in the (five)
%weekends, each team plays 2 at home, 2 away and one bye.
:- team(X), team(Y), plays(X,Y,10), not rival(X,Y),
not eq(X,fsu), not eq(Y,fsu).
% In the last date, every team except fsu, plays against its
% rival, unless it plays against fsu or has a bye.
plays_duke_unc(X,D) :plays_duke_unc(X,D) :-

team(X), date(D), sch(unc,X,D).
team(X), date(D), sch(duke,X,D).

:- team(X), date(T), date(T+1), plays_duke_unc(T),
plays_duke_unc(T+1).
%No team plays in two consecutive days away against duke and unc.
:::::::::-

not plays(unc,duke,10). %unc must plays duke in date 10.
not has_bye(duke,7).
%duke has a bye in date 7.
plays_at_home(wfu,9).
%wake does not plays at home in date 9.
plays_away(umd,10).
%umd does not plays away in date 10.
has_bye(fsu,10).
%fsu does not have a bye in date 10.
has_bye(umd,8).
%umd does not have a bye in date 8.
plays(umd,uva,6).
%uva does not play at umd in date 6.
not plays_away(uva, 7). %uva plays away in week 7.
not plays_at_home(unc,3). %unc plays at home in week 6.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
hide
hide
hide
hide
hide
hide
hide
hide
hide
hide

team(X).
date(X).
rival(X,Y).
weekday(X).
plays(X,Y).
plays(X,Y,Z).
has_bye(X,Y).
plays_at_home(X,D).
plays_away(X,D).
away_or_bye(X,D).
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home_or_bye(X,D).
plays_at_home_weekend(X,D).
plays_away_weekend(X,D).
has_bye_weekend(X,D).
plays_duke_unc(X,T).
plays_duke_unc_wfu(X,D).
cond1(X).
cond2(X).
cond3(X).

8.1.8 Programming with smodels: Knapsack problem

We now give an example of encoding with Smodels that uses optimize statements. We consider
a simple knapsack problem where we have ve items (1-5) and each item has a cost (or size) and
value associated with it. We have a sack with a given capacity (12) and the goal is to select a
subset of the items which can t the sack while maximizing the total value. This can be encoded
in Smodels as follows:
item(1..5).
weight
weight
weight
weight
weight

val(1)
val(2)
val(3)
val(4)
val(5)

weight
weight
weight
weight
weight

cost(1)
cost(2)
cost(3)
cost(4)
cost(5)

in_sack(X) :-

=
=
=
=
=

5.
6.
3.
8.
2.

=
=
=
=
=

4.
5.
6.
5.
3.

item(X), not not_in_sack(X).

not_in_sack(X) :- item(X), not in_sack(X).
val(X) :-

item(X), in_sack(X).

cost(X) :- item(X), in_sack(X).
cond1 :-  cost(X) : item(X) ] 12.
:- not cond1.
maximize { val(X) : item(X) }.
hide item(X).
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hide not_in_sack(X).
hide cost(X).
hide val(X).

8.1.9 Programming with smodels: Single unit combinatorial auction

In a combinatorial auction problem bidders are allowed to bid on a bundle of items. The auctioneer
has to select a subset of the bids so as to maximize the price it gets, and making sure that it does
not accept multiple bids that have the same item as each item can be sold only once. Following
is an example of a single unit combinatorial auction problem. The auctioneer has the set of items
f1 2 3 4g, and the buyers submit bids fa b c d eg where a constitutes of hf1 2 3g 24i, meaning
that the bid a is for the bundle f1 2 3g and its price is $24. Similarly b constitutes of hf2 3g 9i,
c constitutes of hf3 4g 8i, d constitutes of hf2 3 4g 25i, and e constitutes of hf1 4g 15i. The
winner determination problem is to accept a subset of the bids with the stipulation that no two
bids containing the same item can be accepted, so as to maximize the total price fetched. We now
present an AnsPrologsm encoding of this example.
bid(abcde).
item(1..4).
in(1,a).
in(2,a).
in(3,a).
in(2,b).
in(3,b).
in(3,c).
in(4,c).
in(2,d).
in(3,d).
in(4,d).
in(1,e).
in(4,e).
weight
weight
weight
weight
weight
sel(X)

sel(a)
sel(b)
sel(c)
sel(d)
sel(e)
:-

=
=
=
=
=

24.
9.
8.
25.
15.

bid(X), not not_sel(X).
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bid(X), not sel(X).

:- bid(X), bid(Y), sel(X), sel(Y), not eq(X,Y), item(I),
in(I,X), in(I,Y).
maximize  sel(X) : bid(X) ].

hide
hide
hide
hide

bid(X).
not_sel(X).
item(X).
in(X,Y).

8.1.10 Some AnsPrologsm programming tricks

In this section we present some AnsPrologsm programming tricks and show how certain programming constructs and data structures can be encoded using these tricks.
Aggregation: Weight constraints and cardinality constraints can be used to encode certain aggregations such as count and sum. Consider the following example from Section 2.1.14, where
sold(a 10 Jan1) means that 10 units of item a was sold on Jan 1.
sold(a,
sold(a,
sold(a,
sold(b,
sold(b,
sold(b,
sold(c,

10,
21,
15,
16,
31,
15,
24,

jan1).
jan5).
jan16).
jan4).
jan21).
jan26).
jan8).

We now show how to use weight constraints to compute the total units sold and total number of
selling transactions for each of the items.
item(abc).
number(1..100).
date(jan1jan5jan16jan4jan21jan26jan8).
weight sold(X,Y,Z) = Y.
total_sold(I, N) :- item(I), number(N),
N  sold(I, X, D) : number(X) : date(D)

] N.

total_sell_transactions(I, N) :- item(I), number(N),
N { sold(I, X, D) : number(X) : date(D)

} N.

Sets and Lists: Since Smodels has very limited facility for expressing symbolic functions, we can

not use symbolic functions { as in Prolog { to express lists. Nevertheless, we can explicitly express
lists and process them. In the following we show some of the techniques.
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1. In representing eects of actions often the atom causes(a l0  #l1  : : :  ln ]) is used to express
that the execution of action a will make l0 true if l1  : : :  ln are initially true. In the absence
of the # ] notation (which is a short form of a term built using symbolic functions), we can
express the above atom in AnsPrologsm in the following way:
causes(a, l0, s).
set(s).
in(l1, s).
...
in(ln, s).

2. Now suppose we want to verify that every element of the set (s) holds at time T. This can be
expressed in AnsPrologsm as follows:
not_holds(S, T) :- set(S), time(T), in(I,S), not holds(I,T).
holds(S,T) :- set(S), time(T), not not_holds(S, T).

3. Now instead of sets, suppose we would like to deal with linear lists. For example, we may
want to verify if l will be true after executing the sequence of actions a1  : : :  an in time t. In
other words we want to nd out if holds after(l #a1  : : :  an ] t) is true or not. In AnsPrologsm
we will express this as
holds_after(l, list, t).
action(1, list, a1).
...
action(n, list, a_n).

and will have the following AnsPrologsm rules to reason with it.
not_holds_set(Set, N, List, T) :- in(L, Set),
not holds_after(L, N, List, T).
holds_set(Set, N, List, T) :- not not_holds_set(Set, N, List, T).
not_last(List, N) :- action(M, List, A), N < M.
last(List, N) :- not not_last(List, N).
holds_after(L, List, T) :- holds_after(L, N, List, T),
last(List, N).
holds_after(L, 0, List, T) :- holds(L, T).
holds_after(L, N, List, T) :- holds_after(L, N-1, List,T),
action(N, List, A), not ab(L, N, List,T).
holds_after(L, N, List, T) :- action(N, List, A), causes(A, L, Set),
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holds_set(Set, N-1, List, T).
ab(LL, N, List, T) :-

action(N, List, A), causes(A, L, Set),
holds_set(Set, N-1, List, T).

4. Finally lists of arbitrary depth such as in the following atom p(#a #b #c d]) can be expressed
as follows:
p(l).
head(l,a).
body(l, l1).
head(l1, b).
body(l1, l2).
head(l2, c).
body(l2, l3).
head(l3, d).
body(l3, nil).

In Section 5.5 we use this notation in processing procedural constraints.

8.2 The dlv system
The dlv system is meant for computing answer sets of AnsProlog* programs and oers several
front-ends for knowledge representation tasks such as query answering in the brave and cautious
mode, diagnosis, planning, and answering a subset of SQL3 queries.
When the dlv system is invoked with an input AnsProlog* program it processes it in several steps.
First it converts the input to an internal representation. Then it converts the program to an
equivalent program with out variables. In the next step it generates possible answer sets and
checks there validity. Finally the answer sets (or an answer set) goes through post-processing as
dictated by the front-end.
The main dierence between the smodels system of Section 8.1 and the dlv system is that the
later is centered around AnsProlog or programs, while the former has only primitive functionality
with respect to disjunction. Among of the other dierences between the two are that dlv allows
specication of queries in the program and allows both brave and cautious reasoning modes. The
following table elaborates the dierences between smodels and dlv.
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Issues
Main focus
Notation for disjunction
Query specication
Notation for queries
Query answering modes
Beyond AnsProlog*
Using arithmetic in rules
Function symbols
Explicit negation
Anonymous variables
Restriction on rules
Input interface
API

smodels system
AnsProlog
indirectly using constraints
Weight constraints,
cardinality constraints,
optimization statements
p(T + 1) :- p(T ).
allowed with limitations
allowed
Lit could be an answer set.
not allowed
strongly range restricted
User dened C/C++ functions

DRAFT
dlv system
AnsProlog or
3 alternate notations (v, j, )
allows direct specication

p1 : : :  pm  not q1 : : :  not qm ?
(where pi s and qj s are literals.

brave, cautious
weak constraints, several front-ends
(diagnosis, planning, SQL3)
the one on the left is not acceptable
p(TT ) :- p(T ) TT = T + 1. is.
not allowed
allowed, uses the symbol `-' .
Lit can not be an answer set.
Can be specied using
student(X ) : ;takes class(X ).
range restricted
Oracle, Objectivity (both experimental).

8.2.1 Some distinguishing features of dlv
In this section we discuss some of the distinguishing features of the dlv system in greater detail.
The dlv system requires that each rule in the input program be range restricted. Recall from
Section 1.2.2 that a rule is said to be range-restricted if each variable occurring in the a rule, must
occur at least in one of the non-built-in comparative positive literal in the body of the rule. Note
that this restriction on rules is weaker than the restriction of `strong range-restrictedness' imposed
by the Smodels system.
There is one exception to the range restricted requirement in rules. The dlv system allows usage of
anonymous variables denoted by (an underscore). For example, if we want to write a rule saying
that X is a student if (s)he is taking some class Y . We can write a rule using the anonymous
variable notation in the following way.
student(X ) :- takes class(X ).
The dlv system allows the usage of classical negation. Thus it accepts AnsProlog: or programs.
In its characterization of AnsProlog: or programs it assumes that inconsistent models do not
exist. In other words while as dened in this book, a program may have the set Lit consisting
of all literals (positive and negative)as an answer set, in the dlv system such is not the case. For
example, although the following program
p.
q.
:q .
has Lit = fp q :q :pg as its answer set, according to the dlv system it has no answer set. This
is a minor draw back of the dlv system as it does not allow us to distinguish between programs
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that do not have answer sets and programs that have only Lit as an answer set. In contrast in the
smodels system there is an option to specify whether to consider Lit as an answer set or not.
The dlv system allows the specication of queries. A query is of the form:

p1  : : :  pm  not q1  : : :  not qn ?

(8.2.9)
where pi and qj are literals. The dlv system allows two modes of querying: brave and cautious
which are specied by the command line options ;FB and ;FC respectively. A query of the form
(8.2.9) is true in the brave mode if each of the pi s and not qj 's are satised in at least one answer
set of the program. A query is true in the cautious mode if it is satised in all answer sets of the
program.
In the brave mode of reasoning, a query of the form (8.2.9) can alternatively be encoded by the
following set of constraints:
:- not p1 .
..
.
:- not pm .
:- q1 .
..
.
:- qn.
which will eliminate answer sets that do not satisfy the query.
The dlv system allows four arithmetic predicates: #int, #succ, +, and *. When one or more these
predicates are used then dlv must be invoked with the option `-N=int-value'. For example, when
dlv is invoked with `-N=20' it means that the system only considers integers between 0 and 20.
Intuitively, #int(X) is true if X is an integer less than int-value #succ(X,Y) is true if X + 1 = Y
+(X,Y,Z) is true if Z = X + Y and *(X,Y,Z) is true if Z = X*Y. The dlv system does allow the
writing Z = X + Y instead of +(X,Y,Z) and Z = X * Y instead of *(X,Y,Z). However, it should
be noted that unlike in smodels, + and * can not be used as function symbols. Thus, the rule
p(T + 1) :- p(T ).
is not acceptable to dlv. An equivalent rule acceptable to dlv would be:
p(TT ) :- p(T ) TT = T + 1.
One of the other novel features of dlv is the notion of weak constraints. We discuss this further in
the next section.

8.2.2 Weak constraints in dlv vs. optimization statements in smodels

Weak constraints in dlv are of the form

:" p1  : : :  pm  not q1  : : :  not qn:#weight : level]
(8.2.10)
where pi s and qj s are literals, and weight and level are integers or integer variables that appear in
the pis.
Given a program with weak constraints its best answer sets are obtained by rst obtaining the
answer sets with out considering the weak constraints and ordering each of them based on the
weight and priority level of the set of weak constraints they violate, and then selecting the ones that
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violate the minimum. In presence of both weight and priority level information, the minimization
is done with respect to the weight of the constraints of the highest priority, then the next highest
priority and so on. Note that the weak constraints may contain none, or one or both of the weight
and priority information, but it is required that all the weak constraints have the same syntactic
form. I.e., if one of them has only weight information then all of them can have only weight
information, and so on. If both the weight and level information are omitted then they are set to
the value 1 by default.
Consider the following program with weak constraints.

avb
;a v c
:" a
:" b c
The best answer set of the above program is f;a bg, which does not violate any of the weak
constraints, while the other two answer sets fa cg and fb cg, each violate one weak constraint.

Weak constraints in dlv serve a similar purpose as optimization statements in dlv. For example,
the following optimizations statement in smodels
minimize fa1 = wa1  : : :  an = wan  not b1 = wb1  : : :  not bm = wbm g
can be expressed by the following set of weak constraints in dlv.
:" a1 :#wa1 : 1].
..
.
:" an :#wan : 1].
:" not b1 :#wb1 : 1].
..
.
:" not bm :#wbm : 1].
Similarly, a set of weak constraints specifying the same priority level can be replaced by a minimize
statement with some additional rules to link conjunctions in the weak constraints to individual
atoms that are included in the minimize statement.

8.2.3 Invoking dlv

To process a program using dlv, it is invoke by the following command
dlv #front-end-options] #general-options] #le1, ..., len]
Earlier we mentioned two of the front-end-options (-FB and -FC resp.) for brave and cautious
reasoning. In addition to those front-end options following are some useful general options in dlv.
The dlv manual has the exhaustive list of front-end options and general options.
1. ;lter = p
This option species that the literals made up of predicate p are not to be displayed. This
option may be used multiple times to specify a set of predicates.
2. ;n = number
This option species the upper bound on the number of answer sets that will be displayed.
If `number' is 0, then all answer sets are displayed.
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3. ;N = number
This species the maximum value of integers that the program should consider.
4. ;OH;
This option disables heuristics in the model generator. When this option is absent, by default,
heuristics are used in the model generator.
5. ;OMb;
This option disables the use of a novel backtracking technique in the model generator. When
this option is absent, by default, the novel backtracking technique is used in the model
generator.
6. ;;
This option tells dlv to read input from the stdin.

8.2.4 Single unit combinatorial auction using weak constraints

In Section 8.1.9 we showed how to encode the single unit combinatorial auction problem using
smodels. Here we encode it in the language of dlv. The main dierences in the two encoding are
that hear we use a rule with disjunction in the head for enumeration, and use weak constraints
instead of the optimization statement in the AnsProlofsm encoding.
bid(a).
bid(b).
bid(c).
bid(d).
bid(e).
in(1,a).
in(2,a).
in(3,a).
in(2,b).
in(3,b).
in(3,c).
in(4,c).
in(2,d).
in(3,d).
in(4,d).
in(1,e).
in(4,e).
sel(X) v not_sel(X) :- bid(X).
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:- bid(X), bid(Y), sel(X), sel(Y),
X != Y, in(I,X), in(I,Y).
:~
:~
:~
:~
:~

not
not
not
not
not

sel(a).
sel(b).
sel(c).
sel(d).
sel(e).

24:1]
9:1]
8:1]
25:1]
15:1]

8.2.5 Conformant planning using dlv

In Chapter 5 we discussed the issue of planning in great detail. But except in Section 5.4 we
assumed that the planning agent has complete information about the initial state. In Section 5.4
we relaxed this assumption and introduced a notion of approximate planning whose complexity
is NP-complete. In this section we consider the more general notion of conformant planning, but
whose complexity is '2 P-complete. In conformant planning, we look for a sequence of actions which
is a plan for all possible complete initial states that agree with the (incomplete) knowledge that
the agent has about the initial state. Conformant planning is not expressible in AnsProlog, but is
expressible in AnsProlog or , the focus of the dlv system. We illustrate how to encode conformant
planning problems in dlv, through a simple example.
Consider a domain with actions a and b and uents p and f , where the eect of the actions are
described by the following propositions in the language A (from Chapter 5).

a causes f if p
a causes f if :p
b causes f if p

The (incomplete) information about the initial state is given by the following.

initially :f

The goal of the agent is to make f true.
Intuitive the only conformant plan of length 1 is the single action a. The following encoding has
one answer set which encodes this plan. This encoding is similar to the encoding of exiestentialuniversal QBFs in Section 2.1.11, as a conformant plan can be charaterized as \there exists a
sequence of actions () such that for all possible initial states (), execution of  in  will takes us
to a goal state."
time(1).
action(a).
action(b).
fluent(f).
fluent(p).
fluent(ff).
fluent(pp).
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initially(ff).
holds(F,1) :- fluent(F), initially(F).
opp(f,ff).
opp(ff,f).
opp(p,pp).
opp(pp,p).
holds(F, TT) :- fluent(F), fluent(FF), opp(F,FF), time(T),
TT = T + 1, holds(F,T), not holds(FF, TT).
holds(f, TT) :- time(T), TT = T + 1, occurs(a,T), holds(p,T).
holds(f, TT) :- time(T), TT = T + 1, occurs(a,T), holds(pp,T).
holds(f, TT) :- time(T), TT = T + 1, occurs(b,T), holds(p,T).
not_occurs(A,T) :- action(A), time(T), action(B),
A != B, occurs(B,T).
occurs(A,T) :- action(A), time(T), not not_occurs(A,T).
holds(p,1) | holds(pp, 1).
goal_sat :- holds(f,2).
holds(f,1)
holds(ff,1)
holds(p,1)
holds(pp,1)

::::-

holds(f,2)
holds(ff,2)
holds(p,2)
holds(pp,2)

::::-

goal_sat.
goal_sat.
goal_sat.
goal_sat.
goal_sat.
goal_sat.
goal_sat.
goal_sat.

:- not goal_sat.

We now show the output obtained by running the above program using dlv. We run two versions
of the above program: planning10.dl and planning11.dl. The only dierence between the two is
that in the second one the constraint `:- not goal sat' is commented out.
1. dlv -N=5 planning10.dl
dlv build DEV/Nov
release)]

7 2000

gcc egcs-2.91.57 19980901 (egcs-1.1
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{time(1), action(a), action(b), fluent(f), fluent(p), fluent(ff),
fluent(pp), initially(ff), opp(f,ff), opp(p,pp), opp(ff,f),
opp(pp,p), holds(ff,1), occurs(a,1), not_occurs(b,1), holds(p,1),
holds(pp,1), holds(ff,2), holds(f,2), holds(p,2), holds(pp,2),
goal_sat, holds(f,1)}

The reason we do not have an answer set with occurs(b 1) and goal sat is that even though
there seem to be an enumeration where p is true at time point 1, this enumeration is not
minimal, as it leads to goal sat which makes all uent literals to be true at time point 1 and
2, and there is another enumeration where pp { inverse of p { is true at time point 1 which is
a subset of the previous enumeration. Thus the rst enumeration does not lead to an answer
set. The second one is eliminated as it does not have goal sat. As evident from the next
item, when we remove the constraint  goal sat., we do have an answer set with occurs(b 1)
and holds(pp 1) but without goal sat.
In the case where we have occurs(a 1), both possibilities with p true at time point 1, and its
inverse pp true at time point 1, lead to goal sat which makes all uent literals to be true at
time point 1 and 2, leading to a single answer set.
2. dlv -N=5 planning11.dl
dlv build DEV/Nov
release)]

7 2000

gcc egcs-2.91.57 19980901 (egcs-1.1

{time(1), action(a), action(b), fluent(f), fluent(p), fluent(ff),
fluent(pp), initially(ff), opp(f,ff), opp(p,pp), opp(ff,f),
opp(pp,p), holds(ff,1), not_occurs(a,1), occurs(b,1), holds(pp,1),
holds(ff,2), holds(pp,2)}
{time(1), action(a), action(b), fluent(f), fluent(p), fluent(ff),
fluent(pp), initially(ff), opp(f,ff), opp(p,pp), opp(ff,f),
opp(pp,p), holds(ff,1), occurs(a,1), not_occurs(b,1), holds(p,1),
holds(pp,1), holds(ff,2), holds(f,2), holds(p,2), holds(pp,2),
goal_sat, holds(f,1)}

8.3 Pure Prolog

Prolog is a programming language based on logic and the term Prolog is a short form of Programming
in logic. A Prolog program consists of a set of rules similar to AnsProlog rules. Users interact
with Prolog programs by asking Prolog queries with respect to the program, where a Prolog query
is a sequence of naf-literals. The answer with respect to ground queries is usually (i.e., when the
query processing terminates) true or false. When the query has variables, along with the answer
true the Prolog interpreter returns an answer substitution for the variables in the query. The query
answering approach of Prolog is very dierent from the approach in Smodels and dlv. While both
Smodels and dlv compute the answer sets rst, in Prolog query answering is driven by the query.
Prolog rules are more general than AnsProlog rules and have built-in predicates and non-logical
features such as cut. In this section our focus is on the behavior of the Prolog's execution mechanism on programs in AnsProlog syntax. This language with syntax of AnsProlog and semantics
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of Prolog is referred to as Pure Prolog. The semantics of Pure Prolog is dened procedurally in
terms of SLDNF-resolution with the leftmost selection rule (referred to as LDNF-resolution), with
the exception that selection of non-ground literals is allowed (i.e., oundering is ignored), during
resolution rules are tried from the beginning of the program to the end, and occur check is omitted
during unication. We will explain each of these terms in the rest of this section, and present
suciency conditions when the semantics of Pure Prolog agrees with the semantics of AnsProlog.
We start with examples illustrating the procedural semantics of Pure Prolog and its deviation from
the semantics of AnsProlog. The analysis of the deviations led to the development of the suciency
conditions that guarantee conformity with AnsProlog.
In the rest of this section, by a query, we will mean a Prolog query, a sequence of naf-literals.

Example 138 Consider the following Pure Prolog program:
r1 : anc(X Y )  par(X Y ).
r2 : anc(X Y )  par(X Z ) anc(Z Y ).
f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6

: par(a b).
: par(b c).
: par(h c).
: par(c d).
: par(e f ).
: par(f g).
If the query anc(a b) is asked with respect to this program, the interpreter looks for a rule with
anc in its head and whose head unies with anc(a b). (Recall that the notion of unication was
dened in Section 3.10.1 and in this case it refers to substitution of variables by terms such that
after the substitution we obtain the same atom.) It nds such a rule r1 , with the mgu fX=a Y=bg.
The interpreter now replaces anc(a b) in the query by the body of the rule with the mgu applied
to it. So the new query is par(a b). The above step is referred to as: \The query anc(a b) resolves
to the query par(a b) via fX=a Y=bg using r1 ."
It now looks for a rule with par in its head and whose head unies with par(a b). It nds such a
rule f1 , with the mgu fg. As before, the interpreter now replaces par(a b) in the query by the body
of the rule with the mgu applied to it. Since the body of f1 is empty, the new query is empty. With
an empty query the interpreter returns the answer true. I.e., the query par(a b) resolves to the
empty query via fg using f1 . Since the original query did not have any variables, the interpreter
does not return any answer substitutions.
Now consider the query anc(e W ). It resolves to par(e W ) via fX=e Y=W g using r1 . In the next
step par(e W ) resolves to the empty query via fW=f g using f5 . The interpreter then returns
true and the answer substitution fW=f g meaning that f is an ancestor of e. If the interpreter
is asked for another answer it backtracks its steps and resolves the query anc(e W ) to the query
par(e Z ) anc(Z W ) via fX=e Y=W g using r2. In the next step the query par(e Z ) anc(Z W )
resolves to the query anc(f W ) via fZ=f g using f5 . The query anc(f W ) then resolves to the
query par(f W ) via fX=a Y=W g using r1 . The query par(f W ) then resolves to the empty query
via fW=gg using f6. The interpreter then returns true and the answer substitution fW=gg meaning
that g is another ancestor of e. If the interpreter is asked for another answer it backtracks and
looks for another answer and it fails in its attempts and returns false.
2
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The above example illustrates some aspects of the execution mechanism of Pure Prolog. One
important point of this illustration is that because of the query driven approach the facts f1 { f4
are not touched while answering the query anc(e W ). This is not the case if Smodels or dlv is
used. Both of them will compute the answer set of the program and in the process reason about
f1 { f4 even though they are not relevant to the query.
Now let us illustrate the Pure Prolog execution mechanism with respect to a program that has
not .

Example 139 Consider the following program:
p  q not r.
q .
r  s.
r  t.
Consider the query p. It resolves to q not r which resolves to not r. The execution mechanism

treats negative naf-literals in a query dierently. In this case it does not look for a rule whose head
unies with not r, as Pure Prolog rules do not have negative naf-literals in their head. Instead it
attempts to answer a new query r with respect to the program.
The query r initially resolves to s and s does not resolve to anything else. This leads to a failure
branch and the execution mechanism backtracks and now resolves r to t, which again does not
resolve to anything else leading to another failure branch. Since no further backtracking is possible,
the query r is said to nitely fail.
The nite failure of the query r is interpreted as a success in resolving the query not r to the empty
query, and hence the answer to the original query p is given as true.
2
The top-down execution mechanism of Pure Prolog does come with a price though. If the query
p is asked with respect to the program consisting of the only rule p  p then the Pure Prolog
execution mechanism goes into an innite loop. This can also happen if the literals in the body
of certain rules are not ordered correctly, or if the rule themselves are not ordered correctly. The
following examples illustrate this

Example 140 SS86] Consider the following Pure Prolog program that denes appending of lists.
append(#X jXL] Y L #X jZL])  append(XL Y L ZL).

append(#] Y L Y L).
If the query append(Xlist #a b c] Zlist) is asked with respect to the above program then the Pure
Prolog execution mechanism will not return any answers (nor will it say false). On the other hand

if the order of the two rules in the program are swapped and we have the following program:
append(#] Y L Y L).
append(#X jXL] Y L #X jZL])  append(XL Y L ZL).
and the same query is asked then the Pure Prolog execution mechanism will continually return
answers, as there are indeed innite number of answers to this query.
In contrast, from the AnsProlog point of view both programs are identical, as an AnsProlog program
is a set of rules, and there is no ordering of elements in a set.
2
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Example 141 Consider a undirected graph whose edges are written using the predicated edge.

Following is an encoding for a particular graph.
edge(X Y )  edge(Y X ).
edge(a b).
edge(b c).
edge(d e).
Now if the query edge(b a) is asked then the Pure Prolog execution mechanism will get into an
innite loop. On the other hand, if we alter the program by putting the rst rule at the end of the
program resulting in the following program,
edge(a b).
edge(b c).
edge(d e).
edge(X Y )  edge(Y X ).
then the query edge(b a) will be answered correctly by the Pure Prolog execution mechanism. 2
To avoid the problem illustrated by the above example, we will present conditions { referred to
as termination conditions { that guarantee that no matter how the rules are ordered inside the
program, query processing mechanism will terminate. We now illustrate some of the other aspects
of the procedural semantics of Pure Prolog and the problems that arise.

Example 142 Consider the following program.
p  not q(X ).
q(1).
r(2).

When the query p is asked with respect to the above program, the Pure Prolog answering mechanism
resolves p to not q(X ). It then tries to answer the query q(X ) which resolves to the empty query
with the answer substitution fX=1g. Thus the answer to the query q(X ) is true and hence the
answer to not q(X ) is considered to be false. Since p does not resolve to any other query, the
answer to the query p (with respect to the Pure Prolog semantics) is false.
This is unsound with respect to the AnsProlog semantics as the ground version of the above program
as given below:
p  not q(1).
p  not q(2).
q(1).
r(2).
makes it clear that because of the second rule p should be true.
2
The analysis of what went wrong results in the observation that the handling of negative naf-literals
with variables by Pure Prolog is not right. The selection of negative naf-literals with variables is
referred to as oundering. To eliminate oundering we will suggest conditions that will guarantee
that during the LDNF-resolution any naf-literal that is picked does not have any variables.
The following two examples show that Pure Prolog also can not correctly handle many non-stratied
programs.
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Example 143 Consider the following program.
p  a.
p  b.
a  not b.
b  not a.

When the query p is asked with respect to the above program, the Pure Prolog answering mechanism
resolves p to a and then to not b. It then tries to answer the query b, and resolves b to not a. It
then tries to answer the query a, and resolves a to not b. It gets stuck in this loop.
2
Example 144 Consider the following program.
p  not p.
q.
When the query p is asked with respect to the above program, the Pure Prolog answering mechanism
resolves p to not p. It then tries to answer the query p, and resolves p to not p. It gets stuck in
this loop.
When the query q is asked with respect to the above program, the Pure Prolog answering mechanism
resolves q to the empty query and returns true. But according to the AnsProlog semantics this
program does not have any answer set.
2
In the above examples we have illustrated some aspects of LDNF-resolution, the notion of oundering, and non-termination due to ordering of rules in the program. It should be noted that the
later two are not part of LDNF-resolution. They are used in the implementation of Pure Prolog
and although they are useful in certain circumstances and contribute to an ecient implementation
they lead to problems that we described. Before we formally dene SLDNF and LDNF resolution
we present an algorithm for unication and identify the occur check step that is bypassed in the
Pure Prolog semantics for the sake of a simpler and ecient implementation, and illustrate the
problem caused by it.

8.3.1 A uni cation algorithm and the occur-check step

In Section 3.10.1 we dened the notion of unication. In this subsection we give an algorithm for
unifying two atoms. It is obvious that two atoms are uniable only if they have the same predicate.
While unifying two atoms p(s1  : : :  sn ) and p(t1  : : :  tn ), fs1 = t1  : : :  sn = tn g is referred to as the
corresponding set of equations, and is often denoted by p(s1  : : :  sn ) = p(t1  : : :  tn ). A substitution
such that s1 = t1 : : : sn = tn is called a unier of the set of equations fs1 = t1  : : :  sn = tn g
and obviously these set of equations and the atoms p(s1  : : :  sn ) and p(t1  : : :  tn ) have the same
uniers. Two sets of equations are called equivalent if they have the same uniers and a set of
equations is said to be solved if it is of the form fx1 = t1  : : :  xn = tn g where the xi 's are distinct
variables and none of the xi 's occur in a term tj . An mgu of a set of equations E is called relevant
if the variables in are a subset of the variables in E .
Lemma 8.3.1 If E = fx1 = t1 : : :  xn = tng is solved, then = fx1 =t1  : : :  xn=tng is a relevant
mgu of E .
2
The in the above lemma is referred to as the unier determined by E. The following algorithm
{ due to Martelli and Montanari #MM82] { to determine the mgu of two atoms transforms the set
of equations corresponding to the two atoms to an equivalent set which is solved, and thus obtains
the mgu.
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Algorithm 8 Nondeterministically choose from the set of equations an equation of a form below
and perform the associated action. If the set of equations do not satisfy any of (1)-(6) then halt.
(1) f (s1 : : :  sn ) = f (t1  : : :  tn )
replace by the equations
s1 = t1  : : :  sn = tn
(2) f (s1 : : :  sn ) = f (t1  : : :  tn ) where f 6= g
halt with failure
(3) x = x
delete the equation
(4) t = x where t is not a variable
replace by the equation x = t
(5) x = t where x is not the same as t, x does not
perform the substitution fx=tg
occur in t, and x occurs else where
in every other equation
(6) x = t where x is not the same as t, and x occurs in t halt with failure

Theorem 8.3.2 If p(s1 : : :  sn) and p(t1 : : :  tn ) have a unier then the above algorithm successfully terminates and produces a solved set of equations determining a relevant mgu otherwise it
terminates with failure.
2
The test x does not occur in t, in step (5) of the above algorithm, which we have underlined,
is refereed to as occur check and most implementation of Prolog omit this check and step (6).
Although this omission results in constant time unication (as opposed to linear time) in certain
cases, it may lead to incorrect results in other cases. Following is an example of the later.

Example 145 Consider the attempt to unify the atoms p(y) and p(f (y)) using the above algo-

rithm minus the occur check. Due to the modied Step (5) the modied algorithm will yield the
substitution fy=f (y)g. This is incorrect as p(y) and p(f (y)) are not uniable.
2
Since Pure Prolog inherits this omission of occur check from Prolog, to avoid problems due to occur
check we will present suciency conditions in Section 8.3.3 that would guarantee that unication
is correctly done even in the absence of occur check.

8.3.2 SLDNF and LDNF resolution
We now present the denitions that lead to the formulation of SLDNF and LDNF resolution.

Denition 86 We say that the rule
p  p1  : : :  pk  not pk+1  : : :  not pn .
is a variant of the rule

q  q1 : : :  qk  not qk+1  : : :  not qn.
if there exists substitutions and  such that p = q , q = p, fp1  : : :  pk g = fq1  : : :  qk g,
fpk+1 : : :  png = fqk+1  : : :  qn g, fq1  : : :  qk g = fp1 : : :  pk g, and fqk+1 : : :  qng = fpk+1 : : :  png.

2

Denition 87 A query Q resolves to another query Q0 via substitution  with respect to ',
denoted by Q =) Q0 (') (also referred to as ( Q0 ) is a resolvent of Q and '), if
either: ' = (L R), L is a positive literal in Q, R is a rule and for some variant A  E (the input
rule ) of R,  is a mgu of L and A and Q0 = QfL=Eg is obtained from Q by replacing L by
E,

or: ' is a negative literal in Q,  = , and Q0 is obtained by removing ' from Q.

2
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Consider the program in Example 138. The query anc(a b) resolves to par(a Z ) anc(Z b) via
substitution fX=a Y=bg with respect to (anc(a b) r2 ).
Similarly consider the program in Example 139. the query q not r resolves to q via substitution
fg (also denoted by ) with respect to not r.

Denition 88 A rule R is called applicable to an atom if the rule has a variant whose head unies
2

with the atom.



Denition 89 A (nite or innite) sequence Q0 =)1 : : : Qn =n)+1 Qn+1 : : : of resolution steps is a
pseudo derivation if for every step involving a rule:

 (standardisation apart) the input rule employed does not contain a variable from the initial
query Q0 or from an input rule used at some earlier step, and

 (relevance) the mgu employed is relevant.

2

In the above denition the standardisation apart condition is to avoid any confusion with respect
to answer substitutions. Thus the input rule used in any step is obtained by using variants of a
rule in the program so that the variables in the input rule is a new one.
The notion of pseudo derivation is used to dene SLDNF-derivation. Intuitively, an SLDNFderivation is a pseudo derivation in which the deletion of ground negative literals are justied
through nitely failed SLDNF-forests. We now dene the notion of nitely failed SLDNF-forests.

Denition 90 A tree is called successful if it contains a leaf marked as success, and is called nitely
failed if it is nite and all its leaves are marked as failed.

2

Denition 91 A forest is a triple (F  T subs) where F is a set of trees, T 2 F and is called the
main tree, and subs is a function assigning to some nodes of trees in F a tree from F .
A path in F is a sequence of nodes N0  : : :  Ni  : : : such that for all i, Ni+1 is either a child of Ni in
some tree in F or the root of the tree subs(Ni ).
2
Denition 92 A pre-SLDNF-forest relative to an AnsProlog program P is a forest whose nodes
are queries of literals. The queries may be marked as: failed, success, or floundered, and one
literal in each query may be marked as selected. The function subs assigns to nodes containing a
marked negative ground naf-literal not A a tree in F with root A.
2

Denition 93 An extension of a pre-SLDNF-forest F is a forest obtained by marking all empty

queries as success and performing the following actions for every non-empty query C which is an
unmarked leaf in some tree T 2 F .
First, if no literal in C is marked as selected, then one of them is marked as selected. Let L be the
selected literal of C .

 If L is a positive naf-literal, and
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{ C has a resolvent with respect to L and some rules from P , then for every rule R from P

which is applicable to L, choose one resolvent ( D) of C with respect to L and R and
add this as child of C in T . These resolvents are chosen in such a way that all branches
of T remain pseudo derivations.
{ otherwise (i.e., C has no resolvents with respect to L and a rule from P ) C is marked
as failed.

 If L = :A is a negative naf-literal, and
{ A is non-ground, then C is marked as oundered.
{ A is ground, and
& subs(C ) is undened, then a new tree T 0 with a single node A is added to F and
subs(C ) is set to T 0 .
& subs(C ) is dened and successful, then C is marked as failed.
& subs(C ) is dened and nitely failed, then the resolvent ( C ; fLg) of C is added
as the only child of C in T .
2

Denition 94 The set of pre-SLDNF-forests is dened inductively as follows:
1. For every query C , the forest consisting of the main tree which has the single node C is a
pre-SLDNF-forest, referred to as an initial pre-SLDNF-forest.
2. If F is a pre-SLDNF-forest, then any extension of F is a pre-SLDNF-forest.

2

Denition 95 SLDNF-forest
 An SLDNF-forest is a limit of a sequence F0  : : :  Fi : : : such that F0 is an initial pre-SLDNFforest, and for all i, Fi+1 is an extension of Fi .
 An SLDNF-forest for C is an SLDNF-forest F in which C is the root of the main tree of F .
 A (pre-)SLDNF-forest F is called successful (resp. nitely failed) if the main tree of F is
successful (resp. nitely failed).

 An SLDNF-forest is called nite if no innite path exist in it.
2
Denition 96 A (pre-)SLDNF-derivation for C is a branch in the main tree of a (pre-)SLDNFforest F for C together with all trees in F whose roots can be reached from the nodes in this
branch. It is called successful if it ends with the empty query. An SLDNF-derivation is called nite
if all paths of F fully contained within this branch as these trees is nite.
2

Denition 97 Consider a branch in the main tree of a (pre-)SLDNF-forest F for C which ends
with the empty query. Let 1  : : :  n be the consecutive substitutions along this branch. Then the
restriction (1  : : :  n )jC of the composition 1  : : :  n to the variables of C is called a computed
answer substitution of C in F .
2

Theorem 8.3.3

1. Every pre-SLDNF-forest is nite.
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2. Every SLDNF-forest is the limit of a unique sequence of pre-SLDNF-forests.
3. If the SLDNF-forest F is the limit of the sequence F0  : : :  Fi  : : :, then for all 
(a) F is successful and yields  as a computed answer substitution i some Fi is successful
and yields  as a computed answer substitution, and
(b) F is nitely failed i some Fi is nitely failed.
2

Denition 98 SLDNF-resolution Let P be a Pure Prolog program, and Q be a query.
P j=SLDNF 8 Q if there exists a successful SLDNF-derivation for Q (with respect to P ) with
computed answer .
P j=SLDNF 8 not Q if there exists a nitely failed SLDNF-forest for Q (with respect to P ).

2

Denition 99 A query Q is said to ounder with respect to a program P if some SLDNF-forest

for Q (with respect to P ) contains a node consisting exclusively of non-ground negative naf-literals.

2

Denition 100 A program is called terminating if all its SLDNF-forests for ground queries are
nite.

2

8.3.3 Suciency conditions

We now present results that specify under what conditions the Pure Prolog semantics agrees with
the semantics of AnsProlog. This means under those conditions we can use the Prolog interpreter
to correctly make conclusions about query entailment. Recall that pure Prolog semantics is based
on (i) SLDNF resolution with the leftmost selection rule (i.e., LDNF resolution) where by only
the leftmost literal in each query is marked selected (in the denition of pre-SLDNF-forest in
Denition 92 and its extension in Denition 93) (ii) but ignoring oundering (iii) omitting occur
check during unication and (iv) selecting input rules during resolution from the beginning of the
program to the end.
Before presenting results about suciency of Pure Prolog let us rst consider SLDNF with (ii), (iii)
and (iv). In this we use the notion of acyclic programs from Section 3.3.5. We start with conditions
that guarantee correctness of j=SLDNF .

Proposition 107 Let be an acyclic AnsProlog program and G be a variable free atom that does
not ounder. Then, j= G i j=SLDNF G.
2
To allow more general queries than ground queries, we have the following denition.

Denition 101 A literal L is called bounded with respect to a level mapping on ground literals,
if is bounded on the set of ground instances gr(L) of L.
A query is called bounded with respect to a level mapping , if all its literals are.

Proposition 108 Let

2

be an acyclic AnsProlog program and G be a bounded query. Every
SLDNF forest of G (with respect to ) is nite.
2
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Corollary 8 Every acyclic program is terminating.
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2

The above result about termination takes care of SLDNF together with (iv) above. To account for
the omission of occur-check { condition (iii) and ignoring of oundering { condition (ii), we need
the notion of well-moded from Section 3.2.4.

Theorem 8.3.4 If an AnsProlog program is well moded for some input-output specication and
there is no rule in whose head contains more than one occurrence of the same variable in its
output positions then is occur check free with respect to any ground query.
2

Theorem 8.3.5 If an AnsProlog program is well moded for some input-output specication and
all predicate symbols occurring under not are moded completely by input then a ground query to
does not ounder.

2

We now consider Pure Prolog. For termination of Pure Prolog programs we can use a more general
notion than acyclic programs, referred to as acceptable programs.

Denition 102 Let P be a program in AnsProlog syntax, a level mapping for P , and I be a
model of P . P is called acceptable with respect to and I if for every rule A  B1  : : :  Bn . in
ground(P ) the following holds for i = 1 : : : n:
if I j= B1  : : :  Bi;1 then (A) > (Bi ).
P is called acceptable if it is acceptable with respect to some level mapping and a model of P . 2

Example 146 Let us consider the following program anc.

par(a b).
par(b c).
anc(X Y )  par(X Y ).
anc(X Y )  par(X Z ) anc(Z Y ).
We will show that anc is an acceptable program but not an acyclic program.
Let us consider the following level assignment, where all par atoms are assigned the level 0,
(anc(c a)) = (anc(c b)) = (anc(c c)) = 2, (anc(b a)) = (anc(b b)) = (anc(b c)) = 3,
(anc(a a)) = (anc(a b)) = (anc(a c)) = 4, and all other anc atoms are assigned the level 1.
It is easy to see that the ground rules corresponding to the rst three rules of anc satisfy the

conditions of acyclicity and acceptability. Now let us consider the ground rules corresponding to the
fourth rule. They are given below. The rst rule below violates the acyclicity condition. To verify
the acceptability conditions let us choose I = fpar(a b) par(b c) anc(a b) anc(b c) anc(a c)g.
anc(a a)  par(a a) anc(a a).
anc(a b)  par(a a) anc(a b).
anc(a c)  par(a a) anc(a c).
anc(b a)  par(b a) anc(a a).
anc(b b)  par(b a) anc(a b).
anc(b c)  par(b a) anc(a c).
anc(c a)  par(c a) anc(a a).
anc(c b)  par(c a) anc(a b).
anc(c c)  par(c a) anc(a c).
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anc(a a)  par(a b) anc(b a).
anc(a b)  par(a b) anc(b b).
anc(a c)  par(a b) anc(b c).
anc(b a)  par(b b) anc(b a).
anc(b b)  par(b b) anc(b b).
anc(b c)  par(b b) anc(b c).
anc(c a)  par(c b) anc(b a).
anc(c b)  par(c b) anc(b b).
anc(c c)  par(c b) anc(b c).
anc(a a)  par(a c) anc(c a).
anc(a b)  par(a c) anc(c b).
anc(a c)  par(a c) anc(c c).
anc(b a)  par(b c) anc(c a).
anc(b b)  par(b c) anc(c b).
anc(b c)  par(b c) anc(c c).
anc(c a)  par(c c) anc(c a).
anc(c b)  par(c c) anc(c b).
anc(c c)  par(c c) anc(c c).
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(*)

In the above rules, only in the ones marked with (*) the par atom in the body is entailed by I ,
and since (anc(a a)) > (anc(b a)) > (anc(c a)), (anc(a b)) > (anc(b b)) > (anc(c b)), and
(anc(a c)) > (anc(b c)) > (anc(c c)), the acceptability conditions are satised. Hence this
program is acceptable.
It should be noted that if we change the ordering of literals in the fourth rule of anc to the following,

anc(X Y )  anc(Z Y ) par(X Z ).
the program is no longer acceptable and indeed Prolog gets into an innite loop when trying to
answer a query (about anc) with respect to this program.
2

Exercise 25 Generalize the anc program with respect to arbitrary sets of par atoms that do not
have a cycle and show that such programs are acceptable.
2
We now have the following result about termination of programs with respect to the pure Prolog
interpreter.

Proposition 109 If

is an acceptable AnsProlog program and Q is a ground query then all
SLDNF derivations { with left most selection { of Q (with respect to ) are nite and therefore
the Pure Prolog interpreter terminates on Q.
2
The earlier result accounting for the omission of occur-check in Theorem 8.3.4 and ignoring of
oundering in Theorem 8.3.5 are also applicable to the execution mechanism of pure Prolog. In
summary, one way to show that the Pure prolog semantics of a program agrees with the AnsProlog
semantics is by showing that the conditions in Theorems 8.3.4 and 8.3.5 and Proposition 109 are
satised. In the next section we illustrate this.
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8.3.4 Examples of applying pure Prolog suciency conditions to programs

Let us consider the programs in Section 5.1.2-5.1.6. We start with program 1 from Section 5.1.2.
As shown there, this program is acyclic and hence is an acceptable program. We now need to check
if the conditions in Theorems 8.3.4 and 8.3.5 are satised or not.
For this let us consider the mode assignment in Section 5.1.7, which is
holds(; +)
ab(+ + +)
With respect to this mode assignment 1 is well-moded and it also satises the other condition of
Theorems 8.3.4. But it does not satisfy the condition `all predicate symbols occurring under not
are moded completely by input' of Theorem 8.3.5 as the body of the rules in 1ef has not holds.
Let us now consider the program 2+ from Section 5.1.3. As shown there, this program is also acyclic
and hence is an acceptable program. Now let us consider the mode assignment in Section 5.1.7,
which is
holds(; +)
holds0 (; +)
ab(+ + +)
With respect to this mode assignment 1 is well-moded and it also satises the other conditions
of Theorems 8.3.4 and 8.3.5. Hence, the Pure Prolog semantics of 2+ agrees with its AnsProlog
semantics.
Since unlike Smodels and dlv, Prolog can easily manipulate lists, we now consider a list based
formulation of 2 , which we will refer to as 2:lis , and analyze its Pure Prolog characterization
vis-a-vis its AnsProlog semantics. The program 2:list then consists of the following rules.
1. For every eect proposition of the form (5.1.1) 2:list contains the following rule:

causes(a f #p1  : : :  pn not(q1) : : :  not(qr )]).
2. For every value proposition of the form (5.1.5) if f is a uent then 2:list contains the following
rule:

holds(f #]).
else, if f is the negative uent literal :g then 2:list contains the following rule:

holds(not(g) #]).
3. 2:list has the following rules to reason about eects and abnormality:
holds(F #AjS ])  causes(A F L) holds list(L S ).
ab(F A S )  causes(A F L) holds list(L S ).
ab(F A S )  causes(A not(F ) L) holds list(L S ).
4. 2:list has the following inertia rule:
holds(F #AjS ])  holds(F S ) not ab(F A S ).
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5. 2:list has the following rules for reasoning about lists of uents.

holds list(#] S ).
holds list(#F jL] S )  holds(F S ) holds list(L S ).
Let us consider the following mode assignment for 2:list:
holds(; +)
holds list(; +)
ab(+ + +)
causes(+ ; ;)
With respect to this mode assignment 2:list is well-moded and it also satises the other conditions
of Theorems 8.3.4 and 8.3.5.
Now we will show that 2:list is acyclic through the following level mapping.
Let c be the number of uents in the language plus 1 p be a list of uent literals, f be a uent
literal, and s be a sequence of actions.
For any action a, (a) = 1, (#]) = 1, and for any list #ajr] of actions, (#ajr]) = (r) + 1. For any
uent literal f , (f ) = 1, (#]) = 1, and for any list #f jp] of uent literals, (#f jp]) = (p) + 1.
(holds list(p s)) = 4c & (s) + (p) + 3
(holds(f s)) = 4c & (s) + 3
(ab(f a s)) = 4c & (s) + 3c + 2
and all other literals are mapped to 0.
Now let us consider the rules which have non-empty bodies. These appear in (3), (4) and (5) above.

 For a ground instance of the rst rule in (3):
(holds(f #ajs])) == 4c & (s) + 4c + 3.
The maximum value of (holds list(p s)) will be 4c & (s)+ max( (p))+3 = 4c & (s)+ c ; 1+3
Obviously, 4c & (s) + 4c + 3 > 4c & (s) + c + 2. Hence, this rule satises the acyclicity
condition.

 For a ground instance of the second rule in (3):
(ab(f a s)) = 4c & (s) + 3c + 2.
Since c > 1, 4c & (s) + 3c + 2 > 4c & (s) + c + 2. Hence, this rule satises the acyclicity
condition.

 For a ground instance of the rule in (4):
(holds(f #ajs])) = 4c & (s) + 4c + 3 > (ab(f a s)) = 4c & (s) + 3c + 2. Hence, this rule
satises the acyclicity condition.
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 For a ground instance of the second rule in (5):
(holds list(#f jp] s)) = 4c & (s) + (p) + 1 + 3.
(holds list(p s)) = 4c & (s) + (p) + 3.
(holds(f s)) = 4c & (s) + 3.
Hence, (holds list(#f jp] s)) > (holds list(p s)) and (holds list(#f jp] s)) > (holds(f s))
and therefore this rule satises the acyclicity condition.

Hence, the Pure Prolog semantics of 2:list agrees with its AnsProlog semantics.

8.4 Notes and references
The Smodels system developed at Helsinki University of Technology is described in #NS96, NS97]
and the Smodels web pages. Our presentation in this chapter is based on the lparse manual, #Sim00]
and our experience with Smodels. The dlv system developed at TU Vienna and is described in
#EFG+ 00, KL99, LRS96a, LRS96b] and the dlv manuals and tutorials available in the dlv web
pages. Starting from #CM81], there are several good books such as #SS86, O'K90, Ste90] on the
Prolog programming language and its applications. The notion of Pure Prolog that we use here is
from #SS86]. The denition of SLDNF resolution that we presented is from #AB94, AD94], where it
is also pointed out that most earlier denitions of SLDNF resolution do not allow correct reasoning
about termination. The suciency conditions for correctness of Pure Prolog are from #AP94, AP93].
Our example in Section 8.3.4 is based on #BGP97].
Among the other systems that have similarity with the ones we presented in this chapter are DeRes
#Tru99, CMT96, CMMT95], Ccalc #Lif95], XSB #CSW95] and LDL++ #WZ00a, Zan88]. The DeRes
system generates extensions of Reiter's default theories. The Ccalc system implements a causal
logic by translating it to propositional logic and then using propositional solvers. The XSB system
is a top down system like Prolog but it uses tabling mechanism to correctly handle some of the
queries that send Prolog interpreters to innite loops. It also has options to compute the wellfounded semantics and answer set semantics. The LDL++ system has an ecient implementation
of a database query language that extends AnsDatalog with aggregate operators.
In the database community, there has been a lot of research on techniques to answer queries in a
focused manner { as done in top-down query processing systems, but using the bottom-up approach
this avoiding the non-termination issues. The technique that is used is referred to as `magic sets'
or `magic templates' #Ull88a, Ull88b, BR86, BR87]. The basic idea behind this is to take a query
binding pattern and transform a given program so that the bottom-up query processing with respect
to the transformed program and queries that follow the initial binding pattern is as focused as it
would have been with respect to top-down query processing. Such techniques have only been
explored with respect to stratied programs. How to extend it beyond stratied programs, in
particular with respect to programs that have multiple answer sets, remains an open question.
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Chapter 9

Further extensions of and alternatives
to AnsProlog*
In Chapter 8 we discussed two extensions of AnsProlog that are implemented in the Smodels and
dlv systems. In this chapter we consider several additional proposals for extending AnsProlog* and
also alternative semantics of programs in the syntax of AnsProlog*.
Some of the extensions that we consider are: (i) enriching the rules by allowing not in the head
of rules, (ii) allowing nesting in the head and body of rules (iii) allowing additional operators such
as knowledge and belief operators and (iv) enriching the framework by allowing abduction.
We consider the well-founded semantics of AnsProlog and its various characterizations. We then
consider several alternative semantics { based on the well-founded semantics { of other AnsProlog*
sub-classes. Finally we address approaches and alternative semantics to counter the so called universal query problem that arises due to the in-built Herbrand assumption in most characterizations
of programs with AnsProlog* syntax.

9.1 AnsProlognot



or : ? :




allowing not in the head

The AnsProlog* programs do not allow not in their head, although they do allow : in the head.
But the AnsPrologsm programs allow cardinality and weight constraints in their head, and these
constraints may contain not . In this section we consider extending AnsProlog* programs that
allow not in their head. Such programs will be referred to as AnsProlognot  or :? programs.
These programs will form a rst step in analyzing strong equivalence of AnsPrologsm programs
which we will discuss in a later section.
An AnsProlognot  or :? rule is of the form

L0 or : : : or Lk or not Lk+1 or : : : or not Ll  Ll+1 : : :  Lm  not Lm+1  : : :  not Ln

(9.1.1)

where Li 's are literals or when l = k = 0, L0 may be the symbol ?, and n m l k 0. It
diers from an AnsProlog* rule by allowing not in the head of the rules. An AnsProlognot  or :?
program is a collection of AnsProlognot  or :? rules.
Let be an AnsProlognot  or :? program and S be a set of literals. The reduct S of by S is
an AnsProlog;not : or program obtained as follows: A rule
L0 or : : : or Lk  Ll+1 : : :  Lm .
343
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is in S i there is a ground rule of the form (9.1.1) in such that fLk+1  : : :  Ll g S and
fLm+1  : : :  Lng \ S = .
The intuition behind this construction is as follows: First, rules of the form (9.1.1) in are
not considered for S if either (i) at least one of fLm+1  : : :  Ln g is in S , or (ii) at least one of
fLk+1 : : :  Ll g is not in S . In the rst case the body of that rule will evaluate to false and hence
that rule will not make any contribution to the answer set. In the second case one of the disjuncts
in the head is already true with respect to S , so no new disjuncts in the head need to be made
true. Next, we remove literals following not in the body and head of the remaining rules in and
put them in S . This is because the ones in the body are already true with respect to S and the
ones in the head are already false with respect to S .
To dene answer sets of AnsProlognot  or :? programs, recall that we have already dened { in
Section 1.3.4 { answer sets for programs of the form S . We now say S is an answer set of an
AnsProlognot  or :? program i S is an answer set of S .

Example 147 IS98] Consider the following AnsProlognot  or :? program :
r  p.
p or not p .
We will show that S1 =  and S2 = fp rg are two answer sets of this program.
S1 = fr g, and the answer set of S1 is .
S2 = fr  p g, and the answer set of S2 is fp rg.
2
On important feature of answer sets of AnsProlognot  or :? programs that is evident from the

above example is that they no longer have to be minimal. This is a departure from the answer sets
of AnsProlog* programs.
There exist a mapping that can translate AnsProlognot  or :? programs to AnsProlog* programs
so that there is a one-to-one correspondence between their answer sets. But the answer sets are
not exactly the same, as they may contain some additional literals that are introduced during the
translation process. The translation is as follows:
For every rule of the form (9.1.1) in the AnsProlognot  or :? program , the translated program
tr() contains the following rules.
1. r0 or : : : or rk or rk+1 or : : : or rl  Ll+1  : : :  Lm  not Lm+1  : : :  not Ln
2. Li  ri .
3. ri  Li  Lk+1  : : :  Ll .
4. ?  ri  not Lj .
5. ?  rj  Lj .

for i = 0 : : : k
for i = 0 : : : k
for i = 0 : : : k and j = k + 1 : : : l.
for j = k + 1 : : : l

Proposition 110 Let  be an AnsProlognot  or :? program and tr() be its translation. A set
S is an answer set of  i S 0 is an answer set of tr() such that S = S 0 \ Lit .
2
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Example 148 Consider the following AnsProlognot  or :? program 1 :
p or not q .
q or not p .
The answer sets of 1 are fp qg and .

The translation 1 is as follows:
r1 or r2 .
r3 or r4 .
p  r1 .
r1  p q.
?  r1  not q.
?  r2  q.
q  r3 .
r3  q p.
?  r3  not p.
?  r4  p.

It has the answer sets fr1  r3  p qg and fr2  r4 g.

2

We now dene a special class of AnsProlognot  or :? programs for which we can do a simpler
translation such that the answer sets of the two programs coincide.
An AnsProlognot  or :? program is negative acyclic if there is a level mapping l for such that:
(i) for every i = 0 : : : k, and j = k + 1 : : : l, l(Li ) > l(Lj ) and
(i) for every i = 0 : : : k, and j = l + 1 : : : m, l(Li ) l(Lj ).
Proposition 111 Let  be a negative acyclic AnsProlognot  or :? program. Let tr2() be the
AnsProlog program obtained from  by replacing every rule of the form (9.1.1) by the rule:
L0 or : : : or Lk  Lk+1 : : :  Ll  Ll+1  : : :  Lm  not Lm+1  : : :  not Ln.
Both  and tr2 () have the exact same answer sets.
2

9.2 AnsPrologfnot



or : ?g :




allowing nested expressions

The nesting of operators in a logic programming setting started o with Prolog implementations
where rules of the form
s  (p ! q r) t.
were allowed. The construct (p ! q r) represented the `if-then-else' construct and meant if p then q else r.
Using the operators in our language this rule will be expressed as
s  ((p q) or (not p r)) t.
which has the equivalent (intuitive) meaning as the following two rules:
s  p q t.
s  not p r t.
The Prolog implementation is more ecient with respect to the nested rule than with respect to
the above two rules as in the former case it evaluates p only once. Another motivation behind
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allowing nesting is the resulting compactness in representation, and a notion of equivalence that
makes it easier to reason about strong equivalence
of AnsPrologsm programs. In this section we will
introduce the language AnsPrologfnot  or :?g that allows nesting,
give its semantics, discuss its
usefulness, and present a translation from AnsPrologfnot  or :?g to AnsProlognot  or :?. We
will focus on the propositional case, as the programs with variables can be grounded to eliminate
the variables.
We now start with several notions that are specic to this section only. Elementary formulas are
literals and the 0-place connectives ? and >, representing false and true respectively. Formulas
are built from elementary formulas using the unary connective not , and the binary connectives 
(conjunction) and or (disjunction). Often we will use the symbol  for or . A rule is an expression
of the form:

F G
where F and G are formulas referred to as the head and body of the rule respectively. Often we
will use the short-hand F ! G H for (F G) (not F H ). The rule F  > will often be written as
F  or simply F . Rules of the form ?  G will be referred to as constraints and written as  G.
An AnsPrologfnot  or :?g program is a set of rules. An occurrence of a formula F in another
formula or rule is said to be singular if the symbol before F in this occurrence is : otherwise the

occurrence is referred to as regular. It should be noted that in formulas the status of not and :
are dierent in the sense that : can only precede an atom, while not can precede an arbitrary
formula.
Formulas, rules and programs that do not contain not will be called basic. A consistent set X of
literals is said to satisfy a basic formula F denoted by X j= F if:

 F is an elementary formula, and F 2 X or F = >.
 F is the formula (G H ), and X j= G and X j= H .
 F is the formula (G H ), and X j= G or X j= H .
A consistent set X of literals is said to be closed under a basic program if, for every rule F  G
in , X j= F whenever X j= G. X is said to be an answer set of if X is minimal among the
consistent set of literals closed under .

Denition 103 The reduct of a formula, rule or program relative to a consistent set X of literals,
denoted by putting X as a superscript, is recursively dened as follows:








If F is an elementary formula then F X = F .
(F G)X = (F X  GX ).
(F  G)X = (F X  GX ).
(not F )X is equal to ? if X j= F X , and > otherwise.
(F  G)X = (F X  GX ).
For a program , X = f(F  G)X : F  G 2 g.

2
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and a consistent set X of literals, the program X is basic.

Denition 104 A consistent set X of literals is an answer set for a program if X is an answer
set of X .

2

Denition 104 are its consistent answer sets with respect to the denition in Section 9.1.

2

Proposition 112 Let be an AnsProlognot  or :? program. Its answer sets corresponding to

In contrast to the rest of the book, the denition of answer set in this section precludes the possibility
of inconsistent answer sets.

Example 149 Consider the following AnsProlog: program:
p .
:p .
q .

This program has the unique
answer set Lit. But according to Denition 104, the corresponding
AnsPrologfnot  or :?g program does not have any answer sets.
2
The notion of strong equivalence in Section 3.10.5 can be transported to AnsPrologfnot  or :?g 
programs. We will discuss transformations that preserve strong equivalence of AnsPrologfnot  or :?g
programs. We rst dene equivalence of formulas and transformations that preserve their equivalence.

Denition 105 Two formulas F and G are said to be equivalent, denoted by F , H , if for any
consistent sets of literals X and Y , X j= F Y i X j= GY .
2
Proposition 113 For any formulas, F G and H ,
1. F G , G F and F  G , G F .
2. (F G) H , F (G H ) and (F  G) H , F  (G H ).
3. F (G H ) , (F G) (F H ) and F  (G H ) , (F  G) (F  H ).
4. not (F G) , not F  not G and not (F  G) , not F not G.
5. not not not F , not F .
6. F > , F and F  > , >.
7. F ? , ? and F  ? , F .
8. If p is an atoms then p :p , ? and not p not :p , >.
9. not > , ? and not ? , >.
2
The equivalence of formulas can be used to show the strong equivalence of programs. The following
proposition states the necessary conditions.
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be a AnsPrologfnot  or :?g program, and let F and G be a pair of
equivalent formulas. Any program obtained from by replacing some regular occurrences of F by
G is strongly equivalent to .
2
Following are some additional strong equivalence conditions for AnsPrologfnot  or :?g programs.

Proposition 114 Let

Proposition 115 1. F G  H is strongly equivalent to
F H
GH
2. F  G H is strongly equivalent to
F G
F H
3. F  G not not H is strongly equivalent to F  not H  G.
4. F  not not G  H is strongly equivalent to F  not G H .

2

Proposition 116 For every AnsPrologfnot  or :?g program there is a strongly equivalent program consisting of rules in the syntax of AnsProlognot  or :?.
2
Note that in AnsPrologfnot  or :?g not not do not cancel out. For example the following two
programs have dierent answer sets.
The program

p  not not p

has the two answer sets  and fpg, while the program

pp

has the single answer set . This example also show that AnsPrologfnot  or :?g programs may
have non-minimal answer sets.
We now present a translation from AnsPrologsm programs to AnsPrologfnot  or :?g programs
so that they have the same answer sets. The transformation is as follows:
1. The translation of a constraint of the form

L  #c1 = w1  : : :  cn = wn ]
is the nested expression

( , ci )
X : 'X L i 2 X
where X ranges over the subsets of f1 : : :  mg and 'X stands for 'i2X wi . The translation
of L  S is denoted by ##L  S ]]. In the above notation the empty conjunction is understood
as > and the empty disjunction as ?.
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2. The translation of a constraint of the form
#c1 = w1  : : :  cn = wn ]  U
is the nested expression
,
(

not ci )
X : 'X > U
i2X
where 'X is as dened before. The translation of S  U is denoted by ##S  U ]].
3. The translation of a general weight constraint L  S  U denoted by ##L  S  U ]] is the
nested expression ##L  S ]] ##S  U ]].
4. For any AnsPrologsm program /, its translation ##/]] is the AnsPrologfnot  or :?g program
obtained from / by replacing each AnsPrologsm rule of the form

L  #l1 = w1  : : :  lm = wm]  U  C1  : : :  Cm
by
(l1  not l1 ) : : :  (lm  not lm ) ##L  #l1 = w1  : : :  lm = wm ]  U ]]  ##C1 ]] : : :  ##Cm ]]
The following example illustrates the above translation.

Example 150 Consider the AnsPrologsm program consisting of the following rule:
2  #a = 1 b = 1 c = 1]  2  p.
We translate the above program to an AnsPrologfnot  or :?g program as follows:
##2  #a = 1 b = 1 c = 1]]] is the nested expression

(a b) (b c) (a c) (a b c).
###a = 1 b = 1 c = 1]  2]] is the nested expression
(not a not b not c).
Thus ##2  #a = 1 b = 1 c = 1]  2  p]] is the program consisting of the following rule:
(a not a) (b not b) (c not c) ((a b) (b c) (a c) (a b c)) (not a not b not c)  p

2

Theorem 9.2.1 For any AnsPrologsm program /, the programs / and ##/]] have the same answer
sets.

2

It should be noted that the translation ## ]] in general results in an exponential blow-up. Nevertheless, when L and U are either innite or bounded by a xed constant, which is often the case, the
resulting translation is of reasonable size. One advantage of this translation over the translation in
Section 2.1.18 is that in case of the later the correspondence between the answer sets is not 1-1 and
onto, and new literals not in the language of the original program are introduced. On the other
hand the translation in Section 2.1.18 is more succinct, in particular is linear with respect to the
size of the original program.
An important advantage of the translation mechanism
of this section is that we can use the
strong equivalence results of AnsPrologfnot  or :?g programs to show the strong equivalence
of AnsPrologsm programs.
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: allowing knowledge and belief operators

Among the various AnsProlog* subsets and extensions that we considered so far, there are only two
forms of negation, the classical :, and the non-monotonic not . Although the answer to a query
with respect to an AnsProlog: or program is true if it is true in all its answer sets, there is no
way to reason within the language about a particular literal being true in all the (or some of the)
answer sets.
The following example demonstrates the need for an extension of AnsProlog: or that will allow
such reasoning:

Example 151 Consider the following information. We know that (A) Either \john" or \peter" is
guilty (of murder). (B) \ a person is presumed innocent if (s)he cannot be proven to be guilty".
(C) \a person can get a security clearance if we have no reason to suspect that (s)he is guilty."
Statement (A) can easily be written as an AnsProlog: or rule:

A1 : guilty(john) or guilty(peter)  :

If we try to write statement (B) as an AnsProlog: or rule, we have:

B1 : presumed innocent(X )  not guilty(X ):
This however is not appropriate because the program consisting of A1 and B1 has two answer sets
fguilty(john) presumed innocent(peter)g and fguilty(peter) presumed innocent(john)g, and therefore presumed innocent(john) is inferred to be unknown. Intuitively, we should be able to infer
that presumed innocent(john) is true. Hence, the operator not in the body of B1 is not the one
we want.
Similarly, if we consider representing statement C in the language AnsProlog: or programs, we
have :

C1 : cleared(X )  not guilty(X ):
But, C1 is not appropriate because the program consisting of A1 and C1 has two answer sets:
fguilty(john) cleared(peter)g and fguilty(peter) cleared(john)g, and we infer cleared(john) to
be unknown. Intuitively, we would like to infer that cleared(john) is false.
Our goal is to expand the language and redene answer sets in such a way that: (B2 ) We would
infer presumed innocent(a) i there is at least one answer set that does not contain guilty(a).
(C2 ) We would infer cleared(a) i none of the answer sets contain guilty(a).
2
To capture the intuition in (B2 ) and (C2 ) in the above example, we use two unary operators K
and M #Gel91b] and add them to our language. Intuitively, KL stands for L is known and ML
stands for L may be believed. For a literal L, and a collection of sets of literals S , we say that KL
is true with respect to S ( S j= KL ) i L is true in all sets in S . ML is true with respect to S (
S j= ML ) i l is true in at least one set in S . We say S j= :KL i S 6j= KL and we say S j= :ML
i S 6j= ML. This means :KL is true with respect to S i there is at least one set in S where L
is not true, and :ML is true with respect to S i there is no set in S where L is true.
Using K and M we can represent the statements (B) and (C) in the above example by the rules:
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innocent(X )  :Kguilty(X )
cleared(X )  :Mguilty(X )

We now dene the syntax and semantics of AnsProlog: or KM programs which are obtained by
adding K and M to AnsProlog: or . We refer to a literal L (without K or M) as an objective
literal, and we refer to formulas of the form KL, ML, :KL and :ML as subjective literals.
An AnsProlog: or KM logic program is a collection of rules of the form:

L1 or : : : or Lk  Gk+1 : : :  Gm  not Lm+1  : : :  not Ln

(9.3.2)

where the L's are objective literals and the G's are subjective or objective literals.
Let T be an AnsProlog: or KM program and S be a collection of sets of literals in the language
of T . By T S we will denote the AnsProlog: or program obtained from T by:
1. removing from T all rules containing subjective literals G such that S 6j= G,
2. removing from rules in T all other occurrences of subjective literals.

Denition 106 A set S will be called a world view of T if S is the collection of all answer sets of
T S . Elements of S will be called belief sets of T . The program T S will be called the reduct of T
w.r.t. S .
2

We now limit ourselves to AnsProlog: or KM programs with a unique world view.
An objective literal is said to be true(false) with respect to an AnsProlog: or KM program if it
is true(false) in all elements of its world view otherwise it is said to be unknown. A subjective
literal is said to be true(false) with respect to an AnsProlog: or KM program if it is true(false)
in its world view. Notice that subjective literals can not be unknown.
Example 152 Consider the AnsProlog: or KM program T1 :

1: guilty(john) or guilty(peter) .
2: presumed innocent(X )  :Kguilty(X ).
3: cleared(X )  :Mguilty(X ).
4: :presumed innocent(X )  not presumed innocent(X ).
5: : cleared(X )  not cleared(X ).
Let S1 = fguilty(john) presumed innocent(john) presumed innocent(peter)
:cleared(john) :cleared(peter)g

and S2 = fguilty(peter) presumed innocent(john) presumed innocent(peter)
:cleared(john) :cleared(peter)g
and S = fS1  S2 g
Since, Mguilty(john) and Mguilty(peter) are both true with respect to S ,
S 6j= :Mguilty(john) and S 6j= :Mguilty(peter), and therefore, T1 S does not contain any ground
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instance of rule 3. Similarly, S j= :Kguilty(john) and S j= :Kguilty(peter) and hence T1 S
consists of the rules:
guilty(john) or guilty(peter) .
presumed innocent(john) .
presumed innocent(peter) .
:presumed innocent(X )  not presumed innocent(X ).
: cleared(X )  not cleared(X ).
The answer sets of T1 S are S1 and S2 . Hence, S is a world view of T1 . It is possible to show
that S is the only world view of T1 #GP91] and therefore T1 j= presumed innocent(john), T1 j=
presumed innocent(peter), T1 j= :cleared(john) and T1 j= :cleared(peter) which corresponds to
our specication.
2
Example 153 Representing Unknown] Consider the AnsProlog: or program from Section 2.2.4.
Recall that it consists of rules used by a certain college for awarding scholarships to its students,
and a rule saying \if the three rules do not determine the eligibility of a student then (s)he should
be interviewed."
In the formulation in Section 2.2.4 the above is encoded using following rule:
interview(X )  not eligible(X ) not :eligible(X )
We now argue that in presence of multiple answer sets the above rule is not appropriate. Assume
that, in addition to the earlier formulation, we have the following additional disjunctive information.
5. fairGPA(mike) or highGPA(mike) 
The AnsProlog: or KM program gpa:1 consisting of (1) - (4) from gpa and (5), has two answer
sets: A1 = fhighGPA(mike) eligible(mike)g and A2 = ffairGPA(mike) interview(mike)g and
therefore the reasoner modeled by gpa:1 does not have enough information to establish Mike's
eligibility for the scholarship (i.e. answer to eligible(mike) is unknown). Hence, intuitively the
reasoner should answer yes to the query interview(mike). But this is not achieved by the above
representation.
The intended eect is achieved by replacing (4) by the following rule:
40 : interview(X )  :K eligible(X ) :K :eligible(X )
The AnsProlog: or KM program, gpa:epi, obtained by replacing (4) in gpa:1 by (4') has the
world view A = fA1  A2 g where A1 = fhighGPA(mike) eligible(mike) interview(mike)g and A2 =
ffairGPA(mike) interview(mike)g: Hence, gpa:epi answers unknown to the query eligible(mike)
and yes to the query interview(mike), which is the intended behavior of the system.
2
Hence, in general (for theories with multiple answer sets), the statement \the truth of an atomic
statement P is unknown" is appropriately represented by

not KP not :KP:

(9.3.3)
So far we only considered AnsProlog: or KM programs with a unique world view. The following
example shows AnsProlog: or KM programs may have multiple world views.

Example 154 Let T2 consist of the rules
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1. p(a) or p(b) 
2. p(c) 
3. q(d) 
4. :p(X )  :Mp(X )
The specication T2 has three world views:
A1 = ffq(d) p(c) p(a) :p(b) :p(d)gg,
A2 = ffq(d) p(c) p(b) :p(a) :p(d)gg, and
A3 = f fq(d), p(a), p(c), :p(d)g, fq(d), p(b), p(c), :p(d)gg.
Intuitively A3 is preferable to the other two world views of T2 as it treats p(a) and p(b) in the same
manner (unlike A1 and A2 ) and can be used to answer queries with respect to T2 .
2
Exercise 26 Formulate a preference relation between world-views of AnsProlog: or KM programs, and develop conditions on the programs that guarantee unique preferred world-views. (Hint:
#Gel91b].)
2

9.4 Abductive reasoning with AnsProlog: AnsProlog

abd

Earlier in Section 3.9 we discussed a simple form of abduction using AnsProlog*. In this section we
consider a notion of abductive logic programming which is more general than our earlier formulation
in some aspects and less general in certain others. In this formulation a subset of the predicates
in the language are referred to as the abducible predicates or open predicates. An AnsPrologabd
program is dened as a triple h  A Oi, where A is the set of open predicates, is an AnsProlog
program with only atoms of non-open predicates in its heads and O is a set of rst order formulas.
O is used to express observations and constraints in an abductive logic program. Abductive logic
programs are characterized as follows:

Denition 107 Let h  A Oi be an abductive logic program. A set M of ground atoms is a
generalized stable model of h  A Oi if there is a )  atoms(A) such that M is an answer set of

) and M satises O.
For an atom f , we say h  A Oi j=abd f , if f belongs to all generalized stable models of h  A Oi.
For a negative literal :f , we say h  A Oi j=abd :f , if f does not belong to any of the generalized
stable models of h  A Oi.
2

9.5 Domain closure and the universal query problem
Consider the AnsProlog program consisting of the following rule:
p(a) .
Suppose we would like to ask if j= 8X:p(X ). Since this query is not part of our query language
presented in Section 1.3.5, let us use the technique in Section 2.1.7 and modify the program to
 which consists of the following rules:
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p(a) .
not all p  not p(X ).
all p  not not all p.
and ask if  j= all p. Since, when the language of a program is not explicitly stated, its language
is inferred from the program itself, for this program the Herbrand Universe is fag. Hence, we have
 j= all p. To many this answer is unintuitive, and they point to the fact that adding an unrelated
r(b)  to  result in the retraction of all p. I.e.,  fr(b)  :g 6j= all p. Although we discussed

this aspect in Section 3.6 and also briey in Section 6.6.2 we consider a dierent angle here. Unlike
in Section 3.6 where we presented suciency conditions that guarantee language independence and
tolerance, in this section we propose alternative semantics and alternative ways to characterize
entailment.
There are four main proposals to handle this problem, referred to in the literature as the `Universal
Query Problem'.
(i) One proposal, advocated in #Ros92], is to add to every program a fact q(f (c)), where q, f and
c do not occur in the original program. The basic idea here is to introduce an innite number of
terms to the Herbrand Universe. Following this approach, we have that  fq(f (c))  :g 6j= all p.
(ii) The second proposal advocated in #Kun89] is to have a Universal language with an innite
number of terms in the Herbrand Universe in which all programs are expressed. In this case,
 6j= all p, but  j= :all p.
(iii) The third proposal advocated in #Kun87, Prz89b] is to consider arbitrary models instead of
Herbrand models. In this case,  6j= all p, and  6j= :all p.
(iv) The fourth proposal by Gelfond articulated in a joint paper in #BG94], is to neither blindly
assume a closed domain (as done by using Herbrand models), nor blindly assume an innite domain
(as done by arbitrarily enlarging the Herbrand Universe), but have a characterization with open
domain { as also done in (iii), and in addition have a way to selectively specify if we want closed
domain. With respect to this proposal  's answer to all p will be `unknown' and the reasoning
is that we do not know if a is the only object or not. Both assuming it to be the only object and
answering `yes' and assuming the presence of innite other objects and answering `no' amounts to
preferring one assumption over another in terms of whether the domain is closed or innite. We
now present this characterization.

9.5.1 Parameterized answer sets and j=open

Let be an AnsProlog: program over the language L0 . To give the semantics of , we will rst
expand the alphabet of L0 by an innite sequence of new constants c1  : : :  ck  : : : We will call these
new constants generic. The resulting language will be denoted by L1 . By Lk we will denote the
expansion of L0 by constants c1  : : :  ck . k , where 0  k  1, will stand for the set of all ground
instances of in the language Lk . The entailment relation with respect to the language Lk will be
denoted by j=k .

Denition 108 Let be an AnsProlog or an AnsProlog: program. By k-answer set of we will
mean a pair < k B >, where B is an answer set of in the language Lk . For a query q, we say
j=open q, if q is true in all consistent k-answer sets of , for all k.
2
We will refer to the collection of all consistent k-answer sets as parameterized answer sets.
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Example 155 Consider a language L0 over the alphabet fag and an AnsProlog program
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 con-

sisting of the rules
p(a) .
not all p  not p(X ).
all p  not not all p.
The following are parameterized answer sets of :
f< 0 fp(a) all pg >g,f< 1 fp(a) not all pg >g, f< 2 fp(a) not all pg >g, : : :.
Thus all p is true in the rst answer set as the only constant in the language L0 is a while it
is not true in all other answer sets as the the corresponding languages contain constants other
than a. Hence, as intended, 's answer to the query all p is unknown. I.e., 6j=open all p, and
6j=open :all p.
2

9.5.2 Applications of j=open

We rst show that the j=open characterization allows the explicit specication { when desired | of
domain-closure assumption.
Let be an arbitrary AnsProlog: program in a language L0 . We expand L0 by the unary predicate
symbol h which stands for named elements of the domain. The following rules can be viewed as
the denition of h:
H1. h(t)  (for every ground term t from L0 )
H2. :h(X )  not h(X )
The domain-closure assumption is then expressed by the rule:
DCA. if :h(X )
The following example illustrates the role of DCA.

Example 156 Let be an AnsProlog: program consisting of H1, H2 and the following rules:
p(a) .
q(a)  not p(X ).
:p(X )  not p(X ).
:q(X )  not q(X )

The k-answer sets of is
f< 0 fh(a) p(a) :q(a)g >g, if k = 0, and
f< k fh(a) :h(c1 ) : : : :h(ck ) p(a) q(a) :p(c1 ) :q(c1 ) : : : :p(ck ) :q(ck ) g >g, if k > 0,
and therefore, 's answer to the query q(a) with respect to j=open is unknown. I.e., 6j=open q(a),
and 6j=open :q(a). The answer changes if is expanded by the domain closure assumption
(DCA). The resulting program, C , has the unique answer set f< 0 fh(a) p(a) :q(a)g >g and
therefore, C 's answer to q(a) with respect to j=open is no, exactly the answer produced by the
program fp(a)  : q(a)  not p(X )g with respect to j=, which has the domain closure assumption
built-in.
2

Exercise 27 Show that for any AnsProlog: program , its answer to any query with respect to
j= is same as fH1  H2 DCAg's answer with respect to j=open.
2
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Now we will briey discuss an example that shows the use of domain assumptions and of the concept
of named objects.

Example 157 Consider a departmental database containing the list of courses which will be oered
by a department next year, and the list of professors who will be working for the department at
that time. Let us assume that the database knows the names of all the courses which may be
taught by the department but, since the hiring process is not yet over, it does not know the names
of all of the professors. This information can be expressed as follows:
course(a) .
course(b) .
prof (m) .
prof (n) 
: course(X )  :h(X )
The k-answer set of this program is
< k fcourse(a) course(b) : course(c1 ) : : : :course(ck ) prof (m) prof (n)
h(a) h(b) h(m) h(n) :h(c1 ) : : : :h(ck )g >
and therefore, the above program answers no to the query
9X (course(X ) ^ :h(X ))
and unknown to the query
9X (prof (X ) ^ :h(X )).
with respect to j=open. Notice that in this example, it is essential to allow for the possibility of
unknown objects.
Let us now expand the informal specication of our database by the closed world assumptions for
predicates course and prof . The closed world assumption for course says that there are no other
courses except those mentioned in the database and can be formalized by the standard rule
:course(X )  not course(X ).
Using this assumption, we will be able to prove that a and b are the only courses taught in our
department. In the case of predicate prof , however, this (informal) assumption is too strong {
there may, after all, be some unknown professor not mentioned in the list. However, we want to be
able to allow our database to conclude that no one known to the database is a professor unless so
stated. For that we need a weaker form of the closed world assumption, which will not be applicable
to generic elements. This can easily be accomplished by the following rule:
:prof (X )  h(X ) not prof (X ).
The k-answer set of the resulting program looks as follows:
< k fc(a) c(b) :c(m) :c(n) :c(c1 ) : : : :c(ck ) p(m) p(n) :p(a) :p(b)
h(a) h(b) h(m) h(n) :h(c1 ) : : : :h(ck )g >,
where c stands for course and p stands for prof . This allows us to conclude, say, that a is not a
professor without concluding that there are no professors except m and n.
2
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9.6 Well-founded semantics of programs with AnsProlog syntax
In Section 1.3.6 we presented a denition of the well-founded semantics and Chapter 7 we used
the computation of the well-founded semantics as a rst step in computing the answer sets. Since
the well-founded semantics, which we treat in this book as an approximate semantics, is widely
preferred over the answer set characterization in circles { such as databases { where eciency is a
bigger concern than expressiveness, in this section we explore it in more detail. In particular we
present several dierent characterization of the well-founded semantics of programs with AnsProlog
syntax and in the subsequent section we discuss how this characterization is extended to programs
with AnsProlog: syntax.

9.6.1 Original characterization using unfounded sets
The initial characterization of the well-founded semantics was done using a notion of unfounded
sets. In this characterization a partial interpretation I is viewed as a pair hT F i, where T \ F = ,
and T F HB .

Denition 109 (Unfounded sets and greatest unfounded sets) Let be an AnsProlog program and I be a partial interpretation. We say A HB is an unfounded set of with respect to
I if each atom atom p 2 A satisfy the following condition: For each rule in ground( ) whose head
is p, at least one of the following holds.
1. Some positive subgoal q or negative subgoal not q of the body is inconsistent with I .
2. Some positive subgoal of the body occurs in A.
The greatest unfounded set with respect to I is the union of all sets that are unfounded with respect
to I .
2

Denition 110 Let be an AnsProlog program and I be a partial interpretation.
T (I ) = fp : there is a rule r in with p in the head such that the body of r evaluates to true
with respect to I g.
F (I ) is the greatest unfounded set with respect to I .

2

Denition 111 For all countable ordinals  we dene I as follows:
 I0 = .
 If  is a successor ordinal k + 1 then Ik+1 = hT (Ik ) F (Ik )i.
 If  is a limit ordinal then I = S< I .

2

Lemma 9.6.1 I is a monotonic sequence of partial interpretations.

2

The above sequence reaches a limit I  = hT   F  i at some countable (possibly beyond the rst limit
ordinal !) ordinal. The well-founded semantics of an AnsProlog program is dened as this limit I  .
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9.6.2 A slightly dierent iterated xpoint characterization
We now present a slightly dierent xpoint characterization where the notion of greatest unfounded
set used in F (I ) and T (I ) from Denition 110 is replaced by a a xpoint computation.

Denition 112 Let I be a partial interpretation, be an AnsProlog program and T 0 and F 0 be
sets of ground atoms.

TI (T 0 ) = fp : p is not true in I and there is a rule r in with p in the head such that each literal
in the body of r evaluates to true with respect to I or is in T 0 . g
FI (F 0 ) = fp : p is not false in I and for every rule r in with p in the head there is at least one
literal in the body of r that evaluates to false with respect to I or is in F 0 . g
2

Lemma 9.6.2 The operators TI and FI are monotonic, i.e., T 0
F 0 F 00 ) FI (F 0 ) FI (F 00 )

T 00 ) TI (T 0 )

Denition 113 For a program and partial interpretation I ,
TI"0 =  TI"n+1 = TI (TI"n) TI = Sn<! TI"n
FI#0 = HB  FI#n+1 = FI (FI#n ) FI = Tn<! FI#n

TI (T 00 ) and
2

2

Lemma 9.6.3 The transnite sequence fTI"n g is monotonically increasing and the transnite sequence fFI"n g is monotonically decreasing.
TI is the least xpoint of the operator TI and FI is the greatest xpoint of the operator FI . 2
Denition 114 Let I be the operator assigning to every partial interpretation I of P a new
interpretation I (I) dened by :
I (I) = I < TI  FI > .
2
Lemma 9.6.4 The operator A is monotonic with respect to the ordering  dened as hT F i 
hT 0 F 0 i i T T 0 and F 0 F .
2
Denition 115 Prz89a] Let M0 = <   >
M+1 = I (M) = M < TM  FM >
M =

 M  for limit ordinal :

<



2

The sequence fM g of interpretations is monotonically increasing. Therefore there is a smallest
ordinal  such that M is a xpoint of the operator I . Let is refer to this xpoint as M .

Theorem 9.6.5 Given an AnsProlog program , M is its well-founded semantics.

2
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9.6.3 Alternating xpoint characterization

We now give yet another characterization of the well-founded semantics.

Denition 116 Suppose I is an Herbrand interpretation and be an AnsProlog program. Construct a program 0 as follows: If

A  B1 & : : : & Bn & not D1 & : : : & not Dm
is in , then

A  B1 & : : : & Bn & D~1 & : : : & D~m
is in 0 . Here D~i = p~(~t) i Di = p(~t). In addition, if A 62 I , then the unit clause A~  is added to
0.

Now dene S (I ) = HB \ T 0 " !.

2

Note that T 0 " ! contains new atoms of the form p~(~t) and that these atoms may be used in
deriving atoms in S (I ), but atoms of the form p~(~t) are themselves not present in S (I ).

Denition 117 Given an AnsProlog program , we associate an operator A with as follows:
A (I ) = S (S (I )).
A = lfp(A ).
A+ = S (A ).

2

Theorem 9.6.6 #Gel89] A+ is the set of atoms true in the well-founded model of . Similarly A
is the set of atoms false in the well-founded model of .

2

We now use Van Gelder's alternating xpoint characterization to show that well-founded semantics
is equivalent to a particular stable class as dened in the next subsection.

9.6.4 Stable Classes and duality results

Suppose, given a program , we associate an operator F that maps Herbrand interpretations to
Herbrand interpretations such that F (I ) = M ( I ). Answer sets are dened in terms of the xed
point of this operator, i.e. I is an answer set of P i F (I ) = M ( I ) = I . However, this operator
may not always have xed points.

Denition 118 Let A be a set of indices. Let S = fIi j i 2 Ag be a nite set of interpretations. S
is said to be a stable class of program i S = fF (Ii ) j i 2 Ag.
2
Example 158 Consider the following AnsProlog program :
a  not a.
p .

This program does not have any answer sets. But it has two stable classes: S0 which is the empty
collection of interpretations and S1 = fI1  I2 g where:
I1 = fpg
I2 = fa pg
Thus, has a unique non-empty stable class, viz. S1 , and p is true in all interpretations contained
in S1 .
2
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Lemma 9.6.7 S (I ) = F (I )
2
Lemma 9.6.8 Let be an AnsProlog program. Then F (lfp(F 2 )) = gfp(F 2 ) and F (gfp(F 2 )) =
lfp(F 2 ). i.e. flfp(F 2 ) gfp(F 2 )g form a stable class of .
2
Lemma 9.6.9 lfp(F 2 ) = A+
gfp(F 2 ) = A

2

Lemmas 9.6.7, 9.6.8, 9.6.9 and Theorem 9.6.6 are required to establish the following theorem.

Theorem 9.6.10 (Well-Founded Semantics is Captured by a Stable Class) Let be an AnsProlog

program. The well-Founded semantics of is characterized by a particular stable class C of , i.e.
a ground atom is true in the well-founded semantics of i A is true in all interpretations in C ,
and A is false according to the well founded semantics of i A is false in all interpretations in C .
Moreover, C = flfp(F 2 )  gfp(F 2 )g.
2

Example 159 Consider the following program 4 :
9
p  not a >
=
p  not b >
4
a  not b >
>
b  not a
The above program has two answer sets fp ag and fp bg. It has three stable classes, ffp agg,
ffp bgg, and ffg fp a bgg. The stable class ffg fp a bgg corresponds to the well-founded seman-

tics of the above program. Therefore, p is a consequence of 4 with respect to the answer set
semantics, while the answer to p in the well-founded semantics is undened.
2

Example 160 Consider the following program 5 #VG88]:
9
q  not r >
=
r  not q >
5
p  not p >
>
p  not r
5 has a unique answer set, viz. fp q g.
5 has three strict stable classes (stable classes which
have no proper subset which is also a stable class), namely, C1  C2 and C3 , where C1 = ffq pgg,
C2 = f fp q rgg and C3 = ffrg fr pgg. Of these, the class C2 corresponds to the well-founded
semantics which says that p q r are all undefined. Notice that even though p is the consequence
of 5 in the answer set semantics, its addition to 5 alters the set of consequences of 5 . In
particular, we will no longer be able to conclude q.
2

9.7 Well-founded semantics of programs with AnsProlog: syntax
The formulation of well-founded semantics of AnsProlog programs in #BS91] can be extended to
dene the well-founded semantics #Prz90a] of AnsProlog: programs. More precisely, let us consider
G (S ) = M:?( S ). Then for any AnsProlog: program , the xpoints of G denes the answerset semantics, and flfp(G2 ) gfp(G2 )g denes the well-founded semantics. A literal l is true
(resp. false) w.r.t. the well-founded semantics of an AnsProlog: program if l 2 lfp(G2 ) (resp.
l 62 gfp(G2 )). Otherwise l is said to be undefined.
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Pereira et al. #PAA92a] show that this denition gives unintuitive characterizations for several
programs.
Example 161 Consider the program 0

a  not b
b  not a
:a 

The well-founded semantics infers :a to be true and a and b to be unknown with respect to the
above program. Intuitively, b should be inferred true and a should be inferred false.
2
Example 162 Consider the program 1

b  not :b

and the program

a  not :a
:a  not a

2

The well-founded semantics infers b to be true with respect to 1 and infers b to be undefined
with respect to 1 2 even though 2 does not have b in its language.
2
To overcome the unintuitiveness of the well-founded semantics Pereira et al. #PAA92a] propose an
alternative semantics of AnsProlog: programs which we refer to as the /-well-founded semantics.
We now dene the /-well-founded semantics.
Denition 119 PAA92a] Let be an AnsProlog: program. S ( ) the semi-normal version of
is obtained by replacing each rule of the form L0  L1  : : :  Lm  not Lm+1  : : :  not Ln by the
rule:

L0  L1 : : :  Lm  not Lm+1 : : :  not Ln  not :L0 :

Denition 120 PAA92a] For any AnsProlog: program , the function / is dened as

(9.7.4)

2

/ (X ) = G (GS ( ) (X ))
2
Denition 121 PAA92a] A set of literals E is said to be an /-extension of an AnsProlog:
program i
1. E is a xpoint of / .
3. E is a subset of (GS ( ) (E ))
2
Pereira et al. #PAA92a] show that if an AnsProlog: program has an /-extension then / is a
monotonic function and hence has a least xpoint. The /-well-founded semantics is dened as
flfp(/ ) GS( )(lfp(/ ))g. Entailment w.r.t. the /-well-founded semantics is dened as follows:
A literal l is true (resp. false) w.r.t. the /-well-founded semantics of an AnsProlog: program
if l 2 lfp(/ ) (resp. l 62 GS ( ) (lfp(/ ))). Otherwise l is undefined.
Example 163 PAA92a] Consider the following program 3

c  not b
b  not a
a  not a
:b

The above program has fc :bg as the only /-extension. The /-well-founded semantics is given by
ffc :bg fc a :bgg.
2
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Before we end this section we would like to briey mention another class of semantics of AnsProlog:
programs based on contradiction removal #Dun91, Wag93, PAA91a, GM90].
To illustrate the problem let us consider the program 4 :
1. p  not q
2. :p 
3. s 
Obviously, under the answer set semantics this program is inconsistent. It is possible to argue
however that inconsistency of 4 can be localized to the rules (1.) and (2.) and should not
inuence the behavior of the rest of the program, i.e. 4 's answer to query s should be yes and the
rules causing inconsistency should be neutralized. There are several approaches to doing that. One,
suggested in #KS90], modies the answer set semantics to give preference to rules with negative
conclusions (viewed as exceptions to general rules). Under the corresponding entailment relation
4 concludes s and :p. Another possibility is to rst identify literals responsible for contradiction,
in our case q. After that q can be viewed as abducible1 and hence 4 will entail s, :p and q.
Another possibility arises when /-well-founded semantics is used as the underlying semantics of
4 . In this case we may want to have both q and :q undened. This can be achieved by expanding
4 by new statements q  not q and :q  not :q . The resulting program 5 entails (w.r.t.
the /-well-founded semantics) :p and s and infers p to be false. The last idea is developed to a
considerable length in #PAA91a, PA93].

9.8 Notes and references
In this chapter we have presented only a small and incomplete set of extensions and alternatives
to AnsProlog* based on our perception of closeness to the rest of the content of this book.
The material on the extension of AnsProlog* that allows not in the head is from #IS98]. The
extension that allos nested expressions is from #LTT99, FL01]. The extension of AnsProlog* to
allow knowledge and belief operators was proposed in #Gel91b] and further developed in #GP91].
There has not been much work on this language since then. In particular it remains to be seen
if AnsProlog: or KM programs with multiple world views will prove to be useful for knowledge
representation. Moreover complexity and expressibility analysis of AnsProlog: or KM programs
also remain to be done.
The discussion regarding open domain and the universal query problem is based on the papers
#Ros89a, Ros92, Kun89, Kun87, Prz89b, BG94, AB94]. Complexity of reasoning with open domains
is explored in #Sch93]. Application of open domains is discussed in #GT93, GP93]. The paper
#GT93] shows the usefulness of open domain semantics in representing certain types of null values
in databases., while #GP93] discusses an application to formalization of anonymous exceptions to
defaults.
Well-founded semantics of AnsProlog programs was initially dened by Van Gelder, Ross, and
Schlifp in #vGRS88]. Later Van Gelder #Gel89] gave a dierent characterization of the well-founded
semantics based on an alternating xpoint approach. Some of the alternative characterization of the
well-founded semantics that we presented in this paper are based on #Prz89a, Prz89d, BS92, BS91,
Fit91]. Some of the additional characterization of the well-founded semantics that we did not discuss
in this chapter are given in #Dun93] and #Prz90c] the rst one uses argumentation while the second
1

Abducible literals are literals that can be assumed true if necessary. For more details see Section 3.9.
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one characterizes well-founded semantic using 3-valued stable models. The well-founded characterization of AnsProlog: programs are discussed in #AP92, PAA91b, PAA92a, PAA92b, Prz90a,
KS90, Dun91, Wag93, PAA91a, GM90, PA93]. We presented some of those results.
In the late eighties and early ninties several other semantics for programs with AnsProlog syntax
were proposed. Some of these ones are #FBJ88, Fit85, Fit86, Kun87, Kun89, LM85, Myc83].
Similarly several alternative characterization of AnsProlog or programs were also developed. Some
of those are #Bar92, LMR92, RM90, BLM92, BLM91, Ros89b, Prz90b, Sak89, Prz91]. Przymusinski
considered several extensions of AnsProlog or #Prz95, BDT96, BDNT01] and proposed semantics
for these languages which when restricted to AnsProlog syntax coincided with the well-founded
semantics. Similar extensions were also studied by Minker and Ruiz in #MR93].
Among the major omissions in this chapter are meta logic programming #Kow79] and constraint
logic programming #Mah93a]. Some of the met-logic programming languages and their analysis are
given in #Kow90, AR89, Pet92, HL91, CKW93, CL89, MDS92a, MDS92b, Mil86, BM90, GO92,
BMPT92, BK82]. A good discussion of either would need their own chapter.
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Chapter 10

Appendix A: Ordinals, Lattices and
xpoint theory
10.1 Ordinals
The nite ordinals are the non-negative integers. The rst ordinal 0 is dened by the empty set,
. The second ordinal 1 = f0g = fg. The third ordinal 2 = f0 1g = f fgg. The fourth ordinal
3 = f0 1 2g = f fg f fggg.
The rst innite ordinal is ! = f0 1 2 : : : g, the set of all non-negative integers.
The successor of an ordinal  is  + 1 =  fg. Any ordinal which is the successor of another
ordinal is referred to as a successor ordinal .
A limit ordinal is an ordinal other than 0 which is not the successor of any other ordinal. The rst
limit ordinal is !. The successor ordinal of ! is ! + 1 = ! f!g. The second limit ordinal is !2,
which is the set ! f! + n j n 2 !g. The successor ordinal of !2 is !2 + 1 = !2 f!2g.

10.2 Fixpoint theory
Let S be a set. A relation R on S is a subset S ! S . A relation R on S is a partial order if
R is reexive, antisymmetric and transitive. A binary relation (not necessarily a partial order) is
well-founded if there is no innite decreasing chain x0 x1 : : :.
Let S be a set with partial order . Then a 2 S is an upper bound of a subset X of S if x  a, for
all x 2 X . Similarly, b 2 S is a lower bound of X if b  x, for all x 2 X . a 2 S is the least upper
bound (lub) of a subset X of S if a is an upper bound of X and for all upper bound a0 of X we
have a  a0 . Similarly, b 2 S is the greatest lower bound (glb) of a subset X of S if b is a lower
bound of X and for all lower bound b0 of X we have b0  b.
A partially ordered set L is a complete lattice if lub(X ) and glb(X ) exist for every subset X of
L. The lub(L) is called the top element (>) and the glb(L) is called the bottom element (?).

Example 164 For any set S , its power set 2S under is a complete lattice with lub(X ) being the

union of all elements of X and glb(X ) being the intersection of all element of L. The top element
is S and the bottom element is .
2
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Monotonicity : Let L be a complete lattice and T : L ! L be a mapping. We say T is monotonic
if T (x)  T (y) , whenever x  y.
Let L be a complete lattice and X L. We say X is directed if every nite subset of X has an
upper bound in X .
Continuity : Let L be a complete lattice and T : L ! L be a mapping. We say T is continuous
if T (lub(X )) = lub(T (X )), for every directed subset X of L.
xpoint, least xpoint : Let L be a complete lattice and T : L ! L be a mapping. We say
a 2 L is the least xpoint (lfp) if a is a xpoint of T (i.e. T(a) = a) and for all xpoints b of T , we
have a  b.

Theorem 10.2.1 Tar55] Let L be a complete lattice and T : L ! L be a monotonic mapping.
Then T has a least xpoint, lfp(T ), and furthermore lfp(T ) = glbfx : T (x) = xg = glbfx : T (x) 
xg.
2
Denition 122 Let L be a complete lattice and T : L ! L be a monotonic mapping. Then,
T "o=?
T "  = T (T " ( ; 1), if  is a successor ordinal
T "  = lubfT "  :  < g if  is a limit ordinal.
2
Theorem 10.2.2 Let L be a complete lattice and T : L ! L be monotonic. Then lfp(T ) = T "
, where  is a limit ordinal.

2

Theorem 10.2.3 Tar55] Let L be a complete lattice and T : L ! L be continuous. Then
lfp(T ) = T " !, where ! is the rst limit ordinal.
2

10.3 Transnite Sequences

A (transnite) sequence is a family whose index set is an initial segment of ordinals, f :  < g,
where the ordinal  is the length of the sequence.
A sequence hU i< Sis monotone if U U , whenever  <  , and is continuous if, for each limit
ordinal  < , U = < U .

Chapter 11

Appendix B: Decidability and
Complexity
11.1 Turing Machines
Intuitively, a deterministic Turing machine (DTM) is an automata bundled with a semi-innite
tape with a cursor to read from and write to. So like an automata, there is a state and state
transitions are based on the current state and what the cursor points to on the tape. But in
addition to the state transition, there is an accompanying transition that dictates if the symbol in
the tape location pointed to by the cursor should be overwritten and if the cursor should move to
the left or right { by one cell { of its current position. Special symbols mark the beginning of the
tape (>), the end of the input on the tape (t), and the output of the computation (`halt', `yes',
`no'). We now give a formal denition of DTMs.
Denition 123 A DTM is a quadruple M = (S '  s0 ) where S is a nite set of non-nal states
that includes s0 the initial state, ' is a nite alphabet of symbols including the special symbols, >,
and t and  is a transition function that maps S ! ' to S fhalt yes nog ! ' ! f ! ;g. 2
Intuitively,  is control or program of the machine that dictates how the machine behaves. If
(s ) = (s0   ) then it means that if the current state is s and the cursor is pointed at the
symbol  then the state should change to s0 ,  should be overwritten by  and the cursor should
move to the left of its current position. If instead of , we had ! then that would dictate the
cursor to move right, and if we had `;' instead, then that would dictate the cursor to remain where
it is. The special symbol > is used as the left marker of the tape. Hence, for any state s, we require
that (s >) = (s0  > !), for some s0 . This forces that whenever the cursor is at the left end of the
tape, it must move right without overwriting the > symbol at the left end.
Initially, the state of the machine is required to be s0 , and the cursor is required to be at the left
end of the tape pointing to >. Moreover, the string starting after the left marker >, until the rst
t is considered as the input I . From this initial conguration the machine makes the transition
dictated by its , until it reaches one of the nal states fhalt yes nog. If the nal state is yes,
that means the machine accepted the input (i.e., M(I) = `yes'), if it is no, that means the machine
rejected the input (i.e., M(I) = `no') , and if it is halt, that means the machine computed an output
M (I ), which is dened as the string starting after the left end marker > until the rst t.
Note that it is possible that the machine never reaches a nal state and keeps on computing for
ever.
367
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A set S is said to be recursive if there is a DTM M such that given an input x, M (x) = `yes0 i
x 2 S , and M (x) = `no0 i x 62 S . S is said to be r.e. (or recursively enumerable) if there is a
Turing machine M such that given an input x, M (x) = `yes0 i x 2 S . Note that in this case if
x 62 S then either M (x) = `no0 or the Turing machine never reaches the `halt' state.
A non-deterministic Turing machine (NDTM) is a quadruple (S '  s0 ) like a DTM, except
that  is no longer a function it is a relation given as a subset of (S !')!(S fhalt yes nog)!'!f
 ! ;g. As in a DTM, the role of  is to be the control of the machine. When the machine is in
state s and the cursor is pointed at the symbol  then the control considers all quadruples from 
whose rst element is (s ), and nondeterministically chooses one quadruple ((s ) s0   dir) from
it, and changes the state to s0 , replaces  by  and moves the cursor according to dir.
The time taken by a DTM M on an input I is dened as the number of transitions taken by M
on I from the start till it stops. If it does not stop then the time is considered to be innite. For
a function f from positive integers to itself, we say that a DTM M takes O(f (n)) time, if there
exists positive integers c and n0 such that the time taken by M on any input of length n is not
greater than c ! f (n) for all n n0 .

11.1.1 Oracle Turing Machines

An Oracle DTM M A , also referred to as a DTM M with an oracle A can be thought of as a DTM
with an additional write-only tape referred to as the query tape, and three special states fq qy  qn g.
When the state of M A is dierent from fq qy  qn g the computation of the oracle DTM M A is same
except that M A can write on the query tape. When the state is q, M A moves to the state qy or
qn depending on whether the current query string in the query tape is in A or not, while instantly
erasing the query tape.

11.2 Computational Complexity

Denition 124 An existential second-order formula over the vocabulary  is an expression of the
form 9S1  : : :  Sm (S1  : : :  Sm ), where Si 's are relational predicate symbols dierent from those in
 and (S1  : : :  Sm ) is an arbitrary rst order formula with relational predicate symbols among
those in  and fS1  : : :  Sm g.

Chapter 12

Appendix C: Pointers to resources
 DBLP
http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/"ley/db/index.html
http://www.acm.org/sigmod/dblp/db/index.html
 Michael Gelfond.
http://earth.cs.ttu.edu/"mgelfond/
 Vladimir Lifschitz.
http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/vl/
 H. Turner
http://www.d.umn.edu/"hudson/
 C. Baral.
http://www.public.asu.edu/"cbaral/
 TAG
http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/vl/tag/
 ccalc
http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/tag/cc/
 I. Niemela
http://saturn.hut./"ini/
 Smodels
http://www.tcs.hut./Software/smodels/
 N. Leone
http://www.dbai.tuwien.ac.at/sta/leone/
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 G. Gottlob
http://www.dbai.tuwien.ac.at/sta/gottlob/

 DBAI at Viena
http://www.dbai.tuwien.ac.at/

 DLV
http://www.dbai.tuwien.ac.at/proj/dlv/

 M. Truszczynski
http://www.cs.engr.uky.edu/"mirek

 W. Marek
http://www.cs.engr.uky.edu/"marek/

 DeRES
http://www.cs.engr.uky.edu/ai/deres.html

 D. S. Warren
http://www.cs.sunysb.edu:80/"warren/

 XSB
http://xsb.sourceforge.net/

 C. Zaniolo
http://www.cs.ucla.edu/"zaniolo/
http://www.cs.ucla.edu/"zaniolo/cz/personal.html

 LDL++
http://www.cs.ucla.edu/ldl/

 J. Dix
http://www.uni-koblenz.de/"dix/

 T. Przymusinski.
http://www.cs.ucr.edu/"teodor/

 H. Przymusinska.
http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/"ley/db/indices/a-tree/p/Przymusinska:Halina.html
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 V. S. Subrahmanian
http://www.cs.umd.edu/users/vs/
 L. Pereira
http://centria.di.fct.unl.pt/"lmp/
 J. Alferes
http://www.dmat.uevora.pt/"jja/
 M. Cadoli
http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/"cadoli/
 J. You
http://www.cs.ualberta.ca/"you/
 Li-Yan Yuan
http://web.cs.ualberta.ca:80/"yuan/
 C. Sakama
http://www.wakayama-u.ac.jp/"sakama/
 K. Inoue
http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/"ley/db/indices/a-tree/i/Inoue:Katsumi.html
 Ken Satoh
http://mhjcc3-ei.eng.hokudai.ac.jp/lab/ksatoh.html
 A. Kakas
http://www.cs.ucy.ac.cy/kakas.html
 P. Dung
http://www.cs.ait.ac.th/"dung/
 D. Pearce
http://www.compulog.org/sta/DavidPearce.html
 G. Wagner
http://www.inf.fu-berlin.de/"wagnerg/
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analytical hierarchy, 233
And, 266
anonymous variable, 322
AnsDatalog
program, 10
AnsDatalog;not (3), 236
AnsDatalog or ;not6= , 246
AnsProlog
acyclic, 82
classical disjunction, 57
constrained enumeration, 41
encoding DCSP, 152
exception, 61
exclusive-or, 58
nite enumeration, 39
rst-order query, 43
general enumeration, 39
linear ordering, 53
motivation, 2
negative cycle free, 84
normative statement, 60
program, 9
answer set, 17
predicate-order-consistency, 85
signed, 85
tight, 83
propositional satisability, 41
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vs circumscription, 4
vs classical logic, 4
vs default logic, 4
vs logic programming, 3
vs Prolog, 3
AnsProlog ;not?
program, 10
AnsProlog or ?
program, 10
AnsProlog program
semantics
sound approximation, 31
AnsProlog?
program, 10
answer set, 17
Herbrand model, 14
rule
satisfaction of, 14
AnsProlog;not
program, 9
answer sets, 14
iterated xpoint characterization, 15
model theoretic characterization, 14
AnsProlog:
choice, 40
rst-order query, 43
program
/-extension, 361
/-well-founded semantics, 361
AnsProlog;not?
program
answer set, 14
answer sets, 14
AnsProlog: or KM , 350
AnsProlog: or
nite enumeration, 39
program
cover of, 92
head consistent, 92
order-consistency, 98
signed, 89
AnsProlog:?
program, 10
answer set, 21, 23
inconsistent answer set, 24
tight , 83
AnsProlog:;not?
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program
answer set, 22
AnsProlog:;not
program
answer set, 22
AnsProlog: or ?
program
answer set, 26
AnsProlog: or ;not?
program
answer set, 26
AnsProlog: or
general enumeration, 39
program
answer set, 26
AnsProlog:
program, 10
answer set, 21, 23
AnsProlognot  or :?, 343
AnsProlog or
program, 10
AnsPrologfnot  or :?g , 345
AnsPrologabd , 353
AnsPrologsm , 301
ground, 302
AnsProlog*
function, 31
program, 8
being functional, 32
semantics, 13
AnsProlog*(n), 10
answer set
algorithm, 271
AnsPrologfnot  or :?g , 347
answer set theory, 6
alphabet, 7
answer-set language, 8
answer-set theory
signature, 8
applicability of a rule, 334
arithmetical hierarchy, 233
ASK, 254
assimilation of observations, 167
assume-and-reduce, 281
main observation, 281
non-deterministic algorithm, 284
atom, 7
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level of, 281
atom dependency graph, 84
autoepistemic interpretation, 260
autoepistemic logic, 260
backward propagation, 285
basic formulas, rules and programs, 346
belief sets, 351
body, 8
branch and bound, 272
algorithm, 278
brave mode, 323
brave semantics, 246
call-consistency, 80
captures, 246
cardinality constraint
encoding, 58
ground, 302
cardinality minimal models, 130
categorical, 70
cautious mode, 323
Cautious Monotony, 266
Ccalc, 341
choice, 40
AnsProlog: , 40
smodels, 41
circumscription, 258
parallel, 259
prioritized, 259
Clark's completion, 74
classical disjunction
AnsProlog, 57
closed domain specication, 114
closed under, 14
ground( ), 15
AnsProlog:;not? program, 22
closed under a basic program, 346
coherent, 70
combinatorial auctions
in dlv, 325
in smodels, 318
combinatorial graph problem, 153
feedback vertex set, 155
Hamiltonian circuit, 153
k-clique, 154
k-colorability, 153
kernel, 156
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combined complexity, 227
Comp(O), 202
compactness, 254
compilability, 254
complete, 13
in class C , 232
complete lattice, 365
compositional operator, 113
compute statement, 305
computed answer substitution of a query, 335
conclusion, 8
conditional literal, 306, 307
conditions of, 306
conformant plan, 168
conformant planning, 326
consequent, 263
conservative extension, 71
consistent, 70
constrained enumeration
AnsProlog, 41
constraint, 8
constraint satisfaction, 148
dynamic (DCSP), 151
continuity, 366
cover, 92
CSP, 148
Schur, 150
Cumulativity, 266
Cut, 266
D-consistent, 113
D-covers, 113
data complexity, 227
data-complete, 228
database
instance, 33
incomplete, 33
query, 31
schema
input, 33
output, 33
Datalog, 32
Datalog+ , 246
DCSP, 151
in AnsProlog, 152
decision problem, 230
declarative, 1
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deductive closure, 304
default, 262
consequent, 263
justication, 263
prerequisite, 263
default logic, 262
dependency graph, 78
literal, 87
depends
even-oddly on, 84
evenly on, 84
oddly on, 84
on, 84, 280
positively on, 84
DeRes, 341
description logics, 265
disagree
two sets of literals, 12
Disjunctive Rationality, 266
dlv
combinatorial auctions, 325
conformant planning, 326
function, 297
query, 323
system, 321
weak constraint, 323
dlv #front-end-options] #general-options] #le1,
..., len], 324
dlv algorithm, 292
dlv-interpretation, 292
domain
of a database, 33
domain closure, 353
domain completion, 113
domain description, 164
inconsistent, 165
domain predicate, 307
DTM, 367
eect proposition, 165
elementary formula, 346
enumerate and eliminate, 137
enumerated predicate, 306
conditions of, 306
equivalence classes, 280
equivalence of formulas, 347
equivalent sets of equations, 332
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exception
AnsProlog, 61
Exclusive supporting rule proposition, 71
exclusive-or
AnsProlog, 58
executability condition, 187
expand, 105, 271
expansion, 261
of a query, 105
explanation, 118
explicit CWA, 61
expressibility, 229
EXPTIME, 233
extend, 271
extended query, 33
extends, 167
between dlv-interpretations, 293
extension, 263
extension of a pre-SLDNF forest, 334
f-specication, 112
fact, 8
ground, 8
feedback vertex set, 155
lter-abducibility, 117
application, 184
necessary conditions, 122
suciency conditions, 121
nite enumeration
AnsProlog, 39
AnsProlog: or , 39
rst-order query
AnsProlog, 43
AnsProlog: , 43
Fitting's operator, 272
xed part
problem, 254
xpoint, 366
xpoint logic(FPL), 245
ounder, 82, 336
oundering, 331
uent, 164
literal, 164
FOL, 245
folded rules, 126, 127
folding
MGS, 126
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TSS, 126
folding rules, 126, 127
Forced atom proposition, 70
Forced disjunct proposition, 71
forest, 334
main tree, 334
formula
in AnsPrologfnot  or :?g , 346
FPL, 245
FPL+ 9), 246
frame problem, 64
function
inherent(i-function), 32
literal(l-function), 32
signature(s-function), 32
functional specication, 112
Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation, 17
gen-literal, 8
general enumeration
AnsProlog, 39
AnsProlog: or , 39
general forms, 234
generalized stable model, 353
generate and test, 137
glb, 365
greatest lower bound, 365
greatest unfounded set, 357
ground
fact, 8
term, 7
grounded
w.r.t. TMS, 265
Hamiltonian circuit, 153
head, 8
head consistent, 92
head cycle free, 87
applications, 182
Herbrand Base
of language L, 7
Herbrand interpretation, 14
partial, 22
Herbrand model, 14
Herbrand Universe, 7
hide, 309
HT-deduction system, 132
HT-equivalence
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deduction of, 133
HT-equivalent
semantic denition, 132
HT-interpretation, 132
HT-model, 132
human like reasoning, 2
i-function, 32
I/O Specication, 72
ILP, 130
immediate consequence operator, 15
impossibility statements, 190
incoherent, 70
incremental extension, 113
inherent function, 32
inheritance
of eects, 195
inheritance hierrachy, 157
initial program, 126
initial situation
reasoning about, 167
initial state complete, 167
input extension, 114
input opening, 114
input signature, 112
of , 112
input-output specication, 73
integer linear constraints, 129
integer linear programming, 130
integrity constraint, 38
interior, 114
interpolation, 105, 106
algorithm, 109
intutionistic logic, 133
iterative
expansion, 262
iterative expansion, 262
justication, 263
k-clique, 154
k-colorability, 153
kernel, 156
knapsack problem, 317
l-function, 32, 33
parameters, 33
values, 33
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language
declarative, 1
procedural, 1
language independence, 100
range-restricted programs, 100
language independent, 99
language tolerance, 99, 101
application, 182
LDL++ , 341
LDNF resolution, 336
least xpoint, 366
least interpretation, 14
least upper bound, 365
Left Logical Equivalence, 266
level of an atom, 281
linear ordering
AnsProlog, 53
literal, 8
abducible, 118
bounded w.r.t. a level mapping, 336
gen-literal, 8
naf-literal, 8
negative, 8
objective, 351
positive, 8
subjective, 351
literal dependency graph, 87
local call consistency, 84
local stratication, 81
locally stratied, 85
logic of here-and-there, 131
Loop, 267
lp-function, 32, 112
lparse file:sm j smodels, 310
lparse module, 301
lub, 365
magic sets, 341
main tree, 334
maximal informativeness, 107
mbt, 292
mgu, 126
relevant, 332
min-ACC tournament scheduling, 313
minimal interpretation, 14
mixed integer programming, 129
modal atom, 260
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modal nonmonotonic logic, 260
mode, 72
model
non-Herbrand, 258
modular translation, 256
monotonicity, 366
most general unier, 126
must be true, 292
N-queens, 138
as a CSP, 149
naf-literal, 8
negative, 8
positive, 8
natural representation
of a query, 108
NDTM, 368
Negation Rationality, 266
NEXPTIME, 233
no-op, 187
non-Herbrand
models, 258
non-monotonic logic, 2
normal forms, 234
normative statement
AnsProlog, 60
objective literal, 351
observable, 118
observation, 118
assimilation, 167
initial state complete, 167
observation language, 166
occur check, 333
open predicate, 353
optimize statement, 305
Or, 266
order consistency, 84
AnsProlog: or program, 98
order consistent, 97
ordered databases, 246
ordinal, 365
nite, 365
limit, 365
successor, 365
output signature, 112
of , 112
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parallel circumscription, 259
parameter, 33
parameterized answer set, 354
part of a program, 102
partial evaluation, 94
partial interpretation, 271
partial order, 365
path, 334
perfect model, 81
permissible, 100
plan
conformant, 168
planning, 168
conformant, 326
polynomial hierarchy, 230
polynomially balanced, 231
polynomially decidable, 231
positive order consistent, 83
possibility space, 137
pre-SLDNF forest, 334
extension of, 334
pre-SLDNF-derivation, 335
pre-SLDNF-forest
nitely failed, 335
successful, 335
predicate-order-consistency, 85
application to language tolerance, 102
premise, 8
prioritized circumscription, 259
prioritized default, 157
problem, 254
procedural, 1
program complexity, 227
program-complete, 228
PROLOG, 2
propositional satisability
AnsProlog, 41
pruning oscillation, 276
pseudo derivation, 334
PT naf-literals, 294
Pure Prolog, 329
suciency conditions, 336
QBF, 44
qualication problem, 191
quantied boolean formula
existential, 46
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existential-universal, 50
universal, 44
universal-existential, 47
query, 29
bounded w.r.t. a level mapping, 336
computed answer substitution, 335
database, 33
dlv, 323
extended, 33
failed, 334
oundered, 334
language
A, 167
success, 334
query entailment, 28
ramication, 191
range restricted, 13, 322
Rationality, 266
RCS-AnsProlog system, 223
realization theorem
incremental extension, 115
input extension, 117
input opening, 116
interpolation, 115
reasoning about knowledge, 67
recursive set, 367
recursively enumerable, 368
reduct of a formula, 346
reduction
Turing, 234
renement operator, 113
Reexivity, 266
regular occurrence, 346
relation instance, 33
incomplete, 33
relation schema, 33
relational
algebra, 245
calculus, 245
relevant mgu, 332
resolvent, 334
resolves, 334
restricted monotonicity, 89
Right Weakening, 266
rule, 8
conclusion of, 8
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AnsPrologfnot  or :?g , 346
body of, 8
head of, 8
is applicable, 334
premise of, 8
satised, 293
rule-modular, 256
mapping, 256
s-function, 32, 34, 112
satisability, 231
saturated, 13
Schur, 150
second-order formula, 234
separable, 115
set of equations
solved, 332
sets of equations
equivalent, 332
show, 310
signature
input, 112
output, 112
signature function, 34
signature of 
input, 112
output, 112
signed
AnsProlog: or program, 89
signed program, 85
signing, 85
singular occurrence, 346
situation, 164
initial, 164
skolem constant, 258
SLDNF, 82
SLDNF forest, 335
SLDNF-derivation, 335
SLDNF-forest
nite, 335
nitely failed, 335
successful, 335
SLDNF-resolution, 336
SLG, 281
SLG-modied, 283
smodels, 285
p(1::n), 308
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p(a b), 309

#, 310
%, 310
aggregation, 319
choice, 41
combinatorial auctions, 318
const, 309
function, 309
hide, 309
knapsack problem, 317
linear lists, 320
lists, 321
lparse file:sm j smodels, 310
sets, 319
show, 310
weight, 309
smodels module, 301
solution, 94
solved set of equations, 332
sort ignorable, 182
sort specication, 99
sorted answer-set theory, 99
sorts, 99
sound interpolation, 111
splitting
application of, 95
adding CWA, 95
conservative extension, 95
sequence, 96
theorem, 97
set, 93
theorem, 94
stable classes, 359
stable program, 74
standardisation apart, 334
state, 164
static causal proposition, 191
stratication, 77
stratied, 77
strong equivalence, 131
of AnsPrologfnot  or :?g programs, 348
strongly connected components, 292
strongly range restricted, 307
structural properties
nonmonotonic entailment relation, 265
structure, 258
subjective literal, 351
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substitution, 125
substitutions
composition of, 125
more general, 125
suciency conditions
Pure Prolog, 336
supported by, 13
supporting rule proposition, 70
supports
w.r.t. TMS, 265
systematic removal of CWA, 67
temporal projection, 167
term, 7
terminating, 336
tight, 85
AnsProlog, 83
AnsProlog:?, 83
program, 83
w.r.t. a set of literals, 83
tile covering, 142
TMS, 265
justication, 265
transnite sequence, 366
transformation sequence, 127
transition function, 165
tree
nitely failed, 334
succesful, 334
Truth maintenance system, 265
Turing machine, 367
deterministic, 367
non-deterministic, 368
Turing reduction, 234
unfolded rules, 126
unfolding, 126
unfolding rules, 126
unfounded set, 357
unier, 126, 332
most general, 126
of a set of equations, 332
universal query problem, 353
unsatisability, 231
upper-closure, 286
values, 33
variant of a rule, 333
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varying part
problem, 254
weak abductive reasoning, 123
weak constraint, 323
weak equivalence, 111
weak exceptions, 62
weak interpolation, 111
weak-lter-abducible, 124
weight constraint, 302
encoding, 59
well-founded relation, 84, 365
well-founded semantics, 31, 357
alternating xpoint characterization, 359
well-moded, 73, 337
well-supported, 70
wfs-bb, 272
winner determination, 318
world view, 351
XSB, 341
Yale turkey shoot, 64, 166
zebra, 144

